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ADVERTISEMENT

This volume forms the twenty-ninth of a series, composed of original

memoirs on ditterent branches of knowledge, published at the expense and

under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution. The puljlication of this

series forms part of a general plan adopted for carrying into effect the benevo-

lent intentions of James Smithso??, Esq., of England. This gentleman left

his pvo])erty in trust to the United States of America to found at Washington

an institution which should bear his own name and have for its objects the

''increase and diffusion of knowledge among men." This trust was accepted

by tlie Government of the United States, and- acts of Congress were passed

August 10, 1846, and March 12, 1894, constituting the President, the Vice-

President, the Chief Justice of the United States, and the heads of Executive

Departments an establishment under the name of the "Smithsonian Insti-

tution, FOR THE INCREASE AND DIFFUSION OF KNOWLEDGE AMONG MEN."

The members of this establishment are to hold stated and special meetings

for the supervision of tlie affairs of the Institution and for the advice and

instruction of a Board of Regents to whom the financial and other affairs

are intrusted.

The Board of Regents consists of two members ex officio of the establish-

ment, namely, the Vice-President of the United States and the Chief Justice

of the United States, together with twelve other members, three of whom are

appointed fr(^m the Senate by its President, three from the House of Rcprc-^

sentatives by the Speaker, and six persons appointed by a joint resolution of

both Houses. To this Board is given the power of electing a Secretary and

other officers for conducting the active operations of the Institution.

To carry into effect the purposes of the testator, the plan of organization

should evidently embrace two objects: one, tlie increase of knowledge by

the addition of^lew truths to the existing stock; the other, the diffusion of

knowledge, thus increased, among men. No restriction is made in favor of any

kind of knowledge, and hence each branch is entitled to and should receive a

share of attention.

The act of Congress establishing the Institution directs, as a part of the

plan of organization, the formation of a library, a museum, and a gallery of

art, together with provisions for physical research and popular lectures, while

it leaves to the Regents the power of adopting such other parts of an organiza-

tion as they may deem best suited to promote the objects of the b^ truest.



I- AliVIKTlSEMKNT.

Aft. . liberation, tlu- Kev'onts ro>olved to appnrtion th<- annual

j,j(.,,i, ly anx.ns? tlie ilifferent objoct> and operations of the Institution

i;, such Mtlgmein i<\' the H«'i,'ent8. be ' -y and

|,n,p(.rt r-.-i.ii!i_, .»- M.irin-'-- '"t - '':<> •!' '" " 'j '

fr.itli w'i .\V

1 II .'tails of tlif part- nf the iri'Mcivil pl.m ..I'Mifanization

|H-,,visio d :il tiie meeting nf the Regents December -S. 1H47 :

DITAILS OF THK KIUST I'ART OF TIIF PLAN.

I. To I.N ]vnowi>p:i)GE.—It is proposed to stimulale research by oj^'friivj

Is for original memoirs on all siibjecU of investi//ation.

,"i;- iiiii> obtained t^) be publishe.i in .i .-< . . - •! volunit.-

' riititled •' .Sniitlisoiiian r'dntribntinn-; to Knowledge."

ibjcctsof phv>- -epted for jtublieation

litioii to liuinaii k iiowjedge, resting on

iirculatinns to lie n jo'ted.

liistitutinii to be suliniitted for exainina-

|Mitation for learning in the branch to

ir pertains, and to be accepted for |>ul)lii'ation only in case the

iiiinission is favorable.

.mission to be chosen by the otticers of the lii-stitution, and the

lior. as far as pra(;tiialde, concealed, unless a favorable decision

limes of the memoirs to lie exchanged for the transactions of

iitific societies, and cnpies to be given to all the colleges and

ica in this country. One part of the remaining copies may be

md the other carefully preserved to form ci)mpletp sot-s of the

lire demand from new institutions.

. or popular account, of the contents of these memoirs to be

.-,,, ''••"jl. tl. • .|)ii>i il '• I t f the Regents to Congress.

1. 1
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3. The results obtained from these appropriations to be published, with the

memoirs before mentioned, in the volumes of the Smithsonian Contributions to

Knowledge.

4. Examples of objects for which appropriations may be made:

(1) System of extended meteorological observations for solving the problem

of American storms.

(2) Explorations in descriptive natural history, and geological, mathe-

matical, and topographical surveys, to collect material for the formation of a

physical atlas of the United States.

(3) Solution of exi?erimental problems, such as a new determination of

the weight of the earth, of the velocity of electricity, and of light; chemical

analyses of soils and plants ; collection and publication of scientific facts, accu-

mulated in the offices of Q-overnment.

(4) Institution of statistical inquiries with reference to physical, moral, and

political subjects.

(5) Historical researches and accurate surveys of places celebrated in

American histoi'y.

(6) Ethnological researches, particularly with reference to the diiferent

races of men in North America; also explorations and accurate surveys of the

mounds and other remains of the ancient people of our country.

I. To DIFFUSE Knowledge.— /i5 is proposed to publish a series of reports, giving

an account of the new discoveries in science, and of the changes made from

year to year in all branches of knowledge not strictly professional.

1 Some of these reports may be published annually, others at longer

.intervals, as the income of the Institution or the changes in the branches of

knowledge may indicate.

2. The reports are to be prepared by collaborators eminent in the ditterent

branches of knowledge.
, ,• .•

3 Each collaborator to be furnished with the journals and publications,

domestic and foreign, necessary to the compilation of his report; to be paid a

certain sum for his labors, and to be named on the title-page of the report.

4 The reports to be published in separate parts, so that persons interested

in a particular branch can procure the parts relating to it without purchasing

the whole. • i t j. m <-•

5 These reports may be presented to Congress for partial distribution

the remaining copies to be given to literary and scientific institutions and sold

to individuals for a moderate price.
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I/u: JuUuwiiUf are some uf the subjects whir'' mzi/ be embracca in i/'r ityori^ :

I. PHYSICAL CLAS8.

11^ usiruiiuiuy, iiaturjil iiuuisMpiiv, '-u i:-ii_\, jhhI

fill 'ft

al liistorv, including botnnv, zooli><rv, ^y, etc.

•'! A _

t xiioiioe k> arts.

II. .MURa£ and rOLITKJAL CLASS

5. Ethnology, including particular hi.story, comparative philology, antiq-

uities, eti-

fiural pliii' -
,

s. A -urvey of the political events of the world; penal reform, etr.

III. LrrEiiATUui': and the fine aiuu

9. Modern literature.

10. The fine arts, and their application to the useful arts.

IL Bibliography.

n. To DIFFUSE Know: occasionalb/ separate

treat! • '^ mi suifi i ij iji niiw (uiii i .-^t.

1. These treatises may "I'casionally consist of valuable memoirs translated

from foreign laii::u.ii.'^(>. m- of articlrs prepared under the direction of the

Institution, or procured by offering premiums for the best exposition of a

given subject.

2. 'I'iie treatises to l)e -iil)iuitted to a commission of eompetent judges

previous to their publication.
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DETAILS OK THE SECOND PART OF THK PLAN OF ORGANIZATION.

This part contemplates the formation of a library, a musenm. and a gallery

of art.

1. To carry out the plan before described a library will bo required con-

sisting, first, of a complete collection of the transactions and proceedings of all

the learned societies of the world ; second, of the more important current period-

ical publications and other works necessary in preparing the periodical reports.

2. The Institution should make special collections particularly of objects

to illustrate and verify its own publications; also a collection of instruments

of research in all branches of experimental science.

3. With reference to the collection of books other than those mentioned

above, catalogues of all the different libraries in the United States should be

procured, in order that the valuable books first purchased may be such as are

not to be found elsewhere in the United States.

4. Also catalogues of memoirs and of books in foreign libraries and other

materials should be collected, for rendering the Institution a center of biblio-

graphical knowledge, v.dience the student may be directed to any work which

he may require.

^^^. It is believed that the collections in natural history will increase by

donation as rapidly as the income of the Institution can make ]>rovision for

their reception, and therefore it will seldom be necessary to purchase any

article of this kind.

6. Attempts should be made to procure for the gallery of art, casts of the

most celebrated articles of ancient and modern sculpture.

7. The arts may be encouraged by pro\iding a room, free of expense, for

the exhibition of the objects of the Ai't Union and other similar societies.

8. A small appropriation should annually be made for models of antiqui-

ties, such as those of the remains of ancient temples, etc.

9. The Secretary and his assistants, during the session of Congress, will be

required to illustrate new discoveries in science and to exhibit new objects of

art. Distinguished individuals should also be invited to give lectures on sub-

jects of general interest.

In accordance with the rules adopted in the programme of organization,

each memoir in this volume has been favorably reported on by a commission

appointed for its examination. It is, however, impossible, in most cases, to verif}'

the statements of an author, ;ind therefore neither'^the commission nor the

Institution can be responsible for more than the genei'al character of a memoir.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The present research—an extension of a Hne of investiga-

tion ptu'sued by the author, Mr. A. A. Michelson, for a year or

two past—has in view an increased accnracy in the nieasnre-

ment of the wave-lengths of specific spectroscopic lines by

means of new apphcations of the method of interference.

One ultimate object of such greater precision of determina-

tion is the employment of particular wave-lengths of Ught as

standards of comparison of metrical units.

As a preliminary investigation of some importance, canied

on under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, the me-

moir is adopted as one deserving a place in the Smithsonian

"Contributions to Knowledge."

S. P. LANGLEY,

Secretary Smithsonian Institution.

Washington, July, 1892.





ox THE APPLICATION OF INTERFERENCE METHODS

TO SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS.

By Albert A. Michelson.*

The theoretical investigation of the relation between the distribution of

light in a source, as a function of the wave-length, and the resulting " visi-

biUty cui-ve " has been given in a paper bearing the same title as the present

one in the Philosophical Magazine for April, 1891.

The physical definition of " visibihty " there adopted is

in which I^ is the intensity at the center of a bright interference band, and

L the intensity at the center of the adjoining dark band. In order to in-

terpret the actual curves obtained by observation of interference fringes, it

is first necessary to reduce the results of the eye-estimates of visibility,

which may be designated by F,, to their absolute values as above defined.

For this purpose, two quartz lenses, one concave and the other convex,

and of equal curvatures, were mounted with then crystalline axes at right

angles to each other between two Nicols. Under these conditions a series of

concentric interference rings appeared. If a be the angle between the prin-

* I take this opportunity of presenting my acknowledgments and thanks to the Smithsonian Insti-

tution for the funds necessarj' to caiTy out this research ; to Clark University for the facilities it has placed

at my disposal ; and especially to Mr. F. L. 0. Wads\yorth, Assistant in Physics of Clark University, for

the valuable services he has rendered and his unflagging zeal in furthering this investigation.

5



ON THI-: APPLICATION OF INTERFERENCE METHODS

t'ipal section of the polarizer and the axis of the first quartz, and (o the an<;le

between the axis and the analyzer, the intensity of the light transmitted

will be

I=ros' ((0—7.) -.s7/( 2 rj. siii 1 o) .s//r -—^-^ -i
^

/.

where /, is the thickness throu":!! the fii-st (juartz. and i-, that thiough the

second. If the analyzer and jwlarizer are iiarallel,

0):

whence

and

.01, and /=l_.s<V2 7..svV7:^^^^,

/,=1, aud J.. = l-sin- 2a,

V=/,—/o_l —cos^ 2 g

/i + /o~l + C0S'2 7.'

This cm-ve, together ^ath the mean of a number of eye-estimates, is given

in Fig. 2, Plate I. From these the following table of con-ections may be

obtained :

u.oo

.05

.10

.15

.20

.30

.35

.411

.45

.51)

Cor.

0.00

+ .03

+ .04

+ .03

-r.02

.00

-.03

-.05

-.07

-.08

.10

K. Cor.

0.55 -0.12

.60.

.65.

.70

.75

.80

.85.

.90

.95

1.00

-.14

-.15

-.16

-.16

-.14

-.13

.11

-.08

.00

Tlic curves .show a general tendency to estimate the visi])ility too high

when the interference bands are cleai'. and too low when they are indistinct.

This tendency may be modified by a number of circumstances ;
— thus, it in-

crea.ses witli the refi-angibility of the hght used ; it is greater when the field

contains a large number of bands lliaii wlicn there are but few ; it is gi-eater

while the visibility cur\'e is falling than when it is ri.'^ing; it does not seem

to be greatly affectted by the inten.sity of the light ; finally, it varies on dif-

ferent occasions and witli (litfcrcut obson'ers. Notwitlistanding these dis-
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tui'biiig causes, the result, after applying the correction, will rarely be in

eiTor by more than one tenth of its value, arid oi'dinarily the approximation

is much closer than this.*

The observations necessary to construct the visibility curves, from which

the distribution of light in any approximately homogeneous source is to be

deduced, may be made with any form of interference apparatus, which allows

a considerable alteration in the diiference of path between the two interfer-

ing streams of light.

The apparatus actually employed for this piu'pose was designed for the

comparison of wave-lengths, and while admu'ably adapted for the observa-

tion of visibility curves, it contains many parts not necessary for this use.

Fig. 1, Plate I., presents the plan of an arrangement which, while showing

all the essential parts, is much less comphcated. Starting from V, a vacuiun-

tube containing the substance whose radiations are to be examined (and

which is usually inclosed in a metal box in order that it may be raised to

any required temperature), the light is analyzed by one or more prisms

* The formula for visibility deduced in the former paper {Phil. Ma<j., vol. xxi
; p. 340), is

T7-2 C" + S'

P'

in which C = / 'f
(oc) cos kr d.c,

8 =
I 'f

(.r) sill Iw clc,

P = f'f (x) dt,

k = 2-n,

D = Difference in path,

and
'f (.r) represents the distribution of light in the source.

In this expression, no account was taken of the effect of extraneous light, and it was assumed that

the two interfering pencils were of equal intensities. It can be shown that the error due to both these

causes tends to lower the visibility ; but in either case the coiTeet values may be obtained by multiplying

by a constant factor.

In the first case, let e be the intensity of the extraneous light, and V the resulting vi.sibility ; then, by

definition,

„,_(J.+6)-(J,+e)_ I,~I,
. ^

-f
2e_ ^^ y._ 1,-1,

(I,+e) + {I,+e)~ I,+I^+2e' I,+I^ ' {I,+I^)a + r)

whence F= (1 + r) V.

In the second case, let ? be tlie ratio of intensities of the interfering pencils ; then it can readily be

shown that the resulting intensity is / = (1 + p-) P+ 2p (C cos ii-—S sin ft),

and hence the visibility is F" = -^i£— . / C^ + S^
_ whence V= if

—

V
l + p2 t p 2p

If the interfering pencils differ by 25 per cent., the factor -^±f- differs from unity by about 4 per

cent. ; so that, in most cases, this cause of error may be neglected.
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forming a spectrum from which any required radiation may be separated

from the rest by passing through the sht S.*

The hght from S is rendered nearly parallel by a eollimating lens, and

then falls on a transparent film of silver, on the surface of the plane parallel

plate Gi.f Here it divides, part being transmitted to the fixed plane miiTor

Ml, and part reflected to the movable mirror J/,. These muTors return the

light to the silvered surface, where the fii'st pait is reflected, and the second

transmitted ; so that both pencils coincide onentering the observingtelescope.J

A little consideration will show that this an*angement is, in all respects,

equivalent to a film or plate of air between two plane surfaces. The inter-

ference phenomena are therefore the same as for such an air-plate.

The theory of these interference bands has been given in an article

entitled "Interference Phenomena in a New Form of Refi-actometer," PJiilo-

sophical Mdfiazme for April, 1882. As is there sho-wn, the projections of the

bands are, in general, conic sections, the position of maximum distinctness

being given by the foi-mula

P= -^taii i cos'
tan'f

in which f„ is the thickness of the equivalent air-plate, where it is cut by the

axis of the telescope,
'f

, the inclination of the two surfaces, 61 and /, the com-

ponents of the angle of incidence i)arallel and pei-peudicular respectively to

the intersection of the sui-faces, and F, the distance of the plane of maxi-

miun distinctness from the surfaces. If be small, the variations of P
with may be neglected, and we have then

F = —"- tail i,

tan
'f

or with sufficient accuracy,

?
• In the case of close groups of lines, the image of the source is first thrown on a slit ; otherwise, the

lines at .S' would overlap.

t The lifht entering the telescope is a maximum when the thickness of the silver film is such that the

intensity of the transmitted liglit is equal to that of the retieeted light. The silvering has another im-

portant advantage in diminishing the relative intensity of the light reflected from the other surface. In-

deed, for this purpose, it is advisable to make the film heavier ; even so thick that the reflected light is

twice as bright as the transmitted. This does not affect the ultimate ratio of intensities of the interfer-

ing pencils ; for what is lost by transmission on entering llie plate <V, is made up by reflection on leaving

it, the effect being simi)ly to diminish somewhat the whole intensity. Another advantage of the thicker

film is that it can be made uniform with far less dillicnlty tlian the thin film. It ni.ay be mentionod that

with this form of instniment the interference fringes in white hght present a purity and gorgeousness
of coloration that are surpassed only by the colors of the polariscope.

t The second plane parallel plate G,_. is made of the same thickness as the first, and is required to

equalize the optical paths of the two pencils.
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From this it will be seen that the focal plane varies very rapidly with /, so

that, unless
'f
=0, it is impossible to see all parts of the interference bands in

focus with equal distinctness. If, however, cp=0, that is, if the two sm-faces

are strictly parallel, then P=oo, and if the observing telescope is focused

for parallel rays, all parts of the bands are equally distinct. Under these cir-

cumstances the interference fringes are concentric circles, whose angular

diameter is given by

cos * = ^.

If for A we put 24— n\ and for cos %•, its approximate value 1 — -^,

we have *„=\/'?l\

In order to obtain an idea of the order of accuracy required in this ad-

justment, suppose the angle % to be so small that its influence on the dis-

tinctness may be neglected. The intensity at the focus of the observing

telescope will be

1=11 eos^ ^ V. A dx dy, where x = ~.

If the aperture be a rectangle whose height is 26, and width 2a,

I=2b f^cos'iyt. Adx.

But A=2(fo + '^x),

whence I=2b [a + cos2v. U ^i^l^L^iUL
L 2%

'f

The maximum value of / is

L 2x rp _

and the minimum value is

sin 2% 9 a
2& a-

2-iC
'f J

whence y^ sin2-^'?a
^

2v.'f (I

In attempting to verify this formula by actual observation, one is met by

the difficulty that all parts of the bands are not m focus at the same time,

the right and left bands being more distinct than the central one, to which

attention ought to be directed. Notwithstanding the rather rough character

of the observations, the results agi-ee fairly well with theory. If 's„ is the
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ratio of the wave-length to the width of the rectangular aperture, the above

formula becomes

T
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The vapor was rendered hxmiiioiis l>y the discharge from the secondary

y>t a large induction-coil, whose primary cui-rent was inten-upted by a rotary

break attached to the armature of an electric motor, making about 20 to 30

breaks per second. The steadiness of the light thus obtained was far greater

than with the ordinary Foucault interrupter. Probably it would have been

still more satisfactory to use an alternating dynamo properly wound to give

a strong current with comparatively few alternations.

The box surroimding the vacuum-tube was heated just sufficiently to

give a steady, bright light, and the temperatiu'e then kept as nearly uniform

as possible. This temperature was usually taken to represent that of the

vapor within the tube. This is of course only a rough approximation to the

truth ; and in some cases the estimate was much too low.

As it was not intended to include in the present work an elaborate study

of the effect of temperatm-e, this matter was not of great consequence. It

may be suggested, however, that a very much closer approximation to the

real temperatm-e could be obtained by winding a platinum wire about the

capillary portion of the tiibe, and deducing the temperatm-e fi'om the varia-

tion of its resistance. A preUminary experiment in which a platinum wii-e

passing through the tube and heated by a current until the platinum spiral

outside the tube was raised to fixed temperatm-es, would give a means of

deducing, from the indications of the spiral, the true temperature within the

tube.

These adjustments being effected, the screw of the "wave-comparer"

was turned to zero ; that is, till there was no difference of path between the

interfering pencils. At this point the visibihty should be as great as pos-

sible, and was accordingly marked 100. The screw (of 1 '"'"• pitch) was then

turned through one tiim, thus giving a difference of path of 2 '"'"•, and the

visibihty again estimated, and so on. The curve was then drawn, giving

the estimated visibility for each 2 """ difference of path, and this was cor-

rected for the personal equation, as before described.

Hydrogen. The full cm-ve in Fig. 3b, Plate II., represents such a curve

for the red hydrogen Hue* at a pressure of about 1 ""• and a temperature of

about 50° C. The dotted cm*ve represents V=2~ ""
cos 0.7 30.

* The hydrogen was prepared by dropping distilled water upon sodium amalgam, and allowing the

gas to pass through sulphuric acid into the vacuum-tuVje, which was repeatedly exhausted until the

spectrum of hydrogen was nearly pure.
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It follows that the \'isibihty curve is practically the same as that due to

a double source, whose components have the intensity ratio 7:10, and in each

of which the Ught is distributed according to the exponential law expressed

l)y the fii-st term.

The fonnula for a doul)le source, where the components are similar, is

l+r^+2rcos2r.^

*

l+r"+2r

in which JJ, tlie period of the cm've, is inversely proportional to the distance

between the components.

But D = .V/.i = (-V+l) >-2, whence a = Aj - l^ = ^ •

Hence, in the present instance we have for the distance between the com-

ponents of the red hydi-ogen Hne, 1 30 x (6.56x10-*)^ = 1.4 x lO-«""», or 0.14

divisions of Rowland's scale.

Again, if 'j be the " half-width " of the spectral Une (the value of x when

(f{x) = i), then

'^(j-) = 2~52, and V=e r2~'

If A be the value of X for F= i, then 8 = - , or, with sufficient accu-
TT A

. 0.22
racy, ^^ = ^--

Substituting the value of cl in the equation for T^ we have

V=2-Er

The value of a in the hydrogen curve is 19. Accordingly, after reducing

to the same units as above, we have 5 = 0.049.

From these data. Fig. 3rt was constructed, the lull cm-ve sliowing the dis-

tril)utiou of hght in the source.

Fig. 4/>, Plate II., gives, in the full cui-ve, the corrected values of the visi-

bility of the blue hydrogen line at the same temperatui-e and pressm*e as

• Ah frequont use is to be uiade of the function

A /l+r»+2r«)«2i:^

it will be abbreviated to the fonn ews r, 7A
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before. The dotted curve represents a double exponential, as before. The

formula for this curve is

F=2"^'-*' cos 0.7/28,

thus giving a = 0.08 for the distance between the components, and 5 = 0.057

for the " half-width " of each. These values give for the distribution of light

in the blue hydi'ogen hne the full cm-ve in Fig. 4a.

Oxygen. Fig. 5, Plate II., represents the results obtained from oxygen

prepared by heatmg a tube containing mercm*ic oxide, diying the gas by

sulphuric acid, and exhausting and filling repeatedly, till the specti-um was

nearly pure. The hues are much less bright than those of hydrogen, and

in order to obtain satisfactory results, the current had to be increased so

far that the tube was frequently broken. Notwithstanding the somewhat

uncertain character of the observations, it will be seen from Fig. 5a that

the curve for the orange-red line corresponds very well with that given by

the formula

F=2~'^'''''' rO.36 + 0.32 cos 2 7rX/2.69 + 0.16 cos 2 irX/4.85+ 0.16 cos2 xX/1.73 ^

The agreement between the coefficient
2~^'"', and the general curve drawn

thi-ough the maxima, is also shown in Fig. 5&, Plate II.

The interpretation of these results is that the orange-red oxygen hne is a

triple, whose components have intensities in the ratios 1:1: V2, and whose

distances apart are 1.51 and 0.84 respectively, and whose "half-width" is

0.027. This is shown in Fig. 5c.

Sodmm. The results obtained from metaUic sodium in the vacuum-tube

are so varied, the character of the hues being so considerably altered by tem-

perature and pressure, that a complete study is at present impossible. This

is especially true of the yellow hues, and the difficulty is considerably in-

creased on account of the insufficiency of the dispersion used, which does

not permit the separate examination of the lines. Some reference to the

changes mentioned ^dll be given at the close of this paper. At present it

win suffice to take a particular case,—the pressm-e being very low, and the

temperature about 250°.*

* The curve given above was obtained a year ago, and since then it has been impossible to reproduce

it exactly.
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The full cm-ve iu Fig. (ih, Plate IT., gives the ex])erimental result for the

visibihty at the luaxinia for yellow sodium, corrected for personal equation.

The dotted curve coiTespouds to th(^ formula

F=2"'^''"*' cos 0.7 50 cos 0.1/140.

The complete equation, assuming that the two lines are alike, is

V= 2-^'''»°*=
cos 0.8 0.58 cos 0.7 50 cos 0.1 140.

The interpretation of these results is that each of the sodium Unes is a

close double, as shown in Fig. Qa.

The yellow-gi-een sodium hue at ). = 5687 is a double whose components

are about the same distance apart as the yellow pah-. It was foimd to be

far less variable than the yellow, and the full visibility curve, neglecting

slight in-egularities, gives the experimental results corrected for personal

equation. Fig. Ih, Plate 11., shows that its components are single and eoiTe-

spond in distribution of hght fau-ly well with the exponential curv^e, Fig. la.

The same may be said of the orange-red double at G15G also, except that

this seems to have a companion of feeble intensity.

The doubles at 5150 and at 4982 were also examined, the curves showing

nearly the same results as the red.

Ziuc. The temperatui-e at which the radiations from metallic zinc

could be conveniently observed was in the neighborhood of the melting-

point of the glass of w^liich the vacuimi-tubes were made. But few obser-

vations were recorded, though these were quite consistent. The results

of the observations, corrected for personal equation, are given in Figs. 8

and 9, Plate II. The fonner is the record obtained from the red Mne near

6800, and shows that tliis line is single, the distribution of hght agreeing

very well with a simple exponential curve, the " hah"-width " being 0.013.

Tlie latter shows the results of obsen^ation on the blue line near 4811.

Tilt' dotted curve is the visibility cm-ve due to a distribution represented

in Fig. 9a.

Ciiihiiiinn. .Metallic cadmium in tlir vacuum-tube at a temperatvu-e of

about 280° gives a number of very bright lines, widely separated, and vary-

ing very shghtly with temperatm-e or pressure. Fig. 10ft, Plate III., shows
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the experimental visibility ctu've of the red Hue near 6439, coiTected for

personal equation, together with the simple exponential curve

The remarkably close agreement leaves no doubt that the distribution of

hght in the source follows very nearly the exponential law giving the curve

in Fia-. lOrt, in which the " half-width " of the source is 0.0065.

The results of a single set of observations on the gi-een hne at 5086 is

given in Fig. 11&, Plate III., the approximate agreement between the full

line and the dotted curve, which con-esponds to the equation

V=2~^'''"'' ms 0.2 115,

showing that the source is a close double, the intensity of whose compo-

nents is in the ratio 5:1, and whose distance apart is 0.022 ; the "half-width"

of each component being 0.0018.

The cmwe for the blue radiation at 1800 is given in Fig. 12&, Plate III.,

and shows that the results may be approximately represented by

^=2"^'"*'
cos 0.1/32,

which corresponds to the distribution of intensity given in Fig. 12o.

Thallium. The metal is not suflaeiently volatile at the temperatures

attainable, but the chloride answers admirably, giving a briUiant green

light, the visibihty curve varying but little with temperatm-e. This cm"ve

is given in Fig. 13&, Plate III., together with the dotted curve representing

the equation

V=^€OS 0.2 160 a/ 4 Fi'' + V,'+4: V, V, cos 2 xX/25.3,

in which Fi = 2 ''

and y, = 2-^"--.

This is the visibihty ciu've due to a double source, each of whose com-

ponents is a close double, as shown in Fig. 13a.

Mercury. Mercury in a vacuum-tube gives two yeUow lines 5790 and

5770, a very bi-illiant green line at 5461, and a violet hne at 4358.

The yellow hues are not very bright, and are so close together that it is

somewhat difacult with the dispersion employed to prevent the hght fi-om
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overlapping. Notwithstanding these difficulties, the close agreement of a

number of olisen-ations shows that the cm-ve for the lower hne, given in

Fig. 1-ift, Plate III., is a close approximation to the ti-uth. Neglecting the

effect of a hne of feeble intensity at a distance of about 0.24 from the prin-

cipal line, the distribution of light in the source is represented in Fig. 14,

which gives for the visibility cui-ve

V=\ a/sI? -+ F,' + 6 F, r, cos 2 irX'28,

in which Fj = 2 '

**'»

and F, = 2'^' ^' cos 0.5 '280.

Fig. 15&, Plate III., represents the results of observations on the upper

yellow hne, omitting some pecuharities due to the presence of one or more

lines of feeble intensity. The curve agrees closely with the fonnula

V=^ a/ 3~f7+F,' + 6 F, F, cos 2 ttX/TO
,

m which yi — ^ '

and Fj = 2 "*',

which represents the ^nsibihty curve produced by two lines of intensities

1 : 3 and separated by 0.019 chvisions as shown in Fig. 15«.

The gi-een mercury line is one of the most complex yet examined. The

constituent lines are nevertheless so fine that the interference bands are fre-

quently visil)le when the difference of path is over four tenths of a meter

!

The full curve in Fig. liib, Plate III., gives the results of observations cor-

rected for personal equation, while the dotted ciirve represents the equation

V = 2
~^

' ^'"' y/omJV +om F»+ 0.28 F, F, cos 2 r.X 31 .4,

in which F, = 0.62 + 0.38 cos 2 zX 360,

and V, = 0.77 + 0.23 cos 2 zA' IIU.

This is the visibility curve con-esponding to the distribution represented

in Fig. 16rt. The components of the Ihie for simphcity have been assumed

to be symmetrical, as figiu-ed ; but the obsei-\'ations are not sufficiently ac-

ciu-ate to determine whether for instance each component is a double or a

triple hne. In this case also, as in the preceding ones, it is impossible from
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the data given to determine wliether tlie smaller component is to tlie right

or left of the principal line. A direct observation with the grating showed,

however, that the smaller component is toward the red end of the spectrum.

The full curve shows that there is at least one other line—probably

more than one—whose intensity is roughly one twentieth of the principal

hne, and whose distance fi'om it is al)out three times that of the chief

components.

The violet merciuy line is much more tUfficult to obsein^e than the

others. The results obtained by observation, corrected for personal equa-

tion, are given by the ftdl curve Fig. lib, Plate III. The formula for the

dotted curve is

V=a/ 0.88 Fi^+0.12 V, V, co^2r.X/23,

in which Fi = 2
^''' 74 2

0.62+0.38 cos 2 T.X2Q0

and V, = 2
-X'i, 1202

5

the resulting distribution of light shown in Fig. 17a.

The results of the preceding work are collected for comparison in Fig. 18,

Plate IV., together with the D group in the solar spectrum. From these, as

weU as from the curves, it wiU be seen that it is easy by this method to

separate lines whose distance aparLis only a thousandth of that between

Di and D^, and even to detennin^ne distribution of light in the separate

components. The conditions n|pst favorable to high values of the visibility

are low density and low temperature, and these conditions were complied

with as far as possible. Still, in many cases, the range of visibility due to

sUght variations of the conditions shows that the behavior of each substance

must be carefully studied under aU possible cu-cumstances of temperature,

pressure, strength of current, size and shape of the electrodes, diameter of

the vacuum-tube, etc.

The effect of temperatiu-e and of pressure on the visibiHty may be readily

accounted for on the kinetic theory. In fact, there is l)ut little doubt that

these are the chief if not the sole causes of the broadening of the spectral

lines and the consequent diminution of visibihty ; the latter cause acting by

altering the period of the source by frequent colhsions, and the former by

the change in the wave-length of the hght due to the motion of the source

in the hne of sight.
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If, now, the density of the vapor is veiy low, the second cause may be

ionored, and it will be shown that in the case of hydrogen this is the case

wlu'u the pressure is one or two millimeters.

In most of the cases investigated the pressm-e was so low that the dis-

charge jiassed with difficulty, 8ui)posing, then, the effect of colhsions to be

insigiiiticaut, let it be proposed to find the effect due to the motion of the

molecule in the hne of sight. K v be the mean velocity of the molecule and

Fthat of hght, then the formula for the resulting visibihty cm^^e, as given

by Lord Rayleigh,* is h = (1 -a" )/(! + «" )•

If the definition of \nsibility as given above be taken, however, this

becomes

V= a" = exj) — " [i v) •

If A be the difference of path at which the visiljihty is reduced to half

its value at X=0, then

or approximatelv "^r — 0.15 —

.

' *
/- V

If we take for hydrogen v = 2000 meters per second, then

y- = 22500.

Again, if we ignore the difference iu the temperatm-e (about which there

is considerable imcertainty) at which the other substances were examined,

the velocities v would vaiy inversely as the square root of the atomic weight,

and the number of waves iu the difference of path at which the ^dsibility is

0.5 is therefore 22500 Vm.

Considering the difficulties and uncertainties of the problem, the follow-

ing table shows a remarkable agreement between the values actually found

and the calculated results.f

• '• On the Limit to Interference when Light is Radiated from Moving Molecules." Philosophical

Maguzine, April, 1889.

t It should be stated that the value of A for the yellow sodium line, if taken from the ciu-ve, would

be much larger than that given. The latter was the mean of a number of observations taken withm the

past month. As has been stated before, this particular curve has not been obtain(>d since last year. A
few other substances very ditlieult to examine, either because the lines are too feeble, or becau.sc the

spectrum is so unstable, have given results not quite so consistent as the above, though all an- of the

same trder of magnitude as that required by theory.
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»ubst.
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In Fig. 196 the ciu-ved line gives the relation between 5 and — , and shows

clearly that when p is less than 5 '"'" the effect of collisions has almost en-

tirely ceased. If we take as variables 5 and p, the results agree very closely

with the straight line ri-^Jo=h p. in which 5o= 0.047 (the "half-width'' of

the line at zero pressure in the units adopted), A* = 0.00093, and p is the

pressiu-e in millimeters.*

The same results were found for the 1)lue hydrogen line, though, as

might be expected, these were not so consistent.

It thus appears that in the case of hydi-ogen—and proba})ly in all other

cases—the ^vidth of the spectral lines diminishes toward a limit as the

pressure diminishes, which depends \ipon the suV)stance and its tempera-

tm-e ; and that the excess of width over this Umit is simply proportional to

the pressure.

In general it may be said that under considerable ranges of temperature

and pressm-e the character of the visibihty curve remains the same; biit it

may be important to note that there are a number of exceptions to tliis nile,

among wliich the gi"een mercmy hne and the yellow sodimn line may be

especially mentioned.

Thus, Fig. 20fl, Plate V., represents the visibility cm-ve iisually observed

for the green mercury hne, and Fig. 20c" represents that obtained when the

vacuum is so high that the discharge passes with difficulty, while Fig. 206

represents the intermediate stage. This last observation was obtained by

placing the mercmy in an atmosphere of hydrogen whose pressui*e could be

measured by a McLeod gauge.

It might be objected that the presence of a foreign substance might of

itself iiffect tlie distiibution of light in the source, and therefore the form

of the cm-ve. In order to test this point, a series of observations of the red

hj'drogen was taken while the tube contained liquid mercury which was

heated until the mercury spectnim was at least ten times as bright as that

of the hydrogen. The character of the visibihty cm-ve was not perceptil)ly

altered.

In tlie same series of expeiiments it was found that, provided the pres-

sure of the hydrogen remained constant, the effect of a change in tempera-

tun^ from 75^ to 140^ had no appreciable effect on the result. In this

connection it may be mentioned that the character of tli(» curve for the

gi'een mercuiy line was not essentially altered when, in place of metalhe

• In the figure the numbers representing values of the abscissee for this line should be multipliefl by 100.
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mercmy, the nitrate, iodide, or the chloride was substituted, the only impor-

tant effect being a diminution in the visibility in the order named.

In the case of yellow sothuni light, it has already been mentioned that

the character of the curve is more variable than that of any other Hne thus

far examined. This is illustrated by the curves in Fig. 21a, and Fig. 216,

Plate V. It has not been possible thus far to devote the attention which
a systematic investigation demands. These changes are very puzzling to

trace, but undoubtedly much of the cUfiQculty is due to the fact that the dis-

persion employed was not sufficient to permit the separate examination of

the components. Still there can be no doubt that the width of the lines,

theu' distances apart, and their relative intensities vary rapidly with changes

in temperature and pressure.

In addition to the preceding investigations of visibihty curves for light

emanating from a rare gas or vapor in a vacuum-tube, the curves for sodium,

thallimn, and htliium in the flame of a Bunsen l)iu-ner have been obsei-ved,

and the results are given in Fig. 22, Plate V. The thallium and lithium hnes

are clearly double, the distance between the components of the former agi'ee-

ing very well with the results obtained with the vacuum-tube.

These substances were brought into the flame in the ordinary way, and

the results obtained were at least as good as when a finely divided solution

was used according to the method of Grouy. It appears from these curves

that the width of the line is about ten times as great as when the vacuum-

tube is iised. But if the temperatm-e of the flame be taken at 1500° C,

and that in the vacuum-tubes at 350° C, the lines should be only twice as

broad in the former case as in the latter. It appears then that notwith-

standing the small quantity of substance present (barely enough to color

the flame), the real density must be comparable to that of the vapor of the

substance boiling under atmospheric pressure.

The principal object of the foregoing work is to illustrate the advan-

tages which may be expected fi'om a study of the variations of clearness of

interference fringes with increase in difference of path. The fimdamental

principle by which the " structure" of a line or group of hnes is determhied by

this method is not essentially different from that of spectinun analysis l)y

the grating, both depending in fact on interference phenomena ; but in con-

sequence of the almost complete freedom fi'om eiTors arising fi'om defects

in optical or mechanical parts, the method has extraordinary advantages for

this special work. A glance at Fig. 18, Plate IV., will give a fair idea of the
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"resoh'iug power" of the method as compared with tliat of the grating. In

order that the comparison be quite fan-, however, it woiild be necessary to

take for a comparison spectrimi that of the substances here used, and imder

the same conditions. With the best iustnimeutal apphances now in use, it

is ihfficult to "resolve" lines as close together as the components of either of

the yellow sodium hues. It is evident, however, that by Light-wave Analysis

— if I may ventm-e so to call the foregoing method—a tenth of this distance

is obviously within the limit; indeed, if the width of the lines themselves be

less than their distance apai-t, there can be no limit.

SUPPLEMENT.

I, It has already been pointed out that in many cases it is difficult or

impossible to decide between two or more distributions of lines which give

veiy nearly the same visibihty curve; and when there are many lines in the

soiu-ce, the combinations of intensities and an-angoment of these, from which

a tyi)e may be selected, are enormously great. Indeed, even when the number

of hues is greater than thi-ee, excepting perhaps the cases where the hues

may be in pairs (as in the case of yellow sodium light), the residting visi-

bihty cun^e becomes so complex that it is very difficult to analyze. Doubt-

less ill many cases where the components are not too close, the grating

will give the infonnation necessary for the investigator to select the proper

combination.

It may readily be shown that the fonnula

'^ ~ pi >

for the visihilifii ruivr duf to a distribution of light, // = 'f
(r), is identical witli

that of the iuhiisifij curve at the fociis of a telescope provided with aper-

tures which produce this distribution in the light passing through. Accord-

ingly, if a telescope be prox-ided with a])ertures adjustable in width or length

and distance apart, the diffraction image of a distant illuminated slit will

give at once a representation of the whole ^^sibility cui'\'e; and by adjust-

ment of intensities and distances, any particular ^'isibihty curve may be more
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or less accm-ately copied ; thus furnishing a means of studying the relations

between Fand (p(x) which, while giving perhaps only a rough approxima-

tion to the truth, may prove more convenient than analytical or graphical

methods.

II. One of the purposes which led to these investigations was the search

for a radiation of sufficient homogeneity to serve as an ultimate standard of

length. It wall appear from the curves of cadmium that there are three

hnes which may be used for this pm-pose. The red cadmium line is almost

ideally homogeneous, and will readily permit the estimation of a change of

phase in the interference fringes of one hundredth of a fringe in a total dis-

tance of 200 millimeters or over 300,000 waves.

Both the green and the blue lines ai"e fairly well adapted for the pur-

pose, and -^dU prove very valuable as checks. Each of these, however, has

a small companion, and it is necessary to know the effect of this in altering

the phase of the interference bands.

If
'f

be the fraction of a wave by which the position of a minimum is

shifted on account of the presence of the companion, a the nmnber of

"periods" in the difference of path, and r the ratio of the intensities, then

r sin 2x7.
tan 2xcp = — :.-- ^—

.

^ 1 + r cos 2xa

Thus, if r = 14, cp is a maximum when a is about 1 3 ; and for this we
have, approximately, 9 = — 0.04.

This is the largest correction to be apphed, and is negative if the brighter

line has the greater wave-length. It is theoretically possible, by this means,

to determine, in case of an unequal double, or a Hne unsymmetricaUy broad-

ened, whether the brighter side is toward the blue or the red end of the

spectrum.

III. It has been argued that even if all practical difficulties in making

large gratings could be removed, nothing further could be gained in resolu-

tion of groups of spectral hnes, on account of the real width of the hnes

themselves, caused by the lack of homogeneity in the radiations which pro-

duce them. The results of the preceding investigations show that, while

* See Philosophical Magazine, April, 1891, page 345. (The value of /• is the reciprocal of that here used.)
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this is very far from being true with present gratings, such a limit undoubt-

edly exists. The accordance between the measm-ed ^N-idths of 18 lines

shows fmiher that this broadening of lines in a rare gas can be fully

accounted for by the application of Dopi)l('r's principle to the motion of the

vibrating atoms in the hue of sight, and indeed furnishes what may be

considered one of the most (Urect proofs of the kinetic theory of gases.

The fonn of the ultimate components of all the groups of lines thus far

examined is found to agree fairly well with an exponential cui-ve,

'f
(J-) = e

-««a'x-
»

which shows that the distribution of velocities cannot vaiy widely fi*om that

demanded by Maxwell's theory.

If the limit above mentioned were due solely to the motion of the mole-

cule, and the radiating substance could be rendered luminous while its

temperature was very low, it might be possible to observe interference

plienomena with dilference of path of many meters. But it must be consid-

ered that, since every vibrating molecule is communicating its energy to the

sether in the form of hght-waves, its vibrations must diminish in amplitude;

consequently the train of waves is no longer homogeneous even though the

vibrations remain absolutely isochronous, and the result is a broadening of

the line and hmitation of the difference of path at which interference is

visible.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The present memoir is the result of a series of investigations by Professor
Moi'ley, which have been aided to some extent during the last two years by the
Smithsonian Institution.

The atomic weight of oxygen may be called the base line upon which practi-

cally oui' entii-e system of atomic weights depends, and a small error in its measure-

ment becomes large by multiplication in the higher parts of the atomic weight
scale. Hence its accurate determination is of fundamental importance.

In his investigation, Professor Morley has studied the problem by two
methods.

1st. By the synthesis of water, in which he, for the first time, has achieved

completeness by actually weighing the hydrogen, the oxygen, and the water formed,

whei-eas all his predecessors took one or another of these factors by dift'ei'ence.

2d. By the density ratio between oxygen and hydrogen. In this method he

has weighed the gases of greater purity and in larger quantity than hitherto, and
he has in some instances operated without the intervention of stopcocks, and there-

fore with no possibility of ei'ror due to leakage. He has also, as a cori-ection to

the density ratio, redetermined the composition of water by volume.

By both methods he reaches the same result

:

O = 15-879. with variation in the fourth decimal place as between the two.

In accordance with the rule adopted by the Smithsonian Institution, the work
has been submitted for examination to a committee consisting of Professor F. AV.

Clarke and Doctor Cai-1 Barns, and having been i-ecommended for publication

it is herewith presented in the series of Contributions to Knowledge.

SMiTHSONiAisr Institution,

WasJdngton, July, 1895.

S. P. Langley,

Secretary.





PREFACE.

This paper consists of four parts, the first of wliicli contains a determination

of the weight of one litre of oxvoen under standard conditions at the sea level in

latitude 45°. The second [»art contains a similar determination for hydrogen; hy

the use of a method which is new in this application, although previously used by

Buff in the case of some other gases, the accidental ei'iors of observation have been

made smaller than is usual with so light a gas, while it is lioped that a certain

source of constant error also has been eliminated.

The third part contains au attempt to determine the volumetric composition

of water. Both Scott and myself have made determinations of this ratio in which

the ffases were measured in eudiometric tubes. But the value thus found was

smaller than when, afterwards, considerably larger volumes of the gases were

measured in vessels of greater capacity. On account of this unexplained discrep-

ancy, three determinations of the volumetric ratio by means of three different

processes were thought to be desirable, and the apparatus requii'ed was made

ready. Only the least helpful of the three methods, however, has been actually

completed. When the other methods were to be used, a Avoikman who had been

taught to watch ray apparatus when left in action during my absence fiom the

room, had been assigned duties in another building, and the attempt to work with-

out this assistance resulted in many accidents, and ended in completely disabling

the apparatus; this part of the paper is therefore but fiagraentary.

The fourth pai't of the papei- contains a series of syntheses of weighed

quantities of water from w^eighed quantities of hydrogen and of oxygen. A second

series was begun, but the accidents just mentioned put an end to it. Perhaps,

however, the series which is here described will have some value even without the

confirmation which it was hoped to obtain from an independent series of obsei-va-

tions of the same kind.

Excepting one combustion furnace belonging to Adelbert College, all the

apparatus used was purchased or constructed expressly for this investigation,

which has been carried on in a basement stoi-e-room in one of the college buildings
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On the Densities of Oxygen and Hydrogen, and on the

Ratio of their Atomic Weights.

By Edward W. Morley.

PAllT I.—ON THE DENSITY OF OXYGEN.

I . INTRODUCTION.

The Urst part of this paper describes three sei'ies of detei-minatious of the

density of oxygen. In the first sei'ies, the pressure and temperature of the

gas to be weighed were determined with mercurial thermometers and a raano-

barometer. In the second series, pi-essui-e and temperature were not determined for

each expei'imeut, but were made equal to the pressure and temperature of a stand-

ard volume of hydrogen, the comparison being made by means of a differential

manometer. In the third series, the temperatui-e was that of melting ice, so that

the mano-barometer alone was observed.

In the first series, the surfaces of the globes in which the oxygen was weighed

were hardly touched during the manipulation ; and not touched at all in the second

series. In the third series, the globes were in contact with cold water for a con-

siderable time. The stopcocks were covered with rubber capsules during this ex-

posure, but it seems that this pi-otection did not much lessen the uncertainty

usually noticed in the weight of glass so exposed.

In the reduction of each observation of the first sei'ies, account Avas taken of :

1

.

The expansion of the glass of the globes
;

2. The errors of the two mercurial thermometers
;

3. The deviation of the mercurial thermometer from the hydrogen air-

thermometer
;

4. The difference between the coefficients of expansion of hydrogen and of

oxygen

;
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5. The elevation of llie cistern of the nianobaronieter above tlie centre of the

Ljldlte while the latter was filling with oxygen;

(i. 'I'hc correction to the length of the scale of my niann-liaiiMiieter ; and

7. The force of gravity at my lahoiatory.

In the second series, the first three of these seven factnis were eliminated, for

thermometers were not used, and the expansion <>f the gl<»l)e in which the oxygen

had its pressure measured was compensated Ijy the equal exj>ansi(>n of the similar

globe containing the standard volume of hydrogen. In tlie thiid series, the cistern

of the niaiio-barometer, which was then used as a syphon barometer, was at the level

of the centre of the globe, so that the observations were reduced by taking account

simply of the length of my scale and of the force of gravity at my laboratory.

In the forty-one determinations which are included in the three series, eight

different globes were used, in order to eliminate the effect of accidental errors in

the determinations of their cai)acity.

2. MEASUKEMENT Ol'' (A I'AcrillCS OK CI.OUKS.

My measurements of the capacities of the globes used I'oi' weighing oxygen in-

volved three processes, as follows :

1. The determination of the weight of the glolic in aii-;

•_'. The determination of the weight required to be added to maintain the

trlolie in equilibrium when immersed in water of known temperature ; and

'A. The determination of tlie loss of weight of the globe when full of water

a!i<l immersed in water of the same temperature. (loml»ining the first determination

with the second, we get the external volinuc of tlie globe ; from the third and first

determinations we get the solid contents of the material of w liicii the globe is com-

posed. Tlie difference.between the external volume an<l the solid contents gives

the ca[)acity.

It is obvious that a determination of the weight of the water recpiired to fill

the globe at a known temperature would form a moi-e direct and a more accurate

determination of its capacity ; but this would have re(piired the use of a balance

carrying twenty-five kilogrammes in each pan, which I should have had to jiur-

clia.se for the purpose. As the ol lier expenses of the investigation were a heavy

burden, the method just described was used ; it is liopcd thai the results of the (h--

teiniinatioiis will be found to have iieeii sullieieiitly acciii'ate. >\s the erinrsof tiie

calibrations seem to have lieeii made niueh less than the accidental errors of single

exjierimeiits, as the numbei- of calibrations of each globe was not too small, and as

so many globes wei'e caiil)rated and used in the determination of density, no error

of sensible magnitude is likel\- to ha\'e been caused.
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3. PEELI^dNAHV WEIGHING OF GLOBES.

A balance carrying twelve lumdred grammes in each pan was mounted du a

case designed for tlie accurate weighing of globes containing oxj'gen or hydj'ogen.

This case, with tlie l»Mlaiice, is seen in Fig. 1. Its walls are thirteen centimetres

Fli:. 1.—Preliminary weighing of a glulie.

thick, as are also the top, the bottom, and the doors ; all are filled with non-con-

ducting material. Hooks attached to the pans of the balance pass through the top

of the case. To one of these the globe, with its stopcock closed, was suspended,

and a thei'moineter was placed at its side. After an hour, the weight of the globe

was determined, the case was opened long enough to observe the thei'moraeter, and

the height of the barometer was noted. A second observation was ma<le after
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another hour; the weight collected loi' the air tlis])lace(l l)y the gh>Iie ami liy the

brass weights coiilil now lie fonn>iitetl.

4. AUXILIAKV WEIGHTS lOK IIYDKO.VI \ I h U I li . II I Ncs.

The aihlitioiial weights required to sink in watti my laigest globes, amounted

to more than twenty kilogrammes. This amount was made up of biass weights,

each of which could be weighed on the balance just mentioned, while their

sum was nearly twenty times its greatest admissible load. Kacli one of these

weights was weighed while suspended in water of known temperature, so as to

determine, not the absolute weight of the mass of brass, but its effective weight

when used in the hydrostatic weighing of a globe. A scale pan with which to

suspend the weights from the globe was also weighed in the same manner. The

jai' of distilled water, in which the weights were immersed, was placed in the case

already mentioned, with a thermometer divided into tenths of degrees, and of

known index error. Weighings could be made to single milligrammes, but weigh-

ings on different days differed by many times that amount.

The temperature of 18° C. was taken as a standard temperature to w Iiicli the

weights were reduced. If a biass w^eiyht is immereed in water of some lower teni-

perature, its own contraction will add to its effective weight, Avhile the contraction

of the water \v'\]\ lessen the effective weight. The difference of these contractions,

referred to the assumed standard temperature, will give the loss of weight of the

unit volume of brass. The specific gravity of the weights was 8.4, so that the

effective w^eight of the unit volume of Ijrass when immersed was 7.4 units of weight.

If, tlierefore, we divide the difference betw'een the expansions of water and >>(

brass, both counted from 18° C, by the factor 7.4, \ve shall obtain the change of

the effective weight of the mass of brass which, when innnersed in water at 18° C,

has an effective weight of one kilogramme.

The following table gives the volumes of water and of bi'ass at different tem-

peratures referred to the volume at IS" taken as unity, the dirt'ei'ences, and the dif-

ferences after division by 7.4, expressed as grammes pei- kilogianune. Tlic corn'c-

tions taken with chauijed sii^n will reduce the weii^ht observed at some other

temiierature to the weight at 18°.

Ten of these auxiliary weights were (
ylinders tw'enty-tive millimetres in di

ameter; nine were disks about fifteen centimetres in diameter. The weitrht of each

was determined by hydi'ostatic weighings on four different days; it was suspended

by a tine brass wire in water whose temperature was noted, and the observed

weight was reduced to the weight which would have been observed at 18° C. by
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applying the corrections given in the following table with their signs changed.

Eifht of them were also weighed in water at about 0° C. as a check on tlie accuracy

'
I \^ <.)fof the corrections.



DENSITIES OF OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN

B. EFFECTIVE WEIGHT IN WATER AT l8 C. KEUL'CEU TO WEICHT IN VACUUM : GRAMMES.
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Tbe motion of the balance is slow, owing to the volume of water which has

to be ilisplaced for each vibration, but it is easy to determine within a centigi'aiume

the effective weiglit of the immersed system. The o])servati()ns were repeated at

intervals of an houi'.

Fig. '2.— Hydrostatic weighing of.small globes.

For tlie determination of the temperature I calibrated two thermometers whose

scales were divided into tenths of degrees. That one marked G has a scale of equal

parts; 7-1:1 had a scale intended to compensate for inequalities in the bore of the

tube. Both were calil)rated on the dividing engine, with no reference to the en-

graved scale, except in determining the proper length of the threads of mercury

separated. One was calibrated by Bessel's method, the other, by the method of

Hansen. After the calibration of the tube, the accidental errors and the inten-

tional inequalities of the scale were determined. The results of the calibration were
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then reduced ti> .suit the engraved scales. Theimunietei' number 741 was of the

Jena normal ghiss ; G was of the glass of which Geisslei- made his thei-mometers.

The boiling point was determined after half an lK)ur of ex-

posure to steam. The freezing point was detei'mined by noting

the ma.xiiiniiii ilepre.ssed zeiu within two or three minutes after

the last e.xposure to steam. 'i'he zero point w;i.s frequently

redetermined.

Temjieratures determined with tiie two thermometers

agreed as closely as different readings of the same thermometer.

To the scale of these two thermometei-s were reduced the read-

ings of the other thermometers used for the temperatures of

Fig. 3.—coiiarandp.-in tjje water in the hydrostatic weighings.
for submersion of (''<il>es.

•' o o

DETAIT-S OK A II VDHOSTATIC \V KH; II 1 .\(i.

To give a dear idea of the details of the process, part of the determination of

the volume of globe ^'o. 1 is here given : Hr.st, the observations made on April

7th; secondly, the computation for this day ; and, thirdly, the results for eacli of

the other days on which tliis globe was weighed in watei'.

HYDROSTATIC WKK; II I N<;, AI'KII. 7tll.

On ])alance F,. Globe 1, cage and pan, weights ABCDEFCHM. l.-ft.

HOUR. TEMPERATURE BY SIX THERMOMETERS. WEIGHTS, RIGHT.
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COMPUTATION OK THE OBSERVATION AT I 2.30 P.M.

Weights ABCDEFGHJ H2SM gr.

Reduction to vacuum — i'7 g""-

Reduction of weights to temperature, 17.24" C — .1 1 gr.

Corrected weight of brass used as a sinker 8424.36 gr.

Cage and pan 178-32 gr-

Globe No. I, corrected to va( uuni 1015.22 gr.

Sum of weights, left pan of balance 9617.90 gr.

Weights on right pan, reduced to vacuum 35 1.09 gr.

Weight of water displaced 9266.81 gr.

Multiplving by T.001237, we have volume at 17.24" 9278.27 cc.

Reduction to o" for expansion of glass — 4-47 cc

Volume at o°C 9273.80 cc.

In the same way, we get for the other weights and temperatures given above,

12.50 P.M. 9273.79 cc.

2.15 P.M. 9273.80 cc.

3.15 P.M. 9273-79 CC.

4.30 P.M. 9273-79 CC.

6.00 P.M. 9273.79 CC.

These deterniiuatious are recorded as one I'esnlt: all the results for this globe are

given in the table of data concerning the capacity of globes.

IIYDKOSTATIC WEKUUNO OF THE l.,M:<iKK (JLOBKS.

In the case of the largei' globes, tlie manipulation in the hydrostatic weighings

was slightly different; the cylinder filled with water in which the globe was

immersed was too heavy to be conveniently moved into and out of the case on

wliich the balance had been placed. The cylinder for the larger globes was accord-

ingly placed permanently in a closet about three metres square which was built

inside a basement room of tolerably constant tempei'ature. It was surrounded with

a non-conducting case. ( )ver it was placed the balance with a clear space of three

quarters of a metre beneath it. Further, the volume of water needed was now so

much that the removal of it every time a globe was immersed became tedious. So

a triangular platform was attached to three brass I'ods, and these to cords passing

over pulleys in the ceiling, so that the platform with any load could be raised or

lowered at will. The cords wei-e arranged to pass before, behind, and to the left

of, the balance without interfering with it. This platform being raised, the pan

and its weights were arranged and the globe and its collar were attached to it.

The platform was then lowered, and the globe sank to the bottom. The latter was

then raised a little and suspended l)y a wii-e from the balance, and weighed as

l)efore.

In the other method, the water was stirred by poui'ing, which \vas tedious.
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A\'itli tlic |iirseiit npiiaralus, ;(liciiialt' laisin^ jiiitl loweriiiLr "I tin* l^IhIm- \<\ incaiis

i>r tilt' movable jilatfoiin soon made tlie tempeiatuie iiiiifnrm.

Wlicii the tlieiiiiometei's were used for several weeks in tlie iioii/.mital piisitioii,

the eolumii nf mercury in two of them sometimes sej>ai'ated. so (liat they could no

longer he rc.-id. Foi' some detei'minat ions, therefore, I pidcureil thernionietei-s

<livide<l into fiftieths of a degree, having the graduations at the end of a long tulte.

AVith these the temperature could l)e read, even at the l)ott<nn of the cylinder, with

the thermometer in the vertical position. V>\ moving them, the temperatuic of the

water at all depths could he determined.

Most determinations were made at the temperatui'e of the I'oom. P)Ut a few

determinations were made with the temperature below 4° C, some by using ice in a

large tank, and some by working in an attic room in winter.

6. EXI'ANSION OK WATKi: AN1> ol (il.ASS.

The volume of one giaiiniie of watci- at different temperatures whiih i> rcMpiiicil

in reduction of the hydrostatic Aveighings was taken from the results of Marek,

Thiesen, Scheel, and Kreitling, as given in the Beilihutter zu den A/uuiJen, 18, o9.

'riif folli.\vin>' table iiives the volume of one crramme of water for each tenth of a

degree fiom '•" to l'l'°:

VOI.L'MK OF ONT, OK.ANUMC OK WATER AT TEMPER ATl-RIC T.

T. o 1234567S9
0°
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which were filled with ineivuiy l)y l)oiliug in a vacuiiin. These wei'e transferred

fi'oni ice to steam, and tlie expansion calculated from the amount of mercury ex-

pelled at the latter temperature. The height of the harometer during the exposure

to steam, corrected for the force of gravity at my laboratory, was 744.1 m.illimetres.

Hence the temperature of the steam, according to tlie table by Broch,* was 9!).41".

The observations were as follows:

Tube, full at 9941' 410.22 gr. 308.56 gr. 433-53 gy-

Weight of tube eniptv 4>-03
"

28.34 " 28.40

Mercury 369-19 " 280.22 ^" 405- '3

Mercury expelled on heating. . . 5.6759
"

4-3iSi
"

6.2197

If we assume for the density of mercury

At 0°, Log. 1.133 3SS8, at 99.41°, Log. 1. 1 25 5573, the cubic expansion of the glas.s between

0° and 99.41° is found
A .C02 780
B .002 755
C .002 801

Mean, .002 78

Hence the expansion for one degree is .000 0280 f

7.—SOLID CONTENTS OF GLOBES.

Each globe was weighed in the air while open, and the apparent weight cor-

rected for the weight of the air displaced by the glass and by the weights. It was

then immersed in water, filled, and weighed, using the same cylinder and the same

thermometers as in the previous hydrostatic weighings. The solid contents of the

o;lobes wei'e then computed with tlie values of the expansions of water and glass

just mentioned. As an example of the process, the determination of the solid

contents of globe No. 1 is given.

Globe I, open 1014.724 gr.

Reduction to vacuum + -39
^^

True weight 1015.11
^^

Globe I, in water, at 16.58° 572-42
^^

Reduction to vacuum ~ -°8
^^

True weight in water 572-34
^^

Loss in water 442-7 7

Loss multiplied by i.ooi 123, solid contents. .. .•. 443-27 ^c.

Reduction to 0° ~ '"°
<<

Solid contents at 0° 443 °7

8. CAPACITY OF GLOBES.

If now we subtract the solid contents of each globe from the volume we shall

have its capacity. For instance, we have

* Trtwaiix ct Mcmoircs Jii Bureau Intcnialiona/, 1 A, 46.

t The glass was the ordinary soft German glass, obtained from C. Gerhardt, Marquart's Lager

Chemischen LUensilien, Bonn.
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Volume of globe No. i 9275.1 cc.

Solid contents 443-° "

Capacity at o'' S832. 1 "

The capacities of the globes used in <leteiiiiiuing the density of oxygen are

siven in the f(i]li»\vinsr table:

Number of globe. External volume. Solid contents. Capacity.

1 9275- 1 cc. 4430 ce. 8832.1 cc.

2 9229.6 " 435.7 " 8793.9
"

3 20569-5
"

5 "-9
"

20057.6
"

4 202iS6 9
"

474-2
"

19812.7
"

5 22029.2
"

471.4
"

21557.8
"

6 18340.3
"

444.7
"

178956
"

7 15881.5
"

498.1
"

153834
"

8 16949-7
"

4325
'

'6517.2
"

9 i556'-2
"

479.5
"

15081.7
"

The following table gives all the hydrostatic weighings of these globes with

the corresi)onding temperatures. All the weights are corrected for the weight of

air displaced by them, and the weights w liicli were used in water are connected for

the expansion of water and of brass to the temperature of the water in which they

were immersed. These con-ections are not v^ery large, and may be assumed to be

sufficiently well determined. If the other reductions need subsequent correction,

the data given are sufficient.

It is, of course, obvious that my delermiuatious of the capacity of a globe are

not as accurate as they might have been made. By weighing the water contained

in a globe at the temperatuie of melting ice, Regnault determined the capacities of

the globes used by him in weighing known volumes of gases with a mean error of

one fortieth of a cubic centimetre.* But it is thought that the accuracy attained

is all that is necessary, especially .since it is nnu'li moiv than lliat nf other processes

on which the knowledge of the density of a gas depends.

DATA CONCEKNING THE CAPACITY OF GLOBES.

LOSS ON IMMKRSION. TKMI'ERATl'Kli. VOI.IME COMrUTEH.
Grammes. Degrees. Cubic Centimetres.

Globe 9266.21 17.87 9274.2
I 9267.49 16.84 9274.0

9266.81 17.24 9273.8
9266.97 17.12 9-'73-8

9267.08 17.05 92738
9267.07 17.06 92738
9269.02 15.57 92738
442.77 16.58 443.1
442.64 16.60 443.0
442.69 16.78 443.0
442.65 16.83 443.0
442.67 16.95 443.0

* Mendeleef, Anna/s of the Bureau of ll'eig/iis and Measures, St. Petersburg, Part I., 59.
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The otlier niellioLl useil to olttaiu the st)lici contents of some globes, ct>usisted

in determining the specific gravity of the glass of the globe from the part cut off

in fusing on its stopcock, from which the solid contents of the globe minns the key

of its stopcock could be computed; to which was added the solid contents fif this

key.

9. COMl'HKSSIO.N ()!• <iI,olii:s WHEN EXHAUSTED.

The volume nf a hollow glol)e varies with the variations of [iressurc t<i which

it is subjected. The amount of variation ilue to a given difference of pressure

depends ou the radius and on the mean thickness of the walls of the globe, and ou

the variations of the thickness on different [)arts of the surface. For the globes

used in these experiments, the difference of volume due to the exhaustion of the

globe was from one six-thousandth to one twenty-five-hun<lrc(lth of the capacity.

Fig. 4.—Apparatus for mcisiiring comprcNsion of glol)(.s on exhaustion.

This change of volume must be detenniued with accuracy. A convenient

method was employed. A copper cylinder, 1 1, Fig. 4, Iia<l a cover //^ which could

be soldered to the cylinder and easily removed again. In this the globe a was

placed ; sometimes it was nearly filled with water, sometimes it was held down by a

sinker. The globe was connected by a thick ridjber tube to the glass tube r leading to

a syphon gJiiige and to an air-pump, and the cylinder was ueaily tilled with water.
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The cover was then soldered in place, the cylinder was (|iiite tilled with water, and

tiie iiil)i>er sto{)per // was iiiserte(l. 'I'o /' were connected the tnhes (j and //. On

the tube // was a mark: g was graduated in tenths of cubic centimetres. To the

ui)i)er end of / was attached some simple device for varyi'iii; the pressui-e of the air

in it. These tubes were filled with water to the level of the mark //. The tube //

is intended to act as a manometer sliowing' the pressure on tiie water in tiie

cylinder.

Let us suppose, for a moment, the temperatni'e of the watei' in the cylinder

to be constant ; if we alter the volume of the globe, but keep the pressure on

the water constant by watching the manometer, and introducing or removing water,

we shall have a measure of the change of volume of the globe.

The manipulation is accordingly as follows: We bring the level of the water

iu the manometer tube // exactly to the mark, and note the reading on the graduated

tube g. Then we exhaust the globe, and keep the pressure constant in the cylinder

by introducing water into it from the graduated tube, which we read again. The

difference of the two readings is the change of volinne of the globe, provided the

temperature of the water is constant. If now air is admitted, and the alternate

readings are repeated at nearly e.pial intervals, we can eliminate the effect of slow

changes of temperature and determine the change of volume of the globe with

accuracy.

As to the convenience of the method it may l)e said that, when the globe was

not filled with water, the whole operation of putting the globe in place, soldering

the cover, making a sufficient numVier of determinations, and taking out the globe,

could be finished in two hours. When the globe was filled with watei", the intervals

between readings were shortei-, but the time required to fill the globe and to emi.ty

it again was considerable. Most of the detei-rainations wei-e made in this latter way ;

three determinations wei-e the work of nearly a whole day. The method, as wdl

be seen from the following example, gave concordant results ;
it also gave concor-

dant results when applied to the same globe on different days.

UETERMINATION OF THK COMPRESSION OF OI.OBE NO. I.

Time. PresMiie. Burette. Differences.

3 h. 48 m. 743 mm- 4-02 cc.

3 "
53

" 30 " 2.77 " 7'3 mm. 1.22 cc.

3 " 58

"

743 ': 3.96 ;;
7 IS

;; ;
23

^^

4 " 04 " 26 " 2.70 717 1-22
^^

4 " 10

"

743
"

3.88 '; 7-6
;;

1.21
^,

4 " ,6 " 28 " 2.63 715 '-22

4 " 21 " 743 " 3-82 "

The compression of each globe due to a difference of internal pressures meas-

ured by seventy-six centimetres of mercury is given in the following table :
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COMPRESSION OF GLOBES DUE TO 76 CENTIMETRES' DIFFERENCE OF PRESSURE.

CUobe. Compression.

1 1.30 CC.

2 1.44 "

3 6.28 "

4 6.00 "

5 8.07
"

7 3'3 "

8 3.89
•

9 2-94
"

10.—COUIiKOTION KOK ("OMI'IJESSIOX OK (iLOHKS WHKN EXHAUSTED.

Tlie ett'ect of the change of volume of a glol)e wliicli is due to a change of

internal pressure may be eliminated by suitable manipulation, or the amount of a

correction to the weight of the glol)e may be computed from the amount of tlie

change of volume, together with the density of the air at the time of weighing.

Tiiere will doubtless be a ditference of opinion as to which is the more convenient.

In the cjvse of one of my globe.s, the change of volume was about eight cubic

centimetres. Tii order, therefore, not to produce an error of one tenth of a milli-

gramme in the value of the correction, it would be necessary to observe the pjessui-e

and temperature of the air at each weighing. But, with the balance which I pro-

cured for the present series of expeiiments, numerou.s weighings were required in

order to determine a weight accui-ately enough, so that much lalior would be

involved in the observations and com[)utations for the corrections. It was accord-

ingly thought more convenient to make the needed correction a matter of manipula-

tion consuming no time after the [iroptn- apparatus had been constructed. Each

globe was therefore provideil witii a counterpoise e(pial in volume tt> the globe

viheii exhausted. Then, for each globe, was made a jiair of minute Hasks whose

volumes differed by the amount of the eom])re.ssion of the globe on exhaustion,

and who.se weights w-ere exactly the same when they were weighed in a vacuum.

For instance, the compression of globe No. 1, for the difference of pressure

usual in ray experiments, was 1.27 cubic centimetres. Two flasks were made whose

volumes were 2.080 and 0.810 cubic centimetres, and whose difference of weight

when weif^heil in air was equal to the weight of 1."_'7 <iil)ic centimetres of air at the

time, taking account of the true values of the weights emphiyed.

Nt)W, when the globe No. 1 was exhausted, it was weighed against its

counterpoise, wliicli had the same volume. Wiien the globe was fidl of ga.s, the

0.81 cubic centimetres were placed with it on the balance, .and the 2.08 cubic centi-

metres were likewise added to the counterpoise. The true weights of the globe

and counteriioise suffered equal additions, for the true weights of the two additions

were e(pial williin a fiftieth of a milligramme. Therefore, the apparent difference

I

I
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of weio"bt between the cjlobe and its cDiiiitcritoist' would he the tfaa difference of

weight as expressed by brass weights in uii-.

The method was found so convenient that it was deveh)jied and improved for

wider use.

11. AIIMMMI'S AXI> KXIIAI'SI ION.

The exhaustions of o-hibes and otlier apparatus re(iuired in tliis sei'ies of

experiments wei'e mostly eifected with a nu'rcurial aii-pump of tliefoini devised by

Toepler. The tube 1)\ which it discharged itself was sliaped as show n in Fig. ;").

The recipient a couhl be itself exliausted with a piston pump

when tlie discharge of the Toepler pump diiertly into the air

be^au to be incom[>lete owing to the small volume to be

discharged. The body of the ])ump had a capacity of l.t)

litres; during this series of e.xpei'iments, it would exhaust a

volume of twenty litres to two milliouths of an atmosphere.

But such a completeness of exhaustion was avoided. Since

the tension of the vapor of meicury at oi'dinary tempei'atures

is, if my experiments are sufficiently trustworthy, not much

more than one millionth of an atnios[)here, it was hoped that

we could avoid the diffusion of niercuiy vapor into the globe

which is exhausted, by opposing to the diffusion a I'apid

current of gas in the other direction. Now, if the tension of

the residual gas in the globe is, let us say, ten millionths of

au atmosphere, each stroke of the pum[) will draw a current

of eas towards itself wdth considerable velocity. Unless, therefore, some

vapor can pass from the pump to the globe during the up stroke of the jnunp, it

will not reach it at all while the pump is in action. But if the tension of the

residual air is made equal to that of the mercuiial vapor in the pump, air will

enter the pump by diffusion mainly, and then mercurial vapor will enter

the globe. It was hoped that if the vacuum produced still contained gas at

a tension ten or tw^enty times that of mercuiy vapor, its entrance into the globe

would not take place while the pump was working ; l)y nniking the connecting

tube some two metres long, it \vas hoped that, even after the stopping the pump

to measure the vacuum, not much mercuiy would diffuse into the globe.

The exhaustion of globes, but not of other a[i[>aratus, was sometimes effected

with a Geissler pump whose body has a capacity of "i.-'i litres. When this is

uewdy cleaned, it is possiV)le to exhaust a volume of one litre to a ten-millionth of

au atmosphere.

I'lG. 5.—Discharge tube of

Toepler pump for obtain-

ing a better vacuum.
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\2.—MEASUKEMKNT OF THE DEGREE OF EXHAUSTION EFFECTED.

Tlie ]>erfection of the vnc'iiimi iirodiicecl in each exjierirnent was measured with

tlie i,MUi^e devised by McLeod. The cai)ac"ity of tlie bull) of that one which was

set up with the Toepler pumj) was about HOo cubic centimetres. On the tube

were three marks, such that one millimetre of difference of level in the two tubes

showed a vacuum of one millionth or five millionths of an atmosjdiere, or one

measured l»y the two-hundreth of a millimetre of mercury in a syphon gauge.

The gauge used with the (xeissler pump had a Imll) whose capacity was 436

cubic centimetres. On the tul>e were six marks; the upper, third, and fifth indi-

cate vacua of the ten-millionth, the millionth, or the hundred-thousandth of an

atmosphere, by a diffeience of level of one millimetre; the second, fourth, and

lower marks indicate in the same way, vacua expressed by one ten-thousandth, one

thousandth, or one hundredtli of a millimetre of mercury in a syphon gauge.

The tubes of the gauge belonging to the Toepler pump were of such size, and

kept so clean, that difference of capillary action did not inucii interfere with the

accuracy of its indications. This was often tested by exhausting the gauge to a ten-

millionth of an atmosphere, when any irregularity in the level of the mercury in

the j>art of the tube where the readings were connnonly made could lie detected.

The eri'or found has never been important In comparison with the (|nantities to be

nieasui'ed.

l.'t. MANIPULATION OF til-OHE WHILE KIM.INii Wnil oXVOEN.

In the present series of experiments, an elaborate apparatus was used to

measure the amount of inipuiity in the o.xygen. The method recpiired that while a

globe was filling with oxygen or hytlrogen to be weighed, a second globe should

also be filled with a quantity of the gas absolutely identical in quality for sub-

sequent analysi-s, and that this sam[)le should be absolutely safe from leakage.

Now, when measurements were made in this way of the amount of impurity in the

oxygen used for weighing, it was found to be negligible. But some experiments

which proved this in another way are easier to describe, and are conclusive ; so that

perhaps it is not woith while to detail more at length the apparatus really used at

the time the present series of determinations were made. 1 therefore describe only

the manipulation retpiired in filling the glolx-.

The globe </., Fig. tl, which had been previously exhauste<l, was placed in the

case 1)1 111, in which^'/'is a non-conducting envelope, and dd is a nniss of watei- con-

tained in a vessel consisting of two concentric cylinders of iron. Atc^eis a stopper

for the mouth of the inner iron cylinder: it consists of a cylinder filled with water.

In this stopper are three tubulatures f<ir the two thermometers and for the tube
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which is connected to the globe. The ground joint of the globe was placed in n,

and made tight with melted wax or paraffin. The globe, tube, and stopper were

put in place, and the tube o was connected by fusion to the tube g h leading

to the air-pump, the mano-barometer, and tlie generator of oxygen. The stop-

&

Fu;. 6.—Calorimeter case for measuring temperature uf oxygen.

cock c l)eing open, the whole connected appai'atus was exhausted, and the

degree of exhaustion measured. The stopcock of the globe, h, could now be

opened, and the degree of its exhaustion verified, if re(piired, as, for instance, if the

globe had jnst been weighed while exhausted, and it was desii'ed to know if

leakage had occurred. The globe was then closed during the further pi'eparation

of the apparatus for producing pure oxygen.

14. PRKPARA'riON OK OXYGEN.

In ail the experiments of tliis series, oxygen was obtained from potassium

chlorate. A tube of infusible glass, a a, Fig. 7, was filled with the required (quan-

tity of the salt, the end a d was diaw ii out and fused to a ground joint made of the
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same ghvss. Tliis was then cemented with wax to the joint </, iii.ulf nf soft glass,

which was in turn fused to tlie rest of the ai>i>aiatus.

It mav he said that not a single eoiineetion of rubher was used, in any of my

e.\|>eriments, in contact with the gas on wliich I was working. It is of course true

that witli I ubljer joints the leakage may be so small as to be estimated and allowed

for. Mut it was desirable to have no leakage at all, or, lather, to have no more than

that which is inevitable between gla.ss ami mercury; and the maniimlation which

dispenses with rubber joints is by no means troublesome.

u^ I

Fig. 7.—.Apparatus for iireparing oxygen ; f/g shows in plan the tubes seen in elevation to the right of c.

At c is a gauge and overflow tui)e dip[)ing in raercin) . i'lie o.xygeii coming

from d, in .some experiments, pa.ssed through a tube containing linely divided silver

heated to redness, in order to absorl) chlorine. When this was used it was con-

nected to the tube a by fusion, and the joint d was at the end of the tube

containing silver. The L'as ne.xt passed through a tube 1 metiv long, and 2.5

centimetres in ilianieter, which was fillctl with glass beads moistenetl with a strong

solution of potassium hydrt).\ide ; then thi'ough a similar tube with sulphuric acid.

At this point was placed a stojjcock, w'hose office was to keep the pressure of the

oxygen filling the part of the apparatus so far desciibed at about the pressuie of the

atmosphere, so as to allow sufficient time for the action of the reagents. The tubes

lay horizontally, so that the reagents might be advantageou.sly distributed. After

the sto[)cock, the gas passed through a tube of the same dimensions, filled with

phosphorus pentoxide between layers of glass wool. From this, it wj»s led to the

apparatus which was to be filled with it.

In preparing oxygen, the a})paratus was exhausted, and the degree of ex-

haustion measured ; it was commonly the thirty-thousandth or fifty-thousandth of an

atmosphere. Then the stopcock h was shut, and the chlorate was heated till it was

thought safe to assume that any organic matter pieseiit had been oxidized. The

chlorate was then cooled, the stopcock /t was opened, and the apparatus was again
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exhausted. Then the st()}>roek A was again closed, the tube eontaiuini;' tlie chlorate

was heated till the [>ressiu'e of the oxygen in it was nearly that of the atmosphere.

The stopcock li was then opened so as to permit a slow i)assage of oxygen into the

globe, the rate being determined nceording to the indieation of the gange a.

15. PURITY OF TJIE OXYliKX eUKPARED FROM POTASSTtTM CIILOKATE.

Oxygen prepared from chlorate might contain chloi'ine ; it might contain

nitroo-en which had not been removed from the appai-atus, or which entered it

during the experiment; oi' carbon dioxide produced by the combustion of organ ic

matter; or Hnel}- divided chlorate or chloi'ide; or the vapor of water.

The vapor of water can be so completely removed that the remainder is

negligible. If the current is properly related to the dimensions of the drying tube,

sulphuric acid does not leave more than one milligramme in four hundred litres of

the gas.* The drying power of phosphorus pentoxide is yet greater, so that the

amount of water vapor left unabsorbed is perhaps not more than one hundredth part

as much as in the case of sulphuric acid.f If, as seems to be proved, a current of

three litres an hour is diied completely l)y a drying tube whose capacity is twenty-

five cubic centimetres, it may be safely assumed that a current at five times this

rate will be dried 1)y a tube five times as large.

Cooke has observed that the desiccating power of phosphoric anhydride may

be lessened by the formation of a sort of glaze over the surface. The difficulty will

be overcome if the gas to be dried does not simply pass over the pentoxide, but

passes through a long column of it. If the pentoxide be so filled into the drying

tube that a channel can foi'ui, the difficulty would no doubt e.xist. But if the pent-

oxide is alternated with plugs oi- diaphragms of glass wool, between which it Hlls

the tube completely, the difficulty is removed. The initial deliquescence which

forms the glaze is long limited to the compartment first reached by the gas to be

dried; then at each diaphragm the current of gas spreads itself throughout the

whole ai'ea of the tube, and if the tube be pi'operly filled, it also spreads itself

throughout the whole area of the part filled with pentoxide except in the first com-

partment. But if no plugs of glass wool ai'e interposed, the channel which has

formed in this compartment gradually extends throughout the tube, and the gas is

no longer properly exposed to the action of the anhydride.

Nitrogen was sought for by eudiometric analysis, as well as in other ways.

The maximum amount found was one twelve-thousandth, the minimum was about

five millionths; the mean was one thirty-thousandth. Since the densities of

* American Journal of Science, 30, 140. t American Journal of Science, 34, 199.
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u.\yi,'cii aiul iiitn»sien iliHVr bill h\ an eigbtli part, even tlie niaxinnini found was

negligible in its effect on tlie density of oxygen.

In some experiments, almiit half of the oxygen mntained in a globe was eom-

liined with liydrogen, and chlorine sought in the water thus produced. Sometiinc-;

it could not l)e detected ; it never aniounteil to the twentieth of a milligramnic. it

was in the same exi)eriments that the presence of nitrogen was investigated; after

twenty litres of oxygen had been combined with liydidgen, the residue was analyzed,

and the amount of nitrogen measured, with the result given above.

If the aljsorj)tion of chlorine was so com})lete, it may be hoped that the ab-

soiptiou of carbon dioxide was also complete. The experiments to detect chlorine

also served to detect carbon dioxide, and the amount found was uesrlii'ible.

Whether any va^ior of mercury interfered with the trustworthiness of the

determinations cannot be affirmed ; the evidence is too indirect, lint the evidence

is perhaps sufficient that the error, if any, is negligible. If the density of oxygen

is in error for this cause, the error in the determination of the density of hydrogen

by the same method, in the same conditions, would be some sixteen times as much.

But I have succeeded in determining the density of hydrogen, not only in exactly

the way used for oxygen, but also in a way in which the error from the presence

of vapor of mercury is entirely avoided ; and this eri'or is found to be not above

some such (piantity as one thousandth of the density of hydrogen ; therefore in

the case of oxygen it is not likely to lie more than the ten or twenty-thousandth

part.

1*1.—JIEASLKEJIENTS OF TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE.

The temperature of the gas in the glol)e <t Fig. •>, while resting in the case

/// ifi, was observed Ity means of two thermometers made of .Icna normal glass anil

divided into fiftieths. Their bulbs were diametrically opposite, one near the top

and the other near the bottom of the irlobe.

The pressure of the g;is in <i, was measured with the, mano-bai-ometer shown in

Fig. 8. The tubes a and /> together constitute a syphon barometer; c is tlie tube

which was used to measure the pressuie of the oxygen in this set of experiments;

a fourth being used for the experiments on livdiOLreii which were made at the same

time. The tubes all stood in a box containins: water, two of the faces of which

were made of selected plate glass. In front of each tube and in contact with it was

a glass scale graduated into millimetres. The lines of the scale are about three

thousandths of a millimetre in width, so that the uncertainty in setting a division

of the eyepiece micnjineter for coincidence is negligible. The three scales were of

the same kin<l of glass, graduated at the same time, and agreed well with e.-ich other.

They were adjusted so that their three zeros were on the same level, as shown by
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comparison witli the level of the merciiry in tlie tubes behind them when all were
open to the atmosphei-e. The tubes wei'e of nineteen millimeti'es in internal diarae-

tei-, so that tliflferences of capillary depression could not be gi'eat, but the scales

were adjusted so as to eliminate any diflference wliicli ni;i\ liaxe existed.

ii-^

i^^r
^^' ^^tf^*s

.

Fig. S.—Barometer antl reading microscopes.

Tiiese four tubes all stood in a cast-iron box filled with mercurv ; connected

to this was an iron cylinder open to the air and filled with mercury so that the mer-

cury in the tubes stood a few centimetres above the bottom of the casing full of

water which surrounded them.

Before the mano-barometer stood an iron column cairying the reading micro-

scopes. As is well known, a cathetometer with a scale somewhat removed from

the length to be measured cannot be trusted like one in which the scale is neai- this
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It'iistli ; liiv isfiile aud tlu" leii<,ftli to be iiieasiirecl were as near as tluy loiilel Ije <ni

any i)lau except tliat lately used by Lord Rayleigli, in wliirli the scale was in the

bai-ometer. Fiirthei-, the adjustiiK-iit of the level of the telescope of a cathetoraeter

of the first mentioned type demands care and time ; but when the scale and l)arome-

ter are in contact, the error due to lack of lioiizontality in the line of collimation

of the telescope is lessened in the same ratio as that in which the distance of the

scale from the object measured is lessened. To reach a given degree of precision

re(piires much less care in adjustment an<l time is saved.

It is obvious that if a case containing water is used so as to make certain of

the temperature of the column of mercury and of the scale, it is necessary to [dace

the barometer and its scale in contact to avoid eirois due to refraction at curved

parts of the plates of glass enclosing the water.

To the column '/ can be clamped two pieces e and /' wlii«di carry two slides

moving vertically by means of the screws g and //. To these slides are fixed ways

on which the microscopes h, I, move liori/ontally l)y means of a rack and [linioii.

The method of observation was as follows : The microscopes were made to

give distinct vision of the scales, and were then adjusted vertically till the terminal

divisions of the eye-piece micrometers coincided with certain divisions of the scale.

The microscoi)es were then moved by the focussing movement so as to give dis-

tinct vision of the meniscus of the mercury in the two tubes. The divisions of the

eye-piece micrometer were then virtually the divisions of the long scale carried foi-

ward into the centre of the tube. Tlie divisions of the mici'onieter corresponded

to twentieths of a millimetre; by proper manipulation of the illumination, it was

not ditticult to read the level of the mercury with a mean eiior less than one hun-

dredth of a millimetre, which is of course much moie than the precision attained in

other parts of the manipulation.

It will be seen that in this method of ol)ser\ atioii ii is assumed that the two

slides on which the two microscopes move horizontally, are not horizontal, but

parallel; or, rather, that the deviation from parallelism is negligible in the distance

between the scale and the axis of the barometric tube. The accuracy of this as-

sumption is easily tested by exchanging the positions of the microscopes, or by

setting a scale ]terpendicularly before tlic microscopes, adjusting the micrometers

to coincide with certain <livisions of the scale, and then moving the scale farther

from the colnmii, and sc»-iug whether the divisions of the micrometer are again at

the samedistance a^iart. In iliis way, it was found safe to trust the nieidianism of

my reading microscopes to the hundicdih of a millimetre.

The mercury used in tilling the tul)e of this barometer was puiitied by treat-

ment with nitric acid, and subsequent distillation in a \aeuum ; and these opera-
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tions were repeated several times, the distillatiou each time being made from a clean

apparatus. The tube was filled by boiling under reduced pressure, and the ebulli-

tion after each addition of mercury was maintained for twenty oi' tliiily minutes.

The perfection of the vacuum was examined iu the usual way by varying the vol-

ume of the space left vacuous above the mercury, and measuring the correspond-

ing barometric height. It was proved that the residual air or va]>or in the vacuum

had a teusion less than the hundredth of a millimetre, which had not increased

measurably at the close of the experiments to be described in tliis [ia[ier.

Since the globe a, Fig. 0, was not maintained at constant temperature, the pres-

sure of the gas was not constant. It was therefore impossible to make several

readings of pressure and temperature and take their mean. Pressure and tempera-

ture were therefore read simultaneously at intervals till it was thought that they

had attained a regular march ; then they were read finally, and the stopcock c was

closed. This pair of readings was adopted iu the reduction. The cover e e w^as

then raised till the sto})cock h of the globe could be closed. Any slight change of

temperature could do no harm for the stopcock c had been closed at the time of the

final readings of temperature and piessure. The globe was now separated from

the ground joint ;;., when it was ready for weighing.

The determination of temperature depended on a thermometer numbei'ed 2053.

It is of Jena normal glass, and is divided into fiftieths of a degree. Its principal

scale is from 12° to 26°; but it has also short scales from - 0.8° to + 0.3°, from

49.5° to 50.5°, and from 97.5° to 100.5°.

This thermometer I have tw'ice caliljrated. The fundamental intei'val was

obtained by the following observations :

Time,

h. m.
lo 30
10 ii
10 35
10 37
10 38
10 40
10 42

10 43

At 10.44, the thermometer was nearly at the temperature of melting ice, and

the foUowino; observations were obtained :

Time,
h. m.

10 45
10 45 3°
10 46
10 46 30
10 47
10 48
10 49

Barometer,
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Hence we have

Mean barometric pressure 737-70 nim.

Water pressure in l>(iilint;-point apparatus reduced to equiva-

lent column of mercury 23 nim.

I'rcssure of steam in boiling-point apparatus 737-93 '""'•

Pressure reduced to sea level in latitude 45 737-67 mm.
Boiling point corresponding 99. 1

70

Mean reading of maximum depressed zero — 0.300

Correction for internal pressure -\- .014

Correction for inequalities of bore — -coj

Corrected reading for freezing point — 0.289

Mean reading for boiling-point 98.880

Correction for internal pressure + .098

Correction for inequalities of bore — .002

Corrected reading for boiling-point 98.976''

Observed interval 99-265''

True interval 99. 1
7°°

Correction to observed interval — -095°

The followintj tal>le shows the corrections foiiiid for a leading between
1

2°
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The elevation of the cistern of my barometer above mean tide level at New

York was during these experiments 216.1 metres, and the latitude of my laboi-atory

is 41" .'5(»' 15". The force of gravity there, computed by the formula

G = G45 (i — 00259 cos 2I,) (i — .000000196 H), is

G = .9996423G45

By the fornuila of Helmert, which is used in recent publications of the

United States Coast and Geodetic survey,

G = 980.5934 — 2.5967 cos 2L (with the same correction for altitude), we get

(j - 980.235.

The Coast and Geodetic survey has made my laboratory one of their stations

for determining the force of gravity, and its superintendent has furnished me with

the I'esult

G = 1.000132 G (Washington).

The value which has been provisionally adopted for Washington is

G (Washington) = 980.098.

Hence

G = 980.227.

Dividino- this value Ijy the constant term of the formula of Helmert, \ve have

J- = .999627.

All the observations contained in this paper have been reduced to the values

which would l)e obtained at the sea level in latitude 45° by dividing by the factor

.999627.

Further, the value of gravity at my laboratory, according to the same

determination, is

G = .999311 G (Paris Observatory).

Ill order, therefore, to reduce the values which will be given in this paper to

the values which would be obtained at Paris, we must multiply them by

lllffi = 1.0003.6.

The scale of my mano-barometer is of glass ; its coefficient of expansion has

not been determined. But the length of the bar at ordinary temperature has been

determined by compai'ison with a bar whose coefficient of expansion is regarded

as well known. This is one of two bars made ])y the Societe Genevoise, which

have been obtained at different times by the Case School of Applied Science, at
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Cleveland. Since the bars, taken with the correction certified by the Socicte

Gcnevoise, give the same value for the metre within the limits of the precision of

the ol)servations, the length of my bar is [lerhajJS well eiiongh known. At l*(>.'.>",

by observations with two theiniometers on each Ijar, in a room whose tenijteratur.e

varied half a desri'ee duriiiij the si.x hours of the observations, mv bar was found to

be l.UOUlH metres in length. If we assume for my bar the coefficient of expan-

sion of glass used in computing the table for reducing the height of the barometer

given in tlie compilation of Landolt and Boernstein, and with this compute the

length at <J°, the value obtained Avill be uncertain to some extent, but it will repro-

duce the true value at 20.9", and w ill enable us to use these tables for the necessary

reductions. We then have

Length of my bar at 20.9° i.oooi 14

Expansion for 20.9", = 20.9 X .0000085 000178

Length of bar at o ' 999936

Tiic errors of the graduation were found to be insignificant foi' oui' piiipose.

The observations were therefore reduced by multiplying the observed pressure by

the factor

.999936*

17. THE UALANCE USKI) IX I'HK FIRST SERIES OF K-XPERUIENTS.

The balance used in the present series of experiments was made by Becker of

Rotterdam, and will cai'iy 1200 grammes in each ]>an. It was procured for this

investigation, and has been used for nothinur else. Duiino; these experiments, it

was mounted on a case of nonconducting materials, thirteen centimetres thick, with

doom of the same thickness. It was placed in a small room containing no soinve

of heat, but surrounded on all sides with loonis kept as nearly at constant tempera-

ture as is usual in large buildings.

Much difficulty was experienced at first in determining the difference of weight

Vjetweeu the globe and its counterpoise with sufficient accuracy and witliin a

reasonable time. This difficulty is mostly due to currents of air affecting une(pially

the two globes, or, possibly, the two pans of the balance. Tlie li.il.inee itself was

enclosed in a case which hail doors for manipulating the weiglils, and had also

two openings in front, each some three centimetres in diameter. The lower of

the.se contained a lens by which light could be conden.sed on the scale over which

* .Since this paper was written, Professor Dayton C. Miller has had these two metres com-

pared by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey with the national prototype metre, which is

in its custody ; with the result that they are a thirty-thousandth i)art too short. It is too late to

correct the reduc'.ion of each observation on density which is mentioned in this paper, but the

means of each series, and the final values, have been corrected by increasing each by a thirty-

thousandth j)art,
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the pointer of the balance moves. Through the othei', the observer could watch

the vilwations of the balance with very little possibility of disturbance of its indi-

cations by his pi'esence. The arrangement is shown in Figure '.), which is in |>arta

section from the front to the rear of the balance through its (centre. With this

arrangement, it became certain that most distui'bances were due to causes affecting

the globes.

The inside of the case, seen in Fig. 10, was, therefore, lined with sheet metal, so

as to lessen the entrance of air curi-ents through the joints of the woodwork.

But the opening for an instant of the room in

which the balance stood, so as to admit warmer

or colder air, would in a few minutes disturb the

indications of the balance, not of course by chan-

ging the temperature within the case, but by pro-

ducing currents of aii' in the room which pene-

ti-ated the case and affected the globes unequally.

Then the remaining joints in the woodwork around

the doors were closed ^during a weighing by past-

ing paper over them ; this lessened the disturb-

ances, but not sufficiently. A metal box was then

made, seen in Fig. !•>, which had a cover with two

openings for the suspension of the globes, but had

no opening except at the top. The globes being

put in this box, it was covered, and placed in

the non-conducting case mentioned before, and the globes were hung on the balance.

Since the only openings of this box were at the same level, and were small and

symmetrically placed, it was hoped that the entrance into it of the air currents due

to the motion of the air in the room would be mostly prevented, so that there

would remain only the disturbing influence of the convection currents pi-oduced

within the box itself by dift'erences of tempei-ature. This hope seemed to be justi-

fied, for weighings of the globes placed within tin; l)ox had a mean eri'or not large)-

than in the case of objects of the same mass, but far less bulk. The box contained

calcium chloride for drying somewhat the air which surrounded the globes. It was

not till the art of quickly weighing a globe had been learned by some months of

trial that experiments on oxygen or hydrogen were made.

The globe containing the gas to be weighed was always suspended, in this

series of experiments, from the left pan of the balance, and the weights required to

pi-oduce equilibrium were also placed on the same pan. After an hour, three suc-

cessive excursions were noted, the balance was arrested, and the observation

Fn;. 9.— Balance siirroundeii with non-

conducting case ; illumination of

scale and pointer.
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repeated a few times. Riders were not used. Tbe globe remained on the lialaiiee

at lea-^^t twenty-four hours, and the observations were repeated at intervals. The

|);)sition of e(|uilil)rium of the unloaded balance and thn value of a scale divi>i<>n

were observed s^ultifientlv often.

I

I

Fi<;. lo.—Halance, case, and metal box ; for accurate weighing of globe.

Tile e.vliaustioii of the globes fur the pur[tose of determining the tare, hardly

needs mention. The weight of the gas remaining in the globe was always com-

puted fidiii the indications of the McLeod gauge. All weights were eori'eeteil fur

the weight of the air displaced by them.

18. -VEKTI'ICATIOX OK TlIK WKKMITS KM ri.oVKO.

The weights employed were, first, a brass kilogramme and its subdivisions to

one milligramme, and, secondly, a platinum gramme and its sulnlivisions to one

tentli of a milligramme. The relation of these to each other has been determined

on three occasions. The chief object of determining the relation between the small
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weiirlits aud tbe kilogramme is ot" course to uiake tlie unit of weiiilit and tlie unit

of volume concordant. The true value of tbe weights is a matter ol' indifference.

The values of all the weights of the two sets, assuming the kilogi-amiue as tlie

standard of reference, are given below. The table shows the values of the brass

weights at the tw() dates at which they were compared, as it may be of intei'est to

know the amount of tlie change to which lacquered brass weiglits arc liable, even

when used l)ut little and with extreme care.

VALUES OF WF.IGHTS OK SET MARKED K IN I<S87 AND IN 1 892.

1000 000.0c nig.
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-OXYOEN ]!Y SECOND JIETIIOD. STANDARD OF PRESSURE ANM) TKM I'Ki; A TURE.

The globe a, Fig. 11, whose capacity was about sixteeu litres, contained the

hydrogen which was used to reduce to the standard temperature and pressui'e the

Fu: -('.lobe containing liyflrogen for a standard of comparison.

oxygen which was to be weighed. It was supported in the copper cylinder b />,

having a water-tight cover provided with a tube e. This globe was connected by

a somewhat flexible glass tube d to a difEerential manometer, of which part is

shown in more detail in Fig. Ua. The tubes, of 24 millimetres internal diame-

ter, contain platinum points which are in nearly the same horizontal plane. It is not

necessary that they be at exactly the same level, but it is important that they pre-

serve an invariable relation to each other. The gauge was therefore firmly secured

by brass brackets, a, Fig. 12, to a brass tube which was solidly attached to a brick

wall. The tube and the gauge touched nothing else during the whole series of

experiments, except that they were partly immersed in water. The branches of the

manometer were some eight3'-five centimetres long ;
a tube b was fused into the

bend and provided with a stopcock c, by which the volume of the mercury in the

manometer could be regulated. At d, Fig. 11, was a tube leading to the Toepler

pumi. and to a supply of pure dry hydrogen. When the globe had been exhausted
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fcrcnlial manomeler to

lain its piisition utxiislu

to !v pressure <»f a few millioiiths of an atmosphere, hy-

(Irogen was admitted to alxiut the atmosplieric pressure,

and this ct>iinectiiii; tube was fused off, so that the hydro-

s;eii was now of unalterable mass. Tiie cylinder con-

taining the globe was then deeply ct)vered Avitli melting ice,

IVoiii w liich the tube carrying the manonieterwas protected, so

that it slioiild not be disturbeil. The manometer w;is also

coyered with powdered ice, and examined througii an opening.

The open bi-anch of the manometer was connected to the

syphon barometer and also to a contriyance for micrometri-

cally regulating the pressure of the air in this connecting tube,

seen at e. Fig. 1 1 . The two leyels of the mercury in the sy]>hon

baionieter were in the same yertical, and \yere suri'ounded with

water kept well stirred by a current of air ; tempei-atui-e was

determined with the thermometer numbered 2053.

While the differential manometer was covered with ice,

it was not easy to adjust the volume of mercuiy in it so that

tlie two surfaces shoidd be tangent to the two platinum points

at once. Accordingly, two pressures were alternately meas-

ured which should biing the surface h to the I'ight-liand point,

and then the surface c to the corresponding point. Tlie mean

would be the pressure which would make both surfaces tan-

gent to the two points at the same time, provided the volume

t>f mercury wei'e properly adjusted.

The following determinations of the jircssine retpiireil to

produce equilibrium of the gauge were made ;
all the readings

are corrected for expansion of the mercury ;iiid of the

uf J'f- scale of the barometer, but nut for ermr in the length of the

scale.

I

mam
rl>c(l.

nF.TF.RMINATION OF PRESSURE OF IIYDROliF.N FOR COMPARISON WITH PRESSURE <1F OXVC,l.N.

Fel)ruary r, 3 1>.M 7.^6.48 mm.

,5.40 P.M 736-50 '"'"•

4.10 p.M 736.51 mm.

4.:?o I'.M 736.5' "ini-

8 p.M 736.49 '"'"•

8 10 p.M 73645 '"'"

February 2, 10 a.m 736-47 '"'"-

Mean 736-49 mm.
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During the (leteniiinutioii of the pressure of the gas in the globe a, Fig. 11,

the cylinder containing it stood at- tlie eentre of tlie taid< _/'_/', so that a sufficient

thickness of ice could lie [)laced on every side of tlie globe. But foi'the subsequent

use of the apparatus this globe had to be neai' the side of the tank. The cylinder

h b was therefore held free from the tank while the latter was moved into its

new position, when the globe full of hydrogen was again su})[)oited by resting the

containing cylinder on the bottom of the tank. The differential manometer was not

disturbed.

•2'2. OXYOEX I!Y SEOONP MWriloD. DKSICC.VrOIiS FOR IIOLDTWO GLOBES.

The globes used for weighing oxygen in this series of determinations were

kept, during the whole course of an experiment, in desiccators, one of whicli is

shown in Fig. 13. A copper vessel

has a flange and cover at a, and a glass

plate secured to a flange at //. At the

centre of this plate is a fitting into

which may be screwed a socket carry-

ino- the glass tube c. The whole is

water-tight.

The counterpoise <l simply rests

on a [)aii e, excejit when the cover is

removed and the counterpoise sus-

pended to the balance. The globe /,

however, must be firmly held in order

that the key of its stopcock may

be manipulated. It is accordingly

grasped by the clamp shown in Fig.

14. The Jaws a, a are moved in opposite directions by the right-hand and left-

hand screws on the shaft h. A key which turns this shaft can be removed and

the opening stopped with a cork. When the globe is held

by this clamp, a handle
f/,

Fig. 1?., can be pushed forward

so as to turn the key of the stopcock. When this handle

is withdi'awn and the globe is suspended from the balance,

the jaws are made to release the globe which then hangs

r, f . n- perfectly free. The glass tube c. Fig. 13, is removed during
Fig. 14.—Clamp for holding I J °

globe while in the desiccator. the Wci'^hin*'".

When it is desired to exhaust a globe in its desiccator, it is secured by the

clamp, a ground joint is fitted in place, as in Fig. 6, and the desiccator is set near

Fig. 13.—Desiccator for containing -ind manipulating globes

during filling, weighing, and exhaustion.
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tlie Toepler air }miii|). Coimecliuii is uuule by fusion, as in the previous series of

experinients. Tlie stojK'ock is o[ieiie(l hy the handle 7, Fig. 13, and when the

exliaustion has been completed, the stopcock is closed in the same way, the handle

is withdrawn, the ground joint is removed, and the desiccator is put in place under

the balance. The counterpoise is hung on one pan of the balance and the globe

on the other ami then released from the clamp, when it is ready to be weighed.

23. O.WGKN UV SECOND MKrilOIi. DlIVINc; TIIK All! IN TIIK DKSICC.VroRS.

It would be difficult to keep di'y the aii- in desiccators as large as these,

especially when open to the air during the weighings, unless the air is dried iu

some other apparatus and introduced into them. A current of dry air was accord-

ingly brought into the desiccator through a tube for the purpose, h. Fig. 13, which

delivered it at the bottom of the desiccator in a fanlike horizontal current. The air

was foi'ced by a hydraulic blower through two carboys containing pure sulphuric

acitl. While the globe was at the balance, this cui-rent passed through the a.xis of

the mechanism for weighing the globes by reversal, which was used in the second

series of determinations, and is described at page 42. The cui-rent was stopped

a few minutes before each weighing, but suffered little other inteiruption. When
the globes were filling or exhausting, one opening of the desiccator was closed and

the other was loosely stopped witli cottoii-wtiol ; an occasional introduction d' dr\

air was then thought sufficient.

24. OXYGEN BY SECOND MKIIIOD. FILLING GLOBES WTIH OXYGEN.

When it was desired to fill a globe with oxygen, the desiccator containing it

had the cover a, Fig. 13, put in pl.uc. The ground Joint of the globe was cemented

into its corresponding piece, and to the latter was fused a tube long enough to pro-

ject above the tube 1; Fig. 15, which was then screwed into [(osition. The desic-

cator was then placed in the tank a a, near the globe of hydrogen and the differential

manometer. The tube h was then fused to the tubes leading to the air puini), the

manometer, and the ap]iaratus [nv producing oxygen. The filling with oxygen was

conducted in all respects as in the first series of determinations, the only difference

being that the key of the stopcock of the globe could not be reached by the hand

but by the handle g, Fig. 13.

While the globe was filling, beams d d, Fig. If), were secuicd in position to

hold down the desiccator containiiii' the ^lobe and also the cylinder containiiiir the

globe serving as a standard of pressure and tempeiature. The tank was then filled

with water, which was well stirred by a current of aii-. AVheu the pressure of the
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oxyo-en in the globe iii the desiccator was very ueai'ly the same as that of the

hydrogen in the standard globe, the tube e was fused off. The pressure of the

oxygen was then reduced by drawing off mercury from the stopcock g, till (-(luilib-

liuni was produced at the differential manoraetei'. TIk^ water was well stirred, and

the e(|uilibrium was maintained for a sufficient time, sometimes for four hours,

commonly for one ht)Ui-. When the e(iuilibrium was regarded as satisfactory, the

stopcock of the globe was closed, the water was drawn off from the tank, the cou-

FlG. 15.— Killing globe with oxygen ; use of desiccator; hydrogen used for comparison.

nections of the globe to the other part of the apparatus were severed, the desiccator

was lifted out of the tank, dried, and taken to the balance. The cover «, Fig. 13,

was removed, the tube c was unscrewed, the ground joint of the globe was cleaned,

and the globe and its counterpoise were suspended from the pans of the balance

as before.

25.—OXYGEN BY SECOND METHOD. THE BALANCE WHICH WAS EMI'LOVED.

The balance used in the weighings of this series of determinations was made

by Rueprecht, of Vienna, and was lent to me by the Smithsonian Institution. It

will carry twelve hundred grammes iu each pan. The excursions of the beam are

read by the telescopic observation of the image of a scale of equal parts which is
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st'eii reflected !>} a minor rarried by the beam. Of tlit- many merits wliieli tliis

lialaiiee possesses in the liii^hest iletrree vet attained, that one whieh made it desir-

al)le for my work was the great constancy of its indications. As was j»ro[)osed in

the pieliminary discussion with Kuepreclit, its sensitiveness has been reduced :iis far

as is 2)ermitted by the lange of the adjustment foi' this pur[u>se.

MECHANISM I'Oi; WKKilllXC HV KKVEKS.M..

Fig. 16 gives a perspective view of the balance standing over the closet in

whicli ;d! objects to be weighed by reversal are containeil. The shafts and

Fi'".. i6,— Balance standing on the closet which contains mechanism for transferring

objects from one pan of the balance to the other.

hamlles In' which the balance is manipulated are seen a few centimetres above tlie

stone cover of the closet. The oscillations of the balance are ob.served by means

of tiie telescope, in which are .seen two images of a scale (not shown) placed over

the telescope, one reflected fi-om a mirror cai'ried on the beam of the l)alance, and

the other fnmi a fixed mirror placed just over the first. The latter image serves to

verify the stability of the scale and telescope.

Just below the stone cover of the closet are seen the handles for manipulating

the rever-^al mechanism within the closet. The larger ciank rotates the .^^[lar.itiis

ill transferring an object from one [>an of the balance to the other ; the smaller

crank lifts and lowers the objects, and the milled head seen between the two cranks

moves latches for accurately centering and for keeiting unmoved the ajipaiatus.

A dial indicates the position of the reversal mechanism and of the several objects

with icfcifni-r t(i thi- |i;ins of the balance.
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The closet is of brick, l."> (lecimetres liigli .•uul 12 decimetres scjiuire inside. At

one side are two pairs of diH)rs ; tlic space between tlieni could 1)(> lilled with sacks

of uoii-couductino: material if desired, but this has not been found necessary. The

wliole inner surface of the- closet is lined with sheet zinc, soldei'ed so as to leave no

openings but those which are recj^uired.

Attached to the stone cover of this closet, directly undci- flic nn(hlle knife edge

of tlie ])alance, is the axis of the reversal mechanism, on which rotates an object

cai'riei', which is pi'ovided with six arms. All the rest of the mechanism serves to

mauipulate this carrier.

The hooks which are supported on this carrier need to jiass in continuous

rotation through, the hooks which are attached to the pans of the balance. The

details of these hooks are shown in Figs. 17 and 18 ;
one is seen at a. It consists

of two hollow cones, about 2.5 centimetres in diameter, joined by a cylinder about

1.5 centimetres long. The lower hollow cone has a slot four millimetres wide cut

through it perpendicular to the plane of the papei-, and the cylinder is cut away as

shown. The lower hook h is a smaller cone, fixed to a short rod, h g, on which is

also fixed the larger cone c : d is a hollow cone, borne on the object cai'Her, on

wdiich the system h c g is supported when not suspended from the hook a.

Yw,, i7._(_)ne arm of revolving carrier, raised, honks disengaged.

If the ol)ject carrier, of which the centre and one arm are shown at <? h h, is

I'aised, as in Fi'i-. 17, the hook /' is quite free from </, so that e h may be

rotated. If e h is lowered when it is in a proper position, h will engage with a, and

<I will descend some 2.5 centimetres, leaving a h c g (piite free. In order that a and
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l> may jnojierly engage with eadi other, it is necessary that a should be held in a

definite jiosition whenever it dues not support h; accordingly, a tuJje pending below

in a hollow cone, is placed as shown. Wiienever e li is lowered, li\ and therefore /,

are raised, taking the position shown in Fig. 18; a and c are therefore both

suj)poi'ted or both freed by a single motion of the handles seen in Fig. 10.

Kjc. i8.—One arm of revolving carrier, loworcil, hooks engagcil.

The object carrier e h slitles vertically upon a sleeve /. A collar u is attached

to e It so as not to turn with it, and is moved veitically by the lever p. But e h

also rotates with the sleeve I, and the motion of both is produced by the worm n

and the worm gear m which is fixed to I. Bv the rotation of id and tlie motion of

J9,
any one of the six hooks l> can be put in any lU-sircd position. The sleeve /

turns on a stud which is screwed into the plate ;• /•.

Fig. I'J is a plan of the reversjil mechanism seen fii)ni above, the stoue cover

being supposed removed, and the plate r r, by which the apparatus is attached to

tlie stone cover, being indicated only in dotted outline. The worm gear, also, is

broken away to show parts beneath it. At the centre of the plan is seen the hollow

stud which is screwed to the plate ;• r. The worm and gear are shown at m n.

The lower end of the sleeve is fixed in the disk .s; to this is attached the radial arm

t which carries at its end a stud u wliicli compels the object carrier to turn with the

sleeve and the woi'in gear: p is the lever l>y which < ]i is raised or lowered; it

receives motion from a crank on the shaft w, which also moves the arm //, by which

in turn are moved the arms k h.

When the carrier has brought two opposite hooks exactly into position, two

jirojcctions c e are I'cady to enter two notches in the latches x ./', which, being
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released by the motion of z, secure th(^ correct ceiiteiiug of tlie lower hooks h, Fig.

17. When these hitches are closed l)y turning z, the arm ^1 locks the shaft />', and

another arm at the end of the shaft z unlocks ^D. While/'/' is lowered, and the

Fic;. iq. — Plan of reversing mechanism.

hooks a and h are engaged, B and n cannot be turned, for the arm A is also locked

by turning w; when w has lifted//', z is unlocked, and can then in turn unlock B
and the latches x .f, after which B and ?n ii can be turned.
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Most of the objects weighed with this a[ti);iiatus have to be couliiiued iu

desiccators during the weighing. In order to carry these desiccators around with

the objects which they contain, it is rei^uired to let the phitfonn /i" E, which is

placed eleven decimetres below //, rotate with the latter. E E '\h supported on a

pivot fixed in the floor of the closet, directly under the centre of//. To the under-

side of the disk s- is fastened tli.- pl.mk C <", and the latter is joined to E Ehy two

boards seen in section at J) D.

When it is convenient to place two pairs of globes on the api)aratus at once,

a desiccatoi- containing the first pair stands on this platform E 7i, and the globes

are suspended by long wires to the hooks near ee in Fig. 19 (this arm should

have been shown parallel to the k)nger sides of E E). Across this desiccator,

is then placed another, whose globes are suspended from the hooks seen near the

latches x x. The central pai-t of this upper desiccator has to be somewhat con-

tracted so as to leave free the wires suspending the lower globes. There is then

still room for a tliii'd pair of objects of no great bulk, like the tube containing

palladium which is to be mentioned in describing the experiments on hydrogen.

Since it was commonly thought proper to leave objects on the balance as much as

twenty-four hours, these facilities for weighing three objects within the interval

required for one were a very great convenience.

The desiccators for containinsr the ijlobes needed to have dry air bi'ouglit to

tiiem from without. In order to maintain this current while the globes were in the

balance closet, it was convenient to introduce it thiough the axis of the reversal

ap[)aratus. For this purpose, the stud on which the api)aratus i-otates was made

hollow, as seen at the centi-e of the plan, and the liose bringing dry air was attached

to the upper end of this tube. It ended lieneath in a little clianibcr, turning

with the revolving object carrier, to which could be connected rubber tubes

leading to the desiccators. The air was forced by a hydraulic blower through

two carboys each half full of pure sulphuric acid. After bubbling through the

acid, the air was filteied through a long column of cotton-wool.

Even when the mechanism w.-is turned slowly, it was not easy to avoid some

oscillation of the objects carried on the reversal apparatus. A mechanism foi' stop-

ping this oscillation was therefore devised. The hooks a a are suspended from the

pans of the balance by rods which are enclosed in the l)rass tubes on which the

pans of the Kueprecht balance are su})ported when the lialance is arie.sted. On

these rod.s, two brass disks slide IVccly down to two j.iiis wliicli Jiinlt the motion.

In the ttiijes are placed perforated disks coveicd with velvet. W hen llie tubes

carrying the disks and the pan arrests are let<lownsix millimetres, ihe sliding disks

still rest on the velvet. The iians have at this moiniMit been fi-ee(l fi-oni their ar-
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rests ; the oscillations of the pans and the suspended weights are soon stopped by

the friction between the disks and tlie velvet. But when the juui arrests are fur-

ther moved down 3.5 centimetres, tlie disks are left perfectly free.

This apparatus foi* weighing liy reversal was fii'st used with the balance made

by Becker, but the a[)paratus for d;nnpiug oscillations was then different. When
the Rueprecht balance was put in place of the Becker balance, the ditt'erence in the

ari'est for the pans made it necessary to modify the apparatus previously used for

this [)ui'pose, and to readjust the distance of the hooks <t and h from the a.\is of the

mechanism, to suit the shorter length of the beam of the new l)a!ance. F F ava

counterpoises which support the weight of the object carrier, and of the objects

placed on it.

26. OXYGEN HY SECOND METHOD. WETdirTNO BY REVERSAL.

All the weighings of this series of determinations were made by Gauss' method

of reversals. The globe containing the oxygen was suspended from one of the

auxiliary pans of the reversal apparatus just described, and its countei-poise from

the opposite hook. Weights were placed on the auxiliary pan, on the side from

which the globes were suspended (not on the pan of the balance itself), nearly suffi-

cient to produce equilibrium. Except in two cases, weights smaller than ten milli-

grammes were not used here; as the weights were removed from observation till

the end of the operation of weighing, the falling off of a small weight in closing

the dooi's of the closet might not be noticed at the time, and it was then a question

whether it fell off at the closing of the door at the beginning of the weighing, or at the

end. But if a weight of ten milligranunes or more fell oft', there was no ambiguity.

The globe with its weights, being at the left of the observer, was suspended

from the pan of the balance itself by manipulation of the handles shown in Fig.

16. The beam of the balance was then released, and the weights smaller than ten

milliojrammes which were needed were added to one side or the other as indicated.

The balance was then arrested, and the current of dry air introduced into the des-

iccator, passing through the axis of the reversing mechanism. After a proper

interval, the balance was released and three exeui'sions were noted ;
then the revei's-

ing mechanism was used to transfer the globe to the right of the observer, to

suspend it to the pan, and to stop its vibrations. The small weights" placed on the

pan of the balance itself were by hand transferred to the opposite pan, and three

excursions were noted. The mean of the apparent weights required in the two

positions gives the difference between the weights of the globe and its counterpoise

as w^ell as it can be given by a single observation. But in general it will not be

the ti'ue difference.
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It will l)e observed th:it ourreuts of ;iii- pioduced outside of the closet of the

weighing,' apparatus have but little effect iu disturbing the balance. The openings

in the desiccatoi- are small, and are at the same level. It is therefore impossible

for a current of air to enter the desiccator near the top, and leave it near the

l)i>ttoni, striking a<rainst one of the globes during the pa.ssage. If the whole body

of air in the small looin snrroniuling the clo.set becomes less den.se, the whole body

of .lir within the closet will ooze out at .some opening near the bottom ; but this

movement will not take place in [>art through the desiccator.

But if convection currents are produced within the closet itself, they are very

likely to enter the desiccator, unless this has a certain symmetrical exposure to

them ; ami if convection currents are produced within the desiccator itself, they

are still more likely to disturb the balance to which the globes are suspended.

Suppose, for instance, that the distribution of temperature in the closet is such

as to produce currents; a downward current may well enter the <lesiccator ami

strike upon one of the globes. Cuiiciits in the same direction will also Ije pro-

duceil within the desiccator, since its inequalities in temperature will be in the

same direction as those of the walls of the closet. The globe on the left hand, let

us say, will ai)(iear too heavy. If now the positions of the globes be reversed, the

cui-rents which enter the desiccator from without are reversed in their effect on the

globes, but those which are pi'oiliiced within the desiccator itself will continue for

some time, making the right li.iiid globe appear too heavy. These currents, there-

fore, make the globe appear too heavy in both positions.

As a matter of observation, the convection currents produced within the

desiccator are so much the more important that the ctlVct actually noticed in con-

ditions when weighing is possible is attribiitalile entirely to them, ^^'lu•n the

effect of the currents enteriuij the desiccator from without is noticed, the ecniilili-

rium of the balance is so inconstant that weighings have to Ite postponed. This

has occurred but seldom.

Fortunately the effect of the currents .set up within the desiccator is easily

eliminated. If we wait for, say, half an hour, until we may assume that a new

constant condition of temperature has been attained, and again weigh by reversal,

the convection currents produced within the desiccator will produce an effect on

the a[>parent difference of weight of the two globes which is opposite to the effect

produced in the first weighing. If the conditions of temperature have not materi-

ally changed, and if the time used in the nianijiulation is about the same, the two

opposite effects will have about the same magnitmle, and will nearly disappear

from tile mean. The mean of two successive weighings by reversal with an inter-

val of half an hour or an hour ought, therefore, to give very nearly the tiiu' differ-

ence of weiiflit of the globe and its counterpoise.
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That this is the case may be seen tVoin many ilhistrations in my note-books.

I cive one in which the globes counterpoised against eacii other were ))otli closed

by fusion, so that their true difference of weight was constant. The volumes were

equal on the two sides of the balance, and were 15.77 litres.

TABLE SHOWINC. THE ELIMINATION OF THE EKI'TUrr IIK AIK CURRENIS :

Date.
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cloth. Their iliffereiice of \\ei<;ht was then determiuetl as thev hiiiiLr in tlie desic-

cator ; it was found to be, as just given, 41.8190 gr.

( )ne of the globes was now washed with distilleil water and at once wipeil

dr\ and replaced in the desiccator; this was at 12.40 p.m. on April 30. The fol-

lowing observations were tlun made :'o

Date. Hour. Weight, gr.

pril 30
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Date. Hour. Weight, gr.

May i8 4.30 p.m. 41.8173

May 18 5.40 P.M. 41.8155

May 19 2.30 P.M. 41.8159

May 19 7.30 P.M. 41.8159

May 20 1 1.00 A.M. 41.8159

Obviously tlie first weigliiiig was iiuule too soon. Tlie nicaii of tiie otlicr

weighings is 41.8158 gr.

The \\eio-hina' after the first washiuaj shows the well-known loss of material

produced by the solvent action of watei- after glass has l)een exposed for a long

time to the decomposing effect of the air. The next weighing shows that a second

washing soon after the first may have a much less solvent action
;
that of May

15 shows that gentle friction with powdered pumice may not remove anything from

a surface already well washed.

If it were safe to argue from the increase from 41.8168 to 41.8175 gr. we might

perhaps infer that repeatedly wiping the second globe was gradually producing a

loss such as the first suffered from the first washing; but the inference is too

insecure.

28_ OXYGKN ]5Y SECOND METHOD. PREVENTING LEAKAGE OF GLOBES WHEN EXHAUSTED.

Since, with a balance of such gratifying constancy, but a few repetitions of a

weighing were necessary, it would have pei-haps been safe to trust the stopcocks

which had been fused to the globes. But since the manipulation which entirely

prevents the leakage of the stopcocks when the globe is exhausted is by no means

difiicult, it was always used in this series of determinations.

Fig. 20.—Method of preventing leakage of globes when exhausted.

At y, Fig. 2<», is the ground joint of the stopcock l)y which the globe is

always connected to other apparatus. The piece h r/, which fits on <j was reduced to

a small diameter at c (the tube at c should have been drawn as at d) and a mark

was etched here; the piece was then put in position on the stopcock, and the

volume contained between this mark and the key of the stopcock was determined

by filling from a burette. This was done once foi- all. When the globe was to be

exhausted, this joint was fused to the joint d e, and dra^vn to a small diameter at d,

ready to be closed by fusion when exhausted, and tlie volume between the mark c and

the point d was determined by filling it with water and weighing. The two joints

having been thus made ready, h was warmed and coated internally with wax ready

for cementing on y. Then the two joints with this wax were carefully weighed by
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reveisiil, after whifli l> was wanuetl ami fitted to the st(ii)cock of the globe. < *n e

was now Htteil the coiTespoiiding gnniiul joint /', and this was fused to tiie air

[nnn|). When tbe exhaustion was c()nipleted, (/ wjis closed Ity fusion, the part

fused off was removed from /', cleaned, and put on the balance with the glohe.

From the weight of the glass attached to the glol)e, together with tiie voliinu' be-

tween the key of tlit- stopcock and the point il, is computed tin- volume added to

Jie globe. The weight of the glass added is known from the pivliminary weigh-

in"; it of coui-se sim}>lv re[)laces a certain amount of brass ami platinum weights

which otherwise would liave been needed. The manner in which the .•iddition of

tliis voluiiu' was cared for is to be descril)ed in the next ]iaragi'apii.

2\).—oxy(;en by second jiktiiod. courkction kou dikkeue.nck of volumes.

In all the experiments of this series, the volumes suspended from the opposite

pans of the balance were made equal at every weighing. For tliis purpose, some

sixty minute flasks were made, of sizes ranging from one cubic centimetre to ten.

They were all made nearly equal in weight by loading with mercury, closed by

fusion, ami provided with platinum hooks. The appearance of

one is shown in Fit;. 21. Their volumes were then determined

by hydrostatic Aveighings and mai-ked on them by etching, after

Kk;. 21.—Small rtask wliicli they Were made rigoiously equal in weight when weighed

for equalizing volumes.
j,j .^ vacuuui. Tliis was accomplished on an assay balance whose

needle moved fifty divi-sions for a difference of one milligramme, taking account

of the density of the air and of the errors of the Aveights employed.

When the difference of volume of two ma.sses to be counterpoised against each

other had been determined, two of these minute flasks were selected, siicli that the

ilifference of their volumes was equal to the difference of volumes of tlu- iiias>es to

be weighed ; adding the small flask to the large volume and conversely, the

volumes to be weighed became equal. These flasks had been so accurately ad-

justed to e(pudity of w^eight in vacuo by i-epeated determinations that it was not

necessary to take account of their weight or of the minute differences of their

weights.

As an example of the simplest application of the e([uating flasks, a joint, h e

Fig. 20, weighed appioximatelv 7.77 grammes, and had tiierefore a volume of '.11

cubic centimetres. The weights to lialainf it iiad a volume of 0.85 cubic centime-

tres. .\diling to these two \'>liiMies two flasks lia\iii^^ volumes of 1.11 .•iml '.''Xu^

cubic centimetres, we have the two volumes on the opposite pans of tin- l)alaiice

.•'..1
I i\- + 1.41 cc = 4.52 cc, and 0.8") cc + 3.(>;j cc = 4.50 cc.

Ill the case of an exhausted ulobe, the number of volumes to be added to-
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gether is o-reater, but the principle is the suiiie. For iiistaiKH', in weighing globe

No. 5 when exhausted anil closed as desi-ribetl on page 47, wc have the fol-

lowing volumes on the two sides ot" the balance:

(ilol)e 5 C'ounterjKjisc 5

Joint 3 1 1 cc.

Space below m;trk <-, l''ig 20 i.oS
"

Space above mark <• 0.10
"

Brass weights 262
Platimim weights 0.03

Small ecpiating flasks 1.41 " 8.35 cc.

Sums (".5+CS.35 "
,

C5+8.35 cc.

Since the volume of globe 5 is e(iual to that of its counterpoise when the

o-lobe is exhausted, G^ = C^, hence the volumes on the opposite sides of the bal-

ance ai'e e(|ual, so that the inunediate result of the weighings, with no ob.servation

of temperature and pressure, and with no computation of correction, gives the true

difference of w^eight between the globe and its counterpoise.

30.—OXVOEN BY SKl'O.Nl) .M KTHoD. OBSERVATIONS.

The following table gives the weights obtained of globes tilled with oxygen

at the same temperature and pressure as that of the hydi-ogen w hich was used as

a standard of conijiarison.

OBSERVATIONS WITH (JI.OBE 5.

Date. Weight, gr.

May 25 Filled 4.3827
"

28 Exhausted 34.2284

Renewed lubrication :

June 10 Filled 47165
21 Exhausted 34.55 i 2

Renewed joint :

June 24 Exhausted 30.3731
" 25 Filled 0-5466

27 " 0.5482

29 " 0.5473

July I " 0.5441
" " I Exhausted 30.3735

October 31 " 30-3734

November 7 Filled 0.5358

iQ
[[

0.5376

December 4 " 0.5394

OBSERVATIONS WITH (;l.OBK 3.

May 20 Filled 0.0190

26 Exhausted 27.7736
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Renewed joint :

liint; 21 Exhausted 29.8270

" . 28 Filled 2.0727

30 " 20720

I uly 4 Exhausted 29.8253

Renewed lubrication :

November 11 Exhausted 29.7385

,2 Filled '-9855

22 " 1-9778

C!ounterpoise changed :

December i Filled i .6434
"

12 Exhausted 29.3924

31. OXYGEN BY SECOND METHOD. KEDUCl'lON OF OJ5SEKVATION8.

Tlie weislits of the oxygen found to have the same pressure as the standaid

volume of hydrogen when at the same temperature need a cori-ectinn for the differ-

ence between the coefficients of expansion of hydi-ogen and of oxygen. If these

coefficients were the same, the equality of pressure obsei-ved at ordinary tem-

peratures would also be preserved at the temperature of melting ice. Since the

expansion of oxygen is greater than that of hydrogen, the mass x)i the oxygen

recpiired at 0° will be greater than that at ordinary temperatures. If we assume

for the coefficients of expansion at constant volume the values .00;^(i()l and .U().'?674,

we mav apply the correction t'oi- tlie mean temperature of the whole series of ex-

periments, which was V.\Jf C. The foriniil.i for reduction therefore becomes:

w 760 L I + 13.5 X .003674 0.45

V 736.49 1, I + 13-5 X .003661 g

l.v which are obtained the vahies given in the following table.

32. OXVtiEN 15V SECOND JlETllOU. UESILTS.

The following table gives the weights of oxygen contained in the globes in the

given conditions, with the weights deduced for one litre of oxygen at normal tem-

perature and i>ressure at the sea level in latitude 45°.

OUSERVATIONS WITH GLOBE 5.

Weight of Density of

NiimLcr. oxygen

:

oxygen

:

grammes. grammes.

, 29.8457 1.42952

2 29.8347 1.42900

, 29.8267 1.42863

\ ..'..'....... 29.825

1

1.42853

c 29.8260 1.42858

(,...... 29.8292 1.42873

7 29.8376 142913

8 29.8358 1.42905

9 29.8340 1.42896
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OBSERVATIONS WITH GLOUE 3.

Weijjlit of Density of

Number. oxygen: oxygen;
gramnies. grammes.

I 27.7546 1.42880

2 27-7.S,?S '.42874

3 27.7542 1.42878

4 -'7-753° 1. 42^^72

5 27-75°7 1-42859

6 27.7490 1.42851

If we increase the mean by one tliirty-thoiisaiultli,* we get

1) = 1.42887 gr. ± 0.000048.

.{3. OXYGEN HY TIIIKD MKTIIol).

In a third series of detei'niinations of the density of oxygen, tlie globes were

sui'rounded witli melting ice while tilling Avith the gas, and the pressure was

measured by connectiug the globe to tlie syphon barometer. The surface of the

globe was therefore exposed to contact with water ; as it Avas convenient to put the

globe in position in the ice before the operation of exhausting the connecting tubes

and filling it with oxygen, the contact was somewhat pi'olonged. Change of weight

of the globes during the exposure was therefore inevitable; it was accordingly

thought proper to determine the weight of the glol)e filled with oxygen, and then

to exhaust it and determine its weight when empty, and to consider the difference

of the two weighings as expressing the weight of the gas remove<l by the

exhaustion. An attempt was made to piotect the stopcocks and their lubrication

from the action of water by surrounding them with rubber capsules while they lay

in the ice.

The cistern of the Ijni'ometer was at the level of the centre of the globes dur-

ing this series of determinations. Tlie reduction of the observations took account

of the force of gi-avity at my lab.)iMt(n'y, and of tlie correction to the length of the

scale of my bai'ometer.

34. OXYGEN BY THIK1> .METHOD. FILLlN(i THE GLOBES Wn'H OXYGEN.

The globe a, Fig. 22, was placed in a cylinder, /, and suiTOunded with finely

crushed ice. This cylinder stood in a lai-ge tank, h, also filled with ice, so that the

globe was surrounded on all sides \vith a layer of more than thii'ty centimetres of

ice. To the joint c was fitted the tube which led to a self-acting Toepler pump, to

the apparatus for pi'oducing oxygen, and to the syphon barometei-. The globe and

* See note, page 28.
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its coiiiiectiuiis li;i\ iiig bet- ii exbaustt'i,! and the vacuum liaving been measured, the

pumj) was shut off by means of a stopcock, and oxygen was then admitted till the

desired pressure was obtained, when a seccjiid stopcock near '/ was closed. The

pressure of the oxygen was then mejisured. The globe was left in the ice for this

purpose for from one to fnur hours. Tlic stopcock near '/ was not ie(juiic(l to l)e

l"li;. 22.— Killint; a glulic «iih nxygcii , u.'.c i>( ict.

I

tight against any material dirt'ereuce of pressure on the two opposite sides ul its

key ; its oidv office was to shut off from the globe, during the measurement of

pressure, the part of the apparatus who.se temperature was .somewhat variable.

The use of a fusible metal I'lug at a convenient part of the tube prevented leak-

age during the exhaustion of the jflobe and connecting tubes.

8;").

—

o\v(;kn r.v iiiikk mi/iuoh. soriicKs ok o.\v<.kn.

In seven of the experiments of this .series, oxygen w.is olitjiined from potassium

(ddorate : the process was in all respects exactly like that in the picvious sei'ies. In

the other expeiiments, oxygen was pro<luceil by the electrolysis of pure dilute sul-

phuric acid. The gas issuing from the voltametei- passed through a strong solution

of pota-ssium hydroxide, where the time of contact was over fifty seconds ; then over

heated copper oxide, and tiiroiigh drying tubes filled with calcium chloride, pow-

dered potassium hydroxide, and phosphorus pentoxide, each of which was one

inetve long and two and a half centimetres in diameter, All were connected by
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fusion, exce[>t that tlie tube of infusible glass containini;' the cojuier oxide was

joined to the soft glass of the rest of the apparatus by means of ground joints made

o-as-tight with paraflin. TIu^ pure dry oxygen issuing from the last drying tube

passed to a manometer indieating its pressure, and to a stoix'ock separating tlie

a])i>aratus up to this jjoint from that on the other side of the stopcock, where the

pressui'e was less until the completion of the process of tilling the globe with

oxygen. Beyond the stopcock, a fusil)le metal [ilug closed the tube leading to the

globe until the exhaustion was tinished. The tube between tliis sto[)cock and

the fusible metal plug was freed from ail' by exhaustion with another pump, after

\vdiich the tube leading to this pump was closed by fusion. When the required

exhaustion had been obtained, this plug was removed, and the passage of the

oxygen to the globe was regidated by a stopcock. Tiie manometer wdiicli showed

the pressure of the gas in the voltameter was connected liy so long a tube, and

oxvsen was so often blow u out at it, that it was thought impossible for mercurial

vapor to mingle with the current of the gas on its way to the globe.

36. 0XY(iEN BY THIKD MF/niol). MEASUREMENT OF PUESSUIiE.

The measui-ement of pressure in this series was like that in the iirst series,

except ill one particular. In the first series I used wliat Kegnault called a mano-

liaroiiietei-, the relation of the tubes in wliich is well known. But in the present

case I used a syphon barometer, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2'J. In a box

stand two tubes, c" and/', one connected to the globe, and the other tilled with

mercury by boiling in a vacuum. The upper part of e and the tube/' are in the

same perpendicular. The difference of level which measures the pressure of the

oxygen in the globe can be accurately and conveniently measured by means of a

scale standing in contact with the two tubes and viewed with proper optical

apparatus.

37. oXV(iEN JiY TUIUD METHOD. WEUiHING TilE GLOHKS.

The globes, after washing and wiping, were hung with their counterpoises in

desiccators in the closet under the balance. But the desiccators now used were

not required to hold the globes permanently, and were therefore simple boxes of

sheet metal, with a cover having holes for the suspension of the globes from the

l)alance. The globes were placed in one of these desiccators, the cover was put on,

the box was put in position on the rotating platform of the revei'sal mechanism of

the balance, and the wires attached to the globes were huug to the auxiliary pans

of the reversal appai'atus. Dry air was then admitted at the bottom of the desiccator

and there spread horizontally in all directious. This current was introduced
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Kio. 22a.—Desiccator.

tliiouirli the axis of the reversal apjiaratus, and

eoiiM therefore 1)6 ooiitiiiued without iiiterruptiou

except for the i»iirpose of weighing.

'I'iic volniues suspended from tlie opposite

pans of the hahmce were always made ((jual, as

in the previous series of determinations, and the

weighings were nia<le by reversal in pi-ecisely the

same way.

38. -o.\\(,i;N V.\ I IIIIMi MKrilOD. WKKUrr OF GLOHKS WIIKX KXII.M'STKD.

As already observed, it was thought proper to determine the amount of

«)xygen in the gh)be Ity determining the ditferenee of weight between the tilled

globe and the globe exhausted immediately afterwards. In this exhaustion and

the subse(iuent weighing, leakage through the stopcock of the globe was pi-eventeil

by the niani[)ulation described on page 47. Now, since the tare of the globe

thus obtained was only for the one experiment immediately preceding, the weight

of the joint shown in Fig. 20, and used to prevent leakage, did not need to be

known. The joint was therefore made ready for application to the globe when the

latter was to be weighed w itli its contents of oxygen, and was, during that weigh-

ing, put on the balance with the globe. After the weighing was completed, the

joint was put on the globe, a vacuum was produced, the joint was closed by fusion,

and tlif globe with the joint was weighed again. The difference of these two

weighings (in which the volumes on the opposite pans were made equal as usual)

gave the weight of the oxygen contained in the globe.

Since there was no room for any exercise of judgment in tlie coMildnatioii of

observations made in this way, it is sufficient to give simi)ly the number of the

globe employed, the pi'essui-e, the weight of oxygen, and the density of oxygen

found. The capacities of the glolus have already been given.

yj.—OXYOKN nV TIIIKD MKniiHi. oliSKKV AllOXS .\M) RKSUI/rs.

The restdts obtained by the method in which the globes were filled with

o.xygen at the temperature of melting ice were as follows. It may be said that

three observations were made with the c:lol)e numbered 6. But it wtvs found that

an error hail been made in the computatinn <if the voliinic of its counterpoise, so

that all the ob.servatioiis made with it were subject to an uncertain and variable

correction for the difference of the volume of the globe and its counteriioi.ses.

These three results were therefore rejected.
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OXYGEN FROM I'OTASSIUM CHI.dKATE.

Sc = "S -Sec ^rfJ!
|-5

I il .-aa-i III

1 2 727.04 12.0179 [.42920

2 I 746.93 12-3951 1.42860

3 2 769.76 12.7227 1.42906

4 I 773-22 12.8400 '.42957

5 I 772.22 12.8192 7.42910
6 2 778.68 12.8745 1.42930

7 2 778.04 12.8628 1.42945

OXYGEN 1!Y ELECTROLYSIS.

8 I 774.39 12.8572 1.42932

9 2 750.12 12.3983 1.42908
10 I 769.83 12.7796 1.42910
11 8 76535 23.7671 1-42951
12 3 761-52 28.7134 1-42933
13 9 77498 21.9675 1-42905

14 5 772.55 31-3039 1-42914

15 7 747-S8 21.6150 1.42849
16 7 754-99 21.8274 1.42894

17 7 763.80 22.0808 1.42886

If we increase tlie mean by one tliirty-thousantltb,* we get

B = 1.42!)17 gr. ± 0.000048.

40. O.XYOKN. KIN.U, IIESULT KOIJ THK DENSITY.

Tlie values foiiiicl liy the different methods used are as follows:

By use of thermometer and manometer D = i .42879 ± .00003 4
By compensation D = i .42887 ± .00004 8

By use of ice and barometer D = r .42917 ± .00004 '^

The combination of these results into a final mean nuist be left mostly to the judg-

ment of those interested in the matter. The probable errors of the three means

would indicate that the first method should have double weiglit, which would be

very improper, in my judgment. This method involves more easy manipulation,

but gives less security against constant error. So also with the second method.

The manipulation of the third involves more accidental errors, but involves no con-

stant errors which are not common to the other methods, while it avoids sonje. I

shall therefore compute a mean in which the third result is given double weight;

from which we get

Do = 1.42900 ± 0.000034.

* See note, page 2S.



PAKT II. ON TIIK DENSITY OF HYDROGEN.

1. 1NTI;<>I)I"(TT(>X.

Tlie density of liyiliogcii lias bccii iletermiued in tive series of experiments of

very uneqiiiil value. In the first series, temperature and [)ressure were measureil

with mercurial thermometers and tlie mano-barometer. Tlie reduction took account

of the same factors as the reduction of the first series in tht- case of oxygen. This

series consisted of fifteen separate determinations.

In a second series, the globes were surrt>undt'(l with melting ice while the

pressure was measured with the syphon barometer. The icduction was the same

as in tlie third series of e.xpeiimeiits on oxygen. Tiiis series consisted of nineteen

experiments.

in a tliiid series the hydrogen was wciglicd, iini in the globes where its volume

temperature, and pressure were observed, but befoi'e it was inlrnduced into them.

Globes making jointly a capacity of forty-two litres were connected togethei-,

and to a self-acting air pump, to a syphon barometer, and to a tube for admitting

hydrogen. A tube containing six hundred grammes of })alladium foil was charged

\vith hydrogen, and was weighed.. Its iiydri>gen was transfeired to the gloVjes, pre-

viously exhausted and shut ott" from the air-puni]). Here its volume and [>ressuie

were determined at the temperature of melting ice. The tube of palladium was again

weighed, and so the weigiit of hydrogen was determined. This series consisted of

eight experiments, togethei' with five expeiiments w Inch were made before the

apparatus and its manipulation were satisfactory, and which wei'e regarded as only

preliminary. The leduction of these observations takes account of the elevation of

the cistern of the barometer al)ove the centre of the globes and of the force of

gravity at my laboratory.

'{'he fourth series was simpl)' a continuation of the third aftei' a summer vaca-

tion. Seveial accidents occurretl. The series was therefore abandoned, and a new

.•ippaiatus was constructed. The fifth series was a repetition of the third and fourth

with a different apparatus; these two series consisted of six and eleven experiments

respectively, l)ut accidents occurred in two ex[)erinu'nts of the fouitli series.

56
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2. DETERMINATION OK DKNSITY J!Y KIKST MI'VIIKH).

In the first series of determinations of the density of hydrogen, nearly all the

manipulation was almost precisely the same as that used in the fii'st series of deter-

minations of the density of oxygen. The two were carried on al. the same time,

with the same apparatus in the same condition ; it was ho|)ed that in this manner

of working the ratio of the two densities might be subject to fewer systematic

errors. OuIy a brief account is therefore requiretl.

8. KlUST JIETIIOD. J'llEl'AKATION OK ilYUKOGEN.

In all the experiments of this series, hydrogen was pi-epared by the electrolysis

of pure dilute sulphuric acid. The gas was passed thi-ough a strong solution of

potassium hydroxide, over incandescent copper, and through three drying tubes

one metre loner and two and a half centimetres in diameter, the last filled with

phosphorus pentoxide and the preceding one with powdered potassium hydroxide.

In the appaiatus up to this point, the pressure was always kept equal to that of

the atmosphere by a stopcock and a manometer.

In some experiments of this series the gas was admitted at once to the globe

as it issued from the regulating stopcock. In the remaining experiments, the gas

was first absorbed in metallic palladium. When this was to be filled with hydrogen,

it was fiist heated in a vacuiun. Then hydrogen was passed through it while it

was still too hot to absorb the gas, and the current was continued for some time,

after which the source of heat was removed. After the absorption was complete,

a current of gas was passed for a long time to expel any gas other than hydrogen

which might have accompanied the latter. When this end was thought to have

been attained, the eonuectiou between the palladium and the voltameter was cut

off, and the connection opened to deliver the hydrogen into the globe. Heat being

applied to the palladium, the globe was filled.

In all the experiments in which palladium was used, the tubes for conducting

the gas were closed, either by fusion or by fusible metal plugs, so that leakage from

the atmosphere into the apparatus was absolutely excluded.

4. KIKST iMETUOD. I'ROOK OK THE PURITY OF THE HYDROGEN.

The voltameter in which hydrogen was produced contained about five litres

of dilute sulphuric acid, and the drying tubes and other parts of the apparatus

had a capacity of one or two litres more. To remove the air from this apparatus

took of course a considerable time. It was thought jiroper to meet any objections
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1)V ac'tuallv iloterminiiiL'' tli(> amount of iiitrosjen iviiiaiiiiiii; in the tjas wli'uli was

weighed

This iiiii^lil have Keen <loiie by taking liyilrogen from the gh)l)f in which it

iiad been weighed, and analyzing in some suitable ai>i)aratus. C'ireumstanfes made

it convenient to adopt a slightly ditieivnt nn-iti-.d. Instead of filling one globe

with hydrogen which was to be first weigiied and then analyzed, two globes were

filled at the same time. They had been exhausted to the same degree. The cur-

rent of gas divided and went to the two globes in quantities proportional to their

capacities ; so that the two contained gas of identical quality. One globe was

afterwards detached and weighed. The other globe remained permanently con-

nected with the ai)paiatus for determining the impurities in the gas, an<l was

somewhat elaboi-ately guarde<l against possibility of leakage.*

With this aj)paratus, the method of determining the amount of nitrogen in the

hydi-ogen was as follows: A vacuous tube containing copper oxide was heated

till no more gas was given oil'. Tliis tube was connected to the globe containing

the hydrogen reserved foi' analysis, and the copper oxide was heated. By noting

the change of pressure in the globe the amount of hydrogen withdrawn from it

was determined. Then the connection with the globe was closed, the copper oxide

was cooled, and the gas remaining was extracted with a Sprengel pnnq), and trans-

fei-red to the eudiometer. The structure of the puuq) made im[)ossible any

admixture of air with the gas tiansferred with it, for the mercury which

actuated it all passed thi'ongh a vacuum tiap which was kept exliausted by an

auxiliary [ninqi.

AVhen in this way, let us say, <>ne litre of hydrogen had been withdrawn from

the part reserved for analysis, and had been reduced to, say, ten cubic centimetres,

it was measured in the eudiometer, mixed with oxygen and exploded, and so the

amount of hydrogen in the lesidue was determined. Since cui)ric oxide is at best

but a treacheious material, examination was also made for gas absorbable by alkali,

and when absorption occurred, the experiment had to be resumed with a better

sample of copper oxide. If the experiment showed no absorption, the gas not

hydi-ogen was considered as nitrogen. Since qualitative examination showed that

sulidiur and .aibon were not present, this supposition was prt)bal)ly justified. It

will be noted that it isaniattei- of indifference whether the oxygen used in the

ex[)losion contained nitrogen, l)ut it did not.

In several experiments of this series, nitrogen was found in (he hydrogen.

Hut after a consideiable volume of hydrogen had been produced, the appaiatns

was practically free from nitrogen except after breakage. Soon after the use of

* Aiiii-iictiii yoiirnal of Siifiue, 41, 220.
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piilhuliiiiu fi)i- purifying the hydrogen in the way described, niti'ogeu could no

longer be detected, though sought for repeatedly in a volume as large as two litres.

Tlie search for it was then discontinue<l.

AMOUNTS OK NITHOtiEN KOI'Nl) IN IIVDliOOKN WIIKII U AS WEKi II KD :

^xperim
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Inly

luly

July

July

July

July
luly

15-16

17-18

'9

12-13

«4->5
16-17

18-19

OBSERVATIONS WITH GLOBE 3.

7 observationsKxhausted
Filled

Filled

OBSERVATIONS WITH GLOBE 5.

observationsExhausted
Filled

F>xhausted

Filled

-V 94jO
28.2648
2S.2494

3°-7055
28.8641

30.7042
28.9660

Combining the observations in the way which was thought propel- at the time

of the experiments, Ave get the following determinations of the weight of the hydro-

gen in the globes. Tlie table gives the pressures reduced to , the readings of the

thermometers reduced to the scale of 2053, the computed reading of the hydrogen

air thermometer, the gross weight and the tare of the globes, their capacities at the

temperature of the experiment, and the density computed ; the latter includes the

correction for nitrogen given on page 59, and is i-omputed for the sea level in

W 760 L G45
aiiLuue
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the result of m;iiiy pi'evioiis e.xaiiiiii.-itioiis luid shown li<>\v to ol>t;iiii the gas witli

no measurable amount ot" impurity.

It may be not without interest to consider how small an amount of nitrogen

might be detected when mixed with hydrogen. If the hydrogen should be

removed from the mixture by absorption, as carbon dioxide may be i-emoved, it

would be possible to detect a very small quantity. My measuring apparatus, foi-

instance, would measure a considei'ably smaller quantity than the thousandth of a

cubic centimetre. If, then, two litres of hydi'ogen were absorbed by some suppos-

able reagent for the pui-pose, a two-millionth of nitrogen would ])e detected. But

the case is dift'ei'ent when the amount of hydrogen in a mixture must be determined

by explosion with oxygen. In my experiments, two litres of hydrogen were

reduced to ten cubic centimetres l)y absorption by means of copper oxide, but the

remaining ten centimetres had to be measured, and the hydrogen determined by

explosion, and the nitrogen determined by difference. With sufficient care, one

ought to be able to answer for a hundredth of a cubic centimetre; for how much

less, I have no means of knowing.

But to detect a huudredtli of a cubic centimetre, in the case supposed (and

i-ealized), means to detect a two-hundred-thousandth ; to this approximation, the

examination was carried, in duplicate analyses, with the result that hydrogen con-

taininir less than this could be obtained in the usual working of the apparatus,

except after fracture. The removal of nitrogen fi-oni the apparatus was then

tedious, but the result was certain, and hydrogen of su.-h purity is thought to have

been used in all the experiments of this series.

7. SECOND METHOD. I'HKr'AKATION OK HYDROfiEN.

Hydrogen was prepared in this series of experiments in very nearly the same

way as in the preceding; but some details were different. The hydrogen from

the voltameter passed through an almost saturated solution of potassium hydroxide,

over incandescent copper, through a tube one metre long and two and a halfcentunetres

in diameter, which was filled with glass beads moistened with a strong solution of

lead oxide in potassium hydroxide, then through three tubes of the same dimen-

sions, filled with calcium chloride, with powdered potassium hydroxide, and with

phosphorus pentoxide. Here was placed a manometer and a regulating stopcock
;

all parts were connected by fusion, except where infusible glass had to be con-

nected to the soft glass of the rest of the apparatus.

When the tube containing palladium was to be filled, it was connected by

fusion to the tube delivering pure hydrogen, and was heated. When it was so hot
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that IK) :il)S(>rptii>n would takf [tlaoe, a tMirrent was passed tlirougli it, ami this was

continued for half an hour; eare wjis taken to make this current pass through

every branch of the connecting tubes so as to expel all air. When the exit of the

hydrogen had been closed by fusion, the palladium was cooled, and hydrogen was

admitted till its tension was equal to that of the atmosphere. Ilxdrog.-ii was then

again passed through the tube of palladium, escaping into the air f^r three hours,

so as to remove any nitrogen which should have accumulated. AN'litii this had been

accomplished the exit of the gas and the connection with the voltametei' were then

closed by fusion. The tulje containing palladium had been from the first connected

witli the globe, but tlir jiassage iiad been stopped by a plug of fusil)le metal.

8. SECO>'I) METUOO. lII.MNfi (iLOBES Willi IIVI)K0«iEN.

When the glol>e and its connections had been exhausted to the desired degi-ee,

niu- ..I' the fusible metal plugs which ()l)structed the connection with the supply

of hydrogen was fused, and hydrogen admitted. When the pressure had become

some few centimetres, the connection with the palladium was closed by fusion, and

the irlobe was asrain exhausted. When the exhaustion was suliicient, a second

fusible metal plug was removed, and hydrogen admitted till the atmospheric pres-

sure was i-eached. The preliminary exhaustion of the globes was always such that

less than a hundred-thousandth of air remained. For the second exhaustion, a

vacuum of a tlinusaiidtli was thought sulticient.

9. SKrOXD MJniloD. ^IEASIHKMENT OI' PRESSURE.

When the irlobe had been filled with hydrotren, the ice in which it stood was

well heaped around it, and the cover leplaced over the tank. IJeadings of the

sy[thon barometer were made as in the case of oxygen. In all cases, the two levels

of the mercury to be read were in the same perpendicular, and the scale \ised stood

in contact with the glass tubes of the barometer, so as to minimize the effect of any

want of parallelism in the directions of the motions of the reading microscopes.

It will be seen that in all my experiments on the density of gases, their

pressure has been determined without any conununication between the gas and

the atmosphei-e ; contamination was therefore impossible. It was necessary that

my work should be so .nranged that it could be left at almost any point with

little danger of the lo.ss of an exjieriment in conseijuence of the iiit('riii]iti()n.

In the first series of ex[iei'iments with oxygen ami hydrogen, a inaiio-liaronieter

was used, owing to the conditions of the exi)eriim'nt ; but in all other ex[>eriment8

the two central tubes of the manometer, which together constituted a syphon
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barometer, were used. In tliis ease, the two readiugs of level were made on

the same scale, lu'cause the two levels of the mercMii) were in the same

perpendicular.

Tlie time dining wliicli occasional readings of pressure were miide v;nied from

an h<iur to three oi' four Imurs.

lt». SKCOND J[KTIIol>. 01!SKKVATn)NS AND RESULTS.

As iu the case of the third series of determinations of the density of oxygen,

there was no room for the exercise of judgment in combining the observations.

The expei'iments are also affected with a source of constant eri'or, as will be

mentioned in more detail ; so that there is the less reason for giving more than the

pressures and weights observed, together \vith the density reduced to the sea level

at latitude 45°, by the formula
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merouiiiil i>imips will give results uot far from the value obtaiued. l>ui lliey hy

no means show that this value is the trutli. If we can trust to a method which

seems free from objection, and whirh has l)eeii carried out with as much care as

can well be used, the value here obtained is not far from one thousandth i>art too

lai'ge.

12. HYDKOGKN liY NKW Mirilli'H. INTKODHOTION.

The accidental errors of the measurement of tluMlensity of hydrogen by weigh-

in" a c'iven volume are considerable. A globe containing 1.8 grammes of hydrogen

under standard conditions, and itself weighing not more than twelve hundred

frararaes, can be obtained, though with difficulty. The gross weight of the globe

is then si.\ hundred times the weight of the hydrogen to be determined by its use.

It is true that the weight of the globe at any given stage of the experiment can be

determined witli an ei'ror of not much more than one tenth of a milligramme, and

that in no long time, provided a pretty elaborate plant be employed. But it has

not yet been found easy, I believe, by any one, to secure constancy of the weight

of the "-lobe and of the lubrication of its stojicock dui'ing the e.xposnre to contact

with water, which is necessary if a constant tem})erature is m.iint.iined in the

usual way.

It is possible to avoid the use of a stopcock on the globe in wliit-li a gas is

wei<'hed,and the manipulation foi' this purpose is not troublesome. I had expected

to make use of this method : l>ut a severe exjilosion broke nearly all my calil>rated

"lobes. It is proljable that some increase in [H't't-ision rould lir oKtaini-d liy this

method. For the globe, after tilling with the ga.s, and after thorough cleansing,

could be put in a desiccatoi', and kept on the balance till it was eertain that all

eflFects of contact with water had disajypeared. It could tluu he exhausted without

removal from the desiccator, closed b}' fusion, and again weighed. During both

weighing.s, the globe would have a surface of continuous gl.ass. Still, it is doubtful

whether the labor of making a sufficient number of determinations would be well

bestowed.

For, unless elaboi-ate pi-ecantions are taken, the efficiency of which i-emains to

be proved, mercurial vapor may diffuse into the globe in which the gas is to be

weighed. I'ntil, therefore, we can dispense with the use of mercurial pumps and

yet jiroduce a vacuum of a few millionths, it seems necessary to devise some

method of measuring the density of hydi'ogen in wliich the containination of the

gas with the vapor of mercury shall occasion no error.

The weighing of the hydrogen while it is absorbed in ])alladium, and

measuring its volume and ])ressure in another vessel after ex[)elling it from
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the palladium seemed likely to give a moi'e accurate value for the density than

could be obtained in any other way now possible. My [)alladium Avould absorb

about 3.8 grammes, and would give off as much as 3. 7 grammes at atmospheric

pressure, this quantity measuring over 40 litres. From the increase in net weight

alone could be hoped some increase in precision ; some from the decrease in gross

weight, for the palladium tube with its contents weighed eight hundred grammes,

while the larger globes weighed half as much more; some from the small surface of

glass exposed ; some from the disuse of stopcocks and their lubrication, exposed

as it is to so many accidents. But the principal gain hoped foi' was the fact that

mercurial vapoi- would have no effect on the toeiglit of the hydrogen used in the

detei'miuatiou ; and its effect on t\\e pressure and volume of the gas is negligible.

Whether the improvement hoped for has actually been secui-ed is now to be

submitted to the judgment of those intei'ested.

The use of palladium for the purpose of obtaining pure hydrogen was, so far

as I know, first suggested by Chii'ikott'. Its use for the purpose of accurately

weighing h^alrogeu first suggested itself to me in 1882, so that I discussed the

method with other chemists in 1883, and began preparations for the [)resent work.

The same method of weighing hydrogen suggested itself independently to Keiser,

to whom belongs the credit of first publishing results obtained by it ; (piestions of

priority are of slight consecpience, l)ut it seems that to me belongs the credit of

first inventing the method and beginning to work with it.

13. HYDROGEN BY NEW JIETHOD. APPARATUS FOR MEASUREMENT OF VOLUME.

My stock of palladium foil would absorb about 3.8 grammes of hydrogen, and

would give off about 3.7 grammes at atmospheric pressure. A volume sufficient to

contain this amount was made up of three globes. They were placed so as

to be used like one, while their individual capacities fell within the range of my

plant for determination. These three globes were the globes numbered 1, 6, and 7,

in the list of globes prepared for weighing gases by Regnault's method mentioned

on page 12. Of these, globe No. 6 had not been used before, for the reason

mentioned on page 54.

These three globes were placed in three cylindei's, a, h, c, Fig. 23, surrounded

with finely crushed ice, and these again placed in a larger cylinder, r r, 1.2 metres

in diameter, and .9 metre high. This tank was surrounded with a non-conducting

layer. The globes were now connected to a common inlet tube whose branches

led, one to the syphon barometer, one to the self-acting Toepler [)um[), and one to

the place for admitting hydrogen. The lattei- tnlie was closed by a fusible metal

plug till the proper time.
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The tube leadiiitij to tlie \m\n[) liail to be closed duriiiLC the iiitroiluetioii of the

hydidireii :uid the measuieineiit of its inessure in such a way that no leakage could

occur. A glass stopcock can often be lubricated so that when closed it will not

leak, but if opened and closed n-peatfilly it is liable to leak. In i'a<-l a stnpro<-k, in

all accurate work, ought to lie cousidcifd as an instrnnicnt lor irdiK-imj the tlow oi

a current of iras.

Kic.. 23.—.Apparatus for receiving hydrogen and measuring its volume and pressure at constant tcmper.iturc.

The counectiou lietween the measuring globes and the air [minp was therefore

made proof against leakage by using two stopcocks, and filling the space between

them with mercury at the atniospheiic pressure whenever it was desired to dose

tlie p!X.ssage. The two stopcocks are shown at e,f; a tid)e inserted at the lowest

iioint between them led lo the stopcock / and the funnel /, which was full of mer-

cury. If the stopcocks ^ and /' were open and the tube between them free from

mercury, a clear passage existed between the air-pump and the globes, ^^'hen a

sufficient vacuum had been obtained by the action of the piiniji, the stopcocks r and /'

were (dosed and / was opened. The pi'essure of the atmosphere then forced mer-

ciirv from the funnel to fill the space between c and /'," when /• was closed. It is
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obvious that leak.-iye from the globes towards tlie air-i)uiii|) coulil take place only

as iiiei'fiiry was forctnl out fioiii tins closed s^iace tlii-ou<;Ii I lie keys of tlie stop-

cocks ; wliic'Ii would easily lie detected by inspeetiou.

Tlie apparatus uiet ;dl reasonable expectations until a time when, as was

afterwards found, the key of the stopcock e formed an inci[i:ent crack, pi'odu<-ing

ca[>i'icious and intermittent leakage.

14. -IIYDKOOKN I5V NEW METHOD. CAI'ACITV (
U' CONNE(V|'I N( 1 'rUHES.

It is obvious that when a weighed (piantity of hydrogen was admitted to these

irlobes, the connectinir tuljes and one branch of the sviihon barometer had to be

filled ; so that the ca[)acity thus added to the globes had to be determined.

Part of these tubes was always at the temperature of the globes themselves, being

covered with melting ice, while pait was at the temperature of the room, or at the

temjiei'ature of the water with which the baiometer was suriounded. These two

parts had to be determined separately.

The tul)e leading to the barometer being closed by fusion, c, Fig. 24, a three-way

stopcock, e, was fused to the tube for ad-

mitting hydrogen shown at d. <)ne bianch

of this was connected to an air-pumji, and

the other to a gas burette standing in sul-

phuric aciil. Water could not l)e used, for

condensation of its va])or on the cold ]iaits

of the connecting tubes would cause ei-ror.

First, the blank space between the key of

the stopcock and the fusible metal at <1 was

determined. This was done by exhausting

this s[)ace by turning the stopco(d< into

the [iroper position, dui'ing which time the

level of the acid outside and inside the

burette was made the same, and the level

I'ead off. Then the degree of exhaustion was noted, and the key of the stopcock

was turned so that the vacuous space was filled with air from the burette, the

volume and tem[tei'atui-e of which were also noted, after making the adjustment

of level again. The volume of the air thus drawn from the burette was obviously

e(pial to the volume of the exhausted space, after applying a correction for the

imperfection of the vacuum.

AVhen a few concordant determinations of the blank space had been made, the

fusible metal was removed by fusion, and the same determination made of the vol-

FlG. 24.- -Aj)jiaratiis for (letcrniinint; \ uhinic of

connecting tubes.
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lime of the tubes between the three-\\;ty stopcock <, aud tlie stopcocks of the

I'lubes, (t (I. But here the volume of the air cliawu from the burette to till the

vacuous tuV)es had to be corrected for ditt'eieuce of temperature as well as for de-

I'ree of exhaustion ; the determination was made with these tubes covered with ice,

just as they were to be covered with ice in the measurement of the pressure of

hydrogen in the globes. Afterwards, the three-way stopcock was connected in the

same way to tlu' tube leading to the barometer and its capacity determined. The

level of the mercury was noted, and deterniinati^>iis of volumes made at different

levels. Taking account of the degree of exhaustion and of the differences of tem-

perature at the burette and at the barometer, if any, the volumes contained to dif-

ferent levels in the barometer were ooniputed, and a table made showing them.

The tube leading to the barometer, w hicli had been separated, was now fused in

place, and a few determinations made of the united volumes.

As an example of the process is given the first determination made.

Blank space, 0.8 cc.

Connecting tubes which are kept covered with ice; vacniiin, mm., burette, 10.0°.

Air drawn in on opening stopcock, 48.1 cc, 48.4 cc, 48.5 cc, 48.5 cc : mean, 48.4 cc ;

reduced to 0° and coriected for 6 mm., 45.6 cc, the capacity of the ice-covered ttil»es.

Fused three-way stopcock to tube leading to barometer; blank space same as

before. Air left in vacmini, negligible.
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15. HYnilOCKN BY NEW MKTIKID. EXHAUSTION OF (iLOlU'iS.

When tlie capacity of the coiiiicctiiiy tubes liail been (leteniiiiRHl, the stoj)-

cocks of the globes were opened, the pump was set in action, and a sufficient

exhaustion obtained and measured with the McLeod gauge wliicli was mentioned

on page 18. The measurement was not made till about halt' an liour after tin;

pump had been stopped. The automatic pumj) by acting during one night wouhl

produce a vacuum of ten, twenty, or forty millionths, according to circumstances;

when acting through one day and two nights, it would leave from two millionths

to three ten-millionths of an atmospliere. But such a degree of exhaustion was

unneces.sary in experiments in whicli simply the inci'ease in pressure due to the

admission of a known weight of hydiogen was to be determined.

16.—HYDKOGEN BY NVAV METHOD. MANIPULATION OK TUBE CONTAINING PALLADIUM.

It was thought to be of prime im})ortance to use on the tube containing palla-

dium no stopcock requiring lubrication or admitting the possibility of leakage.

It is necessary to determine the volume of this tube before and after each experi-

ment. If the lubrication of the stopcock is exposed to water during the bydi'o-

static weighings, a source of uncertain ei-ror is inti'oduced. It would be possible

to wait till the effect of this exposure should l)e tliought to have passed off, or to

immerse the palladium tube only to a certain mark in the hydrostatic weighing.

But the manipulation without any stopcock is easy and more accurate, and was

always used in the ex])eriments of this series, and in all the following experiments

by this method.

A strong argument in favor of dispensing with the stopcock is the difficulty of

knowing that, in a given case, the stopcock did not leak. A sto})cock is often

found, after an expej-iinent, not to have leaked. I have lepeatedly exhausted a

globe, weighed it, connected it again to the pump, exhausted the coiuiectiug tubes to

the same degree as before, and then have opened the globe and again measured the

vacuum. When the lubrication was fi-eshly applied, not infrequently the amount

of leakage in one, two, or even four days lias been found to be negligilde. But

these stopcocks were of very special dimensions ordei-ed for the purpose, and even

these often leaked, causing great annoyance and loss of labor. If some such meas-

urement, or other proof that leakage has not taken place, cannot be applied, it

would be necessary to use some method which should entirely eliminate leakage.

The tube holding the palladium was therefore arranged as shown in Fig. 25.

At d is the tube by which hydrogen is admitted ; at e is a drying tul)e, filled with

phosphorus peutoxide; at ^ is a plug of fusible metal, at h is a small bulb filled
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uitli iislit'sids, i<> pirveiit loss of fusible metal \>\ ]ii'(>jectinii wlieii ineltetl. / is a

giomiil joint by uliit-li tlii^ tube can be coiiiiec-tetl with otliei' apparatus. The tube

between </ ami the point I- is e.\liauste«l and then closed at k by fusion, and a notch

made between i and I:

-%^J1
^

Kh;. 2;.— I'nllailium tube with no Mo|icock.

When tlif [);illailiiim is to l)e chai-ged with hydiogen, </ is t'uscil to tiie source uf

tlie ^as, and the [lalladiuui is heated. When the temperature is such tliat no absorp-

tion woidd take i)lace, hvdroi^fii is passcil through the tube from »/ to //, the tube

havin^'^ been l)n)ken oil' at lliis point. The heat is laiscd, ami tiic current

continued for halt" an lunir, wiicii 11 is closed by fusion, ami I he hetit withdrawn.

Hydrogen is admitted from an ajjparatus in which it is produced by electrolysis of

sidithuric acid in voltameteis, and then freed from oxygen, and compounds containing

o.xygen, by passing over heated coppei", potassium hydroxide, and phosphorus

pentoxide. When the pressure of the gas in the palladium tube becomes equal to

that of the atnios[)here, the point a is again Iji'oken olf, and the current continued

for three or four hours ; during pait of this lime, the gas is allowed to escape at f.

Bv this long-continued jiassage of the gas escaping at ii and /', it was lioped to

remove very nearly all the nitrogen whicli. if once present in the gas, woidil not

be renioveil bv the purifying train. Since the tension of the gas in the palladium,

cspecialiv when it is satiir.ite<l, is considerable, the icnioval of the nihdgen with

the ail-punip cannot i)e effected.

When the charging with hydrogen is completed, the ends (f and f are closed

bv fusion, and the connection with the source of hydrogen at */ is closed in the

same way, when the palladium is ready for weighing.

17.— MVI>KO(iKX ItV M;\V MKIUoK. II VI'i;osr.\TR' WlvK.IIINo o|- TIHK (ONTAINIXfi

I'AI.I.ADirM.

\N'lieii tlif tube was charged with hydrogen, and closed by fusion, its \..lnnie

was determined by hydrostatic weighing in a way which calls f(U- no remark. The

tube expo.sed nothing to the water but a continuous surface of glass. It was there-

fore not likely to suffer much change of weight by immersion. The tube was of

the common German glass; it would now be possible to construct it of one of the

new soits of (_d,iss whieh nsist the action of water in a much greater degree. But
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the exposure to wutei- lasted less than two iniiiutes, and solnl»ili(\ of the glass was

thonght to be negligible.

18. IIVDKIHJKN HV NKW MKlUOl). WEIGHING TIIK 'I'UUK ( 'ONTA I NI N(i I>A M.A DI I'M.

Tile tube eontaining |iMlladiuMi was weighed against: a coiiulerpoise of nearly

e(|iial xoliinie and weiglit. Tlie volumes on tlie two pans of the balance were then

made eipial within tlie twentieth of a cubic centimetfe by means of the small

e((uating tlasks of various volumes but of weights made e((ual if weighed in a

vacuum, which were mentioned on page 4.S. The tube of palladium was hung on

one of the auxiliary pans of the reversing mechanism shown iu Figs. KJ to lU, on

pages 38 to -41, and its counterpoise on the opposite pau, the equalizing flasks were

added, and the weights wei'e laid on the pan which carried the palladium. After

the closet had been shut for an hour, weighings were made by reveisals just as in

the second and third series of determiiuitions of the density of oxygen. Weights

smaller than ten milligrammes were not put on the auxiliary pans, but were put on

the [)ans of the balance itself ; the fractions of a milligramme were determined by-

observation of the value of a scale division and conqiutation from the [tosition

of equililirium in the two weighings l)y reversal. Four weighings at suitable

intervals were thoUiiht sutHcient; but sometimes time was allowed for more.

19. -UVIUKKiEX UY NEW METUOn. IN rUODUCTION OF llVDKOciEN INTO I'llE (il.olSES.

The palladium tube was put in an iron trough containing magnesia, and laid

on the furnace where it was to be heated. The point /', Figs. 25 and 20, was

broken off at the notch previously made, and

scrutinized to see if some minute fragment

wei'e detached. Air was in this way admitted

as far as the [dug <j. To the ground joint /,

was then cemented the corresponding joint /,

and this was then fused to the tube m n op,

Fig. 27, by which hydrogen was to be admit-

ted to the globes ; o in Fig. 27 is the same as

d in Fig. 2.".. The air-pump w'as then con-

nected to n, Fig. 27, the space betweii </ and o was exhausted, and the connection

with the pump was closed by fusion. After some few minutes, the fusible metal

valve at o. Fig 27, d, Fig. 2o, was opened by fusion
; if the joint at I, Fig. 27,

and the fusible valve at </ were tight, the fused metal would not be foi'cibly pro-

jecte<l. Before this time the vacuum in the globes hail been measured, and the

Figs. 26 and 27.— T'.illadium tube, ready to connect
to apparatus. I'alladium tube, connected to

apparatus, connection exhausted.
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connection with the punii) had been chwetl. The fusible metal plug g \V!is now re-

moved, and the palladium was heated.

AVhen the delivery of gas ceased, (/, Fig. 23, was closed by fusion. As

the palladium cooled off, most of the hydrogen remaining l)etweeu y and o. Fig.

27, was absorbed. If the vacuum <>l»taincd originally in this space was eipial

to the vacuum produced bv this re-absorption, tlii> l)laiik ^p.-ic- had absolutely

no effect on the e.xperiment. When the palladium w.-is cold, the tube was

closed by fusion at y. Fig. 25, / was separated fi-om the joint I, Fig. 26, and

cleaned, and the whole was made reaily foi" weighing.

20. ]lYl)l{0(iEN UV NEW JLE-rilOD. MEASUUEMENT OF PKE.SSF1JE.

When d, Fig. 23, had been closed by fusion, the pressure of the gas in the

globes was determined by observations of the syphou barometer, just as in series

second. Ice was heaped around the connecting tubes as shown above e, and the

ice around the globes was renewed. Then i-eadings were taken, as has already been

sufficiently described.

The readings were continued at intervals for one hour; sometimes, in te.st

cases, for a day, but there never .seems to have been reason for sus})ecting the

accuracy of a reading taken after fifteen minutes from the end of the filling,

when the ice had been renewed an hour previously.

21. lIVDIIotiKN 15V NEW MKTMOK. SE("OM> WKIiiUlNWi OF TU K I'A I.I.AIUUM.

The tube containing the palladium now consisted of three parts: the large

part, closed again by fusion, the short tube containing the asbestos, and the point

whirh h.id been broken off at h, Fig. 2(1. The small parts were commonly united

l)y fusion. The laige part again presented a continuous suiface of glass
;

its volume

was determined Ijy hydrostatic weighing. The volume of the smaller parts was

computed fiom their weight and specific gravity. In some earlier e.vperiments ft>r

a different purpose, the volume of the palladium tube was changed a little by the

heat which expelled the gas; but this did not occur in any experiment of this

series. If any change had occurred, the second hydrostatic \veighing \vould have

shown its amount.

The tube w.is now weighe(l against the same counterpoi.se as before, with (he

exception that I lie ll.isks for e(]ualizing voluuies were not the same as before. A

larger volume of weights was now reipiireiband the palladium tube \vas smaller by

the capacity of the part between ij and /•, Fig. 2;"), which was closed when first

weighed, but w.ns now open to the air. These effects nearly counterbalanced

each other.
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22. IITDKOGEN BY NKW METHOD. VERIFICATION OV ACCURACY OK WEIGHTS.

The accuracy of the weights used for determining the. weights of hydrogen

received careful attention. I determined the rehition of each weight of two addi-

tional sets of small weig'hts to the kiloiiramme of the set marked K, on which ail

ray determinations of volume depend. Tlien determinations of weights of hydrogen

were made with all these four sets of weights ; so that it is improbable that any

serious eri-or is due to the uncertainty of the values of the weights employed. I

moreover determined the relation to the same kilogramme of two other sets of

small weights which were kept simply for the purpose of comparing them with the

weights which were used in weighings, so as to detect any accident to any of

these.

. 23. HYDROGEN BY NEW METHOD. REDUCTION OF OBSERVATIONS.

The readings of the barometer were corrected by means of the table given by

Landolt and Boernstein. The corrected numbers are called observed values. To

the capacities of the globes at 0° was added the capacity of that p)art of the con-

necting tubes which was always covered with ice. The volume contained by the

syphon barometer down to the mark noted was taken from the table on page 68,

and reduced to the volume which that amount of gas would have at 0°. The three

or four cubic centimetres which were not below the water level of the case sur-

rounding the barometer were assumed to be at the temperature of the barometer

;

which was near enough to the truth. The sum of these three volumes made up the

observed volume. The observed temperature is that of melting ice ; the elevation

of the cistern of the barometer introduces a correction of less than five thousandths

of a millimetre of mercury. We have therefore

Weight of one litre of hydrogen _ W 760 G45 L
at sea level, latitude 45° Y -j- v -\-

v' P g 1

24. HYDROGEN BY NEW METHOD. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS.

The table gives the observations of the third and fourth sei'ies, together with

some observations which were unsuccessful on account of various slia-ht accidents

or unforeseen circumstances. Five columns define tlie volumes which are to be

added to the calibrated capacities of the globes ; these show the mark at which the

mercury stood in the barometei', the temperature here, the volume corresponding

this volume reduced to 0°, and the volume of the tubes which were covered with

ice. Next is shown the volume of the globes, the total volume, the pressure

reduced to 0°, but uncorrected for the length of my bar, the observed weight of

hydrogen, and the density computed for the sea level in latitude 45°.
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was closed, and only wlu'ii, in closing, the crack was turned towards the globes.

This determination ought fairly to l)e rejected, althougii there was no means of

knowing, at the time, that leakage was actually taking place.

There were some accidents which might make the weight of a litre of hydro-

gen appear too high. In bi'eakiug otf tiie [)oint ?i\ Fig. 'J'k an unnoticed fragment

might V)e lost. The asbestos in h, if not [)roperly adjusted, might permit the escape

of a globule of the melted metal. If the mt)istiire absorbed by the asbestos during

the construction of the tube was not removed during the first exhaustion of the

space
f/

h, Fig. 25, it would be given off with the hydrogen. Either of these

would make the weight of the hydrogen expelled from the tube appear too great.

It was thought that the first experiment of series iv. was in error from the first of

these causes, though the evi<lence was not so conclusive as to lead to the instant

abandonment of the experiment.

Five experiments were made before tlie proper conduct of the experiment was

mastered. The mishaps were various, and perhaps do not need to be detailed.

The observations are given, though they are not used in obtaining the final mean.

26. lIYDR0(iKN KY NEW JIETIIOD. SECOND Al'l'AKATUS.

The determinations of series iii. were made as soon as the apparatus was put

together and the preliminary experiments finished, and while the apiiaratus was in

perfect order. The stopcocks showed no leakage even in a somewhat protracted

test. But after an absence during the summer, much tiouljle \vas experienced, of

which the true cause was not easily learned. Leakage appeared, sometimes slow,

but sometimes rapid or capricious, so that many experiments were abandoned at

different stages. Fresh lubrication of the stopcocks not helping nuich, they were

surrounded with rubber capsules holding glycerine. This stopped the leakage

lone euoush to eet the results of series iv., but the leakage then became so capricious

that sometimes an action of the pump \vhich ought to have given a vacuum of one

millionth left one oi' two thousandths instead. The apparatus was broken up and

replaced with one which should be proof against leakage ;
some time afterwards

the nature of the difficulty was learned. The crack in the key of the stopcock

caused the small leak. The rubbei- capsules holding glycei-ine, by continued pres-

sure, grjidually loosened the key of one stopcock, admitting glycerine, then watei-,

and finally air; hence the larger and capi'icious leakage.

27. HYDROGEN BY NEW METHOD. SECOND AIM'ARATHS. CAPACITY OE ULOBES.

It will have been noticed that the stopcocks of the three globes, Fig. 23,

were useful only during the measurement of the capacity of the connecting tubes.
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The stopcocks Icadiiii,' to the pump could be easily leplaccil Ijy a U-shaped tube

filled ^vith mercury wheu tlie jwssage was to be interrupted, and the stopcocks of

the globes could be replaced wiih plugs of fusible metal.

Three orlobes wei'e therefore arranijed as show n in Ficf. 28. At m, n, were

plugs of fusible metal closing the tubes which connect the globes to the other appa-

ratus. Each globe was weisrhed in aii- and then in water before these tubes were

applied, and before the necks of the globes were drawn out ; from which could be

computed the solid contents of the globe, or rather the specific gravity of the glass

of that globe. The globes were then brought to the form shown in the figure, but

with the horizontal tube only a few centimetres long, and wei'e again weighed in

air and in water so as to determine their external volume, just as in case of the

globes used for oxygen. The weigliing lieing repeated at a dirt'erent temperature

the capacities of the globes were thought to be sufficiently well determined.

The table gives the data of the expej-imeuts together witii the capacities

infeii'ed. Weights are corrected for air displaced by objects weighed and by

weights used; temperatures are made to correspond with the true scale of a ther-

mometer of mercury in Jena normal glass.

GLOBE. WEIGHT IN AIK. LOSS l.V WATER. lEMPERAI UKE. CAPACITY.
Grammes. (Irammes. Degrees. Cubic Centimetres.

A 9169.2 0.32 9170.2
9164.9 16.10 9J70-3

9165.2 15.50 9'69-9
B 18575.4 0.31 '8577-3

185664 16.05 •85772
C 16968.9 0.26 16970.7

16961.1 16.00 16970.9
A 92279 37224 19.0 372.6

923-23 37-'-36 17.3 372-6
Closed 933.29 C(im|)iitecl volume 376-9

I? "295-93 52280 19.0 523.3
'295-93 52290 17.3 523.3

Closed 1303.95 Com|)uted volume 526.5
C i3''''8.4i 55'92 i';i 552-5

1368.41 552-02 17.4 552-4
Closed 1377.1 1 Computed volume 556.0

From the foregoing dctcrrniiiations of the external volume and s()li<l contents

of each globe, we get the capacities as follows:

Cubic Centimetres.

Capacity of A 8793.2
Capacity of U 1 8050.

7

Capacity of C 164 14.8

Sum 43258.7

This is the value to be used for the experiments (^oii another matter) after

Jauuary 18tb, But during the experiweots of this series, there were 18 grammes
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of iiKTcury in globe A, introduced by slight accident. The volume to be sub-

tracted fi't>ni the capacity of the globes is therefore 1.;? cul)ic centiiuetres, and the

effective capacity during the experiments of this series was therefore 43257.4 cubic

centimetres.

'28. HYDROGEN HY NEW .-METHOD. SECOND APPARATUS.

PUMP AND BAROMETER.

CONNECTION (M' (iLOHES TO

The globes called A, B, and were now placed in the cylinders which were

to protect them from the contact of large fragments of ice, and were packed in

finely crushed ice, and connected as shown in Fig. 28. The tube c led to the

[^'i^oooK^rCromer,

"fW

Fig. 28,—Second apparatus for receiving hydrogen and measuring its volume and pressure at constant temperature :

globes without stopcocks.

upper edge of the tank where it joined the mercurial valve shown at/_y Ii, which

was interposed between the globes and the pump. At i was a mark. In measure-

ments of the pressure of hydrogen in the globes, the level of the mercury in the

mercurial valve was always brought to this mark. All the tubes between this
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mark aiid tlie gl(il)es were rovered with ice during tlie ineasiireiuent. The tube e

led tu the l)aronietei', and (/ was for the admission of hydrogen.

The vahe between the globes and the pump consisted of a U-shaped tube, /"
g,

w liith could be tilled witli, or em[)tied of, mercury by means of the tubes and

stopcock shown in conncctiini with it. Sn[)pose the globes to have been exhausted

.iiid the pump to be ready to shut oti", the stopcock I was opened, when mereurv in

/• was raised by atmosplieric pressure, passing first into the vacuum in h. where any-

air accompanying the mei'cury would be stopped. From heie, the meicuiy passed

into the U tube,/' g, and filled it to near the toji of the enlargement t'. If now

the globes are filled with gas, its pressure will force the mercuiy up the tube y

leading to the pump, but leaving the U tube filled above the bend. When pressure

was to be measured, the stopcock I was opened, and pressure applied to the surface

of the mercniy in the fiask h so as to force mercury up to the mark at /.

When it was desired to exhaust the globes again, the mercury was brought to

stand in the lower part of the enlargement, and the ]ioint o was cut off and replaced

with a tube pre[)ared to Ite closed by fusion. A Bianchi pump was coimected to

this and the globes were exhausted to three or four millimetres, when the connec-

tion was closed by fusion, leaving ihe glass as shown in the figure. The aii-pump

was then ap[)lied to the fiask and the stopcock ? opened, when the mercury left the

bend of tlie U-shaped tube free. The Toepler pump then continued tlie e.vhaustion

of the globes.

_'".». IIVDKOGEN BY NEW METHOD. SECOND .VI*I'.\H.\TUS. «AI'.A«ITV Ol'

CONNECTINi; TUBES.

Before the valvey'y, Fig. "Js, was fused to the tube c /, it was sealed off a little

below the mark /, and filled with mercury to this mark. Then the capacity of the

tubes between this mercury and the fusible metal plugs near the globes was deter-

mined just as in the previous case ; the values ol)tained have already been given

on page (i8. After the determination was completed, the fusible valves were

opened, and/"^ connected by fusion, when the apparatus was ready foi- use.

'M).— iivi)i:o(iE.\ in S'i;\v metuok. second Ari'AKATis. uemaindei: ok the

PROCESS.

The rest of the process was in every respect like that in the picceding series

of e.\i)eriments. The only ilifferences have l)eeu noted; the pleiusure of working

with an a[)])aratus which could leak only by fracture was great. Several verifica-

tions were made of the fact that there was no ap[)reciable leakage; it will suffice

to give one. The a[)[)aratus was e.xhausted, and the vacuum measured with the
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McLeod gauge. Then it was left at rest for twenty-four hours, :uh1 tlie vacuum

measured again, with the following result:

December 11. Exhausted a[)i>aratus ; at 9 a.m., vacuum tiiree teii-milliouths.

Left at I'est.

December 12. Measured vacuum left undisturbed since yestei'dav. Vacuum

at 10.30 A.i\i., three ten-millionths.

It is obvious, therefoi'e, that leakage had been eliminated.

.HI. lIVl)U0(iEN jn' NKW MKTimU. SECOND A I'I'A IJATUS. KEMAItKS.

With this appai'atus eleven determinations were made, none being lost by

I'eason of accident to the apparatus, in which the probable eri'or of the determina-

tion of the density of a o;as so li2;ht as hydrofren was only one i>art in eiijht

thousand for a single experiment. The agreement of the I'esults with those of

series third and fourth, depending as they do on entirely different calibrations of

different apparatus at an inteival of months, leads me to hope that they are not

seriously in ei'roi'.

It is a misfortune that it was not possible to make one or two more sei'ies oi

determinations, with new apparatus, or with new determinations of the capacity

already involved, so setting at I'est any remaining doubt. But to the 2)atience and

coui'age and endui'ance and powers of recuperation of a single person laboring

without assistance at a matter confessedly so difficult, there are limits already too

neai'ly reached.

The nature of the reduction in this series is pi'ecisely the same as in the pi'e-

ceding, using only the altered values for capacity of the globes and of the tubes

connected with them. The sources of error are the same, except that leakage could

take place only by carelessness in constructing the fusible metal plug which closed

the apparatus during the exhaustion, or of the connection by which hydi'ogen was

admitted to the globe; which was easy to detect, and did not occur. The other

sources of eri-oi', also, it is thought, were avoided throughout this sei'ies of detei'mi-

nations.

.">•_>. nVDWoOKN I'.V NKW METUOI). SKCOM) AIM'AUATl'S. OKSEUV A'l'lOXS AND

KESTTLTS.

The observations and results of the fifth series of determinations ai-e given in

the following table, which is in all res[)ects like that at page 74, which may be

consulted for ex[)lanations. The values computed for the density of hydrogen are

for the sea level in latitude 45°.
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I NDVcmlicr .'.^ 231.9 22.9" 59.6 55.0 36.5 43-2S74 43 .?4«9 T^S-lo 37''M .0H9861

2O J30.7 i«.o 60,0 56.3 3O.5 4.? 2574 4,V.^502 72« '3 37.^>4 .0K9S77

3
•' 29 228.5 23.5 60.7 55.9 3<'-9 4.V349« 4.i-349« 7230S 3-704« .089870

.( I)c. .inluT 2 240.7 19.0 57.0 533 36.9 4.?-2574 4.V.3472 726.42 3.7217 .0898O7

5
"

7 2406 19.8 57.0 53.1 36.5 43.2574 433470 72»o5 37289 .089839

6
"

9 23"-3 20-7 598 53-6 365 432574 43349S r*^^'' 3-7219 089874

7
"

12 239.5 19.5 57.4 .S3<' 365 432574 43-3475 725-30 3-7'5« .089864

8
"

14 237.3 22.7 58.0 53,5 36.5 43-2574 43-3474 727-7 « 3-729° .089883

9
"

iS 234.7 22.9 58.8 54.3 36.5 432574 43-3482 722.54 3-7004 .089830

10 " 21 261.7 22. r 50.7 46.9 36.5 43-2574 43-3408 722.93 3-7037 -089877

11 " 27 240.6 19.3 57.0 53.2 36.5 43-2574 43-347" 721-90 3-6979 089851

If \Vf ilici'c.'isc till' lih'.lll 1>\ line t liiil \ I l|(M|s.-ni,|( li,* we sli;ill li,-ivc

l>i, = .U898(;f; ± ((.(KifKMi;; 4.

.'{.'{.— llVI)i:ofiK\. IINAI. IIKSII.I' 101: ITS HKN'SITY.

'I'lic irsults of livi' st'i'ieH of (It'tenniiiutioiis nl' tlic dfiisitv of liydinircn ;it iici-

iiial liiii|ici;itiirc iiinl |iicssiiri' ;tl llic sea level in l;ilituilc l.'t" ai't' :

Scries I., I) .0H9938 nr.

Scries II., 1),, =089970 gr.

Scries III.. D, -.089886 ± .0000049 gr.

Scries 1\ ., 1)|, ^.089880 i .0000088 gr.

Series V , Di, : -.089866 ± .0000034 ^r.

It is |pcli(-\ cd ih.ii (lie rewiilts ol' Mi^'inH Hrst ami second aw. afl'ecU'd wiili -oine

soiirci; (d' coiistiiiiL ciioi'. Il is su|)|M)Sfd that this is due to the I'ldraiicc <d' iiici-

ciirial vapor into tht- i^hilics in whiidi the liydrom'n is wci^iicd. 'I'lu- ivniainin;.^

sciirs of (h'U'i-niinatioiis ate fifi- fimn at least this source id' endi- ; until fnither liijtilt

on the inalter is seemed, tliey t^ivc the best value of the ilensit\ i>f li\ilioireu

\\ liieh I e.in >d)tain. No u;idiind for idefeienee of one I'esnit o\fi- llieothcrs IS

Isimw n e\ee|il wlial is to lie i nil Tied fmni t he inai^nitiidi' of the di-\ i;itit'n> IVoin the

ine.in \;dne in each series, so that lhe\ rn;iy In- u:i\en wci^ditsas intlic-iled l)y the

|ir(d)alde errors. We then ha\c as a linal \.-dne :

I),, = .08!»87;5 ,i,'f. ± .(Ml(»(Hi-_'7.

* Sec MDlf, pane 28.



PAR']' 111.—ON THE VOLUMETRIC COMPOSITION OK WATER.

1 . INTRO^>TI(!TIO^f.

A kiiowleilgi- (if the density of oxygen and hydrogen is iniportant, even with-

out reference to the fnrther (juestion of atomic weight. But my |iiinci[)al object

was to use these determinations to deteiinine tlie hittei'. Eor this purpose, it is

necessary to know also the ratio of tlie volumes in which the two gases combine to

form water, the measui'ement to be effected in conditions nearly the same as those

in which the volume and pressure were measuretl in the determination of density.

This ratio I have attempted to nu\asui'e by eudiometi'ic methods. My apparatus

for tli<; purpose was made about fourteen years ago, but it was never used with

oxygen and hydi'ogen till the measurements which were published in 1891.* Before

this, the manipulation of the ap|iaratus had lieen mastered in a long series of

analyses of air. The erroi's of measurement of a volume of gas with this apparatus

de])end on the errors of deteiniiuing tem[)erature, and on the error in I'eading the

level of the mercuiy in the eudiometer; for the error at the top of the mauometric

column of mercury is, by the use of suitable means of exact setting, made evanescent

in comparison with the other two errors. These two soui-ces of error cannot be

well separated. But a discussion of all the analyses made up to a certain date

showed that if the probable error of volume in measuring a gas be attributed to

either one of these sources, supposing for the moment that the other error did not

exist, then the pi'obable error of level was less than the hundi-edth of a millimeti'e,

or the probable erroi' of tempei'atui'e was less than the hundredth t)f a degree. Why
therefore any one should call it an objection to my measurements that I read the

level to the twodinndredth of a millimetre is incom|)rehensible.

The reason why my measurements do not agree with those of Scott is not yet

ex[ilained. He says that the reason is to be found in tli(^ presence of ethane in ray

hydiogen, due to the electrolysis of imjnire hydroxide; but I never used potassium

or sodium hydroxides ; as my paper states, I abandoned their use during my pre-

liminary experiments. Cai-bon ilioxide was always sought for, and all which I found

* Aiiicru<i/i yciir/ia/ oj Science, 41, 220.

8i
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19 set down in tlu- t:il>le of results in my [mper. Nor were my measuring tubes too

witle for accurate measurement. The fact that my results were consistent shows

that the proliable ei-ror of a measui'ement was small, as is computed in the paper.

At the time when the paper was published it was thought, with what still

appeai-.s to be good reason, that the atomic weight of oxygen is veiy nearly 15.88.

There was also faii-ly good rea-son for supposing that the ratio of the densities of

the two gases was but very little gi'eater than 15.88 ; Lord Ilayleigh had ol)tained

the value 15.882, and I had obtained the value, 15.879. My value for the volu-

metric ratio therefore seemed consistent with other data, except with what is kn()wii

of the divergence of hydrogen and oxygen from Boyle's law.

But the case is now altered. Scott's excellent work* yields the value at

0°, 2.00285. Leduc by two experiments obtains the value, 2.0037. For the i-atio

of the densities. Lord Rayleigh's discussion of the published data give the densities

of the two gases, at Paris, as 1.42961 gr. and .08991 gr., the ratio of which is 15.900.

Fui-thei-, the best I'esult to which I could come from my own experiments, a year

ago, is, that the densities at sea level in latitude 45° are 1.4289 gr. and .08987 gr.,

whose ratio is 15.900. Now if the atomic weight is 15.88 and the ratio of densities

is 15.90, the ratio of the volumes is not far from 2.0025.

It is therefore obvious that whatever physical constant is involved in my

former detei-mination, the value obtained in the eudiometer l)y measurement of

gases satui-ated with aqueous vapor cannot be applied to pure oxygen and h}iliogen

collected in globes whose dimensions are so different from those of the measuring

tubes.

Now, it seems probable that, if sources of constant error can be eliminated, an

accurate knowledge of the volumetric ratio, combined w itli the latio <>f the densi-

ties, \vould give a value of the atomic ratio which might not be very far behind the

methods hitherto employed, either in trustworthiness or even in precision. It was

accordingly adjudged worth while to prepai'e apparatus for three new determina-

tions by three different processes. The apparatus for two of these new processes

has been constructed, and the other could be put togethei- for use in a week.

In the first proposed method, the volumes of oxygen and hydrogen which are

to be condiined, in order to determine the excess of either, were to be measured in

the same globes which were used foi- weighing the gases. Two globes were to be

filled with hydrogen while they were suii\>unded with ice, and the pressure was to

be measured. A globe was to be filled in the same way with oxygen. The three

globes were to be of such capacities and the pressures were to be so adjusted, that

very nearly thirty litres of hydrogen and fifteen litres of oxygen were to be

* Philosophical Tratisactions^ 184, A, 543 (1893)
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used. After the measurement had been made, tliey were to meet in a vacuous ap-

paratus at two platinum jets and be mostly combined. The I'osidne, when the

pressure was too small I'oi' eon)bustion to continue, was to be transferred by a self-

acting leakage-proof Toepler air [lump to a eudiometer, where eight hundred cubic

centimetres of electrolytic gas have 1)een safely ex[)loded. After all but ten cubic

centimetres had been exploded in this way, the residue was to ])e transferred from

this eudiometer to a common Bunseu eudiometer, and analyzeth The apparatus is

set up, ready for use, and it has beeu used, though no experiment has been fin-

ished, and thei'e is no difHculty in its use, and since so much is self-acting it is not

very laborious. But, as I have not had time uninterrupted enough, nor nerves

steady enough, to finish, without assistance as I am, even a single experiment, the

apparatus had to be broken up, unused, for lack of room.

The apparatus which is nearly ready is designed to measure in tlie same ves-

sel three nearly equal volumes of hydrogen and oxygen, each of about 2.6 litres,

and to combine them by combustion from platinum jets in a space containing a part

of the measured volume, and afterwards to transfer the remainder to a eudi-

ometer for analysis. It is completed, except building a pier and })utting together

the apparatus ; wdiether it will be used is doubtful.

The third method, which, Avith the apparatus already set up for other pur-

poses, was easiest to cari'y out, has been successfully employed in a series of ten

determinations. Unfortunately, it is that one of the three whicii, on account of

the uncertainty in some of the constants needed in the reduction of ol)servations, is

the least helpful. The ex[)eriments l)y this method will now be described.

2. METHOD EMPLOYED.

It will be recalled that Leduc made two experiments, in w hich he decom[)Osed

an alkaline hydroxide by electrolysis, and measured the density of the mixed gases.

From this could be computed the ratio of the volumes of the components.

No determination seems to have been made whether the electrolytic mixture would

recombine without residue ; which very much needs proof in any experiment chinn-

ing precision. If the numbers given in Comptes Eendus, August, 1892, page 31 o,

are correctly printed, the reduction fails to take into account the physical conditions

involved.

Having the apparatus with which the fifth series of determinations of the

density of hydrogen was made, I resolved to make a determination by means of

the |)rocess used by Leduc, but with material modifications. One consisted in

avoiding the contamination of the gas with mercurial vapor, by weighing, not a
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i^lobe full of gas, ])ut a voltameter from wliicli the gas was delivered. Secoiully,

the fomiiosition of the gas, after weighing and measuring i»ressure, was determined

by adequate eudiometric analysis. Lastly, in the computations of the composition

of the mixture from the deusity, the deviations of tlie two gases from Roylc's law

have l)een taken into account.

The observations attained a precision which it is hoped will be thought satis-

factory. But the constants required in the computation may not be thought suffi-

ciently well determined. The uncertainty, however, does not nuich affect the

ctmiputed result. The remaining uncertainty will (Imibtless be reuioNcd in time,

when the results here obtained will adnu't of re-computation, which will make them

more useful. I therefore venture to give the details of the experiments.

;{.— DKN'SITY OF ELKCTUOI.VIIC (JAS. VOIJ'.Mi;. TE.MI'KKATI i:i;, AND PUKSSHRK.

The apjiaratus for the measurement of

pressure, temperature, and volume was the

same as that used in the last preceding detei*-

miuations, with some trifling modifications.

n

"""V

Fk;. 29.— Mcthoii'of^ connecting voUamelcr and rc^ulalitig the

current.

(k''ir<'..jo^'^f=^S::^o^

I'"i<;. 30.—Conntclion t)f j;lobcs to pump, serving

to regulate ailinission of gas to the eudiometer.For the admission of the gas from the vol-

tameter a stopcock had to be inter[)osed, so as

to keep the pressure in the voltameter equal to that of the atmosphere. In Fig.

29, h is the fusible metal valve by which hydrogen is to be admitted to the

globes; to this. is fu.sed the stopcock ;/, which, during the operation of tilling,

was immersed in sidphuric acid.

The connection of the globes to the pump was moditicd so as to serve two

purposes. In oi-der to admit to an exhausted eudiometer an ap[>iopiiate (|uantity

of the gas, some stopcock was necessary ; but one which could possibly leak w as

objectionable. The api)aratus was therefore constructed a.s shown in Fig. 30. At

(I is the tube leading to the three globes in the ice. F)ut the connection of this
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tube with tht- 'ro('[ilci- puiiip was iiiddiliud so ;is to coiituiu the t;lass sti>[ipei' l>,

j^iduikI so as to Ht into its seat, and attaelied to a loni:,' i^'hiss rod whieli continued

downwards about '.Mi centimetres witliiii tlie glass tube c <j. The end of this tube

Avas prolonged in the I'ubber tube </, which was attached also to the rod, so that

the space between them could be Hlle<l with mercury. Tlie elasticity of the rubber

tube permitted the stopper to be I'aised and lowered ; the mercury prevented leak-

age. It is obvious tliat when this sto[)per is forced into its seat, and the vacuum

below it is tilled with mercury, gas cannot pass from the globes into the space

beh)\v tlie [ilug, provided the pressure of the mercury upwards is kept gi'eater than

that of the iras downwards.

4.—DKXsrrv ok kmcoiuolytic (JAs. voi/i'a.mktp;k foij ntoiniciNc; ano WKUiHiNG.

A voltameter to produce electrolytic gas, and to make it perfectly dry, and to

do it at the rate desired, without being too heavy or too bulky, took some pains in

constructing. Using five voltameters combined iu

one and couuected electrically iu series, it was deemed ' ^^

best to use a current of four amperes. The plati- fC ^

num wires to conduct this current without undue ~~-—Nk.,g,'

,< ,:,g.j^,..y, fei,

heating 1 found it somewhat difficult to introduce

into the glass of my apparatus without having them

afterwards crack. Several experiments were lost ii

this way ; after the passage of the curi'ent fen- four

hours, some minute crack around a wire wouhl leak

at the rate of half a milligramme an hour. Gradu-

ally the faulty joints wei-e made good, and the ap-

paratus worked, without failure till a heedless

plumber knocked a brick through the wall, without

even looking to see what damage might be caused,

and crushed, it into a hundred fragments.

Iu Fie 31 are shown five tubes 2. 5 centimetres iu

diameter, having platinum wires as seen in section at i'"'^-- ji.-Voitameic. for producing and

^ * weighing mixed gases.

in II. To these was connected a tube filled with phos-

pliorus pentoxide, and also a stopcock ending in a ground joint. Into the central

tube was introduced a gauge to show the pressui'e of the gas in the voltameter
;
the

gauge was filled with gas to the desired point (having being filled with liquid when

constructed) by electi-olysis at the wires /_f, while the stopcock d was open to the

atmosphere.
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The voltameter was tilled with sodium hydroxide which had been made from

clean sodium ; it was freed from carbon dioxide with barium hydroxide. The sto[)-

cock d was never turned except once to open and once to close for each experiment,

anil was lul)ricated often ; it is thought that it ilid not leak, as tin- pressure t>n the

two sides of the kev was alwavs nearly the same durinir the times w hen leakaire

miglit cause crioi-. The legulation ot" the current required to maintain a [U'essure

ecpial to that of the atmosphere was obtained, not from this stopcock on the volta-

meter, but fiom the one mentioned before, which was innnersed in sulphuric aciil.

For some experiments the stopcock of the voltameter was leplaced by a fusible

metal valve. The opening it by fusion is simple ; but when it is to be closed, the

metal has to be [)ushed into its place in the constricted part of the glass tube.

When this has to be done without opening the tube to the atmosphere, the manipu-

lation is accomplished by introducing into the tube an iron instrument wdiich is

moved by a current in a helix enclosing the tube.

5. DKNsnY OF KLKCTKOLYTIC GAS. FILLING GLOBES Wllil IHi: Ml.\i:il GASKS.

AN'heii a curient had been passed through the voltameter for a few days, it was

closed, wiped, and weighed against a counterpoise of etpnd volume and nearly

e(pial weight. When the weights retpiired had been learned, the tw^) volumes on

thi' opposite pans of the balance were made very nearly ecpial, exactly :is described

at page 48.

After tile weighinir, the voltameter was set in a tank of water and ice. A
ground joint was fitted to that of the voltameter, shown in Fig. .'51 at c, and then

fused to the stopcock which was attached to the globes, as shown at e, Fi<4. "_".».

The tube /"was now connected to the air-pump and a three-Avay stopcock, and the

volume included between A, Fig. 29, and d. Fig. 31, was detei'mined, exactly as the

volume of the tubes connecting the arlobes to the barometer had been detei'mined

(page 67). This space was finally exhausted and sealed off. The stopcock d. Fig.

.'51, was then opened, and y. Fig. '29, was closed. The passage through //, Fig. i?9,

was now opened by fusion, a curi-ent was passed through the voltametei-, and the

passage of the gas into the globes was regulated by the stopcock till the globes

were filled. The pressui-e in the voltameter was kept very nearly constant. The

filling the globes took about thi'ee hours and thi-ee (juarters.

<). DKNsnV OK KLKC'inoLYTIC GAS. .MEASUUKSIKNT Ol' rRESSUllK.

The measurement of pressure of the gas was iiuide exactly as in the Ciuse of

hytb'ogeii, except that the tube for admitting the gas was not now closed by fusion,

and that therefore a different method of beiufj .safe amiinst leakaare was needed.
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7. DENSITY OF ELEOTltULYTIC GAS. CLOSING THE Gl.OIiES DlIUINCi TIIK ANALYSIS

OF THE GAS.

It was necessaiy to close the globes in such a way as to prevent the inti'oduc-

tion of air, not only during the measurement of pressure, hut also dui'lii"- the with-

drawal of the gas used for analysis. During the measurement of ])i'essure, the

voltameter was left connected as during the filling. Both stopcocks were shut, and

the pressure was the same in the globes and the voltameter. Leakao'e, theiefore,

could not take place.

In order to prevent leakage for a day or two, and against an inequality of

pressure, the stopcock g, Fig. 29, could not be trusted. Of coui'se it was im[)ossil)le

to fuse the tube. I therefore bent the tube by which the gas was admitted, as

shown at r q. At the bottom of the short U tube was a branch through which

mercury could be admitted to fill the bend. A mark at s defined the volume whose

capacity was determined in the calibration. To this point the mercuiy was brought

during the measurement of pressure. When the voltameter was to be discon-

nected, the mercury was made to fill the bend. If now slight leakage should

take place through the key of the stopcock, it could be detected ])y the change of

level of the mercuiy in time to admit of i-emedy l)efore the gas in the apparatus

was contaminated.

8. DENSITY OF ELECTROLYTIC GAS. CLOSING THE VOLTAMETER.

The stopcock of the voltameter was closed, or the fusible metal plug was I'e-

placed, and the apparatus was wiped and again weighed, as before. The \'oluraes

on the two sides were made equal, and the weighings were by reversal.

9.—DENSITY OF ELECTROLYTIC GAS. PREPARING THE VOLTAMETER FOR A

FOLLOWING EXPERIMENT.

The weight of the gas delivered l)y the voltameter was about twenty-three

gi'ammes in each experiment. Instead of adding successive increments of tweutj'-

three grammes, to make up this loss of weight, the countei'poise was made lighter

by this amount. The counterpoise consisted of a number of the tubes of the same

glass as the voltameter, closed by fusion, one of which was loaded with mei'cury.

A duplicate of this loaded tube was adjusted by removing mercury to the amount

indicated by the weighing just made, so that when the weighing of the voltameter

after an experiment was finished, the duplicate counterpoise was ready, with its

weight about the same as that of the voltameter. A current was passed through

it for a few minutes and its stopcock was opened to secure that the pressure in it

should be that of the atmosphere, and the indications of the gauge were verified
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or ;uljuste<l. Then a current was passed loiii; iMi(>Ui,di to expel any air wliic-h miglit

liavc entered, wlien it was attain closed and weighed foi' the next experiment.

10. HEXSITY <)K ELECTROIA'TIC GAS. EtJDIOMKTUIC ANALYSIS.

In the earlier experiments, a Toepler pump was connected to the globes as

.shown in Fii;. 32. At a is the inclined tnlte leadinij to the crlobes, seen in its con-

nectioii with them in Fig. 28, page 77. The U tube filled with mciciiiv to >hut

off the pnm[) is also shown. To this was coimected the tube <•, leading to the

Toe[>ler pump J. While the pressure

of the <o-is in the <flobes w.is measiirinir,

the tubes leading to the pum[i were filled

with mercury to the plug, and the mercury

in e rose thirty inches or more. After

tile pressure had been determined, the mer-

cury was lc>wered till the bottom of the

tube ( was uncovered. Gas from the globes

U|;:|

1/ I II
el ^^'^'" P-'i^^t'd through the tube to the

I I I 111
''

I
Toepler pump, driving over the mercury

''

I I ' It M '" ^''*' '^"^^^ '' '^"*^ without doing damage.

The [)unip body ha\ ing been filled with

ga.s, the volnnie withdrawn was determined

3 by a second I'eading of the [)ressurt' of

the remaining gas. 'J'hc mercury in the

pump was then raised so as to separate

this fraction from that left in the globes.

A Bunsen eudiometer was filled with

mereviry and set at m, Fig. 32. A small

Toejder pump, having a capacity of, say, twenty cubic centimetres, had been con-

nected as shown at A, and was provided with a trap against the entrance of air

with the meicnry which actuated it. With this, the gas was transferred in suit-

able volumes to the eudiometer and ex])loded. Four explosions a minute was the

usual working rate, so that the 1.(3 litres which the pumj) held were exploded in

forty or fifty minutes.

Krr., 32.—Toepler pump used to measure s.imple

for .Tiialysis ; small Toepler pump for trans-

ferrini; convenient quantity to eudiometer.

11.— DK.N.snV OI' KLKCTUOI.VTIC OAS. Ill I-
1- ICII.rV ol' IMIKV K.N II N(. KMI.'ANCK OK All!

INTO TIIK i;i;i»IOMlTKi;.

The eudiometer stood in meicnry to the de]itli of about ten centimetres, but .-it

first nitrogen was always found in the residue after explo.sion. Increa.seil larc did
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not accomplish anything till the nieivuiy in which the eiidioineter stood was covered

with a laj'er of sul[)hurie acid, after which no more nitrogen was found. It was

therefore fair to assume that all the nitrosren found hiul been due to the entrance

of air at the last operation ; the volume of oxygen acconipanying it was therefore

computed and double this volume of hydi-ogen was assumed to have disai)[)eared by

c<)iid)inatioii with this oxygen derived from the air.

12. DENSITY OF ELECTROLYTIC (JAS. LEAKAGE OF AIU BETWEEN MEKCUUY AND

GLASS.

It may be said that the contact of mercury with glass is proof against leakage

only when it is nearly as perfect as in a barometi'ie tube. A joint which leaks a

little may not be perceptibly improved by imraei'sion in mercury. I have seen a

Joint between a rubbei' and a glass tube, which leaked into a vacuum at the rate of

a bubble a minute, keep on at apparently the same rate Avhen immei'sed ten

centimetres in mercury, because the contact between the glass and the mercury Avas

not sufficiently })erfect. Since a clean surface is hard to maintain on the outside of a

tube, the only way in which mercuiy can be safely assumed I'eally to stop a leak is,

by using it to carry a layer of sulphuric acid, as was indicated by Crookes in

his experiments with high vacua.

l;5. DENSITY OF ELECTROLYTIC GAS. OXIDATION OF MERCURY. LARGE EUDIOMETER.

In some of the eudiometric analyses, some oxidation of mercury was noticed, as

might be expected. The amount of oxygen thus consumed was obviously neg-

ligible, but it was thought well to avoid possible objection by making it less. A
measured volume of hydrogen was therefore introduced into the eudiometer before

the admission of the electrolytic mixture. The results thus obtained were the

same as before within the errors of observation.

I then constructed a large eudiometer iu which all but a hundredth or a

thousandth of the gas taken for analysis could be exploded out of contact with

mercury. It has a capacity of 3.2 litres. A stopper ground into its place and ex-

tending down through ninety centimetres of mercury is so arranged that it can be

raised or lowered at will, without danger of leakage. When an explosion was to be

made, the passage was stopped by this contrivance, so that the explosion did

not reach to the mercury. This eudiometer will safely bear the explosion of eight

hundred cubic centimetres of the mixed gases as measured at atmospheric

pi-essure.

The admission of gas to the eudiometer was controlled by the stopper h, Fig.

30. When the desired pressure was reached, h was closed and then the similar
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stopper of the large eudiometer, after wliicli the .spark was passed. The two stop-

pei-s were then again opened, and the process repeated fi-oni four to twenty times.

At tl)e end of the process the [)ressure in the globes was observed, thus determining

the vi)lume withdrawn for analysis. The globes were kept surrounded with ice

during the whole course of the e.xperiments.

It is obvious that the measurement and analysis of the residue coulil not lie

effected in the large eudiometei. This was therefore connected by a leakagepioof

mercurial valve, with a self-acting Toepler pump. When the htst e.vplosiuu had

been made, this valve was opened, and the pump set in action. The large quantity

of water formed during the explosion had to be absoi'bed between the eudiometer

and the pump. A special form of drying tube was constructed, but it is hardly

worth while to describe it. It may suffice to say that the diying agent was pure

sulphuric acid boiled iu a vacuum till it did not give off a harmful tpiantity of ab-

soi'bed gas, and that this acid could be flowed over the glass beads filling the dry-

ing chamber. Even after absorbing fifty grammes of water, it wa.s so effective

tliat a vacuum of two or three millionths could be attained.

From the Toepler pump, the gas was transferred to a Bunsen eudiometer.

Owing to the fact that the explosion in the large eudiometer did not extend to the

surface of the meicury, there was always enough uncombined oxygen and hydro-

gen in the residue to admit of satisfactory explosion, after wliifh the residue was

analyzed.

14. DKNSITY Ol' MIXKD GASES. CAN ELECTUOLYTK" (J AS UK (UnAINKl) IN AIOMIC

PUOrOKTIONS ?

In all my expeiinients, I found an excess of hj^drogen. This is due to second-

ary reactions in the electrolytic cell, attended with consumption of oxygen. Now
it is one of the innumerable possible cases that there should be an equilibrium

between the production and destruction of the oxide formed, so that for a time

the two gases should be delivered in atomic pioportions. But all the precaiitious

which occurred to me were used in vain. Tiie voltameter was treated in a manner

perfectly uniform, and used only at the temjjerature of melting ice, but there was

always an excess of hydrogen.

Once, to learn a little about the stal)ility of any suppo.sed equilibrium, I con-

nected the voltameter directly to the deliveiy tube leading to a Bunsen eudionietei-

containing a measured quantity of hydrogen, designed to prevent oxidation of mer-

cury. The eudiometer stood deeply in mercury covered with siilpliuric aciil.

Electrolytic gas wa.s introduced and exploded for many times; the aniouiit of

hvdroi^en graduallv increased. The current was now iiicie!V.sed so as to warm tiie
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eudiometer about twenty degrees. The hydrogen in the eudiometer soon began to

deoi'ease as the e.\[)losions were repeated, showing that now oxygen was in excess.

The equilibrium was so easily disturbed that some doubt cannot but be felt

whether Leduc obtained the eipiilibriuni whidi he h()p(jd for.

15.—DENSITY OF ELECTROLYTIC GAS. OBSERVATIONS ON THE EXCESS OF HYDROGEN.

The determinations of the excess of hydrogen above the atomic ratio in the

mixtures whose density was deteiniined, are given in the following table. In the

tii'st four experiments, the Bunsen eudiometer was used ; in the others, the large

eudiometer containing 3.2 litres. The first column gives the pressui'e originally

noted ; the second, the diminution of pressure caused by talcing out a part for analy-

sis, the third the excess of hydrogen found in this part; and the last, the I'atio

of this hydi'ogen to the whole volume analyzed.

Experi-
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Ex|
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When the gases are miugled, it is obvious that tlie constants li and b will

each enter into botli equations; whether the same is ti-ue of A, and how, are

[)erhaps uucei'tain. First supposing that it should not ; when

V = 3, and

V = -^—, we have approximately
2

P = ^
, and

3
2

P = -•
3

We may therefore wi'ite

(P + "^
) (3 - B - 2b) =-- C, and

9

(p + 4a)
(

3 _ b - :B^)
=: ,,92 2

Neglecting products of the constants, we get

P = ^ + -^- (A - B + b), and
3 9

p =^ + A(a-b + B).

3 9

The sum of these gives the pressure of the mixture, supposing that the oxygen and

hydrogen were originally measured at unit pressure and then mixed without

change of their joint volume; therefore

P + p =. I + — (A + a).

9

This is on the supposition that no nuitual attraction acts between the unlike

molecules. If such attractions exist, and if they follow the law f — . ,
we can

take notice of them by wiiting

(P+4^)(3-B-2b) = C,and
o

(p + 4a^ A)(^_^_ B)^^_
9 72 2 2

Reducing as before, we get

P + p r= I + ^ A + -'- a.

36 9

The value of A seems to depend on the temperature, so that it must be deter-

mined from observations of pressure and volume at 0°. The experiments of

Amagat* serve to determine A and a. Sarrau f has discussed the first series, but

with some modification of Van der Waals' formula. If we reduce the constants

* Annales de Cliiink et de Physique (5), 22, 353. t Coiiipks Raidiis, 94, 844.
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c'oiinmted liy Sainvu to tliose wliidi winilil ulitaiii in tlio iiiiiiiiKliHc(l ('(|iiati<>ii, we

A := 0.0020

a = 0.0002

But, as Sari'au it-inarks, iIk' [Houf tliat a lias a sensible inagriitiule is iiisurtioieiit.

From Amagat's later series of observations,* no value of A can be computed

w Inch will satisfy the determinations at all piessui-es, as Professor William Ilarkness

lias assured me. That Nau der Waals' e(]uatiou needs modification is attested by

the more oi- less successful attempts of Clausius, Sarrau, and Amagat. But it will

answer our purpose, provided that we ooin[)ute its constants fi'oin observations at

pressures not far fiom those to which we desire to ai>i)ly it. If we compute A and

(I fiom various combinations of observations at thiee ditterent pressures, we get the

following values

:

VALUKS OK A AM) (I I- UO.M AMAGAt's KXl'KKIMKNTS.

Pressures used in lompulation
Values of A

in Atmospheres.

0.002284

0.002174
0.002127
0.002022

0.002006

Values of a.

— 0.000035
-j- 0.000016

0.000167

( hily the i)Ositive, or the iiunit'rically .^nialliT negative, root is given. It is plain

that constant values of A and tr will not .satisfy the observations; we can scarcely

do better than to assunu', w illi Sarrau,

.•\ = 0.0020

a = 0.0000

Substituting these values in the expression for the [ncssurc of tlic nii.xturc of

two volumes of hydrogen .nut one volume of o.xygen when occupying three volumes

we have

P -|- p = 1.000389

We may therefore coriect for the deviation of the mi.xed gjises from the

density computed l>y Boyle's law, by ninltiplying the observed den.sity by the

factor l.DOO;?S;); we thus lind

I
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If we use the values

C) = 1.42900 gr.,

H = .089873'gr.,

M= -535510 gr.,

we find tlie ratio of the voluiiics of liydrogen and oxygen in the niixtnif whose

density ^\as determined :

Ratio of Mixture

2-°°357-

Subtracting from this the excess of hydrogen found by analysis, we get the ratio of P|

the combining volumes

:

Ratio of Combining Volumes.
2.00269.



I'Airr I \'.—SYNTHESIS of water from wkkjiikd quantitiks
OK HYDROGEN AND oXYGEN.

1 . INTKODUCriON.

In tlic following pages :ire described .some ex])eiiiiieiits in w liicli a (luantity <>f

iiytliogeii was weighed while absorbed in palladinni, a (|uantity of oxygen was

weighed in a gUibe, the two were combined, and the water produced was weighed.

Tlie two gases were bi-ought together at two platinum jets enclosed in a small

flass apparatus, which was weighed while exhausted, where they were made to

combine. ^Vhen the combustion was ended, the gas remaining in this combustion

apparatus and the connecting tul)es was extracted with a Toepler air pump,

measured, and analyzed. The combustion tul)e, the globe which had contained

oxygen, and the i)alladiuni tube were weighed again. From the amounts of oxygen

and hydrogen extracted were subtracted the amounts of the gases found in the

analysis ; the remainders were the ([uantities combined in the combustion appai-atus,

from which the atomic weight of oxygen was found. The amount of water pro-

duced was measured by the gain in weight of the combustion apparatus : di\ i«ling

this by the amount of hydrogen used, the molecular weight of water was known,

and so a second value for the atomic weight of oxygen was obtained.

The volume of hydrogen used in most of the experiments was forty-two or

forty-three litres ; the amount of water produced was about thirty-four granuues in

each experiment ; twelve successful experiments were made. The amount of gas

left unburned and therefore measured in the eudiometer varied from a sixdiun-

dii-dth to a ten-thousandth of the quantity concerned.

2.—PRonrcTioN axd weiouinc of oxyckx.

The oxygen used in all the experiments of this series was produced l)y heating

potassium chlorate ; the apparatus used is shown in Fig. 7, page L'O; the manipu-

lation here was precisely the same as in the other experiments. In fact, often the

same cpiantitv of oxvtren served for a determination of density and for a synthesis
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o( \\;itfr. After the tulie coiit.-iiiiiiii;- the clilorate and tlie whole apparatus and its

coniieeting tubes" bad heeii exhausted, the chlorate was heated till ox^'gen came off

t'reel}', when it was cooled, and the apparatus agaiu exiiausted. The gas passed

through three tubes each a metre long aud two and a half centimetres in diameter;

the tirst was filled with beads moistened with a sti'ong solution of potassium hy-

droxide, the second with beads and sulphuric acid, the third vvitli phosphoi'us [)eut-

oxide and olass wool so that no channel could form above the oxide. A reeulatino-

stopcock kept the pi-essure in the first part of the apparatus at about that of the

atmosphere.

It was convenient to use in tlie combustion the oxygen contained in two globes;

they \vere commoidy filled at the same time.

•^. SYNTHESIS OF WATER. BALANCE AND WEIGHING ON REVERSAL APPARATUS.

All the weighings of this series were made on the Becker balance carrying

twelve hundied grammes, which was mentioned at page 28, and shown in Fi<j,-. 10,

page 30. It was mounted on the closet shown in Fig. 16, page 38. It was provided

with the apparatus for weighing by revei-sal which is shown in Figs. 1(3 to 19.

But at that time, some ti-ifling details were not cpiite as shown by the drawings

;

the operation of weighing was, however, effected exactly as by the apparatus in its

present condition.

4. SYNTHESIS OF WATER. MANIPULATION OF TUBE CONTAINING PALLADIUM.

These experiments were the first in which large quantities of hydrogen wei'e

weighed while absorbed in palladium ; so some changes were by degrees introduced

into the apparatus. As far as I see, these trifling modifications sim[>ly made the

manipulation shorter and more convenient, without affecting the accuracy of the

results. But opinions may differ on this matter, so that it is proper to describe the

three forms which the tube containing palladium successively assumed.

In expei-iments 1 and 2, the palladium was contained in two separate hard glass

tubes, Fig. 33. To each was fitted a stopcock of common glass by means of aground

joint and paraffin. A stojicock of hard glass

cannot be made. The nianip)ulation of this ^
tube would have been very simple if a stopcock

were anything more than a contrivance for

lessening the flow of a gas through a tube. But for an}- precision, together

with freedom from large constant error, in manipulation with a gas so light

as hydrogen, it was necessary that leakage should be rendered excessively improba-

Fig. 33.—Palladium tube, lirst form.
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l)le. The sole use of these stoiicocks was, to 2>reveiit the adiiiissinn of any loii-

siderable (luaiitity of airdiiring the ].reparation of the tube for fUliii-jr it again witli

hydrogen.

To the tube of infusil^le glass a,a, therefore, was fitted by a gi-ound joint the

stopcock <', ending in another ground joint. When the tube was to be filled w itli

hvdiogen, a connecting tube with a ground joint wjus fitted to the second joint. <l.

with parattin, ami connected by fusion to the source of hydrogen. The connect-

ing tubes were then freed from air by repeated exhaustion. Tlie stopcock • was

then o[)ened, the palladium was heated, and the exhaustion continued. After cool-

ing the ])alladiuni, hydrogen wjjs admitted to saturation. In tlie.se two experiments,

any nitrogen which might possibly have ac-

__^^__^jjrhi_i< I corapanied the hydiogeu was removed, or,

'

rather, an attempt was made to remove it.

Fir.. 34.— Palladium lube proteclcd against leakage l^y repeated exluUlStionS of the tubc at the
through stopcock.

end of the admission of hydrogen.

When the tube was charged with hydrogen, the pressure in the tube was a

little gi'eater than that of the atmosphei-e. No leakage was therefore to be fearetl

during tlie moment required to remove the ground joint which connected the

palladium tube with the source of hydrogen, its stopcock being closed, ami to re-

place it with tbe joint /, I, Fig. .'54, which had been prepared beforehand. The

tube g w\<is then connected with the air pump, and the space between the stop-

cock and tlie plug of fusible metal h was lepeatedly exhausted and filled with

hydiogen. AVlien it was exhausted foi- the last time, the connection with the

pump was closed by fusion at g.

The space between the fusible metal plug //. and the point /, had been ex-

hausted before the point I was sealed. Tiic apparatus, therefore, contained no gas

but hydrogen.

The volume of the two tiil)cs was now detei-mined by a hydrostatic weigh-

ing of both at once. A counter[)oise was made of the same two kinds of glass, and

of nearly the same volume and weight.

When the hard glass tubes containing the palladium were used, they w-ere

heated so gentl)^ that it was obvious that

no chansre of volume was to be feared ; it
' \ ^ "^ j

= " V • I

-—

L

if—
''^-^

was therefore unnecessary to determine ® T
,1 - 1 I'l. il 1 * J! 4-1 Fic. ii — T'all:i(lliiin tiihf. second form.
their volume atter the expulsion ot tlie

gas by a second hydrostatic weighing.

Procuriu"- .some tubes larffe enouirh to contain the whole of the iialladium.

it was concluded to use them, although they were of soft glas.s.
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This tube took the form sliowii in Fig. 35. It was now not siife to assume

tliat there would be no cliange of volume on lieating to expel hydrogen. Ac-

cordingly, a mark was etched at e. After determining the volume of the wliole

tube l)y hydrostatic weighing, the volume below this mark was also determined.

After the expulsion of the gas, any change of volume was determined l)y immer-

sion to this mark. The stopcock was therefore not wet during the progress of

the experiment. The eflt'ect of the immersion of the stopcock during tlie pre-

lirainaiy woi-k of reconstructing the tube before the charging with hydi'ogeu was

eliminated by waiting a sufficient time before the weighing.

One impoi'taut advantage was gained by the use of soft glass. It was now

possible, when the absorption was ended, to continue the current of hydrogen, by

breaking off the point //i of the tul)e, so as to expel any nitrogen which might

have accompanied the hydrogen and accumulated in the tube. After this was

accomplished by a current lasting three or four hours, the point was closed by

fusion, and the tube prepared for weighing in the same way as before.

But a certain difficulty remained. The stopcock had to be immei'sed for at

least one hydrostatic weighing for each expei'iment, and this involved waiting a

day or two in ordei' to Ije sure that the lubrication had come again to a constant

state. A thii'd a|)paratus was therefore constructed, in which no stopcock was

used. This is the form always used aftei'wards. It has been shown in Figs. 25,

_'(>, and 27, and its manipuhition has Ijeen sufficiently described.

5. SYNTHESIS OF WATKi;. ArrAUATUS KOK I'liOTUK'fXfi AND WKKi IIINO AVATER.

The apparatus in which the gases were combined and in which the water

produced was weighed is shown in Fig. 36. At a are two platinum jets from which

the gases issue into the combustion chamber. Two tubes filled with phosphorus

peutoxide, kept in place by rolls of asbestos, are shown at I, b. At c, e, ai-e joints

ground to fit corresponding joints by which the apparatus maybe connected to the

soui-ces of hydrogen and of oxygen. These tubes ai'e closed by fusion at d and e,

and notches are made whei'e they are afterwards to l)e broken oft". Wii'es /, /,

provide for the inflammation of the jet of hydrogen, or of oxygen, as the case

might be. The ends of the apparatus have hooks facilitating the hydrostatic

weighing which determines its volume. The whole apparatus was exhausted to a

ten-thousandth of an atmosphere and sealed oft from the pump at </.

A counterpoise of suitable weight and volume was then made. Since the ap-

[)aratus had to be reconstructed for each experiment by providing it with new dry-

ing tubes, a new counterpoise had also to be made. To facilitate this, a sei-ies of

volumes of 50, 20, 20, 10, 5, 2, 2, and 1 cubic centimetres wei-e pi'epared and the vol-
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lime of each deterinined. Tbeii a series of tubes having all nearly the same volume,

ami weights of 55, GO, 05, "(•, 75, and 80, grammes weie made, and their volumes

determined. By the aid of these a counterpoi'^i' <>f a '_mv.'ii volume and nearly a

given weight could be made up in a moment.

The combustion apparatus was then weighed by reversal, as in the case of the

}ialladium and of the globes containing oxygen. But few weighings wei-e required

for a small and light object like this.

t „

Flc. 36.—Apparatus for pro-
ducing and weighing water.

I'll;. 37.— Manipulator for combining oxygen
and hydrogen.

G. SVNTHKSIS OK W.M'Ki; MAMi'ir.AiioN i\ sirrriNtJ To<iKTiii:i; iiii-: .\i-i'\i:.\tis im;

( oMIirsTIoX.

\\'lien the weights of the globes, of the tube containing palladium, and of the

combustion apparatus, had Iteen determined, the aj)paratus was put together for a

synthesis. First, the combustion apparatus had one of the points </, Fig. 3G, brok;en
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off while it was enclosed in a tube wliicli delivered dry air. The grouud joints

Avliieli fitted e, c, I'oiined the ends of two drying tubes filled with phosphorus pent-

oxide. One of these tubes was now [)ut on c. Tiie other jioint e was broken

off and the other diying tube also put in [)lace ; both Joints were of course made

tight with paraffin. The object of these tubes was, to prevent the admission to

the weighed tube of any moisture produced in the glass-blowing operations required

in putting the apparatus together. It is now seen that the manipulation might

have been made simple)' ; but not more accurate.

The combustion a])paratus with the addition of the phosphorus pentoxide

tubes was now [ilaced in the condenser h, h, Fig. 37. This consisted of a cylindei-

of dass, havinir a bi-ass bottom with two tubulatures; into one of them the com-

bustion apparatus was placed, and made tight with a rubber tube.

7, SYNTHESIS OF WATER. "MANIPULATOR FOR REGULATING THE PROGRESS OF TIIE

COMBUSTION.

The condenser with its contents is next placed in the manipidator shown in

Fig. 37. At i and h are the tubes by which oxygen and hydrogen are to be in-

troduced ; I leads to the Toepler air pump. The stopcocks m and n serve to con-

trol the admission of the gases into the combustion chamber. The tubes o imdj>,

which are connected directly to the tubes / and I; show the pressure of the oxygen

and hydrogen at tlieir sources. The tube g, interposed between the stopcock m and

the combustion chamber, shows the pressure of the gas therein. The ends ; and s

are now fused to the somewhat flexible connections t and u. As said before, the

drying tubes x and y pi'event the entrance into the weighed drying tubes of the

water formed in this pi'ocess.

The globes containing oxygen are uaw fitted into the corresponding ground

joints, and these are fused to the branches leading from the tube i, as shown in

Fig. 38. The point of the palladium tube is broken oft" and a joint is fitted on and

connected by fusion to the tube ?<;.

The five stopcocks m, n, 1, 2, 3, being open, the apparatus is exhausted to one

part in ten thousand, and the pump is shut off by ^closing the stopcock £. The

stopcock 3 is opened, when mercuiy fills the tubes 4, 5, closing all connection

between the hydrogeu and the oxygen sides of the apparatus. The stopcocks 1 and 3

ai-e now closed, preventing disturbance of the level of the mercury in these tubes.

The stopcocks m and n ai-e next closed, and the stopcock of one of the globes of

oxygen is opened, when the gauge o shows the pressure of the oxygen in it
;
the

other globe is also opened. The fusible metal plug is then fused, when the gauge

p shows the pressure of the hydrogeu from the palladium.
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The stopcock m is u[iL-ueii so as lo adiail say liall' an aliii<>si)liere of u.\ \
•

geii to the aj)[taratus, after which it is closed. Sparks aie passed between the

points // uud stopcock n is cautiously opened. Hydrogen enters and mixes with

the oxygen which already fills the ai)paratus, and the mixture soon comes to the

jets; it takes fire, and for a moment burns within the asbestos at G. Soon the gas

burns ijuietly at one of the jets; beat is a[)[)lied to the palladium, and the pressure

of tlie gas from the palladium is watched by means of the gauge. Tiie stopcocks

/// and n are legulated by the indications of the other gauges and the ajjpearauce of

the flame. The combustion chamber is kept cool by renewing the water sur-

r<)undin<; it.

Fit;. 38.—Manipulator, rear view, willi globes and palladium tube connected.

The coiiiliustiou of [)ure hydrogen in pure oxygen is a very interesting [>he-

homenon. Since it was convenient to liave a visiljle indication by whidi to

regulate the admission of gas, I conunoiily atljusted so as to produce vivid

incandescence tif one or the otlier of tlie platinum jets. In this case, nothing else

couhl be seen unless for a niument thi> heat was sufficient to volatilize something

from one of the wires used to ignite the ga.ses. But often, when the current was

made nioiv rapid, tlie incandescence of the jet ceased, and then there was a small

pointed flame, invisible except on careful cxcliisioii of other light. l')iil ilie risk

and consequent anxiety attending the a])pcaiance of this flame prevented minute

and tnistworthv observation. The risk was due to the fact that if tlie flame were
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extinguished by slight ciror in :ul justmeiit of the stopcocks for .•uluiitting tlie gases,

the pressure of tlie hydrogen wouhl, befoiv it wiis [lossihlc to make readjustment,

so increase as to bh)w oft' througli tiie nieicury, as once happened even when the

safe pressure was two atmospheres, and tlie working [)ressure oidy half an

atnios]ihere.

8. SYNTHESIS OF WATER. THE COMr.IIS'riON.

The combination of f(M-ty-t\vo liti'es of hydrogen with twenty -one litres of

oxygen took about an hour and a half. When the pressure of the oxygen became

very small, extreme care was required to continue the combustion. I have once

carried it till the pressure of oxygen and water vapor together was only eight centi-

metres of mercury. The attempt to do the same again was unsuccessful.

When the combustion was ended, the stopcocks m and n were closed, the

palladium tube was closed by fusion at the point A, Fig. 34, and the globes con-

taining oxygen wei'e closed at their stopcocks. In experiments numbered 10, 11,

and 12, the globes were also closed in the same way as the palladium tubes.

The lower part of the combustion chamber was now immersed in a freezing

mixture. When the water produced had been frozen and cooled as much as possi-

ble, the stopcocks of the apparatus were opened, the mercury was withdi-awu from

the tubes 4. and 5, and the Toepler pump was used to ti-ansfer the gas I'emaining in

the apparatus and its connecting tubes to an eudiometei-. The tension of the vapor

of the water at — 18° C. being only 1.1 mvi., the exhaustion could be made suf-

ficiently complete. The phosphorus pentoxide tubes showed no signs of harmful

deli(piescence during the half hour they had to serve.

When the exhaustion was complete, the combustion apparatus was closed by

f.isiou at h and /<, Fig. 36. The parts fused oft: from the diffei-ent parts of the

apparatus were now cleaned from adhering wax or paraflin, and the points which

had been broken off were put with those to which they belonged. The four parts

of the apparatus were then weighed.

9. SYNTHESIS OF WATER. WEIGHING THE OXYGEN AFTER A COJIRUSTION.

It is obvious that the volumes of the globes when full and when partly

empty would differ by the amount of the corresponding elastic compression. In

the first and second experiments, the oxygen was withdrawn from the globe as

completely as possible ; the globe after the experiment was therefore weighed

against the counterpoise proi)er for the empty globe, and a correction computed for

the difference of volume. In the experiments from the third to the seventh, the
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oxvgeii was nearly half \s itiidiawii ; the globes were tberefure weiglieil, one agaiust

the counterpi>ise foi- the empty globe and the other against the oounteriioise for the

full globe, and a correction conii)uted for the difference of volumes; the two cor-

rections nearly balanced each other. In the eighth and ninth experiments, the

globes, both full and half empty, were weighed against the counterpoise of the

empty globe, and corrections computed ; the connter[>oises for the filled glolies had

suffered injury. In the last three experiments, the globes were closed by fusion ;

they were weighed when half empty against the counterpoises of the full globes,

and coriections computed for the difference in volumes.

1(1. SYNTUKSIS OF WAIKK. WEKillING TIIK I'AM.ADIlM AITKH A COMBITSTION.

The volume of the tube containing palladium was determined by hydrostatic

wei<'hings. In the cases where the tube was provided with a sto[icock, it was im-

mersed oidy to a certain mark at this second hydrostatic weighing. AVhen no

stopcock was used, the tube was suV^merged. In all cases, the volume of the [>art

which had Iteen fused off' was determined from its weight and specific gravity.

From the change in the volume of the tube a correction to the observed weight

was computed. These ex[)eriments were made before the construction of the

system of fla.sks for making equal the volumes of the masses placed on the opposite

pans of the balance.

11.—SYNTHESIS OF WATKU. Kl DIOMETUIC ANALYSIS OI" TIIK HKSIDUE LEFT

UNCO.MI5INED.

The gas extracted from the apparatus after the combustion was ended, was

measured and analyzed. Only one point needs mention.

In some experiments sonie carbon dioxide was found. The amount was not

large, but the question as to its origin was an important one. If it came from car-

bon weighed with the hydrogen, the experiment was valueless. Tln' prol)ability

was that it came from the asbestos, where the combustion was carried on for a few

seconds. This asbestos had to be handled in the construction of the tubes, and it

was not easy to free it fiom dust by ignition, as, after ignition, my sample was not

well suited for its use. To settle the (juestion, some two or three huiuli'ed grammes

of water were formed in a comV)Ustion appaiatus of the same kind, l)Ut without

wei'diing the gases introduced. The water produced was allowed to fiow

out, as formed, by a tube fused to the bott(jm- of the appaiatus ; it wjvs kept from

contact with the atmosphere. In this case theie was no asltestos, but the hytlrogen

was the same as that used in ,ill llic cxpcrinn'nts.
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To the wftter produced in tliis experiment, baiium liydroxide was added, and

the whole showed no trace of turijidity. It was then evaporated to the bulk of

five cubic centimetres ; of course caibon dioxide was not admitted. Even

when reduced to this bulk, there was no turbidity. It is obvious, thei'efore, that

the hydroo-eu used in these experiments did not contain carbon compounds. It is

precisely the same in quality, obtained from the same apparatus, with the same solu-

tion, as that used in all my experiments so far ; the only change ever made has been

the introduction of fresh distilled water to take the place of that removed by

electrolysis.

It' now this carbon dioxide was formed ))y the oxidation of organic matter

adhering to the asbestos, it was supposed that each cubic centimetre of carbon

dioxide foi-med represented a cid^ic centimetre of oxygen withdrawn iiom the

globes but not used in forming water.

In some expeiiments, nitrogen was also found. The quantity was small.

When the globes for oxygen contained air, and were exhausted and filled with

oxygen, a certain amount of nitrogen remained in the globes. If the globes were

exhausted again when partly filled with oxygen, the nitrogen was mostly eliminated.

As the amount of nitrogen found agreed fairly in amonnt with what might be

expected from the previous contents of the globes and the degree of the last

exhaustion, no hesitation was felt in counting this nitrogen as having come from

the globes of oxygen.

12.—SYNTHESIS OF WATER. SOURCES OF ERROR.

In the weio-hing of the hydrogen, no source of appi'eciable constant error has

yet been thought of. The magnitude of the accidental ei-rors must be learned from

the concordance of the extieriments.

In the weighing of the oxygen, leakage might act in two opposite directions.

If leakao-e occurred before the combustion began, the amount so lost would be ex-

ti-acted by the Toepler pump in the exhaustion preliminary to the combustion,

and so would seem to have been used in the combustion. If the leakage occurred

in the contrary direction, when the half-exhausted globe was hung on the balance

for the final weighing, the amount of oxygen taken from the globe would appeal'

less than the truth. Now the leakage during exhaustion, if noticeable in amount,

would be readily detected by the behavior of the pump during the preliminary

exhaustion. A very slight leak can be detected when the vacuum obtained is

something like a ten-tliousandth of an atmosphere. Such a leak would be the

moi-e certainly detected, since the pump was always left at rest for fifteen minutes
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after exliaustion .and befoie the measurement of the vai-uum, so as to make sure of

an equilibriiiiii of jiressure. Once sucli a leak was detected ; when the apparatus

was dismounted, and the globes weighed again. A leakage during the second

weighing ought to be detected by the slow change of weight which it produces.

It was not detected during an \ of the experiments of the present series. It may

be said that the stopcocks of five of my globes were of large size so as to make the

distance which air must travel around the key, fiom the entrance to the exit, as

nuich as four centimetres. These were often found to be tight for some days when

freshly lul)ricated and turned but a few times.

It was to avoid both these eri'oj-s that, in the last thi'ee experiments, the globes

holding oxygen wei'e closed in the same way as the tube containing the palladium

Two sources of error in the determination of the weight of water pioduced

were known to exist. The platinum wires foi- the passage of the spark might be-

come loosened by the heat, so as to admit some water or aii-. On the other hand,

the exhaustion by means of a Toepler [)uiiip. unless regulated by opening the stop-

cock but partly, may sometimes diaw the gas through the drying tubes fastei' than

it can be dried. Piobaldy this happened, to a slight extent, in some of the experi-

ments, but the amount was not very large. The manipulation which might have

easily and completely prevented this was not thought of till the second ( untinislied )

series of experiments was begun.

13.— SYNTHESIS OF WATER. COMPLETENESS OF DRYING OF GASES WUTI PlIOSPHORDS

PENTOXIDE.

In a i)aper describing some of the earliest of my experiments lelating to oxygen

and hydrogen, it is shown that the amount of moisture left by pliosplioius pentoxide

in even a thousand litres of a gas is negligible. My experiments proveil that a cur-

rent at the rate of three litres an hour was made absolutely dry by a rightly tilled

tul)e whose capacity was twenty-live cubic centimetres; it was therefore thoiiLrht

safe to pass a curient of twelve litres an hour through a tube containing one hun-

(iifd cubic centimetres.

14. SYNTHESIS OK WATER. IS MVDROfiEN GIVEN ol I l!V I' \I,I. ADIIM FREE

I'KOM WATER?

A source of error would exist if, as has been thought, water should accompany

the hydrogen delivered from palladium. This would imply that oxygen in some

way found access to the palladium, and that tlie water produced was not removed

with any nitrogen which might have accompanied the hydrogen. Keiser considered

his experiments as proving that water is given off from palladium together with
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hydio^eu. I made five experiineiits, which show that a tube contaiiiiiig palhuliuiii

and filled witli hydrogen as in all my use of it, gives ott" no watei'. Tlie tube con-

taining six hundred grammes of palladium was chai'ged in the usual way, and then

connected with a U tube containing phosphorus pentoxide, Avhicli had been care-

fully weighed against a tube similar in shape and etpial in volume. The hydrogen

was expelled through the drying tube at the rate of not more than six litres an

hour, it being collected ovei' water to control the rate. This was repeated five

times. The drying tube showed the usual slight variations of weight from day to

day, but the weight did not increase. When two hundred litres had been passed

through it, the weight was the same as at first, and the algebraic sum of all the

slight variations during the course of the experiment was zero. It is obvious there-

fore that if palladiuiu is charged with hydrogen as in my experiments, it will give

off no watei'.

15. SYNTHESIS OF WATER. IS OXYGEN ABSORBED BY THE PHOSPHORUS

PENTOXIDE USED ?

A source of error in the present series of experiments would exist, if the drying

tubes used were capable of absorbing oxygen in their ordinary use. If this were

the case, the drying tubes h, h. Fig. 36, would absorb oxygen, which would seem to

have been combined with hydrogen. But all the pentoxide used in these experi-

ments had been examined to determine whether it were suitable for the purpose.

A drying tube filled with the [)eutoxide, a f>, Fig. 39, was fused to the short

arm of a syphon barometer lying on its side as seen. Pure diy oxygen was passed

into c, escaping at d, and these two tubes were

closed by fusion while the current was pass-

ing. The barometer was then set upright, and

securely fixed to a wall, so as to remain undis-

turbed for months. A tank of water was put

so as to cover the drying tube, giving the Fig. 3g.—Apparatus for detecting absorption of

„ , •
, 1 , , e ii oxygen by phosphorus pentoxide ; tilling;

means ot knowing the temperature ot the gas. '^
"^ ^r^^

oxygen.

A thermometer divided into fiftieths of a

degree was placed in the water, and two other thermometers gave the temperature

of the column of mercury. The apparatus was set up in a basement room of tol-

erably constant tempei'ature. As soon as it was set up, I'eadiugs wei'e taken till

equilibrium was attained, when a split tube was fixed with its lower edge tangent

to the upper meniscus of the mercuiy, at e, Fig. 40. The reading having been vei'i-

fied several times, by warming or cooling the water till the mercuiy was again

tangent to the mark, the pressure of the enclosed oxygen was known.
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The saiDe oljservations were then repeated after say

ten (lays; if in* tliminution uf pressure was noticed,

the experiment was continued say fifty or ;i liundred

(lays, when the final readings were made. In order ti>

leduce the indications of pressure to weight, in one of

these experiments, we need to know the approximate

volume of the oxygen and tlie ajiitroximate height of

tile cnlumn iif nu'iviny. Tlic first was estimated from

th(- (•a|)acity of the tube; which suttices for a dirt'erential

observation. The height of the nieivury was measured

witli a woollen metre. Correcting the observed pies-

Fig. 40.—Apparatus for detecting ab- sures for the temperatuvc of the mercurial cohimn, we
sorption of oxygen by phosphorus

pentoxide ; set up for the ex-
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nitrogen, and of tlie oxygen fcjuivaleut to tlie rarlmii dioxide, all collected in a

sinjjle value in the last column.

Table II. gives the weights of tlie hydrogen and oxygen apparentl}' taken fioni

the sources of the two, by simple difference of tlie means of all the observations

witli the balance in each case. Then follow the corrections for difference of vol-

umes in the two weighings, and foi' the residues found in the eudiometi'ic analysis;

after which are given the amounts actually cond)ined, with their ratio, and the

weight of the water formed, with the ratio of this (|nantity to the hydrogen used in

forming it.

TABLE I.
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17. ATOMIC WKKiUT COMIMTKD IHOM DENSITY AND VOLUMKI'lMr HATIOS.

The atomic weight of oxygen may also be oomputeil from the ratio of the

densities of hydrogen and oxygen, together uitli the ratio of the volumes in wliicli

the o-ases combine. The value of the density of oxygen obtained in the forty-one

experiments described in tlii- iiaper is :

Density of oxygen 1.42900 gr.

For hydrogen, by the mean of twenty-three successful experiments in the

third, fmrth, and fifth series, the value is:

Density of hydrogen 089873 gr.

These values are for the sea level in latitude -lo". In order to compare them

with the results of others, we may i-educe to the values corresponding to the force

of gravity at Paris by multiplying by 1.000316. We then have

Density of oxygen at Paris 1-42945 g"".

Density of hydrogen at Paris 089901 gr.

Lord Rayleigh has lately published a table showing the values found liy

various experimenters, as follows :

Oxygen. Hydrogen.

Regnault, 1847 1.429S0 gr. .08958 gr.

Corrected by Crafts 143011 .08988 .

Von Jolly, 1880 1-42939

Ditto, corrected 1-4297 •

Leduc, 1891 1.42910 .08985

Rayleigh, 1893 1-42952 .09001

In taking the mean, he omits the uncorrected numbers and obtains:

Density of oxygen, at Paris i.42961 gr.

Density of hydrogen, at Paris 08991 gr.

Hence we obtain for the ratio

:

Ratio of densities, mean of all ])rcvious experiments 15.9005

Ratio of densities, my own experiments 15.9002

As to the volumetric ratio, the value obtained in this paper is :

Ratio of volumes of oxygen and hydrogen which combine 2.C0269

Scott has found the value 2.00285

Leduc found, from two experiments, the value 2.0037
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But the reduction seems to luive omitted to take into account the deviation

of tlie gases fi'oni the hiw of iioyle. If we suppose that the gas wliicL he

weighed contained no excess of hydrogen, this vahie would become something like

2.0024.

Why the earlier e.vperim.'ents of Scott and myself gave values so much less

than these need not be discussed now. Since our later experiments, as well as those

of Leduc ^vhen properly reduced, give concordant results, we may have some

confidence in them.

If we combine the ratios of the densities and of the combining volumes

obtained in this paper, we get the

Atomic weight of oxygen ' 5-^79

The results of my experiments are then as follows :

Weight of one litre of oxygen, latitude 45° 1.42900 gr.

Weight of one litre of hydrogen, latitude 45° 089873 gr.

Atomic weight of oxygen, chemical method 15 879

Molecular weight of water, chemical method 17-879

Atomic weight of o.xygen, physical methods 15879

The last value is subject to correction by further determinations of the

volumetric ratio.

SUMMAEY OF ALL PUBLISHED RESULTS.

It may be useful to compare the values of the atomic ratio of oxygen and

hydrogen, which have been obtained in this paper, with the results of other ex-

perimenters. One such value may be computed by combining the ratio of the

densities of the two gases, derived from all experiments hitherto published, with

the ratio, determined by Scott, of the volumes in which the gases unite. Detei'-

minations of the ratio of the densities have been made by Regnatilt,* Rayleigh,t

Cooke,J and by Leduc.§ Regnault and Leduc measui-ed volume and pressure at

the temperature of melting ice ; the others at the temperature of the laboratory.

Cooke weighed hydi'ogen and air, and compared the ratio of theii- densities with

the ratio of the densities of air and oxygen, detei-rained by Regnault. The results

* Mhnoires de VAcademic, 21, 143 ;
with Comptes Rciidiis, 106, 1662.

f Proceedings of the Royal Society, 43, 356 ; 50, 448.

\ American Chemical ypiirnal, 11, 537.

§ Comptes Rendus, 113, 186.
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of the experiments are given, with some facts which may assist in funning an

opinion of the merits of the experiments, in the folhiwing table :

RATIO OK DENSITIES OF OXYGEN ANU HYDROGEN.

Observer.
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Dittmar and Henderson,* Rayleigli,f and by Leduc.;}'. The values which they

found are given in the following table, together with the value computed above

from the ratio of the densities ; they are arranged in the order of their magnitude.

SUMMARY OF DETERMINATIONS OF THE ATOMIC WEIGHT OF OXYGEN.
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I have entered my three results separately in the table, in order to indicate the

probable errors of the seveial values. It is obvious, from a compai'ison of the nine

results, that we may compute a mean in almost any way which even caprice may

suggest, without materially altering the vSlue deduced. We may assign ecjual

weiirhts to all the values, or weights proportional to the numbers of observations in

each seiies, or according to our judgment of the merits of the processes employed,

or inversely as the probable errors, or invei-sely as the squares of the probable

eri'oi-s ; in each case, our mean diffei's from the value obtained in the last case,

0=15.879,

by less than a ten-thousandth of this quantity. Until further light is obtained

concerning the sources of eiror which, doubtless, affect all these experiments, this

value is the most probable which can be derived from the existing data.

V

I
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Air-pumps, 17, 69.

Analysis of electrolytic gas, 88, 91.

" " " oxidation of mercury in, 89.

Balances used, 28, 37, 48, 97.

" protected from currents of air, 29, 30.

Capacity of globes for weighing gases, method of determining, 2.

•' " " " table of results, 12, 76.

Cathetometer, 23.

Combination of hydrogen anJ oxygen, apparatus for, 99.

" " " manipulation in, 100.

Composition, volumetric, of water, method for determining, 83.

" " " results, 95.

Compression of exhausted globes, 16.

Correction for difference of volumes to be weighed, 16, 48.

Counterpoise, for combustion apparatus, 99.

" for globes, 16.

" for tube holding palladium, 71, 98.

Desiccators for globes, 35, 54.

" " drying air in, 36.

Density, results for electrolytic mixture, 92.

" " for hydrogen, 60, 63, 74, 80.

" " for oxygen, 32, 50, 55.

Error, sources of, 74, 105.

Eudiometer, large, 89.

Exhaustion, measurement of, 18.

Expansion, of brass, value assumed, 5.

" of water, value assumed, 5, 10.

" of glass, determination, 10.

Gas, electrolytic, analysis of, 88, 91.

" " density, 92.

" voltameter for producing, 85.

Glass, expansion determined, 11.
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Globes, capacity of, method of determining, 2.

table of results, 12, 76.

hydrostatic weighing, 6, 9.

change of surface of, 45.

compression when exhausted, mode of determining^ m
results, 10.

" den.sity of material, 11.

" desiccators for, 35.
" filling with hydrogen, 57, 62.

" ^^ith oxygen, 18, 36, 51.
' hydrostatic weighing, 6, 9.

preliminary weighing, 3.

" solid contents of, 11.

Gravity, determination of, at Cleveland, 27.

Hydrogen and oxygen, ratio of atomic weights, 109, no, 114.
density of, results, 60, 63.

by new method, apparatus for, 66, -j-j.

results, 74, 80.

preparation of, 57, 61.

purity of, method of determining, 57.
transfer of, without using stopcocks, 71.

Leakage of stopcocks, prevention of, 47, 66, 98.

Mano-barometer, 22.

Manometer, differential, 33.

Mercury, and glass, leakage of air between, 89.
oxidation of, in eudiometer, 89.

Microscopes, reading, 23.

Nitrogen, amount of, found in hydrogen, 59.

Oxygen and hydrogen, ratio of atomic weights, 109. 1 10, 1 14.
density of, results, 32, 50, 55.

'

f
preparation of, 19, 52, 96.

" purity of, 21. \
weighing of, for syntheses, 96.

Palladium, charging with hydrogen, 70.

hydrostatic weighing of, 70, 98, 99."
weighing, 71.

Phosphorus pentoxide, behavior of, towards oxygen, 107.
drying power, 21, io6.

Preparation of hydrogen, 57, 61.

of oxygen, 19, 52.

Pressure, measurement of, 22, 33, 53, 62, 72, 86.
Purity of hydrogen, 57.

" of oxygen, 21.

i
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Reversal, weighing b)', 43.
" " mechanism for, 38, 97.

Scale, barometer, correction for, 27, 28.

Stopcocks, avoiding use of, 47, 64, 76.

" preventing leakage through, 47, 66.

" substitutes for, 71, 78, 84, 87.

Synthesis of water, method, 96.
" " results, 109.

Temperature, measurement of, 8, 22.

Thermometers, 7, 22, 25, 26.

" calibration of, 7, 25.

" fixed points of, 25.

Vacuum, in barometer, 25.

Volumes of globes, determination of, 8.

" weighed, correction for difference of, 48.

Water, correction for weights immersed in, 5.

" expansion of, value assumed, 5, 10.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The present ineiiioir is the result of a series of investigations made

by Doctoi's J. S. Billings and IS. Weir Mitchell, assisted by Doctor D. H.

Bergey, under a grant from tlie Hodgkins Fund of the Smithsonian

Institution, for the [nii'pose of determining the- nature of the peculiar

substances of organic origin contained iu the air expired by human beings,

with special refei-ence to the practical application of the results obtained

to problems of ventilation for inhabited rooms.

In accordance with the rule adopted by the Smithsonian Institution

the work has been sul)mitted to a committee, in the present instance con-

sisting of Doctor H. C. Wood, Professor William H. Welch, and Professoi'

Charles S. Minot, and having been recommeuded by them for publication,

it is herewith presented in the series of Contributions to Knowledge.

S. P. LANGLEY,

SECKETAKY.

Washington, November, 1895.
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The Composition of Expired Air, and its Effects upon

Animal Life.

REPORT ON THE RESULTS OF AN INVESTIGATION MADE FOR THE SMITHSONIAN INSTI-

TUTION UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE HODGKINS FUND.

By J. S. Billings, M.D., S. Weir Mitchell, M.D., and D. H. Bergey, M.D.

la May, 1893, a grant was made from the Hodgkins Fund to Di's. John S.

Billings and S. Weir Mitchell, "for the purpose of conducting an investigation into

the nature of the [)eculiar substances of oi'ganic origin contained in the air expired

by human beings, with special i-eference to the practical application of the results

obtained to pi'obleras of ventilation for inhabited rooms."

For a numbei- of years prior to 1888 the prevailing view among physicians and

sanitarians had been that the discomfort and dangers to health and life which had

been known to exist, sometimes at least, in unventilated rooms occupied by a num-

ber of human beings, were largely or entirely due to peculiar organic matters con-

tained in the air expired by these pei'sons, and that the increase in carbonic acid

due to I'espiration had but little effect in producing these results, its chief import-

ance beina; that it furnished a convenient means of determininc: the amount of

vitiation of the air. Recently, however, several experimenters have concluded that

the organic matters in the exhaled bi'eath are not harmful, at .ill events to animals,

and the main object of the proposed investigation was to determine the correctness

of these conclusions. Foi' this purpose a scheme of experimentation was prepared

by Drs. Billings and Mitchell, whicli scheme has been carried out in the Laboratory

of Hygiene of the University of Pennsylvania, by Dr. D. H. Bergey, assisted at

times in the chemical work by Di'. Hill S. Warwick, and in some of the pathological

investigations by Dr. Ingersoll Olmsted, and under the general supervision of Dr.

A. C. Abbott, First Assistant in the Laboratory, to whom thanks are due for many

valuable suggestions during the progress of the work. From time to time Dr.
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Bergey's notes on the results of Lis exi>erinients have been subniitteil to Drs. Bill-

ino-s anil Mitchell, who have suggested modifications or new experimunts as the

work ]i)rogressed. This leport is based on these notes, and accompanying tables and

charts, given in the Appendix.

The etTects produced on animals and men by an atmosphere contaminated with

theii' exhalations, and with particulate matters derived from their bodies or tlicir

immediate surroundings, may be divided into acute and chi-onic. The acute effect

may be death in a few minutes or houis, as shown by the results observed in the

Black Hole of Calcutta, in the steamer Londonderry, and in many of the expeii-

ments referred to in this i-eport, or it may be simply great discomfort, especially in

those unaccustomed to such conditions.

The chronic effects include the favoring of the action of certain specific causes

of disease commonly known as contagious, if these are present, and perhaps also a

general lowering of vitality.

The statistical evidence collected by the English Barrack and Hospital Com-

mission (1) * as to the effects of insufficient ventilation upon the health of soldiers

in barracks, published in 1861, showed that men who live for a consideiable portion

of their time in badly ventilated rooms have higher sickness and death-rates than

have those who occupy well ventilated rooms, other conditions being the same; and

this has also been found to be true with i-egard to monkeys and other animals. It

is evident, however, that in a room occupied by animals or men there are many

sources of impurity besides the exhaled breath, and it is still a question whether the

expired air contains substances injurious to life, excluding carbonic acid.

The widely divergent results obtained and conclusions reached by different

investigators during the last ten years as to whether the exhaled breath of men and

animals contains a peculiar volatile organic poison, have made it desiral»le to repeat

and vary such experiments in order, if possible, to settle this important point. The

chemical analyses of the air of overcrowded rooms, and the experiments upon

animals with various proportions of carbonic acid, made by many investigatoi's,

indicate that the evil effects observed are pi'obably not due to the comparatively

small proportions of carbonic acid usually found under such circumstances.

It was shown by Leblanc (2), in 1842-43, that an animal <aii ])ic.itlie an

atmosphere containing as much as 30 per cent, of carbonic acid for three-quarters of

an hour, pi'ovided that the percentage of oxygen was 70, and then quickly recover

from the depression induced by this mixture after removal to the normal atmos-

phere. He also demonstrated that under the conditions in which the quantity of

* The numbers in parentheses refer to the bibliographical list appended to this report.
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carbonic acid rises perceptibly in theatres, etc., tlie reduction of oxygen is quite

insignificant, and tliat the [)ropoi"tion rarel}' falls below 20 per cent.

Regnault and Reiset, (3), in 1849, also found that when sufficient oxj^gen is

supplied to an atmosphere quite rich in carbonic acid, an animal can still live in it.

Fried lander and Herter (4) found that the breathing of an atmosphere containing

20 per cent, of carbonic acid for an hour produced no symptoms of depression, but

caused stimulation of the respiratoiy centres and an increased activity of the

heart.

Claude Bernard (5), in 1857, ex[)erimented with animals confined in atnios-

pheiic air and in mixtures both richer and poorer in oxygen than atmosphei'ic air.

A small bird placed in a bell glass of a little more than two litres' capacity, containing

a mixture of 13 per cent, carbonic'acid, 39 per cent, oxygen, and 48 pei' cent, of

nitrosen, died in two and one-half hours. He demonsti'ated that carbonic acid is

not poisonous when injected under the skin of animals—as much as one litre

injected under the skin of a i-abbit producing no ill eft'ects. No ill eflfects followed

the injection of the gas into the jugular vein and into the carotid arterj^ An

atmosphere of equal parts of oxygen and nitrogen had no effect upon an animal

confined in it, while an atmosphere composed of equal parts of carbonic acid and

of oxygen produced inunediate death in the animal placed in it. He explains the

poisonous effects of carbonic acid when respired to be due to the fact that it

deprives the animal of oxygen. Similar results \vere I'eported by Valentin (6)

and by Paul Bert (7).

Richardson, in 1860-61, (8), found that a temperature much higher or lower

than 20° C. had the effect of shortening very considerably the lives of animals con-

fined in an unventilated jar, and that these effects were more marked when the

animals were confined in an atmosphere i-icher in oxygen than air, iu which case

he found that by passing electric sparks from a frictional machine through the

fatal air (having previously deprived it of its carbonic acid) it was again made

capable of supporting life, from which he concluded that the oxygen is " devital-

ized " during respiration, and that the electric spark has the faculty of revital-

izing it.

Von Pettenkofer, in 1860-63, (9), showed that the symptoms observed in

crowded ill-ventilated places were not pi-oduced by the excess of carbonic acid, nor

by a decrease in the proportion of oxygen in the air ; neither of these being suffi-

cient in our dwellings, theatres, etc., to produce toxic effects. He did not believe

that the irapui-e air of dwellings was directly capable of originating specific dis-

eases, or that it was really a poison in the ordinary sense of the term, but that it

diminished the capability of withstanding the influence of disease-producing agen-
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cies on the part of those continually bieatliing such air, and laid iluwii the rule,

which has been accepted and taught by sanitaiians for thiity-Hve years, that the

j)r(>portion of carbonic acid in the atmospheie of inhabited places aft'oi-ds a safe

indication as to the amount of the other impurities resulting from respiration and

other exhalations from the bodies of the occupants.

Hammond, in 1863, (10), reported experiments in which he sought to remove

the carbonic acid and moistui-e, and to supply fresh air as fast as it is needed to

take the place of the carbonic acid removed, thus leaving the ''organic matter" to

accumulate in the vessel. For this purpose he confined a mouse in a large jar, in

which were several sponges saturated with baryta-water, by which the cai'bonic

acid was removed as fast as foimed. Fresh air was supplied as fast as required by

means of a tube communicating with the bell jar and closed by water in the bend

of the tube, which acted as a valve. As the air in the bell glass was rarefied by

respiration and absoi'ption of the carbonic acid, fresh air fiowed in from without,

while the arrangement of the tube prevented the air of the bell glass from passing

out. The watery vapor exhaled by the animal was absorbed by two or three

small pieces of chloride of calcium. The mouse died in forty minutes. Tlie

obseivation was repeated many times, and death ensued invariably in less

than an hour. On causing the vitiated air to pass through a solution of

permanganate of potash the presence of organic matters in large (juautity was

demonstrated.

Ransome, in 1870, (11), reported a series of very interesting investigations

upon " Organic Matter of Human Bi-eath in Health and Disease." By condensing

the aqueous vapor of the liuiiiaii bicatli and analyzing it by the Wauklyu and

Cha[)man method, he found that "in ordinary respiration about 0.2 g. of organic

matter is given off from a healthy man's lungs in 24 hours," while in the air

expired by persons affected with certain diseases, he found great variations in the

amount of organic matter, the amount being greatest in a case of phthisis compli-

cated with Bright's disease.

Smith (12) employed a lead chamber in his investigations upon the question

whether human lungs give off any poisonous agent other than carbonic acid, lie

found the pulse to fall fiom 73 to 57 beats per minute, and the number of I'espirations

to rise from 15.5 to 24, as the carbonic acid in the atmosphere inci'eased fiom .04

to 1.73 pel- cent, during four hours. When the proportion of carbonic acid lose to

3 per cent, there appeared great weakness of the circulation with slowing of the

heart's action, and great difiiculty in respiration. He believed that these results

should be attributed to other conditions rather than to the e.xcess of carbonic acid,

because he found later that it was only when lamps became dim in an atmosphere
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—indicating a proportion of about 10 [)er cent, of carbonic acid present—that the

respiration became difficult.

Seegeu and Nowak, in 1879, (13), believed they had demonstrated the presence

of poisonous organic matter in the e.\[)iretl breath, but tlie ([uaiitit}- found was so

small that they failed to determine its exact nature and properties.

Hei'mans, in 1S8;5, (14), was unable to detect any oi-ganic matter in the atmos-

phere of a tin cage in which several persons had been confined for a number of

hours, and found that an atmosphere containing from 2 to 4 pei' cent, of carbonic

acid and 15 per cent, of oxygen was not toxic.

Bi'own-Sequard and d'Arsonval, in 1887,(15), reported that the air expired by

men and dogs in a state of health has the power of producing toxic phenomena;

citing three series of experiments on rabbits where such phenomena were observed.

In the first series they injected into the vascular system of a I'abbit 4 to 6 c. c. of

fluid obtained by injecting from 15 to 25 c. c. of pure filtered water into the

trachea of a dog. In a second series, from 6 to 7 c. c. of a liquid obtained by con-

densing the moisture in the exhaled breath of a man, were injected into the aorta,

or into a vein, of a i-abbit. In the third series fi'om 4 to 6 c. c. of a li(piid, obtained

by condensing the moisture in the exhaled breath of a tracheotomized dog, were

used. The condensed liquid thus obtained was filtered and then injected either

into the jugular vein or the carotid artery.

The symptoms observed were dilatation of the pupils and increase of the heart-

beat to 240, 280, or even 320 per minute, lasting for several days or even weeks.

The temperature remained noi-mal ; the I'espiratoiy movements were generally

slowed ; and usually there was observed paralysis of the postei-ior members

Choleraic diarrhcea was invariably present. Death usually took place in a few

days, or at the farthest in four oi' five weeks. As a rule, it appeared that larger

doses caused laboi'ed respiration, violent retching, and conti'acted pupils. A rapid

lowering of temperature, 0.5 ° to 5.° C, was sometimes observed. The appearances

that presented pos^ mortem were much like those observed in cardiac syncope.

They believed they had discovei'ed a volatile oi-ganic poison in the exhaled

breath and the moisture condensed from it. This poison they believed to be of

the nature of an oi'ganic alkaloid, or a ptomaine not unlike Briegei''s ptomaine

(16).

In further reports, in 1888, (17), they state that none of eleven rabbits in

which the condensed pulmonary vapor had been injected into the vascular system

in doses of 12 to 30 c. c. survived, but of eight rabbits receiving an injection of

from 4 to 8 c. c, three wei-e living after the lapse of from four to five weeks, but

were then weak. When the fluid ^vas injected under the skin of the thorax and
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ill the axilla, five out of seven rabbits ditiil rapidly. The results were much the

same as when it was injected into the blood. The quantity of the condensed liquid

injected in these seven was : 20 c. c. in one case, 25 c. c. in three cases, 31 c. c. in

one case, 4U c. c. in one case, and 44 c. c. in another case. After death, consider-

able congestion of the viscera was noted, especially of the lungs. No ai)pearanoe

of embolism was noted. The brains and its membranes were congested, but with-

out visible lesion. The condensed liquid turns concentrated sulphuric acid yellow.

The poison is reduced by ammoniacal nitrate of silver solution as well as by chloride

of gold. After boiling in a close vessel it is still toxic, showing that the poi.son is

not a micro-ortranism. The boiled lung liquid poisons with more rapidity than that

which hiis not been sterilized, and may kill a pigeon and a guinea-pig as well as a

rabbit ; it may kill by being injected into the rectum or into the stomach
;

a

fruincainfr two months old was killed within twelve hours by an injection of 3 c. c.

into the peritoneal cavity. If injected into the lungs this liquid jtroduces rapid

congestion followed by true inflammation and red hepatization.

In an e.xperimeut with two dogs it was arranged that one breathed ordinary

air and the second inhaled air which came from the lungs of the other. The dogs

were of the same weight, 15 kilograms. The experiment continued for six hours

and forty minutes. No appreciable or immediate consecutive accidents were

produced.

In a second experiment the pulmonary liquid was collected from dogs through

a tracheotomy tube to exclude impurities furnished by the mouth. The air inhaled

was first washed to remove dust. The moisture in the air expired was condensed,

and the liipiid collected in a flask surrounded by ice. At the moment of injection

this li(]uid was filtered, and was then injected at the temperature of the laboratory,

about 12° C. If the animal was kept immovable from 12 to Ui hours, inflammation

of the air passages was produced. The liquid of the first hours came from a

thoroughly sound lung, and in the later houi-s from a diseased lung. The two

were collected separately and tried separately. For one kilogram of the animal,

for each hour, the mean quantity of fluid obtained was 0.38 grammes, varying

from 0.28 to 0.48 grammes. It was greater in the beginning and lessened the longer

the animal was kept in a fixed position. It was injected into the marginal vein of

the ear of a rabbit by means of a syringe, 75 c. c. being injected. When the injec-

tion <lid not exceed 40 to 50 c. c. the time occupied by the injection was from G to

15 minutes. Experiments made by injections upon the dog were negative with-

out exception. Experiments maile upon the rabbit produced lesions, but the

relation between these ami the injections was uncertain.

Dastre and Loye, in 1888, (18), reported that they had exposed one dog to
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the expired breath of another for six houi-s without noting any effects. They

inoculated animals with the condensed moisture of respiration, as follows :

5 rabbits, each ^;} to 75 c. c. of the fluid. Resuhs negative.

2 guinea-pigs, " 5 " 7 " "

2 dogs, " 3° " 53 " "

2 frogs, " 2 " 3 "

2 rabbits, " 50 " 190 " " "
Died.

A young dog, 30 " of water.
"

They found that 50 to 70 c. c. of the condensed fluid of I'espii'ation (20 to 35

c. c. per kilo.) could be injected into the veins of the ear of a dog without producing

any of the symptoms reported by Brown-Sequard and d'Arsonval. They observed

one death dui'ing the injection of 190 c. c. (60 c. c. per kilo.), yet by control experi-

ments with water they obtained a more remarkable result—a rapid death from the

injection of 30 c. c. of distilled water (25 c. c. per kilo.).

Russo-Giliberti and Alessi, in 1888, (19), reported experiments confirming the

results obtained by Dastre and Loye.

Wiirtz, in 1888, (20), attempted to obtain the "ptomaine" of Brown-Sequard

and d'Arsonval from the fluid condensed from expiied air. By expiring through a

1 per cent, solution of oxalic acid he obtained, besides ammonia, a volatile organic

base which was precipitated by Bouchardet's reagent and by potassio-mercuric

iodide. With platinic chloride it formed a double salt, crystallizing in short needles,

and a soluble salt with auric chloride. When heated to 100 ° C. it gave off a

peculiar odor. This basic substance, he thought, might be regarded as a leuco-

maine.

Brown-Sequard and d'Arsonval, in 1889, (21), reported a new form of experi-

ment by means of which they obtained additional evidence in support of their for-

mer statements. The new form of expeiiment consisted in confining animals

(rabbits) in a seiies of metallic cages connected by means of rubber tubing, through

which a constant current of air is aspirated. The animal in the last cage of the

series receives air that has traversed the entire series of cages, and is loaded with

the impurities from the lungs of the animals in the other cages. This animal suc-

cumbs, after a time, to the atmospheric conditions present. After another interval

of some hours, the animal in the next to the last cage also dies ; the first and second

animals usually remaining alive. They could not attribute the death of these

animals to excess of carbonic acid in the atmosphere of the cages, because they

rarely found more than 3 per cent, of this gas in the last jar with small animals, or

6 per cent. Avith larger animals. On placing absorption tubes containing concen-

trated Hg SO4 between the last two cages, the animal in the last cage remained
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alive, while that in tiie cage before it was the first to die. They concludeil from

these facts, that the death of the animals was produced by a volatile poison, which

poison is absorbed by tiie HgSO^, which thus saves the life of the animal in the last

cage.

They stated (22) that any alkali used to absorb carbonic acid fi-om expired air

would also change the oi-ganic poison, ;ind pi-oposed an apparatus by means of

which the oi-ganic poison should l)e svipplied to the fresh air entering the jai-s by

volatilizing it from fluid condensed from the exjtired air.

Von Ilofmann-Wellenhof, in 1888, (23), found that when he injected large quan-

tities of the condensed fluid of respiration at 12 ° C, instead of at 37 " C—intravenous

injection,—a reseml)lance of the results obtained by Brown-Sequard and d'Arsonval

was produced. Under such cii'cumstances he observed muscle weakness, slowing

of respiration, fall of temperature, and dilatation of the pupils, though the animals

remained alive. He injected K) rabbits with G to 30 c. c. of the Huid warmed to

the body temperatui-e, all the results being negative. Thiee other animals wei-e in-

jected in the jugular vein—one receiving 28 c. c. of the fluid, another 25 c. c.

of distilled water, and a thinl 50 c. c. of distilled water. There was no

difference in the symptoms noted in the animals. lie noticed symptoms of depres-

sion only after injecting 50 c. c, or more, of the fluid. In a .series of 17 experiments

with inoculations of from 30 to 50 c. c. each of the fluid, in 12 there appeared

ln«mo"lubinuria: 6 of these died. As the result of his experiments, he concluded

that the existence of a volatile poison in the expired air of healthy human beings

lias not l)een demonstrated by his experiments; this being a direct contradiction of

the results of Brown-Sequard and d'Arsonval, as weie also those of Dastre and

Loye.

Uffelmann, in 1888, (24), found that there was a perceptible increase in organic

matter in the atmosphere of a sleeping-room occupied by several persons for some

hours, increasing in amount with the length of time the room was occupied.

Lehmann and Jessen, in 1890, (25), collected 15-20c. c. of condensed fluid per

hour from the breath of a person exhaling through a glass spiral laid in ice. The fluid

was always clear as Avater, odorless, and of neutral reaction. Nessler's reagent showed

tlic presence of ammonia constantly, with good teeth but little, sometimes merely

a trace, with bad teetli. more, though never more than 10 mg. of NH^Cl in one litre.

Traces of IICl were also constantly found. A small sediment remained on evapora-

tion, ranging from 39 to 86.4 mg. per litre of fluid. This they believed to originate

from the glass vessel ; being pi'o])ably calcium oxalate. They tested its reducing

power upon solution of permanganate of potash, making two control determination.s.

The first determination showed 3.6 mg. of O for the oxidation of 1 L. ; the second,

I
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4.2 mg. of O. They were unable to obtain any alkaloid reaction in the condensed

fluid, oi' in its distillates, l)y means of PtCl^, Au CI3, KCdl, KBil, KI, Bouchardet's

reagent, KgCrO^, pici-ic acid, metawolfraniic acid, or [•liosphowolfraniic acid.

Only sublimate gave at times an opalescence which, like the yellow coloration of

the Nessler reagent, pointed to ti'aces of Nil 3. Neither could they succeed, accord-

ing to the method of Wurtz, in obtaining a lime or oxalic acid-free filtrate. The
ammoniacal silver solution, accoi'ding to Browu-Sequard and d'Arsonval's method,

failed to give the desired i-eaction—I'emaining clear. They confined a man, clothed

in his working clothes, in a zinc cage for about one-half an hour, then allowed a

boy and girl to inhale the air from the cage. No ill effects, e.xcept increase of

i-espirations to 30 and 40 per minute, were noticeable. They had complete negative

results from inoculations of condensed fluid into animals.

Lipai'i and Crisafulli, in 1889-90, (26), i-eported results wbicli were in accord

with those of Dasti'e and Loye, and dii'ectly opposed to those of Browu-Sequard

and d'Arsonval. They could find no organic princi[)le possessing toxic properties

in the expired breath of healthy persons.

Mai'gouty, in 1891, (27), reported the results of experiments similar to those

of Hammond, and also of experiments in injecting fluid condensed from expired air

into animals. His results did not correspond to those reported by Hammond, and

there was no evidence of toxic propei'ties in the injected fluids.

Haldane and Smith, in 1892, (28), published an account of experiments in

which an air-tight chamber, 6 feet 2 inches high, 2 feet 11 inches wide, and 3 feet

11 inches long, was employed. Samples of air for analysis wei-e drawn oft'

through a tube placed in the wall of the chamber, about three feet from the floor.

When one person remained in this chamber until the vitiation was from ten to

twenty times as great as in the most crowded and woi-st ventilated public build-

ings, there was no perceptible odoi- or sense of oppression. Air vitiated to such an

extent as to completely prevent a match from burning had no appreciable effect

upon the subject of the experiment. In other experiments hyperncea and other

phenomena produced were appai'ently due to the increased, proportion of carbonic

acid.

With rabbits weighing 1800 grammes, hgematuria was produced when the

amount of boiled distilled water injected passed, beyond 100 c. c, and, therefore,

80 c. c. were taken as the maximum dose.

To obtain the condensed liquid, from the lungs, a man expired through a Lie-

big condenser, in the jacket of Avhich was flowing a stream of ice-cold water. The

condensation liquid was collected in a flask, the bulb of which was buried in ice
;

and when the required amount (SO c. c.) had been obtained, it was at once injected
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iiitii tlie subcutaneous tissue of the back. Six rabbits were thus iujeeted, each

with So c. c. of the fluid, witli no evident disturbance of health in any of them;

80 c. c. to a ial>l)it corresponds to a dose of al)<»ut 3 litres to a man. They also

repeated the e.xperiments of lirown-Secpiard and d'Arsonval in supplying to the

animals air charged with organic matter drawn directly from the lungs of other

animals. Two large rabbits were placed in an aii-tight chamber and a current of

air diawn tlirough this was sui)i)lied to two young rabbits under observation ; no

effect was produceil.

Merkel, in 1892, (29), reported an experiment in which four airtight glass

vessels, of H litres capacity, were connected by means of glass tubes; a mouse

being placed in each vessel. Between the third and fourth vessels a Geissler

absoi'[)tion tube, containing sulphuric acid, was interposed. Air was now drawn

slowly thnnigh the vessels by means of an aspirator, so that the second mouse

breathed the air from the first, the third from that of the second, etc. The residt

was, just as in the experimeut of BrownSeipiard antl d'Arsonval, that the mouse

in tile thii-d vessel died first, after 16-20 hours, while that in the fourth vessel

remained alive.

Tiie conclusion is drawn that, as the fourth mouse lemained alive, the death

of the thiid cannot have been due to excess of carbonic acid, i)r deficiency of

o.xygen in the air, but must have been caused by the presence of some volatile

substance which is absorbed or destroyed by sul[)huiic acid.

The symptoms presented by the mice before death were at first restlessness

an<l gradually inci'easing acceleration of respiration, afterward slowing of respira-

tion, and finally spasmodic deep respirations, becoming constantly less frequent

until the advent of death. The proportion of carbonic acid in the air led through

the gla.ss vessels was not poisonous ; it amounted in the highest case to 1.5 per

cent.

Merkel also conducted the expired breath through HCl with the idea of com-

bining the organic matter with it, and believed he was successful, but the quantities

of the "salts" produced Avere so small that determination of their chemical nature

was impossible. His experiments upon animals with this body, obtained from its

combination by neutralization of the acid, gave negative results.

He concludes that the expired breath of healthy persons contains a volatile

poison in exti'emely small quantities ; l:)eing probably a base which is poisonous in

its gaseous state, but loses its toxicity aftei- comljination with acids. His belief

in the toxicity of the organic matter contained in the expired breath of human

beings is based solely upon the results he obtained in the " Brown-Scipiard and

d'Arsonval" experiment.
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Haldane and Smith, in 1893,(30), repeated the " Brow ii-Sequard " exi)eriment,

using five bottles, each of a capacity of 1 to U- litres, connected by means of tubes.

A mouse was placed in each bottle and ventihxtion established through the whole

system by means of a fi!ter-pum[i ; a small meter being placed between the last

bottle and the pump. Specimens of aii' leaving the last bottle were drawn oft' at

intervals for analysis. Full-grown mice were used. The mice in the last two

bottles were exposed to the full effect of the vitiated air for !")."> Iioiii's without

detriment.

In a second experiment an absor[)tion tube containing pumice-stone saturated

with sulphuric acid was placed between the last two bottles. This exi)eiiment

was continued for thirty hours
; no serious effects were observed. The amount of

ventilation furnished was from 12 to 24 litres pei- houi'. The mice remained

normal after having been in the liottle three days and the percentage of carbonic

acid in the last bottle had varied fi'om 2.4 to 5.2, averasfinir about 3.

They state that these expei'iments, like their formei' ones on rabbits and man,

are distinctly against the theory that a volatile poison, other than carbonic acid,

exists in the expired air.

Beu, in 1893, (31), repoi'ted the results of experiments, made under the direc-

tion of Uffelmann, in which the condensed moisture of expired air was collected

by the methods usually employed, taking the precaution to cleanse his apparatus

with solution of KMuO^ and distilled water, and likewise sterilizing the apparatus

before it was brought into use. The saliva is collected in a Woulff bottle attached

before the condenser. The amount of air expii-ed, measured by a gas meter, was

found to be 3000 litres in eight hours, from which he collected 100 c. c. of fluid.

A distinct araniouia reaction was obtained upon the addition of Nessler's reagent.

Nitrate of silver failed to show the presence of chlorine.

Its reducing power upon solution of permanganate of potash showed 50 mg.

of oxygen necessary to oxidize one litre of fluid, or 15 mg. in 24 hours, which

denotes 0.0017 mg. per litre of expired air. The alkaloid reaction with AuCeg,

KI, phosphomolybdate of potash, gave negative results.

He expired 500 litres through 150 c. c. of a 1 per cent, solution of HCl—then

evaporating to dryness on the water-bath, a yellowish-brown deposit remained.

This deposit, dissolved in distilled water, formed a fatty layer on the surface of the

slightly yellow fluid. The whole quantity, 1.5 g., was warmed to the body tem-

perature and injected under the skin of the back of a white mouse without pro-

ducing observable symptoms. This fluid had a distinct odoi- not comparable to

anything.

He next confined a mouse in a sealed glass vessel, having a globe attached
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with potash solution to absorb the caibonic acid ; 3200 expirations of aii- were

conducted into the glass vessel during the three hours—no effect noticeable. In a

second experiment the carbonic acid was not absorbed, the experiment histing four

houi-s—no effect.

He repeated the " BrownSuquard " experiment, using white mice in four glass

cages. The death of the animals, he believes, was due to changes in the tempera-

ture and the accumulation of moisture in the jai's. He believes the protection

afforded by HgSO^ in BrownSequard and d'Arsouval's experiments was due to its

abstraction of the moisture from the air. An acute poisoning through the organic

matters contained in the expired air he believes to be impossible, or at least as

not shown by anything in his experiments.

Rauer, in 1893, (32), used white mice confined in glass vessels of about 1^

litres capacity, the bottom of which was covered with oats. The cork was per-

forated by three tubes: one of these passed down near the bottom of the vessel

and served for the enti'ance of the air ; the second terminated just below the coi-k

and served for the exit of air ; and the third extended down to about the height

of the animal but was usually closed, this was only used for the removal of air for

its chemical examination. In the beginning, thermometers and hygrometers were

used in the vessels, but they were found to be unimportant and were abandoned.

The whole apparatus was connected with a large aspirator.

In an experiment with five animals and a ventilation of four litres per hour,

the carbonic acid was found to amount to 9.3 percent, after five hours. In another

experiment with six animals and with a ventilation of 2^ litres per houi-, he inserted

four absorption tubes with soda-lime between the last two jai's, and a Geissler tube

containing concentrated HgSO^ between the fourth and fifth. The sixth animal

remained alive while the fifth died earlier than the fifth animal in the first experi-

ment. He concludes that there is no organic poison in expired air, death being

due to the excess of carbonic acid in the atmospheres of the jars.

Sanfelice, in 1893, (33), reported that he had repeated the " Hammond

"

experiment, using a flask of about 5 liti'es capacity, the animal dying in six or

seven hoTlrs. He is undecided as to the existence of a volatile expiratoiy poison,

though he thinks that other factors, for instance, heat radiation, have an important

influence upon the results.

Liibbert and Peters, in 1894, (34), reported that they had repeated the "Brown-

Sequard " expei'iment, placing a guinea-pig in each of a series of four flasks.

Between the third and fourtli flasks they placed a combustion tube through which

the air coming from the third flask was conducted, passing over red-hot cupric

oxide, to remove the organic matter. Before reaching the fourth flask, the air was
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again cooled by conducting it through a cylinder .surrounded witli ice. In this

manner all moisture contained in the air was condensed. From this cylinder the

air passed through a series of twelve U-tubes, each made from a piece of tubing

80 cm. in length and of '_' niillimetei's internal diametei'. During its passage

through these U-tubes the air assumed a temperatui'e of about 18 " C. as it entered

the fourth flask. Tlie results obtained by this arrangement substantiated the con-

clusions they had formed from conducting the experiment in the ordinary manner,

that the cause of death was traceable to the high per cent, of carbonic acid. The

removal of the organic matter by combustion failed to save the life of the animal

in the last jar when the carbonic acid had increased to 11 or '['2 per cent. After

the absorption of the carbonic acid by means of soda-lime the last animal remained

alive. They conclude, thei'efore, that the poisonous expiratory jioison of Brown-

Setpiard and d'Arsonval does not exist, but that death is produced by the excess

of carbonic acid in the flasks.

Brown-Sequard and d'Arsonval, in 1894, (35), reported further experiments, and

at the same time gave fuller details as to all their experiments and the apparatus em-

plo^-ed. They had inoculated over onehundredanimals with the condensed fluid of

respiration and believed in the truth of their former statements as firmly as ever.

They could not understand the failures on the part of the other expei'imenters.

They emphaticall}^ reaffirm that the expired breath of man and animals contains a

volatile organic poison producing the results reported by them, and that these

results are not produced by excess of carbonic acid or deficiency of oxygen in

the ail'.

Fi'om the foregoing summary of the reports of different experimentei's, it will be

seen that widely different results have been reported by them, but that the majority

of the later investigators agree in denying that the exhaled breath of healthy-

human beings or of animals contains a poisonous organic alkaloid, or any poisonous

product other than carbonic acid, yet in any case positive results require an expla-

nation which shall account for the facts.

DE. BERGEy's ESPEEIMENTS.

The first experiments made by Dr. Bergey were to ascertain whether the con-

densed moisture of air expired by men in ordinary, quiet respiration, contains any

particulate organic matters, such as micro-organisms, epithelial scales, etc. The

test for micro-organisms was made by having an adult man expire for from twenty

to thirty minutes through sterilized melted gelatin, which was then preserved as a

culture for from twenty to thirty days. In the first trial, six, and in the second
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two colonies of common air organisms developed ; but w hen special care was taken

to tlioioughly sterilize the vessels used, the result was that in two consecutive tiials

the gelatin remained sterile. Epithelial scales and other particulate matters were

sought for by condensius: the vapor of the exhaled l)reatli and examininir the ino-

duct with the microsco[ie, with and without the uj^e of stains. In six pieparations

thus examined no bacteria oi- e^jithelial cells wei'e found. This I'esult was to be

expected, since neither bacteiia nnr wetted particles pass iiiti) the air from the sur-

face of fluids, or fiom moist surfaces, unless the air cnrients aie suHiciently power-

ful to take up particles of the liquid itself in the form of spray.

Abbott (36), in his paper on "Sewer-Gas," leports some experiments made to

determine the possibility of conveying raicroorgani.sms frimi liquid culture media

V)y means of a current of aii- bubbling through such media; also by means of

ordinary baker's yeast inoculated into media containing from 4 to 5 per cent, of

glucose. No bacteria were carried from the culture by the ex[»lodiug air-bubbles

produced by the yeast, but a current of air ecpial to 33, lities in six hours, bubbling

through a liquid culture, carried with it some of the organisms in the culture.

The determinations of ammonia in the condensed fluid of expired air, the esti-

mation of its reducing power upon solution of penuanganate of potash, and its

reaction with various reagents (see Appendix, Section II.), were made with fluids

collected from a healthy man, from a man with a tracheal fistula following excision

of the larynx, the expired air not coming in contact with the mouth or the pharynx,

and from a man suffering fiom well marked tubei'culosis of the lungs. In each

case the amount of aiiniuinia and of albuminoid aniiiitmia in the fluid was veiy

small, as shown by Table B in the appendix, the average being, in grams per litre

of fluid :

Healthy man
Man with tracheal fistula .

Consumptive

Albuminoid Ammonia.

.o8i

.00036.

.0034.

The oxidizable matter in these fluids, as shown by their reducing power on a

solution of permanganate of potash, was determined, and the details are given in

Table C in the appendix. The average results, stated in milligrammes of oxygen

consumed per litre of conden.sed fluid, are as follows: Healthy man, 10.72 ; man

with ti-acheal fistula, 13.49 ; consumptive, 19.34. The high average for the man

with the tracheal fistula is due to a single observation, for which the figure was

24.910. Omitting this, the average for the three other observations would be 9.G8.
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The average for five specimens of liuid condensed from the expired air of a

healthy man four lioui's after he iiad taken a meal was 1 1.98, while the average for

six specimens from the breath of the same man half an hour after tin; meal was

only 8.S(i. For two specimens from the same man collected three and a half and

four hours after a meal, but just after the mouth had been thoroughly rinsed with

warm water, the average was 2.49. These I'esults indicate that the ammonia and

oxidizable organic matter in the condensed fluid were, to a large extent, due to

products of decomposition of organic matters in the mouth. The well known fact

that the amount of oxygen absorbed and of carl)onic acid given off varies accord-

ing to whether the person is fasting or has recently taken a meal, may possibly

be in [)art due to the same cause, l)ut the results obtained by Birkholz (37) indi-

cate that it can only be in part. Ransoine (11) reports no marked difference in

the amount of ammonia, or of oxidizable organic matter, as determined by the per-

manganate test, contained in the fluids collected from the exhaled breath soon after

a meal and in that collected from a fasting person. Beu (31) found a much higher

proportion of oxidizable matter in the fluid condensed from his own breath (50

mg. of oxygen required per litre of fluid) than was found in Dr. Bei'gey's experi-

ments. His results indicated the exhalation of 15 mg. of organic nuitter in 24

hours, the corresponding figure from Ransome's results being 20 mg. About 12

c. c. of fluid w^as collected from about 335 litres of air expired per houi-, being

nearly equal to the results obtained by Beu (31), who condensed 100 c. c. of the

fluid from three cubic metises of air expired in eight hours.

Renk (38, p. 162) gives a table showing that in an average quantity of 9000

litres of air expired in a day by a healthy man, the amount of moisture may be

from 200 to 400 grammes, depending on the temperature and relative moisture of

the inspired air. With air containing 50 per cent, of moisture inspired at 25 ° C,

the amount of moisture is 293 grammes, or about the result given by Beu, referred

to above.

Lehmann and lessen (25) found that between 3 and 4 mg. of oxygen were

required to one liti'e of fluid to effect oxidation, and note that more ammonia was

present in the fluid collected from a person with decayed teeth than in that ob-

tained from a person whose teeth were sound. The very considerable differences

in the amounts of ammonia and of oxidizable matter found in the fluids condensed

from expired air by diffei'ent expeiimenters, and by the same experimenter in

fluids obtained from the same person at different times, are probably due to sev-

eral different causes and their combinations. The amount of fluid condensed per

litre of expired air varies from .003 to .004 c. c. The soundness and cleanliness

of the mouth and teeth influence the amount of ammonia and oxidizable matter
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e\[)ireil. Variations in the amount of organic matter contained in the inhaled air

may possibly iutlueuce the result, but this influence must be alight. Ransome's

results indicate that the age, health, and vigor of the pei'son may aflfect the amount

of organic matter exhaled, and Di-. Bergey's expeiiments with the fluid obtained

from the consumi)tive )>atient show that a smallei- i)ro[)ortiou of ammonia ami a

larger amount of oxidizable matter were pi'eseut in it than in the fluid collected

from a healthy man. It should be remembered, also, that it is extremely difficult

to oljtain accurate results in quantitative determinations of such very minute

amounts of ammonia and oxidizable matters as are found in expired air, and a part

of the differences in i-esults obtained is no doubt due to unnoted differences in

the details of the experiments.

The results of tests for the presence of an organic alkaloid in the condensed

fluids obtained by Dr. Bergey were negative, corresponding to those leported by

Lehmann and Jessen (25) and by Ben (31).

The results of attempts to condense the moisture of the aii- in the hospital ward

(Appendix, III., 3) were not satisfactory, and the determinations of ammonia in the

fluid obtained are not comparable, except that they show that the placing of a dust

filter in front of the condensing apparatus causes a marked reduction in the propor-

tion of ammonia in the condensed fluid. The evapoi-ation equalled the condensa-

tion except on days when the external air was saturated with moistui'e, hence no

moistuie was collected on clear days, bnt on such days some dust particles may

have accumulated in the apparatus which had no filter.

Some expei'iments wei-e made to determine the amount of oxidizable matters

in atmos[)heric air, the results of wliich aie given in Table F, in the appendix.

These results differ greatly, some showing a mere ti'ace of organic matter, others

showing an amount which consumed .204, .3-40, and .558 giammes of oxj'gen per

1000 cbm. of air. The great differences in the amount of ammonia in air found by

diffei-ent obsei'vers as tabulated by Kenk (38, p. 40), and as reported by Remsen

(39), Miss Talbot (40), Nekam (41), Archarow (42), and Abbott (36), while

evidently in [wut due to differences in methods of experiment, must be more largely

due to differences in the amount of organic dusts in the air in different places or in

the same place at different times, than to differences in the amount of ammoniacal

gases or oi-ganic vapors in tlie air, and the same is true with regard to the differ-

ences in the amount of oxidizable organic matter in the air reported by Angus

Smith (12), Carnelly and Mackey (43), and others.

Several series of experiments were made to determine the nature of the gaseous

mixtui'es in which small animals die witli .symptoms of asphyxia. The first of these

series were repetitious of the experiments reported by Hammond and described
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above. Mice and sparrows were used. The details ai"e given in the Appendix

IV., 1, nii<l the results in Table G. It was found inqiossible, by Hammond's

method, to absoib all the carbonic acid produced by an animal, and it will

be seen l)y Table G, that at the time of death of tlie sparrows, the carbonic acid had

increased until it formed from 12.27 to 14.08, or an average for eight experiments

of 13.24 per cent, of the air, while the oxygen had diminished to from 3.25 to 5.61,

or an avei'age of 4.67 per cent, of the aii-. The symptoms observed were those pro-

duced by insufficiency of oxygen, and there was no evidence that death was due to

organic matters in the air. The duration of life in the animals confined was from

three to six hours, being much longer than that reported by ILunmnnd using a

slightly smaller vessel, viz. less than one hour, and coi'responds to the results re-

ported by Sanfelice (33), who found that the auimuls lived fi-om six to seven hours.

When the expei'iment was so modified that all the carbonic acid was removed from

the air breathed by the animal—as described in the appendix, the animal did not

die in seven hours, although the percentage of oxygen had been reduced to 18.35,

as shown by Table H in the appendix. These experiments, therefore, furnish no

evidence of the existence of an organic poison in the expired air, but the method of

absorbing carbonic acid by an alkali is said by Brown-Sequard and d'Ai'sonval

(22) to change the organic poison which they claim to be present, and hence these

experiments are not conclusive on this point.

A series of expei'iments was also made upon mice and sparrows to determine

the time required to produce death by asphyxia when the animal is confined in a

jar of known capacity, when no provision is made for removing carbonic acid and

moisture, or for supplying fresh air, and also to determine the proportions of carbonic

acid and of oxygen existing in the enclosed air at the time of death. In connec-

tion with these experiments it was also sought to determine the influence which

high or low temperatures of the air would have on the result. The data

derived from these experiments are shown in Table I in the Appendix.

A mouse weighing 21 grams, placed in a jar of 1000 c. c. capacity at a tem-

perature of 30 ° C, lived four hours ; in a jar of 2000 c. c. capacity a similar mouse

lived seven and a half hours ; in one case when the room tempei'ature was 25.5° C,

in another case when the room temperature was 5 ° C. In the first case death

occurred when the amount of carbonic acid was 12, and that of the oxygen 8.6 per

cent, of the mixture; in the second case, the proportions were 13.2 per cent, of car-

bonic acid and 6.4 per cent of oxygen ; and in the third case, 10 per cent, of car-

bonic acid and 9.2 per cent, of oxygen. There are considerable differences in suscep-

tibility to the effects of an impure atmosphere in individual mice, but when a mouse

is placed in a closed jar containing ordinary atmospheric air, the time required to
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produce death is usually that required to jnoduoe the proportions of caibouic acid

and of o.xytreri indicated above, and, hence, is in proportion to the size of the jar.

A mouse should live about twice as long in a jar of 2000 c.c. as in one of 1000 c. c,

other conditions as to temperature, etc., being the same, and commencing with

ordinary atmospheric air.

The duration of life in the e.\i)eriments witli atmospheric air in elo.sed vessels,

makiu'' due allowance for variations in the air volume, coincides quite closely with

the duration of life in the " Hammond " e.\periment. The air analyses at death of

the animals in the two forms of experiment, also gave very similar results. lu

comparing the results shown in Tables G and I, it is necessary to bear in mind the

differences in the size of the jars and in the weight of the animals used in the sev-

eral experiments. As a general rule, the animal dies when the carbonic acid has

increased to between 12 and l.". [m- cent, and the oxygen has diminished to be-

tween 5 and G per cent. Is death due to the increase in the carbonic acid, or to

the tliniimition in the oxygen, or to both ?

Some data foi- answering this question are presented in Table L, which shows

the results obtained by placing animals in gaseous mixtures containing various pro-

portions of carbonic acid, oxygen, and nitrogen. The animals experimented on

were mice, rats, rabbits, guinea-pigs, and sparrows. Fi-om this table it will be seen

that the diminution in oxygen in the inspired air was the most important factor iu

pi-oducing death, and that so long as the oxygen is present in the proportion of 6

per cent, and upwards, carbonic acid may be present to the amount of 20 per cent,

without causing death. When the cai'bonic acid forms much more than 20 per

cent, of the mixture, say 30 to 40 per cent., the oxygen must form at least 12 per

cent, to preserve life.

If the proportion of oxygen in the mixture be reduced, the duration of life is

shortened, as will be seen from the following extract from Table L

:

No.
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half. The jars were a little larger than those used in tlie experiments reported in

Table I. The proportion of oxygen present at the death of the animal was between

3 and 4 per cent., or lower than in the cases reported in Table I, while the car-

bonic acid had inci-eased to only about 7 per cent, instead of 12 per cent., as in

Table I. The smaller proporticni of cai-bonic acid here pi-eseut seems to have

allowed a gi-eater reduction in the proportion of the oxygen. Tliese results cor-

respond with those obtained with mixtures of gases by Taul liert (7, page 518),

who concluded that cai'bonic acid when inhaled is really a })oison, and with the

results of the elaborate researches of Friedliinder and llerter (44), which lead to

the same conclusion.

In this connection the observations of Richardson (s) ;ire of interest. His

experiments were made chiefly with mice placed in jars having a capacity of 635 c. c.

In such a jar containing ordinary atmospheric air at 12.8" C, a mouse weighing

18.8 gi'ams became comatose in 1|- hours, which is, he says, the average duration of

life under such conditions. At a temperature of 6.6*^ C, the animal dies in forty

minutes. In an atmosphere of pure oxygen, at 6.6° C, the animal will live only

two-thirds as long as in atmospheric air, while at a temperature of 21^^ C. it will

remain conscious for three hours and lives twelve houi's, and at 10" C it remains

conscious for two hours and lives thi'ee or four hours. With atmospheric aii',

the modifications, he says, are less distinctly marked.

The results of similar experiments made with air, and with different mixtures

of gases, at diffeient temperatures, are given in Table J in the Appendix. These

results show that the dui'ation of life, in confined places, is influenced to a very

marked degree by temperature, and that this influence is independent of the rich-

ness of the air in ox^-gen. Experiments Nos. 3 and 17 noted in Table J indicate

that an atmosphere consisting of 90 per cent, of oxygen and 10 per cent, of nitrogen

does not support life quite as long as does ordinary atmospheric air when the tem-

perature is 0° C, while at a temperatui'e of 50° C. the atmosphere I'ich in oxygen

su^ipoi'ts life much longer than the ordinary atmosphere, as is shown by experiments

Nos. 5 and 15 in the table. The gradual lise in temperature which must have

taken place in the ex[)eriments previously referred to, was probably but a small

factor in the i-esults obtained, because, as shown in the tables for those experiments,

the dui'ation of life and the proportion of oxygen present at death bear a constant

relation to each other. This they fail to do in the " Richardson " experiments.

The tolei'ation which is acquired by an animal by prolonged sojourn in an

atmosphere which is gradually becoming richer in carbonic acid and poorer in

oxygen, makes it impossible to compare the results as to duration of life in such

experiments with the results of experiments in which the animal is placed at once
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iu au atmosphere containing abnormal proportions of these gases, so far as the

effects of increase of carbonic acid and diminution of oxygen aie concerned, but it

is evident from the results reported in Tables I and J, that death does not occur in

atmospheres in which the carbonic acid does not exceed It) per cent, unless the

oxygen is I'educed to below 7 per cent, of the mixture.

A series of experiments was made by injecting into animals the fluid con-

densed from the air expired by healthy persons and by a man with a tracheal

fistula, from whom it was possible to obtain such fluid without contamination from

the exhalations from the mouth. The details of these experiments, and of the

results ol)tained, are given in the Ajipendix, VI. The injections were made into

the general circulation in rabbits, and into the peritoneal cavities of labbits, guinea-

pigs, and white rats, following the methods employed by Brown-Sequard and

d'Arsonval (15) and by v. Hofmaiin-Wellenhof (23). The number of animals

inoculated with the condensed fluid of respiration was thirteen, in four sets. The

fluid was collected with the greatest care in a stei'ilized apparatus; subsequent cul-

tures made from it indicating that it was sterile. It was waiined to about 35° C,

before injection. The proportion injected, as compared with the body weight of

the animals, Avas, iu some instances, less than that used by Browu-Sequard and

d'Arsonval, in others greater than the smallest quantities nsed by them with fatal

effects. The results obtained, with the amount of fluid injected in each case, are

shown iu Table K, given in the Appendix.

In most of the animals no observable disturbance of health was produced, nor

did this condition alter iu the course of several mouths during which they were

kept under observation. One rabbit died thirty-two days after having received an

injection into its peritoneal cavity of 5 c.c. of fluid condensed from the breath of a

man with tracheal fistula. The results of postmortem examination showed focal

necrosis in the liver, but no ecchymoses and hemorihages in the lungs and intes-

tines, such as are reported as a characteristic result of such injections by Bi'own-

Sequard and d'Arsonval. Three other rabbits which had received injections of

the condensed fluid, and had remained apparently perfectly well fj'om six weeks to

seven months, were killed and careful ^os^mo;•^»i examinations made. The results

of these examinations showed that there was no special disease or degeneration in

the organs of these animals.

The results of this series of experiments are, thei-efore, in accord with those

reported by v. Ilofmann-Welleidiof (23), and indicate that fluid condensed from

the pulmonaiy exhalations of man has no toxic or specially injurious effect when

injected into animals, and that there is no evidence that such fluid contains an

organic poison.
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The attempt to collect condensed moisture from tlie air of tlie hospital ward

was l)ut partially successful, as has been stated above, and a sufficient amount of

the fluid to make injection ex[)eriments was not dii'ectly obtained. To overcome

this difficulty the air bf the ward was drawn ovei- sterilized glycerine which was

then diluted with distilled water, and the product injected into animals. The re-

sults are shown in Table E in the Appendix. Three of the animals thus injected

died between four and six weeks later, but the post-mortem examinations failed to

show any clear connection between the injection and the fatal residt. As it was

shown that the fluid collected and the dust in the waid contained several

species of bacteiia, including pathogenic forms, it was to be expected that more

definite results would have been obtained, but the power of the cells and tissues to

resist the pathogenic organisms was sufficient to prevent their action in each case,

except, perhaps, in one, in which the abscess produced may have been due to pyo-

genic bacteria in the injected fluid.

A number of experiments were made in which animals, in a series of bell jars,

were caused to breathe air which became moi-e contaminated with the products of

I'espiration as it passed through the series, being a repetition of the ex[)ei-iments of

Brown-Sequard and d'Arsonval. The foiin of the appai'atus used, and the details

as to the results obtained in each of the thirty-thi'ee experiments of this kind, are

given in the Appendix, VII. These experiments were performed on spari'ows,

mice, guinea-pigs, and I'abbits.

It was very difficult to keep the apparatus absolutely airtight, and, no doubt,

some of the discrepancies in the results, at least for the earlier experiments, are due

to slight leakage of air thi'ough some one or more of the numei'ous joints. The more

concordant results in the latei' experiments indicate that these defects had been

obviated.

In the great majority of cases death was evidently due to the diminution in

the oxygen and inci'ease in the carbonic acid—the proportions of these gases

present in the jar when an animal died being about the same as in the experiments

reported in Table I, /. t., the oxygen was reduced to between 4 and 6 per cent, and

the carbonic acid inci'eased to from 12 to 14 per cent. The mode of death of the

animals was similar to that observed in slow asphyxia, and the results of careful

posit-mor^em examination and microscopic investigation do not indicate the effects of

any organic poison.

"The insertion of absorption tubes containing caustic alkalies between the bell

jars, to absoi'b the carbonic acid, as in experiments Nos. 6 to 14, and of concentrated

sulphuric acid, as in experiments Nos. 15, 18, and 19, did not give results corre-

sponding to those reported by Brown-Sequard and d'Arsonval.
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III these experiments the aniinals were in au atmosjiliere of less pressure tlian

the external air, the diminution amountiui' usually to about 2 mm. of tnercury, but

there is no reason to su[)pose that this exerted any influence ufjou the results obtained.

Experiments Nos. 17, IS, and I'J show that the mice bvcame habituated, to a

certain extent at least, to the conditions under which they were placed, and could

live in an atmosphere which was almost immediately fatal to a fresh mouse placed

in it. This had ali'eady been demonstrated by Bernard (;j). In the case of several

mice, this power to resist the foul atmosphere was pieserved foi* from three to eight

days after they had been I'emoved from the jar, so that they had a certain degree

of permanent immunity (See experiment 18, C). Experiments Nos. 20 to 28 were

made to see if it was possible to develop such an immunity, and the results obtained

indicate such a possibility, but fnrthei- investigation will be necessary to settle this

important point. At present it is uncertain to what extent the immunity observed

in a few mice was possessed by them before they were experimented on, or was

produced b}' their first exposui'es to the vitiated atmospheres.

From the data accunuilated with leference to the composition of the atmos-

phere in these bell jai-s by repeated analyses at short intei'vals, compared with the

results leported by Bi'own-Sc(puu'd and d'Arsonval, it seems probable that the cases

in which the last animal in the series survived some of the others, and a low per-

centage of caibonic acid was found in the jar, should be attiibuted entii'ely to de-

fects either in methods of air anal}ses or in the apparatus, or in both. If, however,

the life of the last animal was apparently saved by HgSO^ in Dr. Rergey's experi-

ments, it was due to leakatje in the connections from the increased resistance caused

by the interposition of the absorption tube. Tliis is an important fact, which is

in direct opposition to the theory of Brown-Scquard and d'Arsonval w-ith i-egai'd to

the influence of the Hg SO^ in the absorption tubes. The great differences in

individual susceptibility of diffeient animals must also be taken into account in

considering the results of these experiments; foi' example, in experiment No. 11,

spari'ow No. i died when the pei'centage of oxygen was 9.34, and that of carbonic

acid was only 2.79, while No. 5 lived until the percentage of oxygen was reduced

to 8.53. In some mice there seems to be a very consideralile immunity against the

asphyxiating effect of an atmosphere poor in oxygen and i ich in caibonic acid.

The duration of life of individual animals in ex[>eriments of this kind depends

u[)i)n the size of the bell jars in I'elation to the size of the animal, nn the amount of

fresh air supplied, on conditions of temperature and moisture, and on individual

peculiarities of the animal— and it seems probable that variations in these factors

will account for the different results obtained by different experimenter.^*. The

symptoms in the animals which died were those of death by slow asphyxia.
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Til experiment No. :V,\, witli :i series of six rabbits confined for foi'ty-two days,

tile [)ro[iortion of earhonic acid in tlie last two jars, for the greater part (^f the

time, was between 4 and 7 per cent, and tiiat of oxygen between 12 and 1(5 per cent.

None of tlie animals died or were seriously ill. Those in the first three and in the

fifth jar gained in weight, those in the fourth and sixth lost slightly in weight.

The results of blood-corpuscle counts made for five of these animals at the close

of the experiment, and again thirty-eight days afterward, show an average increase

during this period of 158,600 red, and 5,400 white corpuscles pei' cubic millimetre,

an amount which has little significance. Microcytes were found in the blood of the

animals immediately after the ex[ieriiiieiit,but none were found thirty-eight days later.

The organs of a number of the animals that died in these experiments were pre-

served in alcohol and examined microscopically. The changes noted post mortem

were those of profound venous congestion of all the internal organs. The lungs

were frequently so charged with venous blood that the portions preserved for

microscopic examination failed to float in water. The right side of the heart was

usually dilated with a large firm venous clot, the left ventricle was in most instances

contracted. The liver, on incision, bled freely, as did also the kidneys and sj^ileen,

the blood being quite dark and venous. All the ca[iillaries were unusually promi-

nent, being filled with venous blood; this was particularly noticeable in the small

intestine, and in the membranes of the l)rain.

Microscopic examination of the organs presented a picture coinciding with the

gross post-nioi'tem appearances. In the lungs the capillaries were found to be dis-

tended with blood, occluding in many cases the lumen of the alveoli aiul air cells,

and presenting a typical picture of passive hypera^mia. In the liver, kidneys, and

spleen, as well as in the intestines, the capillaries were likewise overloaded with

blood. Pathological changes wei'e but rarely noted, and some of these, such as

slight proliferation of connective-tissue elements between the tubules of the kidney,

and, in rarer instances, in the inter-lobular spaces of the liver, are such as are occa-

sionally found in animals which have not been subjected to such conditions, and

may, therefore, have existed in the animals at the beginning of the experiment. All

the changes which were constantly present may properly be attributed to the action

of the carbonic acid and the low percentage of oxygen in the atmosphei'e, interfering

with the circulation and aeration of the blood. The lesions reported by Brown-

Sequard and d'Arsonval as characteristic in such cases were not seen. No focal

necroses or peculiar uniform degenerative changes wei'e found. The results of these

experiments, therefore, do not agree with those reported by Brown-Sequard and

d'Arsonval—and furnish no evidence of the existence of an oi-ganic poison in the

air expired by animals.
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CONCLUSIONS.

I. Tlie rosults oljtaiiu^<l in this research iudicate tliat in air exinreil by

healtliy mice, sparrows, rabbits, guinea-pigs, or men, there is no peculiar organic

matter wliich is poisonous to tlie animals mentioned (exchuling man), or which

tends to produce in these animals any special form of disease. The injurious

effects of such air observed appeared to be due entirely to the diminution of

oxyo-en, or the increase of carbonic acitl, or to a combination of these two factors.

They also make it very im[)rol)able that the minute quantity of organic matter

contained in the air exi)ired from human lungs has any deleterious influence upon

men who inhale it in ordiiiaiy rooms, and, hence, it is probably unnecessary to

take this factor into account in providing for the ventilation of such rooms.

II. In ordinary (piiet re.xpiration, no bacteria, epithelial .scales, or particles of

dead tissue are contained in the expired air. In the act of coughing or sneezing,

such organisms or particles may prol)ably l)e thrown out.

III. The minute quantity of ammonia, or of combined nitrogen, or other

oxidizable matters, found in the condensed moisture of human breath appears to

be largely due to products of the decomposition of organic matter which is

constantly going on in the mouth and pharynx. This is shown by the effects of

cleansing the mouth and tet-tli upon the amount of such matters in the condensed

moistui-e of the breath, and also by the differences in this respect between the air

exhaled through a tracheal fistula and that expii-ed in the usual way.

IV. Tlie air in an inhabited room, such as the hospital ward in which

exi)eriments were made, is contaminated from many sources besides the expired

air of the occupants, and the most important of these contaminations are in the

form of minute particles or dusts. The experiments on the air of the hospital

ward, and with the moisture condensed therefrom, show that the greater part of

the ammonia in the air was probably connected with dust particles which could

be removed by a filtei-. They also showed that in this dust there were micro-

organisms, including some of the bacteria which produce inflammation and

sui>puration, and it is probable that these were the only really dangerous elements

in this air.

V. The experiments in which animals were compelled to breathe air vitiated

by the pioducts of either their own respiration or by those of other animals; or

were injected with fluid condensed from expired air, gave i-esults contrary to those,

reported by Hammond, by Bi-own-Suquard ;ui<l d'Ai-sonval, and by Merkel, but

corresponding to those reported by Dastre and Loye, RussoGiliberti and Alessi,

Ilofmann-Wellenhof, Rauer, and other experimenters i-eferred to in the pi-eliminary

historical sketch of this report, and make it improbable that there is
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any iieculiar volatile poisonous matter in the air expii-ed by healthy men and
animals, other than carbonic acid. Tt must be borne in mind, however, that the

results of such experiments upon animals as are referred to in tliis i-epoi-t may be

applicable only in part to human beings. It does not necessarily follow that a

man would not be injured by continually living in an atmosphere containing 2

parts per 1000 of carbonic acid and other products of resi)ii-ation, of cutaneous

excretion, and of putrefactive decomposition of organic; matters, because it is found

that a mouse, a guinea-pig, or a rabbit, seems to suffer no ill effects from living

undei- such conditions for sevei'al days, weeks, or months, but it does follow that

the evidence which has heretofore been supposed to demonstrate the evil effects of

bad ventilation upon human health should be carefully scrutinized.

VI. The effects of reduction of oxygen and increase of carbonic acid to a

certain degree appear to be the same in artificial mixtures of these gases as in air in

which the change of proi)ortion of these gases has been produced by respiration.

VII. The effect of habit, which may enable an animal to live in an atmos-

phere in which, by gradual change, the proportion of oxygen has become so low

and that of the carbonic acid so high that a similar animal brought from fi-esh air

into it dies almost immediately, has been observed befoi-e, but we are not aware

that a continuance of this immunity produced by it had been previously noted.

The experiments reported in the Appendix, VII., 17 to 28, show that such an

immunity may either exist normally or be produced in certain mice, but tliat these

cases are very exceptional, and it is veiy desirable that a special research should

be made to determine, if possible, the conditions upon which such a continuance of

immunity depends.

VIII. An excessively high or low temperature has a decided effect upon the

production of asphyxia by diminution of oxygen and increase of carbonic acid.

At high temperatures the respiratory centres are affected, where evaporation from

the skin and mucous surfaces is checked by the air being saturated with moisture

;

at low temperatures the consumption of oxygen increases, and the demand for it

becomes more urgent.

So far as the acute effects of excessively foul air at high temperatures are

concerned, such, for example, as appeai'ed in the Black Hole at Calcutta, it is

probable that they are due to substantially the same causes in man as in animals.

IX. The proportion of increase of carbonic acid and of diminution of oxygen,

which has been found to exist in badly ventilated churches, schools, theatres, or

barracks, is not sufficiently great to satisfactoi'ily account for the great discomfort

which such conditions produce in many persons, and there is no evidence to show

that such an amount of change in the normal proportion of these gases has any
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iufluence upon the increu-se ul' dist-a^t- and death-rates which statistical evidence has

shown to exist among persons livini; in crowded and uuveutihited rooms. The

Ueiioit of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into the reguhvtions affecting the

sanitary conditions of the British Army (1), properly lays great stress on the fact

that in civilians at soldiers' ages, in twenty-four large towns, the death-rate per

1000 was 11.9, while in the foot-guards it was 20.4, and in the infantry of the line

17.9, and showed that this difference was mainly due to diseases of the lungs

occurrini^ in soldiers in crowded and unventilated barracks. These observations

have since been repeatedly confirmed by statistics derived from other armies, from

lirisons, and from the death-i-ates of pei-sons engaged in different occupations, and,

in all cases, tubercular disease of the lungs and pneumonia are the diseases which

are most prevalent among persons living and working in unventilated rooms,

uidess such persons are of the Jewish race. But consumption and pneumonia are

caused by specific bacteria, wdiich, for the most part, gain access to the air-passages

by adhering to particles of dust which arc iidialed, and it is probable that the

greater liability to these diseases of persons living in crowded and unventilated

rooms, is, to a laige extent, due to the special liability of such rooms to become

infected with the germs of these diseases. It is, howevei-, by no means demon-

strated, as yet, that the only deleterious effect which the air of crowded barracks or

tenement-house rooms, or of foul courts and nan-ow streets, exerts upon the persons

who breathe it, is due to the greatei- number 'of pathogenic micro-oi'ganisms in such

localities. It is quite possible that such impure atmospheres may affect the vitality

and the bactericidal powers of the cells and fluids of the upper air-passages with

which they come in contact, and may thus predispose to infections, the potential

causes of which are almost everywhere present, and especially in the upper air-

passages and in the alimentary canal of even the healthiest persons, but of this we

have, as yet, no scientific evidence. It is very desiiable that researches should be

made on this point.

X. The discomfoit produced by crowded, ill-ventilated rooms in persons not

accustomed to them is not due to the excess of carbonic acid, nor to bacteria, nor,

in most cases, to dusts of any kind. The two great causes of such discomfort,

though not the only ones, are excessive temperature and unpleasant odors. Such

rooms as those referred to ai-e generally overheated, the bodies of the occupants,

and, at night, the usual means of illumination, contributing to this result.

The cause of the unpleasant, musty odor which is pei-ceptible to most persons

on passing from the outer air into a crowded, unventilated room is unknown; it

may, in part, be due to volatile products of decomposition contained in the expired

air of pei-sons having decayed teeth, foul mouths, or certain disorders of the diges-
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tive appai'atus, and it is due, in [uirt, to volatile fatty acids given o(l' with, or

produced from, the excretions of the skin, and from clothing soiled with

such excretions. It may produce nausea and other disagreeable sensations in

specially susceptible pei'sons, but most men soon become accustomed to it, and

cease to notice it, as they will do with i-egard to the odor of a smoking-car, or of a

soap factory, after they have been for some time in the [>Iace. The direct and

indirect effects of odors of vai'ious kinds upon the comfort, and i)erhaps also u[)()n

the health, of men are more considerable than would be indicated Ijy any tests

now known for determining the nature and quantity of the matters which give rise

to them. The remarks of Rank (38, p. 174) upon this [H)int meiit consideration.

Cases of fainting in crowded rooms usually occur in women, and are connected

with defective respii'atory action due to tight lacing or other causes.

Other causes of discomfort in rooms heated by furnaces or by steam are exces-

siv^e dryness of the air, and the presence of small quantities of carbonic oxide, of

illuminatiua; gas, or of arsenic derived from the coal used for heating.

XI. The results of this investigation, taken in connection with the results of

other recent I'esearches summarized in this report, indicate that some of the theories

upon which modei'n systems of ventilation are based are either without foundation

or doubtful, and that the problem of securing comfort and health in inhabited

rooms requires the consideration of the best methods of preventing or disposing of

dusts of various kinds, of propei'ly regulating temperature and moisture, and of

preventing the entrance of poisonous gases like carbonic oxide derived from heat-

ing and lighting apparatus, rather than upon simply diluting the air to a certain

standard of propoiliou of carbonic acid present.

It would be very unwise to conclude, from the facts given in this report, that

the standards of air supply for the ventilation of inhabited rooms, which standards

are now generally accepted by sanitarians as the result of the work of Pettenkofer,

De Chaumout, and others, ai'e much too large under any circumstances, or that the

differences in health and vigoi- between those who spend the greater part of their

lives in the open air of the country hills, and those who live in the city slums, do

not depend in any way upon the differences between the atmospheres of the two

localities except as regards the number and character of micro-organisms.
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APPENDIX.

Details of methods employed, and results obtained, in experiments upon- the

effects of expired air.

David Hendricks Bergey, B. S., M. D.

(The numbers in parentheses refer to the bibliographical list appended to the report.)

I.—Four experiments were made to determine whether the air expired by man contains micro-

organisms. The results are shown in the following table.

Table A.

No.
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and sides of the flask. These cultures were kept under observation for 20 to 30 days, .\bout 150

c. c. of the gelatin was used for each experiment. The glass tube, l>, of the

\.^^X^^?=^<^ apparatus used, which served for the entrance of the expired air, was inserted

^-^ « T far enough to just impinge on the fluid culture medium in the flask, so that the

air produced a slight agitation of the fluid in passing through the apparatus.

Description of the apparatus used for determining the presence of bacteria

in expired breath. Fig. 1.: 1', rei)resents a half litre Erlenmeyer flask closed with

a rubber stopper having two openings. Each of these openings is closed by a

Pig. i._.\pparatus glass tube bent at right angles above the stopper,

for determining the
^^ represents the longer glass tube which reaches nearly to the bottom of

I'nTxpTrcd'breat'h"" the flask. This tube has a small bulb-shaped enlargement blown into its upper

end, which serves to retain any saliva that might flow into the tube. This

tube serves as the mouthpiece through which the air enters the apparatus. When not in use, the

mouth-piece is closed with a small cotton plug. The internal diameter of the tube is seven mm.

t:, the shorter tube is bent at right angles and terminates just below the stopper. The external

end of this tube is closed with a cotton plug to prevent the entrance of micro-organisms from this

side of the apparatus. The internal diameter of this tube is also seven mm.

The organisms which developed in these cultures were all of the same character—a small

yellow bacillus which is quite common in the air of the laboratory. In the experiments in which

gelatin remained sterile, the precaution had been taken to sterilize the apparatus with dry heat for

an hour previous to introducing the gelatin, besides the subsequent sterilization of the culture

medium on three successive days. If, after standing in the working room for several days, it was

found that the culture medium was sterile, the expired breath was then conducted through the

apparatus and the culture was kept under observation (for the time specified in the table) at the

room temperature. The nature of the organisms that developed in the first two experiments, and

the absence of any growth in tli£ others, makes it probable that they developed from spores that

survived the fractional sterilization of the culture medium. It is improbable that they were carried

in the expired breath.

Several attempts were made to use bouillon and litmus milk instead of gelatin, as the culture

medium. Neither of the former media was found to be suitable for the purpose.

Careful examination of the fluid condensed from the expired air was made with high powers,

both in hanging drops, and in six dried and stained preparations, but nothing resembling bacteria or

epithelium was found. A few amorphous particles, a few minute apparently crystalline masses,

and here and there a fragment resembling vegetable fibre, were all that could be seen.

II_ A series of experiments was made to determine the amount of ammonia, of albuminoid

ammonia, and of oxidizable matters contained in the fluids condensed from expired air.

The apparatus used in collecting the condensed vapor from expired breath is represented in

Fig. 2, the condenser of which is laid in ice. Each time before this apparatus was brought into

use, the condenser was boiled out with either a solution of bichromate of potash and sulphuric

acid, or with alkaline permanganate of ])Otash, then freely rinsed with twice distilled water until

entirely free from the cleansing solutions used. The apparatus was then quickly connected

together and placed in a large steam sterilizer for an hour. The condenser was then packed in

ice and the breath exhaled through the apparatus, using but little greater ex|)iratory force than in

ordinary respiration. In several of the experiments a gas meter was attached after the apparatus,

in order to measure the volume of air exhaled. This was found to approximate a third of a cubic

metre per hour, during which time as much as 12 c. c. of moisture was collected.

The amount of air expired in ordinary quiet respiration ranges from 400 to 500 litres per hour.

It is evident that the diminished amount exhaled in the experiment did not represent the full

respiratory capacity ; the reduction observed having its cause, in all probability, in the slightly

greater effort required to conduct the expired breath through the apparatus. It was noted that the

number of expirations ranged from twelve to fifteen per minute, the ordinary rate being about

J
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eighteen per minute. Tliis was also caused by the slight obstruction to the respiratory current

prolonging the e.xpiratory movement. Inlialation took place through tlie nose.

DESCRIPTION OF FIGURE 2.

This apparatus was used to condense moisture from the expired breath. It consists of a glass

mouth-piece, a, having an internal diameter of seven millimetres ; its length being twenty centime-

tres. The distal end of this tube is bent at an obtuse'angle and is connected with a glass tube of

similar size, bent at right angles, and inserted through one of the openings of the rubber stopper

of the wide-mouthed flask b. The other opening of this stopper carries a similar glass tube, also

bent at right angles, attached to the proximal arm of the condenser c. To the distal arm of the

condenser is attached another glass tube, also bent at right angles, passing through one of the

openings of the rubber stopper of the wide-mouthed flask e. The other opening in this stopper

carries a glass tube of similar size, also bent at riglit angles, jiassing nearly to the bottom of the

flask. The different parts of the apparatus are connected together by means of short pieces of

stout, closely fitting rubber tubing. The small wide-mouthed flask /' serves as a receptacle for

saliva. The tubing in the stopper closing its mouth terminates just below its inner surface. Tlie

condenser c is U-shaped, with each of its arms bent at right angles about half-way down to the

lower dilated portion, and has an internal diameter of seven millimetres. The dilated portion of

the condenser is twelve centimetres in length and four centimetres in its external diameter. The
small wide-mouthed flask e is nearly filled with small, pea-sized pieces of pumice-stone saturated

with concentrated sulphuric acid. This serves to arrest the organic matter in any air that might

accidentally enter from this side of the apparatus. The U-shaped condenser rests in a s(iuare

glass dish d, 20 x 8 x 8 centimetres in its external dimensions, containing cracked ice.

Fig. 2.—Apparatus to condense moisture from the expired breatli.

In order to adapt the mouth-piece of this apparatus to the fistulous opening in the throat of

the man that had had his larynx removed, the proximal end of the mouth-piece was attached to a

porcelain mouth-piece used for speaking-tubes. This was padded with several layers of cheese

cloth, and the loose end of this tied around his neck to hold it in position. In this manner he was

able to exhale through the apparatus without any difficulty.

Sonieof the conden.sed fluid was collected from my own breath and that of other healthy

persons ; other portions were collected from a man having a permanent fistulous opening in his

throat through which he breathed ; there being no connection whatever with the mouth and upper

air passages. Some fluid was also collected from the breath of a man suffering from advanced

tubercular disease of the lungs.

The amount of free and albuminoid ammonia in this condensed fluid, as estimated according'

to the well-known method of Wanklyn, Chapman, and Smith, is shown in Table B, together with

the amount of fluid used in each of these determinations and the time required to collect these

portions of fluid. A definite portion of the fluid was diluted with 500 c. c. of twice distilled water.
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and the ammonia in a like quantity of the same water was determined simultaneously and

deducted from the amount found in the diluted fluid. The minute quantities of ammonia found

in the fluid in some of these determinations required the greatest care in manipulation to avoid all

sources of contamination—in the collection of the fluid as well as subsequently in the distillation

and nesslerization. The greatest care had to be exercised, therefore, in cleansing all apparatus

used, and in the preparation of the different reagents.

The fluid for the first seven determinations was collected from my own breath, and, for the

next thirteen determinations, from the breath of the man with the tracheal fistula. The remainder

of the determinations were made on the fluids collected from the breath of the consumptive.

Table B.

DETERMINATION OF FREE AND ALBU.MINOID AMMONIA. IN CONDENSED FLUID OF RESPIRATION.
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Table C.

determination of oxidizable mat 1 er in condensed moisture of respiration.

No. t)ate.

1894.

Jan. 31
" 31
" 31

31
6

12

7
" 17

.895.

8 Jan. 26

9
"

Sept.

10

II

12

13

14

IS
16

17
18

19
20

21

22

23

24

25
26

27
28

29

30
31

32

33

Feb.

Time and amount
collected.

Hours.

I

I

1

I

3
I

35 min

20

20

15

15

15

15

IS
10

15

IS

60

IS

IS

6 15

19 120

15

Mch.

28

28

28

28

I

I

2

2

60
10

10

10

10

15

15

15

c.c. of

fluid.

Amount
'used c.c.

35
4

3
1-5

35
12

8

7-5

4 75

4-25

4

4
16

3-75

3-75

4-5

3
3-8

3-5

9-75

4

4

3.8

16

3-75

6.25

3-25

2.75|

2-5°|

2-75

3-75

325

4

3

25
10

Mgm. of lAmount
O. con-

I of air

sumed to

I litre.

7

4-75

4-25

4

4
16

4.5

3
3.8

3-5

9-75

4

4

801
11.68

93458
24.916

12.04

8.89

11.25

expired.

Litres.

6.86

1830
2.27

Failure

Failure,

19.32

3-75i 10.40

3-75 2.60

7-57
8.10

10.105

15-485

7-5°

10.90

9.70

3.8
I

12.76

5 |i9-'2

3.75' Failure.

6-25! 33-9°

3-25 8.83

2.75 3-47

2.50

2.75

3-75

3-25

756
3-47
2.62

1-515

1.23

Remarks.

D. Hickey's breath (tracheal fistula).

982.5 My own breath.

333-3 " " "

176 Dr. Gillespie's breath.

Consumptive's "

Four hours after last nieal.*

Half hour " " "

Three and a half hours after last meal.
Half hour after last meal.

Consumptive's breath.

Four hours after last meal.

Half hour " " "

Three and a half hours after last meal.
Half hour after last meal.

Three hours " " "

Half hour " " "

Consumptive's breath.

Four hours after last meal.

Four and a half hours after last meal, anti-

septic mouth wash.
Four and a half hours after last meal.
Consumptive's breath.

One and a half hours after meal.

Consumptive's breath.

Three and a half hours after meal.

Four hours after meal, mouth rinsed with
warm water.

Four hours after meal.

Half hour "

Three hours
"

Three and a half hours after meal, mouth
rinsed with warm water.

Half hour after last meal.

The fluids for these determinations were collected from the breath of the man with the tra-

cheal fistula ; from the breath of the consumptive ; and from my own breath and that of another

healthy person. With the e.xception of one of the results obtained with fluid collected from the

breath of the man with the tracheal fistula, which result is out of accord with the others (cause

unknown), the determinations show no marked variation in the amount of o.xidizable matter, what-

ever the source of the fluid or conditions of the person from whose breath it was collected, though

only a few experiments were made. Just before collecting the fluid for several of the later deter-

*The fluids for the determinations before and after meals were collected from my own breath.
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minations in the table, the mouth was well rinsed in a weak solution of formalin or with wartn water.

A reduction of 1.2 Mg. of O. per litre in the 23d from the amount required for the fluid collected

the half an hour before, seems to have resulted from the use of the antiseptic mouth wash, in others a

still greater reduction was brought about by simjjly rinsing the mouth several limes with warm water.

Several efforts were made to obtain evidence as to the chemical nature of the condensed fluid

collected from my own breath. Eighty (80) litres of expired air were conducted through 50 c. c. of

a one per cent, solution of oxalic acid in ten minutes. 'I'his fluid gave a decided yellowish-brown

color with i. c. c. of Nessler's reagent, showing at least five times as much ammonia as was present

in the distilled water used to make the oxalic acid solution. The fluid condensed from exhaled

breath, obtained by conducting the breath through a condensing apparatus laid in ice, was tested

with the following reagents for the presence of a volatile organic alkaloid : AuClj, PtCl^,

Ammon. Molybdate, Ag NO3 ; reaction negative. Nessler's reagent produced a yellow color, and

a few drops of a 10 per cent, solution of HgClj with a few drops of a 10 per cent, solution of

KI also gave a yellow color.

The results of the tests, though few in number, give no evidence of the presence of expira-

tory products other than those indicated by the determinations of ammonia, and the reducing

power on solution of permanganate of potash.

III.—Experiments with fluid condensed from the air of a large surgical ward in the University

Hospital, with and without filtration of the air.

Several efforts were made to collect moisture from the

air of a crowded surgical ward of the Hospital by means of

a large glass funnel, sealed at the neck and filled with ice.

A small beaker was placed beneath the funnel to collect

any moisture condensing on its exterior. This method

proved unsuccessful, and was abandoned. An apparatus,

shown in Fig, 3, and arranged as shown in Fig. 4, was

placed on a mantel over an unused open fire-place at one

end of the ward.

Description of the apparatus used to condense the

moisture in the air of the hos])ilal ward :

Fig. 3 represents the condenser, consisting of a, a small

glass receptacle eleven centimetres in height and three

centimetres in diameter at its widest part, and having a

capacity of 50 c. c. This receptacle has two openings, the

one at the top being closed with a closely fitting, hollow,

glass stopper ; the second opening consists of a glass tube

coming obliquely from the expanded portion near the top,

and at a distance of three centimetres bends upward along

the side of the receptacle. This serves as the exit tube to

the receptacle, while the air enters through the hollow glass

slopper closing the other opening. Each of the tubes has an internal diameter of four millimetres. The

spiral portion of the condenser consists of a piece of block- tin tubing, b, three metres in length,

and five millimetres in internal diameter. This is connected with the entrance tube of the recep-

tacle by means of a short piece of rubber tubing, and with the dust filter by a longer piece of

rubber tubing. The exit tube of the recei)tacle has a piece of glass tubing, thirty centimetres in

length, and five centimetres in internal diameter, fused to its end. This is bent at right angles

near its upper extremity, and connected with the gas meter by means of a piece of rubber tubing.

Fig. 4, represents the apjiaratus as arranged in the hospital ward, a represents an inverted

bell-jar with the condenser packed in ice. The bell-jar is supported by an iron tripod, b. The

dust filter, consisting of a glass tube loosely ])acked with asbestos, is represented at c, and

is attached to a stative by means of a clamp, while e represents the gas meter, and / the water

faucet in the lavatory. The meter is connected with the faucet by means of a long piece of block-

Fir.. 3.—Condenser of apparatus shown

in Fig. 4. (X 5.)
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tin tubing of i|^ centimetres internal diameter. ^ represents the Chapman water pump attached

to the faucet.

The dust filter, c, is twenty centimetres in length, consisting of a narrow portion four centi-

metres long and three millimetres in internal diameter, and of a wider portion sixteen centimetres

long and twelve millimetres in internal diameter.

The condenser was cleansed by rinsing it with a solution of bichromate of potash and sulphuric

acid, then removing all trace of this solution by rinsing it rejjeatedly with twice distilled water.

The cleansing of the apparatus was greatly facilitated by attaching it to a Chapman water pump in

the laboratory, and drawing the cleansing solution and distilled water through it in large quantities-

It was then placed in the inverted bell jar, packed in ice, and connected with the meter and pump
in the hospital ward.

Fig. 4.—.\pparatus used In condense moisture from the air of tlie Hospital Ward.

With this apparatus a small amount of fluid was collected on days when the atmosphere was

saturated with moisture, but if this fluid was allowed to remain in the receptacle during several days

of clear weather it slowly evaporated. However, enough fluid was collected in this manner to

make several determinations of the free and albuminoid ammonia in it. The results thus obtained

are shown in Table D ; the first and third experiments showing results obtained without placing a

dust filter of asbestos before the condenser. The second and fourth experiments show the results

obtained by attaching such a dust filter.

Table D.

determination of free and albuminoid ammonia in the moisture condensed from the

air of the hospital ward.

No.
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bacillus belonging, apparently, to the B. coli grunp ".ib found iTrinost of the cultures; in one

instance this bacillus was present in very large numbers and excluded nearly all the other forms.

It was also noted in the gelatin plates exposed in the ward, and in the cultures from dust collected

near the apparatus.

On several occasions the dust which had collected on the meter and mantel during the night

was taken up on a sterilized cotton swab and inoculated upon gelatin plates. The cultures in

these plates did not differ greatly from those made from the fluid, except that the moulds were

present in larger proportion than the other organisms noted in the cultures from the fluid.

(ielatin plates exposed to the air of the ward showed the same character of organisms as in the

cultures from the condensed fluid and those which developed from the dust collected in the vicinity

of the apparatus. In addition to the species already noted, colonies of staphylococcus aureus

and albus were also noted in these plates.

The small amount of fluid collected from the air of the hospital ward in the manner stated,

and the rapidity with which it evaporated on clear days, made it impossible to collect a suflicient

quantity to inoculate it into animals. To overcome this difficulty a small quantity of sterilized

glycerine (7.5 to 10 c. c.) was aspirated through the condensers after it had been cleansed. It is

doubtful, however, whether this served to withdraw an appreciable amount of moisture from the air.

After aspirating air through the apparatus for several days it was brought to the laboratory and the

fluid in the receptacle transferred to a small sterilized flask. The condenser was then washed out

by aspirating 8 to 10 c. c. of twice distilled water (sterilized) through it. This was added to the

fluid poured from the receptacle, thoroughly mixed with it, and inoculated into animals. The

glycerine in this fluid inoculated into the animals was diluted at least 50 per cent. Three sejs of

animals were inoculated and each time a control animal was inoculated with equal parts of glycerine

and distilled water that had been sterilized for one hour. The results of these experiments are

shown in Table E.

T.IBLE E.

COLLECTION OF BACTERIA, ETC., FROM THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE HOSPITAL WARD, USING GLYCERINE

IN THE ABSORPTION APPARATUS.

No.
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Cover-slip preparations were made from the abscess, blood, lungs, liver, spleen, an.d kidney.

Those from the site of the abscess were the only ones showing any organisms ; numerous cocci,

with a few bacilli, were observed.

Microscopic examination of the organs hardened in alcohol and mounted in celloidin : 'J'he

liver presented some increase of connective-tissue elements between the lobules. The whitish

bands on the surface of the organ, noted at the autopsy, were found to be due to this increase in

connective-tissue elements in the inter-lobular spaces. No change was noticed in the liver cells

themselves. .All the other organs were found to be normal.

The nature of the substances inoculated into this control animal (6 c. c. of cipial parts of steril-

ized glycerine and distilled water) and the antiseptic precautions observed in the inoculation make
it doubtful whether the source of infection is traceable to the e.xjieriment. The changes noted in

the liver are of such a nature as to indicate their production by causes preceding even those which

brought about the death of the animal.

Rabbit No. 2 of the first series, having received 2 c. c. of the fluid obtained by aspirating the

air of the hospital ward through the condensing apparatus moistened with sterilized glycerine,

died after 35 days. Autopsy : Half-grown rabbit, poorly nourished, and adipose all used up,

presented nothing important externally. Internally : A small amount of clear fluid in the abdomi-

nal cavity ; the liver is somewhat darker than normal, mottled, and contains a few psorosperms.

Spleen is normal. Kidneys and adrenals are normal in appearance. The right lung is considerably

congested, being readily torn ; the left is also slightly congested. The right side of the heart is

filled with dark fluid blood ; the left side is nearly empty. Several echinococcus cysts were found

in tjie abdominal cavity.

Cover-slip preparations were made from the abdominal fluid, the kidneys, liver, spleen, lung,

and blood ; all proved negative.

The organs were preserved in alcohol and mounted in celloidin for microscopic examination.

Microscopic examination of the organs : Left lung showed the capillaries and larger vessels

very much dilated and filled with blood. Infiltration of leucocytes was noted here and there.

Right lung showed marked proliferation of cells and infiltration of leucocytes. Many of the air

cells were obliterated. The liver, kidneys, and spleen were normal.

Rabbit No. i of the second series, inoculated with the fluid obtained from the air of the hospital

ward, died after 38 days. Auto])sy : Full-grown rabbit, shows numerous bruises and lacerations of

the skin over various parts of the body. Many of the wounds along the sides and back show

ecchymoses under the skin. Adipose not all used up. Internally : Liver slightly darker and some-

what larger, apparently, than normal. Spleen is larger than normal. Kidneys embedded in fat,

normal in appearance. Lungs and heart normal. Blood is dark and fluid.

Cover-slips were made from all the organs vi-ith negative results.

The organs were preserved in alcohol and mounted in celloidin for microscopic examination.

Microscopic examination of the organs : No abnormalities could be found in any of the organs
;

all appearing to be normal.

The remaining rabbits of these series showed no symptoms of any deleterious influence from

the fluid inoculated. No swelling or formation of abscess was noted in any of them.

Rabbit No. 2 of the first series evidently died of lung disease, as shown at/^.f^ mortem. As to

the causation of this disease, it is impossible to venture an opinion. Rabbit No. i of the second

series died of causes which left apparently no manifestations pointing to their nature.* Rabbit No.

3 (control) of the third series evidently died from the effects of the extensive axillary abscess. As to

the source of the infection, no decided opinion can be given. Probably the infection gained an

entrance through the inoculation wound.

Some experiments were made to determine the amount of oxidizable matter in atmospheric air.

At first a measured amount of air was slowly aspirated through twice distilled water, and the amount

of oxidizable matter extracted from the air estim.ated according to the method used for deterrain-

*Death may have resulted from injury, as shown by the contusions and wounds noted at autopsy. These wounds

were probably inflicted by other rabbits in the same cage.
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ing the oxidizable matters in the condensed fluid of respiration. In the later experiments the air

was conducted through two flasks—the first containing loo c. c. of a i percent, solution of sulphuric

acid, the second loo c. c. of a i per cent, solution of potassium h)droxide. After aspirating a

measured amount of air through these solutions, 50 c. c. of each were mixed together and the

amount of oxidizable matter determined as in the earlier experiments. The results are shown in

Table v.

1 ABLE F.

DETERMINATIONS OF OXIDIZABLE OKGANIC MATTERS IN ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

These experiments were made at a season of the year when the windows of the laboratory were

open most of the time and the amount of dust floating in the laboratory air must have been about

equal to that in the external air. The method employed to obtain the oxidizable matter from the

external air is preferable to that employed for the laboratory air, and, since equal portions of the

solutions used neutralize each other, they have no objectionable influence upon the process of

determination of the oxidizable matter.

In several instances a portion of the water, containing the oxidizable matter extracted from ihe

air, was treated with AgNO,, HgCL, AUCI3, PtCI^, K^FeCyo, K,FesCy,e, KHO, Ba(HO)j,

HjSO^, I, and with |)hosphomolybdic acid, am. molybdate, but no reaction was obtained with any

of these, either in hot or cold solution. Nessler's reagent gave a deep yellow color, and HgCIe with

KI i)roduced a lemon-colored precipitate, rapidly changing to red, with deposit of Hgl«.

IV.— Experiments on mice and birds confined in glass jars, by the method used by

Hammond (10).

The exact conditions under which Hammond conducted his experiment are not given in his

treatise, and the size of the jar he used is uncertain. Taking the relative sizes of the animal, jar,

and the other parts of the apparatus shown in the accompanying figure, it seems ])robable that he

used a jar of at least four litres' capacity. In the apparatus used for our experiments, two- and four-

By "Failure" is meant that merely a trace of organic matter was found.
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litre jars were used. The arrangements for the absorption of moisture, COj, and for the intro-
duction of fresh air, were the exact counterparts of these arrangements in Hammond's apparatus,
judging from his description and engraving. Fresh air was supplied at intervals of one-half to one
hour. This was accomplished by attaching a graduated asjjiVator to the Geissler potash bulbs
containing the Ba(HO)o solution.

The results obtained in these experi-

ments are shown in Table G. Hammond
claims that in his experiments a mouse in-

variably died within one hour. In our ex-

periments all the animals lived over three

hours, and some even longer than six hours.

The great difference in the duration of life

for different animals may be accounted for

in the varying susceptibility of different

animals of the same species to the atmos-

pheric conditions in the jar, but the still

greater difference in the duration of life in

our experiments, as compared with Ham-
mond's results, cannot be attributed to

the same cause, and, since it is not known positively what the capacity of the jars was which he

used it would be useless to speculate on the point.

Fig. 5 shows Hammond's apparatus as given in his treatise (Fig. lo, p. 170), and is an accurate

representation of the apparatus used by us, except that it does not show the graduated aspirator

connected with the free end of the Geissler potash bulbs, by means of which a known amount of

fresh air was introduced at stated intervals during the experiment.

Fir.. 5.— Ilammond's .ipparatus.

T.\BLE G.

THE " H.AMMOND EXPERIMENT.'
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The determinations of the proportions of COj and of O in the air of (he jar at the end of the

experiments were made with the Bunte gas burette represented in Fig. 6. For rapid determinations

this apparatus gives quite satisfactory results, and one soon learns to manage it easily and obtain

results concordant with those obtained by other methods. It is not claimed that the results so

obtained are absolutely accurate, but any error resulting from the use ot this burette is a constant

one in all the air analyses for the different experiments reported on, and is without influence on

the results obtained.

(I represents the burette proper ; the upi)er portion is of larger size than the lower, which is

marked with a scale extending from zero near the bottom to loo c. c. just below the expanded por-

tion above, and from the zero mark down to lo c. c. near the lower

extremity of the tube. The capacity from the loo c. c. mark to the three-

way stop-cock, /', closing its upper end, is 50 c. c.—making the entire ca-

pacity of the tube 160 c. c. The lower end is closed by means of a simple

glass stopcock, c. e represents a small cup at the top with marks at 20 and

25 c. c. respectively, thus facilitating the measurement of the contained

volume of gas at a constant pressure of known amount of water in the cup.

/represents an iron stand to which the burette is firmly clamped.

d represents a glass tube of wider calibre surrounding the burette,

filled with water and serving as a water-jacket to prevent rapid changes

in temperature of the gases under examination.

METHOD OF USING BUNTE S GAS BURETTE.

The burette is filled with water and the three-way stopcock closing

its upper end is so turned as to communicate through it with the external

air, or with the vessel containing the air to be analyzed, by means of a

short piece of rubber tubing connecting this stopcock with such vessel.

By opening the stopcock, closing its lower end, some of the water, say 150

c. c, is allowed to flow out, and the air or gas to be analyzed flows in to

take its place. When the desired amount of the sample of air has been

taken, the lower stopcock is quickly closed and the three-way stopcock is

turned half-way round, thus bringing it in communication with the small

cup at the top, which should also be filled with water to its 25 c. c. mark.

The pressure of the contained air is now equalized and the communication

with the cup is closed. A few drops of water always lodge just below the

upper stopcock ; these must be dislodged by gently tapping the iron stand

r
II

—\ on the floor. In a few minutes the volume of air may be read off. The

\ ^^\ burette is then connected at its lower end with a Chajinian water pump and

WiBMMiH^H^^H^ a portion of the water in it is drawn off. The water in the cup is then poured

out and about 10 c. c. of a 40 per cent, solution of sodium or potassium hy-

droxide poured into it, and in turning the stopcock, this flows in to take the

place of the water just removed. The fluid and air in the burette are now

gently agitated, at intervals, for five minutes, the cup is again filled with water to the 25 c. c. mark,

the stop-cock again oi)ened, and the pressure of the gas equalized. If any of the water flows into

the burette more must be poured into the cup to retain the gas under the original pressure of 25 c. c.

of water in the cup. This part of the operation requires some care and practice in order to prevent

the escape of any of the contents of the burette or the entrance of external air. When the pressure

is again e(pialized the volume of gas is again read off, the reduction in volume representing the

amount of CO» absorbed, this is readily calculated to the per cent, of the original volume of gas.

The burette is now once more attached to the Chapman water pump to remove a portion of

the fluid in the burette. About 10 c. c. of a 12 per cent, solution of pyrogallic acid is poured into

the cup and allowed to flow in. The fluid and gas are gently agitated, at intervals, during five

minutes, the pressure equalized as before, the volume of gas read off, .uul the calculations for ().

made as before. In most instances N. is the only gas remaining.

Fig. 6.— liunle's Gas

Burette (Xi'o).
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From the determinations of the proportions of C0» and of O. in the air of the jar, after deatii

of the animal, in the Hammond experiments, it is evident that two factors were operative in killing

it. These were the low percentage of O. ])resent and the iiigh percentage of COj, which the

arrangements instituted for the absorption of this gas had failed to remove. In a short time the

exterior of the sponges became coated with BaCOj while the Ba(HO)o in the interior became

inoiierative. This can be demonstrated by determining the alkalinity of the fluid expressed from

the s])onges, at the end of the experiment, with solution of oxalic acid. Another fact which

substantiates such a conclusion is that of the clouding of the Ba(H0)2 in the Geissler potash bulbs

quite early in the experiment from the C'Oo in the air aspirated from the jar in supplying fresh air.

While the solution of Bn(HO)., used in the sponges was twice the strength of that usually employed

in C0„ determinations in the Pettenkofer flask method, the amount of solution which can be taken

up by the sponges of the size used (about lo c. c. each) is entirely too small to absorb more than a

fractional part of the C'0» generated by an animal during the time of an experiment.

The mode of death in these experiments presented such a close similarity to that noted in

cases of COo poisoning, under other circumstances, that it was impossible to distinguish it from

death produced by that gas. Judging from the air analyses at death of the animals, from the con-

stancy of the symptoms and the close similarity of the gaseous contents of the jars at death of the

animals, and, besides these, the absence of any positive indications of the presence and action of

other poisonous expiratory products as manifested either by the action of the animals or the mode

in which death took place, it is safe to conclude that the low percentage of O, together with the

high percentage of COj, in the atmosphere of the jars, were the principal causes of death. The

mode of death differed in no particular from that noted in the case of animals dying in the closed

vessels, in the " Brown-Sequard " experiments, or in those made with artificial gaseous mixtures

where sufficient oxygen was present to support life for several hours. Another fact, observed like-

wise in all the other forms of experiment reported on, was the prompt revival of the animals when

removed from the jars and supplied with fresh air. In exceptional cases, where the animal was not

removed until death was certain to take place in a very short time, the revival of the animal did

not follow on removal from the jar, but death supervened at a shorter or longer period after

removal. The failure of these animals to revive might be attributed to the presence of ante-7nortcm

clots within the heart cavities produced by the long-continued respiration of such high percentages

of Coo as existed in the atmosphere of the jars in this and the other experiments. The prompt

revival of the animals removed from the jars a little earlier appears to be an additional indication

that the symptoms produced in these ex])eriments had been due to the relative proportions of O
and COo present in the atmosphere which the animals breathed. The effects of an organic volatile

poison would not allow such rapid recovery, and would most probably manifest itself by continued

ill-health on the part of the animals subjected to it.

Some animals vitiated the contained air more rapidly than others, so that, while there is a close

relation between the composition of the atmosphere at the end of the experiments, it is evident that

the degree of respiratory interchange determined the duration of Hfe for each individual. The

room temperature for these experiments was very nearly constant— 18° to 25° C.

A further attempt was made by modifying the apparatus. This modification is shown in Fig.

7. Here the COj is absorbed by passing the air, issuing from the bell-jar containing the animal,

through five Pettenkofer absorption tubes, each containing 100 c. c. of a strong solution of Ba(H0)2

[to g. Ba(H0)2 -f 8H2O to I L.]. In addition to this, the air is passed through two Pettenkofer

tubes, each containing 100 c. c. of Buchner's alkaline pyrogallate solution, to remove some of the

O from the air. The moisture is absorbed by CaCU placed in a shallow vessel, covered with a

perforated porcelain plate, in the bottom of the bell-jar.

DESCRIPTION OF THE APP.\RATUS USED IN THE MODIFIED " HAMMOND" EXPERIMENT, FIG. 7.

a represents a one-litre bell-jar resting on a ground-glass plate, and contains a shallow vessel with

CaClj. The vessel containing the CaCU is covered with a perforated porcelain plate on which

the mouse under experiment is placed.
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b b are the two aspirating flasks, of four litres' cajjatity, partially filled with saturated salt solu-

tion. By reversing their positions these aspirators give a continuous current of air. The rubber

cork closing the top of these flasks carries two glass tubes with glass stojicocks, and the apparatus

is so constructed as to maintain the air current in the same direction by closing one. and opening

the other, of these glass stopcocks when the flasks are reversed in their positions.

The Pettenkofer tubes containing the Ba(HO)„ are attached to the stative c, and those con-

taining the [)yrogallate solution to the stative d.

e represents a stopcock in the tubing connecting the aspirators. This serves to control or

arrest the aspiration.

i

Fig. 7.— Modified Haitiniond Apparatus (devised by Abbott).

The results obtained with this modification of the apparatus are shown in Table H. The same

animal was used in each of the si.x different experiments performed, and it failed to succumb to the

conditions present in any of them. In the later experiments, in which the aniinal was placed in a

one-litre bell-jar, it failed to reduce the proportion of O in the volume of air within the apparatus

(about six litres) to such an extent as 10 endanger its life, even with the additional reduction of O
taking place in the two Pettenkofer lubes containing Buchner's solution of alkaline pyrogallate.

The percentage of CO, remained quite low through the absorption by the Ba(HO)5 in the five

Pettenkofer tubes. The construction of the apparatus permitted the continuous circulation of the

air within the apparatus so that the animal was constantly breathing air that had been breathed and

Table H.

MDniFii-.D "ii.^mmond" experiment.
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rebreathed before. The direction of the air current through the apparatus is shown by the position
of the arrows in the figure. By changing the position of the aspirating flasks, and turning the stop-

cocks in the glass tubing inserted through the stoppers closing the upper openings of the aspirators,

the current was maintained in the same direction as before, and the entrance of external air was
thereby |)revented.

The results obtained show that, with the absorption of the COj as generated, the mouse re-

mained relatively comfortable in the atmosphere present and that no deleterious effects developed
from the continued rebrcathing of the air confined within the apparatus. The animal seemed to

be somewhat oppressed toward the close of each experiment, but revived quickly after removal
from the apparatus.

The air contained in the two aspirating flasks was retained each time in the later experiments.
Consequently in these experiments the fresh air-supply comprised only that which was enclo.sed in

the Pettenkofer tubes, the rubber connecting tubes, and in the hell-jar containing the animal. In

several of the later experiments the volume of air within the apparatus was aspirated continuously

through all its parts for some hours before beginning the experiment. In this manner the pure
air-supply was reduced to one litre, the amount of air in the bell-jar containing the animal.

V.—Experiments to determine the proportions of C0„ and of O in the air of a glass vessel in

which small animals (mice and birds) had remained until death was produced, and the effects of

different temperatures upon the duration of life and on the composition of the residual atmosphere
after death in such cases.

The results obtained in these experiments are shown in Table I. At the room temperature

death did not take place until the amount of oxygen present was too low to support life. At a

higher or lower temperature there was a slightly shorter duration of life, varying with the amount
of increase or reduction of the temperature.

T.-^BLE I.

EXPERIMENTS WITH .\NIMAI,S IN CLOSED VESSELS—ATMOSPHERIC AIR.
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The effects of temperature upon the duration of life in a confined space (and even in the open

air) are better shown in the roiJetilion of Richardson's experiments (8), as presented in Table J.

The results obtained in these experiments show that the duration of life is very perceptibly short-

ened through the influence of a higher as well as of a lower temperature than i8° to 2o°C.

Table J.

" Richardson's" experiment.
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CHART I.—Showing Rklaiivk Proportions of CO3 and of O, and tiii-, Kki.ativk Durahon ok Lifk in the
EXPF.RIMENTS IN CLOSED VESSELS.

Key i

r Represents relative per cent, of CO^ at close of exp.

—X— X— " " " " O

I o—o— "
duration of life,

room temperature.
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Table K.

1 V I'l 1.' l\lr V I
- U I T II .M.'riMilVl ATMOSPHERES.
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In order to ascertain whether an atmosphere which had served for respiration, once or oi'tener,

affected an animal differently from an atmosphere made up artificially from pure gases to the same

proportions as found in the analysis of the atmospheres in the different experiments reported on, a

series of experiments was undertaken to determine the effects of gaseous mixtures made up of

varying proportions of COj, O, and of N. The results obtained in this series of experiments are

shown in Table K, giving the capacity of the jar, the weight of the animal, the composition of the

atmosphere before and after the experiment, and the duration of life in such an atmosphere. The
construction of artificial atnios[)heres, and llic introduclion of an animal into such an atmosphere

without considerable alteration of the pro))ortions of the different gases, through the accidental

introduction of atmospheric air, was not always found an easy matter. The chief difficulty was

unfortunately a fundamental one, in that the CO, was not entirely free from atmospheric air ; the

oxygen contained more than lo per cent, of N ; while the attempt to obtain ]nire N from

atmospheric air by means usually employed for this purpose— burning out the O with

phosphorus—gave variable results with each attempt, the proportion of O remaining after the

absorption of the P3O5 usually ranged from 2 to 5 per cent. Under these circumstances it will be

seen that there was an almost insurmountable difificulty to the construction of an atmosphere having

the exact proportions of the different gases predetermined for it, and abundant evidence of this

difficulty was obtained from analyses of the mixtures after sufficient time had been allowed, as was

supposed, for the diffusion of the gases.

The thorough diffusion of the components of gaseous mixtures appears to be a slow process.

Twenty four hours, or longer, was usually allowed for this to take place, yet from the variable

lengths of time during which animals of the same size and apparently possessing the same amount

of vitality could survive in atmospheres of equal volume made up from the same mixture, and the

variable projiortions of the different gases found on analysis after death of the animals exposed to

these atmospheres, show that perfect diffusion had not always taken place. These discrepancies

in the construction of the gaseous mixtures are to be regretted, though they are not great enough

to vitiate the value of the experiments taken as a whole. The positive character of the results is

too evident to allow these difficulties to have much weight.

There is an uncertain feature in the determinations of the proportions of COj in the gaseous

mixtures, after death of the animal, in those instances where this gas was originally present in high

percentages. On this account it would be well to bear in mind that the third column representing

the proportions of the different gases present at death, marked N, represents, in fact, the gases

which failed to be absorbed in the gas-burette by the solutions of caustic soda and of pyrogallic

acid used to absorb the COj and O present. There is no doubt as to the presence of the propor-

tions of CO2, as stated in the different experiments, before placing the animal in the mixture.

Whether a large proportion of the CO^ was likewise absorbed by the animal, it is impossible to say.

There is no probability that such was the case. A part of the loss of CO, may also be accounted

for in the method employed in making the gaseous mixtures. These mixtures were made by

displacing water from the jars which were to contain them. The water may have taken uj) the

CO2 more readily than the other gases, especially where this was the first gas introduced into the

jar, and may, therefore, have been a slight source of variation in the composition of the mixture
;

yet, it seems, from analysis made just before placing the animal in the mixture, that the loss in

this manner was very small. The desired proportion of CO„ was usually present, even after

twenty-four hours had been allowed for diffusion to take place.

Chart III. shows the results obtained in these experiments as to the relative duration of life

and the relative proportions of COj and of O at the beginning of the experiment, as well as at

death of the animal. In comparing this chart with Chart I., it must be remembered that in this

series of experiments the composition of the atmosphere was a different and variable one, while in

the series of experiments shown in Chart I., the composition of the atmosphere at the beginning of

the experiment was invariably the same—/.c, atmospheric air. This fact, along with the variations

in size of jar for different animals, explains the longer or shorter duration of life in this series of

experiments as compared with that presented in Chart I. The very important influences of these
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variations must be kept in niind constantly in comparing these two charts, as well as in comparing

the results obtained in any of the other forms of experiment.

CHART III.— SiiowiNO THK Relative Proi'ORTI"ns ov COj and O, before and ai-tkr each Experiment

WITH THE ReLATIVK |)i h,mi,.\ (M 1.111. IN I 111 TXll RlMl.Mb WITH THE ARTIFICIAL GASEOUS MIXTURES.

r ^— ^— — Kcprescuts rtlnlive [.rdjiorlion ol (_LI. btlure, and

Key J -X — X— ' O——^— " duration of life.

after, the experiment.
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The heart invariably contained large, firm blood-clots, dark in color, extending from the auricles

into the ventricles. This was usually most marked on the right side.

Microscopic examination of the organs, hardened in alcohol and mounted in celloidin, pre-

sented no other constant conditions than those brought about by the mode of death—the extensive

venous engorgement. The very slight pathological changes noted in isolated cases, from the

rapidity with which death ensued on exposure to the atmospheric conditions present, must be

attributed to causes antedating the time of the experiment by a considerable period. The changes

here referred to were mostly of the nature of interstitial changes present in the liver and kidneys.

No trace of the poisonous effects of any other respiratory products was noted in any of the animals

examined.

The results obtained strengthened to a satisfactory degree the conclusions drawn from the

results obtained in the other experiments reported on. It was shown that in the absence of a suffi-

cient proportion of O in the artificial gaseous mixture to support life— at least 5 per cent.—the

animal speedily succumbed. On the other hand, CO, could be jjresent in quite large proportions,

as long as sufficient O was also present to su[)port life for some time, and no untoward effects were

manifested. The different animals used in these experiments—sparrows, rats, mice, guinea-pigs,

and rabbits—manifested no distinct differences in susceptibility to the conditions present.

VI.—Experiments in the inoculation of animals with the moistune condensed from the

exhaled breath, as conducted by Brown-Sequard and d'Arsonval, by Hofmann-Wellenhoff, and

others. Four series of animals were inoculated with the fluid as shown in Table L.

Series I.—The fluid, clear, limpid in character and without odor, of which 21 c. c. had been

collected from the breath of a healthy person on December 5, 1893, was warmed by holding the

receptacle containing it in a vessel of warm water, about 35" C. A rabbit, weighing 1870 g.,

received if c. c. into the large vein at the margin of the ear. Another rabbit, weighing 1820 g.,

also received if c c. in the same manner. A guinea-pig, weighing 220 g., received 4-h c. c. into

the peritoneal cavity. A second guinea-pig, weighing 280 g., also received 4^ c. c. into the peri-

toneal cavity. A third guinea-pig, weighing 220 g., received 4^^ c. c. of sterilized distilled water

into the peritoneal cavity as a control.

These animals were kept under careful observation for more than a month, and as nothing

unusual in their condition presented itself, they were released.

Series II.—On January 18, 1894, 20 c. c. of the fluid had been condensed from the breath of

the man having the tracheal fistula. The fluid was warmed by holding the receptacle containing it

in a vessel of warm water, about 36° C.

Of this fluid 5 c. c. were injected into the peritoneal cavity of each of three white rats ; a fourth

rat receiving 5 c. c. of sterilized distilled water into the peritoneal cavity as a control experiment.

inoculations with condensed fluid of expired breath.

Table L.

SERIES 1.

No.
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SERIES II.

1
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amount of infiltration. Slight increase of connective tissue between the tubules. Large blood-

vessels are very much dilated. Areas of slight e.xtravasation. A certain amount of cloudy swell-

ing. Liver—Shows large number of small areas of cell-death—necrotic areas. Breaking up of

cells and fragmentation of the nuclei, which is almost identical with the conditions found in

diphtheria. Adrenals—No change apjjarent. Sjileen — No change apparent. The teased heart

muscle, treated with acetic acid, shows possibly a trace of fatty degeneration. No "widespread
ecchymoses and hemorrhages in the lungs and intestines " were found, as reported by Brown-Sequard
and d'Arsonval.

t)n March 20, i8()4, rabbit No. i of this series was killed in order to study the condition of its

organs and comjiare the results with the conditions found in rabbit No. 3. Weight before death,

1830 g., gain 330 g. It seemed to be in ijcrfect health.

On opening the abdominal cavity the organs were found in normal position. No increase of

peritoneal fluid. On the liver a number of points (psorosperms ?), one a depression I mm. in depth,

grayish-white in appearance, were noted ; mostly on the left lobe. Several other small areas

—

whitish in appearance, sharply limited in their outline, smaller than the last, not distinctly depressed,

usually two, three, or more together— were found scattered over the upper and lower surfaces of

the liver. The liver is dark in color, lobules well marked out ; of about normal size and consistency.

Cutting into the liver there is the usual amount of hemorrhage. Spleen—Small, if anything, it is

contracted, otherwise of normal appearance. Adrenals appear normal. Kidneys—Embedded in

usual amount of fat Normal in size, color, and consistency. Small echinococcus cyst in the great

omentum, and another in the liver. Litestines normal in appearance. Heart normal in appearance.

Portion of muscle teased with salt solution and treated with acetic acid shows no fatty change.

Lungs normal in appearance.

Cultures were taken from the peritoneal tluid, liver, spleen, kidneys, and blood. All proved

negative.

Microscopic examination of the organs : Liver—Contains a small hemorrhage at the depressed

part noted at autopsy. The other spots noted are found to be entirely superficial. Slight increase

of connective-tissue elements. Engorgement of a capillary noted. Kidney—Nephritis manifested

by some congestion of vessels, proliferation of the connective-tissue cells between the tubules and

around the glomeruli ; an occasional glomerulus being quite contracted. Spleen shows an increased

amount of pigment.

The remaining rabbits of this series have continued well to the present time.

Series IV.—On March 30, 1S94, 45 c. c. of the condensed fluid had been collected from the

breath of a healthy person. This was again warmed to 35° C, and injected into the peritoneal

cavities of four rabbits, each receiving 10 c. c. of the fluid ; their weights were as follows : 1 161 g.,

1359 g-> 1400 g., and 1759 g.

On November 2, 1S94, the rabbits of this series having remained healthy, Nos. 2 and 3 were

killed in order to study the condition of their organs, and determine whether they presented or-

ganic lesions traceable to the fluid injected. They were in perfect health as far as might be judged

from their appearances.

On post-mortem examination all the organs in these animals were found to be normal. Nor

was any abnormality to be noted in microscopic examination of the organs.

The remaining animals of this series continue well to the present time.

The pathological conditions noted in the cases of rabbits Nos. i and 3 of Series III., are not

unusual in these animals, as they are very commonly found in normal animals reared in the labora-

tory and in those purchased from dealers.* It is unsafe to infer, therefore, that any of the condi-

tions noted in these animals were due to the action of the fluid injected.

The sterility of the fluid injected into the animals in this series of experiments was tested each

time by the inoculation of portions of it into tubes of melted gelatin ; these were then hardened

according to Esmarch's method. In two instances several colonies of a yellow bacillus, common to

* This fact has also been noted by Dr. Abbott. His observations have not yet been published.
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the air of the laboratory, developed in the cultures. In the other instances the cultures remained

sterile. The fluid used in these cultures was taken from the portions remaining after the animals

were inoculated. This fact, in all probability, accounts for the contaminations noted. There is no

evidence that any micro-organisms were carried over in the exhaled breath while collecting the

fluids for the inoculations. The nature of the organisms which developed in these cultures indicates

that they gained entrance to it while the fluid was being warmed and inoculated into the animals.

VII.—Experiments causing animals to breathe air recently expired by other animals.

These exiieriments are designated as " 15rown-Sequard " experiments. The apjjaratus used

consists of a series of bell jars, four to six in number, connected together by means of glass and

rubber tubing, and so arranged that a continuous current of air is conducted through the entire

series. The apparatus is shown in Fig. 8. The first animal receives pure air only, the second

Fig. 8.— Brown-Sequard apparatus.

animal receives the air coming from the bell jar containing the first animal, the third that coming

from the second, while the last animal receives air that has traversed the entire series, and, conse-

quently, contains the impurities added to it in its course through all the other jars.

THE " BROWN-SIiQUARI) " APP.^R.^TUS—FIG. 8.

The Nos. I, 2, 5, 6 represent four of the six bell jars in the series.

a, represents the gas meter.

b, represents a small P>lenmeyer flask containing about too c. c. of water. The bubbles pro-

duced by the air passing through the water show whether aspiration is regular or not.

r, represents a Woulff bottle attached between the Erlenmeyer flask and pump to prevent the

entrance of water into the apparatus when there is negative pressure in the apparatus.

d, re])resents the water tap.

e, represents a Chapman water pump, which creates the suction and maintains the ventilation.

The glass and rubber tubing connecting the different parts of the apparatus, as shown in the

figure, has an internal diameter of nine mm., while that used to connect the seven-litre bell jars

was only five mm. in its internal diameter.

DKSCRIPTION OK THF, " HROWN-SI5qU.\RD " APP.\RATUS—FIG. 8.

The bell jnrs rest on large ground-glass plates, and, in order to produce an air-tight joint, the

base of the bell jar is well rubbed with beef suet (well adapted for this purpose). In addition to

this, the joint is sealed with melted paraflfinc. If this work is carefully done there is no possibility

of leakage at these joints. The bell jars are connected together by means of glass tubing bent at

right angles and mserted through a perforated rubber cork fitted into the openings near the top and

bottom of the jar. The air enters the apparatus through the gas-metre. The metre is connected

with the first jar by means of rubber tubing attached to the glass tube inserted into the upper

opening of this jar. After passing through this jar it takes its exit by means of the glass tube

inserted into the lower opening, and connected with a similar glass lube inserted into the upper

opening of the second jar by means of a short piece of rubber tubing. It takes the same course

through all the jars.

The bell jars shown in the figure represent those used for the rabbits, and have a capacity of

37,ooo c. c. A wooden box, four inches in depth and just large enough to allow the bell jar to be
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placed over it, was placed in each of these bell jars. I'hese boxes contained fine dry sawdust to a
depth of about five cm., thus forming a comfortable bed for the animals, and at the same time
absorbing the urine. In the last experiment (No. ^;i) it was found necessary to change the saw-
dust in these boxes every eight to twelve days. When the sawdust was changed each week the
animals remained comfortable.

The bell jars used for the mice, sparrows, and guinea pigs were exactly similar in construction

to those represented in the figure, but only of 7000 c. c. capacity. For these animals a false

bottom of wire netting was jilaced in the bell jars instead of the boxes with sawdust. This
arrangement served to keep the mice and sparrows dry and comfortable, but was less satisfactory

with the guinea jiigs.

For the mice and sparrows sufficient food and water were placed in the jar at the beginning to

last to the close of the experiment. For the guinea-pigs and rabbits this was impossible ; these

being fed daily on cabbage leaves introduced through one of the openings in the jars. By'arresting

the aspiration of air through the apparatus for a few minutes there was very little opportunity for

any change to take place in the confined air while the animals were being fed.

In order to facilitate the taking of samples of air from the bell jars, a T-tube was inserted

between each of the last three jars. The Bunte gas-burette was attached to the stem of one of these

T-tubes and the air aspirated from the jar by the force of the water flowing out of the lower open-

ing of the burette. By placing a screw clamp on the rubber connections on either side of the

T-tube it was possible to take a sample of air from the jar before or after it, as might be desired.

By stopping the aspirating pump there was rarely any difficulty in taking a sample of air from any
of the jars in the manner stated. On two or three occasions a slight negative pressure in the jar,

caused by the small amount of ventilation taking place, prevented the aspiration of a sufficient

amount of air (100 to 150 c.c.) to accomplish its analysis in the burette. Otherwise no trouble was
experienced in the taking of samples of air as desired. The gas-burette was connected with the

T-tubes by means of a short piece of rubber tubing attached to the stem of these tubes and ordi-

narily closed with a short glass rod. The rubber tubing was attached to the three-way stopcock

of the burette.

The results in the thirty-three experiments performed upon sparrows, mice, guinea-pigs, and
rabbits are shown in the following tables.

In these experiments, as well as in those previously reported, the disturbance of the heat-regu-

lating function may have contributed to the results.

Absorbers containing caustic soda or potash, or soda lime, were used in experiments 6 to 14

between the third and fourth, and the fourth and fifth jars of the series to absorb the CO.^ from

the air passing into the last two jars. This arrangement failed to save the lives of the animals

in these two jars. In experiments 15, 18, and 19, an absorption-tube containing concentrated

H2SO4 was placed between the last two jars. The results obtained in these three experiments

do not differ from those obtained without the H2SO4 absorbers, and, therefore, give no evidence

whatever of the protective influence claimed for such absorbers. The primary cause of death,

low percentage of O, was still present and active.

Experiments 20 to 28 were made with the hope of producing some slight tolerance to the

atmospheric conditions present in these experiments on the part of an animal subjected to such

conditions for a considerable time. While there is positive evidence that a mouse living under

these conditions for several days can withstand an atmosphere that instantly kills a fresh mouse,

the number of experiments made are insufficient to prove that such tolerance has any great degree

of permanency
;
yet the results obtained with the mice carried through the series of experiments

from 20 to 28 indicate the probability that the tolerance obtained is maintained for at least several

days afterward, and that such animal is less likely to die when again quickly placed into such an

atmosphere than one that had not had such an experience.

The guinea-pigs used in experiment 30 seemed to be unable to withstand, with equal facility

with the mice and sparrows, the atmospheric conditions to which they were subjected. Several of

them succumbed to oedema of the lungs during the second week of the experiment, but since this
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is the only ex|ieriraent in which these animals were used, a positi\e opinion on this point cannot

be given.

The rabbits in experiment 31 were supposed, at the lime, to have succumbed to the oppressive

heal of the laboratory owing to the season of the year, but the later experiments would indicate

an insufficient amount of air was aspirated through the bell jars, and it is evident that leakage took

place through some of the connections because of the irregular order in which death took place.

The last experiment was made to determine what the results would be when the proportion of

CO. was kept as low as Brown-Sequard and d'Arsonval claim for their experiments. It was found

impossible to aspirate sufficient air per hour to bring about this result. However, sufficient air was

aspirated to prevent the reduction of the O to proportions that were insufficient to support life.

By this means it was possible to continue the experiment for six weeks without losing any of the

animals, or producing any grave symptoms in any of them.

In this experiment mercurial manometers were attached between the first and second, and between

the fifth and sixth bell jars to ascertain the amount of negative pressure, if any, brought about by

the conditions or by the form and arrangement of the apparatus. A difference of about three milli-

metres was noted between the fifth and sixth bell jars, while no difference was noted between the

first and second. It was also ascertained, by placing a clamp on the rubber tubing connecting the

fifth and sixth jars, and continuing the aspiration, that the amount of negative pressure required to

break one of the glass plates on which the jars rested, as occurred in experiment 32, was 105 milli-

metres. From this it may be inferred that at times a greater negative pressure existed than that

noted in the last experiment. Such extreme negative jiressure as was found necessary to break a

glass plate 45 x 45 xo.6 centimetres could only occur upon the entire arrestation of the air-current

from som> accident to the apparatus. Under ordinary circumstances we do not believe that the

anvjunt of negative pressure differed to any extent from thai found in the last experiment.

The proportions of COo and of O present at the time of death bear a constant relation to

each other in the different experiments. The duration of life in each instance was dependent

entirely upon the rapidity of the air current circulating through the apparatus. This statement,

however, requires further explanation. If the average rate of ventilation per hour for an entire

experiment is taken, it will be found to vary considerably in the different experiments. This is

evident when it is stated that in experiment 7 the rate had been 9.8 litres per hour up to the time

of the death of the animal in the third jar; in experiment 8 the rate had been 3.8 litres per hour

at the death of the fifth animal ; in experiment 9 the rate had been 1 1.9 litres per hour at the death

of No. 5 ; at the death of No. 3, in experiment 14, 10.2 litres per hour ; at the death of Nos. 3. 4,

and 5, in experiment 15, 3.45 litres per hour ; at the death of Nos. 3, 4, and
.S,

in ex])erimenl 16,

only 1.9 litres per hour ; at the death of No. 5, in experiment 19, 3.55 litres per hour. From these

figures it will be seen thit the average rate of ventilation per hour for an experiment is not the

most important factor. By referring to the tables giving the details for each of the i:^
experiments

it will be noted that the rate of ventilation was freipiently changed. It was usually increased con-

siderably in the evening and again decreased the next morning Frequent changes in the rate during

the day were also necessary, because it is practically impossible to get a perfectly steady current

with the water pump. In carefully regulating the rate of ventilation, the lives of the animals were

controlled at will, and it is upon the rapidity of the air-current toward the close of the experiment

that the duration of life depended in each case.

The rabbits used in the last " Brown-Scqiiard " experiment were weighed at the end of the

experiment and their weight then as compared with their weight at the beginning of the experi-

ment was as follows :

No. I, before 820 g., after 1052 g., gain 232 g.

2,
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At the death of No. 4, si.\ days after the close of the e.\i)eriment, the loss in its weight was
found to liave been caused by the presence of psorosperms in its liver. This organ was literally

filled with masses of tliese bodies. The loss of weight in No. 6, in the absence of any other

observable causes, may be safely attributed to its position in the series of bell jars, and, therefore,

to the impurity of the atmosphere which it breathed. The estimations of the proijortions of CO,
and of O jjresent in this bell jar, as found from day to day, denote atmospheric conditions that

were undoubtedly unfavorable to the full performance of its bodily functions. It ate less rave-

nously than the other animals and was freciuently in a stupid, drowsy condition.

At the close of this experiment an examination of the blood of these rabbits was also made
and the proportion of corpuscles per cubic millimetre determined with the Thoma Zeiss hcemo-

cytometer, with the following results :

No. I, 5,170,000 red, and 24,000 white per cubic mm.
"

2. 5,337,000 " " 2I,OCO " " " "

"
3, 4,510,000 " " 18,000 " " " "

"
4, 4,150,000 " " 10,000 "

"
s, 4,950,000 " " 15,000 " "

" 6, 4,375,000 " " 16,000 " " " "

Here again there is evidence that the conditions existing in these bell jars were injurious to

some extent ; most so in the last jars. No. 4 presents evidence of an influence more serious in its

nature than that presented by the other animals, and this has since been found to have originated

from causes within its own body.

Microcytes were noted in the blood of these animals. These immature corpuscles seemed to

be more numerous in Nos. 4, 2, and i ; the blood of the other animals presenting only a few of

these bodies.

Thirty-eight days after the termination of the experiment a second examination was made of

the blood of the five remaining animals, with the following results :

No. I, 4,400,000 red, and 20,000 white per cubic mm.
"

2, 4,500,000 " " 15,000
it
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Post-mortem examinations of a number of the animals dying in the " Brown-Scquard " experi-

ments were made with the greatest care. 'J'he organs were preserved in alcohol and mounted in

celloidin for the microscopic examination. The gross appearances presented by the animals showed

a constant similarity to the appearances noted in the animals used in the experiments with artificial

gaseous mixtures. The constant appearances noted were those of intense venous engorgement of

all the organs and tissues. The heart cavities contained firm, dark clots of blood, filling both

auricles and ventricles, those on the right side being usually much larger than those on the left.

No inflammatory changes or serous exudates were found in any instance.

Microscopic examination of the organs presented no constant feature aside from the manifesta-

tions produced by the cause and mode of death. Engorgement of the blood vascular system was

noted everywhere with usually some degree of infiltration in the lung. No degenerative changes

were constantly present. Those found in isolated cases—such as a slight increase of connective-

tissue elements between the tubules of the kidneys and about the glomeruli, and small areas of

proliferation of connective-tissue elements in the liver—cannot be safely attributed to the experi-

ment. This opinion is strengthened by the short duration of the experiments, and it is probable

that the changes were due to ante-experimental causes.

The mode of death as observed in these experiments presented certain constant features which

were undisiinguishable from those produced by slow asphyxia under other circumstances. There

was a period of excitement, followed, in the course of time, by a period of progressive depression.

The breathing, at first rapid, generally became slower, with perceptible lengthening of the respiratory

pauses, accomjjanied at a later period by marked expiratory efforts. Along with these respiratory

changes was usually noted a progressive muscular weakness gradually deepening into paralysis of

the posterior members. The animal moves about with evident difficulty, and finally sinks down,

remains lying on the side or back, without any other movements than those of respiration. It now

presents a comatose condition from which it cannot be aroused by striking the sides of the bell jar.

Death usually ensues through the gradual lengthening of the respiratory pauses passing into an

entire failure of respiration. In a small proportion of the cases, life becomes extinguished through

one or two convulsive seizures.

No. I. Brown-S^quard Experiment.

Commenced at 5 p.m., March 2, 1894. Sparrows in i litre flasks. 4 in series.

The + mark indicates the death of the animal.

Time.
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No. 2. Brown-S^quard Experiment.

Commenced at 1 1.45 a.m., March 3, 1894. Sparrows in 7-litre bell jars. 5 in series.

61
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No. 5. Brown-SSquard E.xperiment.

Commenced at 6 p.m., March 8, 1894. Sparrows in 7-litre bell jars. 5 in series.
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No. 8. Brown-Siiquard Experiment.

63

Commenced at 3,45 p.m., March i.}, 1894. Sparrows in 7-litre hell jars. 5 in series.

Til
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No. lo. Brown-S£quard Experiment.

Commenced at 9.15 a.m., March 20, 1894. Sparrows in 7-lifre bell jars. 5 in series.
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No. II. BroWN-Si'QUARD ExPEKhMENT.

Commenced at 11.45 a -^'•- M^^rch 22, 1894. Sparrows in 7-litre hell jars. 5 in series.
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No. 12. Bkown-Sequ.ard Experlment.

Commenced at 3.45 p.m., March 24, 1894. Sparrows in 7-litre bell jars. 5 in series.

No. I. 24 g.
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No. 13. Brown-Sequard Experimknt.

Commenced at 12.45 P-^'-- March 27, 1894. Sparrows in 7-litrc hell jars. 5 in series.
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No. 14. liKowN-Si'yt'ARD Experiment.

Commenced at 12 m., March 30, 1894. Mice in 7-litre bell jars. 5 in series.
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No. 15. BROWN-SltQUARD EXPERIMENT.

Commenced 12 m., April 2, 1894. Mice in 7-litre bell jars. 5 in series.

69

Time.
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No. i6. Brown-S^quard Experiment.

Commenced at lo a.m., April 9, 1894. Mice in 7-litre bell jars. 5 in series.

No. I. 7g-

Time.

7i hrs.

311

47 "

CO.. I O.

No. 2. 15 g.

CO.. O.

No. 3. 18 g.

CO,. O.

No. 4.
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No. 17. Brown-Si5qu.\ri) Experiment.

Commenced at 12 m., A[)iil 11, 1894. Mice in 7-litrc bell jars. 5 in series.

Time.
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No. iS. Bkown'-S^quard Experiment.

Commenced at 9.45 .\.m., April 17, 1894. Mice in 7-litre bell jars. 5 in scries.

No. I, 14 g. No- -• -3 g- '-'> 3. -'3 g-

Time.

22J
"

3' J

"

49 "

491
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No. 19. Brown-Si5quard Experiment.

Commenced at 10.30 a.m., April 20, 1894. Mice in 7-litre bell jars. 5 in series. HjSO^ absorber.
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NOS. 20-28. BrOWN-S6QUARU EXPFK'\'^M

Commenced at 2.30 p.m., April 25, 1894 ; ended at June 5, 1894. Mice in 7-litre bell jars.

5 in series.

i81
••

26*
'•

A3i

49*
"

68
'•

75

9.

J

••

93
"

No. I. 7 g. No. 2, 15 g. No. 3, 18 g.

O. CO,. O.
I

CO.. O.

No. 4. 25 g.

CO.. O.

No. 5, ig g.

CO.. O.

Remarks.

9 litres aspirated. Current con-

I tinued.

87.5 litres aspirated. .All com-

I

fortahle.

94.5 litres aspirated. All

slightly oppressed. Current

increased.

139.5 liti'ts aspirated. All de-

pressed. Current reduced.

147 litres aspirated. Consid-

erably depressed. Current

increased.

324.5 litres aspirated. All

I

lively. Current reduced.

332 litres aspirated. Current

continued.

+ a 355 I'ffs aspirated. No. 5

died ; No. 4 greatly de-

j

pressed.

357 litres aspirated. Experi-

I

ment stopped ; all soon re-

vived.

Continued as Experiment 21, afier intermission of two days. May i, 1S94.

4ilirs.

193 "
'

28i
"

44 "

5*4-'

68 "
^

i

72
"

Fresh mouse in No. 5.

26 litres aspirated. All lively.

I
Current reduced.

145.5 litres aspirated. Current

the same.

160 litres aspirated. Current

increased, showing depres-

sion.

341.5 litres aspirated. All

lively again. Current re-

duced.

351.5 litres aspirated. De-
pressed. Current increased.

459 litres aspirated. All more
comfortable. Current re-

duced.

466.5 litres aspirated. Experi-

ment stopped.
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Continued as Experiment 22, after interval of three day?. May 7, iS94-

7 hrs.l

231

31

72

47i
"
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Continued as Experiment 25, after interval of two days. May 21, 1894.

aiihrs.



4ilirs.

45 "

5^1

68i
"

75 "

AND ITS EFFECTS UPON ANIMAI, I>1FE.

Continued as Experiment 28, after interval of one day. June 2, 1894.

I t

a No. I of Experiment 17 placed in No. 5 ; died in one-half minute,

b No. 3 of Experiment 19 placed in No. 4 ; died in three minutes.

c No. 2 of Experiment 17 placed in No. 5 ; died in one minute.

7 litres aspirated. Current
increased.

134.5 litres aspirated. Same
current.

227.5 litres aspirated. Current
reduced.

258 litres aspirated. Same
current continued.

395 litres aspirated. Current
again reduced.

434 litres aspirated. Experi-
ment stopped ; revived.

No. 29. Brown-Silquard Experiment.

Commenced at 5.15 p.m., June 5, 1894. Mice in 7-Jitre bell jars. 5 in series.

Time.

16 hours.

24 "

4oi "

47i

64i
"

70
"

72*
"

87*
"

94i
"

96^
"

114
"

114
"

1,4
"

Ji4i
ii5i

No. I. II g
X.

CO,.

No. 2. g g.

CO..

No. 3. 12 g.

CO, O.

No. 4. 16 g.

CO» O.

[0.51

No. 5. 19 g.

CO..

11.80

+

7-45

O.

Remarks.

5.80

+
a

121 litres aspirated. Cur-
rent reduced ; all are

lively.

129 litres. Current in-

creased ; some oppres-
sion.

301.5 litres. Current re-

duced.

335.5 litres aspirated.

t'urrent increased
; some

oppression.

451 litres. Current re-

duced.

460 litres. Current same
;

some oppression.

555.5 litres. Current
mtich reduced.

541 litres. Current in-

creased
;

greatly op-
pressed.

545-5 litres.

same.

Nos. 4 and 5
night.

No. I of last

placed in jar No.
remained alive.

No. 2 of last experiment
placed in jar No. 4 ;

ali^e.

No. 3 of last experiment
placed in jar No. 3

;

alive.

565.5 litres aspirated.

567 litres aspirated ; all

mice alive ; experiment
stopped.

Current

died in the

experiment

5 ;
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No. 30. Brown-Si^quard Experiment.

Commenced at 1.15 p.m., June 13, 1894. Guinea-piKS in 7-litre bell jars. 5 in series.

No. I. No. No. 4. No. 5.

Time.

3 h
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No. 31. Brown-Skijuard Expf.kimkn r.

Commenced at 5.15 p.m., June 25, 1894. Rabbiis in 37-litrc bell jars. 5 in series.

79

No. I. 1850 g.'No. 2. 1325 g.

Time.

No. 3. 1564 g.'No. 4. 140S c. No. ;, 1647 j;.'

16 hours.

24
"

40 JL

COo O. COj. o. CO..

+

o. CO, o. coj., o.

Kcm.Trks.

(JO litres per hour aspi-

rated.

34 litres i)er hour
; some

oppression.

Nos. 2 and 3 died in

the night. B;,xperiment

stopped.

No. 32. Bro\vn-Sequ.\rd ExperimeiNT.

Commenced at 10.15 ^^', December 4, 1894, Rabbits in 37-litre bell jars. 6 in series.

No. I.
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Nu. 33. Brown-Si5quard Experiment.

K cd ;u .'.^j i-.M., December 8, 1894. Rabbits in 37-litre bell jars. 6 in series.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The present memoir was submitted by Lord Rayleigh and Profes-

sor Ramsay, in competition for one of the Hodgkins Fund prizes offered

by the Smithsonian Institution in a circular dated March 31, 1893.

The competition closed December 31, 1894; and on August 9, 1895,

the Award Committee, having completed its examination of the 218

papers submitted by contestants, granted the tirst prize, of $10,000, for

a treatise embodying some new and important discovery in regard to

the nature or properties of atmospheric air, to Lord Rayleigh, of

London, and Professor William Ramsay, of the University College,

London, for the discovery of " ARGON," a new element of the atmos-

phere.

The Committee was composed of the following members : Doctor

S. P. Langley, Chairman, ex-officio ; Doctor (}. Brown Goode, ap-

pointed by the Secretaiy of the Smithsonian Institution ; Assistant

Sui'geon-General John S. Billings, U. S. A., by the President of the

National Academy of Sciences ; and Professor M. W. Harrington, by the

President of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

The Foreign Advisory Committee, as first constituted, was represented

by Monsieur J. Janssen, Professor T. H. Huxley, and Professor von

Helmholtz ; and after the death of the latter, Doctor W. von Bezold

was added.

The memoir is here presented in the form in which it was sub-

mitted to the Committee. A revised version, re-edited, with additional

matter, was, with the consent of the Smithsonian Institution, published

in the Philosophical Transactions.

S. P. LANGLEY,

SECRETARY.

Washington City, May, 1896.





ARGON,
A NEW CONSTITUENT OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

By Lord Rayleigh and Professor Williaji Ramsay.

"Modern discoveries have uot beeu made by large collections of facts, with sub-

sequent discussion, separation, and resulting deduction of a ti'utb thus rendered

perceptible. A few facts have suggested an liyfotheM^, which means a supposition,

pi'oper to explain them. The necessary results of this supposition are woi-ked out,

and then, and not till then, other facts are examined to see if their ulterior results

are found in Nature."

—

De Morgan, " A Budget of Paradoxes," Ed. 1872, p. 55.

I.

—

Density of Nitrogen from Various Sources.

In a former paper ' it has been shown that nitrogen extracted from chemical

compounds is about one-half per cent lighter than "atmospheric nitrogen."

The mean numbers for the weights of gas contained in the globe used were as

follows :

From nitric oxide 2.3001

From nitrous oxide 2.2990

From ammonium nitrite 2.2987

while foi' " atmospheric " nitrogen there was found

:

By hot copper, 1892 2.3103

By hot iron, 1893 2.3100

By ferrous hydrate, 1894 2.3102

At the suggestion of Prof. Thoi'pe experiments were subsequently tried with

nitrogen liberated from urea by the action of sodium hypobromite. The carbon

and hydrogen of the urea are supposed to be oxidized by the reaction to COg and

' Proceedings of the Royal Society, vol. LV, p. 340, 1894.
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1I.,»>, llio l'iiriiR'it)f wliii'li would l>e retained by the laige excess of alkali einployeil.

It was acTordiiii^ly hoped that the ^cas would re(juire no further puritication than

diying. If it proved to be light, it would at any rate l)e free from the suspicion

of containintr hydrogen.

The hypobromite was prepaied I'lom eomiiiereial materials in tlie proportions

recommended for this analysis of urea— 100 gms. caustic soda, 250 c. c. w-ater, ami

2;") c. c. of bromine. For our puii>ose about 1^ times the above (piaiitities were

reipiircd. The gas was libei-ated in a bottle of about 900 c. c. capacity in which a

vacuum was first established. The full (piantity of hyjwbromite solution w;i.s

allowed to run slowly, so that any dissolvetl gas might be at once disengaged.

The urea was then fed in, at first in a dilute condition, but as the pressure rose, in a

ten per cent solution. The washing out of the apparatus, being effected ^vith gas

in a highly rarefied state, made but a slight demand upon the materials. The re-

action was well under control, and the gas could be liberated as slowly as desiied.

In the first experiment the gas was submitted to no other treatment than slow

passage through potash and phosphoric anhydride, but it soon became apparent

that th(! nitro<,'en was contaminated. The "inert and inodorous" gas attacked

vigorously the mercury of the Topler pum[t and wjis described as smelling like a

dead ivit. As to the weight, it proved to I)e in excess even of the weight of

atmospheric nitrogen.

The corrosion of the niercuiy and tiie evil smell were in great degree obviated

by passing the gas over hot metals. For the fillings of June 6th, 9th, 18th, the gas

pa.ssed through a short length of tube containing copper in the form of fine wire

heated by a fiat Bunseii l)Uiii('r, then through the furnace over red-hot iron and

l)ack over copper oxide. On June 19th the furnace tubes were omitted, the gas

being treated with the red-hot copper only.

The results, reduced so as to correspond with those above (pioted, were :

June 6th 2.2978

" 9tli 2.2987

" 13th 2.2982

" 19th 22994

Mean 2. 2985

Without u<ing heat it has not been found possil)le to prevent the corrosion of

the mercury. Kven wdien no urea is emjiloyed and air, simply l>ulil)led through

the hypobromite solution, is allowed to pass with constant shaking over mercury

contained in a U-tiibe, the surface of tlie metal was soon fouled. When lu/pochlo-

rik was substituted for In/pobivmiti in the last experiment theie wivs a decided
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improvement, and it was thought desirable to try wlietlier the gas prepared from

hypochlorite and urea would be pure on simple desiccation. A filling on June
25th gave as the weight 2.3343, showing an excess of 36 mg.,as compared with other

chemical nitrogen, and of about 25 mg. as compared with atmospheric nitrogen.

A test with alkaline pyrogallate appeared to pi-ove the absence from this gas of

free oxygen, and only a trace of carbon could be detected when considerable

quantity of the gas was passed over red-hot cupric oxide into a solution of baryta.

Although the results relating to urea-nitrogen are interesting for comparison

with that obtained from other nitrogen compounds, the original object was not

attained on account of the necessity of retaining the treatment with hot metals.

We have found, howevei-, that nitrogen from ammonium nitrite may be prepared

without the employment of hot tubes, whose weight agrees with that above cpioted.

It is true that the gas smells slightly of ammonia, easily I'einovable by sulphuric

acid, and ap[)arently also of oxides of nitrogen. The solution of [)otassium nitrite

and aiiimonium chloi'ide was heated in a water bath, of which the temperature rose

to the boiling point only towards the close of operations. In the earlier stages the

temperature rerpiired cai-eful watching in oi-der to prevent the decomposition taking

place too i-apidly. The gas was washed with sulphuric acid, and after passing a Ness-

ler test, was finally treated with potash and phosphoric anh^'dride in the usual way.

The following results have been obtained :

July 4th 2.2983

" 9th 2. 2989
" 13th 2.2990

Mean 2.2987

It will be seen that in spite of the slight nitrous smell there is no a[)preci-

able difference in the densities of gas prepared from ammonium nitrite with and

without the treatment by hot metals. The result is interesting as showing that

the agreement of numbers obtained for chemical nitiogen does not depend upon

the use of a I'ed heat in the process of purification.

The five results obtained in more or less distinct ways for chemical nitrogen

stand thus

:

From nitric oxide 2.3001

From nitrous oxide 2.2990

From ammonium nitrite purified at a red heat 2.2987

From urea. . . 2.2985

From ammonium nitrite purified in the cold 2.2987

Mean 2.2990
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These numbers, as well as those above quoted for '• atiuospheric nitrogen," are sub-

ject to a deduction of O.OOOG for the skrinkage of the globe when exhausted.' If

they are then multiplied in the ratio of 2.3108:1.2572, tlit^y will e.xpress the

weights of the gas in grammes per litre. Thus, as regards the mean numbers, we

find as the weight per litre under standard conditions of chemical nitrogen 1.2505,

that of atmospheric nitrogen being 1.2572.

It is of interest to conii)are the density of nitrogen obtained from chemical

compounds with that of oxygen. We have N, lOj = 2.2984 : 2.6276 = 0.87471
;

so that if Og = 16, Nj = 13.9954. Thus when the comparison is with chemical

nitrogen the ratio is very nearly that of 16:14. But if " atmospheric nitrogen " be

substituted, the ratio of small integers is widely departed from.

To the above list may be added nitrogen prepared in >et another manner,

whose weight has been determined subsequently to the isolation of the new dense

constituent of the atmosphere. In this case nitrogen was actually extracted from

air by means of magnesium. The nitrogen thus sejjarated w:is then converted into

ammonia by action of water ujion the iii.iLTiH'simii nitride and afterwaids liberated

in the free state by means of calcium hyi)ochiorite. Tlif [turitication was conducted

in the usual way, and included passage over red liol copper and copper oxide.

The following was the result:

Globe empty, Oct. 30th, Nov. 5th 2S2313

Globe full, Oct. 3 1 St 5 2395

Weight of gas 2.29918

It differs inappreciably from the mean of otliei' residts, viz., 2.2990, and is of

special interest as relating to gas which at one stage of its history formed part of

the atmosphere. Another determination with a different apparatus of the density

of "chemical" nitrogen t'luin the same source, magnesium niti'ide, which IkuI l)een

prepared by passing "atmospheric" nitrogen over ignited magnesium, may here be

recorded. The sample differed from that previously mentioned, inasmuch as it had

not been subjected to treatment witli red hot co[)[>er. After treating the nitride

with water, the resulting ammonia was distilled off, and collected in hydrochloric

acid ; the solution was evaporated to dryness ; the diy ammonium chloride was dis-

solved in water, and its concentrated solution added to a freshly prepared solution

of sodium hypobromite. The nitrogen was collected in a gas-holder over water

' "On the Densities of the Principal Gases," Proceedings of the Royal Socieh; vol. LI 1 1, p.

134, 1893-
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whicli li:ul [ireviously been boiled, so as at all events partially to exjiel air. The
uitrogen passed into the vacuous gl(jl)e through a solution of potassium hydroxide,

and through two drying tubes, one containing soda-linic, and the <itlicr, phosphoric

anhj'dride.

At 18.38° C, and 754.4 mm. pressure, l(')2.84r) c. c. of this nitnxjjen weighed

0.18963 gramme. Hence,

Weight of 1 litre at (»" C. and 7('>(> nun. piessure, 1.2521 gramme. The

mean result of the weight of 1 litre of "chemical" nitrogen has been found

to e((ual 1.2505. It is therefore seen that "chcmicar' nitroiren, derived from

"atmospheric" nitrogen, without any exjx)sure to I'edliot copj^ier, possesses the

usual density.

E.xperiments were also made, which had for their object to prove that the

ammonia, produced fi'oni tlie magnesium nitiide, is identical with ordinary ammonia,

and contains no other compound of a basic charactei'. For this purpose, the am-

monia was converted into ammonium chloride, and the percentage of chloi'ine

determined by titration with a solution of silver nitrate which had been standard-

ized by titi'ating a specimen of pure sublimed ammonium chloride. The silver

solution was of such a strength that one cubic centimetre precipitated the chlorine

from 0.001701 gi-amme of ammonium chloride.

I. Ammonium chloi'ide from orangecoloi'ed sample of magnesium nitride.

0.1106 gramme re(]uiie<l 43. lu cubic centimetres of silver nitrate, = 66.35

p. c. of chlorine.

II. Anunonium chloi'ide from blackish magnesium nitride.

0.0118 gramme required 43.6 cubic centimetres of silver nitrate, = 66.35

p. c. of chlorine.

III. Ammonium chloride from niti'ide containing a huge amount of unattacked

magnesium.

0.0630 gramme required 24.55 cubic centimetres of silver niti'ate, = 66.30

p. c. of chloiine.

Taking for the atomic weights : of hydrogen, II = 1.0032 ; of nitrogen, N =
14.04 ; and of chlorine, CU = 35.46, the theoretical amount of chlorine in anunonium

chloi'ide is 66.27 p. c.

From these results—nitrogen pi'epared from magnesium nitride obtained by

passing "atmospheric" nitrogen over red-hot magnesium has the density of

"chemical" nitrogen, and that ammonium chloride prepared from magnesium

nitride contains practically the same percentage of chlorine as pure ammonium

chloi'ide—it may be concluded that red-hot magnesium withdraws from " atmos-

pheric" nitrogen no substance capable of forming a basic compound with hydrogen.
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2. Reasons for Susi'ectinu a llriiii;i;ni Uxdiscovkhki) CoxsTrrrENT in Aih.

When the tliscrepaiiey <>f weights was first encountered, attempts were natu-

rally made to explain it by contamination with known inip\irities. Of these the

most likely appeared to be hydrogen, present in the lightei- gas in spite of the pas-

sage over led-hot cujiric oxide. But inasmuch as the intentional introduction of

hydrogen into the heavier gas, afterwards treated in the same way with cupric

oxide, had no etl'eet upon its weight, this explanation had to be aljandoned, and

finally it became clear that the difference could not be accounted for l>y the pres-

ence of any known impurity. At this stage it seemed not improbable that the

lightness of the gas exti'acted fiom chemical comj)ounds was to be explained by

pai'tial dissociation of nitiogen molecules N^ into detached atoms. In order to

test this suggestion, both kinds of gas were submitted to the action of the silent

electric discharge, with the result that both retained their weights unaltered. This

was discouraging, and a further experiment pointed still more markedly in the

negative direction. The chemical behavioi' of nitrogen is such as to sugtiest tiiat

dissociated atoms would possess a high degree of activity, and that even though

they might be formed in the fiist instance their life would probably be short. On

standing they might be expected to disappeai-, in partial analogy with the known

behavior of ozone. With this idea in view a sample of clicmically prepared niti'o-

gen was stored for eight mouths. iJut at the end of this time tiie ilensity showed

no sign of increase, lemaining exactly as at first.'

Regarding it as established that one or other of the gases must be a mix-

ture, containing as the case might be an ingredient nuich heavier or much lighter

than ordinary nitrogen, we had to consider the relative proi)abilities of the various

})ossible interpretation.s. Kxcejit upon the already discredited hypothesis of dis-

sociation, it was difficult to see how the gas of chemical origin could be a mixture.

To .su})pose this would be to atlniit two kinds of nitric acid, hardly reconcilable

with the work of Stas ami others upon the at<iMiic weight of lliat substance. The

simplest exi>Ianation in many respects was to admit the existence of a second in-

gredient in air from which oxygen, nu)isture, and carbonic anhydride had already

been removed. The proportional amount recpiired was not great. If the density

of the supposed gas were double that of nitrogen, one-half per cent only by volume

would be needed ; or if the density were but half as nuich again as that of nitro-

gen, then one per cent would still suffice. But in accepting this explanation, even

provisionally, we had to face the improbability that a gas surrounding us on all

sides and present in enoi'mous (ju.uititirs could have remained so long unsuspected.

' FrocceJiiigs of the Koyal Society, \'ol. LV, ]>. 344, 1894.
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Tile method of ino.st uiiiversiil .•i|)[ilic:itioii by wliicli to test whether u gas is

piii'e t)i- a mixture of (()mi)()iieiits of dilfeiciit densities is that of diffusion. By this

means Graham succeeded in effecting a ]>ai(ial sep.-.iation of tlie nitrogen and oxy-

gen of the air, in spite of the conii)ai;ttively small difference of densities. If tlie

atmo.sphere contains an unknown gas of anything like tlie density supjjosed, it

should be possible to prove the fact by opei'atious conducted upon air which had

undergone atmolysis. Tf, for example, the parts least disposed to penetrate porous

walls were i-etained, the " nitrogen " derived from it by the usual processes should

be heavier than that derived in like manner from unprepared air. This experi-

ment, although in view tVom the first, was not executed until a later stage of the

inquiry (§ 6), when results were obtained sufiicieut of themselves to prove that the

atraosphei'e contains a previously unknown gas.

But although the method of diffusion was capa))le of deciding the main, or at

any I'ate the first, question, it held out no prospect of isolating the new constituent

of the atmosphere, and we therefore turned our attention in the first instance to

the consideration of methods more strictly chemical. And hei'e the question

forced itself upon ns as to what really was the evidence in favor of the prevalent

doctrine that the inert residue from air, after withdi'awal of oxygen, water, and

cai'bonic anhydride, is all of one kind.

The identification of " [)hlogisticated aii-" with the constituent of nitric acid is

due to Cavendish, whose method consisted in operating \vith electric sparks upon a

short column of gas confined with potash over raei'cury at the upper end of an in-

verted U-tube.^ This tube (M) was only about j\ inch in diameter, and the column of

gas was usually about one inch in length. After describing some preliminary trials,

Cavendish pi'oceeds : "I introduced into the tube a little soap-lees (potash), and

then let up some dephlogisticated (oxygen) and common air, mixed in the above-

mentioned proportions, wdiich, I'ising to the top of the tube (M), divided the soaji- -

lees into its two legs. As fast as the air was diminished by the electric spark, I

continued adding more of the same kind, till no further diminution took place

;

after which a little pure dephlogisticated aii', and after that a little common air, were

added, in order to see whether the cessation of diminution was not owing to some

imperfection in the piopoi'tion of the two kinds of aii' to each other ; but without

effect. The soap-lees being then poured out of the tube, and separated from the

quicksilver, seemed to be perfectly neutralized, and they did not at all discolor

paper tinged with the juice of blue flowers. Being evaporated to dryness, they left

a small C[uantity of salt, which was evidently nitre, as appeared by the manner in

which papei', impregnated with a solution of it, bui-ned."

' Experiments on Air, Philosophical Transactions, vol. LXXV, p. 372, 1785.
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Attempts to repeat Caveiulish's experiment in Cavendisirs manner have only

iiKMeast'd tlii' admiration with which we regard this wonderful investisjation.

\\'orking mi almost microscopical (piantities of material and by operations extend-

ing over days and weeks, he thus established one of the most important facts in

chemistry. And what is still more to the purpose, he I'aises as distinctly as we

could do, and to a certain extent resolves, the question above suggested. The pass-

age is so im])ortant that it will be desirable to quote it at full length :

" As far as the experiments liithei'to published extend, we scarcely know moie

of the phlogisticated part of our atmosphere, than tiiat it is not diminished by

lime-water, caustic alkalies, or nitrous aii; that it is unfit to supi)ort fire, or main-

tain lift' in animals; and that its S[)ecific gravity is iii>t miicli less than that of

coruraon air; so that, though the nitrous acid, by being united to phlogiston, is

converted into air possessed of these properties, and consetpiently, though it was

reasonable to suppose, that part at least of the phlogisticated air of the atmosphere

consists of this acid united to phlogiston, yet it was fairly to be doubted whether

the loliole is of this kind, or whether there are not in reality many ditfeient sub-

stances confounded together by us under the name of phlogisticated air. 1 there-

fore made an experiment to determine w hether the whole of a given portion of the

phlogisticated air of the atmosphere could be reduced tt> nitrous acid, or whether

there was not a pait d' a different nature to the rest, wliicli would i-efuse to undergo

that change. The foregoing experiments indeed in some measui'e decided this

jioint, as much as the greatest part of the air let up into the tube lost its elasticity
;

yet as some remained unabsorbed it did not ap[)eai' for certain whether that was of

the same nature as the I'est or not. For tiiis pur[>ose I diminished a similar mix-

ture of dephlogisticated and conunon air, in the same manner as Ijefore, till it wjxs

reduced to a small pait of its original bulk. I then, in order to decompound as

nnuli as I could of the phlogisticated air which remained in the tube, added some

dephlostigated ail' to it and ci>nlimiecl the spark until iio I'm tin r diniiniilioM took

place. Having b\' tliese iiie.Miis coiideMsed as miicli as I could o|' ilie phlogisticated

air, I let up some solution of li\ei' of .sulphur to absorb the dephlogisticated air
;

after wiiich only a small bubljle of air remained unabsorbed, which certainly was

not more than -j-J^- of the bidk of the )>hlogisticated air let up into the tube; so

that if there is any part of the phlogisticated air of our atmosphere which differs

from the rest, and cannot be reduced to nitrous acid, we may safely conclude that

it is not more than -^-^ part of the whole."

Although Cavendish was satisfied with his result, and does not decide whether

the small residue was genuine, our expeiiments about to be related render it not
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iiii[ir()bable that his residue was really of a ditt'ereiit ]<iiul iVoiii tiie main biillc of

the " plilogisticated air," and eoiitaiiied the gas now called argon.

Cavendish gives data' from which it is possible to determine the rate of ab-

sorption of the mixed gases in his experiment. The electi-ical machine used "was

one of Ml'. Nairne's |)atent machines, the cylindei' of whi(di is 12-^ inches long,

and 7 in diameter. A conductor of 5 feet long and 6 inches in diameter was

adapted to it, and the ball which received the spaik was j)laced two or thi-ee inches

from another ball fixed to the end of the couductoi-. Now when the machine

worked well, Mr. Gil[)in supposes he got about two or tlii'ee hundred sparks a

minute, and the diminution of the aii; during the half houi' which he continued

working at a time, varied in general from -40 to 120 measures, but was usually

greatest when there was most air in the tube, provided the cpantity was not so

great as to prevent the spai'k from [lassing readily." The "measure" spoken of

represents the volume of one grain of quicksilvei', or 0.0048 c. c. ; so that an absoi'p-

tiou of one cubic centimetre of mixed gas per hour was about the most favorable,

rate. Of the mixed gas about two-fifths would be nitrogen.

3. Methods of Causing Free Nitrogen to Combine.

The concord between the determinations of density of nitrogen obtained from

sources other than the atmosphere having made it at least possible that some

heavier gas exists in the atmosphere, hitherto undetected, it became necessaiy to

submit atmospheric nitrogen to examination with the view of isolating, if possible,

the unknown and overlooked constituent, or it might be constituents.

Nitrogen, however, is an element which does not easily enter into direct com-

bination with other elements ; but with certain elements, and under certain condi-

tions, combination may be induced. The elements which have been directly united

to nitrogen are (a) boron, (b) silicon, (c) titanium, (d) lithium, (e) strontium and

barium, (f) magnesium, (g) aluminum, (h) mercury, (i) hydrogen, and (k) oxygen,

the last two by help of an electrical discharge.

(a) Nitride of horon was prepared by Wohler and Deville,^ by heating amor-

phous boron to a white heat in a current of nitrogen. Experiments were made to

test whether the i-eaction would take place in a tube of difficultly fusible glass

;

but it was found that the combination took place at a bright-red heat to only a

small extent, and that the boi'on, which had been })i'e[)aied by heating powdered

boron oxide with magnesium dust, was only superficially attacked. Boi'on is there-

fore not a convenient absorbent for nitrogen.

' Philosophical Transactions, vol. LXXVIII, p. 271, 1788. ' Annaks de Chemie (3), 52, p. 82.
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(I)) NItriile of .silicon^ i\\>^o i'e(|uiifs fur its foiination a wliite heat, ami o(Hii-

{tlete union is ditticult to bring about. Moreover it is not easy to obtain large

(quantities of silicon. This method was therefore not attempted.

(c) Nitride of titanium is said t(^ have been foinied by Deville and Caron,^ by

heating titanium to whiteness in a curienr of nitrogen. This process was not tried

by us. As titanium has an unusual tendency to unite with nitrogen, it niight,

perhaps, be worth while to set the element free in presence of atmos[)heric nitro-

gen, with a view to the absorption of the nitrogen. This has, in effect, been

already done by AVohlei- and Deville''; they passed a mi.\ture of the vapor of

titanium chloride and nitrogen ovei- i-ed-hot aluminum, and obtained a laige yield

of nitride. It is possible that a mixtuie of the precipitated oxide of titanium with

magnesium dust niight be an effective absorbing agent at a comparatively low

temperature.

(d), (e) Lithium at a dull-red heat absorbs nitrogen,^ but the difficulty of

obtaining the metal in (piautity piecludes its application. On the other hand,

strontium and harium, prepared by electrolyzing solutions of theii' chlorides in

contact with mercury, and subsequently i-emoving the mercury bv distillation, are

said by Marpienne^o absorb nitrogen with readiness. Although we have not

tried these metals for removing niti'ogen, still our experience with their amalgams

has led us to doubt their efficacy, for it is extremely difficult to fi'ee them from

niei'cury by distillation, and the product is a fused ingot, exposing very little sur-

face to the action of the gas. The pi'ocess might, howevei", be worth a trial. Nitro-

gen is also known to be converted into cyanides when passed over a mixture of

Ijaryta and carbon, and this may ])ossibly prove to be the most efficient method of

effecting its removal on a large scale.

(f) Nitride of magnesium was prepared by r)e\ille and Caron (loc. cit.)

during the distillation of impure magnesium. It has been more carefully investi-

gated by Briegleb and Geuthei," wlio ulitained it by igniting metallic magnesium

in a current of nitrogen. It forms an orange-brown, friable sulwtauce, very porous,

and it is easily produced at a bright-red heat. When mafrnesiuni, preferably in

the form of thin tui-nings, is heated in a conibustion tube in a cuiient of niti'ogeii,

the tube is attacked superficially, foi ining a coating of magnesium silicide. As the

temperature lises to bright redness, the magnesium begins to glow brighth', and

combustion takes place, beginning at that end of the tube through which the gas

is introduced. Hie comliustion proceeds regulai'ly, the glow extending down the

' Schiitzenljerger, Comptes Reiufus, 89, 644. ' Oiivrard,.C<>/////« Rcndiis, 114, 120.

' Aiiiialen der C/icmie itnJ P/iarrnacie, loi, 360. ' Ibid., 1 14, 25 and 220.

' //i/'(/., 73, 34. ' Annalen dcr Chcmic und Phannxcie, 123, 228
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tube, until all the metal has united with nitrogen. Tlie heat developed by the

couiI)ination is considerable, and the; glass softens; but by careful attention and

regulation of the I'ate of the current, the tube lasts out an operation. A piece of

combustion tubing of the usual length for organic analysis, packed tightly witli

magnesium turnings, and containing about 30 gi'amnies, absorbs between seven and

eight litres of nitrogen. It is essential that oxygen be excluded from the tube,

otherwise a fusible substance is produced, possibly nitrate, which blocks the

tube. AVith the precaution of excluding oxygen, the nitride is loose and porous,

and can easily' be removed from the tube with a rod ;
but it is not possible to use

a tube twice, for the glass is generally softened and deformed.

(g) Nitride of aluminum has been investigated by Mallet.' He obtained it iu

crystals by heating the metal to whiteness in a carbon crucible. IJut ahuninum

shows no tendency to unite with nitrogen at a red heat, and cannot l)e used as an

absorbent for the gas.

(h) Garresheim^ states that he has induced combination between nitrogen and

mercury ; but the affinity between these elements is of the slightest, for the com-

pound is explosive.

(i) The union of hydrogen with nitrogen to form anunonia in jireseuce of an

acid seems to pi'oceed at a fair I'ate under the influence of electric spai'ks fi-oni a

battery and coil ; but an atteiupt to increase the rate by use of the alternating

cuirent from a dynamo has not so far succeeded.

The process of removing nitrogen by a coml>ination with oxygen is treated in

§ 2, 4, an<l 8.

4. Early Experiments on Sparking Nitrogen with Ox;ygen in Presence

OF Alkali.

In our earliest attempts to isolate the suspected gas by the method of

Cavendish, we used a Ruhndcorff coil of medium size actuated by a battery of five

Grove cells. The gases were contained in a test tube standing over a large

quantity of weak alkali, and the current was conveyed in wires insulated by

inverted U-shaped glass tubes passing thi'ough the liquid round the mouth of the

test tube. The inner platinum ends of the wii'e were sealed into the glass insu-

lating tubes, but reliance was not placed upon the sealings. In oi'der to secure

tightness in spite of cracks, mercury was placed in the bends. This disposition of

the electrodes complicates the apparatus somewhat and entails the use of a large

' Transactions of the Chemical Society, 1876, II, 349.

" Annalen dcr Chemie iiiid Phannacie, 195, 373.
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ilejitli of liquid ill urdei' to render possible the witlidrawal of the tubes, but it has

the great advantage of dispensing with sealing electrodes into the principal vessel,

which might give way and cause the loss of the experiment at the most incon-

venient moment. With the given battery and coil a somewhat short spark, or aic,

of about 5 mm. was found to be more favorable than a lari'er one. When the

mixed gases were in the right proportion, the rate of absorption was about 30 c. c.

per hour, or 30 times as fast as Cavendish could wnik with the electrical machine

of his day.

To take an example, one experiment of this kind started with 50 c. c. of air.

To this, oxygen was gradually added until, oxygen being in excess, theie wjis no

perceptible contraction during an hour's spaiking. The remaining gas was then

transferred at tlie pneumatic trough to a small measuring vessel, sealed by mercurv,

in which the volume was found to be 1.0 c. c. On treatment w itli alkaline pyro-

gallate, the gas shiank to .32 c. c. That this small residue could not be nitrogen

was argued from the fact that it had withstood the prolonged action of the spark,

although mixed with oxygen in nearly the most favoi-able propoitiou.

The residue was then transferred to the test tube with an addition of another

50 c. c. of air and the whole worked up with oxygen as before. The residue was

now 2.2 c. c, and after removal of oxygen .76 c. c.

Although it seemed almost impossible that these residues couhl be either

nitrogen or hydrogen, some anxiety was not unnatural, seeing that the final spark-

ing took [)lace under somewhat abnormal conditions. The space was veiy I'e-

stricted, and the temperature (and with it the i)roportion of a(pieous vapor) was

unduly high. But any doubts that wei-e felt upon this scoiv were lemoved by

comparison experiments in ^vhi(•ll the whole quantity of air operated on was veiy

small. Thus when a mixture of 5 c. c. of air with 7 c c. of oxygen was sparked

for \^ houi-s, the residue was 0.47 c. c. and after removal of oxvireu 0.06 c. c.

Several repetitions having given similar results, it became clear that the final resi-

due did not depend upon anything that might happen when sparks psussed through

a greatly reduced volume, ht/t was in. proportion to the amount of air operated upon.

No satisfactory examination of the residue which i-efu.sed to lie oxidized could

be madi* witiioiit the accumulation of a larger quantity. This, however, was difii-

cnlt of attainment at the time in (luestion. The mis seemed to rebel acainst the

law of addition. It was thougliL that the cause probably lay in the solubility of

the gas in water, a suspicion since coiifiinied. At length, however, a sufficiency

was Collected to allow of sparking in a s[)ecially constructed tube, when a conq)ari-

son with the air spectrum taken under similar conditions [iroved that at any rate

the gas was not nitrogen. At first scarcely a trace of the principal nitrogen lines
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could be seen, but after standing over water for an lionr or two tliese lines

became apparent.

We now pioceed to give an account of the early experiments with magnesium.

5. Early ExPKi'.i.MJiNT.s on W riiioiiAWAL of Nn'RooEX from An; i',v Means of

ReuIIot Magnesium.

It having been proved that nitrogen at a bright-red lieat was easily ab.sorbed

by magnesium, best in the foiin of turnings, an attempt was successfully made to

I'emove that gas fi'om tlic ii-iiluc. left aftei- ellminatinL'' ox\'gen from aii' by means

of red-hot copjiei'.

The preliminary ex})eriment was made in the following manner: A combustion

tnbe, A, was tilled with magnesium turnings, packed tightly by pushing them in

Fio. I.

with a rod. This tube was connected with a second [.iece of condiustion tubing, B,

by means of thick-walled india-rubber tubing, carefidly wired ; B contained copper

oxide, and in its turn was connected with the tube C D, one-half of which con-

tained soda-lime, previously ignited to expel moisture, while the other half was

filled with phosphoric anhydride. E is a measuring vessel, and F was connected

with a gas-holder containing "atmospheric nitrogen."

In beginning an experiment, the system of tubes, which was heated with hnig.

flame burners, was pumped empty ; a little hydiogen was formed by the action of

the moisture in the tube on the metallic magnesium ; it was oxidized by the coppei-
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oxide Jiiul alfsorht'd by the pliosplmiic peiito.xiile. A gauge attae-lied to a SiJi-eiigel's

pump, connected witli the appaiatus, .showed when a vacuum had been reached.

A quantity of nitrogen was tlieii mea.sured in E, and admitted into contact with

the red-hot magnesium. Absorption took place lapidly at first and then slowly as

shown liy the gauge on the Sprengel's i)ump. .\ iVoli (piantity was tlien measured

and admitted, and these operations wei-e i-epeated until no more could be absorl»ed.

The system of tubes was then pumped empty by means of the Sprengel's pump,

and the gas was collected. The magnesium tube was then detached and replaced

by another. The unabsorbed gas was returned to the measuring-tube by a device

shown in tlie figure (G), and the absorption recommenced. After 1094 cubic

centimetres of gas had thus been treated, thei'e was left about 50 cubic centimetres

of gas, which resisted rapid absoi-ption. It still contained nitrogen, howevei",

judging by the diminution of volume which it e.xperienced when allowed to stand

in contact with ledliot magnesium. Its density was, nevertheless, determined by-

weighing a small bulb of about 40 cubic centimetres capacity first with air, and

afterwards with the gas. The data are these

:

(a) Weight of bulb and air — that of glass counterimise 0.8094 gramme
Weight of bulb alone — " " "

0.7588 "

Weight of air 0.0506 gramme

(b) Weight of bulb and gas— that of glass counterpoise 0.8108 gramme
Weight of bulb alone— " " '"

0.7588 "

Weight of gas 0.05 20 gramme

Taking as the weight of a litre of air 1.29347 gramme, the mean of the latest

results, and of oxygen (=10) I.429(J1 gramme,' the density of the residual gas

is 14.88.

' The results on which this and the subsequent calculations are based are as follows (the

weights are those of i litre) :

Air. Oxygen.
Regnault 129349 1.43011

Von Jolly 1.29383 1.42971

Leduc 1.29330 1.42910
Rayleigh 1.29327 1.42952

Regnault's numbers have an approximate correction applied to them by Crafts. The mean of

these numbers is taken, that of Regnault for nitrogen being omitted, as there is reason to believe

that his specimen was < oni.uninated with hydrogen.
Air. Oxygen. Nitrogen. Hydrogen.

1.29347 1.42961 1.25749 0.08991

This ratio gives for air the composition by volume :

Oxygen 20.91 j). c.

Nitrogen 7909 "

a result verified by experiment.

It is of course to be understood that these densities of nitrogen refer to atmospheric nitrogen,

that is, to air from which o.wiicii, water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ammonia have been removed.

Nitrogen.

1.25647
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Tliis I'esiilt was eiu-oiiragini;', altliout;'li weiLijlited with tlic iiiiavnidnhle error

attac'liiiii^ to the weighing of a veiy small aiiKumt. Still the fact ifinains tliat

the sii[)|H>seil niti'ogeu was heavier tliaii air. It would hardly have been possible

to make a mistake of '2.7 milligrammes.

It is right hei'e to [tlaee on reeord the fact that tliis first experiment was to

a gi'eat extent cariied out by Mr. Percy Williams, tt) whose skill in mani2)ulation

and great care its success is due, and to whom we desiie hei'e to express our

thanks.

Experiments were now begun on a largei' scale, the appaiatus em[)loyed being

shown in Fi^'. 2.

Fig. 2.

A and B are large glass gas-holders of about 10 litres capacity. C is an arrange-

ment by which gas could be introduced at will into the gas-holdei- A, either by

means of an india-rubber tube slipped over the open end of the IJ-tube, or, as

shown in the figure, from a test tube. The tube D was half filled with soda-lime

(«), half with phosphoric anhydi-ide (//). Similarly the tube E, which was kept

at a red heat by means of the loug-fiame burner, was filled half with very poi'ous

copper (a) I'educed from dusty oxide by heating in hydrogen, half with co[.per

oxide in a granular foim (b). The next tube, F, contained granular soda-lime, while

G contained magnesium turnings, also heated to bright redness by means of a

long-flame burner. H contained phosphoric anhydride, and I soda-lime. All

joints were sealed, excepting those connecting the hard-glass tubes E and G, to the

tubes next them.

The gas-holder A having been filled with nitrogen, prepared by passing air

over red-hot copper, and introduced at C, the gas was slowly passed through th.-

system of tubes into the gasholder B, and back again. The magnesium in the
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tiihe (t liaviiii,' tlieii ceased to absorb, was quickly reinovetl and replaced by a

fif.sli tube. Tliis tube was, of course, full of air, and before the tube G was

heated, the air was carried back from B towards A by passiug a little uitrotjen

from right to left. The oxygen in the air was removed by the metallic copper

and the nitrogen passed into the gasholder A, to be returned in the opposite

direction to B.

Ill till' course of about ten days, most of the nitrogen Ii.nl been absorbed.

The niagnesiuni was not always completely exhausted ; usually the nitride pre-

sented the appearance of a blackish-yellow mass, easil)' shaken out of the tube.

It is needless to say that the tube was always somewhat attacked, becoming black

with a coating of magnesium siiicide. The nitride of magnesium, whether black-

ish or oiange, if left for a few hours exposed to moist aii-, was completely con-

verted into white, dusty hydroxide, and during exposure it gave off a stroncr odor

of ammonia. If kept in a stoppered bottle, however, it was quite stable.

It was then necessarj^ in ordei- to continue the absorption to carry on opera-

tions on a smaller scale, with [necautions to exclude atmospheric air as completely

as pos.sib]e. There was at this stage a re.sidue of 1500 cubic centimetres.

The apparatus was therefore altered to that shown in Fig. 3 so as to make it

possible to withdraw all the gas out of the gas-holder A. The left-hand exit led

KiG. 3.

to the Spicngel's puiiip; the compartment (a) of the drying tube B was filled with

soda-lime, and (/») with phosphoric anhydride. C is a tube into which the gas

could be dr.iwn from the ga.s-holder A. The stopcock, as shown, allows gas to

pass through the hoi-izontal tubes and does not communicate with C ; l)Ut a vertical

groove allows it to ])e jdaced in communication either with the gas-holiler, or with

the apparatus to tli.- li'Jil. The compartment (/>) of the second drying tube D
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contained phosphoric anhydride, and (a) soda-Iinie. The tube D coinimuiicated

with a hai'd-glass tube, J^], heated over a long-flame l)ui-ner; it was partly filled

with metallic copper, and partly with copper oxide. Tiiis tube, as well as the

tube F, filled with magnesium turnings, was connected to the di'ying tube with

india-rubber. The g;s then entered G, a graduated reservoir, and the arrangement

H permitted the i-emoval or introduction of gas fiom oi- into the ai)paratus. The
gas was gi'adually transferred from the gas-holder to the tube C, and [)assed back-

wards and forwards over the I'ed-hot magnesium until about 200 cubic centimetres

were left. It was necessary to change the magnesium tube, which was made of

smaller size than formerly, sevei-al times during the operation. This was done by

turning out the long-flame bui'nei-s and pumping off all gas in the horiz<iiital tubes

by means of the Sprengel's pu!np. This gas was carefully collected. The mag-

nesium tube was then exchanged for a fresh one, and after aii' had been exhausted

from the apparatus, nitrogen was introduced from the reservoir. Any gas evolved

from the magnesium (and appai-ently there was always a trace of hydrogen, either

occluded by the magnesium, or j^roduced by the action of aqueous vapor on the

metal) was oxidized by the copper oxide. Had oxygen been present, it would

have been absorbed by the metallic copper, but the copper preserved its red

appearance without alteration, whereas a little copper oxide was reduced during

the series of operations. The gas, wdiich had been removed by pumping, was

I'eintroduced at H, and the absorption continued.

The volume of the gas was thus, as has been said, reduced to about 200 cubic

centimetres. It ^vould have been advisable to take exact measurements, but, un-

foi-tunately, some of the original nitrogen had been lost through leakage ; and a

natural anxiety to see if there was any unknown gas led to pushing on operations as

quickly as possible.

The density of the g;is was next determined. The bulb or globe in which the

gas was weighed was sealed to a two-way stopcock, and the weight of distilled and

air-fi'ee water filling it at 1 7°.l 5 was 162.654 gi-anmies, cori'esponding to a capacity of

162.843 cubic centimetres. The shrinkage on removing air completely was 0.0212

cubic centimetre. Its weight when empty should therefore be increased by the

weight of that volume of ail-, which may be taken as 0.000026 gramme. This

coi'rection, howevei", is pei'haps hardly worth a|)[)lying in the present case.

The countei'poise was an exactly similar bulb, of equal capacity, and weighing

about 0.2 gramme heavier than the empty globe. The balance was a very sensitive

one by Oei'tling, which easily measui'ed one-tenth of a milligramme. By the

process of swinging, one-hundredth of a milligramme would be determined with

fair accuracy.
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In wi'ii^liiiii; the eun)ty gUibe, U.2 grainine was placed on tlie same pan as that

which liiuig from tlie eml of the beam to which it was suspended and the final

weight was adjusted by means of a ridei', or by small weights on the other pan.

This process practically leads to weighing by substitution of gas for weights. The

bulb was always handled wilii gloves, to avoid moisture or grease from tlie fingers.

Three ex[)eriments, of which it is unnecessary to give details, were made to

test the degree of accuracy with which a gas could be weighed, the gas being dried

air, freed from carbon dioxide. The mean lesult gave for the weight of 1 litre of

air at 0°and 7(iO mm. pressui'e, 1.2935 gramme. Regnault found l.'2!:)34U, a correction

haviiic been applied by Crafts to allow foi- the estimated altei-ation of volume

caused by the contraction of his vacuous bulb. The mean result of detei'miuations

by several observers is 1.29347; while one of us found 1.29327.

The globe was then filled with the carefully dried gas.

Temperature, i8°.8o; pressure, 759. 3 mm.

Weight of 162.843 c. c. of gas 0.21897 gramme.

Weight of I litre gas at 0° and 760 mm i-43*'6

Density, that of air compared with O = 16, being 14-476 16.100

It is evident from these numbers that the deuse constituent of the air was

being concentrated. As a check, the bulb was pumped empty and agaiu weighed
;

its weiglit was 0.21903 gramme. This makes the density 16.105.

It appeared advisable to continue to absorb nitrogen from this gas. The first

tube of magnesium lemoved a considerable quantity of gas ; the nitride was con-

verted into ammonium chloride, and the sample contained 66.30 p. c. of chlorine,

showing, as has before been remarked, that if any of the lieavier constituent of the

atmosi)here had been absorbed, it formed no basic compound wntli hydrogen. The

second tube of magnesium was hardly attacked ; most of the magnesiiun had

melted, and formed a layer at the lower i)art of the tube. That which was still

left in the body of the tube was black on the surface, but had evidtiutly not been

much attacked. The ammonium chloride which it yielded weighed only 0.0035

gramme.

The density of the remaining gas was then deteniiined. Hut as its volume

was oidv a little over 100 culiie centimetres, the bulb, the capacity of wliieli was

1(12 eul)ic centimetres, had to be filled at reduced pressure. This was easily done

by replacing the pear-shaped reservoir of the mercury gas-holder by a straight tube,

and noticing the level of the mercury in the gas-holder and in the tube which

served as a mercury reservoir against a giaduated mirror scale by help of a cathe-

tometer at the moment of closing the stopcock of the density bulb.

The details of the experiment are these :
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Temperature 19.12 C. Barometric pressure 749. 8 mm. (corr.)

Difference read on gas-holder and tube ::25.25 mm. (corr.)

Actual pressure, 524.55 mm.
Weight of 162.843 eul)ic centimetres of gas 0.17913 gramme.
Weight of I litre at o" and 760 mm. pressure >.7o54

"

Density 19.086
"

This gas is accordingly at least 19 times as heavy as liytlrogen.

A portion of the gas \\as then mixed vvitli o.xygen, and submitted to a rapid

discharge of sparks for four houi's. It contracted, and on absorbing the excess of

oxygen with pyrogallate of potas.sium the contraction amounted tt) lo.-i p^r cent of

the original volume. The question theo arises : If the gas contained 15.4 per cent

of nitrogen of density 14.014: and 84.6 per cent of other gas, and if the density of

the mixture were 19.086, what would be the density of the other gas ? Calculation

leads to the number 20.0.

A vacuum-tube was filled with a specimen of the gas of density 19.086, and it

coukl not be doubted that it contained nitrogen, the bands of which were distinctly

visible. It was probable therefore that the true density of the [lure gas lay not

far from 20 times that of hydrogen. At the same time many lines were seen which

could not be recognized as belonging to the spectrum of any known substance.

Such were the i)relimiuary experiments made with the aid of magnesium to

separate from atmosphei'ic nitrogen, its dense constituent. The methods adopted

in preparing large quantities will be subsequently de.scril)ed.

6. Proof of the Presence of Argon in Air, by Means of Atmolysis.

It has already (§ 2) been suggested that if "atmospheric nitrogen" contains

two gases of different densities, it should be possible to obtain direct evidence of

the fact by the method of atmolysis. The present section contains an account of

carefully conducted experiments directed to this end.

The atmolyser was prepared (after Graham) by combining a number of

"church-warden" tobacco pipe.s. At fii'st twelve pipes were used in three groups,

each group including four pipes connected in series. Tlie three groups were then

connected in parallel, and placed in a large glass tube, closed in such a way that a

partial vacuum could be maintained in the space outside the pipes by a water

pump. One end of the combination of pipes was open to the atmosphere, or rather

was connected with the interior of an open bottle containing sticks of caustic alkali,

the object being mainly to dry the air. The other end of the combination was

connected to a bottle aspirator, initially full of water, and so ai-i-auged as to draw-

about 2 per cent of the air which entered the other end of the i)ipes. The gas col-

lected was thus a very small propoition of that which leaked thi'ough the pores of
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tlie pipes, aiul should he relatively rich in the heavier constituents of the atmos-

[iliere. The flow of water from the aspirator couhl not be niaintaiued very

constant, but the rate of 2 per cent was never much exceeded. The necessary 4

litres took about 16 hours to collect.

The air thus ol)tained was treated exactly as ordinary air had been treated in

determinations of the density of atniosplierie nitrotren. Oxvcren was removed by

red-hot cojiper, followed by cu[tric oxide, ammonia V)y sulphuric acid, moisture and

carbonic aidiydride by phosphoric anhydride and potash.

The following are the results :

Globe empty, July lo, 14 2.81789

Globe full, Sept. 15(12 pipes) 50286

2-31503

Ordinary atmospheric nitrogen 2.31016

Difference + .00487

Globe empty, Sept. 17 2.81345

Globe full, Sept. 18 (12 pipes) 50191

2-31154

2.31016

Difference + .00138

Globe empty, Sept. 21 2.82320

Globe full, Sept. 20 (12 pipes) 5'03'

231289

2.31016

Difference + .00273

Globe empty, Sept. 2 1, Oct. 30 2.82306

Globe full, Sept. 22 (12 pipes) 5' '40

2.31 166

2.31016

Difference + .00150

The mean excess of the four determinations is .00262 gramme, oi-, if we omit

the first, which tlei)ended upon a vacuum weighing of two months old, .00187 gramme.

Tile gas fiom [)repai'ed air was thus in every case denser than fiom unprejjared

air, and to an extent much Ijeyond the possible errors of expeiiment. The excess

WJI.S, however, less than had l)een expected, and it was thought that the arrange-

ment of the pipes could be improveil. The final delivery of gas from each of the

groups in parallel being so small iu comparison with the whole streams coucerued,

I
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it seemed possible that eacli giouj) was not contributing its pr(>i)er share, and even

that tliere might be a tiow in the wrong direction at the delivery end of one or two

of them. To meet this objection, tlie ari'angeiuent in parallel had to be aljandoned,

and for the remaining expei'iments 8 ])ipes were connected in simple sei-ies. The
poi'ous surface in operation was thus ivduced, but this was partly compensated for by

an im])roved vacuum. Two ex])eriments were made un<l<'i- the new conditions:

Globe empty, Oct. 30, Nov. 5 2.82313

Globe full, Nov. 3 ( 8 pipes) 50930

Ordinary atmospheric nitrot;en 2.31016

Difference + .00367

Globe empty, Nov. 5, 8 2.82355

Globe full, Nov. 6 (8 pipes) 5101 1

2-31344

Ordinary atmospheric nitrogen 2.31016

Difference + .00328

The excess being lai'ger than befoi'e is doul)tless due to the gi'eatei' efficiency

of the atmolysing appai'atus. It should be mentioned that the above recorded ex-

periments include all that liave been tried, and the conclusion .seems inevitable that

"atmos[)heric nitrogen " is a mi.xture, and not a simple body.

It was hoped that the concentration of the heavier constituent would be sufficient

to facilitate its pi-eparation in a pine state by the use of pi'epared air in substitution

for oidinaiy air in the oxygen apparatus. The advance of 8^ ing. on the 11 mg.

by which atmospheric nitivigen is heavier than chemical nitrogen, is indeed not to

be despised, and the use of pre[)ai'ed air would be convenient if the diffusion ap[)a-

ratus could be set up on a large scale and be made thoroughly self-acting.

7. Negative Experiments to Prove that Argon is not Derived from Nitro-

gen FROM Chemical Sources.

Although the evidence of the existence of ai'gon in the atmosphere, derived

fi'om the comparison of densities of atmos[)heric and chenncal nitrogen and from

the diff'usion expei-inients, appeared overwhelming, we have thought it undesirable

to shrink from any labor that would tend to complete the veiification. With this

object in view, an ex[)ei'iment was undertaken and carried to a conclusion on No-

vembei' 18th, in which 3 litres of chemical nitrogen, pi'epared from ammonium

uitrite, were treated with oxygen lu precisely the manner in which atmosphei'ic
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nitrogen had l)eeii found to yield u residue of argon. In the course of opeiations an

accident occuned, by whicii no gas could have lieen lost, but of such a nature that

from 100 to 200 c. c. of air must have entered the woiking vessel. Tlie gas remain-

ing at the close of the large scale operations was worked uj) as usual with battery

and coil until the si)ectiura showed only slight traces of the nitrogen lines. When

cold, the residue measured 4 c. c. This was tiausferred, and after treatment with

alkaline ])yrogallate to ivmove oxygen, measured 3.5 c. c. If atm<»spheric nitrogen

had been employed, the final residue should have been about 30 c. c. Of the 3.5

c. c. actually left, a good part is accounte<l tor by the accident alluded to, and the

result I'f the experiment is to show that argon is not formed l)y sparking a mix-

ture of oxygen and chemical nitrogen.

A similar set of expeiiments was carried out with magnesium. The nitrogen,

of which three litres were used, was [)iepared by the action c»f l>leaching-powder

on ammonium chloride. It was circulated in the usual ai)paratus over red-hot

magnesium, until its volume had l>een reduced to about 100 cubic centimetres. An

equal volume of hydrogen was then adtled, owing to the impossibility of circula-

ting a vacuiun. The circulation then proceeded until all absorption had apparently

stopped. The remaining gas was then passed over red-hot copper oxide into the

Sprengel's pumj), and collected. As it a[)peared still to contain hydrogen, which

had escaped oxidation, owing to its great rarefaction, it was passed over copper

oxide for a second and a thinl time. As there was still a lesidue, measiiiing 12.5

cubic centimetres, the gas was left in contact with red-hot magnesium for several

hours, and then pumped out ; its volume was then 4.5 cubic centimetres. Absorption

was, however, still [)roceeding v.hen the experiment terminated, for at a low pres-

sure the rate is exceedingly slow. This gas, on being examiiictl with the spectro-

scope, contained both hydrogen and nitrogen, and failed to show the red lines of

argon. The amount of lesidue attainable from three litres of atmospheric nitrogen

should have amounted to a large multiple of the quantity actually obtained.

8. Separation of Argon on a Large Scale.

To separate nitrogen from "atmospheric" nitrogen on a large scale, by help

of magnesium, several devices weie tiieil. It is not necessary to describe them all

in detail. Suffice it to say that an attenq)t was made to cause a store of "atmos-

jdieric nitrogen" to circulate by means of a Ian, driven liy a water-motor. The

difficulty encountered here was leakage at the bearing of the fan, and the intro-

duced air, on coming into contact with the magnesium, produced a cake whicli

blocked the tube. It might have been possible to I'emove oxygen by metallic
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copper; but instead of thus c()iiiplic;itiii<,' tlie apparatus, a waler-injcctoi' was made

use of to induce eireulatiou. Ilei-e also it is unnecessui'y to enter into details. Foi-,

though the plan woi'ked well, and allliougli about 120 litres of " atniospheiic "

nitrogen wei-e absoibed, the yield of argon was not huge, about COO cubic centi-

metres having been collected. This loss was subsequently discovei'ed to be due

partially at least to the I'elatively high solubility of ai'goii in water. In order to

pro[)el the gas over magnesium, through a long combustion-tube packed with turn-

ings, a considei'able water-pressure, involving a large flow of watei', was necessary.

The gas was bi'ought into intimate contact with this water, and presuming that

several thousand liti'es of v.ater ran through the injector, it is obvious that a not

inconsiderable amount of ai'gon must have dissolved. Its pi'opoition was increasing

at each circulation, and consequently its partial pressure also increased. Hence,

towards the end of the operation, at least, thei'e is every reason to believe that a

serious loss had occurred.

It was next attempted to pass "atmospheric nitrogen " fi'om a gas-holder first

through a combustion-tube of the usual length packed with metallic copper re-

duced from the oxide ; then through a small U-tube containing a little water,

which was intended as an index of the I'ate of flow ; the gas was then dried by

passage through tubes filled with soda-lime and phosphoric anhydride, and it next

passed through a long iron tube (gas-[)i[)e) packed with magnesium tui'nings, and

heated to briizht i-edness in a second combustion-fai'iiace. After the ii'ou tube

followed a second small U-tube containing water, intended to indicate the rate at

which the ai'gon escaped into a small gas-holder placed to receive it. The niti'ogen

was absorbed rajDidly, and argon entered the small gas-holder. But there was i-eason

to suspect that the iron tube is permeable by argon at a red heat. The first tube-

full allowed very little argon to pass. After it had been i-emoved and replaced by

a second, the same thiua; was noticed. The first tube was difiicult to clean ; the

niti'ide of magnesium forms a cake on the interior of the tube, and it was very

difficult to i-emove it; moreover, this rendered the filling of the tube troublesome,

inasmuch as its interior was so rough that the magnesium turnings could only

with difficulty be forced down. However, the permeability to argon, if such be

the case, appeared to have decreased. Tlie iron tube was coated internally with a

skin of magnesium nitride, which ap[)eared to diminish its permeability to argon.

Aftei' all the magnesium in the tube had been converted into nitride (and this was

easily known, because a bi-ight glow proceeded gradually from one end of the tube

to the other), the argon remaining in the iron tube was " washed " t)ut by a cur-

rent of nitrogen ; so that, after a number of operations, the small gas-holder con-

tained a mixture of argon with a considei'able quantity of nitrogen.
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On tlie wliole, tlie use of iron tul)fs is not to In- ivcMiMiieucleil, owing to the

(lillifiilty in cleaning them, an«l the i»ossible loss through their permeability to

argon. There is no such risk of k)ss with glass tubes, but each operation lequires

a new tube, and the cost of the glass is considerable if much nitrogen is to be

ab.sorbed. TuV)es of porcelain were not tried ; but they are hardly likely to suc-

ceed, for the glaze in the interior would certainly be destroyed by the action of the

red-hot magnesium, and the i-oiighening of the surface would render tin-in as difh-

cult to emjtty and refill as the iron tubes were found to V)e.

By these processes 157 litres of "atmospheric nitrogen" were reduced in

volume to about 2.5 litres in all of a mixture of nitrogen and argon. This mixture

was afterwards circulated over red-hot magnesium in order to remove the last

portions of nitrogen.

As the ai)paratus employed for this purpose proved very convenient, a

full description of its construction is here given. A diagram is shown in Fig. 4

Fig. 4-

which sufficiently explains tin- anangement of the api)aiatus. A is the circidator.

Itconsists of a sort <<[' Spicuucrs pump (a), to w liich a supply of mcicury is ;idniitlc<l

from a small leservoir (//). This mercury is delivered into a gas-separator (c), and

the mercury <»verflows into the reservoir (d). When its level rises, so that it

blocks the tube (/), it ascends in pellets or pistons into a reservoir (e) which is

connected through {g) with a water-pump. The mercury falls into (Ji), and again

passes down the Sprcngfl-tiibe (a). No attention is therefore rerpiired, for the
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apparatus works (jiiite automatically. Tins foi-in of apparatus was first suo-cested

by Dr. Collie.

The gas is di'awii tVoiu the gas-holdei' H, and passes tlnoiii^di a tube C, which

is heated to I'edness by a loug-fiaine burner, and wliicli contains in one half metallic

copper, and in the oflier half copper oxide. This precaution is taken in order to

ivmove any oxygen which may possibly be present, and also any hydrorjen oi-

hydrocarbon. In practice, it was never found that the co[iper becanie oxidized, or

the oxide reduced. It is, however, useful to guard against any jjossible contamina-

tion. The gas next traversed a drying-tube D, the anterior portion containing

ignited sodadirae, and the posterior poi'tion phosphoric anhydride. It then passed

through E, a piece of combustion-tube, drawn out at both ends, filled with

magnesium turnings, and heated by a long-flame l)uiner to redness. After regis-

tering the rate of circulation by passing a small U-tube with bulbs, filled with

water, it again entered the gas-holder B.

After the magnesium-tube E had done its woi-k, the stopcocks were all closed

and the gas was turned down, so that the burners might cool. The mixture of

argon and nitrogen remaining in the system of tubes was pumped out by a

Sprengel's pump through F, collected in a large test tube, and i-eintroduced into the

gas-holder B thi'ough the side-tube G, which requires no description. The

magnesium-tube was then replaced bj' a fresh one ; the system of tubes was

exhausted of air ; ai'gon and nitrogen were admitted from the gas-holder B ; the

copper oxide-tube and the magnesium-tube were again heated ; and the operation

was repeated until absoi-ption ceased. It was easy to decide when this point had

been i-eached, by making use of the graduated cylindei- H, fiom which water

entered the gas-holder B. It was fountl advisable to keep all the water employed

in these operations, for it had become saturated with argon. If gas was withdi'awu

from the gas-holdei', its place was taken I)}- this saturated water.

The absorption of nitrogen proceeds very slowly towards the end of the oper-

ation, and the diminution in volume of the gas is not greater than four or five cubic

centimetres per hour. It is therefore somewhat difficult to judge of the end-point,

as will be seen when experiments on the density of this gas are described. The

magnesium-tube, towards the end of the operations, was made so hot that the metal

was melted in the lower part of the tube, and sublimed in the upper part. The

argon and residual nitrogen had therefoi'e been thoroughly mixed with gaseous

magnesium, during its passage through the tube E.

To avoid possible contamination with air in the Sprengel's pump, the last por-

tion of gas collected from the system of tubes was not readmitted to the gas-holder

B, but was separately stored.
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The ar-'on was collected in two operations. First the quantity made by

absorption by magnesium in glass tubes with the water-pump ciiculator was

pui-itied. Later, after a second supply had been prepai'ed by absorption in iron

tubes, the mixture of argon and nitrogen wjis united with tlie first (quantity and

circulated, by means of the mercury circulator, in the gasholder B. Attention

will be drawn to the pailicular sample of gas employed in describing further

experiments made with the argon.

By means of magnesium, about seven litres of nitrogen can be absorbed in an

hour ; the changing of the tul>es of magnesium, however, takes some time ; conse-

quently the largest amount absorbed in one day was nearly thirty litres.

The pi-incipal objection to the oxygen method of isolating argon, as hitherto

desci-ibed, is the extreme slowness of the operation. An absorption of 30 c. c. of

mixed gas means the removal of but 12 c. c. of nitrogen. At this rate eight hours

are lequiied for the isolation of 1 c. c. of argon, supposed to be present in the pro-

portion of 1 per cent.

In extending the scale of operations we had the great advantage of the advice

of Mr. Crookes, who a short time ago called attention to the flame rising from pla-

tinum terminals which convey a high-tension alternating electric discharge, and

pointed out its dependence upon c-..iiil.ustion of the nitrogen and oxygen of the air.'

Mr. Crookes was kind enough to arrange a demonstration at his own house w'ith a

small alternating cuirent plant, in which it appeared that the absorption of mixed

gas was at the rate of 500 c. c. per hour, or nearly twenty times as fast as with the

battery. The arrangement is similar to that first described by Spottiswoode.'^ The

primary of a Ruhmkoi-fl" coil is connected directly with the alternator, no l)reak or

condenser being required, so that in fact the coil acts simply as a high-potential

transformer. When the arc is established the platinum terminals may be separated

beyond the initial striking distance.

Tlie plant with which the large scale operations have been made consists of a

De Meritens alternator, kindly lent by Professor J. J. TIk.iusoii, and a gas-engine. As

transformer, one of Swinburne's hedgehog pattern has l)een employed with success,

but the ratio of transformation (-'4:1) is scarcely sufiicient. A higher potential,

although perhaps not more efficient, is more convenient. The striking distance is

<'reater, and the arc is not so liable to go out. Accordingly most of the work to

be described has been peiformed with transformei-s of the Ruhmkorff type.

The apparatus has been vaiied greatly, and it cannot be regaiiled as having

even yet assumed a completely satisfactory and final form. But it will give a sufR-

' Chemical News, vol. LXV, p. 301, 1892.

' A mode of exciting aa induction-coil. Philadclpliia Magazine, vol. VIII, p. 390, 1829.

I
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cient idea of the method if we describe an experiment in which a tulei'ably good

account was Icept of the air and oxygen employed. The working vessel was a class

flask of abont 1500 o. c. capacity, and stood neck downwards over a large jar of

alkali. As in the small scale experiments the leading-in wires were insulated by

glass tubes, suitably bent and carried thi-ough the liquid up the neck. For the

greater part of the length iron pipes wei'e employed, but the internal exti'emities

were of platinum, doubled upon itself at the terminals from which the dischai-ge

escaped. The glass projecting tubes must be carried up for some distance above

the internal level of the liquid, but it is desirable that the arc itself should not be

much raised above that level. A general idea of the disposition of the electrodes

will be obtained from the figure (5). To ensure gas tightness these bends were

occupied by mercury. A tube for the supply or \vithdravval of gas was carried

in the same way through the neck.

Fig. 5.

The Ruhmkorff employed in this operation was one of medium size. When

the mixture was rightly proportioned and the arc of full length, the rate of absorp-

tion was about 700 c. c. per hour. A good deal of time was lost in starting, for

especially when there is soda on the platinum, the arc is liable to go out if length-

ened prematurely. After seven days the total quantity of air led in amounted to

7925 c. c. and of oxygen (prepared from chlorate of potash) 9137 c. c. On the

eighth and ninth days oxygen alone was added, of which about 500 c. c. was con-

sumed, while there remained about 700 c. c. in the flask. Hence the [)roportion in

which the air and oxygen combined was as 79 : 96. On the eighth day there was

about three hours' work, and the absorption slackened off to about one-quarter of

the previous rate. On the ninth day (September 8th) the rate fell off still more,
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ami, after three hours' woi'k, became very 8h)w. The progress towards leiiioval of

nitroireii was examiiiei] from time to time with the spectroscope, the points being

approximated and connected with a small Leyden jar. At this stage the yeUow

nitrot^en line was faint, but phiinlv visible. After about four hours' more work the

yellow line had disappeared, an<l for two hotiis tliere had been no visible contrac-

tion. It will be seen that the removal of the last part of the nitrogen was very

sloNV, mainly on account of the iai-ge excess of oxygen present.

The final treatment of the residual 700 c. c. of gas was on the model of the

small scale operations alieady described.

By means of a pipette the gas wa.s gradually transferred to a large test tube

standing over alkali. Under the influence of sparks (from battery and coil) pass-

inf all the while, the superfluous oxygen was consumed with hydrogen fed in

slowly from a vcdtameter. If the nitrogen had been completely removed, and if

there were no unknown ingredient in the atmosphere, the volume under this treat-

ment should have diminished without limit. P>ut the contraction stopped at a

volume of 65 c. c, and the volume was taken backwaids and forwards through

this as a minimum by alternate treatment with oxygen and hydrogen added in small

quantities, with prolonged intervals of sparking. Whether the oxygen or the

hxdidgcn were in excess could Ije determined at any moment by a glance at the

spectrum. At the minimum volume the gas was certainly not hydrogen or oxygen.

Was it niti'ogen ? On this point the testimony of the speclioscope was equally

decisive. No trace of the yellow nitrogen line could be seen even with a wide slit

and under the most favorable conditions.

When the gas stood for some d;iys over water the nitrogen line .ngain asserted

itself, ami many hours' sparking with a little oxygen were ivcpiired again to get rid

of it. As it was important to know w hat proportions of nitrogen cmdd be made

visible in this way, a little air was added to gas that had been sparked for some

time subsequently to the disappearance of nitrogen in its spectrum. It was found

that about li per cent was clearly, and al)out .". ]ier cent was conspicuously,

visible. About the same nund)eis apply to the visil)ility of nitrogen in oxygen

when sparked under these conditions, that is, at atmospheric pressure, and with a

jar in coiniection with the secondary terminals.

When we atteuqit to increa.se the rate of absorption by the use of a more

powerful electric arc further experimental difficulties present themselves. In the

arrangement already described, giving an al)sor])tion of 700 c. c. per hour, the upper

part of the flask becomes very hot. With .-i iiion- powerful arc the he;it ri.ses to

such a point that the flask is filled with steam and the operation comes to a standstill.

The remedy is to be found in the use of a largei vessel subnu-rged, at any rate as
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regards its upper portion, in waiei-. In tlie luter expciitncnts ;i glolie of about

7 litres capacity, intended foi- sliowintr tlie eonilnistion of phosphorus in oxygen,

was employed. Tiie ueclv was inclined u[)wards at an angle of about 45" and was

closed air-tight by a coi'k, through which weie led (he necessary tubes. The lower

part of the globe is occupied by about .'! litres of a 5 per cent solution of caustic

soda, the solution rising to within about half an inch of tlie platinum terminals. The

upper half of the globe is kept cold by water a[)plied externally. With this

apparatus an absorption of 3 litres of mixed gas per hour can be attained.,—about

3000 times the rate at which Cavendish could work.

9. Density of Arciox Prepared by Means of OxY(iEN-.

No direct determination has yet been made of the density of argon isolated by

the oxygen method, but a fair estimate may be founded u[)on the <lata i-elating to

the volumes ali'eady I'ecoi-ded, on the assumption that the accui-ately known densi-

ties of atmospheric and cheniical nitrogen, differ on account of the presence of argon

iu the foi'mer and that during the treatment with o.xygen nothing is oxydized ex-

cept nitrogen. Thus if

D = density of chemical nitrogen,

D — " atmospheric nitrogen,

d = " argon,

T, = proportional volume of argon in atmospheric nitrogen,

the law of mixtures gives :

Ld + (i - L) D = D'

D' - D
or d = D H

L

In this formula D' — D and L are both small, !)ut they are known with fair

accuracy. From the data ali'eady given

65

•79 X 7925

whence if (on an arbiti-aiy scale of reckoning) D = 'J.2990, D' = 2.3102, we find

d = 3.378. Thus if N, be 14 or O2 be 16, the density of argon is 20.6.

It had been hoped that further data might have been obtained respecting the

proportional volume of argon in atmospheric nitrogen, but accidents difficult to

avoid in t)perations so i-isky and so extended have hitherto stood in the way.

10. Density of Argon Prepared by Means of Magnesium.

It has already been stated that the density of the residual gas from the first

and preliminary attempt to sepaivate oxygen and iiitix.geu fiom air by means of
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magnesium was 19.086, and allow inir for (.•ontraciion on sparking uitli oxygen the

density is calculable as 20.01. The following determinations of density were also

made

:

(a) After absorption in glass tubes, the water circulator having been used, and

subsequent circulation by means of meicuiy ciixnilator until the rate of contraction

had grown slow :

162.843 cubic centimeties, measured at 737.7 mm. (coir.) pressure and

16°.81 C, weighed 0.2683 gramme. Hence,

Weight of I litre at o° and 760 mm i-754i grammes.

Density compared with hydrogen (O = i6) 19-64

This "iifi was acrain circidated over red-hot magnesium foi' two days. Befoi-e

circulation it contained nitrogen, as was evident from its spectrum ; after circu-

lating, nitrogen appeared to be absent, and absorption had completely stopped, and

thf density was again determined.

(b) 162.843 cubic centimetres, measured at 745.4 mm. (corr.) pressure and

17°.25 C, weighed 0.2735 gramme. Hence,

Weight of I litre at 0° and 760 mm 1.8206 grammes.

Density compared with hydrogen (O = 16) 20.38

Several portions of this gas having been withdiaw 11 t'oi- various pui'poses were

somewhat contaminated with air, ow ing to leakage, passage thiough the pump, etc.

All these portions were united in the gas-holder with the main stock, and circulated

for eight houns, during the last three of which no contraction occurred. The gas

removed from the system of tubes by the mercury-pump was not restored to the

gas-holdei', but kept separate.

(c) 162.843 cubic centimetres, measured at 758.1 mm. (corr.) j)ressure and

17°.09 C, weighed 0.27705 gramme. Hence,

Weight of r litre at 0° and 760 mm 1 .8124 grammes.

Density compared with hydrogen (O = 16) 20.28

The contents of the gasholder were subsequently increased by a mixture of

nitrogen and ai'gon from 37 litres of atmospheric niti'ogen, and after circulating,

density was determined. The absorption was, however, not complete.

(d) 162.843 cubic centimetres, measured at 767.6 mm. (corr.) pressure and

16°.31 C, weighed 0.2703 gramme. Hence,

Weight of r litre at o" and 760 mm i . 743 grammes.

Density compared with hydrogen (() = 16) i9-S4
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The gas was furtlier circulated, until aljS(;i'[)ti(iii liail a[>paiciitly ceassed. This

took about 6 bours. Density was again determined.

(e) 162.843 cubic centimetres, measured at 707.7 nun. (con-.) pi'essure and

15°.00 C, weighed 0.2773 gramme. Hence,

Weight of 1 litre at o^ and 760 mm r . 7784 grammes.

Density compared with hydrogen (O = 16) 1 9 . go

(f) A second determination was carried out, without further circulation.

162.843 cubic centimetres, measui'ed at 769.0 uuii. (cdi'r.) [)ressure and 16°.00

C, weighed 0.2773 gramme. Hence,

Weight of I litre at 0° and 760 mm i . 7820 grammes.

Density compared with hydrogen (O = 16) 19-94

It is better to leave these results without comment at this point, and to return

to them later.

11. Spectrum of Argon.

Vacuum tubes wei'e filled with argon pi'epared by means of magnesium at

various stages in this work, and an examination of these tubes has been kindly

undertaken by Mr. Crookes, to whom we wish to ex)iress our cordial thanks for

the exhaustive study to which he has subjected its specti'um. The first tube \vas

filled with the early pieparatiou, of density 19.09, which obviously contained some

nitrogen. A photograph of its spectrum was taken, and compared with a photo-

graph of the spectrum of nitrogen ; and it was at once evident that a spectrum

different fi'om that of nitrogen had been I'egistered.

The second specimen of argon submitted to examination was that of density

20.38. The light emitted from it is of a ci-imson color, with a blue or lilac shade.

The electrodes were of platinum. The s[)ectrum seen in this tube has nothing in

common with that of nitrogen, nor indeed, so far as we know, with that of any

known substance. But one peculiarity must be chronicled. When the current is

passed from the induction coil in one direction, that end of the capillary next the

positive pole appears of a I'edder, and that next the negative pole of a bluer hue.

An explanation of this phenomenon is probably to be found in a paper by Mr.

E. C. C. Baly,' in which he describes experiments on a mixture of two gases. One

of his final conclusions is :

" That when an electric current is passed thiough a rarefied niixtui'e of two

gases, one is separated fi'om the other and appears in the negative glow." We

' Proceldings of the Physical Society, 1893, p. 147.
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reganl it therefore Jis uot improbable that the residual gas from the atmosphere,

which we have up to now termed "argon,'' maybe in reality a mixture of two

gases, which have not as yet been se[)arated. Should this hypothesis turn out to

be correct on further examination, we propose for the name of the second gas

" apathes," both words suggesting inactivity; that these names are justified will

appear wlien the attempts to ft)rm compounds of the gases are described. For

the present, however, we shall term the gas, or the mixture, "argon."

It was found [)0ssible by Mi-. Ciookes to paitially separate the spectra by

directing the slit of the spectroscope at one end of the capillary tube. He has

kindly furnished us with the following table of approximate wave-lengths. The

numbers indicate the relative intensity of the lines, 10 denoting a line of maximum

brightness. The results ai-e the means of three sets of very concordant measure-

meuts,

-TTT jli ntt-T

"iW" ~mLi HQ Hf NAHg h|tl

Fig. 6.

^W

I.

Red.

( + )

609 .9'

605.8
604.4
603. 2

592.6

59° • 9
588.7'

585-8
583.4
580.3
577-1
574-6
568.5'

564-5

n.
Blue.

(-)

Cl 2.0

605.8
604.4
603. 2

592.6
590-9
58S.7

577-1
574-6

564-5

' Centre of a hazy band, probably resolvable.

' Sharp edge of wide line extending to 588.0.

' Hazy line.

1.

Red.

( + )

561.0

556-7
555-8
552-0
550-1

549 8

545-6
544-6
542-1

525-8
521.5
519-2
516.1

506. 2

501-4

II.

Blue.

(-)

561.0

5567
555-8

550-1

549-8
545-6

542-1
52.S.9

525-8
521-5

516.

1

5'4-o
506.2
501-4
500.7

II.

2
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I.

Red.

(+ )
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jiulged by tlie specti'um) a residue of about 2 per cent of nitrogen. Tlie pi-ocedure

and the calculations followed pretty closely the coui-se marked out by Bunsen,' and

it is scarcely necessary to record the details. The (piantity of gas operated upon

was about -i c. c, of which about 1 .\ o. c. were absorbed. The final result for the

si>lubility was 0.0394 at 12° C, about 2^ times that of nitrogen.

Similar results have been obtained with argon pi-epared by means of magne-

sium. At a temperature of 13°.9, 131 arbitraiy measures of water absorbed 5.3 of

argon. This coriesjjonds to a solubility in distilled water, pieviously freed from

dissolved gas by boiling in vacuo for a quarter of an hour, and admitted to the

tube containing argon without contact with air, of 4.05 c. c. of argon per 100 of

water.

The fact that the gas is more soluble than nitrogen would lead us to expect it

ill increased [)roporti(in in the dissolved gases of rain water. Experiments have

been devised to test this conjecture, but hitherto time has been wanting for carry-

ing them out. As I'egards spring water, it is known that many thermal springs

emit considerable (piantities of gas, hitherto regaiiled as nitrogen. The question

early occurred to us, as to what proportion, if any, of the new gas was contained

therein. A notable example of a nitrogen spring is that at Bath examined 1)}'

Daubeny in 1833. With the permission of the authorities of Bath, Dr. Arthur Rich-

ardson was kind enough to collect for us about 10 litres of the gases discharged

from the King's Spring. A rough analysis on reception showed that it contained

scarcely any o.xygen and but little carbon dioxide. Two determinations of density

were made, the gas being treated in all respects as air, prepared bj- diffusion and

unprepai'ed, was treated for the isolation of atmospheric nitrogen. The results

were

:

October 29th 2 . 305 13

November 7th 2.30532

Mean 2 . 305 2

2

The weight of the " niti-ogen " from the Bath gas is thus about half-way between

that of chemical and "atmospheric" nitrogen, sugge.sting that the proportion of

argon is less than in air, instead of greater, as had been expected.

13. Attejipt at Liquefaction.

Up till now, argon has not Ix-eii litpiefied. A simple experiment has been

made with the original sample of gas, of density 19.1, which certainly contained a

considerable aniouiit of nitrogen. On compressing it in a pressure-apparatus to

' Gasometry, p. 141.
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between 80 and 100 atniospberes, and cooling to 90° by means of boiling nitrons

oxide, no a[i[>eaiance of li(|iiefacti()n could l)e observed.

Further experiments in this direction are in contemplation.

14. TiiK Ratio of the Specific Heats of Argon.

In onler to gain knowledge regarding the elementary or compound nature of

argon, experiments were made on the velocity of sound in it. It will be remem-

beied that from the velocity of sound, the I'atio of tlie sj)ecili(; heat at constant

pressure to that at constant volume can be deduced by means of the equation

e Cp
nA. = V = N-(i + «t) —

d C,

where X is the wave length of the sound, v its velocity, e the isothermal elasticity,

d, the density, (1 + a t) the temperature-correction, Cp the specific heat at constant

pressure, and C^ that at constant volume. In comparing two gases at the same

tempei-ature, each of which obeys Boyle's law with sufficient approximation, many

of these terms disappeai', and the ratio of specific heats of one gas may be deduced

from that of the other, if known, by the simple proi)ortion

A.2 d : A'= d' :: 1.41 : x

where foi- examide A and d refer to air, of which the ratio is 1.41, according to

observations by Rontgeu (1.4053), AViillner (1.4053), Kayser (1.4106), and Jamiu

and Richard (1.41).

The apparatus ado])ted, although in ]>i'iiK-iple the same as that usually em-

ployed, differed somewhat fi-om the oi'dinary pattern, inasmuch as the tube was a

narrow one of 2 mm. l)or(', and tlie vibrator consisted of a glass rod, sealed into one

end of the tube, so that about 15 cm. projected outside the tube while 15 cm. was

contained in the tube. By rubl)ing the projecting i)art longitudinally with a rag

wet with alcohol, vibi'ations of exceedingly high pitch took place, causing waves in

the fas, which I'esiistered their nodes by the usual device of lyco})odium powder.

The temperatui-e was that of the atmosphere and varied little from 17°.5
;
the pres-

sure was also atmospheric, and varied only one millimetre during the experiments.

Much of the success of these experiments depends on so adjusting the length of the

tube as to secure a good echo, else the wave-heaps ai'e indistinct. But this is easily

attained by attaching to its open end a piece of thick-walled india-rubber tubing,

which can be closed by a clip at a spot which is found experimentally to produce

good heaps at the nodes.
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The ai'ciiiacy uf this iiistiuiiieiit has fi't'ijueiitly been tested ; but fresh expei-i-

ineiits were made with air, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen, so as to make certain that

reasonably reliable I'esults were obtainable. Of these an account is here given.

Gas in

tube.
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It will be noticed that this is the theoretical ratio for a iiioiiatomic <fas, that is,

a gas ill which all enei'gy imparted to it in raising its temperature at constant

volume is expended in generating translation al iiH^tion. The only other gas of

which the ratio of specific heats has been found to fulfil this condition is mercury

at a high temperature.' The extreme importance of these obser\ations Avill be dis-

cussed later.

15. Attempts to Induce Chemical Cojibina'jion.

A great number of attempts were made to induce chemical combination with

the argon obtained by use of magnesinm, but without any positive result. In such

a case as this, however, it is necessary to chronicle negative results, if for no other

reason but that of justifying the name, argon. Tiiese will be detailed in order.

(a) Oxygen in preseTwe of caustic alkali.—This need m)t be fui-ther discussed

here; the method of preparing argon is based on its inactivity under such con-

ditions.

(b) Hydrogen.—It has been mentioned that in order to free argon from

excess of oxygen, hydrogen was admitted, and sparks passed to cause combination

of hydrogen and oxygen. Here again caustic alkali was pi'esent, and argon a[)-

[)eared to be unaffected.

A separate experiment was, however, made in absence of water, though no

special pains was taken to dry the mixture of gases. The argon was admitted

up to half an atmosphere pressure into a bulb, through whose sides passed plati-

num wires, carrying pointed poles of gas-cai-bon. Hydrogen was next admitted

until atmospheric i)ressure had been obtained. Sparks were then passed for four

hours by means of a large induction coil, actuated by four storage cells. The gas

was confined in a bulb closed by two stopcocks, and a small U-tube with bulbs,

like that shown in Fig. 4 was interposed, to act as a gauge, so that if expansion or

contraction had taken place, the escape or entry of gas would be observable. The

apparatus, after the passage of sparks, was allowed to cool to the temperature of

the atmosphere, and on opening the stopcock the level of water in the U-tube

remained unaltered. It may therefore be concluded that, in all probability, no com

biuation had occurred ; or that if it had, it was attended with no change of volume.

(c) Chlorine.—Exactly similar experiments were performed with dry, and

afterwards with moist, chlorine. The chlorine had been stored over strong sulphu-

ric acid for the first experiment, and came in contact with dry argon. Three hours'

sparking produced no change of volume. A drop of water was admitted into the

bulb. After four hours' spai'king, the volume of the gas, after cooling, was

' Kundt and Warburg, Fogg. Ann., 127, p. 497, and 135, pp. 337 and 527, and 157, p. 353.
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iliiiiiiiislietl by about -^^ cubic centimetre, due probably to the snbitioii <>f a little

cliloiiiie in tlie small quantity of water pre.sent.

((i) PliospJior us.—A i)iece of combu.stion-tubin<,', dosed at one end, containing

at the clo.sed end a small |>iece of phosphoni.';, was sealed to the mercury reservoir

containing argon ; connected to the .same re.servoir was a mercuiy gauge, antl a

Sprengel's pump. After removing all air from the tubes argon was a<lmitted to a

pressure of 600 nun. 'J'lic miiidh' portion of the cond)ustion-tube was then heated

to l)right redness, and the phosphoius was distilled slowly from ])ack to front,

so that its vapor should come into contact with argon at a red heat, ^^'hen the gas

was hot, the level of the gauge altered ; but on cooling, it retui'ucd to its original

level, showing that no contraction had taken place. The experiment was repeated

several times, the phosphorus being distilled through the red-hot tube from open

to closed end, and vice versa. In each case, on cooling, no change of pi-essure was

observed. Hence it may be concluded that phosphi>rus at a red heat is without

action on argon. It may l)e remarked parentheticall}' that no gaseous compound

of phospliorns is known which docs not possess a volume diffcM'cnt from tlic sum

of those of its cou.stituents. Tiuit no solid compound was formed is sutliciently

proved by the ab-sence of contraction. The phosplmrus was largely converted

into the red modification duiing the e.\periment.

(e) Sulpliur.—An e.vactly similar e.xperiment was performed willi sulphur,

again with negative residts. It may therefore be concluded that sulphur and argon

are without action on each other at .1 ml heat. And again, no gaseous comi)ound

of suliihur is known in wliicii the volume of the compound is e(pial to the sum of

those of its constituents.

(f) Tellurium.—As this element has a great tendency to unite with heavy

metals, it was thought worth while to try its action. In tins, and in the experi-

ments to be described, a different form was given to the apparatu.s. The gas

was circulated over the reagent employed, a tube containing it being placccl in the

circuit. The gas was dried by passage over soda-lime and plnjsphoiic anhydride

;

it then passed over the tellurium or other reagent, then through drying tubes, and

then back to the gasholder. That combination did not occur was shown by

the unchanged volume of gas in the gas-holder: and it was possible, l)y means

of the graduateil cylindei" which .'idmittcd water to the gas-holdei', to judge of

as small an absoi-jjlion as half a cul)ic centimetre. The tellurium distilled i-eadily

in the gas, giving the usual yellow vapor; and it condensed (juite unchanged,

as a black sublimate. The volume of the gas, when all was cold, was unalteied.

(g) Sodium.—A i)iece of sodium weighing about half a gramme was heated

in argon. It attacked the glass of the combustion-tube, which it blackened, owing

I
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to liberation of silicon, Imt it distillt'd ovei- in di-ojis into tlie cold |i;irL of tlie

tube. Again no change of volume occuned, nor was tlie surface of the distilled

sodium tarnished ; it was brilliant, as it is when sodium is distilled in vuciio.

It may probably also be concluded from this expcuimenL that silicon, even while

being liberated, is without action on argon.

The action of compounds was then tried ; those chosen were such as lead to

oxides or sulphides. Inasmuch as the [)latinum-metals, which are among the most

inert of elements, are attacked by fused caustic soda, its action was investigated.

(h) Fuml (Mid red-liot caustic soda.—The soda was pi-e[iared from sodium, in

an iron boat, by ad<ling drops of water cautiously to a lump of the metal. When

action had ceased, the soda was melted, and the l>oat introduced into a piece of

combustion-tube placed in the cii'cuit. After three hours' circulation no contrac-

tion had occurred. Hence caustic soda has no action on argon.

(i) Soda-lime at a red, heat.—Thinking that the want of porosity of fused

caustic soda might have hindered absorption, a precisely similar experiment was

carried out with soda-lime, a mixtui-e which can be heated to bright redness

without fusion. Again no result took place after three hours' heating.

(j) FiisedpotasHinm lutrate was tried under the impression that oxygen plus

a base might act where oxygen alone failed. The niti'ate was fused and kept at a

bright-red heat for two hours, but again without any diminution in volume of

the argon.

(k) Sodium, peroxide.—Yet another attempt was made to induce combination

with oxygen and a base, by heating sodium peroxide to I'edness in a current of

argon for over an hour, but also without effect. It is to be noticed that metals of

the platinum group would have entered into combination under such treatment.

(1) Persidphides of sodium and calcium.—Soda-lime was heated to redness in

an open crucible, and some sulphur was added to the red-hot mass, tiie lid of the

crucible being then put on. Combination ensued, with tV)rmation of polysulphides

of sodium and calcium. This product was heate<l to redness for three hours in a

brisk current of ai-gon, again \vith negative I'esult. Again, metals of the platinum

group would have combined under such treatment.

(m) Some argon was shaken in a tul)e with niti'o-hydrochloric acid. On addi-

tion of potash, so as to neutralize the acid, and to absorb the free chlorine and

uitrosyl chloi'ide, the volume of the gas was barely altered. The slight alteration

was evidently due to solubility in the aqueous liquid, and it may be concluded

that no chemical action took place.

(n) Bromine water was also without effect. The bromine vapor was removed

with potash.
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(o) Lastly, M mixtuit; of ^Dtassiiim jiermaiigaiiate and liydioclilmic acid, in-

vnlviiiu; tlie presence of nascent clilorinc, had no action, for on al^sorbing chlorine

l)y means of potash, no altei'ation in volume had occurred.

We do not claim to have exhausted the j)ossil)le reagents. But this mufli is

certain, that the gas deserves the name "argon," for it is a most astonishingly in-

different liody, inasmuch as it is unattacked by elements of very opposite character,

ran<;in<jr from sodium and maynesiuni on the one hand, to oxviren, chloiine, and

sulphur on the other. It will be interesting to see if Huorine also is without action,

but for the present that expei-imeiit must be jiostponed, on account of difficulties

of manipulation.

1'"). (Jenekal Conclusions.

It remains, finally, to discuss the probable nature of the gas or gases which

\vc have succeeded in separating from atmospheric air, and which we provisionally

name argon.

That argon is present in the atmosphere, and is not manufactured during the

process of .separation, is amply proved by many lines of evidence.

First: Atmospheiic nitrogen has a high density, while chemical nitrogen is

lighter. That chemical nitrogen is a uniform su1)stance is proved by the itlentity

of properties of .samples prepared by several different processes, and from several

different compounds. It follows, therefore, that the cause of the high density of

atmo.spheric nitrogen is due to the admixture with a heavier gas. If that gas

possesses the density of 20 compared with hydrogen as unity, atmospheric nitrogen

.should contain of it approximately one per cent. This was found to be the

case, for on causing the nitrogen of the atmosphere to combine with oxygen

in presence of alkali, the residue amo\inted to nearly one per cent.

Second : This gas has been concentiated in the atmosphere by diffusion. It is

true that it has not been freed from oxygen and nitrogen by diffusion, but the

process of diffusion increases relatively to nitrogen the amount of argon in that

portion which does not pass throtigh the porous walls. That this is the case is

proved by the increase of density of that mixture of argon in nitrogen.

riiiid : It is in the highest degree imi^'obable that two processes, .so different

from each other as those which have yieldeil ai'gon should e;icli maiiufactni-e the

same product. The ex[)lanation is simple if it be granted that these i)rocesses

merely elinn'nate nitrogen from an atmosjiheric mixture.

Fourth : It has been shown that pure nitrogen prepared from its compounds

leaves an insignificant residue when caused to enter into combustion with oxygen

or with magnesium.

i
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There are many other lines of ai-gumeut whirh suggest tliemselves ; but we

think it will be acknowledged that tliose given above are sufficient to establish the

existence of argon in the atmosphere.

It is practically certain that the argon prepai'ed by means of electric sparking

with oxygen is in the main identical with ai-gon [ti'cpaied by aid of magnesium.

The samples have in common :

First: Spectra which alreatly have been shown to be identical as regards the

ten brightest lines.

Second : They have approximately the same density. It is true that an actual

determination of the density of the sample prepared by sparking has not been

carried out ; but its density, determined indirectly, agrees with sufficient approxi-

mation with that found for the sam[)le prepared by means of magnesium.

Third : The two samples have practically the same solubility in watei'.

The question whether ai-gon is of an elementary or a compound nature is

settled according to the usually accei)ted theory by the I'atio of its specific heats in

favor of the former supposition. The argument may be stated thus: The kinetic

energv of a gas, due to the motion of its molecules, is proportional to the absolute

temperature. A rise of temperature increases the kinetic energy both of the

molecules as a whole, as well as of the atoms which are constituents of the

molecules. If, howevei', the gas-molecule consists of a single at
,
inter-atomic

motion wdthin the molecule is excluded, and the motion of the molecule through

space, oi- its ti'anslatioual motion, alone remains to be considered. The specific

heat at constant volume, C-^, of a gas whose molecules consist of free atoms corre-

sponds oidy to the energy due to theii' translation through space. The s])ecific

heat at constant pressure includes besides the heat equivalent of work done dui'ing

expansion. The work done by gases during expansion, howevei-, is practically

equal foi- all gases, seeing that their coefficients of expansion and compressibility

are practically the same. This quantity can easily be calculated to be 2.U0 caloi'ies

pel- gi-am-molecule for a pi-essure of 760 mm. and a rise of tempei-ature of 1° C.

The ratio of the kinetic energy of a gas due to the translational motion of its

molecules to the tt)tal energy contained in the gas has been shown by Clausius ' to

be expi-essed by the equation

K i (Cp - C.)

H Gv

where K is the energy of the moving molecules, and II the total energy contained

^[Poggendorff's Annakn, 1857, 100, p. 377.
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ill tlie gas, both expressed as heat ; L\. is caused both by molecular and atomic

iiiDtiou. Now as the specitic heats arc practically independent of temperature,

H,-H„ C.

IIj — IIq = C,., or si)ecific heat at constant volume; and K, — K^. which may be

teiined M, is the proportion of this heat which is employed in [iroducing and

main tain ill" translatioual motion of the molecules. Thereforeo

M i (C„ - Cv) Cp - C>. 2

— =
; and = —

C, C, M 3

In words, the heat used in expanding the gas bears to the heat producing molecular

motion 2:3. Hence the ratio M = | X 2.00 = 3.00. The specific heat of the

molecular weight taken in grammes of a uKuiatoinic gas is therefore 3.00 calories for

constant volume, and for constant jn-essure, 3.00 + 2.00 = 5.00. The ratio between

these numbers is 1 : 1.66; and tliis latio has been fouml experimentally for mercury

gas by Kundt and Warburg (Joe. c/'f.). That it has also been found for argon is

equally a proof of the monatomic nature of its molecules. A nioiiatomic gas can

only be an element, or a mixture of elements, and hence it follows that argou is

not of a compound nature.

Fi-om Avogadro's law, the density of a gas is half its molecular weight ; now

the density of aigon is a[)[iroxiniately 20, hence its molecular weight must be 40.

But its molecule is identical with its atom ; hence its atomic weight, or, if it be a

mixture, the mean of the atomic weights of the constituents of that mixture, ivgard

being had to the pioportion in which they are present, must be 40.

Chemists will recognize this fact ivs of the most startling nature ; but the

data are clear, and we can only weleonie any confirmation by independent

experimenters.

We are not yet able to state with certainty whether aigon is a mixture, or, if

it be, of how many elements it consists. The spectroscojtic evidence points in

favor of at least two components ; but of itself it is not conclusive. Attempts will

be made to effect a separation, if possible, of tlie elements wliicli give such dis-

similar spectra, when tin; current passes from positive to negative, or in the

conti-ary direction. But, as yet, time hjis not allowed of any expeiiments with such

an object.

The relation of argon to other elements remains to be discussed. We inclined

for long to the view that it (or they) was possibly the representative of the three
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elements which miglit be expected to follow fluorine in the periodic table. Such

elements should have atomic weights between IS), the atomic weight of fluorine,

and 23, the atomic weight of sodium. But this view is completely put out of

court by the discovery of the moiiatomic nature of its molecules. We are therefore

led to look for a gap for an element of atomic weight 40. The series in this neigh"

boiliood is : Chloi'ine 35.5 ; a possible trio of elements with atomic weights between

that of chlorine and that of })otassium
;
potassium 39 ; calcium 40 ; scandium 44.

There can be no doubt that potassium, calcium, and scandium follow legitimately

their predecessors in the vertical columns, lithium, beryllium, and boron ; and

that they are in almost certain relation with rubidium, strontium, and (l)ut not

so certainly) yttrium. If argon be a single element then there is reason to

doubt whether the pei'iodic classification of the elements is complete ; whether, in

fact, elements do not exist which cannot be fitted among those of which it is

com[)osed. On the other hand, if argon be a mixture of two elements they might

find place in the eighth group ; one after chlorine, and the other after bromine.

Necessarily the last must needs be present in very small proportion.

In conclusion, it need excite no astonishment that argon is so indifferent to

i-eagents. For mercury, although a monatomic element, forms compounds which

are by no means stable at a high temperature in the gaseous state ; and as for the

physical condition of argon, that of a gas, we possess no knowledge why carbon,

with its low atomic weight, should be a solid, while nitrogen is a gas, except in so

far as we ascribe molecular complexity to the former, and comparative molecular

simplicity to the latter. Argon, with its comparatively low atomic weight, and its

molecular simplicity, might well be expected to rank among the gases. And its

inertness, which has suggested its name, sufficiently explains why it has not pre-

viously been discovered among compound bodies.

We would suggest for this gas, assuming provisionally that it is not a mixture,

the symbol A.
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Atmospheric Actinometry and the Actinic Constitution

OF the Atmosphere.

By K. Duclaux,

Professor of Physics in tlu- A^^rononucul lnslitiitt\ Paris.

ATMOSPHERIC ACTINOMETRY.

The progress made by science leads us more and more to attribute to chemical

rays a special action, which is dift'ei'ent from and, to a certain extent, independent

of that of the calorific and luminous rays. The chemical radiations of the sun,

reaching the limits of our atmosphere, become modified while passing through it,

according to a law which is peculiar to them ; and, so far as can be seen in so new

a subject, their absorption is not the same as that t)f the calorific or luminous parts

of the spectrum.

Photographers, especially those who take landscapes, well know that days

which are equally warm or equally luminous do not always give the same results

for the same length of exposui'e, and that there are days when, for some unknown

reason, the chemical impression is much slower than on others.

Another argument may be drawn from what often happens iu northern lands,

where vegetation, which is well known to be specially susceptible to the power of

chemical rays, makes much more rapid progi'ess than in tempeivate I'egions, notwith-

standing the fainter light and the lower temperature.

To what are such diffei'ences due ? What law does the chemical absorption

of the atmosphere obey, and on what does it depend ? Ought we to attribute it to

its normal elements: oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic acid, and water vapor? Then it

should have some general uniformity. Or ought we to see in it, on the con-

trary, the action of solid or volatile elements, which incessantly reach it fi'ora the

bare or from the cultivated soil ? Then it should have a local character, leading

to a multiplicity of chemical climates. These are very impoi-tant questions, for
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uliicli sciciicti liuH as yet no jiiiswer ; in>t tliat I lie siiKjcct lias iml, iilifady lu-cii

|Im>ii>ii<;1i1v iiivcstiL'ftted, but hcciiUHe in nil the artinoinoliic; iiwiiiirics )>i(i|uis<'(l so

fai', siillicicnt caif lius not IxM'ti bestowed upon the separation of tlicniical at-tion

from hiininoiis and calorilir cH'ectH,

'V\h: proeess whicii best shows the incorrectness of I In- nicthods employed

her«'tofoit' is ihai of Ab-s^is. I'linscn and lloscoe, \\hi<di drpcnds upon a iiiixtiire

of clilciriiic and nf li yd roi;en, exposed (o ihe li|_dil, 'I'lir intensit\' nf (lie clirniii'al

action is then estimated by tln^piantity of liy<h<Kdiloric acid formed in a i^iveiL time,

oi' rath(!r l»y the diminution of v(»bim(' which necessarily follows. This method

has two grave defects. One is that reaction may take jilace from the etVect of heat

(piite as W(dl as fi'om that of ehemical rays, and thai ciiiisccpicntlN' it does not

H((parate the two ;ictii>ns wliicli it is iniportaut to isolate. The second, niiiih inoi'e

serious, defect is this, that the reaction is e.xti'emely exnt licrniic and continues,

wlii'n ciiice begun, under llic intlnencc of the heat wliirji ii develops. 'J'here is,

t lierefcife, ih> pn ij luil ioiiality l)et\\('en the ;icti\e cause and the eil'ecl it produces.

The cans(' Is simply pr<>\ (icali\c and starts a inerliani-ni, which cuntinues tn work

independently, it is true that an effort is made to rednce to a minimnni the work

of this mechanism, l>y opeiating only with very small quantities of gas and by

multiplying tli(! cooling snrfnces, in such a \va\- tliaf the phenouK'non constantlv

re(|iiires a new excitation in oi'der to continue. \'>nl this is not suilicienl to relieve

the nuithod of the chai'ge of lacking proportionality Ix'tween cause and effect, which

I'cnders the measurements almost illusory, in spile of the care tak<'n by Messi"S.

liunsen and Uoscoe to discuss them.

\\ (• tin<l the same d(!f(H'ts, though peihajis a little less seriously, in the often

(employed melliod which depends npon the reduction of ferric oxalate b\' light.

Since the lirsl obsei\ation by 1 )ol)ereinei, II. I >raper, Marchand, and (I. Lemoine

hav(! studied this icaction. .\s in the preceding case the o.xalatc!, or the

eiplivaleiit niixliireof fe|-ric chloride .iml ox.alic acid, is rc(liiced by the ;iction of

heat alone, ami alllioiigh this I'cdiiclicin is slow, it operates as ;i sonrcc i)f error.

Moreover, the Tupiid is coloicd and loses its color in proportion as the ]>rocea8

continnes. I bnce the conditions of absorption .ire modilied dnrim,' the process

and this by u |ilienomenon which is to a certain degree external. I'^inally, the re-

liction is still siiHicieiitly exoilieinilc |o ri'ipiiic lli.it lliis properix' should l)e t;iken

into account. All these defects have been corrected, so tar as possible, by M. G.

i.cmoine, who has for some time lieen making a careful stud\ of the process, but

tJie method loses thus (hat neatness and that simplicity which are so desirable.

The ideal w'oiMd be attained by tin* discoverv of a limpid and trans|)arent

rn|nid which would not change while tin* reaction went on, becoming the seat of
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Jill easily measurable, (lu^inical |ilicii(piiieiinii, wliicli could l)e tin! result nj' ii<> aelinn

except tliat of heat, ('an we <;() au)' I'artlier iii our (leuiaiids and rtM^iiic that it

should not be exothermic in any degi'ee ? M. lierthelot does not think so, and be-

lieves that the addition of enei'gy resulting from the absorption of calorific, lumi-

nous, or chemical radiation would not be sufficient to [iroducc a chemical phenomenon

which, while going on, would not give rise to a small .amount of heat. I do not

very well see why a calorific absorption of solar I'.adijitioii might not compensate

for .some heat of cond)ination, and even permit a slightly endothermic I'eaction to

appeal'. I have endeavored to discover .some simple method, which, compl3ing

with this programme, could be intei'preted without ambiguity, but I hav(( not

succeeded. I have been com|icllcd to content my.self with an old, \w\\ known

I'eaction—the oxidation which wt-ak solutions of (jxalic acid uiuhMgo upon exposure

to light.

These solutions are and remain transparent. The oxalic acid in them is ti-;uis-

forined into carbonic acid, which disappears by ditfusion, so that tht; oxidation

which it has undergone can be easily ascertained by an acidimetric determination-

made before and after its exposure to light. The reaction thus [)rodnce(l is faintly

exothermic, to be sure, but as only very weak solutions are taken, for it is well not

to exceed 2 or 3 grannnes of crystal li/>ed oxalic acid per litre, there is no rea.S(Hi

why we should be troid)led about the erroi' which .arises from this f.act. Moreovei",

the liberation of heat, which results from combustion, even if it should be perce[>-

tible, would rem;iin without effect, foi' oxalic atiid oxidizes only with extreme .slow-

ness under the intluence of heat .-done.

J^Jxp.—10 c. c. of ;i solution of o.\;dic acid, titrating 10 c. c. of lime-watei- pci- liti'e,

was heated on a water bath to nearly 95", in a ilask of 125 c. c.

After heating 4 honi's, the titre is 18.5 c. c. Lo.ss 2.G per cent.

y " " " IS.o " " 5.2 "

Mq).—10 c. c. of ••inothei' solution, titrating lO.G c. c. of lime-water per litre, was

heated an hour and ;i half to 1 15°.

The titre falls only to M).2 c. c. and 1(1.1 c. c.

During the days of gi'eatest he.at, the tempeiiiture hardly exceeds 50" in the

shallow vessels, in which the li(piid is exposed to the sun. It m;iy, therefore, be

assumed that neither tlu^ so|;u- heat nor the heat produced by combustion liave any

perceptible elfect upon the transfoi'mation of the oxalic acid, which m;iy, <>n 1in(!

days, reach or even exceed 50 pel' cent of the acid contain(Hl in the st)lution.

As the calorific rays have h.anlly any power, it wcmld be desirable to eliminate

the action of the luminous rays also, but the chemical radi;itions are so closely in-

termingled with the latter that it is difficult to separate them. Let us lu- content.
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therefore, fur the present, to kuow that our solution of oxalic acid is peculiarly

affected hy the action of the luminous and the chemical parts of the spectrum.

We shall soon find I'easous to believe that it is the chemical part alone which acts.

But we have fii-st to investigate the manner by which combustion is produced

befoi-e we can detei'mine what influences cause it.

Study of the Pkooess.

Oxalic acid, dissolved in water and exposed to light, aV)soi'bs oxygen, and

changes almost entirely into carbonic acid. There appears also a little formic acid,

but in almost infinitesimal quantities. Hence it follows, as we have seen, that we

can ascei-tain the quantity of oxidized acid by a simple acidiinetric determination.

INFLUENCE OF CONCENTKATION.

In order to study the actinometric process, the first thing to discover is the

degree of concentration which gives the largest amount of sensil)ility. In order to

know this I exposed to the sun, under precisely the same conditions, during three

fine days from June 4th to June (Stli, including about 36 hours of insolation, foni-

liquids, containing, respectively, per litre :

grm. grm. grm. grm.

63 31.5 12.6 6.3 of oxalic acid;

that is, I 1 J ,',, of an equivalent,

per liti'e. At the end of this tiine, an acidinictric analysis gave nic tin- (juaiitities

of acid which had been burnt, and I computed from this the proportion i>f acid

which had disappeared from each of the vessels.

The figures were the following, counted in milliLCianunes per litre:

1 E(iuiv. i E(|uiv. I Eqiiiv. j\ Eijuiv.

Quantity of acid burnt, 2,500 2,800 4,700 3,300

rr()|)ortion, 4 ^ 9 '^ 38^ 521?:

To I'each llie niaxiinuni in the aljsolutc ipiantity of acid consumed we must,

therefore, operate with solutions neither too concentrated nor too weak. Solutions

which are too concentrated oxidize slowly, and I lie varialion in t-licmical value is

often noted with difficulty. It is, on the other hand, very ea.sy to measure this

variation with solutions wliicli are rather weak, because it represents a notable

fraction of the primitive value. But, on the otlu r hand, w lien the litjuid has been

weakened by the sun, the last poi'tions burn quite slowly. There are, therefoie,

two dangers to avoid.

After various trials I decided upon a solution whose variation of title during

the most favorable days should not exceed one half of the initial value. This is a
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solution containing about j^ an (u^uiv alcnt or about ^ gnininies of oxalic acid per

litre. Ten cubic centimetres of this liquid are saturated by about an ecjual volume

of common lime-water, so tluxt the daily variation of the titre amounts to 4 or 5 c. c.

of lime-water, a (piantity which can be measured down to yj-^, liy means of a

burette. The accuracy which we thus obtain is more than sufficient, as we shall

presently see.

INFLUENCE OF THK DEPTH OF SOLUTION.

In discussing the (juestion of oxidation, we nuist consider the part played by

the ease with which oxygen [)eneti'ates into the depths of the solution. We can

easily calculate that the 10 c. c. of oxalic solution, which are used in each one of

the experiments, require foi' complete combustion about 3 c. c. of oxygen, a quantity

greatly superior to that which is already dissolved. Whatevei- the facility may be

with which this gas penetrates into a liquid, which is subjected for 8 to 10 hours

to insolation in free contact with the air, we may well ask if a solution of oxalic

acid oxidizes in the sun in the same way in a vessel of shallow depth, in which its

thickness is small, as in a cone-shaped glass or in a round tube. The following

experiment furnishes an answer to this question :

J^Jxp.—On August 16th, 17th, and 18th, I exposed to the sun 10 c. c. of a -^\

uormal solution of oxalic acid, as follows :

(a) In a cone-shaped glass,

(b) In an ordinary test tube,

(c) In a Bohemian glass mattrass with flat bottom.

To secure unifoimity of temperature, the cylindrical tube b was placed

upright in the mattrass c ; the exposure continued from 8 o'clock a.m. till

3.30 in the evening. The following proportions of acid were consumed :
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we tliiiik of the lajtidity with whieh de-aerated water aerates itself anew, it is Iiard

to believe that it was the oxygeu which was wanting, and we are thus led tt> be-

lieve that the chemical action was at fault. If t'he incident ray does not bring with

it an excess of chemical energy, the superficial layers absorb as much as is available,

ami there is none left for the lower strata, even though all the needful oxygen

sh()uld be at hand to burn the acid whicli is present.

The ijuestion is of some importance, because it teaches us the quantum of

chemical action which may be expected from light in the vit-iiiity of the soil, and

consequently, also, the degree of atmospheric aljsorptioii. In older to get informa-

tion on this subject, let us operate with shallow, cylindrical vessels, which are at

most a centimetre high at the rim, so that there can be no stagnation of air above the

liipiid, and that the oxygen always has easy access to the latter. If the actinic

influence is deficient in the incident light, we must be able to put in evidence the

influence of the surface and the depth of the liquid. For ecjual depths the com-

bustion will have to be piopoitional to the surface. Foi' C(jual surfaces with dif-

ferent depths, combustion, if limited to the superficial layers, should not inciease

with the volume and the depth of the solution, or at least not increase so rapidl\-.

This is exactly what experience shows.

Exp.—Into two cylindi-ical, very shallow vessels, having the same surface, I poured

10 and 20 c. c. of a half-deci-normal solution of oxalic acid. After a rather

dark and somewhat stoi-my day, I find that 28 per cent, of the acid has

been burnt in the vessel that held 10 c. c, and only 23 per cent, in the other.

As it held twice as much li(|uid as the other, the absolute quantities of

acid burnt are relatively 28 and 4(i, while the ilepths of solution were in

the I'atio of 1 to 2. Cond)ustion, therefore, incieases less (juickly than

dei)th. As the latter has not exceeded a centimetre in the vessel in

which it was greatest, and as, moieover, the total combustion was very

slight, we cannot admit that oxygen was wanting. Rut the solar rays,

deprived of theii- chemical radiations, which were rendered active by their

])assage through the superlicial strata, leached the lower layers very nuich

weakened, although the luminous transpai'ency of the two liipiids was

perfect.

There exists then a kiml of shifting of the actinic lays during the passage of

the \\\sS\i tIirou!.rh the first layers which it encounters; and, wlicthcr these rays are

not abundant m- whether the absorptioii lu- \ei'y cfiicicnl and tlic nicciiuni very

opaijuc for thcni, the weakening process is very I'apid. In return, when the surface

alone is allowed to varv, while the heii^ht of the li(|uid I'emains unchaiitred, the

eltect of combustion is [iioportional to the surface, and conse(]Uently to the volume.
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Exp.—I procured two cyliiidiical vessels witli flat bottoms, of Bolieniiau glass,

tlie bottom surfaces of wliicli were as 1 to 2. 1 exposed tliciii to the sun,

one with 10 c. c, the other with 20 c. c. of one and the same half-deci-norraal

solution of oxalic acid. The quantities of burnt acid have always been in

the proportion of 1 to 2, in a long series of experiments, with an approxi-

mation equal to that wliich the process of analysis should demand.

We shall have to avail oui'selves of all these results when we try to ascertain

the cause of atmospheric absorption. Let us Vje content, for the time being, with

dravN'ing a practical conclusion fi'om them, namely, that it is desirable always to

work with vessels of the same dimensions, and with ccpial <[uantities of solution, if

we wish to obtain figures that can be compared with each other.

I employ small blown vessels of Bohemian glass, with flat bottoms, such as are

found in trade. I choose them of tlie same dimensions, or nearly so, which can

easily be ascertained by fitting together their edges and noting whether they have

nearly the same external diameter. It is not necessary to carry accuracy any

fai-ther, considering all the inevitable irregularities connected with measurement.

Those which I have used measured about 4.5 centimetres in diameter, and

10 c. c. of liquid had there a thickness of about 6 millimeti'es. When I was at work

in the country, in the Cantal or in the Puy-de-Dome, whei-e the clouds of atmos-

pheric dust are not calcareous, I left them freely exposed to the air upon a small

table, so placed as to face the south and to expose them to the sun all day long.

The heating which takes place in them is never veiy great, as the following

experiments show ; although they Avere not made in a flat vessel, but in a cone-

shaped glass with a foot. The heating is less by 4" or 5" C. when working witli

a flat vessel.

Jj^xj). The same glass with a foot and containing 10 c. c. of a half-deci-normal

solution of oxalic acid was exposed from the 15th to the 27th of August,

1885, daily to the sun. Every day the mean pressure, the maximum

tempei-ature of the liquid, and the aspect of the sky were carefully noted.

Here follow the pi'oportions of acid bui'iit on the difl:"ei-ent days, during

which the weather was very fine. The experiments were made at Fan, in

the Cantal, at an altitude of about 700 metres.
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1G.2 c. c. of tlie same liiiu'-wiiter and had consequently lost 6.6 c. c. of

tlieii- oi'iginal streiigtii. Two vessels with the new solution titrated to-

gether 21.7 ('. c. and had consequently lost not more than 1.1 c. c. The

new solution is therefore nearly 6 times less sensitive than the other.

The next day, the weather being fine, the losses amounted to 1.5 c. c.

for the new solution and to 8.5 o. c. for the old. This is al)out the same

ratio as on the day before.

On Se[)tember 12th, after a fine day, four trials gave me the same

results, losses of 9.3 c. c. for the old solution, and of 5.9 c. c. for the newly

made. The difference in sensitiveness was less marked than six days

previously.

On Septendjer 25th, twenty days later, the losses became 8.6 c. c. for

the first liquid, and 7.7 c. c. for the second. This is not yet equality,

which was reached only in the month of Octobei-, after a little more than

a month.

The fact that two liquids of different ages reach at the end of some time the

same degree of sensitiveness, proves that thei-e must be a maximum. We shall,

however, soou see that this is not a maximum maximornm. However this may be,

if the solution of oxalic acid has once reached this maximum, it diff'ei's in no way

from wdiat it was at first, neither from a chemical nor from a physical point of

view ; it gives by evaporation the same crystallized acid, and its acidimetric value

is unchanged. A molecular activity, however, has been at work, upon which I

shall not dwell just here. I will state now only two im[)ortant facts concerning it

:

one is that it requires time for its completion, and the other that it betrays itself

by easier oxidizability under the influence of solar radiations.

The only phenomenon which in our present state of knowledge may be com-

pai'ed to that which we have just discovered, is the increase of sensitiveness

observed iu seusitized collodion which has been allowed to rest and to grow old

for a few days. This fact is well known to photographers. It may make us think

also, by analogy, of the valuations in the rotatory power of sugar solutions, some

hours after their prepai-ation u[) to the moment when they become stable. It is

admitted that these few hours are necessary to enable the sugar molecules to spread

uniformly throughout the solution and to assume the orientation necessary to

stable equilibrium. But all these analogies are remote. The phenomenon deserves

being investigated by itself, and we have here only to face its practical conse-

quences.

These may be summed up in a few words : that it is desirable to allow the oxalic

acid solution to acquii-e such sensitiveness before using. This is all the easier since
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these solutions can becunie sensitive in a ooncentrateil state ami [nvserve this sensi-

tiveness even aftei- being diluted. One can tiien provide a mother-liquor, so to

speak, whirli nia\ be made sensitive and which afterwards may be diluted as

necessity arises. Ordinarily I used to pi'epare a UDiiual sdliitiDii to the amount of

several litres, containing 13 grammes per litre, wliicli I kept for some weeks under

diffused light, and subsequently diluted, in fractions, to the twentieth or fortieth

degree. One litre of this mother-liipiid, rendered duly sensitive, may thus serve

for 2000 tests. In all the comparative experiments which will be mentioned in

this memoir, I have always taken pains to work with identical liquids and such as

had the same sensitiveness.

We are now possessed of our actual working process, which amounts to

this : To expose to the sun during the day a shallow dish, containing 20 c. c. of a

half-deci-uorraal solution of oxalic acid, which has become sensitive by time, and to

measure at the close of the day, by a titration with lime-water, the quantity of acid

which has disappeared by oxidation.

Let us now see what results have been obtained by this process.

ACTINOMETIIIC MEAStJREJrENTS.

Since the year 1885 I have made seveial series of actiuometric measurements,

especially during fine weather and at times when I was sufficiently master of my

own time to secure to them the regularity which they require. All these experi-

ments, made at different times and at ditt"ei'ent places, are not absolutely alike, since

the solutions used might have undergone some change. But such variations amount

to little from one year to another, and to almost nothing in the course of the

same year, as I have been able to determine repeatedly ; for every time when I

changed the solution, I exposed simultaneously two or more vessels with old and

with new material, and I always found that the solar combustion was the same for

both, up to that degree of approximation which the measurements demand.

While operating with two or more vessels containing one and the same liquid,

it does not always happen that we tiii<l the same result for all at the close of the

day. There are irregularities in the [)rocess, some of which will be explained

presently, while the others have until now defied all efforts at explanation, so sud-

den are they and so exceptional. There is no other remedy for this than to elimi-

nate such out-of-the-way cases, which are always rare, making every day a ti'ial with

3 or 4 vessels and keeping, of the figures thus obtained, only those which are con-

cordant.

It is in this way that the following observations have been made. For each of

them a record hjis been kept of the proportion of oxalic acid burned in 10 c. c, of a
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Iialf-deci-normal solution exposed to tlie sun. Fiiitlu rmore tlie state of the sky has

been recorded and the pi'incipal incidents of the dny of insolation.

Special attention has been paid to vei'ifying the solar and antisolar lights'

which were very frequent during the first yeai's in which these observations were

made and which have never been absent since that time. I have desci'ibed the

aspect they assumed in the countries in which I began my observations. The more

1 study them, the more I consider them as solely due to the presence of aqueous

vapor at very great heights in the atmosphere. We shall have to examine, from

this point of view, their influence on the phenomena of solar combustion.

The tables which follow ai'e also intended to show the very considerable

variation which the quantities of oxalic acid consumed present from day to day.

The combustion, which is almost completely absent on cloudy oi' rainy days, may

reach or even exceed 50 per cent of the acid during bright and luminous days. But

there are also some very bright days, during which combustion is feeble, and twice

it has happened that I was unable to take photographs for want of proper light,

being deceived by the apparent brightness of the day on which I was working.

I shall quote ray observations very nearly in the oixler in which I made them,

from the moment when I had I'egulated the process of measurement ; and in con-

nection with each one of these sets of observations I shall cite the facts which

they have revealed to me and which subsequent observations have only confirmed.

OBSERVATIONS OF THE YEAR 18S5.

Made at Fau (Cautal). Altitude 800 metres. Country of meadows and of

woods. Volcanic soil. (Andesite and basalt of the plateau.)

I have inserted above (page 8) some observations which I made at the end of

August with the solution in a conical glass. The combustion is a little less rapid

than in the vessels of Bohemian glass which I used in experiments of a later date.

Here follow those made in September and October. S. and A. S. i-epresent solar

lights in the west and anti-solar lights.

' See, on this subject, a note inserted in the CampUs Eauhis ik I'Acad/mie <ks Sciences, \o\.

xcix, 1). 714.
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days ill August, meutioiied ou page 8, if we bear in luiiul that the experimeuts

mentioned on that page were made in a cone-shaped glass, capable of holding the

l>ulb of a thermometer and not, like those made in September, with shallow vessels

in which the figures would have been much higher.

One might be tempted to see here the effect of the lessened length <>f days.

liut, in order to avoid this influence, the length of exposure has been everywhere

precisely the same: from 8.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. There is, therefore, an influence

due to the seasons, which we must also endeavor to trace back to its true cause.

Fi>r this purpose we can only collect the greatest possilde amount of evidence.

RESULTS OF OIJSEKVATIOXS SIADE IN 188G AND 1887.

I made for this end several series of experiments in 1886 and 1887, at Paris,

in the Cantal, and at Orcines, at the foot of the Puy-de-Dome. Unfortunately I

cannot report them here in detail, having mislaid the papeis which contained the

record. I can only indicate the general results which I iiave ivtained in my

memory, because they served as a starting-point for new investigations. In the

first place I again found evidence of the almost perfect independence between the

degree of solar combustion of oxalic acid, and the occurrence of .solar and anti-solar

lights. If there are any exami)les of coincidence between an active combustion

and the presence of such lights, it is because these lights appear only in fine

w^eather. But there are also other cases in whicL combustion is very rajiid and

when those lights are altogether missing. If they play any part at all, it seems to

be one quite secondary, and this view agrees very fairly with the hypothesis that

the phenomenon is due to the presence of aqueous vapors in the uppci- regions of

the atmosphere. It i.s, of course, well known that litpiid water or water in the

form of steam influences the activity of actinic combustion very little.

Another very inq)ortant result is this: that the maxima of the figures of com-

bustion during the finest days are higher in spring than in summer. The difference

did not strike me as quite so marked as between summer and autumn. As to the

maxiiiiuiu in spring I have always found it very clearly marked during observa-

tions carried on for four years, and an example of this will be found, unfortunately

too limited in its nature, when I shall speak of my expeiiments of 1888.

The maximum in spring appears alike in Paris and in the country. But I

have also found that solar combustion was less intense in Paris than in the Cantal

or in the Puy-de-Dome; this difference appears not only in the high figures

connected with the oxalic acid, but I have ft)und it also in a long series of

experiments, which I h.-xd undertaken in order to study the transformations which
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several organic substances undergo in the solar liglit, and wliiL-li offer a greater

resistance than oxalic acid. These I had been compelled to leave in the light for

weeks and for mouths before the attack was complete. They thus sununed up tlie

influence to which they liad been subjected during the length of the exposure.

Now this phenomenon required, generally, for its termination, nuudi more time,

sometimes three or four times more, in Paris than in the countiy.

Among the facts of this kind I can only quote one which I iiud 1 hail by

chance inserted in a work intended for the examination of anothei' question. A
deci-normal solution of tartaric acid which was every day exposed from 10 a.m. till

2 p.nr. to the sun in Paris, had lost Ijy combustion in seven months and a half only

10 per cent of its acid, while in the Oantal an identical solution had lost in two

months 47 per cent. This involves a combustion about fifteen times more rapid,

and although the length of exposure was a little greater every day in the Cantal

than in Paris, and although the quantum of solar combustion increases moi'e rapidly

than the length of exposure, this is not enough to make up for the difference. In

another case involving the combustion of glucose in an alkaline liquid, I found

that to take two years in Paris which had required only three mouths in the

Cantal.

Finally, this experiment teaches us also that average years do not resemble

each other and that, if thei'e are some which are I'ich in chemical i-adiatious, there

are poor ones also. These differences between one year and another, from

this point of view, appeared to me more marked than in any other respect. We
have shown above the most striking inequalities between consecutive days of the

same season. They recur, less markedly, for consecutive years.

These statements which, I repeat, I regret not being able to support by

figures, suggest a number of problems for which I have begun to seek a solution.

In the first place, the fact that active combustion is stronger on fine days in

spring than in summer and in autumn, shows that there must be another cause of

action than the influence of temperature, or the height of the sun above the horizon.

We are naturally led to think of the influence of the volatile organic pi'oducts

which vegetation scatters in the air during summer, and which, if they are capable

of beino- oxidized, absorb and utilize for their own benefit the chemical radiations

of the light which passes through the atmosphere, preventing them from reaching

the soil. We are confirmed in this view by what has been said before (page 6)

concerning the relative poverty of solar light, at the time when it reaches us, in

radiations able to oxidize oxalic acid.

In the second place, the diffei-ence between the sum total of the annual radia-

tions at Paris and at the Cantal, or on the high table-lands of the Puy-de-Dome,
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leads us to ask if the (|uestiuii of altitude may not perhaps be of importance. Two
identical vessels, containing the same solution and exposed during the same time

at different heights in the atmos2)here— will they or will they not undergo the

same degi-ee of oxidation 1

UfFLUENCE OF ALTITUDE.

I begin with the last question, because the documents which helped me to

solve it wei'e lost, together with those which gave the results of the experiments

already mentioned, and I must therefoi-e be very brief in my treatment.

In order to solve this problem I installed myself at the foot of the Puy-de-

Dome in the little village of Orcines, and I made a nundjer of experiments simul-

taneously in the garden of the house in which we lived, and on the terrace of the

obsei'vatoiy on the Puy-de-Dome, where M. Ilumandon kindly undertook to expose

and to i-emove again at certain fixed houi's the vessels containing the oxalic acid

which had been I'endered sensitive. The two stations are distant fi'om each other

4 kilometres in a diiect line. The vertical difference amounts to about 400 metres.

The incline, therefore, between the two stations does not count for much, and they

cannot be considered as being upon the same vei-tical line. Experiments made on

the tt)]i and at the foot of the Eiffel tower would have been more satisfactory in

this i-espect. Hut at the Eift'el tower I shoidd have had to apprehend encounter-

ing difficulties of another kind, especially the want of honiogeneousness between

the layei's of the atmosphere. For the lower ones which had swept populous parts

of the city could, in that amount, no longer be considered e(piivalent to the upper

paiis. What tempted me to choose the station of the Puy-de-Dome was exactly

this IiDmogeneonsness of the whole region so far as its vegetation was concerned.

The Puy-de-Dome is surrounded to a great distance by a dry, almost deserted

counti-y, covered with wt)ods and largely with heathei-, while some portions are

absolutely bare in places where [)ozzolanes cr<)[i out of the soil or in those immense

overflows of lava of recent date, which ai'e called " clu'irt's,"' and wliicli dcl'v any

attempt at cultivation. One of these "cheires" ci'opped out close to the house in

whii-h I ilwclt, and I imagine that, on the whole, there was no reason why the air

on the top an<l that of tlie table-laixl from which the mountain I'ises, should be

heterogeneous. In spite of these favorable circumstances I did not find that the

combustion at the observatory was very different from that at Orcines. It exceeded

the latter a little, on an aveiage, l)ut with exceptional results in one or the other

direction, so as to prevent any positive conclusion. I remend)er that my estimates

showed an increase of altitude accompanying an increase of actinic intensity, but
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that they were uot such as to [)r()ve it. This conclusiou diminishes my regret at

having misLaid the data.

INFLUENCE OF OXIDIZABLE SUBSTANCES SUSPENDED IN THE AIR.

With this second questiun 1 iiave been more successful, since comparative ex-

periments can here be made with far more precision than elsewhere. All that is

necessary is to expose in one and the same place two vessels containing the same

oxalic solution ; one being made to float upon water contained in a deep crystal-

lizing pan in such a way that a layer of stagnant aqueous vapor may be kept

above the surface of the lirpiid which it contains. The other vessel floats iu like

manner, and under the same conditions, on the surface of some turpentine or of

any other essential oil. It is always found that combustion is far less advanced in

the second than in the first vessel. As I said before, I lost the relative figures of

the results obtained by the experiments made in 1886 and 1887. But Mr. Elf-

ving, professor at the University of Ilelsingfors (Finland), to whom I had men-

tioned the results thus obtained, began once more to experiment with essence of

turpentine, and I will here quote the I'esults as he reported them to me in a letter

which I have fortunately preserved :

" I have repeated and confirmed your experiments on August 30, 1888, from

8 A.M. to 4 P.M. with a clear sky. There wei'e 53 pei' cent of the oxalic acid burnt

above the water, and 39 per cent above a bath of essence of turpentine. The next

day, which remained clear from 9 a.m. till noon, the figures were 47 per cent and

20 per cent for the same length of exposure. It is certain, therefore, that the

presence of oxidizable suljstances in the air possibly diminishes the consuming

power of the sun."

Mr. Elfving has confirmed this conclusion by the following experiment, which

I have, in my turn, repeated and confirmed. It consists in sifting, so to speak, the

rays of the sun through a solution of sulphate of quinine, which absorbs a part of

the chemical radiations before they can react on the oxalic solution. Another sift-

ing apparatus, of the same thickness, but consisting of pure water, furnishes a

standard of comparison. The latter, rigorously, might be neglected, for the quan-

tity of watery vapor or of liquid or solid water which the rays of the sun have

traversed before reaching the level of the soil, exceeds by far the thickness of the

supplementary screen of liquid ; the absorption due to water, is, moreover, very

feeble. In my experiments I suppressed this complication. Mr. Elfving used two

glass bell jars with double walls, of which one contained water, the other a solu-

tion of sulphate of quinine. He wrote to me on June 17th

:
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" Tbe light which has gone through a laytT of water is five times more active

than tliat which has traversed a solution of sulphate of quiniue of quite the same

depth. I sliall continue my obsei'vations at the time of the solstice."

And on July ;»th :

" I have again made an experiment with sulphate of ijuiMine. On June L'Ttli,

while there were consumed in the open air during the whole day 87 per cent of

the total amount of oxalic acid, and 78 per cent under a bell jar filled with water,

the decomiKKsition amounted only to 20 per cent under u precisely similar hell

filled with a solution of suli»hate of (piinine."

Analogous results are obtained by comparing the effect of sifting solar rays

through a solution of potasssium bichromate, which by preference allows those

radiations to pass which are least refi'angible, with that of transmission through a

soluticm of sulphate of copper which allows the most refrangible radiations to pass.

All this proves that it is mainly the chemical radiations which are of importance,

and that when these radiations are employed in o.\idation, or more geneially in the

transformation of organic or even mineral substances in the aii*, they reach the sur-

face of the soil much weakened.

Here is, therefoie, a local cause of variations in the actinometric degree; a

local and incidental cause, considering that it may be summed up thus : There may

exist actinic clouds, clouds scarcel}' visible to the naked eye and not accessible to

our senses, but the effect of which, at least as far as it can be measui'ed by solu-

tions of oxalic acid, exceeds by fai', in intensity, that of the variations in brilliancy

and obscurity produced by oidinary clouds. These clouds come and go, are no

longer today where they weie the day before; they dissolve, for they are, like

othei' clouds, no soouei' formed than they become subject to ceaseless causes of

destruction. Tliis explains very fully why the actinometric degree should vary

so greatly from day to day and from one year to another. It may also be that we

find here oui' e.\i)lanation of the greater actinic power which spring has, in other

words, that season during which the atmosphere is certainly poorest in organic

substances.

Upon reaching this point we see new vist;is open l)efore us. It is well known

that the turning green of the foliage and the production of chlorophyll may take

place w hen the intensity of light is very feeble, as for instance in the back of

a room lighted by one window, but that, under such circumstances, the chlorophyll

does not begin to act and is not decomposed by carbonic acid. It requires a much

stronger luminous intensity for the process of assimilation to begin. This phe-
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nomeiion increases witli intensity of light np to a certain niaxinuun, difl'ering in

different plants ; beyond this it decreases. Starting from this point, it is natnrally

suggested that those actinic clouds which we have just discovered, cannot be witli-

out influence on vegetation, since they modify so largely, although often invisibly,

the strength of the chemical radiations, which is nearly, if not al)solutely the only

active element in the complex whole, which until now has Iteen studied under the

name of Luminous Iiiteusltij. And if again the plants themselves disperse into

the air the materials which absorb the solar, chemical radiations, how can we

avoid thinking that possibly the production of these odoriferous and oxidizable

effluvia may be for the plant a means of protection?

To elucidate this subject fully, would require experiments which I have not

the time to make. 1 have been satisfie<l with examining it under various aspects.

Odorous and essential oils are not alone able to arrest the passage of chemical radi-

ations. The surfaces of plants are, as is well known, fr('(|uently covered with a fatty

or waxy layer, which is highly oxidizable. Thei-e are, besides, at all times fatty

substances in the aii', as is proved by the gi-easy feel of old dust deposited upon

our furniture. What effect can these fatty substances exert upon the combustion

of oxalic acid in the sunlight? If our ideas are correct, a slight layer of fatty

matter should protect that acid against solar light.

INFLUENCE OF FATPY SUBSTANCES.

The presence of fatty matter on the surface of our test solution bi'ings u[) a

slight experimental difiiculty. It is this, that solar oxidation of a fatty substance

is always accompanied by a production of acid which raises the titre of the oxalic

solution at the same time that the solai' combustion lessens it. We must, therefore,

either use a very small quantity of fatty matter so that it may barely form an im-

perceptible veil to cover the liquid, oi-, what is better still, we must spread it out

in a transparent layer ovei- a surface of glass interposed in the path of the luminous

rays. Here are some experiments made in connection with this subject:

JExp.—On June 27, 1885, I exposed to the sun during six hours seven vessels

of the same dimensions, containing each 10 c. c. of oxalic acid in half-deci-

norraal solution. Two of these vessels, Nos. 1 and 2, had their walls

clean. Vessel No. 3 had been rubbed with a weak solution of butter in

sulphide of cai-bon, which left upon the sides, hardly tarnishing them, a

greasy layer. Moreover, by vii'tue of a well-known phenomenon of super-

ficial tension, the walls of the vessel have allowed an invisible layer of

fatty matter to spread on the surface of the li(piitl. In order to separate
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this action as far as possible fi-om that of llie roughness of the walls, a

fourth vessel is brought up to the same degree of opacity as No. 3, by

rubbing it externally with chalk diffused in water. Finally, to increase

the (piautity of fatty matter present in the liquid, and also, in order to

see the effect which a little opacity of the liijuid may there produce, new

vessels, Nos. 1', 2', and 3', have lieen prepared like the vessels Nos. 1, 2,

and 3, simply addiug to each two drops, in other words 5 milligrammes,

of fatty matter.

These were the residts:

Combustion.

Vessel No. i, clean sides 33 ^
" ** ^ ** << ^

2. 33 ^
" " 3, dull sides, greasy surface 29 ^
" " 4, " " (chalk) 32^
" " i', like I, plus 2 drops of milk 16 j^

2 . 2. 17 i
3 . 3. 17 ^

Other experiments, made the following )'ears, and the detailed reports of

which have been lost, confirm these first results, and show that the fatty matter

contained in a liquid or spread as an invisible layer over the surface, like that

which covers the walls of a bell jar placed over the ves.sel containing oxalic acid,

diminishes the actinic effect of the .solar rays.

Finally, it is the same w ith many substances, more or less easily oxidizable,

which also exert a protecting, or at least a retarding, effect upon tiie influence of

the chemical radiations. Siudi is, for instance, alcohol.

Msp.—On the 2nth June, 1885, two vessels with 10 c. c. of an o.valic acid solu-

tion, containing ^'5^ equivalent per litre, gave me a combustion of 37 per

cent, the same for both. Two other vessels, exactly alike, which have

received an addition of 2.;") c. c. alcohol of 90 per cent, gave me onlv a

combustion of 21 per cent.

Mcp.—On September 14, 1888, two vessels with a solution of ^^ equivalent of

oxalic acid, gave me identical combustions, rising as high as 10 per cent.

They amounted only to 4 per cent in two like vessels, to which a few diops

of oil of oranges had been added, so that the essential oil and the alcohol

have acted similarly.

I have made numerous experiments with divers substances which were oxidi-

zing or oxidizable, the <letails of which have been lost. In a general way I have

found that the former increase the combustion of oxalic acid, while the others

retard it.
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But tliis rule is not always confirmed, on account of the intervention of what I

have called in another pa[>ei' i)lK'nomena of entanglement. These operate so that

one oxidizable body may involve another in the same decomposition which it

undergoes itself. But here we begin to sti-ay away from tiu; subject of this paper,

which is the actinic study of the atmosphere. I am content, therefore, to draw

from the great sum total of the results I have obtained the following conclusions:

The nature and the proportion of the oxidizable elements which living nature scat-

ters through the air, betray themselves in the solar combustion of oxalic acid, which

is the more feeble on the surface of the solution the more the radiations have met

with unstable elements to oxidize during their passage. The organic substances of

the atinosphei'e are thei'efore a pi'otection against too intense an action of the chemi-

cal rays at the surface of the soil, and the effect which they pro<luce is not only

measurable, but sometimes very great. In other words, we do not know what the

chemical power of solar light may be at its entrance into the atmosphere, but on a

level with the soil it is so impoverished that a thin layer of turpentine vapor, of

sulphate of rpiinine, or of any oxidizable substance, suffices to destroy it almost

completely.

This conclusion has, however, another side to be considei'ed, which is, that

the atmosphere must at every moment l)e the seat of combustions, such that, on

the whole, all luminous radiations are utilized. I shall not insist here on the power

and the importance of the phenomena of oxidation which take place in the atmos-

phere and at the level of the soil, nor upon the general effect which they have on

sanitation over which they preside. 1 have published several memoirs on that sub-

ject,' to which I nuist be content to refer. I have there called attention to the

power of the solar I'ays on microbes, first weakening and then killing them, a

power which was first indicated, but incompletely proven, by Messrs. Downes and

Blunt.' I have, moreover, studied the iniiuence of the conditions of the medium

on the resistance of germs. All that has been done since, has only confirmed the

importance which I attached to light and to the chemical portion of the solar spec-

trum as principal agents in the hygiene of the globe.

INFLUENCE OF INCREASE OF LATITUDE.

This first problem, that of the possible influence exerted by oxidizable sub-

stances while in suspension in the atmosphere, having been sufficiently discussed in

' Amiaks de Chimie et de Physique, 6th S., vol. v., May, 1885, and Comptcs Rendus, vol. c. and ci.

Annales de V Institut Pasteur, vol. i., p. 88.

' The conclusions of these scholars had been opposed by Tyndall and by Jamieson, so that

when I took up the question anew, it had not yet met with a solution. It has found one to-day.
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the statements just made, I foiiiul myself face to face, as Piofessor of Meteorology,

with the following question :

It is an acknowledged fact, that the activity of the vegetative j)rocess in the

northern parts of Europe is very great. The interval between sowing and harvest-

ing, for si)ring wheat, lasts on an average 14.') days in Alsace. According to M.

Tisserand it amounts to only l.">."5 days at Ilalsno, in 50° 30' N. latitude; .iml it is

oidv 114 days at Skibbotten, in (i9° 30' N. latitude. It decreases therefore as we

approach the pole; notwithstanding that the average temperature of the peritxl of

vegetation diminishes likewise with the increase of latitude.

This decrease in the number of days needed for vegetation, as we draw neaier

the north pole, seems to be a general law. According to Arnell, barley recpiii'es

117 days to grow in Southern Sweden, 9'2 in Middle Sweden, and 89 in Lajiland.

It is true that these variations depend in part at least on the power which the plant

has to a<lapt itself to external conditions, for if sown in our country the Norwegian

grain grows more ra})idly tlian ouis, while our own native grain, carried to Norway,

lags behind the acclimated variety. l>ut this is not sufficient to explain ;dl, ;uh1 we

must in the end always return, as a final analysis, to the influence of dinuite.

We may go even a little farther in our induction. According to Griesbach

the increased ra[)idity in the development of plants cultivated at the extreme noith

does not affect the whole evolution of the plant, but onl}' the period between ger-

mination and blooming. It a[)plies, therefore, only to the green organs of the plant,

and thus starts once more the question of light, which actually appears to be of

greater importance than that of temperature. In fine, to return to the subject of

our Memoir, the actinic influence of the solar rays seems to increase with the

latitude.

To what is this increase due? This (pu'stion is still open and to it I have

tried to find an answei'. The first point to determine was whether the solution of

oxalic acid also showed such an increase of actinic effect?

It was on this account that I asked Mr. Elfving to assist me, whose interesting

experiment I have mentioned above (page 17). 1 sent to him at Ilelsingfors an

oxalic solution, and ten vessels exactly alike, such as I had used myself in France,

in Older to make sure that at least, and as fai' as possible, those experimental condi-

tions which we could conti'ol should be as identical as they could be luade.

Unfortunately there were other conditions which were entirely beyond our

control. The ideal would have been attained with a series of days equally fine,

occurring simultaneously in France and in Finland, and permitting us to make our

observations under precisely the same circumstances. But there are obvious reasons

why the weather could haidly ever be the same in France and in the Gulf of
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Bothnia. When that vast mass of air, in relative repose, whicli I have named The
Isle of Calms, rests over our part of the world and gives us fine weather, the equa-

torial current, which tui-ns it northward, is over Sweden and Norwaj', to which it

brings overcast skies and rains; when, on the other hand, the Isle of Calms rests

over the north of Europe, we are in Fi'ance subject to stormy disturbances which

come to us through the Mediterranean or the Gulf of Gascony, or we are subject again

to the return curreut, which, after having lounded the " Island," comes back to us in

the shape of cold east and northeast winds. To find favorable coincidences in this

grand atmospheric dance, we should need months of continued observations, which

neither Mr. Elfving nor myself were in a condition to undertake.

In this difficulty we availed ourselves of the meaning of the word "fine day,"

as I have shown above (page 13), which is so uncertain as to its actinometric defini-

tion that every effort to make it absolute as to perfect equality of experimental con-

ditions becomes rather illusory. We could be content, more modestly, with a first

approximation ; it was enough to compare the actinometric combustion of the finest

days in the Gulf of Finland and in Fi-ance, at the same time of the year.

Nor is this all. The length of the day is greater at the North than at the

South duiing the period of vegetation, and the length of the insolation has, we all

know, a direct influence on the I'elatlve (piantum of combustion. Hence I requested

Ml'. Elfving to make every day two sets of experiments, one with vessels exposed

to the sun from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., like those which I was using in France, and the

other with vessels left out from 8 a.m. till the setting of the sun.

Ml'. Elfving made at Helsingfors between August 27th and September -ith, 1887,

five series of experiments, which I cannot compare with those which I was making at

the same time at the foot of the Puy-de-Dome, and the records of which have been

lost. But I am fortunately able to compare them with those which I had begged

M. Ch. Mascart to make at the same time near the seashore in the Channel. These

may perhaps be better fitted for comparison with those made by Mr. Elfving, as

both were made at maritime stations. All that I noted when I received them was

that they gave much higher figures than those which I obtained at the same time

on the bare table-land which carries the Puy-de-Dome.

In the first place, here is a table of the observations made in France ; it is

formed in the same way as those which have already been given in this Memoir.
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ST. PIERRE 1.E PORT, 1 887.

Dale.
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strikiug, as by a mistake in our agi'et'iueut the exiuisure to the siiu lasted an liour

longer iu France tliaii in Finland. The latter ought, theref<M-e, to be somewhat
increased, in order to make the comparison moi'e just. We shall presently return

to the results marked iu the last coluuui. Mr. Elfving had worked only duiing

five days; the comparative expei'imeiits were therefore not iiumei-ous enough, and

by a common understanding another beginning was made in 1888.

Here is the report of the experiments which T made in France, in the garden

of the Agronomic Institute, during the months of May and June, 1888. My official

duties prevented me from making them iu an unbroken series, and, moreover, I had

to leave out three observations during whicli a fierce wind suddenly s[)rang up and

covered my vessels with a layer of dust.

PARIS. EXPOSURE FROM 8 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

Date.
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HELSINGFORS. EXPERIMENTS MADE IN 1888.
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Date.

Sejilember

Combustion. KeiiiarUs

3

4

5
6

7

lo

1

1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

26

27

28

'5 ^
10 j^

24 ;ii

255^

'5 i

29 f^

30?*
10 '^

iT/o

49^

Same weather as day l)eforc.

Middling day.

Quite a line day. Many cirri.

Middling day.

Quite a fine day. Some cumuli early.

Middling day.

Quite a fine dav with a few clouds.
it a' ii u

Fine day, hot sun, a few cumuli.

Fine in the morning, middling later.

Fine day, very warm.
Very fine day, as yesterday.

Middling day. Warm and heavy.

Day divided between sun and clouds.

Dark day.

Superb day.

Sky fine early ; covered in the evening.

Day rather finer than day before.

Quite fine in the morning. Cloudy at night.

Cumulus concealing about \ of sky.

Rather better than the day before.

Rather a dull day, but no clouds.

Between the 20th and 30th August there followed a long period of rain and overcast sky.

What stfikes us in reading these figures is theii' snialluess even ou fine days.

They are the smallest I have ever had to record in August and September, on an

average, and this although the latter month was I'ather fine at Mont Dore during

1888 ; there is also to be noticed a gi'eat lack of agreement between the apparent

character of the day and its actiuoraetric character. Thus the very fine day of Sep-

tember 15th gave only a combustion of 9 per cent, when the slightly veiled day of

September 28th gave a combustion of 49 per cent. This is a new confirmation of

what has been stated before.

I partly atti'ibute the very great want of agreement noticed at Mont Dore to

the fact that this station is surrounded on all sides by pine woods which diffuse

through the air a large quantity of terebinthine exhalations, so that the odor be-

comes sti'iking. This explanation also agrees with the notions which I have

suggested before. Nevertheless I admit that it would require very special com-

parative experiments to establish it firmly, and to draw from it the proper signifi-

cation. We must be content, for the present, to I'emark that if our explanation is

correct, it will also account, as a whole, for the want of agreement already

mentioned. If the exhalations of essential oils are really able to arrest actinic

radiations, the effect of what we call a fine day will be very variable according as

it will succeed a period of rains which may have washed the atmosphere, as in the
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observations made by Mr. Elfving. or as it may come to us after a warm day or a

period of great heat, wliicli may have increased tiie invisil)le ch)ud of terebinthine

vapors or other odoi-oiis essences. But, I repeat, all these points must be investi-

gated directly, and this preliminary study, although it has continued for many

years, has no other claim than that of suggesting new subjects for the study of the

atmosphere.

Let us now return tn the comparison of the effects which ciiual periods of

exposure have in Fiance and in Fiidand. The following are '.he results obtained

by Mr. Klfviiiii at llelsingfors, during the same period of the same year:

HELSINGFORS, 1 888.
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makes partial compensation. J5esides, the higher figures obtained at Ilelsingfors,

persist at the thi'ee positions of the French station : at Paris, on tlie coast of the

Channel, and on the mountain of Puy-de-Donie.

There can, therefore, remain no possible doubt on this {XMut : the actinic

intensity of light in northern counti'ies, close to the soil, is greater than in our

tempei-ate zone at the same hours of the day. It would no d<mbt be found still

weaker if we approached more nearly to the equator. This conclusion was alto-

gether unforeseen.

The fact once establivshed, explanation becomes necessary. This greater ac-

tivity of combustion which the air has in noithein regions, might be ascribed to

ozone, rendered more abundant there by the dischai'ges which constitute the

aurora borealis, and more active by the action of light. 1 have begun to study

this sul)ject, but my experiments, intemipted by winter and my I'eturn to Paris,

are not yet completed, and I shall not be able to take them up again till next

spring. I believe, however, that I may already say that ozone can have but a

very secondary influence on the [>henomenon, and that if light is more active

within the same length of time at the north than in France, the reason is that it

has lost fewer of its chemical radiations in passing thiough the atmosphere, because

the latter is pooi'er in oxidizable substances. I know, of course, that theie are in the

north those pine forests, of which 1 have spoken befoi'e, and that jjei'haps, if

Helsingfors were built in the heart of the woods, instead of being a large city on

the sea-coast, the points of dift'ei'euce would be somewhat less. But there would

always remain the fact that the quantities of vapoi- diffused through the air

increase with the temperatui'e, and that, for one and the same aspect of the fauna

and the floi'a of the earth, the equatorial atmosphere will always be more heavily

loaded than that of the temperate zones, which in its tuin will again be more so

than that of boreal regions.

Whatever finally the explanation of the fact may be, the important point is to

show that it exists, and that there is a difference in light, so fai- as its (piality is con-

cerned, at the same hours of the day, at the north and in the heart of Europe.

But this is not all. After having examined this question of quality, we have to

look next at the question of qnaiitity. The days which are useful to vegetation at

the noi'th are longer than with us—what now is the influence of the d nidation of light

on the chemical phenomenon which serves us as a means of measurement? Is the

effect thus produced proportionate to the length of exposure to the sun ? Does it in-

crease more or less slowly? Such are the first questions which we have to consider.

I believe they are new, l)ecause up to this day, both as regards meteoi'ologic

instruments and in theoretical speculations, it has always been held that the effect
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of illuiniiiatioii was, everytliing flse hi'ing t'qiial, proportional to its (liuation. We
shall see that this is not so, auil that the effect increases much more rapidly than

the increase of tiiiie, so that all the notions which we entertain on this subject

stand in need of reviNion.

INir.UENCE OF TlIK DUKATIOX Ol' ILLU.MIXATIOX.

So far we have taken as a measure of tiie total actinic eft'ect during the period

of exposuiCj the sum total of the oxalic acid consumed. The conclusions which

we have thus leached, subsist, whatever may be the law which connects the com-

bustion with the actinic eifect ; it has been enough for us to expose, duiiug the

same length of time, solutions equally sensitive, in two different places and to pro-

ceed always by comparison.

l)iil the law of the increase of actinic effect, with the time of insolation, does

not the less merit attentive investigation. To begiu, let us ask first, if the total

effect of combustion, observed at the close of a day, upon a solution of oxalic acid

exjiosed to the sun, rei)resents the sum of the divers actinic effects produced at the

different hours.

One way to answer the question is to expose in the morning, side by side, two

vessels holding the same quantity of the same solution. One is to be examined at

the end of the day, and this will give us the sum total of the effect. The other is

to be examined at the end of an houi-, and then to be replaced by another vessel like

the first, but containing new ]i(|ui(l, to Ijc likewise studied after anothei- hour's ex-

posure. In like manner, we shall renew the study at successive hoiii-s. If the

actinic effects accumulate, without loss or encroachments in the liquid of the vessel

which has been exposed to the sun all day long, the quantity of acid which we

shall find has disa})peared must ecpial the sum of the (piantities of acid which have

vanished in the vessels that were exposed for an houi' each.

The ex})eriment, rei)eated again and agoin, shows that it is never so. The sum

of the (piantities of acid burnt in the vessels which have been exposed each one

hour <)nly, is always insignificant in comparison witii that consumed in a vessel

w iiich has spent the whole day in the sunlight. The difference varies from one day

to aiiotliti-, ami iiicrea.ses with the intensity of combustion. It decreases slightly if

we carry the exposure of the successive vessels to two liours, and still more if we

extend it to three (»r four lioui's, as should be e.\[»ected. Hut, even if we divide a

day of ten hours into two equal periods, one from 7 a.m. to noon, anil the other

from noon to o i».m., the sum total of acid consumed in the two vessels that corresjHUul

to the two periods of exposure sometimes does not e.xceed half the acid consumed

in the vessel which spent ten hours in the sun. The combustion, therefore, does
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not begin as soon as the vessel is exposed to the light. There is a " lost time " at

the beginning; two hours, three hours, are necessary for the solution to put itself

in action. During this whole time the work is wliolly interior and betrays itself

by no diminution of the; acidimetric titre.

This "dead time" at the beginning of the reaction should not surprise us.

When we study the different reactions of chemistry, from this point of view, we

become aware that there ai-e few which begin immediately upon realization of the

exterior conditions of production, even in cases when tlie energy which comes into

play is altogether internal as regards the mixture. The formation of a pi'ecipitate

of barium sulphate is not instantaneous ; that of calcium sulpliate, or of calcium

tartrate, is still less so ; a mixture of fui-mate and ot" permanganate of potassium

remains apparently inert for some seconds, after which begins an abundant, and, to

some extent, an explosive liberation of carbonic acid, [)r()ceeding from the c(>ml)us-

tion of formic acid.

Here the heat produced by the reaction intervenes to increase its activity. We
can say the same of the phenomenon which Bunsen and Roscoe discovei'ed and in-

vestigated under the name of "photochemical induction," in the cond:)ination, in the

sunlight, of chlorine and hydrogen. This reaction also requires a certain time to

commence, but it accelerates afterwards, because it is exothermic. The same

remark applies to the reduction of cliloride or bromide of silver in the presence of

an organic substance, which also shows a "dead time" at the beginning, and be-

comes more energetic afterwards. The same i-eraark ap[)lies, moi-eovei', to almost

all photographic operations, whether we wish to obtain luminous impressions, to

develop images, or to produce positive prints.

If we observe a "dead time " when the forces are internal and accelerating, it is

not surprising that we should find a Hke one also in the solar combustion of oxalic

acid, whei-e the impulse is to come from without and where the reaction is so feebly

exothermic. But this vei'ification presents here an interest which it has not else-

where, for we connect it intimately with the phenomena of sensibilization, which

we discovered pi-eviously in the solutions of oxalic acid. In botli cases a molecular

preparation is evidently involved, the mechanism of which is still unknown to us,

but which results in placing the molecule upon a kind of inclined plane, down

which it may be made to roll by the slightest impulse. As a confirmation of this

idea, I have ascertained that in fact the "dead time" at the beginning is less pro-

tracted with solutions which have been made sensitive, than with new solutions, so

that if the latter do not undergo in the light of the sun, as we have seen before,

the same degree of combustion as the others, it is [tai'tly because the "dead

time " at the beginning is shoi'ter. But I say " pai'tly " because there is still another
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phenninenoii. We shall see that coml)ustioii,once be<;iin, does not t;o on with regu-

lar and equal steiis, but is made to proceed faster and fastei-. In other words, every-

thing goes on as if the sensitiveness were increasing during the oxidation. To i)Ut

it still differently, the quantity of burnt oxalic acid, which amounts to little or next

to nothing during the first moments of the ex^wsure to the sun, starts out and in-

ci'eases, from that instant, quicker than time, so that there is no proportion between

the lenitth of the insolation and its consuming effects.

In order to take account of effect of insolation upon an oxalic solution, let us

slightly modify the conditions of an ex[)eriment which I have just described. Let

us expose in the morning a dozen similar vessels to the sun, and let us withdiaw

every othei- hour two of them, which will give us the sum total of combustion up to

that moment. It will be easy liy this means to ascertain the progress of combustion

during the whole day. The following experiment I cite, not as being the most

complete of those which I have made, l)ut because it was pei'formed with a solution

of the same sensitiveness as that used in other experiments which I shall (piote

presently, so that all of them ai-e comparalile.

Exp.—On September 6, 1888, at 8.30 a.m., on Mont Dore, I exposed to the sun

four vessels, which I withdrew at varioiis intervals, and in which I meas-

ured the proportion of oxalic acid burnt.
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Everything, then, goes on .is if the sensitiveness which, as we have seen, a solu-

tion of oxalic acid attains if left to itself in darkness, wei'e not by any means a

maximum sensitiveness, and might be greatly inci'eased in the light. I have in fact

ascertained—and we shall presently see an example of it—tliat a I'ecent solution of

oxalic acid may be made very sensitive by a few hours' exposure to the sun, and so

be brought up to the level of an old solution, or even beyond it. But then an un-

foreseen consequence appears : the sensitiveness acquired in darkness is persistent

—might it not be perhaps the same with sensitiveness acquired in the light, so that

the accelerating effect of a fine day might spread, as it were, in its totality, or at

least in part, over the following day ?

The following experiment proves in fact that a solution left foi' a whole day in

the sun, and which has not been entirely oxidized, will retain for the next day a

greater sensitiveness than another [)art of the same solution which was not pre-

viously insolated.

Ejiyp.—There were exposed every day to the light four identical vessels, two of

which were carefully examined at the close of each day, while the other

two were left in reserve for the day following; on this day they were

again exposed to the sun at the same time with the four new vessels of a

second expei'iment. The total of combustion in the vessels which were

exposed for two days was then compared with the sum of combustions in

the vessels which were each exposed only one day. Some of the i-esults

which I thus obtained are as follows:

The day of September 2d, combustion 1° I^ I , . ^ i^i all
" " " "

,^d,
"

24 ^f-^"^

Both days together, 68 </„.

The amount of combustion has therefore doul)led. Here ai-e the results

of another experiment

:

The day of September 4th, combustion 12 ^ I ,, ^ ;„ all
" " ' "

5th,
"

11 fo)

Both days together,
"

38 f-

The difference points in the same direction as the pi'eceding experiment; only

it is not quite as great, because the two days, September 4th and 5th, were both

quite indifferent days (page 28), whilst the day of September 3d in the first experi-

ment was very fine.

To sum up, we see that the insolated vessel of the fii-st experiment under-

went on the second day a combustion of 68 - 10 = 58 per cent, while a new vessel

suffered oidv an oxidization of 24 per cent. As to the second experiment, the cor-
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respoiiiliug figures are '_'(i [>er cent and 11 percent; tliis >liu\vs that not only does

the sensitiveness of the oxalic solution increase in consequence of insolation, but the

gain continues during the night. Souic cxjterinients of the same kind, which I will

not now explain in detail, prove that this excitation of sensitiveness b}' means of inso-

lation, endures even to the second day after, in a solution which is kept in the dark

alter having been exposed for a day to the sun. It is only after three days, there-

fore, that traces of sensitiveness are no longer discernible. By that time, the

insolated solution has nearly' returned to the degree of sen-sitiveness which the

mother liipiid possessed, which seems thus to coirespoiid to a kind of equilibrium.

It is in fact remarkable that the different sen.sitive li(piids which I have used in niv

long experiments and which were prepared at very different times, with the single

precaution that they were not to be used before the lapse of several months, had all

of them, at the moment when I used them, very neaily the same sensitiveness. It

was on September 8th and 9th that I had to change ni}^ solutions at Mont Dore,

and I availed myself of the fact that these two days were but indifferently fair, to

interru[it my series and to compare again and again the old liquid with the new.

The title was always the same for both. Mi'. Elfving compared likewise two solu-

tions which I had sent him a year apart, and found in four days of experimenting

the following corresponding figures for the old and the new:
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sufficient to cut the two days of observation by an intermediate examination and to

discover the intensity of combustion during each one of the intervals. Tims it can

easily be seen whether the vessels change at the same rate, after having recovered

their "dead time," or whether the vessel which had been insolated (mi the previous

day, still progresses more rapidly than its neighbor?

Exp.—On September 12, 1888, a fine day with a warm sun, and a few cumuli,

there were exposed to the sun 4 vessels, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Vessel 1 was examined

after 5 hours ; combustion 10 per cent.

Vessel 2

after 9 hours; cninbnstion 18 percent.

Vessels 3 and 4 weie put aside and exposed anew on the next day with

two new vessels, Nos. 3' and 4'. This day, the 13th, was very fine, with a

few cirri in the moiniug. It changed a little for the woi'se towards evening.

Vessel 3' was examined

after 5 hours; combustion 13 per cent.

Vessel 3

after 5 hours; combustion 44 per cent.

The difference is considerable and is ceiiainly in part at least due to the

suppression of the "dead time" in the vessel which was insolated on the

day before. But this again is not all, for during the second half of the

day, the insolated vessel kept up a much more I'apid progress than the

other, as the following figures clearly show :

Vessel 4' examined after 9 hours; combustion 25 per cent.

Vessel 4 examined after 9 houi's ; combustion 62 per cent.

The acceleration in the solution which had been insolated on the day

befoi'e, thus continued throughout the day, and while in the second half

of the second day, the new licpiid only showed an increase of 25 — 13 =

12 pel- cent in its combustion, the liquid insolated the day befoi-e I'ose

from 44 to iV2, iindei'going thus an increase of 18 per cent.

It will also be noticed that in the morning this same li(piid had increased

from 44— 18 = 26 per cent, while the new liquid experienced a combustion of only

13 percent. Here has come in the double effect of suppression of "dead time"

and that of the acceleration. The two solutions became a little more nearly equal

towards evening, but the insolated solution continued its quicker progress.

Thus there can be no doubt that the insolation during the previous day

continued its effects over the next day and the day after that. But this is not all.

One fact, no less curious than the preceiliug, is that the sensitiveness due to the
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action of liirlil. enables the solution to uiuleriro in iliffused lii^ht a combustion

which is out of question as long as it has only its normal degree of sensibility, that

is, the (legi'ee obtained by kee|)ing for some weeks in a diffused light.

bjxp.—In August, 1889, at Noalhac near Aurillac (Cautal), at an altitude of

about 700 metres, I prepared a solution of oxalic acid, part of which was

left in a flask, exposed to a very feeble liglit, while another portion was

exposed to the sun in a stoppered bottle. This was in order to see if the

process of rendering the solution sensitive was necessarily accompanied

by a i)rocess of combustion, or whether it could be accomplished without

the latter. The experiment showed that the two effects are independent

of each other. The solution contained in the closed flask had at its dis-

posal only a very small quantity of dissolved oxygen, \vlii(li it consumed,

moreover, with but a slight diminution of its titre, but in one day of inso-

lation it reached an iiiten.se sensitiveness, which was maintained for

seveial days at the same rate by pi'eserving it in a diffused light.

On August 30th, I exposed to the sun two vessels containing some of

this insolated solution, and at the same time, two vessels of the same

non-insolated i)ieparation. The figures for solar combustion are

:

18 and 19 per cent for the non-insolated, and

92 and 92 " " " insolated liquid.

The day was a veiy fine one ; the flask with the insolated solution

remained in the sun, but closed. ( )n August 3lst, two groups of two

vessels each weie ])repared, one containing non-insolated, the other inso-

lated solutiim. One of the.se groui)S was exposed to the sun, the other

on a window-ledire, facinsr the north, where it received no licrht but that

coming from the sky and dimmed somewhat by a slight dry fog. The

figui'es found after 8 hours' exposure, for combustion in the sun and in

iliffu.sed light, were the following:

Insolated liquid lost 63 per cent in the sun.

Non-insolated " " 2-1 " " " "

Insolated " "19 " in diffused light.

Non-insolated " " 6

The next day, September 1st, <luring a dark, threatening day, tlic

same arrangement gave the following results:

Insolated liipiid lost 50 per cent in the sun.

Non-insolated " " 13 ' "

Insolated " " 6 " in diff'used light.

Non-insolated " " 3 " " " ' "
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Thus a previous insolation increases the rapidity of combustion, not only in di-

rect liglit but also in diffused light. The experiment of September •2d shows, how-

ever, when compared with that oi' tlie day before, that this dift'used light must

have a certain intensity to make its effect measurable after some hours. But,

viewed by itself, this experiment shows that even a dark day still has an accelerat-

ing effect upon a solution which has not seen the sky since the second day before.

The insolated liquid was fi'om that moment kept in diff'used light at the back

of a room with but one window, faciug the north. It was found that after a few

days it had not sensibly changed in titre, l)ut variation began to show itself at the

end of a month. We thus see how here also, in spite of good conditions of preser-

vation, the phenomena of slow combustion appear which have lieen observed since

Wettstein in solutions of oxalic acid. Not insolated, this solution presei'ved in the

same manner had remained much more stable, which shows that it is necessary to

avoid exposui'e to light, even temporarily, or even in a carefully closed flask, of

solutions of oxalic acid which are intended for processes of titration. The lumi-

nous impression, once received, persists and makes them much less stable—it con-

tinues, as we shall presently see, even after the lic[uid solution has been placed in

darkness.

Exp.—Another experiment was begun identical with those that have just been

described except that the flask which contained the insolated solution,

sheltered from the air, was kept for three nights and two days in a cupboard

of the laboratory before being distributed into vessels on September 6th.

Unfortunately the day of the 6th was disturbed by cirri and cloudlets.

The insolated liquid lost 20 per cent in the sun,

Non-insolated liquid lost 7 per cent in the sun.

The oxidation in diff'used light was insignificant.

The proportion of oxalic acid burnt in sunlight is, therefore, still, after 60

hours of obscurity, three times greater in the insolated solution than in the other.

But the sensitiveness decreases afterwards and the difference soon ceases to be

measurable after a day's exposure. We here meet again with that retrogradatiou

which we have pointed out earlier, and which brings us back to nonnal sensitive-

uess.

1 a(hl, in order to close the subject, that this solar impression, which disap-

pears sloA\dy, is on the other hand produced very rapidlj'^, and that, when investi-

gating comi)arati\ely, with respect to the combustion which they undergo, the

solution which I had exposed to the sun, in three flasks, and 1, 2 and 3 days,

respectively, I ha\e not Ijeen able to show that there ^vas any essential difference

between them !
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I liiivc left aiside, in all which ]nvfi'(les, tlie tjuestioii of the laerhauisra cou-

uected with l)oth seusitizatioii and condjiistion. The former goes on when the

solution is sheltered from the aii', and lan take ]>]aee only ^>y a new arrantrement

of inojfcult's. Coiid)ustioii, on the othei- hand, takes jdace in contact witli tin- air

ami |H>ssil)l\ with the foi'unition of ozone or of hydroj^en peroxide. iliat is a t[ue8-

tion which must be iuvestigatetl l>y itself. I purpose here only to put in «'\ iilence,

as regards the constitution of the atmosphere, some properties and a \arialiilit\ of

effects, Hot hitherto oljserved.^)

IMK'IT.ItKOT.OfilcAL, IlYtilKXIC, AXD AgPJCULTUUAL EiTECTS.

if we m>w leturn, with the residts which we have obtained, to our investiga-

tion of the causes w liirh provoke the rapitl dc\ clupment of vegetation iu the extreme

northern regions, we see that those regions are superior to ours in a twofold

aspect.

1. Tiiat cause which de])eiids on the constitution of their atmosphere consists in

this, that the ab.sdrption of the chemical radiations of solar light is there less great

than w ith us. The actinic power at the level of the soil exceeds that which we

have observed around ourselves at different hours of the day, and that in spite of

a lower sun and a greater thickness of atmosphere, ^vhicll the rays must traverse.

These differences are due mainly to the fact that vegetation in the noi'th sends

into the air fewer oxidizable substances to form a screen.

'2. The other |)oint of superiority connected with the geographical situation

consists in tlii>. that in the extreme north, dui-ing the |icriod of vegetation, the

days are longer than in our temjjerate zones, and that tiic actinic power, at least

so far as it may Ije measured by a solution of oxalic acid, increases more rajiidly

than the length of the day, and tliis out of all proportion. After a ]>('i'ioil of pre])a-

ration, combustion begins, then accelerates so rapidly as to make up for time lost

at the beginning, and linally, towards evening, reaches uiuisnally high figures, such

as arc unknown to our regions. It is in this way that coinbustion has risen to

37 and fS!) per cent on Sej)tcmbci- 2 and \. Iss7,

7'.» and SO ]»er cent on Sei>tend)er '.» and 1 1, 1 SSS,

7r> pel' cent on ,\ul;. -7. Isss .-it Helsingfoi-s.

and this at a time w lien the highest ligures. relatix ely to the same j)eriods and with

the same solutions, did not exceed oO per cent and were even sometimes much

lower in our country. In order to reach figures e«|ual to those olttained in the Gulf

of Finland, it was necessary for nic in France to accumulate iiinni iii\ vessels the
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i;i(liati(in of two coiiserutive days. It may tlius be said tliat, sjipnkiim- u-eiicnillv, a

day at the north is woi'tli t-\\o of oiirs as regards aftiuir [lower.

Not only does the actinic effect of a fine day increase more raiudly than tlic

length of the day itself, hut it may actually spread itself over tlie next day. aihl

the day after that, an<l thus make u|), in some degree, for the absence of the sun.

In like manner, a "fine morning may lender condnistion luore rapid even though

the evening l)e dark and stormy. It is enough that tlic li(|uid shall have been

made sensitive; and as this sensitization is the more rajiid as tiie actinic intensity is

greater, the atmospheric condition of northern countries favors them in this respect

beyond us, and a new superiority is thus attained thi-ough the superposition and

mutual emphasis of the other two causes.

Finally, the sensitiveness produced l>y a fine day continues for several days.

A number of ])ad days, following each other, is conse([uentl\ no( a jieriod of

inertness and loss; it draws upon the store wliicli was collected during fine

weather. On the other hand, we have seen that the sensitiveness which was

accpiired in the sun, did not increase without limit, and that it reached quite rap-

idly a maximum beyond which it did not go. A succession of fine days, therefore

does not develop actinic phenomena to an extreme. We here meet once more

with the system of balancing which weakens great effects, increases small ones,

and which has been pointed out with regard to so many other manifestations of

the forces of nature.

Summing up the matter, then, it woidd seem that we have hitherto missed our

way, in considering the chemical action of solar light as independent of locality and

proportionate to time of isolation, or as furnished or measured by meteorological

instruments. The first of these notions was purely instinctive and was suggested

especially by the uniformity which was ascertained to exist at different points of

the globe in so many other grand meteorological phenomena (such as the composi-

tion of tlie air, the average barometric elevation, the mean distribution of nebulos-

it)', etc.) Instead of such a unifoi-mity, we find, on the contrary, actinic climates,

limited in jjoint of surface, for they betray the local influence of the surface of the

soil—limited also in point of duration, for they are due to two kinds of clouds

which are subject, like the others, to the influences of place and season.

Misjudging thus local influences, only the first cause has been thought of, and

all eff'oi'ts had Ijeen directed towards measuring the duration of insolation. On

this point, I think I have shown that the wrong way had been taken. The actinic

force of a day is not the same for the same day, in different parts of the globe, and

its effect increases moiv ra})idly than its length ; such is the principal lesson of this

Memoir.
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One stpp fartlier might be taken. We have just ascei-tained that iu the solu-

tion of oxalic acid there takes place a kiud of storing "p of light, which shows

itself in an increase of sensitiveness as regards phenomena of oxidation. Might

not the oxygen which is present in the sohition, or even tliat w ]ii( Ii is constantly

dissolved there and transforaied, might it not itself he rendered sensitive, and so be

endowed w ith an oxidizing power -wliidi it cKidd afterwards use in diffused light i

T have found nothing, while searching in this direction, with oxalic acid: tliis

reagent, f|uite sensitive enough for the study of powerful actions, is not sensitive

enough for such weak actions as that which I have just suggested. But 1

have been more successful with oxidizalde sul)stances of sharper reactions, so that

the veiy smallest vaiiations became measurable. This is the case with diastases

;

an almost infinitesimal quantity will jiroduce very apparent effects, and it is, there-

foi-e, easy to trace their disappearance by oxidation in the liquids which contained

them. AYith rennet especially the very smallest variations in (piantity can be aj»-

preciated from corresponding variations in tlie time of coagulation of equal quan-

tities of niilk, so that this diastase is very convenient for study. By siich means

I found that it oxidized and disappeared in water which had been previously

exposed to the sun, while it remained, if not quite intact, at least nearly so in the

same water as freshly drawn fr<)m the hydrant. I also ftnind that a glass flask

exposed to the sun stored up on its walls enough chemical radiations to accelerate

afterwards the oxidation of a solution of rennet, which was allowed to stand in the

shade.

All these facts, upon which I do not insist because they go beyond the limits

of this work, enlarge the field of those phenomena to which they apply. If inso-

lated liquids and solids, may in certain cases, like our solutions of oxalic acid,

acquire properties which they had not before, the phenomena of solar combustion

may well extend below the surface, which has been directly illuminated, and assume

in the general economy of the world an importance, no doubt as yet inferior to

that of microscopic organisms, but certainly no longer to be neglected, as it has

been heietofore.

Since I have entertained the views which I have developed in the preceding

pages, I liave investigated especially their agricultural and hygienic consequences.

As far as hygiene is (•oucenieil, I have sliown niuiv clearly I think than

Messrs. Dowiies and Blunt that solar light kills the germs of microbes suspended

in the aii'. I have proved, moreover, that this destruction was preceded by a

veritable at(e/i nation.^

' Atina/es de Chimic ct dc Physique, 6th ser., vol. v., 1885.
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I have ascertained since that this destruction and this attenuation go on in

the superficial layers of the soil and even down to some dejjth. If, in the many
attempts to count the microbes of the soil, it has so often been found that the

number is less near the surface than at the depth of a few centimetres, we must

attribute this result much rather to solar combustion than to desiccation. The

sanitary action of oxygen, which is pursued and completed in the atmosphere,

begins therefore, thanks to light, at the surface of the soil, and the healthiest coun-

tries are those in which the actinic power of the sun is greatest.

By a curious mechanism, which I have tried to make generally known, the

solar action which neutralizes the microbes which it encounters, can act like them,

and take their place. I have in fact shown in an extensive work ' that the changes

which carbohydrates undergo upon exposure to sunlight are exactly like those

which they undergo under the action of ferments. Starting from the same point,

these two modes of transformation, apparently so different, resemble each other

not only in their variety and marvellous flexibility of conduct, but still more in

their intermediary and final products.

Thus, invert sugar in alkaline solution, oxidized in sunlight, gives intermediary

products which are colloidal and identical mth humic acids, except that they are

not nitrogenous. These black acids are afterwards consumed by light, exactly

as we see in the bleaching of the black soil which the spade or the plow has

turned up.

The extreme terms of the transformation of this sugar or of its humic deriva-

tives are as numerous and as varied in solar combustion as when produced by the

action of ferments. Thus, by contact with potash, or with soda, we obtain alcohol

through an interior combustion which is identical with that produced during alco-

holic fermentation. On the other hand, in the presence of baryta, no alcohol, but

lactic acid is produced. In this there is analogy, not with alcoholic fermentation,

but with lactic fermentation, and this analogy is all the closer since—as is recog-

nized—^there may be several lactic acids of different rotary power, which may be

produced as well by the action of light as by that of fermentation.

This solar, lactic fei-mentation is accompanied by the production of acetic acid,

as in the case of microbian fermentation. In other cases, butyiic acid is formed,

formic acid, oxalic acid—in short, all the ordinary residues of the ferment action.

Finally, carbonic acid represents in all cases the extreme term of the change of

organic matter into gas.

The luminous action, varying in quantity according to place and season, as the

' AniHiles de I'lintitiit Agroiiomii/i/r. \o\. x., t886.
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different chapters of this JMemuir have shown, may therefore differ in the (|ualit\

of the effects which it produces. AH these facts lend to the study of chemical

radiation, an importance of the highest rank, and I shall consider myself veiy

happy, if the fti'st results contained in this paper shall lead men of science to

new researches.

SUMMARY.

1. The oxidation of oxalic acid in a weak solution takes place mainly, and

almost exclusiv^ely, under the influence of the <heniical rays of solar light ; it can,

therefore, be used as an actinometric measure.

2. It depends on the concentration of the liquid, which for the best lesults

should not exceed about three grammes per litre.

3. With an equal volume of solution, combustion deci'eases as depth increases

;

there is an absorption of chemical rays, although the Ii(|uid is and remains verv

transparent.

4. For equal depths of li(|uid, cnijilnistion is propc>iii<iiial to the surface, and

consequently also to the volume.

5. It depends on the age of the solution, that is to say, of tlie time which

has elapsed since preparation. As it grows oldei-, an uxalic suliitidii lieconies ninre

sensitive, and attains a certain niaxiniuin wliicli is (|iiiic stal'K- and (|iiite regular.

It is well to wait till this state of sensitiveness has been produced.

6. The daily combustion, such as is measured with sterilized liquids, varies

from one day to another much more than any other meteorological phenomenon,

and while subject to the influence of what we call " fine weather " and " o\-ercast

w^eather," it manifests very clearly other influences which are less \nsible.

7. It shows also the influence of the seasons, and manifestly exhibits a maxi-

mum in spring.

8. It is but feebly subject to the influence of altitude.

9. On the other hand, it betrays so strongly the presence of divers oxidizable

essences or substances in the aii-, that we must consider local and daily variations

as due to the presence in the atmosphere of actinic clouds, which are discoverable

only by the redtiction and aV)sorption -w hich they produce in the chemical radiations

of sunlight.

H>. The atmosphere of extreme nortlieni regions is less absorbent than that

of oiii' temperate zones, and, consequently, at the same hours of the day, actinic

radiation is more powerful, at the level of the soil, in the north than at the centre

of Europe.
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11. Northern countries add to tins cause of superiority, which they owe to

the constitution of their atraosphei-e, another, ^vhic•ll is due to their geograpliical

position, namely : that the actinic effect of the sun increases more rapidly than the

duration of its presence above the horizon. The very long days of the north

during the period of vegetation, are, therefore, in their actinic effect, more active

than an equal number of days in our temperate regions, and we can thus exi)lain

tlie j.articularly intense rate of the progress which vegetation makes in the vicinity

of the polar circle.

12. Tliis increase of sensitiveness which oxalic acid experiences in the sun,

does not cease when tlie light begins to fade, and may continue several days.

Hence follows a conclusion which may also be applied to our temptrate reo-ioiss:

this is, that the actinic effect of a number of fine days in succession increases more

I'apidly than its duration, and also, that the effect of a fine morning is not lost by a

dark and cloudy evening.

13. We must, therefore, give up the hope of finding, in the duration of a day

oi- of solar action, a measure of its effects, and meteorological instruments, which

accept such a pi'oportionality, are to be rejected.

14. The importance of these actinic phenomena in the general economy of

the world is great enough to make it necessaiy that we should ap2:)roach the

investigation by appropriate means.



SUPPLEMENT.

OBSERVATIONS MADE IN 1894 IN FRANCE AND ALGIERS.

Siuce sending luy Memoir on Atniospbeiic Actiuometry, I have been enabled

by the courtesy of M. Gessard, Chief Pharmacist of the Military Hospital at Setif

(Algeria), to make a number of combined observations in a temperate region and in

a hot climate. It was interesting to discover whether we would meet here with

the same differences as between the observations made in France and in Finland,

that is to say, if for equal lengths of insolation the chemical activity of the solar

rays would continue to diminish in proportion as we api)roacli the equator, and

as theii- calorific power incieases.

For such a comparison the choice of the stations was of some importance.

Setif is situated about eleven hundred metres above the level of the sea, on a buttress

of the southern slope of the high mountains of the sea-coast, the chain of theBabei-s

or the Bibans. Towards the south it oveilooks from a height of two or thiee hun-

dred metres an immense plain, which in its turn is bordered at a distance of 35 or 40

kilometres (22 to 25 miles) by a chain of not very high mountains, which cuts it

off from another more extensive plain, the basin of the Hodna. Beyond this, sepa-

rated a"ain by an insignificant mountainous elevation, lies the Sahara and the desert

climate, which makes its influence felt as far as the plain of Setif. This vast heat-

ing-centre south of the city frequently procures for the latter, towards evening, a

fresh cui'reut of air from the north, and in ordinary times it stands on the boundary

line where two contraiy influences enter into direct conflict, the wind blowing from

the coast and the high summits, and tlie liuriiing wind fi'om the desert. Tims

Setif enjoys a relative freshness on certain .lays when the }.lain at its feet is given

up to the full ardor of the sirocco, and when it even may happen that the clniid of

dust, propelled Ijy this wind, stopping at a distance of 15 or 20 kilos, from the

town, screens the neighboring mountains at the very time Avhen the atmosphere

remains quite clear al;out Setif and the immediate surroundings.

The station which I have chosen in France for my comparative observations

is also situated on the side of a slope, overlooking the plain of Vic-sur-Cfere (Caiital),

and 750 metres alx.ve the level of the sea. I might have gone highei-, but I have

44
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already shown that the difference in altitude is of little importance. At all events

it acted in the opposite sense to tiie phenomenon which I sought to verify. As a

compensation, the climate of this station at Olmet is a temperate climate. The
place lies on the line where the culture of the vine ceases and is in every resjject

equal to that of Fau, in the valley of Marmanhac, and of Noalhac, in the valley of

Aurillac, where I had made my first observations.

Furthermoi-e, the procedure of M. Gessard and myself was the same; we
exposed, from 8 o'clock a.m. till 5 o'clock p.m., vessels containing the same solution,

only, on account of the high temperature of Setif during the summer and of the evap-

oration caused by it, we had to pour into the vessels 20 cubic centimetres of oxalic

acid, instead of 10, and [»lace them, not upon wooden or stone supports, but upon

the water of a great crystallizing pan. I need not say that at Ohuet I followed

the same practice. It is well known that the degree of solar combustion depends

on the depth of the liquid, and this is the reason why the ^Ji'esent series of experi-

ments is not directly comparable with the preceding seiies. But it is sufficient for

us that the experiments made in France and in Algeria should be compai'able

between themselves.

This being granted, I subjoin the results obtained by M. Gessard :

Date.
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hanging in a noitliein exposure, against the wall of a house with loft}- arcades, and

consequently untl»-i- a gallery formed by them. In the statements concerning the

winds, the freijuent violent changes of whicli we spoke at the be<;innin"' will be

noticed.
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and 8.6 c. c, which cori'csjjoiids to combustions of 86 pei' cent and 85 pur cent,

respectively.

It will be seen from ;dl that lias l)een said so far, that the daily actinonietric

combustions are (piite as iri'egular in Algeria as in Fiance, and have only a very

remote connection with the external aspect of tiie sky and the clearness of the

hoi'izou. I have not been so foi-tunate as M. Gessard so far as the weather was

concerned. The greater part of the month of August in the Cantal and a part

of the month of Se[)tember we had cloudy or I'ainy periods, and during this time

observations were impossible. Availing myself of the fact that the method of

compai-ison which we employed (-onsists of a comparison of the finest days at the

two stations, I shall here report only the figures noted down at Olmet dui'ing the

rare times of fine weather.

Date.
Solar

Combustion. Remarks.

August 27
28

29

3°

31
September 2

17

iS

19
20

21

27

29

29 ^
42 i
41 i
35 i
41 i
27 i
40 io

34 i
52 i'

60 %
52 ^
28^
23 i

Fine day from beginning to end.

Fine weather, but rather heavy and stormy.

A fine day, although rather foggy.

A fine day, rather stormy. .Some clouds.

A fine day. Some mist towards 4 o'clock in the west.

Clear in the morning ; rather foggy in the evening.

Quite a fine day in spite of g. g. clouds. N. E. wind.

Cumulus covering \ of sky, all day long.

Less cumulus than the day before. Finer day.

A very fine day.

Rather stormy day.

A fine day ; few clouds.

An indifferent day.

Comparing this list with M. Gessard's we notice in the first place a coincidence

between the days of August 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th, and 81st, which were either

fine or very fine at Olmet and at 8etif. Now if we compai'e the results of the

daily combustion from 8 a.m. till 5 p.m. we find, respectively:

9, 8, 7, 7, and 7 for Setif

;

and 29, 42, 41, 85, and 81 for Olmet.

If we in like manner compare, leaving out the dates, the combustion on the

finest days in Fi'ance and in Algeria, we find again that it decreases with the lati-

tude. This is the same conclusion to which we were led, when we compared the

obseivations made in France and in Norway, and between the limits of the two

stations at Helsiugfors (lat. 60° 19'), and at Setif (lat. 36° 11')- This shows that the
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actinic effect of twiliglit diirinu; e(|iial times of insolation <^oes on diniinisljing in

pioportictii as we ui)[)roacb the equator ami as the mean temperature rises.

It would l>e interesting to ascertain whether tliis law continues into the

tropical regions. This is probable, but as yet is only a matter of conjecture. I have

taken the proper steps to begin observations on this subject early next spring.

Whatever this extension may lead to. it is none the less unexpected to tiiid

that in our temperate regions, the most densely po])u]ated of the <,dol)e, the actinic

effect of the sun is, so to speak, in the opposite direction to its calorific influence.

The operation of this law on the flora cannot be doubted. Rut the futui'e alone

can tell us how this is brought al)out.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The present memoir is the result of a series of investigations by

Doctors O. Liimmer and K. Pringsheim, of CharlottenbiU'g, Germany,

aided by a grant from the Hodgkins Fund of the Smithsonian In-

stitution.

After a period of notable advance tiii^ kinetic theory of gases

seems to have fallen into teni[)orary abeyance, possibly from a funda-

mentally imperfect understanding of their behavior.

Pi'ogress in knowledge of this fundamental uatui-e of gases may

reasonably be looked for from interpretative researches on their ther-

mal capacity, and the following paper may be regai'ded as a step in

this direction.

Aside from its exceptional impoi'tance in thermodynamics, the

specific heat ratio is of intei'est as affording a clue to the character

of the molecule; and Messrs. Lummer and Pringsheim, using a new

method, apj)ear for the fii'st time to have reached coincident results on

the incoeicible gases examined.

In accordance with the rule adopted l)y the Institution, the work

has been i-eferi-ed foi- examination to a Committee consisting of Pro-

fessor Doctor Friedr. Kohlrausch, President of the Physikalisch-Tech-

nische Reichsanstalt of Beilin, Doctor Carl Barns of Brown University,

Providence, R. I., and Pjofessor F. AV. Clarke of Washington City
;

and, havintr been recommended for publication, the orioinal memoir,

submitted to the Institution in Gei-man by Doctoi's Lummer and Pring-

sheim, is herewith presented, translated into English by Doctor Barus,

in the series of Contributions to Knowledge.

S. P. LANGLEY,
SECRET'ABY.

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, June, 1898.
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A Uetermination ui- riii': Raiio («) of iiu-: Stkcimc IIfats at

Constant Prmssl're and at Consiant VolumI'; i-ok Air,

0\\c;i{N, C/VRiioN-DioxiDi:, and IIndrocen.

By O. Lumjikk and E. Pkinosiikim.

Introductory.

The experiments detailed in the following pages are based on a method of

research/ which in all its essential features we had carried through fur air as far

back as the year 1887. The data obtained in this original test were mutually ac-

cordant to within as little as ^fn, but their absolute value was decidedly too small,

throuo'hout.

The researches, however, were (piite sufficient tt) convince us that the bolo-

metric method of temperature measurement is well adapted for the direct de-

termination of such increments of temperature as are met with in the adia])atic

expansion of gases; but that the method, nevertheless, can be expected to lead to

trustworthy results only when an extreme of sensitiveness and efficiency has been

imparted to the bolometric thermometer. This must therefore be practically

instantaneous in its registry (/. e., free from inertia), and the effect of heat con-

ducted either way through the terminals must be eliminated. It is to the latter

source of error that we chiefly attribute the discrepancy in our earlier results.

In the meantime bolometric resistances^ meeting every recpiirement had been

successfully constructed. Thus it seemed reasonable to assume that in a repetition

of the above experiments with the new bolometric material now available, the error

due to terminal heat conduction might be reduced in any desirable degree. We
were therefore fortunate in being able to repeat our work at the Pliysikalisch-

Technische Reichsanstalt in consequence of a grant froTu the Hodgkins fund Avhich

' Verhatidl. d. Physik. Ges. zu Berlin, 1887, pp. 136-140.

' O. Lummer and F. Kurlbaum : IVieJ. Ann., vol. xlvi., pp. 204-224, 1892 ;
Zeiischr. f. Imlru-

mcntenkunde, vol. xii., pp. 81-89, 1892.

1
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\\;is cMiiru-oiisly i>lafed at our disjuisal l)\ llit- 8iiiitljsuiiiaii liiNliiiitinii in \\ asliiii<(-

tini. It mve.s us iiiiu-li pleasuie ai^aiii to tender to the Iiistitiition our irrateful

acknowledgments for tbe favois received.

Tlie results of the pieseiit investigatii)n were cominuincated 1>\ ptTniission to

the British Assoi-iation at the O.xfonl meeting.' We purpo-sely withheld the pnbli-

i-ition of the body of oui' wmk, howevci', inasmuch as we hoped to cair\ the

experiments forward into ivgions uf much higher tem[)eratuie ami to include these

results, tlic pidiminary preparations lor w liich had long been completed, in a single

memoir. In view of the technical ditticulties encountered in the further develop-

ment of our work, this plan was abandoned. It will take some time before the

necessary e.\])erience for the coustnu-tion of high-temperature baths of sufficient

constancy is at hand.

I. ThK MkTIIoD in PlMNCII'l.K.

The method used for the measurement of the specilichcat ratio i.f gases

depends, in the present as in ineceding investigations in the same direction, un the

law of inliulxitir expansion of tlie gas under treatment. Foi; the ca.se uf i\. j>trfe<-'t

gas expanding adialtatically from an initial pressure yy, to a linal pressure y^,, the

ratio of absolute temperatures, 7J and T^, corresponding to y>, andy^., ma\ be writ-

ten (J, >Z')

J{ = (;;K <>

where « = ^ is the ratio of thesi)ecitic heats at constant piessure and at constant

volume. I'fom e(juation (I) « is found as

1 ^'

"=
.^^---r ^^)

lOjr /l _ log I

Hence H may be computed if a jierfect gas is permitted to expand adiabatically in

such .1 way that 'Pi,p-i, 'l\, and T.. arc .ill measurable. " Foi- the case of a gas com-

pressed at the temperature 7J as far as the pressure /y, , suddcuKexpanding to

atmos[>heric pressure y>;^,, the three <|uaiitities ^7, , ^'a. ^i '"'t' f<"ind with relative

ease. The chief diflicidty lies in finding the temperatuie T.,, or the final tempera-

ture of the gas which has been cooleil by sudden expansion from />, toy<o; for the

change of temperature from 7[ to T., nnist invariably occur in a very short time if

the change of pressure is to be rapid enough to lie compatible with the conditions

of adiabatic expansion. On the other hand the cooled gas will not remain at the

' Rt|n)rt, Urilish Association, Oxford, 1H94.
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tciiii.cnitiiiv 7; loiiuvi' tliMii an cxmssively l)ricl' interval, secinij that lip;it is con-

tinually lUMiied into it IVoni without.

II. TllM MlOTirOD IN PRAdTICIC.

(1. PLAN OK TlIK EXPERIMENTS.

To liold the i-har^v of gas we made u.se of a lai-gc receiver of s|Mni copper

nearly spherical in form ami about 90 litres' cajtacity.

Figure i.

This receiver 7? (fig. 1) contains three tnliidated openings, one of which,

shown laterally at O-^, 'I'i^y be closed with a stopcock h. This coinniunicates in the

manner seen in the figure with the manometers JSl and /;/, the drying apparatus 2\

and the compression pum[) 6', by which the gas can be condensed in any necessary

amount. If commercial oxygen, hydrogen, or carbon-dio.xide is used, the gas may

be tapped directly out of the high-pressure cylinders, through the drying train 1

into the receiver. The cock // is closed whenever the charge of gas is allowed

to expaud into the atiiKisphere.

The second lateral tubiilure, O.,, is adapted to receive the lioloineter strip x,

which represents one branch ( 7) of theWheatstoue bridge II'. The other branches

(5,5, 4) consist of suitablv chosen resistance standards. For reasons relating to the

heat-conduction discrepancy, the form given to the strip of the bolometer is as shown

in fig. 2. The strip is cut from a piece of platinum-silver foil, in Avliich the

^
°

~
>=-, r==== ^-=^

FiGtIRE 2.

lavei- of silver is al>ont ten times as tliicdv as the cop.xtensive ]>latinuni layer. In

our definitive experiments the thickness of platiniini foil used did not exceed
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.UOOUO cm. Witli tlif aid nf a siiitahk- stet'l ruler ami a thin sliarjt kiiitV, we were

al)]e to fut a strip from tlu* foil wliidi Ix'tu'eeii the raimlly iiarrowiiiir end flaps a

and l> was Imt .02 t-ni. in breadth throiighniit a length <>i' about lU em. After tiie

end Haps (eaeh about 4 em. long and .5 em. broad) had at their extreme edges been

sohlered to thick copiter terminals, the middle of the strip was dipped iu concen-

trated nitric acid to remove the silver fi'om the jilatinum film to be used.

'J'he resistance of the pl.-itinum bolometer strip etched otT for a length of 7

cm. was alxiut 8<> ohms, while the resistance of the ])arts not freed from silver was

computed as about .4 ohm, only .(l.'J ohm of which ni.ikes up the total resistance of

the flaps.

'I'he third oi>euing of the receivei- is shown at '/; and usetl as an avenue of

elilii.v. Its diameter iu tiie clear was .". cm., and it was closed with a perfoi'ated

rubber stop|>er, through which a wide glass stopcock // was inserted. Either by

suildenh remo\ing the rubber stopper, oi' in like nianm^r wholly or jiai'tially open-

ing the stopcock II, we had il in oiii- power to vai'y the interval of exjiansion

within a w i<le range.

A large zinc-lined w<x>ileii tank A', lilted with w.-itei' .and surrounding the

receiver served the purpo.ses of a water liath. 'Id compensate for the buoyancy

of the receiver, sutticient counter pressure was a})plied through the jierforated

wooden voke h, whi<"h on being foi'ced down by the screw a held the receiver

Hrmly down upon the annular tripod C. Two stiri'iug ap}tliances ^ were fitted

to the iliagoually opposite corners of the water bath. These consisted of zinc

cylinders, o])en at both ends and containing an axial jiropeller like rotating .screw.

Ai'tuateil ))\ ;i small electromotor these sci'ews were eflicieni in [)roilucing a flow of

watei' in the zinc cylindei's either from beli>w upwai'ds or in the revei'se direction at

pleasure. If the propelling screws within the C3dinders rotate in contrary directions,

a circulation of watei' in the bath will ensue fi-oni the surface downward near one

of the stirrers, thence along the bottom to the opposite stirrer, whicli carrying the

water aloft stimidates the return ciiculation along the surface. Small floating

bodies like .strijts of paper gave evidence of the I'ate at which the current was

moving.

I). MEASITKEMENT OK TEMI'KIiA'rURK

To i'eij;ister the leii:|ii'i;ilure of the water lialli we ii-ed .-i ca]il>rate(l thermometer

graduated in tenth degrees. This was read olV by a microscope of low power,

provided with an ocular micrometer. Continually observing this tliermometer,

and adding small (piantities either of cold or hot water acconling as the thermometer

showed a leaning toward higher or lower temperatures, we succeeded in keeping

the temperature of the water constant to about a humlredth of a degree.
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freciiieiitly tlir(iii;:;liout a w liolc ImiM'. Aside from tliis iii;iiii[)ul;itioii, Ihe expefi-

ineiits were favoral>lv eii'fimistaiiccd iiiasiiiucli as tliey were made in tlie subterranean

(•liam1)ers of the Keichsanstalt. Oii liri lining the temini;iiiire into coincidence with

tliat of the room, tlie ohserxcd changes would not

exceed the mere fracHoii of a degree foi' hours.

Accurate measurement of tcnqiei'atui'o is of

extreme importance in its Wearing on the present

experiments, since an error of liut .(>_' ('. in the

datum foi' 1\ in the case of the pressure values

actually employed, will affect the i-esult liy al)out

Af. To facilitate tlie reading of the .01 C". re-

quired, all tempeialuiT'S were so chosen as to make

the mercury meniscus of the thermometer coincide

very nearly with one of the division mnrks of the

thermometer. After long practice we also learned

to keep the tem[ierature constant to .01" C. (l»y

adding ice or hot water as occasion re(|uired and

continued observation of the thernn^meter), even

when the temperature of expei'iment lay consid-

erably below that of the room. To be sure that

the temperatTire was (piite the same at all parts

of the water bath, we made a special test in ^vhich,

while the stirring device was in action, a sensitive

thei'mometer was carried from place to place within

the bath. Simultaneously, of course, temperature

was kept constant in the lapse of time, at the

single place of obser\ation, by the means above

set forth. The thermometer probe used in this

test was a branch of one of Lunnner and Kurl-

baiun's surface bolometers, carefully jacketed by

a tight metallic case and appi-opriately insulated.

The change of internal resistance experienced by

this instrument gave us the necessary data for

changes of temperature encountered during the

excursions from place to place within the bath. These values, given on pages 18, 24,

below, showed the variations of temperatures at any one place in the lapse of time, to

exceed the differences of temperature for diffei'ent positions within the bath at any

given time, the bath being kept in action in the maiinei' stated. We infer that

Fig u UK 4.
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tlic ti'iiipfniturt' tliroiiiiliiiiit tlif wliolc li.itli iimst linxc Ih'cii cniistaiit I" nt

least, .or C.

C. MEASUKKMKNT <>K I'ltESSt'UK,.

In like nuumer the cleteimiiiatioii of the initial and final pressure of the

experimeut was pushed forward to a degree of nicety such as would not affect the

H values by more than 1 '/i The Hnal pressures were given by the barometer.

We availed ourselves of S})rung's barograph as constructed by R. Fuess. The

registry of this instrument is certainly correct to fractions of a millimetre, and an

error of as much as .2 cm. in the value of the final pressure would have influenced the

result ])y only 1 %. To be (juite sure as to the identity of the final pressures with

the atmospheric pressures for any given e.xpcrinicnt, the efflu.v tuliulure was kept

open to the veiy end of the measurement, /. e., until after the measurement of the

temperature 7a of the cooled gas.

'i'lif initial |)ressures or pressure excesses weie registered both by a sulphuric

acid manometei' and by a mercury manometer of tlu' constructioii shown in figures

3 and 4. The columns m, (fig. 1) of the manometer were 4.5 cm. in internal diame-

ter. Tlie pressure tube of the mercury manometer M (fig. 1) was 1 cm. in diameter,

with a reservoir g about 6 cm. in diameter. This instrument was chiefly used to

measure pressure excesses during the course of the ex])eriment, while the mercury

manometer enable<l us to reduce these ])ressures to their normal value in terms of

tlic baroMictcr. .\ simple microscope of low power, attached to a suitable slide

on tilt" siilphuric-acid manometer stand, enabled us to read off the position of the

meniscus in terms of the attached scale. To obviate erroi-s due to parallax, an in

candescent nu iciirv lamp was attached to the microscope carriage and moved with

it. The scale being attached inunediately behind the manometer tul)e, appeared en-

laiged when viewed through the part of the tube filled with acid. In this way the

positiim of this meniscus coul<l be read off at this nianomctiT to about .02 cm.,

conesponding to about .002;") cm. of mei-cury. F'or decreasing pressures it was

a<lvisable to wait after each change of measurement, until the film of acid adhering

to the si<les of the tuV)c had recntere<l llir Imm1\ u{ the liijiiid.

The open end of the suli)hunca(i(l nianonictcr did not directly communicate

with the ail-, but opened into it through a U-tu})e, '/. (fig. I), containing calcic

chloride and a capillary teniiinal j>. In this way difiiculties due to absorption of

atmospheric moisture by the acid were avoided.

The mercury manometer naturally required niiicli more j)recise reading than

the other. In.asmuch as an error of .8 ''/ in the determination of the pressure excess

is eijuivalenl (o an error of 1 ^ in the result, it <'learly follows that within this
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range of ju'cuiacy, pressure excesses of 3.:} cm., G.() cm., etc., must be read off

within .01 cm., .02 cm., etc., respectively, along the mercury column ol)served.

To reduce the registry of the suli)huric-iicid maiiometer to that of the mercury

manometer we brought to bear on both the same pre.ssure which iiad been ol)served

during the course of a (complete experiment ; and lor some time after its termination

this pressure was maintained at the given value. Not until all ])ressure variations had

fully subsided and permanent constancy of level was assured, did we proceed to the

measurement of the equivalent mei'cury column. Tlie telescope of the cathetometer

was then alternately directed to the two meniscuses of the mercury nnmometer.

In view of the large diameters of the tubes used, the iui(hne parts of the terminal

mercury surfaces were a[)])reciabiy plane. Sharj) lines of dcmarcalioii being desir-

able in the field of the catlietometer (preferably separating a dark shadow from a

bright background ), it was found expedient to illuminate the tulies of the manometer

from behind. An incandescent lamp shining through a film of translucent tissue

paper was therefoi'e [)laced at such a level, that no light was reflected from either

mercury meniscus into the cathetometer. Lamp and screen were movable up oj'

down, so that the best illumination corresponding to an}' height of meniscus was

attained. It is advisable to place the upper edge of the screen but very little

above the mercury meniscus. At the same time the unavoi(h-ibU! specks of dust

which float on the mercury surface are of much value in sighting. Our measure-

ment of differences of level was correct to .01 cm. For an initial pressure of 3.3 cm.

therefore, the value of >t ol)tained ^vould not from this cause be discrejiant by

moi'e than 1 %. A mercury thermometer suspended in the ojien tube of the

mercury manometer showed its temperature. The excellent cathetometer used in

these measurements was placed at our disposal by Mr. (i. Hansemaun, a courtesy for

which we take pleasure in expressing our indebtedness.

d. MEASUREMENT OF THE FINAL TEMPEKATUKE, 71,.

Two distinct measurements are necessary to complete the determination of 11.

The decrement of resistance experienced by the Ijolometer strip while the pressure

of the expanding gas falls from ^J>, to^A, is fiikst to be found. Thereafter this elec-

tric datum is to be expressed in its equivalent of teinperature.

1. Measurement of the initial 'preanKre /h, corresponding to the resistance incre-

ment Wj, to.,.

Suppose the initial conditions to be fully established, and let tlie fiolometer

strip be at the temperature '1\ oi the gas, conqiressed as far as i)ressurey>i. Let
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tbe resiistaiice of the strip he it\. Suitahly selecting the correlative resistances 2,

3, 4 of tlie Wheatst<^iie l)ridge (fig. 1), the sliiliiig contact may be so uiovetl that

the galvanometer is without ciiri-ent, indicating the usual balance of resistances.

To be in correspondence with the ai>)>r«>xiinate resistance (80 ohms) of the

bolometer strip, the branch ^consisted of a set of standards Z (given in full in

fig. 5), the resistance of which conltl Ik- mkhIc very nearly ecpial to that of the

strip. The branches 3 and 4 containeil coils suitably wound of standard wire,

having about 75 ohms apiece. C)ne end of each of these was connected with the

bridge wire il.

The storage cell -1, shoit-circuited thinugh a resistance box, fnmished the cur-

renl. From two points of the box measuring currents of suital)le magnitude could

thence be tapped into the bridge. Care was taken to keep down the intensity of

these currents, in order that appreciable healing of the bolometer strip would not

have to be feared. Thus the galvanometer (i when in adjustment showed no de-

flection, either on closing or on opening the circuit at the key n.

AVhen the electrical or thermal condition has thus become stationarv and the

stopcock {?8 "f tlie receiver is then suddenly opened, the gas will [)recipitately

expand, cording off both itself and the Ixdometer, and the galvanometer now shows

a definite deflection. It is our problem to find the tem]ierature 7o of the strip at the

instant when the temperatwe depression of the gas ix a md.rimii/n, by availing our-

selves of the electrical registry Wg. Let us assume in the first place that the tem-

perature of the strip and that of the surrounding ga.s are at all times identical.

Instead of consideiing the initial pressure pi given, to find the resistance decre-

ment ic\-w.j corresponding to the pressure decrement y^,-/>..,, let us preferably adopt

an invei-se method in the following way : Start with a given resistance decrement

u\-u'.j; then l)y trial and erroi- continually change the initial pressure/*, until the

resistance tc^ of the bokmieter strip exactly coi-responds to the nniximum tempera-

ture depression of the gas. No doubt this is a somewhat cundjersome method, but

it has the advantage that the galvanometer is used with the needle in the zero po-

sition oidy. It is at least practicalilc in the definite and liiial measurements, after

the ap[iroxiiiiate values of the correlated ipiantities ^^j-^^o ^"'1 «;,-/f'o are already

known.

The apjiroximate values referred to can be found either by computing back-

waids iVoiii know n v;dues of «, or l>y the following direct procedure. At the gas

pressure yy, and temperature 7\ let the bridge be adjusteil. Then let the resistance

of the standiirds Z be reduced from IT, to any suitable value Ho. The bi'idge is

thereby thrown out of atljustment and the galvanometer needle will show a deflec-

tion. For convenience in designation let the direction of this defiection be called
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positive or negative according as tlie resistance in Z Ls lai'ger or smaller tluin the

equilibriiun vahir. Wlicii the ilctlectidii ilue to the changed resistance in Z lias

become permanent, let the receiver be opened and note the effect of expansion

on the galvanometer needle, 'ilicii according as the arbitrary change of resist-

ance at Z is too large or too small, the needle will move beyond its normal posi-

tion of eqiiilibi'inm, or it will stop and return before reaching it from the new

position of equilibrium. ( )\ving to the inertia of the needle such I'esultsare not very

accurate, and they are in laige measure dependent on the rate of efHux of the

gas. A rather insensitive galvanometer (or one made so by [)roper shunting) is

necessarv in these ti'ials Itecause of the relatively great resistance decrements

encountered.

If it be granted that the temperature of the gas is always identical with that

of the bolometer strip, and that furthermore the maximum of cooling coincides in

date \vith the maximum elongiition of the needle, then in addition to furnishing

approximate values for w^-iu.;^ and Pi-^^g, the experiments throw light also on the

time consumed by the gas in passing to its lowest temperature.

Guided by this introductory work we were able to avail ourselves of the fol-

lowiui;- much more accurate method without unduly sacrificing time. Let the

pressure |>] (known approximately from the preceding experiments) be established,

and let the bridge be adjusted for the temperature J\ . The approximate value

to^-w., corresponding io p^ being given, let the current be broken and the resistance

of the standards Z be lowei'ed from W^ to W», without change in the position of

the sliding contact c. While the bridge is thus thrown out of adjustment and the

current broken, the gas is allowed to expand, but the current ' is to be made by

closing the key n of the bridge only after the bolometer has reached its mini-

mum resistance.

After some practice it was always possible to so change the initial pressure by

small amounts and so vary the estimated period of expansion, that the needle of

the galvanometer remained quite at rest- for some time after making the current.

When the correct pressure p^ has been found, this value may easily be checked,

since for initial pressures either slightly less or slightly greater than the true value

the galvanometer will show positive or negative deflections, respectively
;
and thus

the datum jh can be enclosed between very narrow limits.

'

It was found preferable to close the current in the battery circuit, not in the galvanometer cir-

cuit, in order to obviate errors arising from the presence of thermoelectric currents in the bridge.

No 'temporary thermocurrents arise during the efflux of the gas, as we proved by special efflux

experiments made for a circuit open at n. The galvanometer needle remained quite at rest.

' We owe this method (" Einspringmethode ") to Dr. Kurlbaum, who took part with us in the

original experiments in 1885.
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The gals aiioineter used in tlieAe expeiiiiifiits imist obviously be provided with

a needle which will follow the clmiiges of current in the bridge as quickly as pos-

sible. Hence we specially constructed a small galvanometer on the model of Lord

Kelvin's instruments. The miiioi' was suspended I'kimi a ipiarlz fibre 5 cm. in length,

and canie<l on its rear face a sufficient nuniljer of small lamellar magnets. DeHec-

tion.s were read off with ^cale and telescope placed at a distance of about 200 cm.

from the galvanometer.

To guard against the effect of e.xternal magnetic disturbances on the galvan-

ometer, we euclo.sed it in a double envelope of soft iron. The walls of this cham-

ber were 2-5 cm. in total thickness of solid iron, and were perforated by only

a small opening suitable for observing the niirnn\ Two astasizing magnets were

specially provided, one of them placed above the galvanometer on a plate with

leveling screws, the other 1 ving on the galvanometer bracket. The latter was addition-

ally useful as a directing magnet. The period of the needle in tlic tinal e.\i)eri-

ments was about 4 seconds, so that a single throw was completed in 2 seconds.

We estimated the pei-iod of expansion ('' Einspringzeit "), /. e., the time which

is to elapse between opening the receiver and closing the galvanometer circuit,

])y the beats of a metronome, and, after some practice, found it fully vouched

for to a fraction of a .second. This interval is dependent on the size of the

efflux j)ipe.

^. Reduction of the resistance increment, to^-n>.,, to degrees of teniperature.

Having found tlic resistance it\, coiresponding to the instant of maximum

temj)eiature depre.ssion, we next proceeded with the measurement of 'I\-T.i, the

teiujierature equivalent of iv^—io,. For this purjut.se, the Wheatstone bridge w'as first

put into balance for the temperatuiv 7, of the bolometer sti'ip, withcmt, however,

compressing the gas. Tests were aiipiied to ascertain whether or not the strip

resistance was still ?/•, as i-eipiired. Thereafter the resistance at the standaids, Z,

was changed to W.,, and a corresponding depression produced, from without, in the

temperature of the water bath (and therefore also of the strijt), until the bridge

again gave evidence of a balance by reason of alt.sence of current in the galvanome-

ter. This condilii>ii was in.iiiitaiiicd I'm' sciiiic tiun'. tlii'oughout the whole of which

the needle showed no detiection on closing the bridge circuit. The temperature

111" the bath was now read i>IT and considered identical with the temperature 2^

sought. The datum was corroborated by returning again to the initial tempera-

ture 7] and noting whether v/', had simultaneously regained its (U-iginnl valne.

The advantages whi<di we claim foi' tlie present method of reducing ?/',-'/'o to

7,-
'/.J

are not far to seek : In the first place the experiments take but little time,
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while in the secciul almost nil tlie correctious which are usiiully to be applied

in resistance nieasunMnent are liere insignificant, even when teniperatnre increments

of .01° C are in (|Ucstion. For neither v/-, nor v)., nor their differences need be

known in al)sohit<' vahie. 'I'he position of the sliding l)ridge contact, c, ah)ne

requires careful attention. This, together with the resistance standards Z in branch

2 of the l)ridge, including the necessary terminal and connecting wires, must be the

same and similarl} circumstanced during teniperatui-e measurements, as during the

actual measurements relative to clianges of gas pi'essui-c.

Our resistance standards were made of manganine wire. Thick copper termi-

nals and yokes, dipping intt) large mercury troughs, enabled us to connect the

individual units of Z at ])leasure. All the connection pieces were stout and of

copper wire. Hence changes of temperature in the laboratory were quite without

influence on the resistance measurement.

III.

—

Systematic Erroks.

Before proceeding to a report of the experimental data, we will endeavor to

form some estimate as to the effect of systematic ei'i-ors on the results. The chief

assumption in the present and all preceding and similar methods is fundamental :

Even supposing the intrinsic equation for the perfect gas to he fully ap[)licable to

the actual phenomena, what assurance have we that the expansion obtained is truly

adiabatic? Rigorously considered, none ; for lieat will certainly gain access into

the intei'ior of the gas. This heat enters partly by conduction or convection, partly

by radiation, and its intiueuce on the results will be such as t() nudce the values

found for k smaller than the true values. The influx of heat due to conduction

comes partly from the walls of the receiver, partly by direct metallic conduction

from the terminals and flaps of the bolometer strip. The former soui'ce of

discrepancy occurs nniforndy in all experiments in wdiich measurements are made

relative to an expanding gas. It is just in this ivspect that the pi'esent [)iocedure

for H measurement has distinct advantages over all earlier methods; foi' these

determined 11 indirectly, by the aid of a special pressure measurement; and

therefore the total lieat conducted inwards from the walls of the receiver must

have entered the results as an error. In our experiments, however, the bolometer

strip is suspended in the centre oi a large sphere and that part only of this heat

can be effective \\ hich moves as far as the bolometer through the concentric layers

of gas. In virtue of the low^ order of heat conduction in gases, the time in which

heat can reach the centre is so long an interval, in spite of convection, that appreci-

able rise of tempei'ature at the bolometer cannot occur until the expansion is

complete and To fully measured. The superiority of the present method of attack
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is evidenced, for instance, by results which show all resistance changes in the

bolometer to l)e independent of the time of efflux, within time limits as broad as 2

to 8 seconds, in the case of air. True, in the be.st of the earlier experiments, the

heat influx from conduction from the walls of the vessel is of serious moment only

for the better conducting gases, since the receivers use<l were all of large capacity.

RontgeiL, however, Ofienly acknowledges tliat the value of « for hydrogen found in

his experiments must be considerably below its real value. We therefore refer to

it as conclusive evidence in favor of our method, that, at variance with the results

of all earlier investigators, our nietliod actually gives us a larger «-value for

hydrogen than for air.

Neither can the heat whicli enters by nietallic conduction along the electrical

terminals of the bolometer adjustment have produced any serious rise of tem[)era-

ture—certainly not in that part of the gas immediately around the strip. The thin

film of pure platinum by which the measurements are viitually made, is free from

silver and (piite distant from the walls of the receiver. It i.s moreover, placed belou^

the levels of the terminals, so that line conduction heat only and not convection

heat can reach it. For this reason the bolometer temperature remains constant even

for several seconds after the completed expansion of air.

Regarding the heat imparted by the bolometer to the gas, the following infer-

ences may be drawn. W^e have intimated that the measuring current was always

reduced to so small a value as not appreciably to change the temperature of the bo-

lometer strip. Hence we may abstract from the Joide heat set free within the

film altogetiier. Similarly the heat which the bolometer strip gives up to the ex-

panding gas is negligibl}- small ; the theiinal capacity of the strip, in view of the

dimensions stated, is only about .000 007 gram calories. This is about equivalent

to the thermal ca[tacity of -^ cm* of air. Similarly the heat removed from the

silver-covered j)arts of the bolometer is without moment, for these cool very ra2)idly.

Thus it happens that at least those regions of the gas whicli immediately sur-

round the etched part of the platinum strip may be regarded as screened from all

heat conduction. They therefore expand rpiite adiabatically.

We have now to consider the question in what degree the temperature 1^ of

the gas after ex[)ansion, coincides with the actually measured minimum tempera-

ture of the bolometer strip. Since the temperature of the bolometer is constant for

several seconds during the observation of 7^, it follows that the bolometer teni[)era-

ture can oidy differ fi'om that of the gas if there is a pernianent How of heat into

the strip. In sucli a case a stationary distribution of tem[)erature is conceivable, in

which the bolometer woidd impart heat to the gas at the same rate in which it

receives it. We can l>nl .-icknowledge that there must be accession of heat in the
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bolometer from the following three sources : (1) as the result of electric current in

the strip (this, as we have already seen, being negligible)
; (2) as due to conduction

through the terminals; (;5) as due to direct ?'«^w//2'o?i impinging u[)i>n the strip from

the walls of the reeeivei'.

To treat the srcdiid case first : tlie heat received by the sti'ip from the thick

terminals may be a[)[)i'o.\imately computed,—at least with reference to the eiror

resulting. We will assume for thi« [tiirpose that the terminals retain their initial tem-

perature during the whole interval of expansion. Let the bolometer strip be a thin

straight conductor, one end of which is kept permanently at the temperature 3q of

the terminals, while the surrounding air is at the temperature i*,. Ijct ,r be the dis-

tance of any [)(>iut of the stri[) frum the terminal end at temperatui'e S^Q,and let S be

the tem[)erature at this point at the time t. Hence by Foui'ier's equation of the

temperature distribution in an infinitely long rod subject to ladiation

a 5 „ 32 s / \ , s

l7 = ''-aV^-/^(^-^>) ^'^

wlierein

o Z' , r„ h u
a- = — , and /- =

f /(
"

(• /' (/

and i denotes the coefficient of internal heat conduction.

/i, the coefficient of e.'cternal heat conduction.

{, the specific heat of the strip.

/', its density.

t/, the area of a right section.

//, the circumference of a right section.

But the thickness, d, of the strip is negligibly small as compared with its

breadth : thei'efore

U _ 2

q d

At the close of the expansion the thermal distribution is stationary along the wire

oft
as observation has shown. Hence —-- = 0, and ecpiation (3) becomes

a='f4=/M-^-^,) (4)

If for X — 0, the temi^erature of the strip, we put s = S^, ;uid for x = oo, we

put S = 5,, the integral of equation (4) is

5-s, = (i»„ -s,).-~ •'"-^/''
(s)

where -^
- =-, /XT-

a \! k d

The following values may be assumed for the mid<lle or etched part of the

platiruim strip

:
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k — lO, /< = 2 1,

// = .003,' (/ = .0006,

e = 03,

all riuaiitities being here given in teiwns of milligiainine.s, inillinietres, and seconds.

T\\unf/a is veiy nearly 1 and ue obtain

S-S, = (.^,
--,),-" .(6)

Hence when the gas cools dow n as far as ^^ — S^ = 150 Q^ ^ye find foro

a; = o. I cm. 3 — S, = 6° C,

.r = .5 cm. - - -1 =.i°C.

If, therefore, the very thin .silver-free platinum film wei'e soldered directly to the stout

copper terminals, a fall of temperature would be manifest at the ends of the plat-

inum stri}), the influence of which would l)e far fi-oin negligible iu its bearing on

T
In view of the intei'position of the gradually nariowing or arrow-shaped flap

of platinum and silver between the terminals and the effective bolometer stiip, the

distribution of temperature is materially changed. For the flap in (piesticm the

constants may be estiiuated as follows

:

k = 109,

>> = -003.

c = .06,

A' = lo.S,

(/ := .0066,

all taken, as before, with reference to milligrammes, millimetres, and seconds, while

h is entered unfavoral)ly with a value decidedly large. In this case the iiuotieiit

f/a is found by computation to be .09, and the temperature distril)UtioM for

^0 — ^] = 15° is now such that at a distance of 3 cm., the increment is Imt 1 V. The

effect of using the end flaps of silver is thus a reduction of temperature from the

terminals to the strip, fast enough to (piite wipe out any sei-ious discrepancy due

to unerpial temperature in the strips.

In view of the good conduction of electricity by the silver flaps, fuithermore,

the change of resistance due to change of temperature is equally inappreciable.

Thus any marked discrepancy due to conduction of heat along the teiniinals to the

' 'I'his number has been obtained for thick rods of iron and German silver. We were obliged

to enter it, not having found any special value for platinum. Clearly the quantity // cannot in any

real case be a constant. It must increase very rapidly with the decreasing diameter of a given rod.

Thus the value above assumed is considerably too small. For very thin rods Cardani finds // = .06

(Nuov. Cim., [3], vol. 30, pp. 33-60, 1891). If a larger value for // than the above is |)ut into the

equations, the results obtained would be more favorable to our argument than those given in the

text. Thus if /; = .06, and x = o.\ cm., £• — 9, = .14".
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bolometer strip seems to luive ueen effectually cxchuled in tlio foi-m of experiment

stated.^

We may also use the Fourier ecpiation to find in what degree the platinum

strip coincides with or follows the temperature of the yas. For simplicity we will

assume that the gas temperature sinks from its original value (•&(,), at a constant

rate in the lapse of time. In ()tlK'r woi'ds, jmt

S. = ^„-^/ (7)

If now we neglect the heat tlux fi'oni the ends of the bolometer strip toward the

middle,

3^ = 0,

and S =r 5g foi t =: 0. The integral of the general equation (8) thus becomes

B-B^=^{\-rrrj (8)

which for / =: cc takes the simplei' form

S -Sj= -*- (9)

The difference (S* — ^,) between the temperature (3) of the bolometer strip and

the temperatui-e (s,) of the air has therefore a maximum value of b/f'\ For the

platinum measuring strip (silver removed), the above constants show f — 15.

Hence the bolometei- will coincide in temperature with the air after about 1/1 5th

second. However, since Ji has been taken very decidedly too small, the real case

is correspondingly more favorable. With this deduction our observations agree

;

for the bolometer reached the stationary state immediately after the noise due to

outrush of gas on expansion had subsided.

The last of our sources of error, viz., internal radiation, remains to be dis-

cussed. By this agency the bolometer permanently receives heat fi'oni the environ-

ment, since the walls of the receiver B retain their initial temperatui'e Ty But

this heat, which is proportional to T^ — 7 ,, may be computed only if the values of

the emission and absorption coefficients of the reciprocating bcxlies were known.

In the absence of satisfactory data for these quantities we made an endeavor to de-

termine the effect of i-adiation experimentally.

AVith this end in view, we covered the silver-free part of the bolometer strip,

galvauically, with platinum black,- and then repeated the expansion experiments

- If with the same constants and in the same manner the fall of temperature be computed

for our original device of a bolometric spiral of silver wire, .004 cm. in diameter, the results are

such as fully to account for the difference between our earlier values and the present.

' According to the recipe given by Lummer and Kurlbaum, c/. Ver/i. der Physik. Gesell.,

Berlin, June 14, 1895.
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with the bluckeiied strip so obtained. Tlie high al)sor|)tive power of platinum

black led us to anticipate an increased teni[>erature difference between the bolome-

ter strip and the air, since this difference, due to the influx of radiant heat from the

walls of the receiver, would more ai)preciably affect the black strip than the bright

strip of the usual experiments. Indeed the temperature differences severally en-

countered should be in the ratio of the absorptions in the two cases. We made a

special measurement of the I'elative absorption of bright platinum and [ilatiniim cov-

ered ill rill' iiiaiiner in question, by exposing two surface bolometers, one of which

contained the blight platinum foil and the other the platinum-l)lacked foil, to the

radiations of warm water in a copper vessel.' These investigations showed that plat-

inum black absorbs the radiations from acopper surface for the temperatui'e inter-

val of 100° C. to 30° C, nearly fifteen times more powerfully than i)right platinum.

Hence as the change of «, due to radiation, is now a small quantity, it suflBces to

deduct the « value computed by equation (1) for a blackened bolometer strip from

the value obtained under othei'wisc like conditions but with the bright bolometer

strip, to divide this difference by 14, and eventually to add the correction so found

to all H values corresponding to uncovered bright j)latiiium foil. This eoirection is

in fact .so small that we deemed it sufficient to determine it foi- air onlv, and to

apply it without further change to the values for the other gases.

IV.

—

Observations.

a. AIR.

We will premiss the present section by communicating a few tables taken at

random from our JKiiriial of observation.s, in ordei' to afford an iiisii^dit into the

general charaeter aii<l the accuracy of our results.

As an example showing the consistency of the results in relation to velocity

of efflux, we may cite the pressure measurements for air made on the 12th of June,

ISJ)."^. For an iiiteival of expansion ('VEinspringzeit") of 12 seconds for the case

of the smallest, and of 2 .seconds for the largest efflux opening, the data contained

in the tw(» follow ing tables were respectively obtained. The first column in each

shows the numbers read oft" on the scale of the sulj>huric-acid manometer' directly.

In the second column -\- shows that the pressure was too large, — that it was too

small, while ± denotes a correct pressure value. The third column contains data

for the position of the sliding contact on the Wheatstone bridge, and the fourth

' U'c wish in this place again to thank Mr. Kurll).uim for his active participation in these

preliminary experiments.

' '{'he numbers refer to an arbitrary scale, and do not show the height of the column of acid

at once. To find the pressure in centimetres of Hi;S04, they must be increased by about 26.

C/. data for comparison in table, pages 20, 22.
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the tempenitiires read ort' on the mercury thermometers. Throughout this teui-

peratui'e measurement the bahiucing I'esistance W^ iusei'ted at Z was

70 + lO + 2* + I + .2 + .2* + a + .5 -+- 2,

of which 2 ohms were inserted before opening the receiver; hence W^ — TFg =
2 olims.

The following results were therefore found on July 12, 1893, 12'®'=- being the

period of efflux

:

EFFLUX TIME la^^"^'
; JUNE 12, 1893.

Manometer.
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tliaii the eijuivalent of the preissure ilift'ereiice, oi- in coii^iilerati'iii d' tlic '1\ values

applicaljle, by more than .2 'ji.

A third complete measurement correspuiidiuL; to G'"'"'^ t)t' efflux, gavf u-; 25.03

cm. as the correct pi'essure value at the sulphuric-acid manometer.

Tile agreement between the reduced values of observations lu.ulc under like

conditions on diflferent days was ei[ually satisfactoiy.

The temperature measurements corresponding to the experiments to which the

above tables apply showed for the resistance IFo at Z,

U\ = 70 + lO + 2* + I + .2 + .2* + .1 + .5,

that there was a balance in the AVheatstone biidge iov the temperatuivs contained

in the following table. This table, moreovei', gives a good exhibit of the constancy

of temperature iu the water bath, here definitely below the temperature of the loom.

Temperature.
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Hence

Tims we fiiul

whence

Division mark 25.00 HjSOj, = 6.47 cm., Hg, at 18" C,
" 25.00 HjSOi, = 6.45 cm., Hg, at O" C.

Initial temperature 7", = 272.4' -f- 14.63 = 287.03,

Final temperature T^ =- 272.4 4- 8.00 = 280.40.

The barometer height was found to be 75.07 cm. of Hg.

Initial pressure : />, = 75.97 -|- 6.45 = 82.42 cm..

Final pressure : p, = 75.97 cm.,

log
/>A

'og/2

log/, - log/o- (log T, - log 7\)
''^°^''

The following tables are to show in what degree observation.s made on different

days, but nnder like conditions, agree with each other.

EFFLUX TIME 5'*'"^'
; JUNE 13, 1893, 2"- P.M.

Manometer.
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Several series of experiments which after a long iuterval of inactivity were

obtained with a new sulphuric-acid manometer and a more accurate cathetometer

are now to be given. The first series of exj)erimeDts was conducted on March 13,

1894:, under conditions of low barometric height, 74.42 cm., and for a relatively low

temperature, 11.91° C, of the water bath. At this temperature the balancing resist-

ance in the Wheatstoue bridge at Z was

rr, = 70 + 10 + 2 + I + 2* + .2,

of which 2* -|- -2 ohms were inserted before opening the charged receiver, Mai'ch

13, 1894.

Manometer.
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The ineun value of all these data shows that the division mark 14.21 on the acid

manonietei' corresponds to 7.105 cm. of Hg.

The temjjeratiiie, J^, corresponding to the resistance standards at Z,

W« = 70-1-10-1-2+1,

and tlie position 589 of the sliding contact of the bridge, were deduced ixora. the

followinoj data observed on the 10th of February

:

Temperature.



5 '2

Sul|>li uric-Acid Maiiointflcr

5' 75

Sulphuric-Acid Manometer.

5'-75

5'-7o

5 "-69

51 70

51.69

Sulphuric. Acid Manoniclcr.

5'-7o

5>-7>

S'-7o

IJATIO OK !SI'K(UnO HEATS.

MAV 9, ISq.).

Mercury Manometer.

Upper LimI),

18.761

'8-757

•8.758

'8.756

'8.755

'8-755

51.70 Icm., ll.SO^J = 12.358 [cm., lly]

MAY 25, 1894.—NO. I.

Mercury Manometer.

Lower l.inilj. Upper I.imli.

'7. '85

17.185
17.1X7

17.186

.7.187

51.7' (cm., Hs.SO,] = 12.357 [cm., Hg|.

MAY 21, 1894.— NO. 2.

Mercury Manometer

Lower Limb
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served t\m purposes of ineasiu'eineiit as in t]n; [>u-ci-<\\wj i-\|"-iiiiii'iils. '|'Ii<- n--,ist-

aiice at Z was at the initial temperature :

IV. = 70 + lo + .2* + 5 4- .2 + I
;

and at tlie final teni|ieraturt',

:

IV, = 70 + 10 + .2* + 2.*+ .5.

In tlie case of hydrogen tlie [it-rioil of efflux for corresponding ai)ertures is much

smaller than for the other i^ases.

Manomeler
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EFFLUX TIMK 1. SFC. . Ai'kiL 2S, iS()4.

Manometer.
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Temperature.

15.60° c.

15.60

15.60

liolonietcr.

above

V.

—

Kesults.

Equation (1) uhicb is made the l);isis of the pi'o^sent experiments applies for

perfect gases, the intrinsic equation of wliich is of the foi'm due to Mariotte and

Gray Lussac

:

pv = RT,

where ^ is the pressure coi-i-esponding to the volume v at the absolute temperature

T, and li is a constant. For aii-, oxygen, and hydrogen this equation is admissible,

provided the zero point of tlie absolute scale of teni|)era.ture be located in conform-

ity with the properties of the gases. This is done if the absolute temperature ^ is

computed from the temperature t in degrees centigrade by the formula

in which a is the coefficient of expansion of the gas in question. We may remai'k

that the effect of this difference of a for the different gases in question is usually of

little sisfuificance.

We made the computation in the same way foi- cai'bou-dioxide, although the

departure from the laws appertaining to perfect gases is appreciable for this body, or

at least is larger than for the other gases. Tlie values for a and ^ used in the pres-

ent paper ' are as follows

:
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and a wad of absorbent cotton w (fig. 1). Two series of experiments were made:

one consisting of 5 determinations in June, 1893; a second series of 6 determina-

tions in February and March, 1894. In the first of these the pressure measure-

ments at the mercui-y manometer were read off on a cathetometer of only moderate

accuracy. The fine cathetometei- of Mr. Hauseraaun was not available until we

leached the second series.

In the following tables 2, and 2.^ are the absolute values of the initial and

final temperatures, p, and ^g the corresponding pressures of the gas before and after

expansion, in cm. of mereuiy. « denotes the ratio of the two specific heats, and D
the variation of each value from the mean.

Date.
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h. OXYGEN.

Commercial oxygen obtained from Dr. Elkan in Berlin was used. The method

of experiment did not differ from that detailed for air. The results are as follows

:

Date.
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Conclusion.

We li;ive already iiitiiuateil tliat tlii^ values for n obtained with the new bolo-

meter would be larger than the corre.'=;[)ondiug data obtained in 1887 by the use of

a silver wire .004 cm. thick for Ijolometric purposes. This anticipation has been

quite borne out by the experiments, showing that the discrepancy due to heat con-

ducted inward from the terminals had seriously affected our earlier j-esults.

A summary of the diffeient experiments made for evaluating h is given by A.

Winkelmann in his Ilandhiuh tier Fhysilc, 1895, vol. ii., pp. 381, 382, covering the

ground up to 1895. Furthermore, the Joxirnal de Phynique, 1895 (3), vol. iv., pj).

463-465, contains an historical and critical review ' of the subject as to methods and

observations, by M. G. Manoevriei-. We do not therefore think it advisable to

reproduce these bibliographies here, in which, to our knowledge, only the experiments

of J. Webster Low ^ seem to have been overlooked. On the other hand, a compari-

son of our i-esults with those of eai'lier observers in the form of a table such as is

given at the end of this paper, will conduce to an intelligent survey of the present

aspect of the sul)ject. All correlative results wei-e obtained by methods different

from ours.

The researches of Rontgen and of Paquet are based on the well-known method

of Clement and Desoiines.

The values of Kayser, Wullnei-, and J. Webster Low are computed from data for

the velocity of sound. The first two of these observers made use of Kundt's method,

while Low i-eached his results through the interferential method for the velocity of

sound waves devised by Quincke. Manoevrier's method is the following : A given

mass of gas is compressed adiabaticaUy, and the increase of pressure produced

determined. The change of pressure due to an equal but isotliermal change of

volume is easily computed fi'om known laws. If both volume decrements be

small, the ratio of the pressure increments is very nearly equal to the i-atio of the

specific heats. Hence k may be found fi'om the data for the adiabatic volume

reduction.

All data given in the follow inL' t;ibl<^ if fci' to ni-dinary atmospheric tenqieratures.

' In this review, as well as in aiiutiicr paper [younutI Jc P/iys., 1S95 (3), vol. iv. pp. 368-373),
M. Manoevricr devotes some space to our work of 1S87 and to the results of the present investiga-

tion, as far as they were given in the brief summary contained in the Reports of the Oxford meeting
of the British Association. We consider a direct reply superfluous, for the points raised by M.
Manoevrier are all touched upon in the present extended publication in so far as they are matter-of-

fact and not merely controversial.

'
J. Webster T,ow, /lYc,/. A/m., vol. Hi., pp. 6.|i-()6_|. iSc;.).
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TABLE OF COMPARATIVIi VALUKS OK H.

Observer.

Rontgen, 1873
Kayser, 1877
Wullner, 1878
Paquet, 1885

J. Webster Low, 1894
Lummer and Pringsheim, 1894.

Manoevrier, 1895

Air.

1-4053
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ADVERTISEMENT.

The present memoir, describing experimeuts with ionized air, is the result of

a series of investigations by Pi-ofessor Bams wliich were carried on from 1893 to

1895, under aid from Mi-. Clarence King and Doctor Alexander Graham Bell, and

later continued under a grant from the Smithsonian Institution.

This research is ti'ibutary to an investigation of the coloi-s of cloudy condensa-

tion. Lord Rayleigh's famous theory, if applied, would stop at the deep reds of

the first order terminating in opaque, whereas in the laboratory experiments, ex-

ceptionally brilliant colors extending almost into the third order of Newton's series

may be produced.

It is thus essential as a preliminaiy step to investigate appi-opriate means for

the production of nuclei, to determine their number per cubic centimetre, their

velocity, their association with ionization, tiie effect of the presence of an electric

field, etc. This is the general trend of the work of the present volume though the

ex[)eriments have a sj)ecial interest a|)art from their ultei'ior purposes.

The endeavor is made with the aid of the condensation tube (which pi'oves to

be unique in its adaptation to the present ends) to show that the nucleus has a

specific velocity of its own, and that this is retained even in the absence of an

electric field. The application of this principle to plate, to tubular, and to spherical

condensers leads in every case, and in spite of the variation of method, to an oi'der

of values as to the number of particles in action, agi'eeiug with the data obtained

by other investigators from different ex[)eriments and theoretically different points

of view.

In accordance with the rule adopted by the Smithsonian Institution the work

has been submitted for examination to a Committee consistincj of Professor Wilder

D. Bancroft, of CcM-nell University, and Professoi' Edgar F. Smith, of the University

of Pennsylvania, and having been recommended foi' publication, it is herewith

presented in the series of Contributions to Knowledge.

S. P. LANGLEY,
SECRETAEY.

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, June, 1901.





PREFACE.

The present researcbes .ire a coBtinuation of tbe work begun in 1893, while I

heia a professorship of meteorology in the United States Weather Bureau, and

completed in 1895 in a private laboratory, Avhose facilities and maintenance i

owed to the generosity of Mr. Clarence King and Prof. Alexander Graham Bell.

For reasons of no moment here, the work was abrui>t]y discontinued at a very

promisino- sta-e of progress and I have had no opportunities to return to it since.

In the meantime tlie whole subject underwent an astounding transformation,

due to the discovery of the X-rays and tlie brilliant achievements reached with

these new means, chiefly at the University of Cambridge, by Prot. J. J. ihomson

and his pupils. -j. . f fUo

It was therefore with great pleasure that I welcomed an invitation from the

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, empowering me to begin the work anew,

along lines but little cultivated with this end in view by the other physicists.

The present work, as a glance at the following pages will show, has been

laborious throughout, and the interpretations difficult and precarious It the

steam let is to be used as an instrument of research, the evidence is o the nature

of color criteria, unsatisfactory at best. The ionizer chiefly used, though admirable

in all other respects, has shown a degree of subtle variability, for which I was at the

outset, altogether unprepared. It ^vas essential, therefore, that the results reached, to

be warrantable, should be looked at from many points of view, and this has given

rise to a greater variety in the chapters than was originally planned. The peculia,

value of the steam jet in spite of all disadvantages, remains: it is a non-electrical

instrument giving evidence with a direct bearing on obscure electrical processes

and from this pit of view I believe that extensive work with it is eventually

bound to be fruitful.
, „ ,,

In work so alive and well known as that to which the following pages a, e

tributary, I have thought it unnecessary to enter into a full ^>'W-g-l%- ^ost

of it has issued from the Cavendish Laboratory (Thomson, C. 1. R- ^d «n

Rutherford, Townsend, Zeleny, H. A. Wilson, McClelland, and others; to whom

Cf. E. Merritt: Science, xH, pp. 4-48, 98-4, 1900; H. Becquerel iV^./.jr, Ixni, PP^ 396-

,08100. • N E Dorsey • U. S. Monthly Weather Review, Sept., 1900 ;
above all the monographs

t^R^^^^^^^^s au Con„,s iLnational ,e Physi.ue, Pans, ,900, vol. u, by Becquerel,

Curie, J. J.
Thomson, Villari, and Villard.
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we must add Ridwell, C'liattock. Beattie, Rtissel, Smithells, and Dawson), and the

papers will be foiiml without difficulty l>y consultinix recent numbers of the

riiiluisopliical Mayaziin. [MoieoNer, Vioi. Menitt, M. Bec(pieiel, and otlieis liave

given historical accounts of other phases of it.

I may say in concluding, that coudensationally, Kelvin's nuclei and Aitken's

"dust " have not yet Ijeen quite supei"seded. The use of these somewhat antiquated

terms is therefore not merely dictated l)y convenience. Their appearance is in a

measure inevitable. To enqdoy them interchangeably with ' ion," would, in a

reseaich like the present, be hazardous.

C. B.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH IONIZED AIR.

By Carl Barus,

HAZARD PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AT BROWN UNIVERSITY.

CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY EXrERIMENTS.

1. Color tube.—The apparatus for the observation of the colors of the cloudy

coudensatiou of water vapor in aii' will be briefly called the color tube or the steam

tube, as convenience suggests. In most of my earlier experiments it did not differ

essentially from the form devised aftei" loug trial in my previous papers ' on the sub-

ject. It will be necessary, however, to insert a shoi't description here, as otherwise

the account of many of the experiments given below would be unintelligible.

So too the condition under which steam-jet criteria are admissible will have to be

succinctly stated.

The tube and appurtenances are shown in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4, the tube itself

in the first figure. Steam enters the tube AA directly by the jet j?, screwed into it

near the bottom. Air is supplied through G, which is of the same diameter as AA,

and B is the efilux. Sky light, Z, transmitted through the tube by means of the

adjustable mirror M, and the window a, is observed through the inclined plate g.

Here a difficulty presents itself, inasmuch as g at once clouds over
;
but I eventu-

ally overcame this by moistening the inside of g with a solution of caustic potash

applied with a sponge probang through B. In this way a clear field is again

obtained foi- some time at least, after which the moistening must be renewed. The

inclined position of g makes the whole window easily accessible, and a special hole

closed by a cork may be cut in the elbow for inserting the probang when B is

otherwise engaged. Other tubului'es have special purposes, to be shown and stated

l:)elow. The windows ai'e suitably secured between rubber gaskets held in place by

flanges and bolts.

The observer faces the plate g symmetrically and looks down the color tube

' Cf. Condensation of Atmospheric Moisture, Bulletin No. 12, U. S. Weather Bureau, Washing-

ton, 189s, pp. 1-104.
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AA, while a screen cuts off all extraneous light. With this apparatus a lirilliant

field of color is obtained, so that minute differences may be detected, and I thus

investigated the scale given below between the intense oranges of the first order

m
A

m

0M ng. 7

w
J1.

Fig. 3.
t

A

Fig. 6.
d
1

d-

^!
Fig. I.

—

Color TrnK.

3^
S^ '•B

l^-g- 4.

C a'

F"ig-

iiiO

Sectional Elevation. Fig. 2.—UlFFERKNTlAL CoLOR TUBE.
Kic. 3.—Color Tube with Influx Pipes. Fig. 4.—Color Tubes in Series. Fig. 5.—Steam Box or
Separator. Fig. 6.—Nozzle of Steam Jet. Scale \. Figs. 7. 8.—Charts. Showing the Margins of the
OPAguE Field at Different Tf.mperatires and Pressures, for Atmospheric .'\ir.

and the final greens of the second order, after which the colors are too f.iint for

recognition. In the latter case, since low-pressure steam must be employed, an
advantage is secured by drilling two or more holes iu the jet ,/'. Figure 1 shows
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that the tubes slide into tlie smigly fitting envelope /•, and the system may tliere-

fore be shortened for observing very intense coloi's, or lengthened ior faint colors.

Either end of A^l may be n)tated.

Coloi- tests are as a rule more satisfactory for (quantitative work if some fidu-

cial field is at haud for comparison. Figure 2 therefore consists of two color tubes,

identical in every respect and admitting of an independent use of both eyes. Sky
light is introduced by the minors M and M'. The observer looks down into both
windows,^ and g', at once. The two tubes may be connected rigidly by the doulile

bridge, and supported from a stout rod, «. If the jets are identical and communi-
cate with the same steam box, the colors seen by both eyes should be identical.

This state of things is found by trial. Supposing, therefore, the right tube is left

without intei'ference, the other tube may be manipulated in various ways. In all

such cases the two tubes are connected in multii)le, as it were. But if the jet be
i-emoved from A'A', and the discharge from A A, after passing through a suitable

length of wide tube, be eventually passed through A'A', without furthej- interfer-

ence, the two tubes are in series. This adjustment is shown in figure 4 and leads

to interesting application of the apparatus.

On reviewing the earlier experience it appears that the adjustment of air and
steam which secures the clearest field must be made as nicely as the adjustment of

air and gas in a Buusen burner. Otherwise the colors ai-e either dull or faint, quite

apart from tempei'ature or pressure conditions. Often the efflux may be stimulated

to advantage by an auxiliary ventillating tube at B, containing its own jet, without

interfering with the color tube itself. Whenever possible it is preferable to take

the air entering 6' from a room heated ueai-ly equally throughout. In cases where
this is not possible, the train repi'esented in figure 3 is useful. Here a, g, are the

windows of the color tube AA^ j the jet, and M the mirror. B is the efflux tube

for mixed steam and air, C the influx tube, showing the thermometer, t, in place.

The air entering O is taken from the outside atmosphere, the three influx tubes,

E, D, F, passing through the window frame, W. Valves are iusei'ted in each of

these tubes, as at e, y, 7^, so that the quantity of air passing through each of them
may be regulated or quite shut off. In winter when the valves are open, the air

rushes through the tubes with considerable velocity, even when the jet j is not in

action. This velocity increases with the steam j)ressure actuating the jet. Under
no circumstances must the valves be so far closed that there is not free influx of air

at G. The tube ^is clear, and the air passing through it has the temperature of

the atmosphei'e. The tube D discharges into ^and is provided with a drum con-

taining a coil of thin lead pipe. About 20 turns of pijJe, each about 5 cm. in

diameter, and a di'um about 35 cm. long and 10 cm. in diameter, are more than

sufficient. In winter time steam is passed through the lead pipe; hence by suita-

bly regulating the valves h and /, the air flowing through C may be kept at any

desirable temperature, since temperatui'es between 9° and 40°, only, are needed

for the present purposes. In summer time, chilled brine or an expanding gas would

be similarly serviceable.

The auxiliary tube,, also ^discharges into E, and is useful for increasing the
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"dust" contents of air entering C, with the aid of a "duster" at h, and a variety of

similar j>ur[)oses. It is to be noted tliat the tubes E, D, E, must all pass out of the

room. If, for instance, b opened into the room (often very desirable), then if the

jet is only slightly in action or not at all, cold air will pass into C and I) and out

at />, {IS well as at Z/, into the room. The flow of dusty air would therefore be irreg-

ular. An advantasre is secured in makint' the common tube C^lonEr, so that the air

may be well mi.xed before impiuiring upon the jet. At best, however, air dusted in

this way is but an inferior substitute for good room air, and the results show more

fluftuation.

2. Jet.—A jet of almost any kind, with a smooth round hole about 1 milli-

meter, is satisfactory. It may be conveniently sha|)ed fiom lead pipe. \Mien the

variations of color phenomena are to be quantitatively studied it is desirable to make
the jet as shown in figure 6. Here ab is a brass tube about 10 cm. long and 1 cm.

in diameter, the end b of which is threaded both on the outside and inside, so that

a thin-walled nipple, e, closed at the outer end, may be in.serted. Into the top of

c a hole, d, is smoothly drilled. The outer thread at b is useful in screwing the

jet to the color tube, in to the centre of which c projects. The open end a of the

jet is connected with the tube b of the steam box, figure 5, In a union.

The jet may either be fed with pure steam or with compressed air super-

saturated with aqueous vajior. When steam is used alone, it must be available in

lai-ge (piantity at a pressure up to one atmosi)here or more. This pressui-e may
then be reduced by an ordinary steam-cock. To dry the steam it is convenientlv

passed into a cylindrical box, A, figure 5, called a separatoi-, through the vertical

pipe a, surmounted by the cock specified. It is conveyed to the jet by a lateral

pipe, b. The water which collects is discharged through c, and a pipe, o?, communi-
cates with an open mercury mouometer for the measurement of pressure. The
separator shoidd be made of gas-fittei-s' appurtenances and suitaldy jacketed.

3. Available color sequences.—The next question to be preliminarily disposed

of is the succession of colors. I will arrange them in table 1, statins; biiefly how
they were obtained and placing the colors where I think they belong. I will also

add Quincke's' revision of the colors of Newton's rings, as quoted by Kohlrausch,-

for comparison. Kiessling's' results need some explanation. His first series of

colors is produced by compressing surcharged, suitably dusted air, and then allow-

ing it to expand suddenly to atmospheric pressure. The experiment being made
in a glass sphere illuminated by sunlight, the colors are observed in the axis of

illumination. The succeeding series are obtained by aid of an exhaust pump.
They are less easily located relatively to Newton's scale (see last columns) than
Kiessling's first series, which is intensely brilliant. Aitken,'* who exhausts Ion"'

tubes, gets a wider range of colors, running, as I interpreted them, from the first

' Quincke: Po^g. Ann., CX.XIX, p. i8o, i866.

' Kohlrausch : Leitfaden, sth edition, p. 340.
' Kiessling : Ddmmerungsfrscheiniingcn, p. 140, 1888 ; Hamburg, L. Voss.
* Aitken : Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., XXXV, part I, 1S88 ; ibid., XXXVII, part J, No. 3, 1892

;

Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., XVI, p. 135, 1889 (containing full descripiions); ibid., XVIIli p. 25J, 1S90-'
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into the third order. Von Hehiiholtz ^ saw all his coloi-s in the successive regions

of an open steam Jet, and reasonably inferred that the remote and cooler parts

contain the larger [)articles. Aitkeu's jets play into tubes.

In my own work, most of the colors fi-om the browns of the first order to the

ci'imsons of the second could be pi'oduced in the tube, flgui'e 1, by simply decreas-

ing the pressure under which the steam is.sues from abt)ut 80 cm. of mercury to

zero, if the ingoing air is not too hot or cold. A much better method, however,

consists in using a copious steam efflux at very low pressure excess, and adding

unifoi'mly dusted air in the necessary amounts at 6' as will be instanced below.

TABLE I.—SHOWING THE SUCCESSION OF COLORS.
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dear water remains uniformly Hlimeiitary, so long as a certain critical velocity

of efflnx is not exceeded. After tliis the jet l)reaks up suddenly an<l violently into

eddies. Hut as applied to the steam jet, this ie;uson is not quite adequate ; for if

the intensity of the latter is still further increased, magnificent browns and oranges

ai)i)ear l)ey>iii(l the ()])aque. To account for opacity it is thus essential to inquire

into the lelation of color to size of particle at the point where color is extinguished.

4. yV/c- bouudarief! of the opaque region.—The final sul)ject to which atten-

tion must here be directed is the relation of the color obtained from a given influx

of nearly pure air, its temperature, and the pressure actuating the steam jet. I

apj>end two illustrative charts, figures 7 and 8, from my earlier paper. In these

the ai>scissas indicate the temperature (in degrees centigrade) of the air entering

the color tul)e at C, figure 1, or in other words, the registry of the thermometer t,

figure 3. The ordinates show the pressure in centimeteis of mercury under which

the steam is forced out of the jet. Points of the curve between (t and 40 centi-

metei's then show the coiresponding values of air temperature and steam pressui'e

at which the dark violet of the first order merges into oparpie. The points of the

curve lying quite above 40 cm. (this datum (le[)eiids on many factors) show the

condition at whicli the l)iown j^ellows of the first order just emerge from opaque.

Curves indicating the ai)proximate loci are drawn through the points.

Below 9°, therefore, the field is opaijue at all pressuies. Above \) , the pres-

sure at which the blue changes to opaque rapi<lly increases with increasing tem-

perature ; and the pressure at which brown yellow changes to opaque decreases

from an enormous value, and at even a moie lapid rate, as temperature inci'eases.

Both loci curving at a retaided rate, eventually reach a common asymptote at, say,

41 cm., the tempei'ature being indefinitely high. At the same time the colors

which wei'e very intense at the lower temperature gradually become fainter and

the opaque zone more tianslucent, until at about 40 of air temperature (de[)endinf'

on the size of the nozzle) the field is quite cleai' and without color. The escaping

steam is gaseous and not visibly condensed. When temperature decreases a^'ain

from 40% faint white yellow is tlie first color to appear, showing that the particles

here nuist be the smallest of the whole series. At 35° the change from faint

yellowish tones to faint white blues, when pressure is made to vaiy suitably from

largei- to smaller values, is quite mai'ked. There is no opaque demarcation, how-

evei-, but rather a mixture of colors, for the field is scarcely impervious to light

above 30°.

For all temperatures and pressui-es lying to the left of the two cuives, fi<Tures

7 and 8, the field is ojxique, and it sends oil" a kind of cusp to penetrate into the

higher temperatures. There is a characteristic ditt'ei'ence between the two margins ;

for wliereas the yellow opacpie after a shai'p infiection shoots up almost vertically,

blue opaque shows a regular curvature throughout into lower temperatures than

the other. At al)out 1 ."i I have inscribed the successive position of the chief

colors. This caiuK^t l)e nearly so well done as the location of the opaque margin
;

but the contour of the color curves is surmised from the line for blue opaque.

Similarly above the yellow opaque line, a family of browns, oranges, and yellows
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might be located. When the dust contents are increased, the cusp of the opaque
I'egiou appi-oaches the abscissa, and lience the color loci will be successively more
crowded together.

In the chart, figure 7, only a single air tube (d, fig. 3) was available. The air

was heated to about 40° by the circulating steam in the drum. This was then shut
ofl: and the temperature and pressui'e at which the coloi's disappeared noted on
cooling. The mercuiy thermometer is scai'cely sensitive enough for such observa-
tions, and the temperatui'es of the diagram are pi-obably too high. The observations
of figure 8 were obtained with the apparatus shown in figure 3. There is greater

certainty near the cusp, which is higher. The cai'dinal features of the phe-
nomenon are, however, the same in both charts.

All colors are cleai'ed and become fainter on opening the bottom window of

the color tube. The opaque margin as a whole shifts to the left, indicating

the occurrence of lower temperatures. Thus at about 16°

:

Pressure of blue : Pressure of yellow :

Open, ^2 cm. Open, 45 cm.
Closed, 25 cm. Closed, above 100 cm.

The jet is sensitive to about one inch above the hole. No effect is produced

by introducing dusty air two or more centimeters above it. When it is merely a

question of producing opaque condensation without regard to coloi-, a wide jet

supplied copiously with steam at a vanishing pressure excess, is useful. Thus a flat

lava tip is very sensitive under these conditions.

5. Ionizers and '^ drnV producers.—The most convenient and generally efli-

cient "dust" pi'oducer which I have found is phosphorus at a temperature some-

where between 20° and 30°. Thin discs, P, of it may be enclosed between pieces

of wire gauze, about as large as a dime, and mounted on a stem, as in figure 9 a.

When not in use, this duster is as usual submei-ged in watei', to be thoroughly

dried by squeezing it between folds of bibulous paper pi-ior to the next expei'iment.

It lasts indefinitely, since it is only the glow visible in the dark which is effective,

while the noxious smoke which sometimes shows itself at higher temperatures is

without a condensation-producing tendency. A better source of dust particles is

made, as in figui-e 9 b, by inserting strips of wire gauze soldered together at points

a, about an inch or less apai't, and holding discs of phosphoi'us P, in the interven-

ing spaces, into a wide tube, AB. This is drawn to a finer end at C, where a stop-

cock may be placed. When not in use the strips ai'e withdrawn and dropped
into water.

If the end A is placed near the mouth of the color tube (6', figure 1) and the

narrow end is open, sufficient air traverses the tube to produce a color depending
on the degree to which the end is open. It is far better, how^ever, to send a defi-

nite current through the tube from an aspirator controlled by a screw stop-cock

like those attached to oxygen cylinders. In such a case any desirable color of

cloudy condensation may be maintained in the tube for an indefinite length of

time, assuming that the steam jet is equally constant. No diffusion is observable
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wlieii tlie cock is closed. Even when phospliorus is contained in the bottom of a

bottle, it is not liable to diffuse out of the mouth in sufficient quantity to color

ng 9,b

'P_
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escapes is now as ineffective as tVoiu a tube with too slow a current or a closed tube.

A somewhat similar difficulty is encountered on using; the color tube with a pellicle

of phosphoi'us. If this is put too near the jet it will not color it. So an X-ray
tube too near the jet is neuti'al. A certain volume for growth of nuclei is appar-
ently needed. If the pellicle, figure Ore, is approached through C, figui'e 10, toward
the jet or i-enioved from it, blue flashes api)ear between relatively clear fields. In

position a, to take another instance, there is pei'maneut coloring due to phosphorus
dust slowly entering 6\around the edge. At h, tlie color effect is apt to be absent.

The result is unchanged even for a tube, C\ two feet long. Placed in a lateral tubu-
lure as at (1), the phosphorus pellicle is ineft'ective, whereas if at (2), (3), or (4),

the field is markedly colored. In like manner in using the multiple tulie method
for graduation, the place of insertion of the mouths of the tubes of the form AB,
figure 9, made a difference in the color effect obtained, caet. par.

6.—Aspirating air at the rate of several liters per minute over sulphur at 300°

did not produce perceptible darkening, although ignited sulphur is very effective.

Ignited phosphorus, even when passing oxide visibly into the color tube, is without
action. Glass tubes when heated high enough to show the sodium flame on the

outside thi-ow an abundance of nuclei into the air current passing through them to

the color tube. Other tubes (metallic) are also liable to volatilize sodium vapor
under like circumstances, if not quite recently cleaned. In such a case a change of

color from yellow to blue through opaque occurs as the tube cools. The phenomenon
is complicated by the efllux of hot air.

7.—For concentrated sulphuric acid, a Wulff's bottle is a convenient apparatus

for producing the nuclei, the air being bubbled through it as shown in figure 11.

Coal gas as a convection agent is even more effective. Phosphoi'us, P, may also be
used in this way, but less efficiently.

8.—Washing the aii- charged with nuclei has but little effect, if any. Heat,

however, seems to exert a tendency to dissociate them. In the apparatus shown,

figui-e 11, the nuclei from the Wulft''s bottle were passed through a hot tube, there-

after cooled down in a spiral of lead tubing surrounded by crushed ice, then

discharged into the color tube O. On examination the hot metallic tube showed a

violet-opaque, the cold tube a blue-gray color when the dust was discharged into

the color tube, indicating more dust in the first instance. After the removal of the

phosphorus fi'om the bottle no color was observed, proving the tube to have been

clean at the given temperature. The red-hot metallic tube gave a blue color,

however.

9.—Clean hot copper surfaces removed out of the reducing flame darkened the

tube instantaneously, while the oxide coats were forming. As I failed to get the

same i-esult with iron, it is probable that ions were cariied out of the flame in

tempoi-ary combination with the metal. Sodium (oxidizing) is without effect.

10.—If air is aspirated through ammonium polysulpbide considerable pressure

is needed to produce a colored field. It colors markedly \vhile the liquid is evapo-

rating from a wet stopper, for instance. Coal gas is itself but slightly charged with

nuclei ; if bubbled through the polysulphide, however, the latter becomes intensely
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color i)ri)(luciiig, though opaques are rare. It is a striking feature of this experi-

ment, that tlie air of a room \vhen tested with the color tube remains permanently

fouled for lioui.s afterwards. In all these instances au unstable sulphur compound

is apparently preserved from oxidation, and this nucleus is permanently present in

coal gas.

11.—It is well to note that such volatile chemicals as camphor, camplior mono-

bromide, naphthalene, lienzoic acid, phenol, toluol, amylbenzoate, diphenylamine.

etc., like sal ammoniac, produce no color effect unless they are charred. Some of

these are electrolytes. With ammonic chloride it is even possible to clear the blue

Held due to phosphorus, by passing its emanation with a definite amount of the

smoke of the former into the color tube. The phosphorus nuclei seem thus to be

absorbed by the particles of sal ammoniac and the condensation effect of the

foi-mer is desti'oyed. This result seems to me to be of considerable importance.

If coal gas is passed through tlie phosphorus tube, figure 9b, the field is all

but cleared aftei- an initial puff' of color. There is, however, a residual faint tint

due to the coal gas alone. Tlie phosphorus at once becomes active again when air

is blown through the tube.

12. Electrical ionizers.—The prime conductor of a Holtz machine placed near

the mouth of the color tube is without effect. When a needle is added, however,

the coloration becomes intense. ITeiice the brush or glow is a powerful dust pro-

ducer. Air })assed through the cylindiical shell of a tubular condenser is not active

without sparks. If the air is dust laden it is not appreciably affected by the

condenser.

A gauze condenser sui'mounting the color tube C, as in figure 12, shows intense

action corresponding to the continual leakage. If enclosed by a close-fittini; glass

jacket, D Z>, figure 1 3, its effectiveness is nearly destroyed, probably because the leak-

age runs down the glass or the lines of force terminate in it. In these experiments

a spaik at the machine clears the field completely, so that the color surges with the

potential. If the upper condenser plate is a spiral brush of fine wire frauze, ,%

figure 14, the color effect continues for a distance of even 20 centimeters between
the plate-s, the machine now giving one-inch spai-ks. Similarly \ inch sparks on the

machine give like color results for ^ inch distances between the plates.

Moie effective than a narrow jacket is a wide bell jaj-, as shown in fi^ui-e 15.

Here \ inch sparks on the machine darken the field when the condenser plates are

20 or even 30 centimeters apart. Reversal of polarity showed no definite results.

Darkness now continues during sparking at the machine, and it takes about 30
seconds to empty the vessel after the electric machine is switched out. Here and
elsewhere a maximum darkening effect seems to cori'espond to a definite spark
length. Very high jiotentials prol)ably develop brushes along the electric conduc-
tors, as the ])resence of an electric wind not playing into the tube C, clears the field.

^•^- — The electric duster is further increased in efficiency by the spiral brush
>S and ladial condenser arrangement of figure 16. In the dark the influx into the
color tube C pa.sses through the radial glow and becomes a tremendously strong
dust producer, even with small sparks on the machine.
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This arrangement loses but little of its activity when the brush aS' is enclosed

in a glass bottle, B, liguve 17, whei'e the well-insulated terminals are sealed in

place by a plug of paraffine. The whole is placed within the wide vessel A, with

FIGS 16 17.-C0MPLETED Electrical Ionizers. Scale i F.o. iS.-X-Rav Ionizer. Scale „. Fig. 19.

Apparatus for Testing the Persistence of Nuclei. Scale \. Fig. 20.-L0NG Tubes (Oo feet), for TEsr-

iNG Persistence. Scale i^. Fig. 2i.-Ultra-Violet Ionizer. Scale h

an external condenser surface added and put to earth. The neck of A dips into

the influx pipe C oi the color tube. In the dark, radial streamers of great beauty

pass between the vessels, A and B. All brushes are within the outer vessel

and the effect is not changed by a coating of parafliue, the glass being 3-4 miUims.

thick.
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14. Xnnj iuni^ers.—This expeiiiueiit suggested the efficient nietlioJ of

adjusting an X-ray duster, as the X-iay tube did not easily leart on the naked jet.

The phm, in other words, is to ionize tlie air within a spacious hell jar, by X-liflit,

and then to carry the nuclei so produced into the color tube C by convection.

In figure 18 (drawn to a smaller scale), B is the X-ray tube (Bow^doin pattern),

enclosed in a cylindrical l)o.\' of tin plate, D, with a removable lid, E, and an

aluminum window at Al. The terminals /f are enclosed in glass tubes filled with
paraffine, and their exi)osed ends 52 inches apart to avoid brush action on the

color tube C. The tube radiates through the winddw into tlie bell jai' ^1, and
may even be placed over 18 inches above its mouth. The action of this dust pro-

ducer is intense, and the field opaque when the current passes. Phosphorus placed

within the cylinder D is quite ineffective, showing that no direct leakage occurs

out of it. The usual experiments may be made. A tin plate sci'een between the

window and jar cuts off all rays, an aluminum screen almost none. The steam
pressure of the jet may be I'educed until steam just passes.

15. Fersistenee of imelei.—The same method may be modified to test the

persistence of nuclei, particulai'ly in the case of pliospht)rus. The apparatus is

shown in figure 19, consisting of the large bell jar, A, closed loosely by the litl B,
so as to admit of a circulation through the jar when the cotton pluf IJ is

removed. The contents then discharge into the color tube C. P is the o-lobule

of pho.'<2>horus on a wire stem, which, like the plug, can be inserted into A and
withdrawn easily through stoppeied tubulures in the lid.

With the valve open and P in place, the field is always opaque, a test whicli

was made throughout the exi)eriiiient8. The following results indicate the

coloring power of the contents of the jar at different times after the phosphorus
was suddenly removed. Removal of the lid showed a blue color lasting fifteen

seconds.

Time .ifter removing. Color in lube. Duration (time to empty the vessel).

15 sec. opa(|ue. 10 sec.

30 " dark blue-gray blue. 10 "

60 " smoky brown.

[30
"

opaque-blue. 15 " l

60
"

smoky blue-gray. 10 " J
120

"
flash of darkness.

180
"

j
gray-green flash when

180
"

(lid wadded).
( lid is removed.

20 ' opaque to blue.

180 flash of darkness.

These data show that even after three minutes enough dust is left to make an
impie.ssion on the color tulie ('. 'i"he a})parent decay, however, is marked, and
even during the time taken in emptying the ves,sel (10-15 sec), the attenuation is

apparent. Colors so produced, UKU'eover, are not clear.

10. Ci)-effic'u'nt of (Iccaij.—Taken in connection with the results of the next
chapter, the present experiments admit of a preliminary estimate bearing on the
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size of the particles. Let n be the luiiuber per cultie ceiitiiueter. Then the late

of decay is —{</n/df)—k'n'^, wliere h' is a constant. Hence 1/n,, — 1/n ^—h'

(t^ — t ), for any two given ()l)servatious. Now if tin; number of particles

entering the color tube per second is N, and V the inflowing volume of gas per

second carrying them, N= Vn. At the two times of obsei-vation therefore,

l/.«2 = V/N^ and l/'«i = V/N,. Hence, V (l/N, - \/iV,) = JC (t^ - t,).

The colors seen in the color tube at the times <, and t.^ correspond by the ne.xt

chapter to different volumes, \\ and V.^, of similarly dusted air, per second.

Thus if JV^be the number of dust particles here and n the common concentration

of each of the two volumes specified, A\ = V^n and N.^ = V,^n, where N^ and N,,

must have the same value as above. Hence ( V/n) (1/ Fg — 1/ V^) — h' (t^ — t^).

Here F, the convection volume flowing out of the vessel per second, may be

estimated from the time taken to empty it, oi- otherwise determined. Thus,

.)i
—

( V/V^ — V/V-^) / h' (t., — /,). Supposing that h' were knowni from other

sources, the value of w would follow, this being the number of particles per cubic

centimeter for neaidy saturated air; or vice versa. The following is a rough

measurement.

The equation may be put in the form, Jc' n^ /n^^{V/V.^- V/ V, ) /(t.^ -t^),

which states the numbei' decaying per cubic centira., per second relatively to the

total number present.

The only datum of the preceding table available here is marked by a bracket.

Hence,

/"a
= 6o sec. opaque-blue.

/, = 30 sec. blue-gray.

The volume of the bell jar was 2690 cubic centims. The time to empty it

is 10-15 seconds, by the table. Hence, F= 210 cub. cm. / set:- = 12.6 liters/

min. In the next chapter the data are roughly for

blue-opaque, 2. lit./min. = V^

blue-gray, . 7 lit./min. = Fj

Thus h'nl/n^ = (18 - 6.3) / 80 = .4, that is ^\ of the ions per cubic centim.

mutually destroy each other per second, in the saturated region. If «„ = 4 X 10*,

Jc' = .000010.

These results are naturally uncertain from the character of the measurements,

which in the above table are mere estimates. So also the times of emptying the

vessel are not sharp values. The experiment is chiefly interesting from a theoretical

point of view but does not lend itself for accurate measurement. Apart from this

it will be argued in Chapter III et seq. that k' may be ignored if each ion is endowed

with a velocity k of its own. In such a case the loss of ions results from their

absorption at the w^alls of the bell jar. In other words, ions wander out of the

interior of the jar in all dii'ections to eventually impinge on the walls where they

are destroyed. It is in this sense that I understand the action of cotton and othei'

filters, these being a means of increasing the absorbing surface enormously.

17. Persistence of nuclei in long jJmJ^s.— Experiments with a similar bearing
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may he made by passing dust-ladeii air tiiroiigh considerable lengths of wide

tubing. Drain pipe made of tin plate is admirable for tliis purpose, one end being

left open and the other joining the color tube. This is shown in figure 20, at D, if

the vessel A is removed. Stoppered holes, p, at different distances apart admit

the phosphorus particle. The following results wei-e found with tubes 2 inches

in diameter and as much as 60 feet long. The draft in the influx tube being

actuated by the jet dejiends on the steam pressure. It may be reduced by opening

the bottom of the tube 6'. The first series of values Avere found with a pellicle of

phosphorus placed in the tube at different distances, D, from the jet.
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used to test the persistence of X-ray dust in the pipes D. The I'esidts are as

follows, the time of transfer being found by the phosphorus pellicle.

L,



1

CHAPTER II.

THK ( (»LORS OV THE STKAM JET, AS RELATED TO THE NUMBER OF NUCLEI IN REACTION.

1. Pn-Iimiiuirt/.—After these preliminary experiments on the efficiency of

the jet, it seemed advisable to make a first attempt to find the relation of the color

(if the cloudy condensation to the degree of saturation of the ionized air producing

it. Qualitative e.xperiaients for this purpose are easily devised, but in the absence

of dii-ect knowledge of the nature of the condensational activity of phosphorus,

and of the behavior of the steam Jet in relation thereto, interpretation is necessarily

dilticult. Thus, for example, if the air currents passing over phosphorus are either

too swift or too slow they both give a colorless fiehl, as has already been instanced.

If the temperature is too low or too high, similar results appear: whether the

condensation is due to nuclei or to chemical or electrical reactions is not definitely

disposed of; etc.

2. Apparatus.—The apj)aratus used in this work is given in figure 1. (7 is

the color tube provided with a lateral elbow, 6", open above and either side about

18 inches long. Into the top of this dips the i)hosphorus tube P, so that the

charged efflux may be carried down by the current in C. P has the usual form

as given in Chapter I, figure 9//, above. It is about 1 cm. in diameter and 2(> cm.

long, and contains phosphorus strips sti'etched along the axis. A definite volume
of air per second is passed through /' by aid of the aspirator train V, M. V \s, a

large flask of S litres capacity, grailuated on the side S. Water is added from or

removed to the bucket J/, which can be raised or lowered by the pulley p. The
air from V passes the stop-cock F, a pin valve of fine workmanship, and by
opening this more or less the color in 6' can be regulated to a nicety. A dessicator,

P, removes superfluous moistuie. I did not find this a])purtenance essential,

though it clearly must prolong the life of the ionizer in /-*. In this respect alone,

moi-eovei-, it is unailvisable to draw the air backwai'd, through the phosphorus
tube, into V.

A seconds watch was at hand to measure the rate of influx of water into the

volumeter V, and therefore the rate of efflux of air out of V, through P, into 6"

and C. The ell)ow was supjiosed to insure mixture.

This original apparatus has an obvious eri'or in design, since the pressure of

the air in K varies as J/ is more or less raised above the water level in I" Air
is at first introduced at slightly liigher jiressure and relatively greater volume than

at the end of the experiment. The effect on the color of the tube was not marked,
but it was thought best to obviate it as follows. Retaining V with the new cock

16
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at h (not shown) leading to the phosphorus tniiu as above, the influx canal of V

was moditied by the addition of a lateral tube, h, with tlie wide stop-cock at c, and

a small one at d communicating with the outside air. The bucket was replaced by

an enormous Mariotte flask, M, of copper, having tlie tube if, within and an outlet

at q, joined by half-inch i-ubl)er hose to c. The pulley at^ is in action as Ijefore.

When the apparatus is in operation, the water pressure on Fis equivalent to the

difference of level between d and /. Hence the head is constant, e and d being

closed during influx. The gauge U, measures variations of this [)ressure. At the

end of the experiment, c and d are opened and M lowered, insuring rapid flow

when the stopper or valve at v is removed.

Fig. I.

—

Gasometer Train and Color Tube. Scale j'j.

Multiple. Scale \.

Fig. 2.—Influx Pipe with Ionizers in

In figure 2, three phosphorus tubes are used at once for purposes to be

explained below.

3. Results.—In making the observations, it was customary to observe the

thermometer T, for the temperature 6, and the steam gauge for the pressure, p, at

the Jet The volume V, of air flowing per minute out of the gasoraetei', was next

taken when the given color stated was clearly seen throughout the dust discharge

into C. All these results are given in the following table 1, where the volume
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j)t'r iiiiiiute iiece.ssary to protluce the full blue of the first onU'f is put equal to one

unit. The volume ratio for all the other colors is then the equivalent, in the .same

scale, of the numbers of particles necessary to produce them, provided that the air

passing through the phos[ihoius ionizer is discharged in the same state of saturation,

and there is uo other variation of the steam jet and color tube during the experiment.

The table also gives the volume in litres per minute in case of each standard blue

taken. As this datum is on the average of the order of .5 liters/ niiu., the

tabulated volumes F aie in a general way about twice the absolute mean volumes.

The use of the standard blue for reference is unavoidable, so long as the precise

conditions under which phosphorus emanates are not understood.

The recipiocal of the volume ratio V will vary as the bulk of the steam

globiile produced, supposing that the supersaturation which i)iecedes condensation

has remained constant. Thus there must be no change in the pressure of the

steam jet oi- in the tempei-ature of its environment. The cube root of the reciprocal

of the volume ratio might then be called the diametei- of the particle. It will be

shown below, however, that variations of d and 2> iii"« not of the importance

which one would attach to them at the outset.

The table consists of 4 parts of which the first is preliminary, the second at a

relatively high room temperature, promoting the occurrence of the browns of the

first order but giving very faint tints of the second order. The thii'd part at

relatively low room temperature (e) favois the second order of colors but termi-

nates in opaque of the first order. In the fourth part the air was taken from the

outside of the room and warmed in the steam drum. The last part is incidental.

Table I.

Each part of this table contains successive series of data obtained on ditt'eieut

days, as a rule. In all there are 23 series.

TABLE 1, PART I, PRELIMINARY.—COLOR AND RELATIVE NUMBER OF PAR-
TICLES. BLUE = " I." RELA TIVE BULK AND DIAMETER.

Color.
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PART \.— Continued.

19

Color.

Dark Violet..

Blue
Green-Yellow
Pale Purple .

.

Green ......
Blue
Dark Violet..

Pale Purple..

Violet-Blue ..

Opaque
Green
Pale Purple .

Pale Purple .

.

Pale Yellow .

Blue-Green .

Dark Violet .

Opaque

Pale Purple..

Yellow-Green
Blue-Green .

.

Dark Violet .

Opaque . . .

.

Pale Purple

.

Pale Vellow .

.

Blue-Green . .

Dark Blue. . .

Dark Violet .

Volume
Ratio,

Number.

1.40

.86

29
.1

1

.60

1. 00

1.70

.29

Bulk.

•71

1.16

3-45

9.10

1.67

1.00

•59

3-45

Diameter. P-

.89

'•OS

I-5'

2.og

1. 19
1.00

.84

'•5'

7.5 cm.

7.0

7 5

8.0

7-5

6.0

4.0

25

Series No.

'•3°

2.20

•54

• 14

• 77

•45

1.72

7.10

.92

•77

1.20

1.92

7-5 cm.

7^5

8.0

8.1

25'

•25

•33

.67

1.30

1.60

4.00

3-03

1.49

77
.62

159
1-45

1. 14
•92

•85

i.S cm.
i.o

i.o

1.0

1.0

24

•25

•37

•75

1.40

2.50

•25

•50

.62

1.00
1.60

4.00

2.70

•71

.40

4.00

2.00

1.60

1.00
.62

1.59

1-39

1. 10

.89

•74

'•59

1 .26

1.17

1.00

.85

1.5 cm.

1-5

'•5

•5
1-5

1-5

'5
1^5

'•5

1-5

26°

PART II.-COLORS AT RELATIVELY HIGH TEMPERATURES.

Yellow-Green , .

Blue (.40 1; = I

)

Violet

Yellow (muddy)
Yellow-Green .

.

Blue-Green ....

Blue (.43^=
Violet

Yellow (muddy)

Pale Yellow . .

.

Yellow-Green . .

Blue Green . . .

.

Blue (.48 t) = I

Violet

Violet-Opaque .

Yellow-Opaque

•43

1.00

1.60

9.00

•35

•54
1. 00

X.90

8.10

2-35

1. 00

.62

.1

1

2.86

185
T.OO

•S3
.12

27
.36

27
1.20

1.40

2.25

4.25

3^70

2.78

3-70
1.00

71
•45

24

1-32

1. 00

•85

.48

1.42

1-23

1.00

.81

49

1-55

1. 41

1-55

1.00

•89

76
.62

2.5 cm.

3-5

28"

29

4.0 cm.

4.5 era.

29
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Color.

Faint Purple- Yellow.

Green-Yellow
Blue-(ireen

Blue (.40,^== i).. .

Violet

Ojjaque-Violet

Yellow
Blue-Green

Green-Yellow. . .

.

Blue (.55,;;= ').

Opaque-Violet .

.

Opaque-Yellow .

Green

K.XI'KIMMKN'IV WITH lUMZED .\IK.

I'.'^RT \l.—Continued.

Volume
Ratio,

Number.

.22

•45

•55

I.oo

1.60

2.25

§•75

•50

Hulk.

4-54
2 22

1.82

I.oo

.62

•44

.1

1

2.00

Diameter.

1.66

• 3«
1.22

I.oo

•85

•76

•49
1.26

4.0 cm.

.27

I.oo

.85

3-45

•44

,v7o
I.oo

•54

.29

2.27

1-55

I.oo

.81

.66

'•32

29

5 cm. 3'

Series No.

Yellow-Green . .

.

Blue-Green
Blue (.45:;= I ).

Violet

Dark Blue
Yellow-Opaque .

Blue (.50 t= i).

Violet

Opaque-Yellow .

Yellow-White ...

Green
Blue (.45 ^
Violet

Yellow ....

!)•

Purple-Yellow .

.

Blue-Green
Dark Blue
Opaque-Violet .

.

Blue (.50 I
= i).

Violet

.44

•44

.89

'•55

1.07

4.60

2.27
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PART ni.— Continued.

21

Color.

Pale Violet

Yellow-Purple .

.

Yellow-Cxreen . . .

Blue

Dark Violet

Blue (.38 t= i)

Blue-Gray
Blue-Green
Faint Yellow .

.

Faint Purple .. . .

Pale Violet

Whitish Indigo.

.

Faint Purple . . . .

Yellow-Green . .

.

Blue
Violet . .

Blue (.50 - = 1)

Blue-Gray
Pale Yellow . . . .

Faint Purple . . . ,

Volume
Ratio,

Number.

•34

.48

.60

.87

1.27

1.00

1.00

•74

•S3

.42

•32

.19

15ulk.

2.94

2.0S

1.67

i-'5

79
1.00

l.cSg

8

3.12

5.26

.40

•5°

.90

i^3o

I.GO

.70

.40

.20

2.50

2.00

I.I I

•77

1.00

•43
2.50

5.00

Diameter.

'•43

1.28

1. 19
I -05

.92

1.00

1.00
1.1 I

1.23

133
1.46

1.74

1.36

1.26

1.04

.92

1.00

i^i3

1.36

1. 71

5 tm^

3 cm.

4

45
4

5

5^5

5

24

is"

Series No.

17

PART IV.—COLD AIR TAKEN FROM OUT.SIDE THE HOUSE AND WARMED.

Faint Purple
Green
Blue (i.oo t = i)...

Faint Purple

Purple-Yellow
Yellow
Yellow-Green
Blue-Green
Blue (.75,^ = i)^.

Violet

Blue
Green

Faint Yellow
Green
Blue (.60 t = i)...

Violet

Blue
Green
Faint Purple

Faint Purple-Yellow^

Green-Yellow
Blue-Green
Blue (.70 '-- = i)....

Violet-Blue

Opaque-Violet
Opaque-Yellow . . .

.

•45

•70

1.00

•47

•47

•59

.67

.80

1.07

1.60

•94

•71

•55

•83

1.00

1-33

1.00

.67

•50

.29

•43

.76

1.29

1-57

4.40

2.22

I 43

2.13

2.13

1.69

'•49

'•25

•93

.62

1.06

1. 41

1.82

1.20

1.00

•75

1.00

1.49

2.00

3^45

233
1.32

•77

.64

•23

T.30

113
I GO

29

29

19

14

g8

98

85
02

12

22

06
GG

91

00

14

26

5'

?,3

10

92
86

62

4 cm.

5 cm.

4^5

2.5 cm.

5-5

4

6.5 cm.

'9-5

'8-5

175

2(>.S
ii

25

19
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PART IV.—SUPPLEMENTARY DATA.

Color.

Pale Violet

Yellow
Green
Light Blue
Dark Blue (.50!;= i).

Violet

Opa(iue

Pale Violet

Green-Yellow . .

.

Blue-Green
Light Blue

Blue(.57;;;=i).

Violet

Dark Violet

Dull Yellow ....

Volume
Ratio.

.2.;

5-
.80

1.00

1.60

2.80

•30

•39

.40

•6S
1.00

1.27

1.46

4.75

Bulk.

417
1.92

' 9-

•-•5

1.00

.62

•36

3-33
2.56

2.50

J-54

1.00

79
.68

L>iameler.

1.61

1.24

1.24

1.08

1.00

85
7'

I.4V

1-37

1.36

115
1.00

•93
.ss

.6c

/•

5 cm- 24

27"

Series No.

23

i. Results Charted.— Some of these data are given in the accompanying

charts, figures 3 and 4, and the attempt is made to distinguish the different series

by different forms of dots. Part 2, made undei" the luost favoi-aide conditions and
giving the best residts, is marked by fidl dots; part 3 by open dots.

In the construction of these data, the vohimes per minute (on the average

a])(>ut twice tlie actual numbei' of liters/min.) of saturated phosphorus emanation

aie made the ordinates, cori-esponding to the colors given by the abscissas. To
have a scale in the latter case I took the thickness d, of air plates giving, on

normal incidence and transmitted light, the identical color in case of Newton's in-

terferences. In figure 3 the data are on a large scale, but reach only as far as

opaque. In figure 4 the whole curve and remaining data aie constructed on a

smaller scale, L/nt., denoting liters per minute. The two curves of figure 3 refer

respectively to lower and higher temperatures 6, or to the 2d and 3d parts of table I.

The latter is decidedly the better, showing some definiteness of a locus, quasi-hyper-

bolic in charactei'. The low-temperature data aie diffuse, due, I think, to the

weak and variable ionizing activity of phosphorus at low temperatures. During

the long period of olisei'vation there must have been some corrosion of the jet.

This is probably one of the chief reasons why the dust contents (lit./min.), corre-

sponding to- the standard blue, vary. In the second place, the air of the room

does not retain a fixed degree of purity.

5. T)i.'<ci(ss<ion.—In consulting these charts for practical 2)uriioses, curves ob-

tained in joining points of the same kind should alone be used, as the reasons for

the differences betw^een the series are naturally very complicated. In spite of all

care bestowed on the observations, they are insnfiicient to suggest the form of locus

with certainty. Their usefulness will therefore be confined to testing the theory

of the phenomenon when such a theory is forthcoming. In a general way the locu.s,

beginning with opaque and extending toward the right into the fainter secontl
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order of colors, is borizontally asym[)totic with its concavity upwai'd. Toward tlie

left of opaque the browns of the fii'st ordei- make a very I'apid ascent, suggesting

a vertical asymptote. If one is led to infer that the latter are due to the scatter-

in"- of fine particles set forth in Rayleigh's dynamics of the blue sky, whereas the

others are diffi'actions or intei'ferences (Clausius) of the more neai'ly regular

Figs. 3, 4.—Charts Showing the Relation ok the Relative Number of I'articles (Dust Contents)

TO THE Color Produced, E.xi'Ressed in Thicknesses (Air) of Newton's Interference Plates.

kind (i. e., cases where the particles oi' vesicles ai'e large enough to be subject to

the ordinary optical laws), the continuity of curve from either side of opaque is

baffling.

There is further difficulty in making a comparison of the data as a whole,

seeing that one arbitrary element must enter the work even if the jet action and the

ionizing intensity of the phosphorus remain constant ; for the velocity of the cur-

I'ent of^air entering the color tube at C for a given jet, varies with the foi-m and
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tlimensious (resistance to flow) of the influx tube. The dust density which actually

reaches tlie jet is determined Ijy a ratio of the volume of the air inflowingat 6", and

due to the action of the steam jet, and the volume of the charged air inflowing from

P, determined by the pressure of the aspirator. In this respect also must the api»a-

ratus be left unaltered if the data are to be compaiable. Hence, when the air is

taken from without the room in wintei', the rush of air through the cuK)i' tube

Fio. 5.

—

Chart Showing Margins of the Opaque Field in Terms of Air Temperature and Steam
Pressure. Fig. 6.

—

Chart Showinc. Margins of thf. Colored Fields in Terms of Temperature and
1'kf.ssure.

will be increased by the natural draught under which the air enters. As a result,

the dust content is diluted, caDt. par. This discre2«inc)' is quite observable, and the

colois show an uncertaint)' and flicker, due to bad mixtuie. Hence these results are

discarded in the chart. Again, the difl'erence between a warm and a colder room
implies a diiference in the ionizing activity of phosplioi-us.

G. Cohr MargiiiJi and Distrihutioii.—In endeavoring to find the effect of tem-

perature and. pressure on the disti'ibutiou of color in question, the diagram woi'ked
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out in Cba[)ter I. (§4) should be I'ecalled, as shown in the foi'egoiug figure 5. The
pressure temperature locus, whicli determines the margin of the opaque zone, is here

fully given, and it is probal)le that the colors must lie along parallel loci. In my
earlier memoir I found the equation d = AW CPi(p-B)m^ whei'e A — 9, (7= .013,

y»= .35, ^=43, expressed the opaque margin [)retty well, and this has been

drawn in the diagram. B is the height of the asym[)tote and {'p--B) to be taken

numerically.

In the following table 2, 1 have added some special results for the position of

the color curves in question, obtained from direct experiments made at diflferent

tempei'atures. These agree with the view stated pretty well, but are not as decisive

as one would wish, pt)ssibly because the actual tempeiviture at which the reaction

takes place is not given by the thermometer. The peculiar feature is the distribu-

tion of coloi's at 27°-28°, as seen in the chart, figure 6. All attempts to clear up

these discrepancies have thus far failed.

TABLE 2.—VARIATION OF COLOR WITH STEAM PRESSURE IN THE ABSENCE OF

ARTIFICIAL DUST.

Color.

Yellow
Brown-Yellow ,

Opaque
Violet

Blue
Blue-Green. .

.

Faint Yellow. .

Purple
Violet

White

Pressure.

70 cm.
40-50

40

3.3-35

3°
28-25
15-20
10

Temp. 27°-28°

Color.

White-Yellow . .

.

Orange
Brown
Violet

Blue

3°

Pressure.

100-95 cm.

90-70
65-60

55-50
50-40

Color.

Opaque
Violet

Blue
Gray-Blue
Faint Yellow, ...

Faint Purple. . .

.

V.

21

Pressure.

35 cm.

33
30
27

25
25-20

7. Effect of Steam Pressure.—The following table 3 gives data bearing on the

practical question as to how far pressure is to be kept constant in work like the

present. The unlooked for independence of the color obtained, considered as sub-

ject to the pressure actuating the steam jet, is very striking. Persistence of color

thnnifdiout wide variations of pressure (much wider than are incident to the inves-

tigations below) is the rule. The observation is capable of two explanations:

either the influx of air keeps pace with the additional steam supplied by the jet

when the pressui'e rises, or the color criterion is not a sensitive one, showing indis-

tino-uishable gradations for large valuations of dust contents, etc. Probably both

reasons apply. In the table L/m denotes the number of liters per minute of air

passed over phosphorus to produce the full blue in cpiestiou.
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TABLE 3. -DUST REQUIRED AT DIFFERENT PRESSURES TO PRODUCE A GIVEN

COLOR (BLUE) AT A CiIVEN TEMPERATURE, 21°.

Color. Lim

Blue
Blue
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TABLE s—VARIATION OF COLOR WITH TEMPERATURE AT A GIVEN PRESSURE.

Color.
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TABLE 6—COLORS COMPARKD LN RELATION TO DUST NEEDED, lU' SUMNLV-
TION OR RY DIMERENCE.

No. of influx

lubes.
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the latter being secured in any position by tlie snugly fitting screw at C. The

top of the spindle B is ground into the upper aperture of the body like an

ordinary screw valve, so that steam may be (juite shut oil' oi' supplied in any

reasonable volume at any pressure by turning the head ol' tiie spindle. The

bottom of the spindle receives the T-tube GEB\ the joint being ground so as

to admit of rotation of the spindle around the tube. Air charged with nuclei

Fig. 7.

—

Adjustable Nozzle for Steam Jet. Scale i. Fig.

Color Tube. Fig. 9.—Tubular Condenser for Ionized Gases.

8.

—

Gasometer Train and Modified

is conveyed through this tube, entering at F and coming from the identical

gasometer train and phosphorus tube already desci'ibed.

To obviate the danger of steam entering the tube, EF, and (puenching the

ionizer, a hollow nozzle, i>, is ground into the top of the spindle and removable

at pleasure. This iutioduces the dust at 1 cm. above the annular opening in

the jet, where the pressure excess is smaller. The nozzle does not otherwise

interfere with the action. Should water enter the tube E, it may be removed by

opening the stopper G.

The color tube as now modified is shown at (J, figure 8, the jet playing
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directly into the open end of the tube, which is telescoped (not shown) so that the

lowei" section may be I'aised to facilitate access to the Jet. The mirror for

illumination is at m, n being the observation window cleared through a, and e the

escape steam pipe.

The bottom of the spindle is joined by a thin tube, /, called absorption tube,

about 1 millimeter in diameter to the phosphorus ionizer, P, which here consists of a

tube about 30 cm. long and 1 cm. in diameter, charged in the manner described

above, i^is the screw stop-cock, D the desiccator, U the pressure gauge, (' the

volume flask, M the large Mariotte flask.

Figure 9 is a slender tubular condenser by which the absorption tube t may
be re[)laced for correlative electrical raeasui-ements. See Chapter 5.

11. liesults.—In table 7, I have given several series of results obtained

at different times. Different absorption tubes at t were u.sed, and hence the

i-esults can only be compared by putting the volume of charged air producing

the standard blue equal to one unit. Variations betweeu the series necessarily

remain, because it is impossible to select the same shade of blue from a continuous

series. The pressure of the steam Jet is given under/*; 8 is the air temperature,

and dP the pressure excess in the volume flask in cm. of mercuiy. Reduction to

standard pressure and temperature is superfluous.

TABLE 7.—COLOR AND RELATIVE NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN CASE OF NEW
JET (AXIAL INFLUX). "BLUE"= i.

Color.
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12. Discmsion.—To turn first to table 7, it is seen that whereas in the earlier

work the dust contents needed to produce a blue field was })ut .5 liter pei' minute

on the average, the requirements here are as liigh as 2 lit./min. and not below 1.2

lit./min. On the average even three times as much dust is needed. This is a dis-

advantage of the lu'esent form of jet, inasmuch as the law of absor[)tion in the tube

t, Fig. 9, has now a fundamental bearing on the data obtained from the apparatus,

which will in many cases outweigh the convenience of stronger colors of the second

order. The jet, moreover, is not available for the capture of atmospheric nuclei.

Different pui-poses will thei'efore be subserved by the two forms of jet.

If these series of observations are examined individually as far as blue, they

will be found to lie on a line with somewhat less concavity upward than was the

Fig. io.—Chart Obtained with New Jet Corresponding to Figures 3 and 4.

case above. Their regularity, even for color eriteiia, is not as gi-eat as would be

anticipated, particulai'ly in the region of the second ordei' (right end of curve). As
the observations were taken on different days, it seems to me that the state of the

atmos[)here must impress itself upon these measurements, as the effect of atmos-

pheric nuclei would be largest on the right where the supi>ly of artificial nuclei is

smallest.

Compared with the preceding results (figure 3), the present series of data lie

quite within the same margins of values. Indeed, the results with the jet dusted in

the great variety.of ways from without, the nuclei being borne into the jet on a
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convection current often traversing many feet to meet it, and the results here, when
the active dust is at once introduced into the jet from ^vithin, are indistiiiiruishable

on the whole, provided the same color value (blue=l) be given to one of tlie colors.

The absolute volumes of charged air (liters/min.) evoking the coloi- may in different

experiments vaiy ovei' threefold. The reason for this, the absoi-ption" of the tube
t, figure 9, ^vill iippt-ar in the next chapter.



CHAITEK III.

TRANSMISSION OK THE IONIZED EMANATION OF PHOSPHORUS THROUGH AIR IN THE
ABSENCE OF AN ELECTRIC 1-TELD.

1. Introductory.—For reasons of both theoretical aud practical inipoi't, it is

next necessary to ascertain the precise conditions under which the phosphorus
nucleus vanishes on passing through tubes at a definite velocity ; oi' in general on

Fig. I.

^

T

>^

c

/'
r- ' ^

1

F

FjG. I.

—

Color Tube and Absorption Tube. Scale j'j.

being retained in any vessel or put in contact with any bai'i-ier in a definite way,
for a definite time. The experiments of the present paper thus I'elate to the

absoi'ption ' of condensation producing atmosphei'ic nuclei by surfaces or by sus-

pended particles. They show, I think, that such absorption takes place as thouo-h

each nucleus of a neai'ly saturated region travelled in the entiie absence of an

electric field, with a velocity of about 3 millims. per second ; or if it be put i-oughly

that -^ of the total number travel in a given cardinal direction, as though each

nucleus had a velocity of about a centim. per second.

'Cf. Phil. Magazine, (6), vol. II., p. 40, 1901 ; Am. Journ. Sci., (4), xi., p. 237, 1901 ; Science,

xi., p. I, 1900.

33
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2. Method and A])paiutus.—The method of experimentation has been indicated

in the juvcedini; chapter, and is based on color criteiia obtainable with the steam

jet. Here I need only recall that a current of moderately dry air is furnislied by a

gasometer train (Mariotte flask, volume flask, pressure gauge, dessicator) terminat-

ing in the fine screw stop-cock I*] figure 1. On opening the latter, this passes

throufjli the phosphorus tube P (containing pellets of phospliorus l)etween strips

of wire irauze), where it is highly charged with the ionized emanation. This satur-

ated air is conveyed into the color tube CO' (old pattei-u of which ;' is the simple

jet), through the absorption tube f, of the length, diameter, and material to be

examined. The tube t is sealed into 7', while the other end dips slightly into the

lateral influ.v j)ipe C', of the color tube. The arrangement of C (length, etc.), has

very little, if any, effect on the results, as was i)ointed out in my last pajier. The

draft due to J is sufficient to capture all the nuclei from the open end of the

absorption tube t, and the whole of it is impressed on the jet.

8. Jienidts for thin tnhe><.—To illustrate the method of work the chief <lata for

each tube are given in the following table. Other results are briefly summaiized

or expressed in the chart. Length, x, and radius, r, refers to the absorption tubing

employed. The volume ( F liters per minute) of charged air passing through P is

the amount needed to produce a definite color (full blue) in the field of the color

tube C. The velocity of the air current through t is given under v incentims. per

second. The constant h, in the final column, is the absorption velocity, computed

from the equation ^=2.65 ( V/rx) In ( V/ V^, where Fq is the volume in liters per

minute criving the identical blue color when the absorption tube t, is removed, and

the phosphorus tube conveys its contents directly into C. The other data (/>, the

pressure of the steam issuing from the jet, always low, and 6, the temperature of

the air at influx, measured by the thermometer T), are of little immediate interest.

Their variations are not important.

In most cases, many observations (often four or five) were made for each tube

leno-th, X, in each series given, the difficulty being to select the same standard l)lue.

Tiie table contains only the mean values.

T.\BLE I. ABSORPTION OF PHOSPHORUS DUST IN TUBES.
DL\MKTER, 2 ;• = .64 cm. / = 4 cm. = 26°.

GR.JkY RUBBER.
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TABLE 1 (C(;«/////m/).—ABSORPTION OF PHOSPHORUS DUST IN TUBES. BROWN
(PURE) RUBBER. DIAMETER, .35 cm. / = 5-7 cin. 6 = 24°.

Length.
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TABLE I (Co»/inufJ).—ABSORVTlON OF PHOSPHORUS DUST IN TUBES. GLASS.
DIAMETER, .26-32 cm. ^=7-10 cm. O—if.
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per second aud was deteiiiiiued by tlie time it takes the dust, suddenly injected into

one end of the tube, to show itself at the other end by coloring the steam jet. The
phosphorus emanation {V liters per minute) was introduced into tlu; current at dis-

tances 150 aud 1500 centims., respectively, from the jet, as the data show. The
table gives the series chronologically. The velocity is here com])uted from k —
(rv/2 (x^')) In ( P/ V'), where tlie volumes V aud P correspond to the tub.-

lengths X and x'.

TABLE 3.—ABSORPTION OF PHOSPHORUS DUST IN TUBES. TIN DRAhN-
PIPE. DIAMETER s cm. / = 4 cm. d = 28°.
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5. Woil-iiig hypothesis.— lu the eiKleavor to fi-ame at least a woi-kiiis^ h)--

potliesis for tliese })henoiiiena, two jtossible occuiTeiice.s aie prominent: the tiist of

these is tlie decay uf the i)article so far as its activity in producing condensation is

concerned. This may be due to growth and loss of charge, to the action of ordinary

dust particles floating in the air, or any similar cause whatever. It constitutes a loss

wifhin the ionized medium itself. The second relates to the motion of the ionized

particle, whether stimulated by an electric field, or a diffusion gradient, or not,

occuiiiug in the latter case as a mere ionic velocity. Since electric field is absent.

^% ^-
I #K

Fir.. 3.

—

Chart Showing the Relative Nu.mder of Particles (Ordi-
NATEs, Dust-Contents in Liters Per Minute) Needed to Produce Full
Blue for Different Lengths (Aiiscissas) and Diameters of the Ahsorption
Tubes.

it would at the outset be natural to treat the motion as a case of diffusion and due
to a concentration gradient. It seems haidly piobable, however, that in a swift-

moving, turbulent current of aii', diffusion can be recognized. I have theiefore

thought it best to I'egard the nucleus as moving with a definite velocity /•, indepen-

dent of direction and (for a given class of experiments) independent of concentra-

tion. So circumstanced the swarm of nuclei are transferred by the air current. As
tlie nucleus impinges ujion but does not rebound from a bairier, I' may still be
regarded as an e.vtei-nal ditYusiou coefficient, corresponding to the constant in New-
ton's law of cooling.
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ti. Oompntatinth for saturated emanMlon.—Let -Zc, figure 2, be tbe thickness

ui' ;iii iiiiinitesiraal right section of the absoi])tioii tube of radius r, traversed at

velocity v by an air current charged with nuclei. Let n be the

uunil)er jier cubic centim., and h the number absorbed per square ^
centim. per second, if n = 1. Hence h is the absoiption velocity S - ^^

discussed. If, as in cases considered elsewhere, the absorption tube

—

T

2r;

were a condenser with the field acting radially outward (Chapter V.), §'

I- would be replaced by UeE/{R^-E^), where e is the wpiivalent ''"- = -r'>A™AM.

charge of an electron, U the velocity of the ions relatively to each other,

l-J/iB.T—R^) the potential gradient, R-^ being the a.vial and Jl.y the circum-

ferential radius of the conden.ser. I mention this here for future let'erence.

Let h' be the numbei' of particles decaying by mutual destruction, etc., per

cubic centim. per second, if )h = 1, so that h'?i- is the number vanishing for the den-

sity of distribution ii.

Hence the number of particles accumulating [ter second in the element is

— 7rr'^v(dn/dx)<l(V^' the number absorbed per second by the walls of the tube, hi2

TTi'iIx; the number decaying [)er second within the e\en\%x\i, h'ti-T-r'^dx. Thus
— (y/^') (dn/dx) = 'ikn/h'r + //''. This equation is iutegrable in finite form, and

putting OTo as the concentration at a?o, the equation becomes w = 2/?"rto/(£^''''"-^°''''''"

{2h -\- h'rn^^— h'nif). The direct discussion of this equation is cumbersome. Its

bearing on the present results is best shown by evaluating the two s[)ecial cases in

which h' = 0, and h = 0, I'espectively. The former case is incompatible with the

observations and may be dismissed. See § 9.

7. Case of ahsorption without decay.—Let, then, ^''^ 0, so that decay within

the element from any causes whatever is absent.' The only loss of nuclei is at the

surface of the absorption tube.- Hence, n = Wot '"'-'"", if v^o is tbe concentration at

a-Q = 0, i. e., in the absence of the absorption tube. But v = 1000 V/60-n-r^, if V
liters per minute produce the velocity v centims./sec. Hence, » = ^i, e

"'^''•^'''•^^^

The total number of nuclei injected into the color tube is thus n V. Let these pro-

duce the fiducial clear blue field. In the same manner let n' V' nuclei produce the

same field when the dimensions of the absorption tube are r' and x\ and the air

passing V liters per minute. Then, since n V— n' V, Ve -*-/-«5'' _ y ^-ir-.'/..6sy'^

If Fo be the volume pei' minute when the tube length is «' = and the field the

identical blue,

k=2.65{J7rx)ln{V/F,),

an equation from which the value of k, the velocity of the nucleus, is computed at

once in cm./sec, supposing decay (k') to be a vanishing quantity.

Waiving the more refined methods of the kinetic theory of gases, if but ^ of

all the nuclei wander in a given direction, the term expressing absorption of the

wall of the tube in the differential equation would be h(n/S)2Trrdx, or 7i/S replaces

k. Hence the data in the above tables should be inci'eased threefold to meet this

point of view, as stated in the first paragraph of this paper.

' More generally the decay is compensated by the production of new ions within the region by

collision.s, etc.
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Tilt* value of k is given for each series in the tables, computed from three

points of the observational data corresponding to ,7' = and the niaxiinuni and

mean len<,'ths. It will be noticed that l\ = .GO liter/miii is nearly the same for

all the al)Sorption tubes, as it shoukl be for initiallj- saturated air, and has beeu so

taken. From the value of k found for each tul)e I then computed the corresponding

curves, these being given in the last columns of table 1. The computed curves are

constructed in the chart, figure 3, to show the distiibution of the observations with

respect to them. The agreement is throughout sur[)rising]y good ; it would lie im-

possible to get a better interpretation of the observations in view of tiie difficulty

of color e.xperiments. If we compare the nuclear velocities I; with tlie ladii of the

absorption tubes, with which they were obtained, we find that they vary for the

wide tubes (gray rubber and lead) as much as for the narrower tubes (lead, pure

i-ubber, and glass). Hence k must be regarded inde|)endent of r, and the variations

found are observational ei'rors.

I c(mcluiie, therefore, that the proposititm which considers decay (k') to be

relativelv and virtually negligible and the absorption effect of the tubes of velocity

I; or an ionic velocity Si; to be real, is one of great (nobability. The whole ionized

rei^ion is under volume expanding stress, much like an osmotic [)ressure.

8. Cainpiitution for diluted emanation.—The case of the wide tubes of tin

plate (2/* = 5 cm.) is different in character, for here the different lengths correspond

to different initial densities, ti„ and n\, while the ladius of the tube and the velocity

of the air current are the same. One may assume that the initial densities are to

each other as the liters per minute ( V) of air saturated with phosphorus emanation

put into the tube at distances ,r and x' from the jet. Thus njn\^= V/V', and

therefore I = (rv/2(.v - x')) In ( T/ V). Since >t/2(x - x') is about .093, the vol-

ume ratio V/ V' should be between 15 and 20. The observed values rarely exceed

2, often falling much below this. The coefficients k are thus too small as com-

pared with the jireceding set.

It is interesting to compare tlie degree of dilution here with the above cases.

The volume of saturated air added rarely exceeded 1 or 2 liters/min. The volume

of air traversing the tul)e and due to the jet is 120 liters/min. The dilution is thus

from 50 to over inO. Tlip above cases of dilution with narrow tubes would be

given by >i//i„ = e
-*''->^'^ *5'

^ while in the tul)e. Otherwise, since n„ V„ = n V for a

given color, the chart gives 7i/n„ at once. The range of values does not exceed 11

(irray rubber), the other maxima being 7 (lead, rubber), 4 (lead, glass), terminating

with 1. Hence the orders of dilution in the two experiments are very different.

The results foi' the tin tube are naturally much less certain because the colors

become dull after the dust has passed through great lengths (50 ft.) of tube, or they

rticker, and because v is not easily found. Still the preservative (pialities of dilu-

tion are undeniable, and my observations again lead me to disbelieve that diffusion

witiiiii this wide, eddying current (tested), can be in question. Ignoring it, it seems

most probable to conclude with others (J.J. Thomson, Rutherford, Townsend) that

new ions are being continually reproduced by collisions. From the present experi-

ments with wide tubes it would then follow, that when the ionized air is markedly
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diluted, the new ions produced are in excess of the old. From this one may argue

that their velocity must diminish. Admitting the delicate nature of this specula-

tion, it is certain, unless I have misunderstood the observations with wide tubes,

slow currents, and weak ionization, Jc here in all my experiments has never ex-

ceeded \ and often fallen below -^ of the very definite values for small bore tubes,

swift air currents, and nearly saturated ionization.

9. Oase of decay without absorption.—It will be interesting to contrast with

this, the second special case in which ^=0, and h' is alone significant. Here, in brief,

the diminution of nuclei is due to decay while sojourning in the tube. If in the

narrow tubes the destruction of nuclei were merely the result of decay due to their

mutual reaction, then the time of their sojourn within the tubes, *'. e.,(x—x^/v, should

be of paramount importance, apart from the diameter of the tubes. The differen-

tial equation foi' this case becomes on integration, \/n — \/n^ = {k'/v) (x — x^), or

n/n., — 1/(1 +-t;'«o (x/v)), if n„ coi-responds to x^ = 0. Since v = 1000 F/7r60?'^ —
5.30 V/r^, and since 7i V=n„ V^,

y-y, 5-3° y.
h'=

y«nn

80 that k' cannot be found absolutely in this way.

Moreover since for a given tube of i-adius, r, the i-atio ( V— V„) /x is very nearly

constant for the larger values of T^, /t' vai'ies nearly as I^and is not theiefore a con-

stant. The equation for k' may be otherwise written ^'=(( V— Va)/x) {v/n^ V^), so

that (k'rv' being the number of particles decaying per cubic centimeter per second)

k' varies with the velocity of the ionized air current through the absorption tube,

roughly speaking.

I conclude that an explanation in terms of decay alone is inapplicable, and

even with modifications inferior to the explanation (^'= 0) given above.



CHAPTER IV.

THE TRANSMISSION OF THE IONIZED EXHALATIONS OF PHOSPHORUS THROTJOH AIR AND

OTHER MEDIA, IN THE PRESENCE OF AN ELECTRIC FIELD.

TRANSMISSION THROUGH AIR.

1. Object and plan.—The experiments of the present chapter' are made with

an electrical method. They relate to the upparant decay of the ionization produced

l>y phosphorus, in the lapse of time, for fixed distances apart of the condenser plates;

to the transmission of the ionization through layers of air and other media and bar-

riers. They are thus preliminary to the subsequent experiments, in which the con-

denser and the color tul)e are combined and the coincident effects interpreted. I

hope moreover to decide whether a form of radiation from phosphorus is pi-esumable

or whether the case is merely that of an ionized gas exhaled by the slowly oxidizing

body. I shall venture to treat the results in a simple and direct manner, in older

to present them more consistently wath my earlier chapter on the same suV)ject, in

which the attempt was made to arrive at the ion velocity of the phosphorus emana-

tion by anon-electrical method and therefore in the absence of an electrical field.

Finally I want in particular to ascei'tain whether by giving less piominence to the

decay of ions by mutual destruction within the element of volume, or otherwise, the

phenomena may not be equally well explained.

2. Apparatus and method.—To turn first to the behavior of phosjihorus in

contributing in the lapse of time to the discharge of a simple air condenser whose

plates are at fixed distances apart, the following experiments were made; In

figure 1, 2)., is a water l)attery of 48 volts, permanently charging the quadivints of

an Elliott electrometer, one of w^jich is always earthed and controlled by the

switch, S^. Bj is a storage battery (20 cells suffice) one pole of which is kept

earthed as determined by the switch aS'j, to be closed momentarily on charging.

The other terminal charges the two condensers in parallel, 3f, JV, in the electro-

meter and C, 1\ for the ionization experiment. The plates M and P are also pei-

manently earthed. ^Vconununicates in the usual manner with the needle of the

' Scienct, XI, p. 201, 1900; XIII, p. 501, 1901; Physical Rnnav, X, p. 257, 1900; and the cur-

rent numbers of the Phil. Ma^. The ionization of the phosphorus emanation was known to

Matteuci and has been studied since by Neccari. It was rediscovered by Bidwell {Nature, Dec,

p. 212, 1893). Cf. Nature, LV, pp. 6, 125, 155, 1897; also XLIX, p. 363, 1894. I believe I was

the first lo point out its remarkable activity in producing condensation, and the substance is

specially interesting to me because of this property. Cf. Bulletin No. 12, U.S. Weather Bureau,

Washington, 1895,

42
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^B,

electrometer, whicli is thus at the same potential as the plate C. P is a i)hosphoru8

grid, consisting of two sheets of wire gauze placed close together facing each other,

so that between them discs of phosphorus may be secured. As the air has free

access to P on all sides, the medium between C and /' is heavily charged with

phosphorus "dust." The

essential precautious to be

pi-eserved in work of this

kind have been given else-

where. Barriers ai'e placed

for examination between C
and P, quite out of contact

with the former plate.

The arrangement of

condenser selected is thus

essentially one in which the

air at P is saturated with

phosphorus emanation at

all times. On passing from

P to C this saturation is

reduced, depending on the ^TTTnTOkT
distance apart of the plates. Kx(l '

'

' I ' '^ ' '

The actual form of the con-

denser is shown in figure 2,

where i? is a hard rubber

base on which the plates 6'

P, are supi)orted on metal-

lic feet at a distance x apart.

They are secured by spring

terminals, a, h, adjusted by

clamp screws. The charg-

ing key has been drawn in

diagram in figure 1, where

a, h, are parallel insulated metallic rods, trunnioned at c, d, and there put to earth

and connected with the condensers, respectively. The terminals of the charging

circuit are e and/. The level's are either top heavy or controlled by spi'ings to the

effect that contact with one side or the other is always made unless broken by

special adjustment. It is frequently difficult to keep these keys fi'ee from leakage,

so that simple devices are sometimes to be preferred.

3. Co)nputation.—The com[)utation of the present results of discharge may be

made in the usual way. The curves are obviously nearly exponential. In other

words, initially, ^dV^cVcU, (/ F being the loss of potential in the time dt when

the potential difference of the plates is F, and c being a constant. Thus cF is

proportional to the cui'i'ent flowing l)etween the [)lates and F= F^f^'''-. The

constant c occurring in this equation has for the present either the meaning of

Fig. 7.

H ^
Fig. 2.

r
B

Fig. I.—Diagram of the Condenser and the Electrometer in

Parallel. Fig. 2,—Sectional Elevation of the Condenser. Scale,

1/6. Fig. 7.—Diagram.
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—{d V/dt)/ Vov—{dQ/<Jt)/Q, where Q is the charge of the one condenser plate, the

other being kept at zero. The justification of this t'({uation is at hand: Let n be

the number of ions available,^ the average charge of each, ^^their relativ • veh)city,

X the distance apart of the condenser plates of area A, for the potential difference

V. Then —{dQ/dt)= U ( V/x)ne=—G (d V/dt), where C is the cajiacity of the

condensers conjointly, (ilQ/dt) being the ciii-i-ent, all taken per square cm. Hence,

if for brevity A/cx=^\, —(dV/dt)/ V=: JJne^c. It will be convenient to express

the data in terms of common logarithms, wherefore c'=—logf (^1 V/dt)/ V will be

given and V=^ F^IO""'', and c'= Unelogj^^cloge.

4. Data as to ageing of tlie ionizer.—The first question at issue, is the behavior

of phosphorus itself, the object being to throw light on its persistence as an ionizing

agent in the lapse of time, change of temperature, etc. The following tables show
results. The leakage of the condenser was observed in the lapse of time, the

appaiatus being charged at successive intervals but not otherwise interfered with.

The constant c' (varying with n the number of ions per cubic centim.) was
found for each two minutes after charging. Plate distances of 1 and 3 centims.

occur in the tables.

TABLK -DECAY OF IONIZING ACTIVITY OF PHOSPHORUS.

Distance
apart of

plates.
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These data are summarized in the followinii^ table, for the tliree series of

results in hand. The limit of sensitiveness of the electrometer was about equiva-

lent to 8 c '= .002. The largest values of c' observed were of the oi'der of .500.

TABLE 2.—SUMMARY. DECAY OF IONIZING ACTIVITY OF PHOSPHORUS.

Distance

apart of

plates.
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TABLE 3.—EFFECT OF TEMTERATURE ON THE IONIZING AC ITVITY OF
PHOSPHORUS. DIFF. POIENTIAL, 60 VOLTS.

OF PLATES, 3 cm.

DISTANCE APART

Remarks.
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reproduced by a simple geometric progression. Tliis miglit plausibly be ascribed to

the waning activity of the phosphorus itself, for o' is necessarily a quantity decreas-

ing in the lapse of time with the number of particles per cub. cm. supplied.

Compatibly with the direct experiments just discussed, however, the cause is

probably incidental.

•200

450

050

45 go 80 lOOmin TIO 140 160 160 ZOOmin

l^ig

_.c

UTemp

X' 0"

Temp

20°

Fig 3 -Chart Showing the Ageing of the Ionizer. Fig. 4.-Chart Showing the

EFFECT OF Temperature on the Activity of the Ionizer. Fig. 5.-Fall ok Potential in the

Lapse of Time for Different Distances of the Condensk.r Plates, Fig. G.-Computed Curve

AND Observed Values of c'= - (dV/dt)/V.loge, for Different Distances apart, x, of the

Condenser Plates.
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TABLE 5 — SHOWING THE INSUFFICIENCY OF A SIMPLE GEOMETRIC
PROGRESSION.
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time for whicli it holds. If the process is repeated to get the ratio of increments
Sc and St of the values just found, the rates 6c/dt. of the table follow. These are

practically constant in the same series but differ widely in successive series, i. e.

varying with c'. Let the mean c' of each I'atio be found as in the table. Then if

dc'/St be computed, a result is obtained which though iioi fully independent of c' is

I'estricted to nari'ow limits. Thus in place of the above equation there follows (per

unit of c, A, and x, as above) a double exponential law,

F„ ^'^0*-

expressing that some independent cause has for the time 7' been decreasing the

number of particles at the rate r. If c corresponds to 6' as n cori'esponds to N, C/c—
20vriog.;_ The last column shows the values of 6' found in this way. Compared
with c they are constant enough to plausibly suggest some independent cause of

decay attributable to the source.

8. Effect of distance between condenser lylates.— I come now to the main
pui'pose of the present paper, namely, to find and to explain the decrease of the

leakage, t', of the condenser when the plates are separated. This is equivalent to

finding the change of «, the number of jiai-ticles 2)er cubic ceutim. with the distance

between the condenser plates. The farther away the ions move normally from the

condenser plate the fewer will have survived, whether this be due to mutual de-

struction or other decay oi- to the escape of particles laterally out of the condenser.

Table 6 gives the distance apart, ;r, of the condenser plates, the current time

(date), and the interval, t, elapsed since charging, together with the voltages, V
(potential difference of the condenser), corresponding. The constant c' is comp)uted

from 1"=: T'^,10"'''', for the time, /, given in minutes. The last column contains the

values, T", computed from v . The fall of potential for the dift'ei'ent distances, a", is

shown in the chart, figure 5.

TABLE 6.—RATES OF DISCHARGE FOR DIFFERENT DISTANCES BETWEEN PAR-

ALLEL PLATES, WHEN ONE PLATE (GRATING) IS THE SOURCE OF
PHOSPHORUS EMANATION. PLATES 14 CM. SQUARE. V -V,io-'=''.
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( Table 6 cmilinueti.)
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To iuteri)i'et tbe above I'esults 1 will sin)pose as a first trial, that c' = c' KY"^,
where c' = n Ue{A/e.v)\og^ as given above. The folio wiiia; table is a sumtiiary of
completed series of e.xperinients computed in this way, the value of d in the 3d
column being taken at once from the preceding table 6. It will be noticed, how-
ever, that the value of c' at x =1.7 cm. has fallen off considerably during the course
of the e.\periment. Its probable value at the successive times and x = 1.7 is given
under <". For any values of x, the observed value, c', is then to l)e referred to the
value (" (./ — 1.7 cm.), corrected for the apparent decreased intensity of the phos-
phoric ionization above referi-ed to. These computed values (f ai'e given in table

7, as well as the values & (colunui 5) reduced in terms of them.

T.ABLE 7.—TRANSMISSION OF THE PHOSPHORUS EMANAIION JN AIR.
SUMMARY 10" "•

; (? = .25 ; c' X / i »/>>»

Distance apart.
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TABLE 8.—SUMMARY : / = c' „ /( i + dx); c / c „ = «/«„ ;
,'„ .too ; /'

;

.88.

V.
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Then if C is the effectiv^e ciipacity of tlie condenser, U the relative velocity of the

ions to each other, e the charge of each,

—

- {d V/dt) = AU Vne/Cx = A UVn^e/Cx s
"^^^

when the above value of », is inserted.

Now in the data of table 7 the leakage of the condenser was computed as

V= Q FlO~''', which when substituted in the last equation gives on reduction

<:' = (A Un^e/C\n 10) (\/x e "•'•'), remembering that c' i-efers to minutes.

12. Constants Comjnited.—This equation may now be tested with the corrected

values (corrected foi' loss of potency of the ionizer in the lapse of time) of f' in

table 7 as related to x, figure G, the distance apart of the plates. These com))utations

are made in the following table by choosing the constant /t'= A TJn^e/Qi In 10) so

that the first observations (c' = .200 and x = 1.7) coucide. There is no smoothing.

TABLE 9.—VALUE OF A'
Cln lo

; -[dVldt)IV=c'\n lo ; /

I'lates.
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1-4. EU'drolytic mechanism.—If, instead of Z7= 1 cm/sec foi- the field i>f 1

volt per c-eiitiiii., the absorptiou velocity found in tlie preceding chajjter as 3 A; =
.'J cm. (approximately) were taken, the number /*„ would be of about the same ov-

der. In such a case however, from the implied absence of an electric field, a

si)ecial mechanism of electrolysis is in (piestion. The following is the point of view

taken :

Let k (replacing 3 k) be the ion velocity of the phosphoric "dust " particle,

normallv to a charged wall. A, figure 7. The prism of charged air, figure 7, which

reaches ^i will, fur any appreciable length in the direction of k, be at an average

potential zero, and its successive layers will on the average shoAV no charge,

although saturated with the ionized agency stated. Considei'ed non-statistically,

however, the individual sections at molecular distances apart must convey im-

mensely different chaiges successively, the distribution of charge or of potential on

successive sections following a law something like Maxwell's, for instance, in the

kinetic theory of gases. To deal \vith the problem in this broad foini woidd make

it needlessly cumbersome, without conducing to the present purposes. It seems

possible to obviate the question of distribution somewhat as follows :

Suppose the distribution of potential in the direction X; is enormously variable,

as compared with the potential of ^J, in such a ^vay as to give preference neither to

positive nor to negative values. A will lose charge if its potential is instanta-

neously greater than that of the section which meets it; it will receive charge in the

o})posite case. A at potential zero, therefore, neither receives nor loses charge, since

the number of sections reaching A carry e(pial and opposed charges in like distribu-

tion. If tiie charge on .1 is positive, tiicrc must be fewer layers which impart

charge to A, and more layers which witlidraw it than in the pi'eceding case, since

the average charge on the layers is still zero. Thus ^1 will be discharged in the

lapse of time and this more rapitUy as its potential giadient, V/x, is higher. Pre-

cisely th<' leverse will happen if A is negatively charged. Hence to avoid the law

of distribution specified, I sup}iose that the charge per square ceutim. on ^1 is rela-

tively so small, that if it is increased ii times, there will be n times more layers to

discharge it under like conditions than in the initial case. In other words, I

regard the charge on A small enough to correspond to a linear element of the law

of distribution of charges along the length of the prism, k. The rate of discharge

of A is then taken pi-oportional to V/x.

If 11 is the total number of ions per cubic ceutim., and t proportional to the

average charge (positive or negative) carried by each, Akiie is the total (piantity of

free electricity of both kinds promiscuously carried to A per second. Thus kne is

the equivalent of conductivity. The rate of discharge of A is thus —di^/dt =
( V/x^fAkiU'. where the constant of proportionality is contained in e. Tiie [mtential

of the charged plate of area, A, the other beim: earthed, is therefore V-= V^t -""•"/(^^

in the lapse of time after charging to the initial potential, F,,, I iMin-- the capacity

of the comlen.ser.

The conveyance of charge into the ionize<l region would be similarly explained,

viitually in the way of Clausius. Through any interface in the ionized region two
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such prisms may be imagiued travelling iu opposite directions. Tliey ti'avel to .•ind

from a bouudary. The motion of the prism I is an abstraction, but "if I accentuate
it hei'e, I do so because in the present investigation with phosphoi'us it may run
closely imi'allel to the actual state of things. When the phosphorus grid is placed
on a smooth, clean surface, the i:>osition of the discs is soon marked by apparent
gi'ease spots due to deliquescing pho8[)horic oxide which has diffused aci'oss. Vir-
tually therefore an outgoing current originating in the phosphorus is continually
kept up, whether electricity is demousti'ably conveyed or not.

To summai'ize
:
Instead of operating with the velocity U{ V/x), I have used

the constant absorption velocity, I; found in the absence of an electric field.' There-
aftei' I have endeavored to account for the inevitable factor V/x, or d V/dx, by-

associating it with the conditions of discharge of the plate, A.
The only other explanation which I can suggest would be an hypothesis

whereby the ions in cei-tain cases like the present are released out of nuclei by the
pi'esence of a field. In fact, this is, bluntly, about the drift of the computations in

the above pai-agraphs, 8 and 9.

TRANSAtlSSTON TJIROUGII SOLID MEDIA.

15. Method.—The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to a number of

promiscuous experiments. I shall endeavor to ascertain whether the ionized parti-

cles exhaled l)y phosphoi-us are accompanied by some form of obscure I'adiatiou, or
whethei' the reaction is restricted to an oxidation the pi'oducts of which at first es-

cape in gaseous form. This is best done by placing barriers of thin material be-

tween the plates of the condenser, care being taken to 2)revent the nuclei from
passing around the bari-ier, yet allowing sufficient space for access of air. It was my
plan to fold sheets box-like around the phosphorus grid, kept at potential zero, so

that escape around the edge would I'ecpiire a passage of 8-10 centims. to reach the

other plate. This suffices, and the plates may then be placed quite closely together

on opposite sides of the barrier. Energetic action is secui'ed at a distance apart of

about 1 centim.

16. Hesults.—The results are given in the following tables, which will be in-

telligible at once, remembering that V= FolO"'^'', so thatc' varies as —{dV/dt)/ V.

The insulation of the condenser itself (absence of leakage when the phosphorus
grid is replaced by an ordinary plate) was frequently tested, often with the barriers

in place.

' Remembering that k is to be replaced by 3 k, if but J of all the ions travel in a given cardinal

direction, roughly speaking.
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TABLE lo— TR.ANSMISSION OK PHOSPHORUS DUST THROUGH liARRlERS.

EXAMPLES OF APPARENT TRANSMISSION, c v. d (logF)/-// a nkt.

f
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Barrier.
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made out. Usually not more than a few per cent, of the emanation will pass even

under favorable conditions. The large values found for writing and tissue papers

were not again obtained in many sui)sei[uent e.vperimeuts except in a single instance.

They may be errors, though carefid inspection of the results revealed none. It is

also possible that the emanation from phosphorus may be different in quality under

qualitatively different circumstances a|>art from intensity.

The general result obtained is thus definitely against any obscure radiation.

The emanation passes with great difficulty and loss in quasi-gaseous form even

through very tliin poious barriers. It is stopped by impervious media, however

thin. Oiled tissue paper cuts off the ions unconditionally. Negative leakages are

sometimes observed with such l)arriers as celluloid, due no doubt to static charges

produced by friction. One is also easily misled by conduction.

17. Effect of temperature, etc.—It was thought that temperature might possibly

have some discriminating influence on the charge in relation to its tendency to pass

through paper. The following experiments were made at low temperatures with

this quest in view.

T.\BLE 12.—TRAXS.MISSION AT LOW TEMPERATURES, 6 = ,2°.

Barrier.
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TA1U,E 13.—PROMISCUOUS RESULTS WITH BARRIERS.

Barrier.
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TABLE 14—NON-IONIZATION OF DUST FROM CONC. SULPHURIC ACID AND
AMMONIUM POLYSULPHIDE.

Remarks.



CHAPTER V.

SIMULTANEOUS ELECTRIC AND VOLUMETRIC GRADUATION OF THE COLOR TUBE.

1. The lyrohUm stated.—After graduating the color tube in terms of the volume

inilux })er second of air saturated with phosphorus emanation, it is next necessary

to investigate corresponding data for the degree of ionization of air as related to

the color effect. Indeed both graduations may be made simultaneously by passing

a known volume of saturated air per second through a suitably constructed tul)ular

condenser, and observing coincident values of the electrical leakage of the latter

and the color of the enclosed steam jet. Clearly the colors of the tube will each

correspond to a definite electrical curient passing through the condenser. More-

over, while the volumetric equivalent of a given color is dependent on the degree

of saturation of the phosphorus emanation conveyed by the current of air, the

electric equivalent should be independent of it. The final graduation cannot at

once be carried out, however; for in the case of the color tube constructed and used

as below, the nuclei are injected into the air current maintained by the steam jet.

An arbitraiy element is thus introduced, and the results will only be comparable

when all observations refer to a tube the action of which has been left quite undis-

turbed. True, thei'e seems to be no objection to putting a vane anemometer into

the influx pipe (enlarged) of the color tube, in which case the arbitiary factor

would be specified ; and othei' methods of eliminating the factor will be indicated,

but the data following refer to the earlier methods of experiment.

2. Apparatus.—In figure 1, CC' is the color tube, with the jet j, the ther-

mometer T, and the influx pipe C", bent for convenience. KL is the tubular con-

denser, consisting as shown in detail in figure 2, of a brass tube (/, .6 centira. in

internal diameter and effectively 50 ceutims. long, surrounding a steel rod a, .318

centim. in diameter, coaxially. Rod and tube are separated symmetrically through-

out by the short hard-rul)ber tubes, I, at each end, fitting over the rod and within

the tube, snugly. Thus the cylindiical shell (air space) is but .141 centim. thick

and 50 centim. long, and the condenser is adapted to bring to bear a high potential

gi-adient (the shell of aii' being as thin as admissible in consideration of flexure)

along a considei'able length of air column conveying phosphorus nuclei. The out-

side of the condenser (figure 1) is permanently put to earth, while the rod inside is

in metallic connection with the electrometer needle, as suggested in the figure at E.

A suitable key is added (see figure 1, Chapter IV., at S 1) in order to conveniently

charge the rod. Upwards of 300 volts were applied. Notwithstanding its slender

dimensions, no difficulty attended the use of the condenser.

61
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The air from a gasometer train after pjissiijg tlie desiccator {U) and the stop-

cock i'" is charge<l with imclei liy tlie ioiii/-er y, containing pellets of phosphorus

between strips of wire gauze. It then traverses the condenser LK, and thence

enters the color tube. The gasometer has already been descril)ed (figure 1, Chapter

11.), where M is a large Mariotte Hask, Fthe volume Hask, U the pressure gauge,

D the desiccatoi-.

3. MetJuxl and results.—The method of observation was as follows : the two
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Disposition or Color Tiihk, Coxdicnser, Electrometkr, and Gasometer Train. Scale ,'„.

Fii;. 2—TiHULAR Condenser Slightly Enlarged.

sets of data to be ol)taine(l, viz., the readings at the v'olume flask and at the electrom-

eter, were taken in consecutive minutes, the stopcock /' having been previously

adjusted to show any desired color in the steam tube. From observations at 15

seconds apart at the gasometer flask, I obtained two sets of results toi' the discharge

of air per second, the pressure of the jet (/>), the temperature of the inflowing air

(0, by the thermometer 7' in the figure), the pressure of the air in T' and its

temperature.

Meanwhile the condensei' li.id lieen charged to its full potential, and after

breakin<rthe char^inLC circuit, the leakage of the electrometer wasobserved each 15

seconds. This furnished two sets of data for the initial electric current.
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The experiments with the train of apparatus described usually progressed

smoothly. The data are given in table 1, wliieh is divided into three parts, refer-

ring respectively to the steam jet, the gasometer (volume conveyed per minute,

F, being the essential datum), and the electrometer. It was thought superfluous

to reduce the air volumes to normal conditions as the fluctuations of pressure (pres-

sure excess, ^>) and temperature {6} are I'elatively insignificant in view of the vari-

ability of the ionizei'. Vov the steam jet, the [)ressure, ^;, and teraperatui'e, 0, are

also practically constant (See Chai)ter II). Relatively to the electrometer series, the

two initial potential differences, E, are given as obtained immediately after, and 15

seconds after charging. These are needed in the reductions. The potential in

these e.xperiments usually begins with about 40 volts. The table also contains the

value of jE/£J', for observations half a minute apart, two of these being available

for each color as speciHed. The curi'ent was computed as follows : For a very

short time after charging the fall of potential is ajipieciably logarithmic. Hence,

E/E' = lO"-*"-''' may be assumed, where ^and E' are the potential differences at

the times t and /', in minutes, and x a constant for a given color in the tulie.

Hence — G{dE/dt) = CEx .In 10 = i, if O is the aggregate capacity of the electrom-

eter and the condenser, and / the current flowing radially thi'ough it. Since log

{E/E') = —x(t-t'), or —X = dlogE/sf, the table furnishes these data with E, to

compute i relatively, and it was thought superfluous to supply the factor (Cln 10)/60,

sharply. Its estimated value is about 230/60, as the combined capacity of the elec-

trometer (60 cm.)and the condenser (39 cm.) is about 99 cm., roughly. This would

make 6'= 1.1/10'" farads and the factor (6'ln 10)/60 = 4.2/10'-. The table shows

a few of the values of i, in amperes.

TABLE I.—COINCIDENT REGISTRY OF THE GASOMETER, ELECTROMETER, AND
COLOR TUBE.

Steam Jet.
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Steam Jei.
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question an additional and specially severe test as follows, showing that only an

insignificant part of the nnclei 2>resent take pai't in the convection of electricity

radially across the condenser.

The question is as yet an open one, whether, after all, the condensation may
not be promoted by a distinct set of nuclei from those which conv^ey the electric

current. The two, however, must iu the same series be produced propoi'tionally to

each other, the nuclei being later stages of growth or clusters of ions, or produced

iu other ways one from another, for instance. The factor may vary in different series.

The observations were made by looking down the color tube, figure 1, through

the window «, after adjustment had been made at F' iov a given color and then

Fig. 3.

"0
I 2 12301 Z0l2i

Fig. 3.

—

Simultaneous Values of the Electric Conduction, and Volumes per Minute of the

NEARLY Saturated Emanation Traversing the Condenser.

alternately charging and discharging the condense)-. For potential differences of

60, 150, and 300 volts and for all available colors, not a trace of color fluctuation in

the steam tube was to be observed, due to charge or discharge. A slight turn at

i^ immediately changes the tint.

The result admits of quantitative expression. From the chart it appears that

color differences of .06 lit/min (blue = 1) can certainly be detected. This

amounts in the blue region to 6^ of the total number of nuclei entering. The

[)oteutial gi-adient was 300/.141 = 2100 volts/ceutim. Hence even in this strong

field the total number of nuclei is still overwhelmingly large as compared with the

number conveying current, unless different nuclei discharge the divers functions.

5. Remarhs on the olservafiotis.—On the other hand, however, the cui-i'ent

varies with the number of nuclei i)resent, no matter how small the relative quantity

actually promoting electric conduction. This is well shown in the chart, figure 3

;

also in figure 4, which both graphically reproduce table 1. The radial electrical

currents or their equivalents, x, are given as ordinates, the corresi)onding volumes

per minute ( V) of the air passing longitudinally through the condenser, as abscissas.

The lelation of saturated volumes per minute longitudinally, and coulombs per

second radially is thus apparent for the 2d and -Ith series.
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The curves, figure 3, contain all the data iu hand, the different series of

observations being distinguished by lines in different positions. Each seiies con-

forms pretty closely to a straight line, but these lines differ in iiidination for the dif-

ferent series. The colors cori'es[»ouding to the observations are also added in a

suggestive way. Their real positions are not the same in all series, electrically, but

they are so voluuietrically.

The two most nearly satisfactory series of observations are given in the chart,

figure 4. The curve is iu both instances clearly linear. It is noteworthy that the

colore I'eferred to volumes of charged air per minute (abscissas, V) are again in

agreement, whereas the electrometer data referred to the same color ' differ. Some

(
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second, as the result of mutual destruction * or otherwise. Let v be the longitudinal

velocity of the current of air within the tube conve^-ing the emanation through the

condenser, eventually to discharge it into the color tube. Finally let Vj and y\, l)e

the internal and external radii of the condenser. Consider the element of volume

between the two right sections of the condenser, c//, apart. The accumulation

within the element is — 7r(/'| — r^) v (dn/dl) dl ; the loss by decay within the ele-

ment is per second h'/i^n (^r'i — r^^) dd ; the absorption at the walls (internal and

external) of the element is per second kn.27r (/'^ + '"i
) dd- Hence in the stationary

condition, —v{dn/dl) = l'')i'^ -\-2nh/{r^—r^). This e(piation is integrable in finite

form. To determine the constant of integration let n^^ be the saturation at the

right section l^^ of the condenser. Then

2hnjn = (21 + /•'/., (^'^-'-i)
).«*<'-'.''"<'•-'•'' -k'n,(r,-r^),

an equation containing n in terms of the variable I and the pai'ameters, k, k', n^,

V, ?',, y,, /(,. If /', = and /'g = /•, the equation in Chapter III. is again deduced.

7. Decay u/nored.—I will now continue in the manner usual in this memoir

and write h' = 0. Then n = H.^yg^wf-zj/ccr,-*-,)^ where /^„ is the mimber of particles

at the right section /^ of the condenser, and ii. the number at /. Thus /i depends

essentially on h and is not, as in the preceding and following chaptei's, independent

of it. Moreover h is to be replaced by .'5^ as ali'eady intimated, the latter being

nearly identical in numerical value with ?/of the next paragraph.

8. Infect of an electric field.—Supposing this number of particles to be actually

conveying electric current, oi', from a diffei-ent point of view, supposing that one ion

is separated in case of the phosphoi'us emanation from each of these nuclei by the

stress of the electric field, the current may be found as usual. Oi- the other theory

developed in my last pai)er may l)e applied, remembering that the effect of the

presence or absence of the electric field on the number of nuclei is inappreciable as

demonstrated by the color tube.

Let E be the difference of potential of the faces of the condenser (potential

of the inner rod since the metallic envelope is continually earthed), JJ the velocity

of the positive ions relative to the negative ions in the unit field, Q the charge of

the condenser, its capacity. Then the chai'ge per second at the element dl is

2tt EUne (r, +?',) dl/ii'^ — r^) in consequence of radial conduction across the

ionized air space. The total loss of charge per second is dQ/dt = CdE/dt, whence

«'=-'•') J lo ^

If now the value of n = n^ ^-^((-^oV'Xr.-r.) j^g^ f^uud for k' = is inserted and the

integration completed, the result will be

- (dE/dt)/E^ '''''+l''a''"'' (1 - f
-2*=<'-'«'/^«-=-'-'').

It is next necessary to evaluate the velocity v (cm/sec) in terms of the volume V
(litres/minute), taken out of the gasometer and passed through the condenser into the

color tube. Since V 1000/60 = n: ('r| -rf ) v, the datum V if inserted into the last

equation reduces it eventually to,

' Note that if decay is absent, ions may be supposed to be separated out of the nuclei by the

stress of an electric field and not to occur in the absence of the field.
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- ((lE/dt)/E= Jj;':^ (1 - f
-««>^^'-'o)(r, + r.,/P)

..!• - {dE/dt)/E= KV{\ - f'-^/''), where K= 16.7 UenJhC{r^ - /,)

and L = .376 h (l-I,,) C/-, + /\).

V). yiii/urical comparison.—Case of ^ = 1c.—Instead of computing tlif cnnvnt

/ = C {<IE/dt), I have considered it pi'eferable to deduce

- {dE/dt)/E= - In 10 <y(log E)/6i = In 10 x/m,

in i)aiagra])h 4, table 1, seeing that /' there is referred to minutes: for this result is

almost at once given V)y the observations. Thus ./' ^ KV ( 1 —e -'-/'') x GO x log f.

Oil consulting the chart, figure 8, however, a/Kis seen to be constant in one and

the same series, to the extent in which the observations are trustworthy. Hence

finally x/ V= 26 K (l — f
-'- ') is the convenient quantity ' for a general .survey.

Moreover it will at the outset be expedient to assume U = k, for the saturated

emanation, where C^, the ion velocity in the unit field, may be taken as 1.5

centim./sec, and where k is eiiuivaleiit to 3^', admitting I'oughly that n/'3 ions

travel in a given cardinal direction. In my second paper ^=.9 cm/sec was directly

found in the absence of an electric field for the emanation iiof quite saturated how-

ever. In my first paper I gave experimental evidence showing that / may be

looked upon as decreasing \vith the degree of saturation 7i. Indeed it will appear

presently that if U = k, \t makes little difference within certain limits what its

al)solute value is; for in such a case it practically vanishes from the equation.

Thus either of the values given for ZZand foi- I will suffice for the discussion, and

in the absence of detailed knowledge as to the nature of the phosphorus emanation,

whether ionized air or not, the stated premise is a convenience.

Hence the following values make up the constants /iTaud L:
U^ k = 1.5 cm/sec, ^g - r^ =z .14 cm, ^—

^o
^^ ^^ ^™'

E= 40 volts, '•2+'"i = -46 cm, C= 1.1/10'" farads,

e = 2.3/1 0-'»
(J. J. Thomson)",

«y = 4 X 10^ (J. J. Thomson ; together these values follow also from the

present sei'ies of experiments, but fi'om different hypotheses). Thus

26 K= 434 X 16.7 X 2.3 X lO"'-' X 4 x lO'/l.l X lO"'" x .14 = .260,

since Z7= k cancels out

;

L = .376 X 1.5 X 50 X .46 =: 13.0.

The following table is thus computed from // V==: 26/i'(l— f
-'-"')

:

V 1 2 3 4 5 litres/minute

x/V= .26x1.00 .26X1.00 .26 X .99 .26 X .96 .26x93
= .26 =.26 =.257 =.250 =.242

Hence within the limits of observation (F" <4 litres 'mi n), x/ V is appreciably

linear, compatibly with the evidence of the four series contained in the chart,

fifjure 3.

10. Slopes of the loci.—The slope, x/ V, of the computed values is, however, in

every case definitely above the slopes found by experiment, wiiidi as taken from

the chart are,

' 26 A' = 434 Uen^/kC (r, — ^, ). The electric conductions, x. might have been left referring to

minutes, like the volumes V, but for convenience in other computations.
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Series 1, x/ r= .13, Series 3, x/ V = .10,

Series 2, x/ V= .12, Series 4, «/ K= .16.

Quantitatively, therefore, the assumption (7 = I makes the computed data of a;/ V

from 1.6 to 2.6 times too large. To improve this result one would thus have to

wi'ite U'<k Now since there is evidence in my second paper that h decreases as

the degree of dilution increases, and since I- when experimentally (f/</fc) found

comes out smaller than the value assumed for U, this inference is not tenable, k

bein" simply the absorpti(ni velocity for the average concentration in the tube.

Again U> k, though presumable from the earliei- work, is strongly negatived here.

Moi-eover the vai'iability of the slopes x/ V, observed for the different series, 1

to 4, clearly with an inherent cause since the slope for a given series is determinate,

is additional evidence in this direction.

In a color tube left entirely without disturbance, the color must depend on

Vn, the total nunibei- of nuclei entrapped. Thus the color may be reckoned

as Vn = V)i. s"-^''. The same color should appear if Fw = F'/i' = const., if the

saturation decreases as the volume supplied increases. The ratio of the electric cur-

rent in the condenser or preferably the conduction, x, of the ionized medium to the

color constant is thus x/ Vn = 434 Ue (e^"'-l)/(7/?</'3 -rJ, which is independent

of the initial saturation 7?o
but varies with V. Thus, although two volumes,

Fand F, produce the same color ( Vn = Fy<^'),they will nevertheless correspond

to diffei'ent conductions, x. Hence the variable slopes of figure 3 for the different

seiies. There, is however, an outstanding difiiculty requiring further observation

for singularly enough the volumes alone appear to determine the coloi's in the chart

rather than the (piantities T"/i.

Solid conductions and other leakages were not found in the tests made, in

quantity to be menacing.

11. The number of partides.—The probable explanation of the discrepancy

(leaving the ratio U/km abeyance) is that the value n^ = 4 X 10'» inserted is too

large ; for the emanation within the condenser is not saturated to begin with. Tt

enters and leaves unavoidably from a certain length of influx tubulure, c in figure 2,

insuring absorption at the outset. Unfortunately my notes do not supply the

details T)f adjustment, as I did not suspect their importance at the time. But if

they did the loss at the elbow at both ends of the condenser would remain as a

vague but definite cause of ion dissipation.

On the other hand the value of //„ which the observations demand is easily

computed from the observed values of x/ V = 2QK, nearly, and from these very

satisfactory inferences may be drawn.

Solving therefore,

^ _ (.x/V)kC(r,-r,
i

"0 434 Ue

where as before Z7= /I" may be assumed for orientation.

The extreme values of x/ F experimentally obtained were, x/ V= .10 in series

3, and x/ F= .16 in series 4. Hence the values n, = 1.5 X 10^ and «„ = 2.4 X 10*

are computed for these extremes. Recalling that 4 X 10' is the number of particles

per cubic ceutim. inferied for complete saturation, and that n, is the number at the
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initial section of the condenser contiguous to the hard-rubber plug, where many

ions must alivadv have vanipihed by abs<>r|itioii. I hold the value of ;/,, stated to be

in reasonable accord with the theory sketched in §g (j-S and throughout the course

of the present chapters.

1 1'. Origin of h.—With me the belief is gradually gaining ground, and will be

further qualified in my next chapter with spherical condensers, that the absorption

velocity k is a constant, irrespective of dilution, and that the evidence to the con-

trary ol)tained in my second pajter with very mde absorption tubes (2 inches in

diameter) must Ije otherwise inter[)i'eted. These results were at the outset not

very satisfactory, and one may reach other conclusions than the immediate ones

there stated. In speculating on the origin of l\ considered as a nuclear constant

one is confronted with this question : If the nucleus is larger than the molecule, as

I believe it is, it will with increasing size be more liable to the bombardment of a

number of molecules at the same time, pi-omiscuously in all directions, whereas the

molecules themselves collide singly ; therefore, how large must a nucleus be made in

order that the molecular velocity of, say, 485 metei's/second may sink to the value of

only about 1 centimeter/second both as the result of increased inertia and of the

increasingly unfavorable conditions of bombardment?



CHAPTER VI.

THE BEHAVIOR OF THE IONIZED PHOSPHORUS EMANATION AS THE DIELECTRIC IN

SPHERICAL CONDENSERS.

1.—lu the preceding chapters it was assumed that the conditions could be so

chosen (swift air currents, highly active ionizer, etc.), that the decay of the ioniza-

tion might be temporarily disregarded. Such an assumption is naturally precarious,

y^'WK

Figs, i, 2.—Spherical Condensers. Fics. 3 to 15.—Charts Showing Successive Electrometer Deflec-

tions (s), AND their Derivatives, in the Lapse of Time (/), for Different Radii (j?) of the Condensers.

and the following series of experiments are planned with particular reference to the

factor ignored. Accordingly a closed spherical conden.ser was installed, with its

outer surface put to earth and its inner (concentric) surface, always very small, in

71
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contact with the charged electrometer. The intervening space was suitably ionized

liy a small piece of phosphorus, about as large as a split pea, suspended at tlie center.

From such a condenser no ions can escape ; it therefore offers greater theoretical

simplicity than the plate condenser as discussed in Chai)ter IV., while the two dis-

criminatiiig variables, radius R and voltage V, may be changed at will. Practically,

however, the experiments are very difficult not only because of the baffling iriegu-

larity of the ionizer, but because it is not easy to lead a charge to oi- from the

Figs. 3 to 15.—Charts Showing Successive Electrometer Deflections (s), and their Derivatives, in the

Lapse of Time (/), for Different Radii (R) of the Condensers. A'M, = A'</(logr)/n'/.

center, without conduction. Nevertheless the results as a whole show, I think, that

decay due to the mutual destruction of ions is virtually absent in the saturated

emanation, and that increased dilution effectively generates new ions.

2. Apptu-afiis.—A series of Konigs resonators seemed very suitable for the

present purposes, since they were at hand in a large range of diameters, and figure

1 shows the original adjustment. Ji is the biass lesouator ; B the curl of wire

making the inner sui-face of the condenser, and supporting the piece of phosphorus
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P; C'is ail insulutiiig glass tube '<SKi ocutims. lung, tlii'ougli which the charge is con-

veyed by the wire uh^ to be dissipated iu the condenser. The tube (7 is grasped by

the hard-rubber sheath F. 11 is thus in contact with the electrometer, and the

capacity of the latter (about 90 cm.) is always lai'ge as compared with the con-

denser (negligible here and less than 1 cm. in the experiments below). D is a

perfoi'ated copper plate closing the condenser and ]>utting it to earth at K.

3. [iitrodaclor;! observations.—The early experimtiuts made with this a[i[iaratus

(Resonatoi', K6, diameter 27^= 8.6) ai'e given in figure 3, and they seemed to indi-

cate a linear relation of potential and time at least within the first 7 minutes.

This constant current was not appreciably modified by stoi>pingthe lower tulndure

of the resonator with cotton (removed stoppei', cui-ve 5), nor after vigorously airing

it out (2, 4) ; neither is tlieie any marked change of current even after 30 niiuutes

(2, 3). The figure also shows the degree of insulation (" Ins.") attained. The

currents (rates) expressed in scale pai'ts and seconds would here be .01.

This interesting result was not, however, borne out by longer i)eriods of

observation (20 minutes), as shown in figure 4. Mai'ked cuivature is now in

evidence wdiich does not seem I'eferable to conduction leakage. Moi'eover the conduc-

tion decreases in succeeding curves, apparently indicating a diminution of the ion-

ization due to the phosphorus. The initial rates or cuiTents are, roughly, .015, .013,

.012, respectively, for the same condenser. Possibly the activity of phosphorus

may be quenched l)y its own emanation in the lapse of time, but the discre[)ancy is

liable to be thermal.

A systematic series of experiments was now carried thiough with receivers

ramdnir in diameter from 2R—'?> to 2it= 23 centims., as detailed in table 1 and by
*"* •••11'

the charts figures 5 and 6. In all cases of figui'e 5, time {t) m minutes is the abscissa,

and the corresponding potential in scale parts {s) of the electrometer, (roughly, 8.4

sc. pts. are 40 volts), is the ordinate. The mean rate Ss/St is computed in the table

for the first 5 minutes of observation, using leadings made about one minute apart.

This curve is drawn in fligure 6 where the abscissas ai-e diameters, 1R, in centims.

The same chart contains in its ui)per [lart the dependence of the quantity

d (log V)/I{dt on diametei', to be discussed below. In figure 5 the insulation

(" Ins.") of the apparatus is .shown.

TABLE I.—ELECTRIC LEAKAGE OF SPHERICAL CONDENSERS.

No.
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Tahlk I ( ii'iitinurJ)

No.
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The results of figure 6 are surprisingly irregular, seeing tliat some pains was

taken with the work, but tliey map out a grapli of an exponential character to

which diflfereut interpretations may be given. Either tliere is a decided falling oif

of the ionizing potency of [)hosphorus, or the ions are subject to a potential or a

concentration gradient, or tliey destroy eucli other in the lapse of time. These

cases will be discussed at length below. It will be noted that the room was quite

warm, nearly 30° C. at the place of experiment. This may account for the I'emai-k-

ably large conductions (tf.s'/rfO obtained in these experiments, as compared with

the data below. The difference between positive and negative chai'ges was not

tested.

4. Modifed apparatus.—-Before continuing the work it seemed advisable to

make trials to secure moi'e ])erfect insulation. It was found to be nearly perfect

without the condenser (current /=:.0010 sc. p.), but uncertain when the condenser

was installed (/=.0010, .0005, .0002). This is often too near the data themselves

(for K 6, /=.00(JO in extreme cases of smallness); but, since the cui-rentsare derived

from differences, the effect of the leak is reduced. No means were found for

I'emovino- it j)erfectly (paraffine, rubber, etc., wei-e tried in succession with no ad-

vantage), and a dry, clean glass stem (7, figure 1, held in i)laee by a wide hard-

rubber sheath F, seemed the best remedy.

Experiments were then tried to ascertain the difference Iwtween a condenser

closed as above and one left open for the stem to pass through, as shown in figure

2. Here the wire and ping attachment puts the outer surface to earth at E. The

closed condenser always introduced the larger leakage as shown for instance in the

"raphs ' fio-ure 7 for the given condenser K 6. Care was also to be taken to avoid

friction in manipulating the stem 0.

5. New observations.—Conformably with the experience gained tlie condenser

in the following experiments is left open above, as seen in figure 2, and is put to

earth at Ehy a brass plug wedged into the neck. The tube (J terminating in the

ball of yihosphorus is kept clean and dry, and extends to 30 centims. above the con-

denser. Unfortunately there is some escape of ions around the neck, and the access

of air here is a menace, but there seems to be no way out of the dilemma.

To estimate the loss of ionizing activity of the pliosi)horus pellicle, one of the

condensers (K 6 and K 4, I'espectively) was treated as a standai'd and observations

were made upon this before and after each of the observations of the other con-

densers. Table 2 ami the corresponding curves, figure 8, are obtained in this way.

The scheme adopted limited all observations to an interval of 5 minutes. Readings

were taken per minute, and by dividing them into 2 parts the rates 6s/6t were

obtained linearly from data 3 minutes apai't. The table also contains other constants

to be discussed below. In figure 8 the numerals attached to the curves show the

number of the condenser and the order of measurement.

Curiously K 6 shows a linear diminution of potential or constant current, while

in the other cases the currents usually fall oft". Again, the values of ds/St for K 6

' Curves marked " closed " were obtained before and after the curve marked " open." This

eliminates the fluctuations of the ionizer.
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TAHI.?: 2—ELECTRIC LEAKAGE OF SPHERICAL CONDENSERS. J\= 40 VOLTS.

I
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in the lapse of time, figure 9, first show :i decrease (.0049 to .0039), thereafter a

constant variation, finally actually an increase (.0039 to .0043). Hence the factors

which determine the activity of phusphorns are extremely complicated. Moreover,

if the observations for the other condeiist-rs are corrected hy the residts for K (j

(see talde 2, column 5), by putting the current for the latter .0050 throughout, the

new values show worse agreement than the oiigiiial values. It follows from

this that the method of correction proposed is not availal)le except as a sug-

gestion and that the discrepancies to be eliminated are not regular but temporary

fiuctuations.

TABLE 3.—ELECTRIC LE.\KAGE OF SPHERICAL CONDENSERS. F„ =40 VOLTS.

No., iJianieter, tic.
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No., diameter, etc.
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lai'ijer piece of pliosiilioriis than above. Tlie larger contleuser, K 4, is uow tbe

standard, admitting of easier adjustment. The graphs, figure 10, throw additional

light oil the results. Numerals on the curves show the order of measurement, etc.

Figure sIkavs the fluctuations of the standard, K 4, di.splaceJ .OU'2 in ordinate.

In taljle 4 the ionizing activity of phosphorus is exhibited when the condenser,

K 4, is left (piite without interference. A lenuirkable rise and fall is, as usual, ap-

parent, without disceinible cause. The curve is given in figure !), displaced .001

in ordinate. After this, the other condensers are again tested with the object of

seeming surticient data to at least roughly suggest the form of the locus.

2 mip
Figs. 3 to 15.— Charts Showing Successive Electrometer Deflections (s), and their Derivatives,

IN THE Lapse of Time (/), for Different Radii (A) of the Condensers. A'«,=:jt(/(logF)/<//.

7. Summanj.—In view of the fact that the ionizing potency of phosphorus

sometimes increases and at other times decreases, as it were, incidentally and sub-

ject to ai'bitrary conditions not easily made out, I have in the following table, 5,

summarized the uncorrected vahies of tlie currents, 6 f</s f, preferably to the cor-

rected values. The former, as has been stated, usually show greater regularity

than the latter, ujjon which the fluctuations of the standard condeu.sers have been

imposed.
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TABLE 4.—ELECTRIC LEAKAGE OF SPHERICAL CONDENSERS. Fo==4o VOLTS

No. Diameter,

etc.
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No. Diameter,
etc.
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The values so found nve then constructed in the chart, figui'e 11. It ai>[)ears

at once tliat the data as a whole, though investigated with care, still fail to lend

themselves for the nice discernment of the nature of the locus in a relation of cur-

I'eiit, 6!</(U, to the diameter 27? of the condenser. The results even of a single

series are not smooth. Indeed the exceptional positions of the I'esults for the

standard condensers, those of KG being abnormally high while those of K4 are low,

is perple.ving and has led me to suppose that some occult cause of variation has been

left undiscovered. The relation suggested is really sinuous. One is almost tempted

to infer that each condenser behaves as an individual, a conclusion for which I am

unable to assign ade(pKite rea.sons. The curve which has been put through the

observations was computed from (d V/dt)^^(E -\- a) — A, \n the way presently to

be explained.' The observations are in accord with it, in so far as they show an

increase of current at an acclerated rate as diameter decreases.

8. Worhivg Injpothesis.—The attempt must now be made to derive some theo-

retical conclusions from the experiments detailed in the above paragraphs. As

before let n be the number of particles or ions per cubic centim., so that n is the

concentration or density of distribution of the [thosphorus emanation. Let k be

the "absorption" velocity of the ion as defined in Chapter III., treated in the first

instance as independent of the potential, and of the concentration gradients. Let

h' be the coefficient of decay, so that h'rv' is the number of ions vanishing per cubic

centim., per second. Finally, let B be the extei-nal radius of the condenser, and

its effective capacity including that of the electrometer.

With regard to the electrical currents, let V be the potential at a distance r

from the center of the condenser whose external face is put to earth. Let U be

the ao-o-recate velocity of the ions in the unit electric field and e the chaige of each.

In all cases the observations are made when the flux is stationaiy, so that

dn/dt — 0, throughout for any shell. Moreover as shown above, the effect of a

potential gradient is but a negligible contribution to the number of ions which are

absorbed by the outer surface of the condenser.

To begin with the simplest cases, if the motion of the ion is entirely independent

Of d V/dr and n, the accuratdation in an elementaiy shell at a distance r from the cen-

ter will be 4 71 hd (;rn)/dr. dr, per second ; the decay i>er second, h'n~ 4 n r dr. Hence

d(^i^n)/dr = (kf/]^/rcr, or, if A is a constant, \/n=r{(h'/h)+Ar).
^

In the absence

of decay, l/A — nr, so that A is the reciprocal of the concentration re,, at a dis-

tance 1 from the center. If conduction were pi'omoted solely by the ions which

reach the external shell kei)t at V= 0, since the charge in this shell is per square

centim., edM/[E(k'/k + AR)], and its time of discharge dli/k, Cd V/df =

in keli/il'/k + AJi), In the absence of decay, h' = 0, and dV/di = 4:7tkenJC,

where «,, as stated, holds for r = 1. This case in which d V/dt = & s/6 t = const,

independent of the radius of the condenser, is effectually excluded by the obsei'va-

tions as given in figure 11. If, however, h deci-eases with concentration, for which

there is some evidence in Chapter III., the case is still open.

If h' is not zero, d V/dt =(4= nJce/C)ll/(k'/h E + ^)], so that the current

'Fis potential difference equivalent to s ; A and a are constants.
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incieixses u itli R whicli is not tulmissible. Neitlier of these cases is open to com-

putation and tliey are thus without immediate interest. Tliey may be treated in a

different manner, as already set fortii in Chapter IV., by inticxlucinrj the ion velocity

in the unit tield U, in place of the absoiption velocity k, and they then become

suggestive. If l/>.4 is replaced by m,, liie number of ions per cubic centimeter at

a distance of 1 centiin. from the center, the al)Ove concentration n at a distance r

niav be written, ii^/it = r[^(i''/k)i>
^
(1 — /) + '"]• If decay is ignored, the number

n = >'t/'^'
i^ i'^ otherwise clear, is independent of k also.

Now if the electric conduction is determined by the luimltci- of ions whicli

reach the external shell {r = R), -dQ/dt= - C'dV/dt = \n R' U{V/R)m.
It is understood that this number is not appreciably modified by the occurrence of

the fiehl so that when decay is absent (A;' = 0), /i = )i^/R~, as above deduced.

Hence, - {dV/dt)/V= - d{\\\ V)/dt ^UeUnJCR. Here the first member is

eipiivalent to —d(\\is)/dt, and is obtainable from the observations directly, AneU/C
is a constant, ?/j ex[)resses the apparent waning intensity of the phosphoric source

of ionization, and R is the e.vternal radius of the condenser. The equation, tiiere-

fore, admits of being tested. The integral of the equation found for the potential

gradient becomes V^ V^e -{i^eVn,;cR)t^ which is compatible with the data of tables

1-4. In these tables I have therefore inserted the (piantity, n
^
/\'= (4;r eZ7/6')«j,

com[)uted from — {d V/dt)/ V.R for each pair of values of .s- antl /, usually 3 minutes

or ISO seconds apart. The values ii^Kiwii given in terms of common logarithms

and seconds. Hence Rd{\n V)/dt=z 2.3 n^K.

9. Comparison of data.—The values so found, i.e., n^K = ^(/(log V)/dt, are

siiown graphically in figure 12, as ordinates' in terms of R as abscissas. Besides

the data of tables 2, 3, 4, I have added those of table 1 taken from figure i\. The
cui've here is apparently sinuous due to the abnormally high values of K (>,

and the abnormally low values of K 4, alluded to, both of which remain un-

explained. In the ab.sence of these there would be a rise of /' , A', of a grad-

ual character with increasing radius. Since in ')i^K, K is constant, this means

that I'clatively more ions ii^ are available at the lai-ger radii of the con-

den.ser.s, corresponding to weaker fields, than for smaller radii and correspondingly

stronger fields. But as there is no reason for excludinij K4 and IvC), and no su<"Tes-

tiou for the occurrence of the sinuous curve obtained, n , K must be resrarded as

increasing rapidly from the values foi- condensers of small I'adii, /• = 2 centim., but

reaching a practically constant result after the radius 4 centim. has been sui-

passed. On the whole therefore, the ilata, so lar as investigation lias been [mssible,

agree with the remarks made in §1, tliat the evidence in case of dilution is rather

in favor of an increased number of ions and that an occurrence of decay is not

manifest. This means more generally that whereas in the saturated emanation the

i(Uis are [Jioduced at lue same rate at which they decay, so that n is constant, in

the diluted emanaticm at a distance from the center (m = n^/r), the production is

in excess of the decay and conduction relatively too great.

Another method of tieatin<4 n, K \fi to refer it to streutrth of field. This, how-

' Common logarithms and seconds are used, R being as usual in cm.
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ever, iiijiy he done more julvantageuusly aftei' tlie data of tlie next section, in whicli

i2 is constant and V variable, have been sijnilaily broiiglit forward. Tlie values

for table 1, in which for highei' temperatures and i-emarkably stronger ionization,

the values n^/vahow a [)ractically linear and relatively rapid increase with 7/, must
be left without comment. Cf. fiirure (>.

10. C(fxe of (1ifusion.—The next case with a bearing on the piesent lesults and
desei'ving a statement is that of diffusion. Since liiit a small part of the ions are

utilized as electrical carriers, as repeatedly evidenced, the effect of curi-ent may be

neglected. This facilitates integration.

The motion is now subject to the concentration gi'adieut dii/<li\ and a new
constant is thus needed. Let a be the number of [)articles flowing across a stjuai'e

centira. per second when the gradient {dii/dr) is a unit. Thus a{dn./dr)/i). is the

velocity of the flux. If influx into the spherical element, drxlca, be positive, the accu-

mulation within the element is, per second at a given instant, ard'^^rv)/di^.drdoo.
The decay in the same element is k'n'drdai. Hent'e, if the effect of current is neg-

lected, d~(rv)/dr = k'lr/u./: This equation is not integrable in finite form, being

virtually y" = ^'[f/''- It is ecjuivalent to the series

y = C+ C'(r - a) + fi{CV2a){r - .,)' + fi{C/3a'){,rC - C/2){r - af +
where Cand C", a and /> are constants. Thus if a = /•

n = C/r + C'{r - R)/,- + hC'-{r - RY/iRr + bC{RC' - C/2){r - Ry/:,R'r +
If at r = R the concentration ii vanishes, oi' ii. = 0, then 6'= and

n - C'{r - R)/r + bC\r - RYh-Rr + /'(y?=C' - (C - RCj){r - RY/2 X T^R'r +
Hence, veiy near the surface the gi'adient is dit/dr =. C'li/r, and at the surface

d„/<lr = C'/R, so that C is negative. Thus uAn R' C'/R = i7ra OR is the number
of pai'ticles available per second, at the boundary, increasing with R^ while aC/nR
is their velocity, decreasing with R.

If all pai'ticles were here used to cany electric curi'ent {(l(^./dt), d(^/dt^
01 V/dt = 4:7taC'Re^ where 6" is negative. Hence the curi-eiit would be greater as

R increases and constant as to time which is not compatible with the observations

as a whole. Thus e must be an avei'age charge and a function of V/R, so that the

case does not admit of immediate numerical computation and is therefore of minor

intei'est in promoting the piesent inquiiy.

In the preceding instance the effect of current is ignoied. If this is not done

and the presence of current is a destruction of particles in each shell, the conditions

are as follows. The accumulation per second in the shell of radius /• will be

4i7Tard~(^ri!^/d/--.dr, the decay per second h'ir-^n r'~di\ the number per second de

stroyed by the current C(dV/dt)e.dr/R. Thus

d-(ni)/dr = k'r-;r/ar + C{dV/dt)/^TteaRr

or simply ?/"= (^''y
-f- ^'")/''- '^^^^ integral if obtained in a way similar to the

above gives

„ = A'(r-R)/r^k'{r~RY/x X 2/?/- + //(;- /?)72 X3^V+(/C".4'^y?=+ /&")(;•- i?)V3X4A'V

+
supposing that 7i = at / = R.
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HeiR-e, very near the surface, h = A'{r - R)/r-\-C\(l V/dt){r — Rf/HneaRr.
As ill the iireceding simpler instance tlie discussion of this case would be cuiul)er-

scuut; and out of line with the present mode of investit;ation. As neither case in

the light of the observations is suggestive, I shall here abandon both.

CIKRKNTS IN COXDENSEKS FOR SUCCPISSIVKLV V.MiYING I'OTENTIAI, DIl'l'EKENC'KS AND

FIXED ItADII.

11. x\]>puratuii and observations.—One important question as to the availability

of phosphorus as an ion [jroducer is the intensity of its action, or the number of ions

•OOi
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10 20 30 4.0 50 60 70 80 .qo

Firs. 3 to 15.—Charts Showing Successive Electrometer Deflectio.ns (s), and their Derivatives,

IN the Lai'se of Time (/), for Different Radii {K) of the Condensers. Kni=zJfd{\ogV)lilt.

produced per second in limiting cases. To make an estimate of this quality it suf-

fices to pass a current through the spherical condenser for gradually increasing

potential differences between the faces, in order to ascertain to what degree the

phenomenon fails to obey Ohm's law. In proportion as the numl)er of ions is

smaller relatively to the current transferred, the latter will fall short of its normal

value. It will reach a constant limit when all ions present are used as carriers of

electricity.
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TABLE 6.—RESULTS FOR CONDENSER K4 [D
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES.

= 13.0 cm.) FOR DIFFERENT
d = 25.8°.

V
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carrving phosphorus) being about 1 ceiitiiii. in (liameter. Potential differences Fas

lii^'h as 200 volts were applied, the external surface being put to earth. The cur-

rent is as usual, found from equi<listaiit observations separated by an interval of 3

minutes. A few test e.\j)eriments were made by repeating the earlier measurements

for 21 and 03 volts, but it was thought wisest not to attempt to correct the data

for the fluctuating ionizing activity of iihosphorus in the lapse of time, nor to

ass\ime curvature in the initial (/ = 0, nearly) contours of the curves. The graphs

for -s' and / (not shown) are in fact of this nature.

T.VBLE 7—RESULTS FOR CONDENSER K8 (Z>=6.9 cm.) FOR DIFFERENT
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES V. 0=26.8°.

r, Polenlial Diff.

Volts per cm.
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field, as contained in table 6. The gi'apli is obviously curved so that Ohm's law is

departed from, but the curvatuiv is snuiU, indicating a limit as yet a great way off.

12. Further data.—These results are now to be compared with similar data for

condensers respectively lai'ger and smaller in diameter. They are given in tables 7

and 8, the diameters chosen being 2/ii= 6.9 centims. for KS and 27?— 23.3 centims.

for K 2, respectively. The tables contain, besides the immediate results a and t, the

potential difference F^and the field, as well as the cnri'ents Sn/St, and the <piantity

n^K, computed as nsual.

TABl.K 8.—RESULTS FOR CONDENSER K 2 {D=27,.7, cm.) FOR DIFFERENT
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES V. ^=26.8°.

r. Potential Diff.

Voits per cm.
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l.S. Observationsfor constant V^^ andfor comitant R, compared.—I sliall now

einlt'iivnr to compare tlie datii of the two secti<ins, by referring tliein either to the

same radii or to the same electric fields. The latter uiethod. is preferable, not only

as yielding a greater range of data but because the values of the currents Ss/St

and of ?ij^iiave not yet been regarded in this light. To begin with the formei-,

figure 15 contains the values of 8x/6t varying with tiie fields as taken from the tables

2, 3, 4, in which V^fH varies by reason of varying It. These data, though vague,

lie within tlie limits marked by the curves R and R'. In the same chart, Fig. 15,

I iiave inserted the curve F, taken from figure 14, in which V^/R vaiies by reason

of varying F^,. It is the curve for K2 for which 7?=11.7 is largest, and thi- data

surest. The point of importance is clear at once : as the fields grow stronger the

curve 7*^ lies (piite above the curves R. If, therefore, high fields are produced by

diminishing the radius of the condensei-, the currents may be upwards of 10% or 30^

too small, both because of the escape of ions around the stem and of the access of

air. Indeed this state of things is not unexpected, inasmuch as the chief object of

the investigation with splierical condensers wjxs the avoidance of such losses of ions

as occur in plate condensers. Returning for additional consideration to figure 12,

it appears that the defiintely low data corresponding to the I'adii 2 and 3 centi-

meters are erroneously much too low, whence it follows that the probability of a

constant ?/, A^is enhanced.

The quantities next to be considered are the constants n^ K in relation to tin-

strength of field. This is done in figuie 13 for tlie case of the present section in

which potential F is varied directly while R is fixed. As the ol)servatii'ns must

here be considered individually, they ai'e maiked for each table by numerals show-

ing the order of serpience, and joined by straight lines. Turning first to the data

of table 6 for the inteiraediate size, R = 6.5 cm., it is seen at once that comjilicated

influences are at work, particularly in the case of low fieltls. The bfliavi'-r here is

not unlike ordinary galvanic polarization. Thus in the zigzag line 1 to 12, there

is successive partial exhaustion alternating witli partial recuperation of the conduc-

tivities. The observations 1 and 7 correspond to nearly the same field, for instance,

but with feuei' ions available in the latter case. If the fields are increasing, pro-

longed action decreases n^K; and vice versa for table 8. On the whole, m,^, as the

fields increase indefinitely, seems to decrease (table 7), reniembcrini; always that this

decrease is of an order which may be attrii)uted to the ionizer itself.

Finally if the data for n^ 7i and field strength as given in the tables 2, 3, 4, of

the last section, be graphically ivpresented, the results are (piite without suggestion

as to the character of the variation of // , K. in dillVrrnt fields. An average value of

this constant is oidy to be deduced.

14. Condnsion.— Contrary to my e.\pectation and in spite of the lal)or sj)ent

upon them, the results for s[)herical condenseis li.i\c not enal)l('d me to give a de-

cisive answer to the question at issue. The difficulty encountered and which occurs

here in accentuated form is the .same which has hanqiered me throughout the

present research, namely the elusive variability of the ionizer. Moreover, as the

conditions determining it exist immediattltj at the surface of the active phospliorus,
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I do not see how they are to be put under control
'

; inwrely keeping the air ai'ound

tlie pliospliorus at constant ten![)erature, etc., is not a sutlicient check on the behavior

of the surface itself.

In sevei-al respects, ueveitlieless, definite advances have been made. It has

been shown that the best results can be reached with large splierical condenseis

(say 20 centinis., or nioie, in diameter), in which changes of field are produced by

a|>plying laigei' potential differences while the ap[)aratus itself is left quite without

interference.

Finally to ascertain in how far the present experiments agree as a whole with

the results for plate contlensers, whei'e a theoretically different method is involved,

it suffices to compute the value of n^, the numbei' of particles per cubic centim. at

one centim. fiom the centei' of the condenser. Since «.j A'in figure 1 2 is of the order

of .001 2, oi' referred to natuial logarithms « ^ 7i'=.0028, and since K= /^n e U/C] if we

insert J. J. Thomson's value of e = 2.3/10'", and put U of the order of one centim.

per second, 6'= 67/10" as above, it follows that n^ — 6.5 X lO'*. Tliis result agrees

very well in order with the datum, « „ = 5.5 X 10^ as determined in Chapter IV. from

plate condensers by the totally diffei-ent method there [lUi'sued. It also agrees well

with the deductions of the last ch:ii)ter (V) obtained by still a different method.

Finally if U be put 1.5 cm/sec, the value for ionized air, // ^ =4.3 X 10^, the

value deduced by the English philosophers by a totally different process of

reasoning.

' In my recent experiments to be detailed elsewhere (Cf. American Journal Sci., (4), xii, pp.

328-346, 1901) considerable progress beyond the status given in the text is in evidence.
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Sl'MMAKY.

Willi tlie [ireseiil (.•li.-ipter 1 Inive given a systematic account oi tla- l)iilk. of

my Wink with tlie [ihosplioriis emanation, the purpose throughout being to map

out the plienomena in wliich I am interested, roughly and preliminarily to the

more rigorous study of the subject which I am now beginning. The results as a

whole are tributary to an investigation on the colors of chjudy condensation.

In endeavorin<»- to account for the data (tbtained it was my endeavor to follow

the established theory, but I fear that in the explanations given I have little by

little made a serious departure. If I had obtained but a single coincidence the

result wotd<l not have been noteworthy ;
but after finding data of a correct order of

values in all the experiments in spite of the variations of method, I have ventured

to think that more than a coincidence is in question. The theory which underlies

the series of papers is substantially this :

(1) From experiments made in tlie absence of an electrical field I inferred

that the nucleus has its own specific velocity and that this velocity is identical

with the mutual velocity of the corres|)onding ions' in the unit electrical field

(volt/centim.).

(2) The nucleus pi-oduced by phosphorus is larger than the air molecule and

both for this reason ami fi'om the fact that it receives promiscuous bombardment

of molecules simultaneously, its velocity is of the low order stated, being (say) less

than 1/300 that of the air molecule.

(3) It is not necessary to assume that the nucleus decays or vanishes a\ ithin

the ionized medium; the evidence is rather in favor of a iiumbei' of nuclei some-

what larger as the dilution increases.

(4) Whenever the nucleus coiues in contact with a barrier (solid or liquid)

it is absorl)ed or broken up. If the nucleus is ionized as in the case of the phos-

phorus emanation, the absorption is accompanied with the discharge of an

electron, as though the latter held the molecules of the nucleus together in a

cluster.

(5) The observations with plate condensers, tubular condensers, and sjiherical

condensers are satisfied by supposing the nuclear velocity k to be indejiendent of

the concentration or degree of saturation, //.

(6) The nuclear velocity is independent of the potential gradient. Instead

of putting I/. V/R for the velocity of the ion along the potential gradient V/R, I

have considered the velocity of the nucleus constant, and independent of V/R ;

while n, the number of nuclei capable of discharging the metallic terminal of a

field, varies as V/R.

' Since the velocity of the |)ositive relative to the negative ions is understood, the nuclear

velocity is roughly taken to he three limes the absorption velocity, as in this case one third of all

the nuclei may approximately be sujiposed to travel in a given cardinal direction. It should be

noticed, however, that if instead of 3, the factor 6, or preferably the probability factor 16 /w be

taken, the statements of the text would be accentuated. For since ^= -3 cm./sec, ^ X 16 / w =
1 . 5 cm. /sec, agreeing with the f/ of the text.
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(7) If for <?, the charge of a nucleus, J. J. Thomson's electron be taken
;

if the

velocity of the nucleus is of the same order as the velocity of the ion in the unit

electrical field ; then the number of nuclei iii tlie saturated phosphorus emanation

ao'rees with J. J. Thomson's value for the number of ions in ionized air.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

In tlie present investigation, on the "Structure of the Nucleus," the author

answers certain practical questions suggested by the last memoir (Experiments

with Ionized Air, in Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. XXIX, 1901),

in relation to phosphoi-us wlien used as a source of nuclei ; /. e., of extremely small

particles tending to precipitate water from moist air, when this is suddenly cooled.

It is, however, the chief aim of the memoir to throw light on the phenomena con-

nected with the presence of nuclei in air, by aid of the coronas or color rings seen

in such air when its moisture is condensed and deposited on the nuclei and a

distant source of light is looked at through the turbid medium. As these coronas

occur in great variety and size, they lend themselves for measurement when other

means fail. A systematic study is thei'efore made at the outset of the number of

particles corresponding to all well-defined members of the sequence of coronas

obtained under known conditions of supersaturated air. The numbers run from

less than 100 to upwards of 50,000 per cubic centimeter.

The results are then applied in an endeavor to find the velocity of the nucleus

by non-electrical methods, l)otli of a direct and an indirect kind, utilizing the fact

that if nuclei leave the medium, the coronas obtained under like conditions must

change correspondingly. Throughout the latter i)art of the investigation the

nuclei are purposely produced in the simplest manner possible, by shaking solutions

in air; but in the course of the investigation the author reaches conclusions which

seem to show that the solutioual nucleus is of nuich broader meteorological signifi-

cance in its bearing on atmospheric condensation and electi-icity, than has. hereto-

fore been anticipated. It appears that in an unbounded region of the atmosphere

saturated with watei", this nucleus must be a peisistent structure. This he finds

is strikingly apparent even when the air is saturated with very volatile liquids

othei' than water.

In C(mclusion the author points out that the size of the nucleus must vary

with the medium in which it is suspended and that water nuclei, in particular,

will depend for their dimensions on the meteorological status of the atmosphere.
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Fiually the importance of conelating this variation of nm-lear diameter with the

fclectrioal activity of the water nucleus is insisted on, with a view to its possible

application to atmospheric electricity.

In accordance with the rule adopted by the Smithsonian Institution, the work

has been submitted foi- examination to a Committee consisting of Professor Wilder

D. Bancroft, of Cornell University, and Professor Edgar F. Smith, of the University

of Pennsylvania, and, having been recommended for publication, it is herewith

presente<l in the series of Contributions to Knowledge.

S. P. LANGLEY,
SECRETARY.

Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, January, 1903.



PREFACE

The present meinoii' is .-i coiitinuiitioii ul' my work of 1893 (U. 8. Weather

Bureau, Bulletin 12), and with less al)ru[)t transition, of the ExperiimnU with Ion-

ized Air, published iu ^Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. XXIX, in 1901.

Several outstanding questions in the latter volume have been answered.

Thus in Chapter I, the nucleation and the ionization emanating from ]ihos[)hoius

are contrasted in their relation to temperature. The results which a[)pear, viz.,

that the nucleation begins at a definite temperature (about l;}") with a maximum

of intensity while the ionization increases more gradually to reach a maximum

later at about 20"; moi'eover that moisture, while unfavorable to nucleation, pro-

motes ionization ; these results explain much of the baffling variability of the

phosphoi'us ionizer with which in the volume cited, and particularly in the case of

experiments with spherical condensers, I made vain endeavors to contend. The

reason why the i-ate of electrical leakage and the rate at which nucleated air flows

throu"h a tubular condenser are linear functions of each other but with a different

coefficient in different series of experiments, is also apparent with other results of

minor interest.

Having determined to approach the question of nucleation by a new method

in this volume, viz., through the measurement of the coronas' of cloud particles, it

seemed imperative to undertake a detailed investigation of the whole i)heuomenon

of coionas, at the outset, insofar as it would contribute to these experiments. By

no other means, to my knowledge, is the magnificence of coronal disjilay so ap-

proachable in its entii-ety, as when evoked by cloud particles of identical diameter,

variable at i)leasure. The colors of cloudy condensation may be classified into

three groups: The first includes the normal coi'onas (as I shall call them) due to

relatively large particles. They are all chai'acterized by a centi'al white disc and

there are no axial colors. The second class includes coronas due to relatively small

particles; the centi-al disc is colored, and as the particles increase in diameter from

•a lower limit, the central colors follow the ordei- of Newton's interferences. The

third group comprises the axial colors seen in the undeviated ray and due to some

kind of harmonic absorption stii)erimposed on the diffractions of the first two

groups. These coloi'S are increasingly saturated as the cloud particles decrease in

'

I regret that all my attemiits to obtain Kiessling's work on Ddmmerungserschcinungen were

unsuccessful.
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diameter from a siiperior limit indefinitely. They may also be arranged in New-

ton's series at a phase difference IVoni the former. They aie particularly vivid for

particles so small that the coronas have become vague or a colorless fog. They

last until the cloud particles merge into individual molecules, though the last to

ap[)ear before the air becomes pei'fectly cleai', can only be produced with the steam

jet. Indeed this last groujt of colors, seen without coronas in the color tube, \vas

fully treated in the eailier volume, though their apparently complementary rela-

tions to the colois of the discs of the coronas did not then appear.

In determining not only the size but the number of particles piwlucitig these

splendid i)henomena as a whole, I have answered another of the outstanding ques-

tions there proposed. It has not been practicable to reach more tban a first

api)ro.\imation, :ind on overhauling the work after about a year's experience with

investigations of the same general character, T am left in some doubt whether I

have successfully coped with the subsidence erroi'. Nevertheless the results par-

ticularly with reference to a.xial colois aie noteworthy. They represent a separate

r)henomenon superimposed upon and coloring the diffraction phenomenon for rea-

sons wliich it is difficult to make out. To invoke interferences for these small

spherules, one must first e.vplaiu how the light gets in ;
Ijeing in how it gets out

again, and thei'eafter, why particles are needed which at first l)lush seem about ten

times too large.

Tile remaining chapters (IV, V, VI) bear directly on the subject of this volume.

I have long been in search of a method for pioducing nuclei which shall have the

luunblest origin possible; for when one operates with the powerful instruments of

modern lesearch and intei'prets the results by similarly recondite electrical methods

one is perhaps less apt to confront tlie nude facts. This quest culminated natu-

rally in the method of producing nuclei by shaking solutions. Afterwards I found

that Lenard' in his thorough fashion had incidentally traveled along a similai'road

befoie. Lenai'd's interests, however, were centered in his electrical investigation,

and though he discovered the astonishing [)ersistence ("27 hours) of nuclei obtained

from a jet of rivei' watei- and their corona-producing quality, he was interested

chiefly in the bearing of this result on the electricity of waterfalls and did not

contrast the persistence in question with the fleeting nuclei of pure water and

weakest solutions, nor enter into the other si)ecial lines of investigation in tiiis

memoii-. The reader will find tliat 1 have taken these nuclei as the type of nuclei

in general, as thei'e is reason to believe that they may be either electrically

charged or not, as the critical density by which the stability of the nuclei is con-

ditioned, varie.s. To this impoitant question I shall at another opportunity lecui'.

The final chapter (VI) is an endeavor to prove, again by the simplest possible

method of direct observation, that the nuclei diffuse or are endowed with definite

velocities. Whoever looks upon nuclei as ions will have no difticulty with this

proposition ; but for me the nucleus has dimensions which are lai'ger than the

molecule, and for such nuclei as are produced by shaking or those sluggish nuclei

' Lenard: JViei/. Arm., xlvi, 584-636, 1892.
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produced by any eiuanation or by radio-activity in hydrocarbon vapors, for in-

stance, nuclei which sticlc to the air and differentiate it gravitationally, the question

of diffusion is a vital one. The positive answer of the chapter is, 1 believe, war-

rantable.

The quaint theory that nuclei which vanish are absorbed on contact with the

walls of the vessel and that no other loss of nuclei occurs, has been accepted liei'e

as in my earlier volume. I have found none at once so sinq)le and so gracious.

Nuclei are always sparsely distributed (10- to 10'' per cub. cm.) in comparison

with molecules. I have conceived them to be lai'ger tlian molecules but not so

large as to receive symmetrical molecular l)oml)ardment when suspended in a gas.

In other words, there are not quite molecules enough surrounding the nucleus to

insure a virtually persistent uniform pressure upon it in all directions. The mo-

tion of the nucleus is the result, and it moves faster in pi'oportion as it is smaller

and the asymmetry due to paucity <>f bombarding molecules below the statistical

limit, is accentuated ; and vice veisa. So conceived, the velocity with which the

nucleus dift'uses is at once its own and only velocity.

If the nuclei vanished by subsidence, however slowly, this would appear in

the coronas. Not only is subsidence of nuclei absent, but they actually diffuse

ao-ainst gravity, while the coronas give evidence (so far as the motion of the un-

loaded nuclei are concerned) of permanently unifoiiu distribution. This narrows

down the question of loss to the possibility of a marked coalescence of nuclei, and

to the hypothesis of dynamic diffusion selected, with absorption at the boundaries

(if any) of the region. But the amount of loss by dift'usion actually found by

direct observation in the last chapter is of the same order of values computed by

the hypothesis in the two preceding chapters. Thus far then, there seems to be

no reason for introducing any source of decay of luiclei other than one involving

the motion of the nucleus. Moreover, if there are no boundaries to the region

there will be no loss of nuclei.

A final word is due as to the bias of the volume. Recently it has become

customary to refer the phenomena of condensation too glibly, I think, to the

occurrence of ionization. I am well aware of the precision with which C. T. R.

Wilson' has stated his results, but others have not been so cautious, and the^ im-

pression is that negative ions embrace the whole story of condensation. The

elasticity and scope of the electronic hypothesis, the ease with which it lends itself

to the correlation of hitherto isolated an.l anomalous facts, may well account for

the enthusiasm with which it has been generally applied. Under these circum-

stances, it has seemed to me fitting that somebody should seriously endeavor to

see how much of what is known in relation to condensation, would follow from

the older theories of Coulier, Kelvin, and Aitken,'' and apart from ionization. As

this was the position I took in 181)8 shortly after an electronic hypothesis had been

C T R Wilson: Phil. Trans., London, vol. 189, pp. 265-307, 1897; ihicL, vol. 192, pp. 403-

4=3 .899; ibid., vol. .93, PP- 289-30S, .899. The last paper is chiefly referred to.

= An account of the earlier researches on the subject will be found ui my Bulletin of 1S93

(1. c), Chapter II.
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definitely proposed by tbe youuger vou llelinboltz' and long before the era <>t' the

X-ray, tbis polioy seemed agaiu to devolve iipnu me. .My discussions may therefore

appear to proceed from a point of view since sii[)eiseded, but I jjelieve the} aie con-

sistent and fair. Hence if the light of this volume is still the aMti([uated tallow dip,

the number of interesting results to which it has guided, encourages me to hope

that the quest, apart from any theory, may have been worth the caudle.

C. Bakus.

Bkown Univeksitv, Pkovidenck, R. I.,

Aujrust, 1902.

' R. von Helmholtz: ll'in/. Ann., x.wii, p. 508, 1886; iliiJ., xxxii, j). i, 1887. Cf. j). 2.
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE NUCLEUS, A
CONTINUATION OF EXPERIMENTS

WITH IONIZED AIR.

By Cakl Bakus,

HAZARD PROFESSOR OF PliySICS AT BROWN UNIVERSITY.

CHAPTER I.

ON THE EFFECT OF TEJIPEKATUKE AND OF MOIiSTURE ON THE EMANATION OF I^HOSPHORUS,

AND ON A DISTINCTION IN THE BEHAVIOR OF NtJOLEI AND OF IONS.

INTRODUCTION.

1. Object, etc.—Endeavoring to differentiate the properties of the nucleus and

the ion, it occurred to lae that the effects of temperature, when worked out simul-

taneously by the volumetric and by the electrical methods, would probably present

a contrast. If the two functions relating to condensation and to electrical conduc-

tion ai'e different, then their thermal variations are not likely to be the same. The

temperature which insures the maximum production does not also necessarily insure

maximum instability. The results of the following paper bear out this surmise.

Again, if phosphorus is to be used as an ionizer, some definite knowledge as to

the cause of its varial)le intensity is essential fi'om a practical point of view. The

substance is so remarkal)ly adapted foi' the purpose in many ways, that the endeavor

to put it in contiol cjuantitatively is well worth while. This too, I think, has been

accomplished.

Finally, I liave shown that the low number of ions {n= 8x10^ i)er cubic centim.)

in the saturated phosphorus emanation, found from the experiments with the tubu-

lar condensei-, is due to non-satui-ation. I have been able to nearly double this

number, putting these results in accord with the data of plate and sphei-ical

condensers. Incidentally, certain curious conditions under which the emanation

produces permanent conduction in the condenser are identified with the occurrence

of traces of moisture. This behavioi- so closely resembles the effects of radio-activity

1
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that thf exlrcim- caution ii.td..l lu-foie siuli a i>ropeity can be iiredicated becomes

ap[>areiit.

VOLU.MKTItK ( O.MI'ARISONS.

2. Ajmanitui^.—The aiii)aratu.s to investigate tlie relation <>1 tht- emanating

activity of phosphorus to temperature is shown in figure 1, the thermal part con-

sisting of a coil of thin lead j.ipe (1/8 inch bore), X, submerged in a large water

l);ith of c()p]ier, AB, 13 centims. high,

15 centims. broad, and 20 centims. long.

t There were 21 turns of lead pipe, each

turn 6 centims. in diameter. The air

coming from the gasometer train by

^ way of a desiccator beyond B, and a

Jj stop-cock, F (fine screw valve), tra-

versed this considerable length of slen-

der tubing, fully taking the temi)erature

of the water bath, thereafter to be dis-

chai'ged into the central straight pipe

of brass, ab, 1.2 centims. in diameter,

containing the ionizers (not shown).

The charged air is finally conveyed into

the influx pipe of the color tube, O, by

the removable short neck, G. A ther-

'</ mometer, t, is placed in the water bath
;

another may be inserted into the end,

h, thi-ough a perforated cork, soas to be

in contact with the ionizers.

Care was taken that all changes of

temperature should be slow. Thus it

took 3 liours foi' the temperature to rise

from 5^ to 1.") ill the following experiments, for instance.

The ionizers, as usual, were strips of wire gauze, holding thin pellets of

phos[>horus between them. They were inserted into, or removed from tlie tul)e, <//-,

through h. If saturation is aimed at. an excess of freshly cut phosphorus surface

.should l)e used. This was only done when specially called for in the present woik,

where the form of the temperature function is the chief consideration.

3. Method and data.—The method of experiment usual in my work wa-s

adopted, the liters per minute (dV/di) of saturated phosphorous air necessary to

produce the fiducial blue of the color tube being observed at different temperatures.

The data are triven in table 1. in tlie first part of which observations for falliiiir

temperature, and in the second for rising temperature, are recoi'ded. The pressure

of the steam jet was about ^>=: 4 to 6 ceiitim.s. The inflowing air showed a temper-

ature of 27° to 28°. The table contains some other colors (including opaque) for

orientation.

(•

A'

^m
.J

Kli;. 1.— Al'I'ARAl'US FOR IlKAl'lNO NUCLEATKI) .\1K.

KlO. 2.— SkOTION of the TlMlUI.AR CoNDEXSKR SlIOWINC.

IIIK Vai-'jk Iacket.
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'IWBI,?: I.— EFFECT OF THE TEMPKR.VTURE OF PHOSPHORUS ON ITS EMANA-
TION. / = 4-5 cm. ; AIR TEMPERATURE, 27''-28

. WATER RATH
METHOD WITH STEAM JET.

Falling temperat
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of about 2 [ler ceut. [wv fall of 1 C. Tli-' niaximum activity occurs at about 13°,

and is iipwarils of 25 per cent, greater than at 30". Between 12" and 13^ however,

the emanation is (juencheil at an enormously rapid rate, falling just sliort of sudden-

ness. Practically, therefore, the reaction begins at about 13', with full if not

greatest intensity.

Helow 12-, the emanation is insignificant an<l the ma.xinuim permanent colors

obtainable are faint blue grays, even when the gasometer flow is forced to, say, 400

JiO

dY/di

/5_

o \.

10

5

dt/dV FUj.4.

V)
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above the reaction temperature, the vapor pressure is i-ehitively constant as tem-

perature increases. All this recalls the well-known analogy appropriated by the

physical chemist.

Now, if we suppose the nuclear velocity to be a relatively constant quantity,

within a short range of tempei'ature, while the emanating activity decreases, the

density of the emanation formed within the ionizer will clearly diminish as tem-

peratui'e decreases below the reaction temperature, however long the air is in contact

with the ionizer.

Hence the color of the puffs should gradually become fainter with decreasing

temperatui'e, as actually observed. If iV^ nuclei are [)rodueed per su[)erficial S(piare

centim. of phosphorus, if h be the corresponding average nuclear velocity and n the

numbei' present per cubic centim., N = hi. Thus ?i<lepend8 on the ratio of yV and k.

The vapor pressui'e analogy suggested is not wholly tenable, inasmuch as niiclei are

actually absorbed at the walls of the vessel (tube ah, figure 1), so that A'^ vanishes

with II in the lapse of time. Since h is of the order of one unit, N and n may be

regarded as about of the same order, I'oughly speaking. The number of particles

generated per square centimeter of the phosphorus will not greatly differ from the

iuiml)er present per cubic centimeter of the emanation.

6. Above the i-eaction temperature, if the rate of pi'oduction, N, were regarded

as relatively constant, the means of computing the increase of speed of the nucleus

with lising temperature would be at hand. If in be the mass of the nucleus and

mh^fi varies as absolute temperature, h^/k^^ — v\t^ + 273)/(i!j + 273). Tui'uing

now to the chart, figure 3, let t.^ — 30° and t^ = 20". Then k.^/k^ = 1.02, whereas

the chart gives k^Jk^ = 1.25. These two I'esults being out of keeping with each

TABLE 2.—SUMMARY OF ADDITIONAL DATA FOR EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
ON THE PHOSPHORUS EMANATION.

Color.
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other, the tbennul variation of k is insignificant coiiniared witii tlie correspuiidiiig

decrease of N.

7. JJatu for low ieinperatures.— After finisliiiig the electrical investigation

presently to he discussed, it seemed desirable to corroborate the al)ove results with

new obseivations made near tiie temperature at which phosphorns becomes active.

These are briefly given in table 2. As a whole, they agree with the above infer-

ences. It was discovered, however, that permanent though faint colors could be

obtained even below the limits stated al)r)ve (13), by veiy gradually increasing tlie

speed of the charged air current from zero, until the field showed the limiting

coloration for the low temperature selected. When the air current is further

increased, however slightly, the field of the color tube at once clears almost with a

flash, ll is thus possible to ''blow out" the emanating activity of the jjhosphorus

with a current oidy a trifle fastei' than the one which produces the corres|><>niling

color ma.vimum. The puffs of color obtained above are the same phenonnMion.

Heiow 13", opaque did not occur. At 14° the full activity was accentuated.

ki,K(ti:k' \r. comi'akisons.

8. Api>(irattiH.—It is now desiraiile to com[)are these data with the results

obtainal)le in measuring the radial currents in the tubular condenser which is made

the channel of communication between the pipe, (il>, of the water bath, figure 1, and

the color tul)e, ('. In otlici' words, the tuiiulure, (r, is now replaced by the con-

denser, A'A', figure 2, for discharging ionized air into O, by fitting the tubulure h

to the end a of the ionizer, figure 1. Details of adjustment are given in my
earlier volume. The slender condenser, KI\, was effectively 50 centims. long, .32

centini. in internal, and .00 ceutim. in external diameter. The inner face (surface

of the rod, ciJ) is charged to about 40 volLs. The tul)e KK, insulated at the ends

from the rod, is })ut to earth at E. The electrical discharge takes place radially

from rod to tul)e, ami should occur only when the emanation passes in the cylin-

drical shell between the faces (.14 centim. thick and 50 centims. long), entering at

h and leaving at (t. It is difficult in so slendir an .ipitaratus and in view of the use

made of it to avoid conduction through the insulators, altogether, [larticularly in a

d:unp atmosphere. Hence in the following tables the insulation, when the medium
is orilin;iry air, is given

; l)ut even if ignored it will not probably affect the relation

t(» temperature. In a warm steam-heated room the insulation is perfect, and

advantage was frcipicntly taken of this convenience.

A steam or water jacket, J, surrounds the condenser for special e.x'periments.

jj 22. Steam enters and leaves by the tubnlures, .v.

1*. Mitliod.—The method consisted in leading the efllu.x volumes, V, at the

gasometer or as|iirator bottle, before and after the series of electrical measurements.

As the latter were always duplicated, three volume measurements were made at

stated times. From these dV/dt was (tbtained graphicallv.

'i'lie fall of potenti.'d at the electrometer (cajiacity of the latter 360 centims., in

parallel with th.ut of the condenser, 39 centims.) was observed at intervals of 15

seconds apart. Eight readings in two series were made between the volume read-
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ino-s. The initial potential being about, 41 volts, and e(iuivalent to 87 or 80 scale

parts, respectively, each scale part is ecpiivalent to about half a volt. The absolute

values are without interest. As usual, care was taken to await constancy of tem-

perature in the water bath.

10. Data.—In the following table 3, the time of observation, in minutes, /, the

readino- of the gasometer, V, in liters, the reading of the electrometer in scale parts,

,<, (zei'o at s= 250) and the temperature d,oi the water bath are given in successive

columns. In the second and third columns, moreover, the rate of efflux of the air,

dV/dt, in liters/min., and the initial radial electrical currents ds/dt ai'e tabulated.

E^ is the initial potential difference in volts.

TABLE 3.-RADIAL CURRENTS IN THE CONDEN.SER AT DIFFERENT TEM-
PERATURES AND IONIZATION. /;„ = 40 VOLTS.
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As a rule, two values of dV/dt are entered for each temperature, one for a

moderate current of about .50 liter/min. through the condenser and the other for

the stronger current of about 1.0 liter/min.

11. Discussion.—^The data of these tables might be constructed without

further reduction in a graph where the abscissas are temperatures and the ordinates,

ds/dt, proportional to the radial currents. Two curves ai'e suggested, one for the

high, and another for the low xkAodiy, dV/dt ; but in view of the slightly different

values of dV/dt implied in each, it is better to reduce to two volume standards.

dV/dt=Ai> liter/min. and 1.00 liter/min. were selected as most nearly coincident

with the observations as a whole. The reduction was made compatibly with the

I'esults of my eai-lier i)aper, linearly from two values of dV/dt and ds/dt at each

temperature. This linear lelation is again incidentally shown in figure 5 at about

19°. The slopes of these lines vary with temperature.

Table 4 contains the original data and the values needed in these reductions,

as will be seen at once. The 6th and 7th columns show the currents which obtain

when the volumes .45 and 1.00 liter pass through the condenser per minute.

Color data ai'e omitted as of minor interest. One may note in passing that the co-

efficients, d{ds/dt)/d{d V/dt) or ds/d V, also fall off to zero with the degree of

ionization, and that they in general increase with temperature. The last columns

of the tables contain i-esults independent of the arbitrary scale of the electrometer.

TABLE 4.—SUMMARY OF ELECTRICAL DATA.

E^ = 40 VOLTS.

e
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If q be the charge, s the detlection, 6' the effective capacity, E the potential

difference, -1 the factor of the electrometer, Qz=uCAh\ i— (lQ/dt=CAds/dt, where

/ is the radial current. Thus i/Q= (ds/(/t)/K

For the initial cunents!, as alone measured in this paper, one may always

assume the simple exponential relation,

Q=Q^s-'^'-''\ or .s= .Sof-^'-'°\

where the subsciii)ts zero refer to the initial charges, deflections, temperatures, etc.

Hence, io/Qu = ("'•'*A''OoAo = " ''"-'^ ^" appropiiate variable for comparing the data.

This may also he computed as —x=d(\og s)/dt, but the ajjproximate method of

computing d>:/di from observations 15 seconds apart is more convenient.

The values of x so found for dV/dt= Ab and =1.00 are given in the last

columns and make up the curves of the following and subsequent charts.

The corrected values oi x = (ds/dt)Js„, when dV/dt is .45 and 1.00 liters per

minute, respectively, are given in the graph, figure 6. Different dots correspond

to different series. The curves are smoothei- than the uncorrected results would

have been, and the values for low efflux are naturally more certain. For apart

from instrumental difficulties, there is at high velocities a danger of interfering

with the tempei'ature of the ionizing phosphorus. Swift currents are not so easily

cooled in tlie water bath and intense action of the ionizer contributes its own tem-

perature error. In both curves the ccmduction of the insulators prevents the

curves from actually reaching the abscissa.

12. Contrast v)ith color data.—The character of these curves may now be

examined in comparison with the color data of figures 3 and 4, the latter being

specially available. In both there is a rise of activity from about 9° through a maxi-

mum, and an eventual less pronounced decline of activity toward 35°
; but in their

details, the two sets of curves are very different. The nuclei of figure 3 are sud-

denly produced in maximum concentration at about IS" C, as shown by the

arrows c in figure (5 et seq. ; they then decline in number regularly and veiy

o-i-adually as far as observed. In figure 6, howevei", the ions show a gradual in-

crease of number, even as far as 20°, after which theii' number also falls off to the

limits of observation.

One may argue, therefore, that tiie nuclei as first produced are Ijut weakly

ionized in spite of their maximum condensational activity. As temperature rises,

the latter property of the nucleus declines, liut tlie ionization increases as far

as about 20°. Thereafter both pi'operties decline. As the number of nuclei de-

creases from the reaction at 13- onward with increasing temperatuie, one may infer

that the ionization increases with temperature ; from another point of view, that

the ionization increases as the property of the nucleus to induce condensation

diminishes. It is then with the nearly non-ionized nucleus that the maximum of

condensational activity resides, just as if ionization were the result of a di.ssociation

or a disaggregation of the nucleus. If, however, the nucleus is a concentrated

solution as maintained below, then the critical density at which evaporation ceases,

/. e., the stable diameter of the nucleus will vary markedly with temperature.

Of. Chapter V, § 47. If now the properties of solutions in )-elation to Volta con-
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tivcts as conceived by Leiiard, also vary with conceiiti-atiou, a second method of

ex[)hiiiiiiig tlie present occurrences is suggested, to which greater prominence will

be given at the end of Chapter VI.

Figs. 6-io.—Variation of the Logarithmic Rate of Electrical

Discharge with Temperature, (dsjdi)^ /sg and 9.

Fig. II.

—

Ionization Due to Dried Phosphorus in the Lapse ok Time.

13. Electrical expet'iments repeated.—It is doubtful whether the color experi-

ments can be much improved. These results are bound to lack sharpness; but the

electrical experiments are open to further development in the first place by

retaining a constant velocity d V/dt throughout. This may be done by inserting

a second stop-cock, F' (not shown), to clieck the air current to a fixed value, even

when F, figure 1, is quite open. In the second place the weakly ionized emana-

tion at low temperatures should be tested directly as to its condensational power.

One may inquire whether the reduced condensing power of the positive and the

negative ionizations differ; whether at a given temperature definite ionization

is obtainable quantitatively; etc.

In table 5 results obtained by the same method as above are summarized for

brevity. The volumes, ^ F/c?;! (liters/min.), of air chai-ged with phosphorus emana-
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tion traversing the coiulenser, ai'e a nearly constant quantity in view of the second

stopcock already mentioned, d is the temperature at which the fall of potential,

d^/dt was observed, a being the deflection in scale parts of the electrometer iised

above. The condenser was given a positive and a negative charge alternately, with

the outer face put to earth. Four readings for the negative charge were included

between similar sets for the positive charge. The conduction of the insulators is

given. The last column contains the datum x = — (ds/dt)o/So.

TABLE 5.—ELKCIRICAL CURRENTS IN THE CONDENSER, WITH THE MEDIUM
IONIZED BV PHOSPHORUS, AT DIFFEREN I' TEMPERATURES.

£ti = 41 VOLTS ; s^ = 73.
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relatively so enormous that the electric currents could not be measured by the

same electrometer and the occurrence of an internal metallic contact or bi'eak in

the insulation was immediately suggested. I therefore overhauled the condenser

carefully, inserted an internal bushing, replaced the internal i-od l)y a new one,

etc., all without effect. The condenser showed good insulation after putting it

together, but became a conductor immediately after the passage of the first phos-

phoius emanation. Permanent leakage due to dislocation of the solid parts was

thus out of the question.

This conduction vanished over night. It was ]'e[)i'oduced as soon as fresh

phosphorus air passed through the condenser. It then I'emained permanent,

though gradually diminishing for liours, and was nearly gone again next day.

Hence two causes are suggested : eithei' a film of residual moisture aspirated off

from the phosphorus gi'id (which, however, was as usual carefully dried by squeez-

ing in a press between folds of blotting paper, and then exposed to the air,

so that only traces of moisture can be in question) was precipitated in the con-

denser to the detriment of the hard rubber insulation ; or else some form of

emanation given off from the phosphorns made the condenser radio-active. In-

cidentally, I may advert to the extreme caution needed before such radio-activity

can be assumed, the behavior in both cases being essentially alike.

Warming the condenser seemed to be useless. Moderate amounts of dry air

(say 7 liters flowing out in about 10 minutes) passing over the phosphorus were

nearly ineffective. It was no I'emedy to remove the phosphorus and pass dry aii'

alone in the forward direction. Separating the condenser from the water bath

did not change its conduction. Thus I found, for instance, for the condenser

alone and free fiom air current, ch/dt = 33 ; an hour later, ds/dt = 25 ; next day

ds/dt = 7
;
good insulation, d,s/dt = 2.

At = 30° (water bath temperature), the tendency of the condenser to con-

duct permanently was at first accentuated but soon completely wiped out. The

electric current reached a normal value. This appeared so much like a moisture

error that I further tested it by passing the air cui-rent backwai'ds, through the

condenser first and then over the phosphorus into the atmosphere, in this way

drying both parts. Insulation of the condenser was thus at once restored. Again,

on passing a considerable volume of diy air (say 15 litei's, slowly) over the

phosphorus, this too lost its powei- to make the condenser permanently con-

ducting. Hence in the experiments of the following table the phosphorus was

first dried in this way in a current of dry air. The work then progressed

smoothly, showing the relation of the emanating activity of phosphorus to

temperature in a new light.

I may add again that in none of my earlier experiments were like discrep-

ancies encountered. Possibly a corroded copper grid may be hygroscopic, some-

thing like platinum black; or the room may have been exceptionally diy.

16. Specially dried j)hosphorus grids.—In tables 6 and 7, 6 is the temperatui-e

of the water bath, d Vjdt the volume of dry air in liters passed per minute over

the phosphorus: ds/dt is the corresponding initial radial electric current in the
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(•(mdeiiser in arbitrary units, when tlie potential difference, E^, is about 40 volts

and tile initial deflection, -Sp, as stated. In both cases the insulation of the

condenser in the absence of the air curi-eut is measured for each temperature.

This is then deducted and the corrected electrical currents tabulated in the fourth

column. In table 6 a channeled haril rubber bushing guards (unnecessarily, lis

it afterwards [)roved) against metallic contact of the core and envelope. In table

7 this has been removed. The phosphorus in both tables is dried preliminarily as

stated, by a curient of diy air from the desiccator, entering the condenser first and

passing thence over the phosphorus grid into the atmosphere. The last columns

give the currents, (ds/Jt)^/.^^ —i^/Q^, supposing that initially (/ — Q af~''^'~'°\

as stated in § 11.

T.ABLE 6.—IONIZING ACTIVITY OF DRIED PHOSPHORUS. RUBBER BUSHING
INSERTED FOR INSULATION. INITIAL POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE,

/?„ = 40 VOLTS. So = 74-
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17. Discii-ssion.—The results of tliese tables are shown grai)liifally in figures

8 and 9, where the currents (''''•V"'OoAi) ^^'^^ '^^ usual, the ordinates. In a genei'al

way, the character of figuies G and 7 has Ijeen preserved, inasmuch as there is

maximum ionization at al)t>ut 20°; but the details of behavior are again different.

In the first place the scale of the phenomenon is gradually reduced, as the emanating

body is repeatedly subject to desiccation. This merely means deficient phosphorus

surface, as I w^as not at the time aware how soon phosphoi-us is consumed by slow

oxidation in these experiments.

There is no certain tendency of the maximum to move into smaller temperatures

in the later experiments. Thus when J V/dt — .50, nearly.

figure 6,
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ill the liist iustaiKf are due to niu-lei, there must be a corresponding result in the

volume per minute of the saturated eraauation necessary to produce a fixed color

(blue) in the color tube. The reverse is the case, as will be seen in the following

table where nuclei and ion proil notion are in a measure leciprocal occuirences. In

other words, the initial enormous conductions are accomi)auied by an abstraction

of nuclei.

Thiee phosphorus strips were im usual dried in piess between folds of bibu-

lous paper and then exposed to air for some time. They were then inserted into

the tube, ab, of the water bath, figure 1. The initial (apparent) ionization as tested

by the condenser was invariably too intense to be' measurable. The condenser was

then removed and a short tube, C, added to obviate excessive absorption before

discharging into the color tube.

In table 8 the liters of dry air which iiave passed over the phosphorus strips

are fiven under Z. The successive liters of emanation per minute to produce the

standard blue are given in the third column (dV/dt); the fourth gives the current

when the emanation passes through the condenser at the fixed rate of .5 lit./min.

selected foi- convenience.

T.ABLK 8. — CONDENSATION-PRODUCING ACTIVITY OF THE INITIAL ("WET")
AND FINAL ("DRY") PHOSPHORUS EMANATION. TEMPERATl~RE iS°. CUR-
RENT IN CONDENSER DUETO.5 LITERSOFEMANATION PEK MINUTE, s^ = 73.

Culur.

Bl

Bl

Bl

Bl

L
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la the second part of table 8 the vohxines are nearly constant except at the

beginning, where it was foinul impossible to obtain opaque or even full blue, w'hat-

ever volume is passed through the ionizer. The necessary number of nuclei was

not forthcoming. As in the preceding table, however, less than ten liters of air are

sufficient to dry the phosphorus into full activity so far as the color is concerned,

whereas the conduction still retains abnormally large values.

Another i'eci[n'ocal relation is shown on the table. dV/dt here happens to be

unusually large, so that the phosphoius is for some I'eason weak as a nuclei pro-

ducer. I therefore washed and scoured the surface of the grid, obtaining the usual

order of values in the second part of the table. On the other hand, the currents in

the fii'st pai-t are larger than those of the second part. Here again, therefore, the

tendency to produce nuclei I'eciprocates in intensity with the tendency to produce

ions, or better, to produce conduction in the condenser. The latter is facilitated by

the pi'esence of ti-aces of moisture, but nuclei are not so produced.

TABLE 9.—BEHAVIOR OF EMANATING PHOSPHORUS COMPARED WITH DAMP
PAPER. TEMPERATURE 17.6°. CURRENT IN CONDENSER, .52 LITERS OF
AIR PER MINUTE. INITIAL POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE, .E, = 40 VOLTS.

Sa = 71.
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111. (Jorvobonitive exper/'me/itv iciOt damp paper.—Another nietlioil of throwing

light oil the iiKiuiry will be a comparison of the conduction produced in the

condenser by air passing over damp filter paper with the corresponding case of air

passing over phosphorus.

Table 9 shows lesults contrasted in this way. L is the number of liters of air

aspirated over the body and passed through the condenser, rt?6/J/ the corresponding

currents in arbitrary units at the times stated. Fi'om these {<is/dt)o/sQ is found.

The degree of insulation of the condenser is also tested successively, both with

dry air currents in the absence of ionizers and with the air currents following

in the absence of ionizers. The wet [)aper behaves in a less intense way something

like the phosphorus in the second part of the table. The rise of conduction, how-

ever, is erradual, the conduction at best moderate and the leturu of the condenser

to the original degree of insulation relatively rapiil. With phosphorus, the con-

duction after the first minute or so has risen to the inuneasurably large values and

when the air current ceases the condenser shows similar ctmductioii. Much more dry

air is needed to desiccate the condenser and the phosphorus to normal values (fully

twice as much as in the preceding case). Eventually the currents also return to

the normal, relatively small limit and the insulation of the condenser is nearly

pei-fect again.

Qualitatively, the two phenomena lun \n parallel
;
quantitatively, they are

enormously different. Inasmuch as the paper is obviously wet, whereas the phos-

phorus grid has been dried short of the desiccator, inasmuch as any emanation

must behave like a water evaporation, I think that the volatile body is probably

of the nature of a hydrophosphide. Some electrically active substance is distilled

in the presence of moisture and precipitated in the condenser.

•_'0. (Jo7-rohorati've experiments with desiccators.—The final test made to detect

the character of the emanation was one of direct desiccation over chloride of cal-

cium, l)efore insertion. The day happened to be damp and the insulation poor.

The exjierinients, however, are none the less detiiiitf.

(1) Phos[>horns dried in air and inserted into the dried tube of the water

bath, ah, figure 1. The condenser was at once discharged on passing the air

current through it. On removing the phosphorus the condenser showed too large

a leakage to admit of the measurement of current. All appurtenances were now
dried in a current of dry air and the final insulation determined.

(2) The phosphorus grid, having been placed for about 15 minutes in the

desiccator was again inserted into the tube, ah. The current now obtained was

d.^/dt = 'dl : the insulation proved to be ds/dt = W. Hence the current due to

ionized aii' was but ds/dt^l, and abnormally small value, but indicating the

absence of moisture.

The phosphoi'us grid was once more jmt in the desiccator for 15 minutes.

After replacing it in the water bath the curient observed was 40; the insulation 27.

Hence the leakage due to ionized air is here ds/dt=z 1,S, agreeing with the usual

ordei' of ionized values above.

Owing to the unfavorable condition of these experiments, not much definite-
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ness was to be anticipated from tbem ; but they show clearly that the enormous

initial emanation from fresh phosphorus is all but \vi|)e(l out, relatively speaking,

after the phosphorus has been dried preliminarily over calcic cliloride. Whether

in the rigorous absence of all moisture phos[)iiorus would cease to ionize air,

remains to be seen. It is also a question whether the desiccation over calcic

chloride may not be accompanied l)y deti'imental chemical action, I'eferable to the

chloride.

21. Effect of p7'olon,ged drying.—A final attempt was made to see if, after

continued drying over calcic chloride, the ionization woidd be wiped out altogether.

The followino' table shows this to have been unsuccessful, althou"!! the conduction

falls to low values. The room was favorably dry and warm and the leakage

errors in the condenser not appreciable. The effect of long e.Kposure is shown in

the first part of table 10. After nearly 5 hours the potency of the ionizer is not

diminished (see figure 11). It has rather iuci'eased, due possibly to the attraction

of traces of moisture even within the permanently dried tube of the appai-atus,

figure 1. An extra tul)e of calcic chloride was attached. In the second part of this

table the temperature effect is again tested for this specially dried phosphorus.

The corresponding graph is shown in figure 10, and the ionization is weaker than in

any earlier experiment. Nevertheless the results show maximum activity in the

neighborhood of 20°, though even at 12° the ionization is not quite extinguished.

TABLE lo.—PROMISCUOUS EXPERIMENTS WITH VERY DRY PHOSPHORUS.
E„ = 40 VOLTS. ROOM HOT. INSULATION PERFECT. EFFECT OF

TIME. s„ ~ 70.

9
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dei>euik'iu-f uf the emanation itself on temperature. This could be done by

surround ing the condenser with a steam jacket (shown in figure 2,^, *•, s, being the

iiitinx and efflnx pi[tes) and noting the effect of the rise of temperature of nearly

100°. After repeated trials, however, I found that the high temperature so far

diminished the insulation of the hard rubber l»ushings of the condense!', that

no measurements would be trustworthy. On cooling the condenser, the insulation

again became perfect. Quartz iusulatois suggest themselves as probably alone

avaihible.

23. Comparison of old and new grids.—Trial was made with freshly cut

phospliorus, the grids used in the above work being as much as a year old. The

results show a like order of values for l)oth, in spite of the intense fuming of the

new grids. Nevertheless, the latter is apt to be from 2 to 3 times sti'ouger thaa

the ohl <rrid. Thus after thoi-oughly drying the new grid over calcic chloride and

testiiifj it at 21.5° the data were

:

dV/iit = .42, (,u'i/V/)oAo = -2°.

43. — -^o-

Exposure to the air of the room for about half an hour after desiccation was without

effect.

The question as to the maximum number of nuclei producible by [diosphorus,

thoroughlv <lried over calcic chloride, under favorable conditions, was deemed

sufficiently important to justify the additional experiments detailed in table 11.

The data are oljtaiiied from an entirely new adjustment of apparatus, including the

electrometer; but they are nevertheless a corroboration t>f what has just been

stated. The attempt ti> prolong these experiments indefinitely was cut short by

spontaneous ignition.

This experiment proves that the air in all the eai-lier experiments was under-

satui'ated, agreeing with an earlier paper from ^\ hich values are quoted in the next

paragi'ajth.

T.\BLE II.—BEH.WIOR OF FRESH DRY PHO.SPHORUS IN EXCESS. E„ = 41

VOLTS, e = 2o^ INSUI..\TION PERFECT. DESICCATED 20'" OVER
C.\CL.,.

later. P in |)lace.

755

44
44

•5°

148
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24. Older data compared tvith the present data.—It is finally worth while to

adduce the corresponding data of an eai'lier paper. The equivalent colors of the

steam tube are the yellows and ci'iiiisons of the second order. The temperatures

are 20°-30°.

TABLE 12.—RELEVANT DATA FROM EARLIER PAPERS. yt'„ = 40 VOLTS.

Color.
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particles generated i>er seeoiid per siipfirtcial square ceutim. of }>li()sphoriis, //

tbe nimiber per cubic ceiitim. of the ionized medium, k their velocity in any

cardinal <lirection, the variation of A' is to he ascribed to ii, k being relatively

constant.

In contrast with tiie color data (nuclei), the ionization of air passing over

phosphorus increases with temperature to a raaxiruuni at about 20°, after which

there is a less pronounced decline. This ionization is not an arrival comparable

in suddenness with the appearance of nuclei, nor are the maxima identical as to

tempeiature. One may infer that the nuclei as first produced are weak in

ionization but of normal strength in condensational activity, that thereafter the

latter property declines because (probably) the ionization increases as far as 20.°

Finally Iwth properties decline. This reciprocity is accounted for if the ionization

is a result of the dissociation of nuclei; but another explanation will follow in

Chapter VI, § 47 et seq. The degree of ionization found is here independent of the

sign of the chai'ge used in testing.

If the phosphorus grid is not prelimiuai'ily quite dry, traces of moisture are

apt to escape with the emanation and pi'oduce permanent conduction in the con-

denser. Considerable variation of the electrical coefficients may thus ensue, though

the color lesults are, relatively speaking, but slightly affected. As the electi-ical

discrepancy seems to be out of proportion with the quantity of moisture present,

it is piobable that the emanation escapes in some combination with it. The

whole phenomenon vanishes on thorough desiccation both of the phosphorus and

the apparatus. Gi'ids frequently ti'eated in this way show a gradually decreasing

ionizing intensity, probably due to the continued consumption of phosphorus or to

a removal of effective suiface. Throughout the experiments the lelation of the

color curves to the electrical curves remains practically unchanged, in spite of

the different degrees of saturation (ionization).

The relatively enormous conductions associated with non-desiccated phos-

phorus are without a color effect when tried in the steam tube. They rather

give evidence of an abstraction o{ nuclei. Moreover, such ieci[)rocal pioj.erties

are manifest in other instances, ^ 18. Air passed over damp paper behaves

similarly to the emanation from non-desiccated phosphorus, with a difference of

intensity in favor of the latter. Desiccation over calcic chloride removes the in-

cidental conduction entirely. The emanation may thus be dried to a limiting

degree of ionization which is not then further reduced on drying. In practice

all operations should be made with desiccated phosphorus; otherwise the baffling

discrepancies encouutei-ed in the case of plate and spherical condensers' may be

anticipated.

By using freshly cut fuming phosphoius in excess in the ionizei-, it was possi-

ble to increase the radial currents in the condenser to nearly twice their usual

value, remembering that the emanation within the condenser is in all parts essen-

tially unsaturated. Hence the low concentrations formerly- found for tubular

conden.sers (8X 10* nuclei per cubic centim.), is tuade to approach the value found

from plate and spherical condensers more neaily.

' Experiments un't/i Ionized Air, 1. c, Cliap. VI. ' Ibid., Chap. V.



CHAPTER II.

GENERAL UHSElIVATlUNS KKLATING TO COItONAS AMI AXIAL COLOKS.

INTRODUCTORY.

1. Purposes of the present cluipter.—I have stated above that it is the chief

purpose of the present volume to throw light on the structure of the nucleus from

measurements made of the apertures of the coronas of cloudy condensation, vari-

ously produced. As these coronas are not merely expansions of the well-known

form, but })resent complications which make the direct measurement of aperture

beyond a certain order of magnitude of but little value for classification, it was

thought necessary to enter somewhat at length into the investigation of these phe-

nomena. Incidentally, an outstanding inquiry of my first volume, as to the rela-

tion of steam jet oi- (axial) color tube colors and coronal colors is thereby definitely

auswei'ed.

2. Classification of the experiinents.—The object of the present chapter is, in

the first place, to map out the sequence of coronas in case of water vapoi', in terms

of the numbers of particles producing them, relatively. The extreme diversity of

coronal display seen in moist nucleated air lends itself well to a geometric method

of classification when the colors are produced by successive exhaustions. The

classification is thus primai'ily suggested by experiment.

In the second place, I shall make certain theoretic deductions from the time

losses of nuclei observed, which clear up some moot points left in abeyance in my
eai'lier experiments on the same subject.

I purpose in the third place to contrast the color of the central patch of the

coronas with the axial colors seen in the steam jet, or under like circumstances

with even greater saturation, in the adiabatically exhausted drum. The coronas

must in large measure be diffraction phenomena; the axial colors cannot be so

explained, but are evoked by some unknown kind of harmonic absorption. The

contrast is sharply brought out by the experiments.

Finally, I shall make an estimate of the absolute dimensions of the water

particles in action and of their number, and indicate a method which will be

pursued in the next chapter (III), in a quest for definite absolute results.

APPARATUS.

3. Tubes.—In my first experiments, tubular apparatus were used, after the

manner of Kiessling and Aitken. But in these instances the colors are too fleet-

ing and, if obtained artificially with nuclei, are apt to be too dull for good dis-

ss
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rrimiiiation. Tbe charge of nuclei is removed too rapidly by tlie condensation, the

fall ])einLr too small to admit of much evaporatitm. If the tube is horizontal, two

longitudinal vortices, its shown in figure la, are seen immediately after exhaustion,

as the air heated by the sides ()f the tube rises on the outside and descends into

the axis. Fog is soon dissipated in this way (a condition of things which may be

traced even in very wide vessels), oi- else its homogeneity is imi)aired. When the

tube is hehl vertical, there is a corresponding difficulty. Under no circumstances

is there a guaranty that the charge of nuclei added is ever uniforndy distributed.

It will be of unequal density along the length.

Tubes have an advantage inasmuch as they insure the occuri-ence of truly

axial colors, and for this reason I spent some time with them. The general form

of tube is given in figure 1, AA being the tube, d the tubulure for exhaustion, c

the tubulure for influx of pure air through the filter, /, containing compressed

cotton. When the cotton is removed, nuclei may be admitted here. AVhite lisrht,

L, enters Ijy the window, b, and is observed through a.

Even with tubes but 3 cm. in diameter and less than a meter long, the axial

colors are strong, but the dull colors soon vanish. Immediately after chai'ging

with nuclei, dense opaques are the result of the smallest exhaustions. No special

advantage was gained favorable to purity of color when the diameters of the metal

tubes were increased to 5 cm., the tubes being 2 meters long. In case of glass

tubes of these dimensions illuminated by sunlight, the gi'adual extinction of the

li^-ht alon" the axis is well observed. The diflfraction colors are also seen on

oblique vision from the outside of the tube. Tiie end colors are of no value and

the light scarcely penetiates beyond one meter.

4. Vise.—Incidentally I also tried a disc-shaped apparatus, figure 2, consisting

of two glass plates, _y and i/, secured by a metallic ring, /•. "\Vitlio\it i-emoving the

above difficulties, the colors even of the coronas were here very weak and the

apparatus too fragile. The disc is a close ajiproach to a surface apparatus, how-

ever, and from this i>oint of vie\v, often useful.

5. (rlohes.—For studying coi'onal colors, spherical receivers. A, figure 3, as

used by C()ulier and by Kiessling. are preferable. Their diameter should exceed

25 cm. With divergent sunlight the display is gorgeous, the colors glowing

metallically. The mantel of a Welsbach l>urner W, seen through a round hole, a,

in the screen, s, is better for the usual observational purposes. To an eye at JS,

the axial colors (colors seen in the color tube' in case of the steam jet) are not

very vivid, for the al)sorption along the column ab is not sufficient to subdue the

intensity of white light from II'. The diffraction colors, as acb, are splendid, par-

ticularly on blotting out the axial beam, ab, liy a small black circular screen, pasted

to the sphere in front of the eye. The vortices suggested in figure la, are now no

longer violent. They serve rather a useful pur'pose in keeping the contents of the

receiver homogeneous as to dust contents. It is with this apparatus that the

colored central ]iatches of the coronas, carefully to be distinguished from the axial

colors, are best observed. The lid of the globe secures the gauge G, the exhaust

pipe d and the filter /', all with approjiriate stop-cocks.

' Experiments willi loin':, J Air 1. c , (^haj). I.

J
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The description of other apparatus (drums) specially adapted for axial colors

will be given in § 1 it.
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Condensation Tube. Fig. 2.
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Condensation Disc.

Fig. 3.—Condensation Globe.

RESULTS I'OR CORONAS.

6. General character of the plieiiomena.—As a whole, the diffi-action pattern in

homogeneous light is a contraction inward of dark rings, in proportion as the

pai'ticles duiing the course of exhaustion of the nucleated moist air grow lai'ger.

This motion is almost instantaneous on sudden exhaustion, but may be made

visible on gradual exhaustion. The I'ings, moreover, which are at first very diffuse,

contract as the exhaustion proceeds to small, sharper diametei's. Ordinary coronas

may be seen even when the precipitate is rainlike.

The occurrences, however, are by no means a succession of ordinary coi'onas

{normal coronas, I shall call them), like those produced by lycopodiura. The

initial and particulaily brilliant coronas corresponding to finer particles have

colored central fields, and it is only after many exhaustions that the normal white

centered corona is reached. If the nucleation is very intense the coronas are apt

to be distorted with certain vapors and to tend to become sti-atified. Frequently

(and here even with watei' vapoi-) the colors mount from the pool of liquid below.

These irregularities occur more easily with hydrocarbons like benzine, etc., which

loads the nuclei more heavily and maintains larger nuclei than water. It is

occasioned by the subsidence of loaded i)articles, I'apid as compared with their rate

of diffusion when unloaded. On shaking the receiver violently and comminuting
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the liquid coiitaiiit'il, the charged air again becomes homogeneous as to nuclei and

the coronas uniform, though this shaking introduces a new phenomenon. With

henzine, etc., gradual distortion of the coronas will lepeatedly occui-, and for this

reason the following results refer to water vapor exclusively. Distorted coronal

display will he taken u[t later.

The time during which a given charge remains activ^e if not interfered with is

indefinitely long, but with a continually progressing evanescence of nuclei. Coronas

are well i>roduced three hours after charging. They occur faintly and contracted

in foi'ui even after more than twenty-four hours. In such cases there are many
mysterious (jualitative changes, which will be treated in turn beluw. On standing

over night, rain-like preci[)itation is apt to occur. Fogs may be spontaneously

produced in a highly nucleated receiver without any supersaturation whatever.

On the other hand, coal gas cari'ies nuclei indefinitely, as if they were part of

itself.

7. Observations with small ghhes.—The infoi-raation first to be sought is some

practical classification of the sequence of coronal colors, and of the axial colors

seen in these experiments. The latter have already been leferi-ed to as the flame

colors seen along ah, figui-e 3 ; the others are largely diflFi-action colors seen along

ach. It will l)e found that these colors are very tlift'eient. If the corona has a

central field other than white, the axial color is always nearly complementary to the

cential patch of the corona. As the cloud particles grow in size, both central color

phenomena pass thi'ough Newton's seiies, at a definite phase difference apart.

I give in the following table certain preliminary results obtained with a small

globe, but 23 cm. in diameter. The numerals in the first column relate to table 4,

as a standard case, and show the number of exhaustions there needed to reach a

similar corona. The remaining columns show the number of exhaustions made
with the present apparatus, to obtain the adjoining color sequence, the colors

being reckoned from within outward. An attempt has been made to airange both

TABLE 1.—PRE1.1MIN.\RY
DI.\METER 23 cm.

D=ioo cm.

D.\T.\ FOR CORONAL COLORS. SMALL GLOBE,
EXHAUSTION 76-63 cm. DISTANCE OF SOURCE,

Kroni
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observations in such a way that corresponding coi'onas full on the same line. This

is here but partial!}' successful, probably because the importance of the time losses

is underestimated. The feature of the table is the prevalence of blues, and the

I'esults differ in this respect from those for the larger gh)bes below.

The color abbi'eviations used easily suggest themselves, except in the cases of

gr green, bl blue, ol olive, cr ciiinson, op o[)aque oi' black, dk dark. Gray and black

will be wi'itten in full. I have thought it expedient to give a very complete series

of color observation, both because it is not clear that the sequences for large and

small globes are the same, and because of the difficulty of identifying different series.

8. Observations with a larger globe.—The following table contains examples of

results chosen at random, for the larger globe 30 cm. in diameter, for difl'erent dis-

tances of the light, different exhaustions, and nucleations. These coronas ai-e easily

I'ecognized by aid of table 4, but their full classification is again difficult because

the time losses are not adequately allowed for. The coronal colors ai-e given from

within outward, and the number of exhaustions made is attached. In the first

part of the table the exhaustion is smaller than in the second. When compared

TABLE 2.—PRELIMINARY DATA FOR CORONAL COLORS. LARGER GLOBE, DI-

AMETER 30 cm. EXHAUSTION, 76-58 cm. DISTANCE OF SOURCE,
100 cm. OR LESS.
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with table 4, the latter therefore advance faster than those in the first part. After

exhaustion (reheating) the coronas follow each other in reversed order, but they

soon vanish. Wlu-n the nuclei are very dense (as when obtained from burning

sulphur) it may take ten or more e.vhaustions to clear the fogs befoi-e the colors

.•ii)pear proliably as a result in part of unevenness of nucleation. It is then difficult

to place the coronas in the second and third columns. The nuclei are not removed

in tliirtv exliaustions, though to determine the limit greater care must be given to

the tiltration than was liere thought necessary. The occurrence of new coronal se-

(piences (change of the gr, rd, etc., into the rd, gr, series), after so many exhaustions

is none the less striking.

9. Axial colors.—The final exhibit to Vie preliminarily made is the contrast

between the color of the central field of the corona and the axial or flame color.

It has been stated that the interior ciicular field of the coronas is at first colored

and that this color is more and more invaded by diffuse white light growing from

the center outward. Only after many exhaustions does the normal coiona with a

permanently white central field and the regular distribution of colored annuli,

appeal'. The color of the central field always differs strongly from the axial color,

and this is one of the important observations of this chapter. Indeed, the follow-

ing tables show that the axial color is nearly complementary to the color of the

inner field of the corona. The two ai'e thus distinct as to the nature of their

ori"-in, and one is tempted to conclude that the colors ab.sorbed in the axial beam

are the ones which illuminate the central coronal patch.

Obsei'vation is naturally very difficult. Both colors are fleeting. The axial

color is always strongly admixed with white light, which soon overpowers the

effect of absorption altogethei'. A long column is thus needed for strong axial

colors, even under favorable conditions (colors of the fii'st order). The globe,

therefore, which shows the coronas very well (admirably when piojected against a

black background), will not show the axial color favorably as they are necessarily

projected against the flame. I endeavored to overcome this difficulty by a variety

of devices, using polarized light, but without substantial results.

TABl-E 3—PREI.IMIN.ARY COMPARISON OF CORONAL CENTER AND AXIAL
COLOR. EXHAUSTION, 76-58 cm.

From Exhaust

Table 4.! No.

I

2

3

4

5-6

6-7
7-8

9
9-10
10

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

Axial
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Though it has not been possible to catch tliese colors with sufficient sharpness

to pronounce them complementary, their sti'ong and persistent contrast will at once

be admitted.

10. Polarized light.—All the colors are produced equally well by polarized

lio-ht. They are wiped out entirely i)etween crossed nicols. The flame color is

sometimes seen under these conditions, probably due to diffuse light which escapes

throuffh the polarizer or is depolarized at the windows of the apparatus. It is not

possible to keep these clear during a long series of experiments, and they must be

assumed to pi'oduce a ground-glass effect. Strengthened axial coloi' may moreover

be a subjective illusion.

11. Geometric seque7ices of coronas.—I shall first consider the distribution of

coronas as i-elated to the loss of nuclei by exhaustion.' Kiiev the preliminary

I'esults of tables 1-3, I will proceed to investigate data of a quantitative character,

sei'vino- to distribute the coronas in a scale of decreasing numbers of nuclei. It will

not be feasible to arrive at the complete factor at once ; for the nural)er of nuclei

must at tlie outset be supposed to vary both with the loss or drain due to the suc-

cessive equal exhaustions, and with causes independent of manual interference, such

as are involved in the motion of the nucleus and its possible decay. The absorp-

tion of the nucleus by the walls of the vessel, its subsidence by gravity when

loaded, etc., are here included. The experiments are necessarily complicated and

according as one places more stress on the incidental or the normal causes, different

conclusions are to be drawn. It is the purpose first to determine the most potent

and obvious cause of dissipation.

Accordino'ly in table 4 the effect of exhaustion alone is first fully ti-eated.

The laro-e globe was exhausted and refilled with filtered air about 20 times in suc-

cession, the pressures falling off suddenly from normal to about 18 cm. less. To

secure efficient filtering of the air which supplied the place of that removed, very

slow influx through the compressed cotton and the check valve was maintained. It

is assumed that with each exhaustion a definitely decreasing number of nuclei are

removed with the air. Thus after z isothermal exhaustions from the pressui-e^^^ to

the pressure J?,
the residue of nuclei should be {p/l\)^; Jitter z adiabatic exhaus-

tions between the same limits {p/p^), ''\ where y is the ratio of specific heats, ad-

mitting (which is by no means the case as is afterwards shown), that the whole

experiment is made expeditiously enough to neglect the time losses of nuclei due to

the normal causes mentioned. In order to give greater probability to this assump-

tion I selected large exhaustions, from p^ — 76 cm. to J9 = 58 cm., or a mean pres-

sure decrement of 18 cm.

In two successive experiments which showed a reasonable order of agreement,

the color sequences of the coronas were observed from the center outwards, while

the correspondina: flame or axial colors were simultaneously noted
;
but here there

is uncertainty from the small relative thickness (30.5 cm.) of the axial layer of water

' Loss due to subsidence of fog is not considered here but will be treated in Chap. Ill, §§ 5,

7, II. The time during which fog is in evidence must be made as short as the observations will

permit. As a rule the corona is lost by evaporation, at once.
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111.
particles. Table -i contains tlie results, tlie exhaustion being from 76-58 c

Where ditt'ereut colors were seen, which may be either errors of judgment or real

differences <>f contiguous coronas, this is usually note<l by inserting l)oth colors on

the same line. The colors being very fleeting it is out of the question to await

rigorous isothermal conditions; neither is it certain that the colors were caught for

the adiabatic state of compression. A small allowance of time after exhaustion

must be granted for judgment. Hence the computations will be made Itoth for

isothermal and for adiabatic conditions, leaving the true result to be derived l>elow.

The feneral agreement of coronas seemed to vouch for this method of combating,

partially at least, an inherent difficulty. The third column of the taVjle shows

.y = 0'/fo)'-

TAULE 4.—COLdR SEQUENCES OF SUCCESSIVE CORONAS.

EXHAUSTION 76-58 cm.

Exhaust.
No. z.
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iiif a giv^eii exliaustioii lias a real inoaiiiiig, ami the cloud particles are as a rule so

fine that their subsidence during the obsei'vation [)eii()ds may be neglected except

when the final and normal coronas are approached. The interpi'etation of these

coi'onal sequences is now possible with a degree of pi'obability, by using the scale

of colors of Newton's interferences, with which they are liable to agree in succes-

sion. An excellent scale of this kind is given by Quincke and (quoted in Kohl-

rausch's Leitfaden (lev fmldUelien Pliysik. The cori'espondence of the colors of

coronal annuli, if worked nut in this way, will not be very perfect; but there is an

obvious general agreement of sequences, if the central field only of the corona is

taken.

The axial color or coloi' of the full flame stated in table 4 is seen to make \\\)

a similai' sequence ahead in phase and nearly complementary to the central patch

of the corona. This will be separately investigated below, § 19 etseq.

If the normal loss of nuclei in table 4 could be excluded, the succession of

coi-onas would represent a geometi'ic progression as to the number of nuclei, each

term corresponding to a number y —f/p^ or else {f/f^Y'^ times less than the

preceding. The advantage of this system will presently be shown, together with

an attempt to I'emove the time loss, which is also probably georaeti'ic. Meanwhile,

the corona of the s'" order is due to N— y' particles, relatively s])eaking.

12. Lomof vnclel in the lapse of time (without exhaustion).—To ascertain in

how far such an interpretation as is given in the last paragraph is admissible and

to correct it for other simultaneous losses, it is necessary to determine the decrease

of nuclei when the receiver is left for long intervals, as far as possible without

exhaustion or other manual interference. In the following experiments the time

between the inevital)le exhaustions (usually about 96 sec, above) is prolonged to

thirty minutes or even an houi'. The first column of table 5 denotes the number

of the exhaustion (with refilling of filtei-ed air), the second the time at which it was

made, the third the minutes elapsed since nucleation. The fourth column gives the

color sequences of tiie coronas obtained, and these as a i-ule ai'e easily recognized in

order, by comparison with table 4. The coronal number in the series or ordei' is

put in the last column. Knowing the number of the corona, the approximate or

uncorrected residual number of nuclei (;Vjf>o)= luay be taken from table 4. The

remarks show that fogs are often spontaneously produced without change of pres-

sure (open stop-cock communicating with the atmosphere through the cotton filter).

The bearing of this on the present results is chiefly in the form of an error induced

by the subsidence of the loaded nuclei. Its theoretical bearing beyond this is also

to be kept in mind. Table 5 contains three independent experiments, in which the

times between exhaustions are varied.

The next step to be taken is in refei'ence to the losses of nuclei inherent in the

method by which the data wei'e obtained. For orientation the data of table 5 con-

taining the residual nuclei, may be constructed in their dependence on the lapse of

time. The fraph, figure 4, is of the exponential character expected, with this differ-

ence, however, that tlie number of nuclei in the three cases does not diminish with the

frequency of the exhaustion. Thus in case (1) the number is even less than in case
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(2) ami imt miR-li greater tliaii in case (3). In s^iite of the fact that the experi-

ments can not be saiil to begin with tlie same initial saturation of nuclei, the effect

KiG. 4.—Chart Illustrating the Nature of the Time Losses.

Fic. 5.—Chart kor Commuting the Time Coei-ficieni .

of exhaustii>M should l)e more apparent iujismuch as nearly 1/4 of the nuilfi aie

removed. One infers that eithei' the number tif luidei is not changed by exhaustion,

correspondingly greater numbers being produced at low pressure to make up for
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the loss, or more probably, that the time losses obey similar exponential laws to

the exhaustion losses. In the former case if a is the nucleation and jy the pressure,

?ij9 = const, is apparently suggested; but this startling proposition is at variance

with the results as a whole. The following theory is thei'efore a more rational

systematization of the data and follows the alternative view, foi' which other cogent

TABLE 5.—LOSS OF NUCLEI FROM NORMAL CAUSES IN THE LAPSE OF TIME.
EXHAUSTION, 76-58 cm. From Table 4.
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to ailruit of both losses of similar geometrical character. Finally the initial nucle-

atiou is not identical iu the different ex[)eriments, whence if JS'o = y"',

N= \0
(z^+z (i+^/))log7

is the final form of the eqviation.

If in two experiments beginning with two different nncleations, N^ and N'g,

tlie same corona or iVis reached for different times, t and /', and different numbers

of exhaustions, z and z\ of the same ratio, //, then N = iV', and therefore

^^
a{,+it) log J ^ j()(2'o+2' U+6n ) log J'

where for brevity
^^o
= and A"y= 1. Thus

i'-zt

If two identical coronas are reached, the e'„ may be eliminated or

•(/'-2/),-(/'-z/)e'

where the first identical coronas are seen for iYj, Zj, ?j; y\, 2\, t\
;

and the next for ^o^ ~2- ^2' ^^'2' ^'2' ^'2-

The plan is, therefore, to obtain an even number of identical coronas in case of

tables 4. and 5, and then to comi)Ute I' from equidistant groups of two iu the way

suggested.

TABLE 6.—TIME RATES, i = jy,.

27
61

94
124
160

190

292

50
80

1 12

140

o"'

95
'55

'85

*Xio»

4
8

10

14

17

20

86

7>

87

an 6

.081

8

"•5
15

19

140

140

96
119

.140

. 107

It. Applimtion.—The results of tables 4 and 5, if treated in this way, give

rise to tal)le (5. The time interval between the successive coronas in table 4 was

about i = 1.0 min. The other (piantities are fully given in the table. It will be

seen that for each of the series (1), (2), (3), the value of b is as nearly constant as is

possible under the method of observation. The lines of figure 5 are constructed to
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show this, and to show also that the slopes, h, are diflfereiit, being .08, .14, and .10,

respectively. The mean of the^^e values, if a double weight be given to the first, is

b = .1, and as this agrees with the independent experiments made with the di'uni

below, § 24, and marked n in figure 5, it will be taken. In fact, a correction of

tal)le 4 is here chiefly aimed at, and it is thus not necessary to insist on accurate

values of h. In succeeding chaptei's, however, h will be used to estimate the velocity

of the nucleus, and it must then be called to mind that an order of values is alone

foreshadowed.

If now the value of ^iu table 4 be corrected in accordance with

iV=10^^'+^"^'°^-^

wherein case of isothermal exhaustion y/ = . 764, /= i.fi minutes, I'/rrr.l, the data of table

7 result, giving the number of particles iV, corres|)onding to the successive coronas.

TABLE 7—VALUES OF N\ = 10^''+^"^"^^

b — .10

t = 1.6 min.

z
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the size of lycopodinm coronas under like conditions. The method of finding iV will

be presently further explained. It has been corrected for precipitation of moisture.

T.\BLE 9.— CORONAS IN LARGE GLOBE, DLAMETER 30 cm. PUNK NUCLEL
EXHAUSTION, 76-58 cm. fi = .10. / = u6s'"y = 819. LIGHT DISTANCE,

50 cm. log A' = z (i-j-^/) loi! V.

Exhausiioii

No., s.
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TABLE II —CORONAS IN LARGE GLOBE. SULPHUR NUCLEI (FLAME). /= 1.74

mill. OTHER CONST.ANTS AS IN TABLE 9. Log N = z {i+bt) log;/.

Exhaustion
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Tlie foloi's of tables 9 and 10 correspond very nearly, except that the former is

one exliaiistiou ahead of the other. This clearly corresponds to the double nuclea-

tion (nuclei added in each of the first two successive exhaustions) in the first case.

Taldell shows the apparently intense nucleating efficiency of the sulphur flame,

and nearly 8 exhaustions are needed to bring out the first corona. This series is

thus five exhaustions ahead of table 10 and four exhaustions ahead of table 9.

Apart from this the coromxs, if minor differences .>f tint be neglected, may readily

be placed. In table 1-2, the colois agree with table 9 up to the tenth, after which

the former skips one corona and is in advance of the latter.

VALUES OK THE NUCLEATION COKUECTEU.

IC. Amount of precijyitation.— In the preceding tables the limits of the

nucleation N are defined between isothermal and adiabatic conditions. The actual

case (apart from experimental difficulties) is neither the one nor the other, because

of the accession of heat received from the pi-ecipitated water. The rigorous equa-

tion for this is, I believe, known, but the computation may be made sufficiently close

and perspicuously by the following method of successive approximation.

Let 3 and s' be the original and final absolute temperatures, corresponding to

the pressures yj and/ and the densities p and p'. Then approximately

l=(fT""''=(;0'"- ... (•).

Let She the entropy (per gram) of a mixture of vapor and liquid in the ratio

ofa;/(l-a;). Then
^ = CMgS + '/a?A

if ir is the temperature of the mixture, r the latent heat of evaporation, C the spe-

cific heat of the liquid, and natural logarithms are used. Since 6'= 1, and the

mixture is initially all vapor expanding adiabatically, IgS + r/B = IgS' + Vx'/b',

which with the approximate e(iuation (1) becomes

where 1 — x' is the quantity of water piecipitated per gram of mixture, if the heat

thus evolved is neglected. Since at 20^ S == 293° /• = 589, / = 582, y=\A,

p'/p = 58/76, therefore x' = 949 and I — x' = .050, where /' is introduced under

the assumption that the cooling reaches 0°C., in equation (1).

The next approximation is an allowance for the heat evolved. The saturated

air at 20° contains 17.2/10'' grams of moisture per cub. cm. or .0142 grams of

moisture per gram of air. The amount of water condensed is thus .050 X .0142 =
710/106 grams, and the heat evolved 710/106 x 590 = .419 calories p.-r gram of

saturated air.

But from equation (1) 5' = 271.2 and since the specific heat of air is .237, about

.237 X 21.8 = 5.17 calories are absorbed in the adiabatic e.xpansion of one gram of

air. The available .419 calories due to condensation will heat this, .419/.237 =
1.77'= S", which is the correction to be added to S'.

The data for computing .r' are nowS = 293°, S'= 271.2 + 1.8 = 273°, /• = 582,

/•'=: 589, whence
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-' = l^(f+|lo|.)=-95^
iind 1—3?= .046 grams of water obtained from each gram of vapor. Thus 17.2

X 10" ^ X.046 = 790 X 10"^ gi'ams of water se])arate out per cub. cm. of moist air.

17. Numerical valves.— One observes in passing tliat if 5 x 10* nuclei ai'e

present per cub. cm., of the saturated emanation, the iiuml)er iirfei'red in the first

volume of these researches, then (790 X 10-9)/(5 X 10*) = 16 X IO-12 cub. cm.

is the volume of each water particle or al)out .OOO-iT) cm. its diameter at the outset.

This agrees very well in order with the i-esults obtained directly for coronas below.

To find iVin the tables, the eq'uation

iy^=io
s(i +/;/)iog.v

is given by experiment, where y is the ratio of densities after and Ijefore any ex-

haustion. Hence since initially S = 293", |? = 76 cm., and finally S'= 273° and js'

= 58 cm.,

11=1 J^ — ?^' = 5'^ X ^93 _ §19
P p/^ 76 X 273

Again the interval of time, /-, between the exhaustions, is on the avei'age 1.65

minutes in table 9, 1.61 minutes in table 10, 1.74 minutes in table 11, 1.75 minutes

in table 12. Consequently, for tables 9 and 10

.7 007 Z^^^,-(:.:63)X.o866^^^

may be assumed, and in tables 11 and 12

i\r =, 10 -^ ^''")x.0866^^^^ -.1017 .

is the corresponding equation. With these constants the values, N, of the tables

were computed.

IS. Relative size of cloud imrtides.—^
Assuming that the same amount of

vapor is condensed per cub. cm. in each expansion between fixed pressures of the

moist ail- in the receiver, the lelative size of particles may be computed for the

given orders of coronas. If the size of the particles of any one oi'der is known, all

WMiuld be found absolutely. It is only after about 20 exhaustions that the ordinary

uoimal coronas are encountered. The next table (13) contains an example of typi-

cal cases. It shows that there is not a striking variation of diameters to correspond

with the startling: variation of coronas. These are there foie a lather sensitive cri-

terion of the changes of diameter of the cloud particles.

TABLE 13.—RELATIVE SIZE OF CLOUD PARTICLES.

Order of corona, o.
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RESULTS I'OIJ AXIAL COLORS.

19. Apparatus, co}iiad drmm.— It will next be uecessaiy to devise ;ipp;initus

to show greater inteusity of axial color (tiie colors of the steam jet or color tube of

my first volume), with the necessary relation to the coronas. This was oiigiually

attempted with tubular apparatus ; but, in the interest of homogeneity, wide conical

apparatus was finally constructed, either a single or a double conical drum sub-

serving the puipose. Effective convection is then continually in action within, and

the density of distribution of cloml particles is uniform, slow work presupposed.

With the double drum (apices outward), not only can greater length of column be

secured, but small end windows of glass suffice. The instrument is thus less

troublesome than the single drum, the broad glass base of which is liable to break

exi)losively, after many exhaustions, from fatigued elasticity.

The single drum is shown in figure 0, Ijeing made of sheet cop[)er, about 77

cm. long, 5 cm. in diameter at the smaller glass window, a, 30 cm. in diameter at

the larire slass window, bh. W is the Welsbach burnei' behind a small ciicular

Vie. 6.

—

Conical Drcm. Ri;CErTAci.E for Condensation. Fig. 7.

—

Double

Conical Drum. Keceptaci.k eor Condensation. Fig. 8.

—

Diagram Relating to

Diffraction and to A.xial Colors.

screen,'/, is the exhaustion and c the inflii.x tubulure holding a cotton filter,/". The

supply of water, w, keeps the air within saturated. The intei'ior walls must be

dull Idack to oliviate reflection from the sides of the drum as much as possible;

for all coronas are advantageously [trojected against a dark ground. Ribs /•, r, r, /;

prevent collapse under external pressure wlieu the interior is exhausted.

When flame or axial colors are to be specially studied, it is best to remove the

screen from the burnei- and look at the fidl extent of the flame. Ground glass as

large as the window, a, ami illuminated l»y sunlight, is also very good. With the

eye at E, (tfi marks the i>ath of an axial color, (^yft the path of a diffraction color.

The double drum, Ogiire 7, differs from the single drum merely l)y offering

a greater length of column for observation. It is 180 cm. long, 30 cm. in its

largest dianietei', and is carefully blackened within. The small windows, a, h,
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insure greater safety of observation. Each window may be replaced by an

aluminum window for X-rays, etc. G is the gauge, d the exhaustion, cf the influx

tubulure. When nuclei are to be introduced, the filter,/', is removed.

20. Preli'mitiary observations. Single drum.— The following are a few

results with the single drum, the window being screened off to a small circle

:

TABLE r4.— AXIAL COLORS SEEN IN THE SINGLE DRUM, 77 cm. LONG, 30 cm.

DIAMETER AT BASE. EXHAUSTION 76-50 cm. PUNK NUCLEI.

Exhaustion
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TABLE i6.— l^ROMISCUOUS COMPARISONS OF AXIAL AND FIELD COLOR (CO-

RONAL CENTER) MADE IN THE SINGLE DRUM.

d
'4.
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beam, «<?, would remove white light. Hence absorptiou (which may be interfer-

ence) of some kind must be looked to, to explain these colors and it is not un-

reasonable to suppose that the central field is illuminated by tlie color a.xially

absoi'bed.

21. Polarized light.— On looking through the single drum with an analyzer,

it appears that neither the axial colors (as a rule) nor the coronas are polarized.

Both are produced with the same vividness, caet. par., when the source of light is

polarized as when it is not so. No coronal light passes between ci-ossed nicols.

With the axial colors a peculiar result was obtained for the jjaiticular length of

column here used (77 cm.). The colors of higher oi'ders, if produced by polarized

light, seemed to pass with increased saturation through the crossed polarizer, while

the lower orders of colors were quite damped out. This was particularly the case

with the violet purple of the second and even of the third order, the latter of which

I had not seen before. The observation is brought out in the following table, the

results of which were obtained independently, twice.

TABLE 17.— AXIAL COLORS, ETC., IN POLARIZED LIGHT.

Exhaustion
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containiiii,' results with tlie double druiu of figure 7, justifies the conclusion that

more saturated colors and finely graded effects are obtaiuahle with the longer col-

umns of nuclei (180 cm.). Still, the colors of the second order beyond the violet

(8th exhaustion), are very faint. The tendency to complementary contrasts between

axial color and coronal fit-Id is again in evidence, but has not been ultimately

determined.

TABLE i8.— PRELIx\IINARY EXPERIMENTS WITH THE DOUBLE DRUM.
HAUSTION, 76-66 cm. Time, 11" to i" ^o"

EX-

Exhaustion
1

No. 1
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being more complete will be made the })asis of coinimtatiou. It remains extremely
difficult to observe the faint axial colors of lii<rher orders, 2, for which reason
differences of color for large z are inevitable. Moieover, as all eii-ors on exhaustion
are cumulative, the general coincidence of the two sei'ies is rather suiprising.

As in § 13, let iV be the nuniher of nuclei after the 2th exhaustion. Assum-
ing that both the normal time losses and those removed by exhaustion follow the
same exponential law, put

where h is the coefficient of the time loss and y the ratio of the geometric progres-

sion of exhaustions, computed either isothermally N-^ or adiabatically N.^. In the
first case, y =p/Pq = .888 ; in the second, y = (p/p^y/y— .919.

TABLE 19.— AXIAL AND CORONAL COLORS (Central Field) SEEN IN THE DOUBLE
DRUM. PUNK NUCLEI. EXHAUSTION, 76-67.5 cm.

t=3-5 rain., l> = .io. y= (///„) = .888.

logiV=s(i+<5/) logj.. y i/v .919.

Exhaust.

No.,
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suggestion of the spontaneous ami [)roportionate increase of nuclei at low pressui-e

which has already been adiluced above. As a whole, the table shows that after

144 minutes about the 12th order of corona has appeared, admitting some uncer-

tainty due to the anomaly si)ecified.

TAIJLE 20— LOSS OF NUCLEI DIE lO NORMAL CAUSES IN THE LAl'SE OF
TIME. EXHAUSTION, 76-68 cm.

Time elapsed since

nucleation.
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TABLE 23.— VALUES OF iV^ = 10^ (i+«oiog^
y = (/»/^o)

''-' = .92

b = .10

/ = 3-5

Kxhaustion
No., 5
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eases. The exhaustions ft)i' tlie gh)be iiiid tlie corresponding supi)ly of nuclei are

tjreater in the ratio of 1 — y = .18 to I — // = .08, and there is probably greater

homogeneity in case of the globe. This implies that the initial uueleation is

usually undersaturated, if indeed saturation is the terra to be used when tiie source

of nuclei is not active within the medium, as it would in any case dei)eud on the

intensity of this source. To Ijegiu with saturation, therefore, one should devise

other means of nucleation than the phosphorus methods used above, which have

been shown to be inefficient within a damp medium.

In <'-eneral, the nuclear ratio corresponding to two different colors in the drum

and the globe is about the same for the two cases, so far as it can be made out.

The results of tables 19, 22 and 23 may be constructed in a chart, the order of

the coronas being horizontal and the nucleation vertical. Instead of this, log iV is

often a preferable ordinate, as the curves are then linear and need only be shifted

laterally for dilfereiit initial nucleations, since,

log yV= z (1 + k) log 2/ + 2o-

The fundamental difference between a.xial and coronal color as to origin, etc.,

has already been insisted on above.

27. 2ime losses interpreted.— Some conclusion must be derived as to the nature

of the time loss, which, in the above equation, has been very fully reproduced (apart

from the inevitable eiTors) hy N= N^tf^ where iVis the number of particles per

cub. cm., surviving in the receiver after the lapse of time, t: y = .825, i = .1 by

experiment. Thus, on reduction, if ^3 = .0083, Nz= N^IO'^K (1)

As in my preceding papers, I will suppose that the absolution velocity of the

nucleus is h cm./sec, independent of the density of distribution. Moreover, that

in a spherical receiver, nucleated at the time i = 0, iV nuclei are found per cub. cm.

at a distance r from the center. The distribution is in any case concentric, but

otherwise disposable at [)leasure. Since the absorption of nuclei is supposed to

take place at the inner surface of the receiver only, there is a continued flux out-

ward. The solution of the pi'oblem requires some understanding as to the manner

in which this flux takes place.

(1) If there is a mere motion outward for all particles, the pai'tial differential

equation is found to be d{i-^N)/dt -j- k d(^r^N)/dr = 0, of which the integral de-

termineil by Lagrange's nietho(l is ^V = JV^e''"""' """', where/ is an arbitrary

fuiicti(jn. This is found for an initial distril)Ution independent of r. The result is

clearly not in keeping with the actual case of ex[ieiiment, as is to be inferred if the

nucleus moves in all directions.

(2) The next case would be that of diffusion. The partial differential equa-

tion is d(rN)/dt = k d'^{rN)/dr^, wiiere /'iVis zero at the surface and the center,

and the initial condition is /'iV = ryV^. This equation is integrable in the well-

known way, but the result again fails to meet the actual condition of the exi)eriment

as set fr)rtli in the next pai'agraph.

(3) Remembering that the investigations above were pur[)osely conducted in

wide receivers, with the object among others of keeping the contents in a homo-
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geneous state of nucleation through the agency of convection cui'rents, it may be

safely assumed that jYis not a function of r but of time only. If this were not so

the coi'onas would show color distortion (as they do in marked degree in benzine

vapor) as well as the time changes observed. In case of water vapor, the ever-

present convection will not allow either the distribution (1) or (2) to persist.

Hence, whatevei- removal of nuclei takes place at the inner wall of the large

receivers is a deduction or drain of nuclei from the lohole volume of vapor, uni-

formly. This experimental condition simplifies the computation and offers an easy

interpretation of the results obtained. In case of absorption with the adequate

convection, therefore (if R be the radius of the receiver),— (4^72^/3) dN/dt-=

Ah ^ttR'^ N, where h is the absorption velocity of the nucleus and A a co-efficient,

stating what part of k as found in my last volume for nuclei moving in air (k = 18

cm./min., about), is effective in view of the fact that the nuclei are now suspended

in water vapor. Hence,

an equation identical in form with that actually found in the experiments.

From equations (1) and (2), ^ — 'dAh (log e)/R ; and if ^ = 18 cm./min., R =
15 cm., then A = .0053. Thus the absorption velocity found from these experi-

ments is but 5/1000 of the value found when the saturated emanation is forcibly

passed through fine bore tubes less than .5 cm. in diameter, or that found from

electrical experiments for nuclei in air. This observed velocity of the nucleus in

water vapor would therefore be but .095 cm./mi4i., a result which will be further

discussed below (Chap. VI, § 19).

28. Estimated size of cloud particles.— The rate of subsidence of the fog is

not a good criterion' of diameter, because this datum is complicated by the evapora-

tion of water particles (apparent subsidence at the top), and by their inevitable

growth, remembering that the coronas are all fleeting phenomena. Some notion of

their size, and this an upper limit, may be obtained: If the fog subsides at the rate

of 1 cm./sec, the radius of the particle will be r = .0009 cm. For any other velocity

expressed in terms of this normal rate, ?• = 9 X 10"* X Vv. Now the rates are

never a small fraction of cm./sec, so that the radii are not liable to be much below

say 10" 4 cm., a datum which at first sight is surprisingly large, but is corroborated by

the following independent estimates. Of. Chap. Ill, §11.

It has been shown above that in the case of sphei-es the moisture pi-ecipitated

per cub. cm. of air partially exhausted, as stated, is 79 X 10-8g,-ams, and that with

5 X 10* nuclei per cub. cm. in the saturated emanation, this is equivalent to an

initial diameter of the water particles of about 2.5/10 * cm. This datum is an order

of values like the preceding, whereby two results are to this degree confirmed, viz

:

the order of size of particles producing axial color and the number of particles

estimated for the saturated emanation.

The same method applied to the results obtained from the double drum showed

' Air, cleared of fog by the warmer walls of the receiver after exhaustion, also rises to the top.
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2/10* cm. ;is tbe diameter of tlie particles in the first exhaustions. The smaller size

here corresponds to less exhaustion.

A final estimate is obtainable from the size of the normal coronas after, say,

twentv or thirty exhaustions. Estimating this as about twice as large in diameter

as the ordinary lycopodium corona, if the particles of the latter measuie .0032 cm.,

one may rate the lesidual water globule at .001 cm. Indeed, Fraunhofer and

Kaemtz's measurements showed particles in lunai- coronas as large as .0017 to

.(»033 cm., depending on the season. Thus, if the final size is .001 cm., the initial

size must have been .0003 to .0002 cm., corresponding to twenty or thirty exhaus-

tions. Similar results are deducible from the drum and they are thus again in

ao'reemeut with the preceding estimates. Finally, the normal coronas may be

measured absolutely and the dimensions computed from the deviation on diffractinn.

This is the practical plan, which I will waive for further discussion in the next chapter.

If the independent estimates Just stated be sun)marized, the data are clearly of

an order ten times greater than would follow if the axial colors of the drum or the

steam jet were produced by interference of thin plates, granting that the old vesic-

ular theory of atmospheric condensation is disproved. I admit that data as large

as those found for the w'ater particles are contiary to my exp)ectations.

29. Eatimaied size of nuclei. — This has been variously estimated by the aid of

Kelvin's vapor pressure equation, successively modified by the younger Helmholtz,'

and by C. T. R. Wilson." Naturally, the nuclei are supposed to be of the same size

and the supersaturation carried far enough to condense water on each. Helmholtz

found ly/lO" to 26/108 ctn. as the size of his nuclei. Wilson finds S.T/IO^ for the

case of rain-like condensation, and 6.4/10^ and 5.9/108 di, for cloudy condensation,

foggy and colored. The above data for the globe, similarly interpreted, give 8/10^

and 18/10^ as the smallest radii of the nuclei on which condensation would just

take place if the supersaturations used were essential to condensation, which they

are not. The actual dimensions must lie somewhere between Wilson's estimate,

which holds for watei- vapor free from artificial nuclei, and that of Helmholtz for

nucleated vapor. Of. Chapter V, § 2.

The small size of the nucleus obtained in this way is startling, but as the

method involves a huge extrapolation from the radius of capillary action (say

5 X 10"^ cm.) almost as far as the molecular diameter, it cannot be received with

much confidence, and the size of the nucleus must be left in abeyance.

On the other hand, the size of the water particle is sufficiently large to admit

of the application of Kelvin's equation. Moreover, there is here a mere accretion

of water upon water. If the change of pressure to pass from a given to a succeed-

ing corona, or to any recognizable change of corona, be determined by two suc-

cessive exhaustions, the particles of the first corona are the nuclei of the second,

and consequently the radius of the former should be determinable absolutely.

With this datum for the iiarticles of one corona, tables 9-12 and 19 would furnish

the diameteis of all.

' R. V. Helmholtz, IVied. Ann., vol. xxvii, p. 526, 1886.

'C. T. R. Wilson, Phil. Trans., London, vol. clxxxix, p. 306-307, 1897.
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Unfortunately, this theoretically very pi-omising method breaks down on

experiment. For, let a small exhaustion be made adiabatically at the mean pres-

sure jt?, and the mean absolute temperature, 6. Then in the modified form of

Kelvin's equation for water (density = 1), let the logarithm be expanded. If J" is

the surface tension of water, p' its vapor pressure, the I'adius of water nucleus will

be, approximately,

where It is the gas constant of water vapor and f5 denotes increments. If the con-

densation takes place near the freezing point, as in the above expei'iments, we may

write Sp/f' — .076^0. Again, for the occurrence of adiabatic expansion 6d/d =
{{y—^)/y)Sp/p. After substituting both results in equation (1)

where dp is an adiabatic increment of pressure, applied to the moist air at d and p.

Using this equation for water particle of the order of dimensions estimated above at

d = 273° and^ = 76 cm., an exhaustion of but 1/10 millimeter is in question. Now
I satisfied myself in special experiments that exhaustion as small as 1 cm. would be

perceptible in color changes of the coronas, particularly in the case of certain higher

orders; but the small change corresponding to .01 cm. is out of the question. I do

not see, therefore, that methods otlier than those based on measurements of coi'onas

will be applicable for the determination of the aV)solute dimensions.

Pursuing this subject, I found tnat the coronas of benzol following the initial

fogs are all noi'mal, relatively large particles being precipitated at once. Hence, if

m be the mass of benzol condensing, computed for given exhaustions as in § 16, and

if d be the diametei- of the benzol particles found by measuring the coronas, then

n = Qm/nd^. The number of nuclei active in different methods of nucleation may

thus be found by a few exhaustions, compared with the more prolonged observation

necessary for water vapor. Unexpected difficulties were encountered in the use of

benzol, however, whereas the method led to a satisfactoiy issue for water vapor, as

will be detailed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER III.

DIMENSIONS AND NUMBERS OF THE CLOUD PARTICLES PRODUCING CORONAS AND

AXIAL COLORS.

INTRODUCTORY EXPERI5IENT8 WITH BENZOL.

1. Pwposes.—The remarks made above, that the coronas in benzol vapor

are all normal, and that fewer exhaustions would therefore be needed to make

definite measurements of the size and distribution of cloud particles, induced me

to attempt the following introductory expei-iments. These, however, were destined

to fail of a decisive issue, because such thermodynamic constants as I was able to

find in tlie standard tables are insufficiently correlated to admit of the severe test

which the computations, here in question, imply. In the second place, even if the

constants were forthcoming, the impossibility of maintaining regular coronas in

benzol, without shaking oi- some equivalent method of keeping the vapor uniformly

nucleated, is an almost insupei-able difficulty ; while shaking, as seen in Chapter IV

et seq., introduces a new supply of nuclei and removes others, for w'hich no adequate

allowance can be made. The data for benzol have certain peculiar features of

interest, and I shall therefore record them because of their bearing on the method

subsequently carried through for water vapor.

The method has been suggested : the thei-modynamic conditions of expansion

suffice for computing vi, the liquid precipitated per cub. cm. The apeitures of the

coronas afford a means of measuring d, the diameter of the particles. Hence their

number per cub. cm. is n = Grn/W*.

2. Apparatus. Goniometer.—The fleeting character of the coronas, their

small aperture, their faint and vague definition, made all attempts at using telescopic

instruments, or even the sextant, futile. I thei'efore constiucted the following

simple goniometer which, in one form or another, proved very efficient. On a

smooth board, AB, a fixed arm, nc, cari'ies at n a vertical needle about 3 cm. long.

Similarly, a movable arm, swivelled at c, carries a like vertical needle «.', so adjusted

that the points of the needles may be moved into contiguity by rotation. Finally,

a screen, s, with a small peep-hole at a in the axis of rotation and also about 3 cm.

above the table, completes the instrument. On use, the needles ii, n', are adjusted

so as to be tangent to a selected annulus of the corona when viewed by an eye

looking through a. These measurements are made very quickly, and under the

conditions given below the needles are rarely more than 2 cm. apart, usually less.

Let Ji be the length of the aims of the goniometer, « the angle between them.

Hence the distance nn' is pricked into a small [)iece of paper, which on measure-

ment gives at once nn' = « = 2li sin a. (1)
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Id measuring the angular aperture « of the central white patch of the coronas,

the circular source of light was placed at the same distance (250 cm,) on one side

of the receiver as the eye on the other side. In this case the angles of incidence

Fig. lb.

Fig. 1.

—

Goniometers AND Appurtenances. la. Horizontal Form, i b. Vertical Form.

Fig. 2.—Condensation Chamker, N ; Filter, F ; Gauge, G ; Exhaust Pipe, E.

and of aperture are equal, being
I-
the angle of diffraction, and the equation becomes,

where \ is the wave length of the dark ring in question, n = 1 usually, a the

common angle of incidence and of aperture, and d the diameter of the diffracting

particle. If n = 1, equation (2) becomes in view of (1),

,/ = "f (3)

In the instruments used in this chapter R — lO.fj cm., and 20.1 cm., though larger

values are preferable.

Instead of using equation (3), it is foi- many purposes advantageous to compare
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the coronas of water particles with the coronas produced under like circumstances

by lycopodiuni particles (diameter = D^), for which <i = D„ = XjR/.%. Hence

d = DoV« = .00144/5, if Do = .0032 cm.

This makes it needless to select any particular wave length provided the same
annuhis is used throusrhout.

•000.

Fic. 3.

—

Chart Showing the Diameters (cm) of Cloud Particles of Benzol
IN THE Successive Exhaustions.

Fig. 4.

—

Chart Showing the Decrease in Aperture (s) of the Coronas of
Benzol Vapor, during the Succf.ssive Exhaustions ; also the Final Apertures
of Water and Petroleum Vapor in the Same Scale.

In the present cha])ter the goniometer, fig. l<t, opened horizontally, being

carried in a light tripod, (r, which could be moved at pleasure on a smooth table.

In the following chapters the goniometer, fig. lb, was used vertically, the jaws
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being longer (30 cm.) and adjusted by an a[>[)roi)iiat«; tangent screw, f.. In such a

case, the instrument as a whole must be swivelled around a horizontal axis, C, so

that both tangeucies may be quickly caught, s is the screen, n, n!, the needles,

G the axis. In practice, the jaws en, cii', are turned around C until they are nearly

horizontal, and the screen s vertical.

The j-emainderof the appai'atus—receiver, in which the coronas are produced,

exhausting train, etc., Figured—did not differ materially from the forms given

above and need not, therefore, be specially described. E is the exhaust-pipe with

its cock, c ; F, the cottou filter with two stop-cocks, a and /; (the latter being a

check-valve insuring slow influx) ; G, the vacuum gauge. Q is the water level,

pp a fog line showing companulate coronas at N.

3. liesults.—The first question to be answered relates to the sizes of the cloud

particles suspended in benzol. These are found frcnn measurements of the aper-

tures of the respective coronas. The results are given in tal)le 1, on the general

plan already detailed in the pi'ecediug chapter. The first three columns have an

obvious meaning. It is necessary, as stated, to shake the receiver to obtain annular

coronas without color distoi-tiou, and the apei'tures will not therefore sink below a

small value corresponding to the special nucleation so introduced.

The foui'th column of table 1 gives the chord, .s>, (m the goniometer, subtending

the aperture of the coronas, whence the fifth column containing the diameters of

the water particles, d, in cm., is computed foi- the coronas examined, as explained

in the preceding paragraph. These results are plotted in the curve, figure 3, cor-

responding to the two parts of the table. The curves do not coincide, since the

initial nucleation is necessarily different, but they are of the same nature. Curve

II, which is the more conqJete, shows a sudden bi'eakdown beyond a, after 10 or

12 exhaustions, and it is here that the raining subsidence of cloud particles is

marked, and the nucleation thereafter, shaking presupposed, is appreciably constant.

The table shows that it would l)e possible to make an ai>pi'oximate allowance for

these extra particles.

Why this rainy subsidence and purification begins in the sudden fashion

evidenced is an interesting question for fui'ther investigation. Something similar

will be noticed in the case of water below. 6^'. § 5, 7, 11.

TABLE I—CORONAS IN BENZOL VAPOR, KEPT REGULAR BY SHAKING.

SULPHUR NUCLEI. EXHAUSTION, 76-58 cm. d„ = .000,044 cm.
;

computed d = d^io^' ; P — 176-

Exhaustion
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TABLE i—SECOND SERIES.

Kxliau&tiun

No.. :
Time. Coruna, etc.

Aperture, Observed, Computed,
d-K io»

Computed,
d X lo'
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taken. The curve and table then show the marked spontaneous evolution of

particles by the breakdvwn of the h)fus after about In exhaustions.

Again, since — o fi — (\ -| U) log //, where // will not differ materially from

the value for water under the same exhaustions, put — log ;//
= .087. Hence, since

^=2 min., i = 2.6 iu the first [)art of table 1, and ^ =:: 2.0 in the second part.

These values are enormously large as compared with those found for water (/; — .1) ;

and since the diffusion velocity of nuclei in benzol is actually smaller than in water

vapor, these large coefficients are either an indication of the efficiency of removal

by shaking (for which there is no collateral evidence), or more probably of removal

by subsidence.

In fact, the equation teniporai-ily accepted is incomplete since it does not in-

clude the production of nuclei by shaking, i.e., the horizontal streamei', a, in figure

3. Put therefore JV— N^ (io^C' + '''"°8-''+ c), where N^^c is the constant number

of nuclei conti'ibuted by each shaking and again removed by the subsequent

exhaustion, after 3=00 or is very lai'ge. Since Nd^ = dl, if N^ = 1, the result-

ing equation is

dl = d^ (10=(. + '>oio«.^t.)
(1)

where '/„ is the initial and d the final diameter of the cloud particle of the order, z.

When z = c», d^ = D^ == dl/c, and is therefore given in figure 3, curve II, by the

results following a, as I) = .0042. With this substitution, equation (1) becomes,

on differentiation and reduction,

_ 6 (log d) ^ log>'
.J _ ,/3 //)3) (1 + l,t)^ (2)

oz 3

whei-e b is the only unknown quantity. When Z> = o, the above value of y8 is re-

produced. The first member of (2) may somewhat crudely be taken as the change

of log d, for a unit or single change of the oi'der, z. The correction, 1 — J V(.0042)3,
is constructed graphically and the mean value for the interval between two suc-

cessive observations is found from the curve, which naturally shows rapidly varying

rates. The corrected value for water, log y = .00866, must be accepted in the

absence of a better factor. The results of the computation for h then appear as

follows

:

Table i (i), Table i (2),

z= 7-8 /> - .15 cui./min., ^ = 5-6 /^ = 1.4 cm./min.

8-9 2.4 6-7 i.o

9-10 3.0 7-S 2.5

lo-ii 5.0 8-9 2.5

9-10 4.1

so that removal is faster as the particles are larger. This is a natural consequence

of the sichsidence of cloud particles, whereas the removal of nuclei by diffusion

would show the contrary effect. To bring out the latter, thei-efore, very long time-

intervals between the obsei'vations are, as a rule, the indispensable requisite, par-

ticularly when the cloud [.articles are so huge as here in the case of benzol and in

the final observations with water vapor. The same result reappears from a new

point of view iu § T.
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5. Number of particles.— It is uext in order to indicate the difficulty en-

countered in endeavoring to find the number of nuclei initially present from the

data found for the initial diameters d^ = 44/10*' and iJ^ = 154/10*. The data

available for benzol in Landolt and Boernstein's tables (pp. 336 and 348), are nut

sufficiently harmonious to lead to a solution. If, as above, 1 — x' is the mass of

precipitate from 1 gram of saturated vapor, after adiabatic cooling from the absolute

temperature ^ to -
',

It is therefore necessary to know both the variation of specific heat O, and of latent

heat, /, with temperature, and the whole question depends on the character of this

variation. Since / from liegnault's data is very nearly constant within the 20" in

question (/• = 109 to 107), it will facilitate computation to regard it so and to

compute (kc/d^ from a; = (s/r) (^S — CMgS) for the adiabatic process in question,

S being the entropy of the mixture. Hence, with S and Cas variables,

dx_ _ .S-C-(lgS+i ) ^ aC^ ,

d^ ~ r r dB
»•

From the observations of de Heen and Deruyts, between 10° and &0°,dC/dB may
be estimated as .028, nearly at 0° centigrade. Furthermore, for s =z 293°, ,v = 1,

?= 109, C= .31 ;
5'= 271, 6"=.37, S= 2.46 (computed). Hence at 3'= 27 r\

(/ic/ds = —.0341 and at S = 293°, dx/ds = —.0437, or the amount of vapor within

the mixture shoidd increase markedly with fall of temperature in both cases, which

is directly contrary to the experiments. If 6" is considered constant, dx/ds will be

positive for the given interval, and precii)itation must therefoi'e occur on cooling, as

observed ; but it is obvious that results so obtained ai'e quite arbitrary.

In the absence of compatible data, an estimate might be made by assiiming

the masses precipitated to be inversely as the latent heats of the vapors. The
results are equally meaningless.
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G. Repetitions.— Owing to the tendency of benzol to secrete i-esidual nuclei

iu strata near the surface of the lic[uid, a peculiarity of which I was not at fii'st

aware, it seemed advisable to repeat some of the results for the successive coronas.

Examples of the data are given in table 2. The persistent coronas are all normal.

Punk nuclei were used for comparison with the sulphur nuclei of the preceding

table, but the conditions of experiment were not materially altei'ed. The results

are of the same nature.

7. Differences hetwee)i nuclei.—The different rates at which s diminislies in

case of punk nuclei and of sulphur nuclei, is notewoi'thy. To bring this out, both

series of results (new and old) ai'e constructed in the chart, figure 4, the abscissa

being the number of the exhaustion (all identically y = 58/76) ; the ordinate, the

aperture of the corona. Of these curves, a, b, c were obtained with sulphur

nuclei ; a, h being the results of table 1, where the li(piid was shaken between each

exhaustion, c being the new series made without continued sliaking. The curves

d, e, /'refer to punk nuclei. Shaking was irregulai'l}' resoi-ted to, and the effect has

impressed itself on the curves. The new and the old curves for sulphur nuclei

show about the same steepness, no matter whether tlie liquid was shaken between

the successive exhaustions or not. To some degree this is also true for the jDunk

nuclei, all the curves showing strikingly less steepness than the sulphur curves.

In fact, the decrement of aperture rfx is ])er exhaustion :

For sulphur nuclei, 6 s = .14 cm.

For punk nuclei, S s =^ .09 cm.

Since S d = .00144 6 s/s^ = 6s X (t/2/.00144), the result in terms of d is less simply

stated.

Hence the coronas vanish more rapidly for sulphur nuclei than for punk

nuclei, and since by § 5 this removal is due to subsidence of cloud particles it,

follows that the benzol-sulphur particles are larger than the benzol-punk particles.

A corresponding i-esult is found below § 8 for sulphur-water particles.

The accompanying results drawn to the same scale and obtained in the final

exhaustions (z = 20-30) with water vapor are of the same order of steepness and

have been similarly explained. Petroleum cloud particles, in view of the small

vaper tension, are much smaller and neai'ly free from subsidence, as figure 4

shows. This case cori-esponds to coronas of abnormal type; it has, therefore,

seemed reasonable, in the definite computations below, to ignore the effect of

subsidence altogether when the order of the exhaustion was sufficiently far removed

from the end of the series. Cf. § 11.

Since d^ jY = dl and dd= (J2/.00144) 6s, if the first equation is differen-

tiated logarithmically and 6 d replaced by the second,

A^ .00144

Hence for sulphur nuclei, sN/JV= 290 d, and for punk nuclei, S N/N= 190 d,

equations which show the part of all the residual nuclei precipitated per exhaustion

at any mean diameter d, and under the time interval and the supersaturations
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stiitfd. 'J'liiis, at the liieaii ilianieter (in cetitim.) d= 0.01, sN/N'= .29 and .In,

respectively. lf<^=.0034 and .0052 respectively, all the nuclei will be precipi-

tated in a single exhaustion of the value specified (76-58 cm.).

EXl'ERIJIENTS WITH WATER VAl'OK.

.*^. Constantft and apertuics uf corunas.-—Followintj tiie unsuccessful investiga-

tion with benzol, 1 will now deteimiue as nearly as 1 can the diameters of the cloud

paiticles of water and their numbers. It was necessary for this purpose to make a

special series of measurements in which the diameters of the normal coi'onas were

measured, as far as practicable. These results are given in tables 3 and 4, in which

the firet four columns have the usual signification. The time interval between exhaus-

tions was uniformly 1 min. 45 sec. The circular source of light was placed 2.5 meters

from the spherical receiver (diameter, 'M) cm.). With the light so far distant, the

central patches of the coronas following the 7th, Sth, etc., were not white centered,

but nearly uniformly colored, showing that the close light in the above experiments

fave a ditliise effect not belonging to the coionas pmper. C'oroiias 11, ]'2, and

those following If! are truly white centered, the latter being of the normal type,

for which alone the measurements of aperture are directly a[>plicable. One may
note in passing that sulphur nuclei are sooner emptied out' by precipitation than

punk nuclei. Although the former give denser initial fogs, the latter give the

greater number of coronas. § 7 shows that sulphur-water particles are the larger,

coet. par.

The column marked s shows the aperture of the corona, being the chord of the

radius 20.1 cm. for the goniometer described in §2. In the next column y^l/N
is given, a quantity proportional to the diameter, d, of the particles, so that

//=
(/f,

iVl/N. N, the relative number of cloud particles, is found as above, since

shaking is never necessary, from A^= A'qIO -**+"> '"'''*', where A^j = 1, b =z A,

t = 1.75 min., log y = — .0866, for exhaustions from 76 to 58 cm., nearly.

As the coionas were advantageously compared with those of lycopodium

spoies for which .s' == .45 cm. and d' = .0032 cm., for the same goniometer, the

equations used above will again be applicable here. Consequently, since

d-=^ .44/.S- X 1 :' , = d^ r T/N,

, 1.44X10^

'"~.rxr' TTa^'

The values of sx f'l/JV are given in the tables. They are nearly enough constant

foi' measurements of this kind, wlieie the thing to be observed is always a more or

less hazy and fleeting outline. C'f. § 11. Their mean value in table 3 is 4.16, and

in table 4 is 5.47. The conesponding values of f/,„ or the initial diametei-s of the

cloud particles, aie d^ ^= .35 X 10"^ cm. in table 3 and d^ = .26 X 10" •' cm. in table 4.

.Ml other diameteis are then found from d^= d^x f^\/N.

The final datum of the tables, », is the ahsolute numbei' of nuclei per cub.

cm., l)rieHy called the nncleation, as found from the value of d and the grams of
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moisture {)recipitate(I pei- cub. oin. In the globe of 79 X 10"" grams were precipitated

witbiu the giveu exhaustion ; wheuce, siuce the density /j= 1,

or, since (P = '1,^/^= {2.C>?,x ll^"^)^/A^, the e<piatiou for punk nuclei finally

becomes

« =//X 8.3x10-4.

For sulphur nuclei, siniilai'ly, <l^ = (.">.:") X 10"") :5/A^; whence

7/, = 7V^X 3.6x10-4,

11 being the absolute, A'' the relative number of nuclei per cub. cm.

9. Tabulated results.—The new results ai'e fully given in tables ?> and 4, in

the manner just explained. The tvv<> tables are independent series of measurements

differing even as to nuclei.

TABLE 3.—DIMENSIONS OF SUCCESSIVE CORONAS, SIZE AND NUMBERS OF
CLOUD PARTICLES IN WATER VAPOR. SULPHUR NUCLEI. EXHAUSTION,
76 to 58 cm. /= 1.75 minutes. /' = .i. 7\''„ = 36,000. Mean .f TV == 4. 16.

Exhaustion
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TAHLE 4,-DlMKNSIONS OF SUCCESSIVE CORONAS, CLOUD PARTICLES, ETC.

I'UNK. NUCLEI. iVj = 83,000 PARTICI-ES. OTHER CONS PANTS AS IX TABLE
3-
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correspond to the general difference of behavior, and this is qualitatively the case.

Of the determinative loci, .s/iV^ in terms of ?:, in tables .". and 4, the former (sul[)hur)

shows a tendency to decrease, the other (punk) a tendency to increase with

increasing z. As 6- is observed, it follows that N is respectively too slow and too

fast in its variation, instead of being constant with .?. Consequently, I suspect that

the mean of tables 3 and 4 is a more cori'ect seijuence for w than either table

separately. The same conclusion is reached on comparing a given corona (f<ir

instance, the green centered type for z = 14) in the two tables. Obviously, this

definite diffraction pattern must, cent. par., correspond to the same number of nuclei

in the two cases. Finally, in the experiments of the foregoing chaptei', doubling

or quadrupling the initial nucleation by correspondingly lepeating the charges,

was found to shift the coronas but a few orders ahead, while the effect should be

3 or 6 orders of displacement.

11. Removal hy subsidence.—The rapid removal of cloud particles toward the

end of the tables shown in figure 5, and due to the subsidence of large drops, is note-

Fig. 5.— Chart Showing the .Accelerated Removal of Cloud Particles in the

Final Exhaustions (Numbers =, on Curves).

Fig. 6.—Chart Showing the Subsidence of Fogs of Different Orders (Numbers z,

on Curves) in the Lapse of Time. Fall (/) in cm, Time (t) in Minutes.

worthy, and the difficulty of coping with the subsidence erroi- has induced me to insert

a few special subsidence data here. The products, s X aIi/A", were discarded in the

last case of table 3 and the two last observations of table 4, because of the magnitude

of this error. Since ? =: 9 X 10-* X yjv, the reciprocal variable = r^ X 10 8/81 may

be computed, as is done for the vanishing coronas in the following table.

TABLE 5.—SUBSIDENCE OF CLOUD PARTICLES COMPUTED.

Exhaustion, No., =.
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For the sake of coiiii>:iiis<.ii willi these computed results, the experiments

described in table 6 and figure 6 were specially investigated. Observations of the

fall, / of the |pl;inc uf demarcation in the lapse of time were made in full daylight.

The first 8 e.\hausti«>ns were successively examined in the lai'ge globe, and tho rates

of descent of the "id and 8th computed graphically.

lABLE 6.—SUBSIDENCE OF FOG STR.ATA OF SUCCESSIVE ORDERS.

OBSERVATIONS. Cf. Fij (<

Ex.
No., :.
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placed in these rates of subsidence, complicated as they are with so many vague

secondary phenomena.

A comparison of tables 5 and shows that the Jinal velocities in the experi-

mental curves (.017-.050 cni./sec.) correspond very closely to the velocities com-

puted in table 5 (.021 cm./sec, etc.) for the particles produced in the earlier orders

of exhaustion (z = 0, etc.). The two tables, therefore, mutually corroborate each

other, proving that the order of values investigated for the size of the cloud

particles is reasonably cori-ect
;
pi'oving also that the initial apparent subsidence ia

spurious, as anticipated. In fact, if water is pi-ecipitated by sudden cooling from

atmospheric air in an otherwise dry vessel {Of. Chapter VI, § 10), the apparent sub-

sidence is astonishingly I'apid, being of the order of more than meter/second.

Clearly, from the excessively small particles precipitated, this can be nothing but

quick evaporation undei' conditions of minimum moisture. As the temperature

rises after the exhaustion, the air at once ceases to be saturated.

A few rough estimates may be made for the globe, 30 cm. in diameter.

The descent of the body of fog per minute will be about 1.5 cm. during the first

exhaustions (s = 1), and about 11 cm. during the final exhaustions {z = 26). The

loss of particles may be taken as the ratio (^f the volume submerged to the total

volume of fog, and the i-esults show that dui-ing the first exhaustions a loss some-

what exceeding 5 %, during the last exhaustions a loss approaching 50 %, is to be

apprehended. Hence, the time during which subsidence occurs (presence of fog

within the receiver) must be reduced to a minimum, only maintained just long

enough to make the observation. But even in this case the subsidence error

toward the end of the series becomes increasingly menacing, and to it are to be

ascribed the jagged outlines of the data for s/fN in tables 3 and 4. Very

fortunately, the subsidence error is in large measure counterbalanced by the evapo-

ration of particles, and for this reason the removal of particles by subsidence has

been ignored in this chapter. Any correction applied would be arbitrary; but

there is no question that the results could be raateiially improved if a new form of

apparatus were contrived adapted to insure the utmost dispatch between the

exhaustions and observations.

12. Normal and other coronas.— With particles as near together as they are

originally (.02 to .03 cm.), it is not remarkable that other optical phenomena may

make their appearance due to the mutual action of the edges of the particles, and

it is not improbable that this mutual effect contributes to the colored central patch

of the coronas, occui-ring as a superposition of a new phenomenon on the old. The

normal coronas do not begin until the number of particles is 530 or 600 per cub.

cm., or about 8 per linear cm., putting them somewhat more than 1 millimeter apart.

Normal coronas are seen until the pai'ticles are about 2 millimeters apart, after

which they shrink beyond observation. The particles themselves are but .0014 to

.0025 cm. in diameter, at the beginning and the end of the series of normal coronas

respectively, and are thus very small as compared with their distance apart. Again,

initially—^. e., immediately after nucleation, whei'e the particles are but .02 cm.

apart—their dimensions are .0003. In all cases, therefore, the interstices are large.
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The ratio inuy be foiiml geiieially. Since tlie micleatiou m = 6 X 790 x 10 " ^/ttJ'^

deuutes tlie number per cubic centiiu., yjn is the number per linear^cm., and ^\/n,

their distance apart. Otherwise l/n is the volume of each and \jl/n the edge of a

cube occupied by a single particle. Hence,

^^ = J'~ ^^~I = 87.
(i \6 X 790 X 10""

The edo-e of a cube containing one cloud particle and the diameter of that particle

are proportional quantities in the ratio of 87:1. The density of the suspended

water is thus on the average .8 X 10 '<', throughout.

13. >Si3€ of the particle producinfj axial color.— It is tinally necessary to

make a similar computation for the uuml)er of particles active in the drum when

a.xial colors are seen. The correlation will be made liy means of identical

coronas. Writing as usual, d = 1.44/s X 10'' =d^-^\/jS\ the initial diameter is

d = 1.44/(.s- X \^1/-A^ X 10''). Using the second series of axial colors, Chapter II,

table 19, as these are more complete, two distant coronas are eminently available

for compari.stm. These are the early member with the olive-green center and the

subsequent mendjer with an apple-green center.

'r.ible 19 shows, (olive-green) yV = .368 2 = 8.5 |" 1 .\'=i.40

(apple-green) A' = .1 13 3=18.5 [Ji'i/yV = 2.07

Table 4 shows similarly (olive-green) (/ = 4.6 X io"< cm. </„ = 3.3 X 10"*

(apple-green) d—Z.\ X 10"' cm. r/„ = 3.9 X 10"*

It is hardly reasonable to look foi' l)etter agreement in two observations so

remote, and hence the mean value, J„ = 3.6 X 10 "* will be taken foi' the reductions

in case of the axial colors obseived in the drum. Hence,

(7=3.6 X 10-4 Xx'l/.V.

The precipitation per cubic centimeter in the drum was found to be

301 X 10-9 grams of water per cubic centimeter of moist air, the [)ressiire ratio

being smaller. Hence, finally.

The data of table 7 were derived in this way.

This is an average exhibit of the dimensions and numbers of particles active in

producing axial color. The final column shows theii' average distance apai't. That

the a])sorption phenomenon occurs for particles as large as d is in many ways sur-

prisinij, for it does not suggest optical interference. The particles are, a.s befoi-e,

thinly disseminated. The ratio of their distance apart and their diameters being

VU'" = 113.
d

The density of distribution is somewhat smaller than before, but tiie length of

column more than makes up for the difference.

If, therefore, a cube .04 cm. along each edge be imagined, this cube at the

outset contains one particle of the diameter of 300/10^ cm. Thus 113 cubes on

end would make a row of particles normal to, and 113 X H-^ cubes on end
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could be made to virtually (ill up, ihv, square content across tlie line of vision.

Hence, .04 X 113'- = 512 cm., or about 5 meters of column would be needed to

virtually blot out the unaffected white light (excepting th;it which filters between

rectangularly contiguous, co-planar s[)heres). At the end of the experiment a col-

umn .096 X 1132 = 1280 cm. or about 13 meters long would be needed if axial

color is to be seen. In the above experiments the colunui or drum was nearly 2

meters long and this proved to be insufficient.

TABLE 7.— DIMENSIONS AND NUMBERS OF CI.OUl) PARTICLES PRODUCING
AXIAL COLOR. CONTENTS AS IN TABLE 19, CHAP. H. 7V„ = 15,000 panicles.

=
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The source of light and the goniometer were each distant 2 1/2 meters from the

receiver of cloud particles. The diameter of the earlier cloud particles was com-

puted from vV, and found to be

(l„ = 263 X 10~* for punk nuclei, in the globe,

(Iq = 350 X 10"* for sulphur nuclei, in the globe,

d^ = 360 X 10"* for punk nuclei, in the drum.

These values depend merely on the number of nuclei originally put in, but they

were purposely made as large as practicable.

The precipitation for adiabatic exi)ansion was computed from I'x = Sb — Cb IgS,

where 5 is the absolute temperature, r the latent and O the specific heat of the

liquid, .S' the constant entropy and x/(l — x) the I'atio of vapor and liquid in the

chilled mixture. For coronas in the globe, m =z 79 X 10" ^ grams of water were

precijiitated per cub. cm., and for axial colors in the drum, ?n = 36 X lO'** grams

of water weie precipitated.

Finally, the absolute number was found from ni = ?i x ^ X ^* = « X ^ whence

for coronas in the globe, n = 8.3 X lO"* x jV, in case of punk nuclei,

>i:= 3.6 X 10* X JV, in case of sulphur nuclei;

for axial colors in the drum, n =: 1.5 X KH x /V,

with a weaker nucleatiim of punk nuclei. If A''= iV^ =: 1 or at the beginning of

the expeii mental series,

n = 83,000, = 36,000, = 15,000, respectively,

depending on the number of nuclei arbitrarily introduced.

The axial colors completely vanish befoi'e one half of the coronas have been

passed. Experiment shows, therefore, conformably witli the interpretation just

adduced and apart from discrepancies due to insufficiently uniform distributions, that

columns 5 to 13 meters long are necessary if saturated axial colors are to be observed.

Axial colors may, therefore, be pi'oduced by light which has passed through

the particles and to the same agency the colored fields may be referred. It is easy

to obtain color in the undeviated ray' (here the coronal center or axial color) when

plates or films are dealt with, by superimposing an interference phenomenon on the

diffraction phenomenon. For the sake of having a convenient scale of distribution,

I mapped out the axial colors in this way in my earlier volumes. The case seems,

however, to be very different when droplets as small as 2/10* to 4/10* cm. are in

question. Here it is on the one hand difficult, in view of these small globules, to

interpret the entrance of light in such a way as to produce interferences. On the

other hand, the particles are too large to correspond to thicknesses which produce

the vividly colored Newtonian interferences of the first and second order, for in

such a case the plate must be of small thickness as compared with the wave length

of light. In the absence of an ade({uate theory or even an adequate suggestion, it

seems best, therefore, to leave the subject in abeyance, seeing that the light reflected

from the outside of the particles must at the same time be accounted for, as well

as the effect of the ap[)roach of the particles themselves.

" References to the well-known experiments of Quincke and others, and an analysis of Row-
land's theory, will be found in Kayser's Handbuch d<r Spectroscopic, Leipzig, 1900, p. 428, et seq.
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TABLE 8.—SUMMARY OF DATA FOR CORONAL AND AXL-VL COLORS.
MEAN VALUES.

b = .1. For coronas (globe, 30"" diam.), > (corrected density ratio) — .82 ; i = 1.75'"'"

For axial colors (drum, 187 cm. long),_y = .92 ; i — 3.5""" nuclei from flowing charcoal.

c
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(iKXKKAL SI'ltVEV OK (UNDKNSATIO.V I.\ THE VAI'OIts (IK lONI/.ING A.NJ) NUN-IO>IZING

The subjects to he treated pioiuisciiuiisly in tlie present cha[)ter, are the be-

liavioi' of uuclei in vapors of iioiiioiiiziiig liquids, the form of coronas observed, the

intensity of axial color effects, the production of nuclei spontaneously, by shaking

li(|uids, etc., and the distribution of the initial nucleation as evidenced on exhaustion

by the initial fogs. The niethods used, though efficient for exploration, are not

adai)ted to secure results of pi-ecisiou. The next chapter will show that the merest

traces of solute will mateiially modify the behavior of a nominally pure solvent;

and hence the liquids of the following paragraphs should in critical instances be re-

ijaided as dilute solutions.

GRADED CONDENSATION.

1. It would ho difficult to read the admirable work on the relation of rain

and atmospheric electricity which has issued from the Cavendish Laboratory, with-

(jut being convinced of the strength of the arguments put forth. That in a repe-

tition of these researches, in particular of the experiments of C. T. R. Wilson ' on

the comparative efficiency as condensation luiclei of positively and negatively

charged ions, one would Init reproduce his i-esults, admits of no doubt.

In so im[)ortant a question, however, it is none tlie less desirable to reach

identical conclusions from entirely different methods of approach. It has been

part of my purpose to be driven to like inferences; in other words to I'each a point

in my \v(irk where I should have to abandon the nucleus as an agency which for

purely mechanical or thermodynamic i-easons facilitates condensation, and be com-

pelled to recognize the special activity due to its chai'ge.

I had hoped to accomplish this in the following experiments'' with benzine

when contrasted with the corresponding behavior of water; but the results, con-

trary to my expectation, are so curious and pronounced an accentuation of the

nuclear theory that it seems worth while to specially describe them.

2. The work originated in the following point of view: If the action pro-

moting con<l('nsation is in any <lcgi'ee of a chemical nature (such suppositions have

Ijeeii nuide ; the production of hydrogen su[ieroxide, for instance, has been sug-

gested), then there should l>e a marked ililfereiice in the efficacy of the same nucleus

' C 'P. R. Wilson, /'//i7. Tram., London, vol. cxciii., jip. 289-308, 1899.

' Cf. Science, xv., |i|). 175-178, 1902.

70
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when the saturated water vapor is rephiced by the va[)or of some electrolytically

neutral liquid, like a hydrocarbon. I accordingly made a series of experiments

witli benzine, endeavoring at first to utilize benzine jet and color tube in the usual

way. In this I failed, for reasons without much lelevant interest here. I then

adopted the method of adiabatic cooling, partially exhausting a spherical receiver

(Coulier, Kiessling') about 23 cm. in diameter, illuminated by white light diverg.

ing from an external point. In this way not only were copious fogs obtained, but

the coronas produced were additionally availal)le as evidence.

In the benzine jet, particles ai'e pi-obaltly cooled too suddenly, and at once

attain a size incompatible with axial color effects. Using tlie exhaustion method,

however, these axial colors appearing in benzine are not only of pronounced depth,

but they run into higher ordeis than in the case of moist ail' subjected to like ex-

haustions. Sequences })assing through blue, green, yellow, brown, puiple, etc., green,

brown, etc., may be seen in the axis of a column only 23 cm. long. The reason, uo

doubt, is associated with the lower latent heat of benzine,^ insuring the formation

of drops not less unifoim, but of a size, cset. par., regularly larger than for water

vapor. The fact that axial colors are producible botli with water and with a pro-

nounced insulator like benzine, is a result of fundamental importance in its bearing

on any theory adduced to account for the axial absoiption in (piestion.

3. The exhaustion experiments'' were thus at once successful. (Jloudy con-

densation was as densely produced in benzine vapor as in water vapor, with

phosphorus, flame, and other nuclei. Care was taken to iusui'e diyness of vessel by

test experiments both before the benzine was introduced and after it had been

quite removed by eva[)oration. The exhaustion of about one sixth, say 13 cm.,

seemed best adapted to bring out the following phenomena. When the receiver

was left standino- overnight no marked condensation occurred in the absence of

nucleation, or else the condensation was rain-like, a fine mist falling about 2 or 3

cm. per second.

The iutrodiictory experiments were made with light nearly iu parallel, the sun's

image being used as a coronal center. The even dense tawny benzine fog after the

first nucleation was expected to develop on subsequent exhaustions (each followed

by an influx of filtered air) into the magnificent coronas which characterize this ex-

periment in the case of water vapor. On the contrary, however, the fogs wei-e more

fleeting, showing a more lapid descent than aqueous fogs, and the color fields ob-

tained'were not ring-shaped as expected, but sharply stratified horizontally, roughly

speaking, in altei'uations of green and red.

Moreover, if the exhaustions were made successive without influx of air be-

tween each, the colors rose in sti-ata fi'om below, as they fell in strata when left

to themselves. On mounting, the strata grew successively wider and thinner till

•For a digest of earlier observations, see my Report on Cloudy Conikusation, Bull. 12, U. S.

Weather Bureau, 1893.
= Latent heat is not the only determinative factor, nor even the most important, as has been

seen above.
= Coronas afterwards produced hy paraffine nuclei in ben/.ol vapor (Chap. \', S 37) might have

been effectively inserted here.
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they VHuisbed from sight, hiouii, yellow white heing the last colors observed.

Uniform color fields (strata of limiting width) were eventually producible in this

way. Yellow, brown, ciirason, ai'ose from a whitish blue base, then descended

again on completed exhaustion, reminding one of the extension of an accoidion.

The speed of apparent viscous subsidence of the top bands has no direct meaning,

since fall (or J'ise) is here complicated by evaporation.

On entrance of air, voi-tices were evidenced by ring-shaped threa<ls of color so

that mixture wa.s at first in('vitaV)le. One must wait till this ceases before again

exhausting. Convection currents due to local reheating of the adiabatically cooled

gas by the walls of the receivei', were equally apparent, stringy colors lising on the

outside and descending into the middle of the receiver. It is the same phenomenon

which interferes with the usefulness of narrow tubular appai'atus.

4. As this subsidence of color bands in benzine vapor is an observation of

importance, I resolved to repeat the work under more normal conditions. Accord-

ingly, I used as my source of light the bi-ight area of the mantle of a Wels])acli

burner, seen through a small hole in the metallic screen by an eye, looking centrally

thi'ough the receiver containing satui'ated benzine vapor and nucleated air. Punk
nuclei re[)laced the phosphorus nuclei. On exhaustion (without nucleationj after

standing overnight, the coronas were white centered, fringed with blown, about as

large .as ordinary lycopodium coronas seen under like conditions. These large

drops are a proof of the relative absence of nuclei initially.

After nucleation, the first dense fogs were vaguely annular during the first five

successive exhaustions, filtered air being supplied between each. The next five

exhaustions {)ioduced more nearly, finally very fully, stratified colors, in spite of the

point source of light. Shaking the receiver violently at any time, so as to scatter

the liquid benzine within, always reproduced a nearly perfect corona, which, on

standing, became distorted again, in color at least. 1 now made special experiments,

shaking the receiver before each observation, bringing out successive coronal

effects ' never as perfect as with water, however, always showing the tendency to

stratification. The characteristic coronas succeeded each other so rapidly that it

would be difficult to make them out. Nuclei, however, were still present after

over two hours, the eventually white centered coronas showing a continued shrink-

age to smaller diameters in accordance with the diminishing number of nuclei

present. Twenty exhaustions did not remove them.

Ilei'e, as above, therefore, the fleeting character of the coronas, their tendency

to depait from the normal annular character into stratification, the speed of descent

of the color bands,* their I'ise upward on exhaustion like a fog from a lake, are the

special characteristics of the colored cloudy condensation occurring in benzine. To
these are to be added the strikinef axial coloi-s mentioned alwve.

5. To explain the above phenomena in their variation from the normal

a([ueous corona, it is first necessary to account for the more rapid subsidence of

' These will be described in a subsequent paragraph.
' Due both to evaporation at the fog surface as well as to subsidence, very volatile and relatively

heavy drops promoting both occurrences.
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nuclei. I am not aware oi" appreciable differences ol' viscosity in the two vapors;

but benzine has the smaller latent licut oF evaporation by over seven times. To the

extent in which the I'elevant constants of benzol are known, the plieuomena may

be provisionally explained with this ratio
(^Qf. Oha}). Ill, iji^ 4 and 5). Hence, under

identical conditions of nucleation and I'oi- like exhaustions oi' like adiabatic cooling

of a given mass of saturated air, the drops would be larger, the colors more

advanced in benzine than in water; and since the S(j[uare of radius is in question,

this would point to subsidence of the loaded luiclei in benzine nearly four times

more I'apid. It would also account for moi'e rapid evaporation or more fleeting

colors, which is the case.

Again, if the loaded nuclei be regarded as mechanical particles, the largest will

eventually be found in the lower strata, the smallest in the u})per strata, as in a

case of ordinary subsidence of suspended matter in water. It is well known, more-

over, that smaller droplets wane, larger droplets grow. Hence, on increasing exhaus-

tion condensation takes place first at the bottom and last at the top, since the

smallest nuclei correspond to greatest vapor pressure or difficulty in condensation,

and since the largest nuclei have been loaded with condensed liquid first, have

parted with it last, have had greater time in falling, and have therefore sunk

deepest before losing their liquid load. The strata must mount upwai'd as fresh

exhaustion proceeds. The last colors to appear are the browns and yellows of the

first order, like those seen in the steam tube for vanishing condensations. The

whole phenomenon is thus the result of strata of invisible nuclei, (jradedin virtue

of the loading mechanism, and partakes throughout of a mechanical character to the

extent that the nuclei are not even a uniform product. The forced disti-ibutiou is

sufficiently powerful to entirely mask the elementaiy optical phenomenon.

On shaking the liquid benzine in the receiver, uniform distribution is again

promoted, with the result that annular coronas reappear. It is particularly to be

noticed that subsidence is due to loaded nuclei. The free nucleus does not

appreciably descend. Even with water vapor, loading does not produce stratifica-

tion. Water fogs when exceptionally dense may sometimes be seen to rise, but the

diffraction pattern is always annular and usually without color distortion.

6. After completing the above woi-k, I made similar experiments with benzol,

reaching the additional result that the nuclei hei'e behave as if they were produced

by the liquid itself in the dark. The sequel will show that they are not really so

produced, but have a habit of brooding over the surface and thus escaping detection

until revealed by diffusion. They then ascend against gravity in hoi'izontal strata.

They may be precipitated by partial exhaustion, leaving the air neai'ly free from

nuclei, but the above flask was refilled with nuclei in 10 or 20 minutes. The

experiment may be repeated any number of times. The shai-p demarcation

between the pure air above and the rising surface of nuclei below, is beautifully

evidenced by the coronas, which are annularly perfect for axial beams below the

surface, asymptotically bowl-shaped near the surface, and absent for axial beams

above the surface. Cf. figure 2, Chapter 111.

Truly spontaneous nucleation in the dark was only discovered in a few cases,
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uotably thiit of carbon disulphide and certain solutions. In these the number of

nuclei ultimately reaches a fixed maximum or saturation at an excessively small

vapor pressuie, and the final coronas have fixed diameters for fixed supersatuiations.

THE FLOWER-LIKE DISTORTION OK CORONAS DUE TO GRADED DISTRIBUTIONS OF NUCLEI.'

7. The fore2;oing general descriptions have brought out a series of coronas

obtained very easily with volatile hydrocarbon solvents, benzol, etc., in which the

coronas met with are not closed and annular, but of a variety of patterns from oval,

with the long axis vertical, to the symmeti-ically open doubly inflected types (lyi'e-

shaped, basin-shaped), running continuously into horizontal strata in the limiting

case. It will be expedient to examine more closely into these conditions before

proceeding to a detailed study of the phenomena in hydrocarbon liquids generally.

These distortions are due to the non-uniform distribution of nuclei as to size,

the largest having sunk deepest and the finer nuclei floating uppermost, in virtue

of the precipitation mechanism. When supersaturation is produced by adiabatically

cooling the benzol vapor, the condensation begins at the lower strata and then

passes upward as exhaustion proceeds and higher degrees of supersaturation are

reached. The evolution of coronas is peculiar in this case, and reminds one of a

person throwing out his aims lateially and upwards until his hands strike above

his head. The sweep of coronal streamers is outward and upward symmetrically

with respect to the vei'tical plane through the source of light. If the gradation is

not too lapid, they eventually coalesce above it.

The droplets produced are finer above than below; but it does not follow that

there are more particles in the upper layers. The reverse will natui-ally be

assumed. The lower particles being laiger, have first received the condensation as

already suggested, and have thus grown biggest, as the opportunities for growth

came earliest and lasted longest.

8. It is my purpose in this section to work out the shape of the loci of like

color when the nucleation is not uniform as to size or numl)er. The distributions

arise from the subsidence of loaded nuclei ; they are, therefore, horizontally

stratified.

In figure 1, let a be the distant point source of light into which the coronas

would shrink annularly and symmetrically from Avithout inward, to a limit in a

normal case. Let cp be the angle between the horizontal through o and the radius

vector, r, to a line of uniform color, ab, in the distorted corona, and let h be the

height of the extremity, c, of the radius vector above the datum line through o. If

R Ije the distance of /• from the eye of the observer, 2r/7? = s/R is the angular

aperture of the corona.

Let * be the diameter of the particles at the level [)a8sing through c. Then if

<5„ and s^/Ji be the corresponding quantities (diameter and aperture) of particles

in the datum level,

^.. = d„.s„ = .00144, (1)

' Cf. Am. yourn. of Set., (4), pp. 309-312, vol. xiii., 1902.
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the number being found by experiment for normal coronas. Hence, r.(l6+ 6.dr= (2)

where ;• = s/2. Again, if the angle cp increases counter-clockwise by dcp,

rdcp cos q) -f- dr sin qi = dli. (3)

Let dd = adli (4) so that the diameter of the water particles is supposed to

decrease {a being negative) uniformly upward. Other laws of distribution would

merely complicate the problem without conducing to the present purposes, seeing

that the observed facts will be sufEciently interpreted by equation (4). Combin-

ing (i), (3), (2),

r. cos (pd<p + sin cpdr — — {6/a) (d/'/r) = — .00072 d/-/ar^, by equation (1). (5)

Put A = .00072/a and integrate (5) whence sin tp = C/r + A/r^. To determine

C equation (1) is available, since for ,p = 0, ?• = r^. Therefore

8in9,= -(47l/s)(lAo-l/s).

To construct these coronas, distorted in consequence of the linear distribution

of size of particles, it will generally be more convenient to express s in terms of tp,

so that finally,

s =3 - (2A/So sin <p) (1 - \/A + s% sin ,p/rl) =
-(d^/asmcp){l-Vl-\-2A/sQ sin <p/So). (6)

lY^. 2

Fig. I.

—

Diagram.

yio, 2.—Campanulate Coronas Due to Distributions of

Nuclei, Graded in the Ratio of 3 = </5/<///. =0005, .00010,

.00035, .00050, AND .00100. Corresponding Curves Have the

same Number above and iselow the Horizon.

9. With this equation the following table has been computed {a is for con-

venience entered positively). To have an average case at the datum level, put

6 = 001™^ as the diameter of particles. The values of s are given for 9 values of <p

and for 6 values of a; viz., a = .00005, .0001, .00035, .0005, .001, or for a/s^ =

.05, .1,.35,.5, 1.0, as decrements of diameter'per linear centimeter of level above h^.
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lAlU-K I.— KI.OWER-LIKE CORON.\S DUE 10 GR.\UED CONDENS.VnON.

s —-(2.-1/Suii'm (p) (i- \/i + (s-JA)'iin (p); d = 6^—u/i; ^ = -.001 44/21; ; <5„ = .001""

rf„j„ = .00144 ; -fo = 1-44""
; -f... = 2.88'"'.
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of discuutinuity, the coronas Hoen in the lioiizou are sciiucirculai', and not distorted

as above. This is often the case with carbon disulpliide.

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS WITH NUCLEI IN HYDROCARBON ANIJ OTHER VAPORS.

The following experiments contain a cursory view of a luuuber of occurrences

which may be observed iu working with vapoi-s of the kind specified. Attention

will be directed to the coronal cok)i's and shapes, to the axial colors, to the spon-

taneous generation of nuclei in the dark, to the nuclei [)roducil)le by shaking licpiids

and solutions, to the velocity of these and other nuclei, etc. The more interesting

features will be reserved for quantitative determination in the subsequent chapters.

The apparatus is shown in Chapter III, figure 2, and will need no special descrip-

tion. During uucleation the filter,/, is replaced by an ionizer.

10. Gasolene. Coronas and axial colors.—To test the se(|uence to axial

colors for this vapor, the drum was carefully dried and the successive exhaustions

made in the usual way. The results, tliough sliowing great intensity and abun-

dance of axial color, were so irregular as to the coronas that no systematic conclu-

sions could be drawn. Iloiizontal bands, dense or in colored strata, appeared in

place of the coi'onas. A copious gasolene rain was observed on the day following

tlie uucleation, together with small coronas. The difficulty, therefore, is absence of

homogeneity, and tlie endeavor to improve the conditions by rocking the drum

violently between the exhaustions proved of no avail. Energetic shaking of the

liquid within the drum alone evokes annular coronas, but this is a serious interfer-

ence with the experiment. The following table is an example of the results

reached t^

TABLE 2—BEHAVIOR OF SULPHUR NUCLEI IN GASOLENE VAPOR.

DRUM. EXHAUSTION, 76-68 cm.

Exhaustion No.
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Thus tbe axial colors flash through a variety of tones, teiminating iu opaque,

which is hei'e a mere evidence of irreguhir size. Very little reliatice can therefore

be placed on the color sequences, but the luarked occurrence of axial color is well

Imiught out.

The following table is a full series of e.xperiineuts made to deteruiiiie the coro-

nas in gasolene vapor. They were obtained in a glass globe, 23 cm. in diameter,

with careful filtration. Some of the coronas are measured.

TABLE 3—BEHAVIOR OF PUNK NUCLEI IN GASOLENE VAPOR. GLOBE, 23 cm. IN

DIAMETER EXHAUSTION, 76-59 cm. DIA.METER OF DROPLETS d, IN cm.

Here the initial fog floats gravitatioiially on the oleai' air below, as the punk

nuclei were introduced from ^lowins; charcoal.

11. Sjyontaneous nudeation.—If the nuclei are left standing, they are liable

to persist for iiiany hours, and good coronas (nucleation now homogeneous) may be

obtained on the succeeding day. A clean vessel, however, remains clean. There

is no spontaneous nucleation.

Thus, I found in a ve.ssel freed from nuclei by exhaustion at 9'' 50'", no coronas

or rain at 1*" 10"", nor at 2'' 45™. Similarly, when left over uight, the clean vessel

remained free from nuclei.

12. Shaken nuclei.—On shaking the gasolene violently, coronas were pro-

duced as follows:

Exhaustion, i

Corona, Strong s

d:

It is noteworthy that the nuclei of these coronas are themselves very persistent.

Examined 7 minutes after shaking, the corona was of undiminished strength
;

after 30 minutes it was scarcely weaker. It will be seen below that nuclei so

obtained are as persistent as any other kind, and may be traced 15 or 25 hours

after shaking. They cannot, therefore, be gasolene globules, which would vanish

instantly, but rather (at first sight) the residual solute of a dilute .solution. The

examination of water, however, in wliich both solid and gaseous solutes were

tested, showed that they are concentrated solutions and that they persist in view of

so
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the occurrence of peculiar conditions of e(iuili!>riuiM. (Cf. Chapter V, 4ji^ 44, 47,

48, or, below, §30.)

13. Benzine. SpontdneouH luidcatwib.—The main occui'veiices lia\e already

been given. With air nuclei (s — SiO, d— .0029 cm., and larger), the coronas may
be removed iu two exhaustions. Spontaneous nucleation does not occur. A clean

vessel examined an hour later was still clean; examined next day, it i-emained so.

14. Coronas and axial color.—The following table is an example of the

occurrence of strong axial color, all the more noteworthy as the diameter of the

vessel was only 23 cm. The occuirence of the initial fog in the upper half of

the vessel is I'are, but the nuclei came fi'om a sulphur flame.

TABLE 4.—BEHAVIOR OF SULPHUR NUCLEI IN BENZINE VAPOR.
(}LOBE, 23 cm. IN OIAMErER. EXHAUSTION, 76-59 cm.

Exhaustion No.
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TABLE 5.-CORONAS IN rKIROLEUM VAl'OR. EXHAUSTION, 76-59 cm. PUNK
NUCLEI. GLOBE, 23 cm. IN I)L\METER. FIRST SERIES. DIAMETER OF
DkOIM.ETS, J IN cm.

No.
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TABLE 7.—CORONAS IN PETROLEUM VAl'OR. PUNK NUCLEI. EXHAUSTIONS,
76-59 cm. DIAMETER OF DROPLETS, d IN cm. NEW FILTER.

Exhaustion No.
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tiiiu', as sliuwii ill table 5. Hence, anything in tbe nature of spontaneous nuclea-

tion tloes not occui".

Nuclei produced l>y sliaking, though removable with diHiculty on exhaustion,

come out after the lapse of one or two hours. Probably the accession of licpiid due

to eacii e.xhaustion is too small to materially att'ect the rate of subsidence, a circum-

stance suggested b}' the large coronas. The early decay of nuclei produced by

shaking is an indication of the absence of foreign nniterial in solution.

Bethzol.—In case of this re-agent it will i)e expedient to describe the phenomena

more at length than was done for the i)receding liquids.

17. Coroiuis.—When suljjhur or other nuclei are i)Ut into the globe containing

benzol vapor, the result is peculiar. Instead i)f ilistiibuting themselves homogene-

ously throughout the leceiver, they usually collect in a heavy band near the

l)ottoni. This is invisible until revealetl by the first exhaustion, when a heavy

sluggish fog-bank is seen, only a few centimeters high. After violently shaking

the benzol in the receiver, strong c.oi-ouas gradually show themselves in the succes-

sive exhaustions. They are always of the normal type, however, being white cen-

tered and giadually narrowing to a vanishing diameter, as the nuclei aie more and

more precipitated. Without shaking, the coronas are soon distoi'ted again, evidencing

as in the case of gasolene, etc., a marked tendency to stratification. Out of this

confusion, normal coi'onas may be regained at any time while the nucleatiou lasts,

and the droplets produced by shaking can have but a secondai-y influence on the

main phenomenon. Careful inspection of the experiment during exhaustion shows

that tiie earlier coronas are flashed through ; but the normal type alone persists, the

whole indicating drops of large size. A vanishing corona after exhaustion expands

and clears.

IS. Jidtihc'd foij'i.—The most curious feature in connection with ben/ol, as

well as the preceding litpiids, is the subsidence of the invisible nucleated air imme-

diately after influx and without exhaustion. It is not necessary to load the nucleus

by special exhaustion. This cxpeiiiiuMit recalls in some I'espects the very slow

subsidence of clay j)articles in [)ure water, and its almost tempestuous descent in

ether and similar licpiids; but it is moi'e probable that the nucleus loads itself with

a definite amount of liipiid invisibly and without supei'saturation, and that the .suc-

ceeding arrangement of strata is gravitatitnial, the nucleated air being heaviest.

The subject will be fully treated in the next chapter.

19. ]>ijfii>ii<>n. of iiHchi.—Anothei- feature easily observed with lienzol, is the

apparent issue of nuclei from the licpiid, already I'efei'i'ed to. Supposing the air in

the receiver to have been practically freed from nuclei, good coronas will appear in

5 minutes within the lower third of the globe, while the upper two-thirds is still (piite

clear. A single exhaustion will usually throw them out again. After 20 minutes

waiting the ves.sel is ipiite full of nuclei, and the coronas found are perfect through-

out. Several exhaustions are needed to clear the vessel. At the surface of

<lemarcation the coronas are campanidate, showing that the particles are graded,

with the smallest uppermost, either from evaporation or from belated precipitation.

Eventually the coronas return to the annular form, compatible with the uniform dis-
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tribiition of nuclei, and reach a maxiiimia diatiietei', Itoim which they slowly decrease

indefinitely. Violent agitation (shaking) of the vessel and contents diminishes the

number of nuclei to a fi.ved minimum. The vessel is thus [martially cleansed by mere

shaking. The following are a few data

:

TABLE 9.—SIZES OF CORONAS IN BENZOL VAl'OR. EXHAUSTION, 76-58 cm.

VESSEL, 23 cm. IN DIAMETER. GONIOMETER RADIUS, 20.1 cm. DIAME-
TER OF DROPLETS, r/ IN cm. (/=.ooi44A.

Experiment.
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The last three data show a uniform rate of about .014 cm./sec. The first

datum corresponds to a laiger rate (.023 cm./sec), meaning, probably, that the

initial couche was uot sufficiently lowered. The results are furthermore in accord

with a rate of diffusion independent of the shape of the vessel. {Cf. Chapter VI.)

'20. Repetition.—The occuireuce of apparently spontaneous uucleation in

benzol and not in the other liquids, induced me to investigate the origin of tliese

particles again, using the more perfect filter already described. Beginning with

.-lii' nuclei, the results were:

Exhaustion Xo., 12 3 456
Corona, Strong. Weaker. Vanishing. .\bsent. Absent. .Absent.

After 30 minutes this cleaned charge was again tested, but no coronas were in

evidence. Hence, nuclei were not spontaneously produced. The e.vperiment wjis

carefully repeated later in the day, with the same lesults. The vessel, e.vniniiied

ne.\t day, showed, nevertheless, that nuclei had arisen from somewhere during the

night. They were lemoved in two e.\haustions. It was thus necessary to add new
tests, with a speciall)' cleaned vessel and long waiting (15-20 houi-s) between the

e.Yi)eriments. These finally placed the absence of spontaneous nucleation in benzol

beyond a doubt. What does occur is the diffusion of the residual band overlooked

on exhaustion, and brooding immediately over the liquid surface. Thus a fine

sheet of fog, due to air nuclei near the surface of the liquid, will diffuse sufficiently

in 30 minutes to produce a full corona ou exhaustion, and 5-10 exhaustions may
be required to remove the nuclei.

21. Shalcen nuclei.—The following incidental example of the persistence of

the nuclei produced by shaking benzol may be inserted here for comparison. The
subject will be examined at length below with other apparatus:

Lapse of time after shaking, 5'" Corona, strong

44'" strong

30'" strong

60'" distinct

iSo" distinct

15'' absent

These nuclei are not as remarkably i)ersistent as the cases examined below,

l)Ut they cannot be particles of pure li(juid, as this would instantly evaporate.

22. Toluol.—This li(Miid behaves similarly to benzol. The followiiiir table

contains results .showing the coronas produced by air nuclei on exhaustions from

TO to 60 cms.

:

Exhaustion, i

2
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Even with air nuclei, therefoi'e, the first corona is a canipaiiulate form, indicat-

ing strongly graded nucleation. After continued i)i'eci[)itati()n tiie grading is wiped

out, and the coronas become nearly regular until they vanish.

The nuclei produced by shaking toluol were found to persist in experiments

lasting 10 minutes, 150 minutes, and 240 minutes, resi)ectively, with but negligible

diminution of brilliancy in the coronas.

23. Carbon disnlphide.—In the given apparatus, in which rubber sto^jpers

and tubes made an essential part, it was impossible to preserve this regent free fi'oni

impurities in solution, even when the liquid is apparently kept in contact with glass

only. To do this it would have been necessary to consti'uct all parts of the appa-

ratus of slass, which did not seem to be wan-anted, and \vhich would have made it

much less suitable for the general purposes of the present pai'agraph. Apart from

this, the decomposition which the liquid itself undergoes in the light or on con-

tinued evaporation, seems to be cpncerued, and any rubber tube through which the

vapor has passed becomes nuclei-producing. With this reservation, carbon disnl-

phide produces nuclei spontaneously and in abundance, a [)roperty which makes an

interesting special contribution to the subject.

24. Conmas.—The removal of air nuclei is already peculiai', and is pi'actically

complete in a few^ exhaustions. Thus I found successively,

Exhaustion No., i 2

Corona, Full, y=:.58 Semi-corona.

The first corona is of the ordinary tyi>e and (luite possibly due to spontaneous

nuclei. The second is semi-circular, and the remaining coi'onas mere colored veils

at the bottom of the vessel. On adding an excess of sulphur nuclei from the flame

the display is again insignificant and curtailed to mere fogs, as the following table

shows.

345
Coronas nearly absent.

TABLE 10.—PROPERTIES OF SULPHUR NUCLEI IN VAPOR OF CARBON

BISULPHIDE. EXHAUSTION, 76-58 cm.

Exhaustion No.
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TABLE II.—PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI IN VAPOR OF CARBON BISULPHIDE.

EXHAUSTION, 76-58 cm. AIR NUCLEI.

lOxliaustion Nu. Corona.

Strong irregular campanulate corona
Quarter corona
Eighth corona
Nearly absent
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The veil at the l)ottom of the flask cU'ectiially resists removal, as may be inferred

from what has been stated. The first coronas are invariably full, strong, and

coarse.

Tile nuclei siiaken out <>f the li<|uid arc reniarkaljly [)ersistent ; as, for example :

Time elapsed after shaking,

20'"

3'' 20'"

Exhaustion 1.

Intense fog and corona.

Corona, i- =.76, (/^.ook; 1/2 corona, etc.

In the last instance, the corona has coalesced with the coronas of spontaneous

nucleation, presently to be mentioned. In fact, the rise of coronas and their dif-

fusion may be tested by exhaustion in the way stated above. Thus, a (piartei"

corona will rise to a half corona in about lU minutes.

26. S2wntaiieous nuclei.—The distinctive feature of these experiments is thus

the spontaneous production of nuclei in carbon disul})hide vapor, and a numl)er of

examples of these occurrences are summarized in the following table:

TABLE 13.—SPONTANEOUS NUCLEI FROM CARBON DISULPHIDE.

PERFECT FILTER, CLEAR VESSEL.
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i,'iai)lis. If ii smoother iiu\ t- were obtainable, it would be useful for fomt)utation.

When the stationary eonditiou is reached, nuclei are lost at the boundary of the

vessel at the same rate at w liicli tliey are j)roduoed by the liquid. This process is

o

'}
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TABLE 14—BEHAVIOR OF PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI IN VAPOR OF ETHYL-
ALCOHOL. EXHAUSTION, 76-59 cm.

Exhaustion No.
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Tlie mu'lei prinluced by shaking methyl alcohol were incidentally exaniimd

anil found to persist over 30 minutes after shaking. The occurrence of traces of

imiinrity is again to ])e inferred, for the results below will show that only in oases

of absolute purity can the imme'liate decay of these nuclei be expected.

29. Acetone.—This le-agent must be classed with the ionizing solvents, and

vet the coronas obtained are identical in character witli those peculiar to the uon-

ionizinc solvents above. There is stiong distortion of both foiin and coKir, a.s the

following tal)le of coronas shows:

TAHI.E i6.—liKHAVIOR OF PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI IN ACETONE VAPOR.

EXHAUSTION, 76-590111. PERIODS BETWEEN EXHAUSTIONS USUALLY 3"'.

lixliauslion No. Coronas.

10

I I

12

'3

Wli, rd ; subsides rapidly

VVh, rd and wh, \n\i. Distortion

Red l)elow, blue bands above
ti (( it (I i(

Nuclei near bottom
Corona below, rises as exhaustion proceeds, then at top

Strata below
Strata rise from bottom
Strata only 5 cm. high

Longer periods between exhaustions

At 50'", strata 7 cm. high
65'", fog 15-20 cm. high, corona nearly full

73'", fog 5-10 cm. high, faint

Etc.

One may note that when time is allowed for diffusion, the coronal pattern eventually

becomes regular again.

The coronas due to shaking persist as usual. Observations made 44"' and 45'"

after shaking, brought out strong, multi-annular forms.

30. Water.—In the light of the above observations the corresponding behavior

of watei- is ln'ought forward with renewed interest. Water has the addition.nl

advantage of being less liable to contantination in ap[)aratus of which rtibber

tuliing is an essential part, than the hydrocarbon solvents. Aqueous solutions will

therefore be treated at length in the next chapter. Here I will merely add certain

results, not found in the same connection there, for completeness.

If all precautions be taken to insure clean and new apparatus and appurte-

nances and perfect filtration, the air above the water, if free from nuclei, remains .so

indefinitely. Spontaneous nucleation does not occur. One is liable to be led

a.stray, however; thus a connection of rubber tubing through which vapor of

carbon disulphide has passed, is an abun<1ant source of nuclei for days after.

If a clean ves.sel, free from nuclei and charged with pure water, is vigorously

shaken so as to comminute the water, nuclei are produced in considerable (piantity.

But the nuclei are short liveil, as seen from the following table:
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TABLE 17—NUCLKI DUE TO SHAKING PURE WATER.

Time elapsed after shaking.
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TABLE 19—NUCLEI DUE TO SHAKING DILUTE HYDROCHLORIC ACID.

Time elapsed after shaking.

•5'"

10"

Corona.

Strong. (/=.oo25 cm.

Distinct but weak

Tested with pure water again, the fleeting coronas persisted somewhat longer

(10 minutes), showing that traces of H CI still lingered in the clean ai)paratus.

On a^'aiu adding H CI, the above results were confirmed.

Dilute ammonia was ne.xt tested in the same way. Great care had to l>e taken,

even after the vessel was thoroughly cleaned, to remove the last traces of II CI.

When this was done, air free from nuclei remained so above dilute ammonia

indefinitely. Spontaneous nucleation does not occur. On shaking, however, the

ammonia nucleus behaved like the IICl or the NaCOg nucleus, showing long

persistence.

TABLE 20.—NUCLEI DUE TO SHAKING DILUTE AMMONIA.

Time elapsed after shaking.



CHAPTER V.

PROPERTIES OF THE NUOLEl I'UOUUCED JiY SHAKlNCi IJQUID.S.

INTRODUCTION.

1. Thermodynamic and clcrtiviiic liypotlienen.—When I first tMicoiiiitercd the

preseut kind of nucleatiun, tlie observation did not seem to me to \k' of mnch

interest or the occurrences unexpected. It was not until I had satisfied myself of

the extreme minuteness of the particles that I became convinced of theii- value as

a means of elucidating the phenomenon of condensation. Clearly the importance

of these nuclei is enhanced in pi-oportion as the means by which they are [)ro(luced

are similar. Lenard,' as I afterwards found, had met them incidentally in connec-

tion with his electrical investigations before, and treated them chiefly with reference

to their bearing on those phenomena.

I first endeavored to explain the persistence of the nuclei produced by shaking

solutions, by pointing out that whereas the vapor pi-essure increases as the di'oplet

grows smaller by evapoi'ation, this pressui'e decreases again as the result of the con-

tinued concentration of the evaporating droplet, until a state of equilibrium is

reached. Afterwards, however, I was unable to look at this sti'aightforward

explanation without considerable misgiving, as it is not easy to agree that nuclei at

the same time so small and so nearly of a size as to pi'oduce shai'p coronas on pre-

cipitation could be produced by a random process of the kind in question. Not

enough is known, moreover, of the vapor pressure of such concentrated solutions as

those with which the evapoi-ation of the droplet terminates.

From another point of view, it is not impossible that these nuclei may owe

their persistence to the occurrence, for instance, of an ion within them. In other

words, one may suppose that ions have been sepai'ated by the comminution due to

violent shaking, or have been separately enti'apped in the water nuclei observed.

Again, the results of the investigations on the electricity i)roduced by the attrition

(if I may call it so) of water in falling (Lenard, I. c), may have immediate relations

to the present phenomenon of persistence. In short, the theoretical bearing of the

experiments is not quite so simple as a first inspection had led me to infer.

Considerations like these suggest an extended inquiry into the pi-operties of

nuclei produced by shaking very different solutions, and the present chapter is an

endeavor to bring together a number of relevant data. The results show, I think,

that the concentration hypothesis first mentioned has very powerful evidence in its

favor.

' Lenard, Wicd. Ann. xlvi, pp. S95-S96, 1892, " Elcktricital der Wasserfiille."

93
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2. Order of siz^ of the nuclei.— It will conduce to clearness if a [ireliininary esti-

mate of the order of size of the niK-lci [jrodiiced by the present method is inserted

at the outset. They may be considered first with reference to the minimum time

of subsidence, which would be admissible, if gravitational subsidence of nuclei

occurred at all. If the viscosity of the air through which the nuclei are su[)posed

to fall Ije taken as .00019 (it will be seen below, that in relation to the actual size

of the nucleus, the term viscosity no longer has any definite meaning), the sub-

sidence equation reduces to ?• = 9.3 X lO'^i'y, centim. To fall about 15 centim.

pel' hour, where 15 cm. is about half the diameter of the spherical receiver, the size

of the particle would have to be aliout /• = 58 X 10'" cm. Thus the following

estimates may be assumed for reference:

Time of falling out, i*" Radius of particle, r = .000058 cm.

4 29

16 14

25 7

Inasmuch as the nuclei obtained by shaking solutions may in some instances

be found to persist over a day, they must be small as compared with the last datum.

A[)art from this, the coronas remain annular, until, with the total removal of

nuclei, they fade from sight as a whole and regular figure. Hence there is here no

evidence of subsidence whatever. Not oidy is this true, but the nuclei obtained

by shaking .solutions actually diffuse against gravity with a velocity which, in

spite of the difficulties of nieasuiement, is none the less chai-acteristic and definite.

A fortiori, therefore, the pai'ticles here in question are very small as compared with

10"^ centim., and it is from this point of view that the following results are to be

undej'stood. A corresponding estimate is given in paragrajih 17.

It is cuiious to note in passing that a rough estimate of the size of the.se nuclei

made on the electronic hy[)othesis brings out a plausible result. Thus, if in case of

the nuclei produced by shaking solutions, the excess of vapor pressure at a surface

of radius, /, ])e regarded as eventually equal to the electrical surface pressure ; if

moreover, the nucleus is considered to be so constituted that a central electron

forms a closed field with a charge (possibly due to friction) uniformly distributed

over the surface of the nucleus, the e(piation may be written,

2 T p 2 n e"

r ~ idn^r^K '

whence r'^ = e'/(\(i ^ Tp K), where e is an electron or 7/1 U' <> electrostatic units,

7' the surface tension of water (81), /a the density of its vapor (.000017), K\i%
specific in<luctive capacity (80). From this follows the radius of the nucleus,

/• = 4.5 X 10"'', which, in the light of other values to be derived inferentially

below, seems not to Vje an uni'easonable estimate; but one must note that if in

solutions T, P, K me all increased, ;-3 is coi'respondingly deci'eased.

3. Apparatus. Methods.—The expei'iments themselves are sufficiently simple

and roughly satisfactory with the exception of one element, the method of shaking,

which has not yet been brought under control. In figure 1, 72 is the spherical

receiver, about '.V.\ cm. in diameter, at the bottom of which is placed the solution.
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S, to be examined. A definite volume, say 500 euU. cm., is necessary. The receiver

has two outlets provided with stojj-cocks, and a third, g, leading to the vacuum
gauge. The outlet leading to F is the filtering arrangement; the outlet, F, e, is

the avenue of sudden exhaustion, and therefore made of wide tubing, say 1 cm. in

diameter.

oz

9

Fu;. I,—Condensation CuAMniiR. R ;
Exiiausiion Resf.rvoik, B, and Appuktenances. Scale J.

Fu;. 2.— Lamp, Receiver, and Goniometer. Diagram.

The auxiliary flask, B, of about l/;5 the capacity of RA, is a resei'voir for air at

low pressure. It communicates with tlie jet pump (through a desiccator, if neces-

sary) by the pipep, with R through E, and with tlie external atmosphere for the

adjustment of pressui-e, I»y the pipe a. The attached vacuum gauge is shown at g'.

Figure 2 is a plan in diagram of the a[)i)aratus for viewing and measuring the

coronas, R being the receiver, G the goniometer, and L the source of light, at

distances, respectively, 1 and 3 meters (not shown in figure) from the center of the

receiver. The eye is at E. Under these conditions the coronas may be measured

in a darkened room with facility, though, of course, from the absence of sharp lines,

not with great accuracy. The goniometer is of the kind desci'ibed in § 2, Chapter

III, needle points at n v.' being adjusted and their distance apart pi'icked in papei'.

The method of work requires that R should be first freed from nuclei, by

precipitation or aspiration, combined with filtration in the usual ^vay, until the

degree of exhaustion selected for the experiments is no longer accompanied by even
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a trace of coudeusation. There must be neither coronas, no matter how faint, nor

rain. All exhaustions are to be identical as to the pressure diflferences applied,

unless sjjccial purposes are aimed at.

The receiver is now vigorously shaken, by jerking it sharply up and down a

di'hnite number of times. A rotational swirl of the li(piid contents is to be avoided,

as the friction of the liquid upon itself and not the rush of liquor over the spherical

•sides of the receiver is efficient in producing the nuclei. It will be shown that the

([uantity of liquid contained, the violence of the agitation, the number of times

shaking is repeated, /. e., the number of jerks, etc., all materially influence the

result. There are, thei'efore, elements of vagueness inherent in the methoil, and at

first sight they might be supposed to be fatal. The results show that this is not

so, and that the utilization of the simple means for investigation has certain peculiar

advantages which make it desirable to carry the method thi'ough l)efore investigat-

ing more determinate methods of agitation. It is presumable, however, that a

scattering spray may be so installed as to yield a definite ma.ximum of nucleatiou
;

but thus far this has not been attempted.

At specified times after shaking, the coronas are pioduced and measured.

Expeditious manipulation of the goniometer is here frequently necessar}', and it is

for this reason that the form of goniometer already described has been used

throughout.

Filteied air is then introduced through F into H. Usually an intermediate

exhaustion is necessaiy to clear the air of nuclei, and must always be applied as a

test. AVhen the coi'onas are lai'ge, a certain number of the nuclei escape precipita-

tion. After shaking again, the experiment is repeated under the same or modified

conditions.

4. Talrdated result.s.—The results are "iven in the following sei'ies of tables,

in which the first columns contain the pei'centage of dry salt or acid in solution.

The second columns show the amount of partial exhaustion, by giving the pressure

decrement below atmospheric pressure at which the corona is observed. The third

columns contain the time elapsed in minutes, after shaking ; the fourth, the number

of times the receiver was jerked up and down to generate the nuclei.

The coliunns undei' .s ai'e the diameters of the coronas subtemled at the end of

the arm of the goniometer, here 30 cm. long, so that s/SO is chord of the apei'ture

of the coi'ona in any given case, for distances one and three metei's, respectively, of

the goniometer and light fi'om the center of the receiver. The most satisfactory

metliod of standardization is a direct comparison with lycopodium spores, of

diameter .0032 cm. These showed at different distances from the goniometer, if

the ])ositi(Uis of the latter and the light are fixed at 4 meters apart, ami if so is the

chord in (picstion,

•95 meters s„ = i.oo cm.

i.oo i.oo

'•OS -95

I.oo .95

I.oo •95
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whence s^ = .97 cm. lu.-iy be taken as the mean result, at the anterior and posterior
tangent planes of the I'eceiver, 1.05 and .95 meters, respectively. Hence, since
Sg X .0032 —sd, (l=.OOSl/s cm., from which the columns under d, showing the
diametei's of the coronal particles, are computed. As a rule the diffi'actin"- water
globules of the coronas ai'e about as large as lycopodium spores, the supei'saturation
being high and the number of nuclei relatively few.

The columns mai'ked it contain the nucleation, i. t., the nundjcr of particles

generated liy shaking, per cub. cm. These are computed from d and the total

amount of precipitation |)cr iniit of volume, as set forth in i< (;.

A nund)er of miscellaneous data contained in the tables will ex[)lain them-
selves. Thus d/i/dt are the time I'ates at which the nuclei vanish, or the deciement
of the number per minute; dn/dS shows the average number generated in one
shake or jerk u[) and down ; etc.

A series of values of h, the absorption velocity, are finally added from com[)u-

tations given below. The meaning of k is as follows : It is supposed that the loss

of nuclei in the lapse of time is due to their absorption at the walls of the spherical

receiver (radius, ^ = 15 em.). If this loss is a deci'ement from the contents of the

receiver as a whole — {ATrJi^/-i) (iln/dt) — h i^Ji^ n, whence

M=«„l()-3^'^(log^)/^,

and it is therefore sutficiently api)roximate to write, k — 11.5 (S log>i./,^(). As the

results are inevital)ly crude, very little confidence can be felt in the minor vai'iatious

of k, these being introduced by differences in shaking. The order of values

obtained, however, presents a wide sweep and is of gjeat interest.

TABLE I.—PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI DUE TO SHAKING DILUTE SOLUTIONS
OF HCl; RECEIVER 3 METERS FROM LIGHT AND i ME PER FROM
GONIOMETER; ARM OF SAME 30cm, fl' = .oo3i/.f.

% HCl
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T.ABl.K \. — Continued
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TABLE 2.

—

Continued.

99

Remarks. Pressure diff.

Cm of Ila;

16

16

Lapse of

time.

mill,

o-l
0-1

No. of times
sl!:iken.

Ohserveil,

i/X 10*.

cm.

.90

•95

computed.

.34 34
40

Pure water
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T.AIU.R v— FROPRRTIRS OF NUCLEI DUE lO SII.\K.1NG SODIC CHLORIDK

i NaCl
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I'ABI.E j^.~ Conlilined.

Successive precipitation (complete subsidence each time).

1(11

ifCaCU
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TABLE 5.—I'ROPERTIKS 01- NUCI.Hl DUE TO S1I.\KIN(; FERRIC CHLORIDE.

% KeCU
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TABLE 7.—PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI OF ALUMINUM NITRATE (TURBID).

% Al 3 NO3
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TABLE 9.— PROPERTIF.S OF NUCLEI DUE TO SHAKING DILUTE ALUM
SOLUTIONS.

? K.SU,
Al, 3 SO,
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TABLE II.—PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI DUE TO SII.XKINC DILUTE SODIC
SULPHATE SOLUTION.

Repeated some days later.

Two days later.

% Na^ SO^
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lABLE 12.—FROPERTIKS OF NUCLEI DUE TO SH.^K.IN(; DILUTE POTASSIC
SULPHATE SOLUTIONS.

% K, SO,
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TABLE i^.—Conlinued.

107

% HCl

.005

>l =^
1 40

.005

.000,05

n — 84.

Pressure diff

Cm. of Hg
16

16

16

16

Time
elapsed.

mill.

O

48

No. of

times
shaken.

nil.

1.47

'•.?7

'47

149
1 2 I

'49

1.28

1.22

I 20

115

.70

•55

? .60

99
86

81

71

16

8

10

(in

dt

.40

34-

15-

3-5

.0152

2-3

51
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lABl.K 10 —PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI DUE TO SH.\KING DILUTE C.\NE-
SUG.AR SOI.UTK^X.S.

J Sugar.
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TABLE 18.— PROPERTTKS OF NUCLEI DUE TO SHAKINC; DILUTE GLYCERINE
SOLUTIONS.

% Glycerine.
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, 1 ali.itiv

acid.

// — 99

THE STRUCTURE OK THE NUCLEUS.

i'ABLK 20

—

Conliiiued.

Pressure did.
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TABLE 22.—PROPERTIES OF NUCLEI DUE TO SHAKINC DILUTE SOLUTIONS
OF NAPHTHALENE IN BENZOL.

i
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TABLE 22.

—

ContinueJ.

Naphthalene.
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REMARKS ON THE RESULTS.

For convenience in discussion the methods of computation to be employed

will he fully indicated in case of the first of the solvents, which happens to be

M-

5 to 15 ZD to ^ 30 40 50

100
u Fig. 5

too m

Fq/.r.^S?

? Fw.S

too

Fig-^ l^sioh^

^
. 201

,<*-

Figs. 3, 3'.— Diameter of Cloud Particles (cm/io-') and Supersaturation for HCl.

Fig. 4.—Number ok Particles Generated with Increased Shaking of HCl.

Fig. 5.—Number of Particles Lost in the Lapse of Minutes for HCl.

Fig. 6.—Diameter of Cloud Particles (cm/io') and Supersatur.\tion for Water.

Fig. 6'.—Number of Particles Lost in the Lapse of Minutes for Water.

Fig. 7.—Diameter of Cloud Particles (cm/io') and Supersaturation for N.-xCl.

Fig. 8.—Number of Particles Lost in the Lapse of Minutes for NaCl.

Fig. 8'.—Number of Particles Generated with Increased Shaking for NaCl.

Fig. g.—Diameter of Cloud Particles (cm/io») and Supersaturation for CaCl.

Fig q' —Number of Particles Lost in the Lapse of Minutes for CaCl.

Fig. io.-Number of Particles Precipitated with each Exhaustion opn-REssuKE Decrement 5 / =2 cm..

for CaCl.

Fig. ii.-Numeer of Particles Lost in the Lapse of Minutes for CaCl. Hulks 500 and iooo cub. cm.,

Respectively.

hydrochloric acid. They will then be briefly referred to in case of the remaining

solvents.
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5. Hydrochloric acid. Concentration. Supersatnration.—The two concentra-

tions of 3 fc and 6 fil used show results wliieh, as seen in figures 3 and 3', need

a detailed investigation to interpret them. The effect of pressure difference is

miK-h more marked and iriegular in case of the G fr than in case of the 3 '; solutions.

Since the operation of shaking can be only roughly controlleti, the endeavor must

be made to smooth the data by tiieory.

The pressure effect can easily be explained, as the jiarticles will be laiger and

the coronas smaller for the greatei' pressure differences, in view of greater super-

saturation. Since the lunnber, n, of nuclei is fixed for a given intensity of shaking,

if //( l)e the nniss of water precipitated per cub. cm., the equation is nd'^n/^ = m,

or (/ =: -^ t) nt/n n, where in vanislies with the [)ressure difference.

6. Number of particlen.—'Yi) determine m, the equation for the constant

entropy, -S', of the mixture in the ratio of *'/(! — J') of vapoi' and liquid,

S= C\\\d-\-xr/d,

where 6' is the specific heat of the licpiid, 6 its absolute temperatuie, /• its latent

heat of evaporation, may be used. Initially (before exhaustion), a? = 1 and since

6^= 1 nearly, the conditions before and after exhaustion may be determined. The

equation if solved for the ensuing x\ becomes

^ and y' being the initial and final tenq)eratures, etc. If^and^)' be the corre-

sponding [)ressures, the adiabatic equation

0'_ V (v-0/r_ p' >-.

may 1)6 assumed as a first approximation. Furthei'inore, if (? = 273° + 20° and

p z= 76 be genei'ally taken as the point of departure, ;/ = 1.41 and (^y — \)/y = .29,

6' = 293(^776)-^

After allowing for the heat due to condensation as shown above (Chapter II,

§§ 16 et seq.), the following data approximately express the grams of water con-

densed per cub. cm. of saturated air at 20°, for the different sudden falls of jiressnre

fiom 76 cm.

:

Pressure difference, p — J,
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(/= .348 -^jm, aud the results uiv inscribed iu table 1. So far as conclusions are

concerned, it is quite as satisfactory to use the theoretical data // = 64 s^m X 10«,

and these results are also found in the table.

Curiously enough, the irregular results of the (5 % solution agi'ee better with

this curve than the smoother results of the ?> '/u solution ; but the reason, I think, is

the quicker evaporation of the smaller [)articles (smaller piessure differences) into

the larger particles in the case of the latter. The observed coronal apertures

appear too small and the diametei's of the particles (since .sy/ := const.) are thus

too large. Possil)ly the smaller nuclei may not be large enough to induce con-

densation at the lower pressure differences, but there is evidence below, § 17,

against this supposition.

The .same result uuxy be reached by consulting the column for ii. This num-

ber is least for the smallest pressure differences, proving that here many of the

pai-ticles have evaporated because of their small size.

7. faffed of inteuMUj of ^huhing. — The exhaustion being ecjuivalent to a

pressure decrement of 16 cm. throughout, w =: 73 X 10" ^^ whence ?i = 47 s^

,

nearly. If the graph of ii varying with the number of shakes be constructed

(figure 4), a curve of surprising smoothness is obtained, which is ultimately nearly

linear. In other words, about 2.6 nuclei are produced each time the 500 cub. cm.

of HCl solution are vigorously jei'ked once up and down. This would make 130

nuclei for 50 jerks. Tlie actual number is about 160, owing to the accelerated

action at the beginning of the experiment.

If each nucleus I'epresents an electron, or a chai-ge of 2.3/10'*' coulombs,

1.7 X 10^- shakes would be needed to pi'oduce a coulomb per cub. cm. of aii', or

5.6 X 10* shakes to produce an electrostatic unit in each cub. cm. of the par-

ticular quantity of air contained in the receiver. As this amounted to about

14,000 cub. cm., 4 X lO* shakes would be needed to set free an electrostatic unit

within it. It will be shown presently, however, that the productivity in nuclei

depends directly on the bulk of licjuid subjected to shaking, and that the number

of nuclei obtained in the example computed is abnoimally small. Still the residt

that a very small quantity of electi'icity would be in (piestion, in any case, is

already apparent.

S. Time losses.—These nuclei gradually vanish in the lapse of time for j-easons

which can not be easily discerned, since they diffuse against gravity and subsidence

is out of the question. There may be some species of decay or evaporation, or the

nuclei may be absorbed on contact with the walls of the vessel in which they are

contained. That nuclei are removable in the latter way is clear from the efficiency

of precipitation when used for this purpose. The removal by evaporation should

be an exceedingly rapid process, and, in fact, in the case of water, which is the

liquid most easily kept pure, the nuclei are phenomenally fleeting. The nuclei

from even very dilute and volatile solutions, however, often persist for over a day.

They vanish not adventitiously, but in accordance with a definitely prescribed law,

however difficult it may be to follow it. They vanish, moreover, most rapidly

when the number of nuclei produced is least, and therefore the evanescence can not
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he caused by auy species of decay due to the iuteiactiou of iLe luiolei. lu the light

>f all that follows it has seemed to me that the hypothesis of diffusion and loss at

the walls of the vessel is in best agreement with the data as a whole, and the

results are therefore interpreted from this point of view. (6/. § 2.)

As the pressure decrement is IG cm., the nucleation, n, may be computed, as

already specified, from n = 47 s^ . Tlie residts are given in table 1 and the chart,

fii^ure 5. The time losses per minute are on the average about .li>, so that over 5

minutes would be needed to remove a single nucleus or over (! houi-s to remove the

initial number of 71 particles at the same rate. But as this rate is not generally

even approximately constant, it is expedient to compute k as in the next paragrapli.

9. Absorption velocity.— If llie loss of nuclei be due to their absorption at

the boundary of the vessel with a velocity, h, so that hii, nuclei are aVisorbed there

per minute per s(juare centim., sup[)i)sing that a mere radial march of nuclei

outwai'd occurs, or that the diaiii of nuclei is from the content of the receiver as a

whole, the nucleation will decrease exponentially. Briefly,

11 —. II e
,

where n and //' are the nucleatious at the times / and t , and where li is the radius

(15 cm.) of the spherical receiver. Coml)iiiiiig the above results in pairs, the mean

value h = .016 cm/niin. follows from the four available observations, with some dis-

(•rej>ancy as the observations happen to confoiin closely to a stiaiglit line. The

number thus obtained is from 600-lOUO times smaller than the numbers found

from similar hypotheses for the velocity of fresh phosphoius nuclei in air. From

this one may infer in a general way that the nucleus in water vapor is a relatively

large body as compared with the nucleus of the same origin in case of air. The

phosphorus nucleus in the same receiver but under conditions of much denser

nucleation showed ^' = .096 cm/min., and thus the following data for the absorption

velocity have appeared :

Fresh phosphorus nuclei, in air, k = .3 cm/sec.

Dense phos|)horus nuclei in water vapor, .0016

Sparse nuclei due to shaking dilute HCl, .00026

results apparently due to successively' larger diameters. But the last value of h is

iinusnaily low and rather in the nature of an infi-rior limit. \'alues five times larger

{Of. table 11) ate not unusual with IICI, and in jnoportion as water is approached

in very dilute solutions, the value of h may actually be as high as over one half

the air value cited.

10. Repetition.— In a repetition of the experiments with llC'l, the above

exceptionally low values of n and h were not again obtained. As seen in table 14,

for a series of diluted solutions of .5 %, .005 ^ and .00005 %, the constants approach

verj' closely to the usual order of values for salt solutions. It is difficult in a vessel

containing metallic parts, ruVjber tubing, etc., to escape the introduction of impiuities

from so corrosive a body, notwithstanding the caution naturally taken with the

work. But tlx- difference remains unexplained.

Another peculiar feature met with in case of this volatile acid is the difficulty
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of cleaning the apparatus free from niicleation, after the charge of strong HCl has

been removed. Nuclei are thcreaftei' s[)ontane()Usly produc^ed in the apparatus

itself. Neither precipitation nor aspiration will remove them. They survive with

undiminished intensity even after twenty-four hours. If all parts of the apparatus

are washed out witii flowing watei', liovvever, this nucleation usually disappears. It is

probalily due to traces of IIC\, reacting on the sul[)hides produced fi'om the I'uhber

tubing through the intervention of metals. Cnriously enough, these nuclei only

diffuse into the neutral atmosphei'e above solutions; they do not appear in the

acid atmosphere above the 3 % HCl solution, for e.\am[)le.

The marked difference between the early and the later data for IK'! leads

one to expect that some occult or undiscovered influence is in acti(m. The same

unaccountable displacement of data is met with again in the case of the dilute

solutions of sodic sulphate, §§ 2(), 27, below. In l»otii cases, the data at a given

time of observation are determinate.

1 1 . Puie wafer. Supfirxcttiirdtinn.'— Table 2 contains data for five samples of

water, all of nominally tiie same degree of purity. The first experiments follow

the work with HCl, and in spite of the rinsing and piecipitations which the vessel

had experienced, show the eff'ect of lingering traces of HCl in the relatively per-

sistent coronas. The second filling of water is strikingly pure by contrast. The

third and fourth charges show similarly lingering traces of the sodic sulphate from

the work which had preceded the experiments. The fifth charge is promiscuous.

Other examples for water will be found below, § 35. The influence of traces

found in this way is remarkable, and suggests the sensitiveness met with in electro-

lytic phenomena. It recalls the impossibility of dealing with absolutely pure

water in glass vessels.

To determine the number of nuclei per cub. cm. in an average case,

it. = G4 ?/?,s-^ Xl'»^ and the data for pressure diffei'ences 16 and 20 cm. are pref-

erable. From these one may deduce, successively (since m = 73/108 and 92/108),

,j _ 47 ,53 and 11 = 59 s'\ respectively. With these constants the pressui'e effects

are easily computed, since d is now .34 -^m. The results for d and n are sum-

marized in the tal)le, and the gi'aph figure 6 smooths the observed data except, as

usual, at low pressure differences, where, fi-om the evaporation of water globules,

the corona seen is too small.

Similarly, the data for n at different pressure differences show too few particles

at the lower exhaustions.

12. Time fo.s\ses.—Computed as above fi-oiu n = 47 X•s^ the results are given

in table 2 and the graphs, figure 6'. The feature of these results is the excessively

small number of particles in action, often falling below 5 per cub. cm., and the

corresponding faintness of the coronal display. Measurements ai'e mei-e estimates.

Several interesting results need mention. The fleetness of the first sei'ies

which followed the work with HCl is 1.6 particles per minute. In case of the

purer water following, 6 particles vanish per minute. In series 3 (after sodic

sulphate), 40 particles vanish per minute; in series 4, 23 particles vanish per

minute. There is no immediate correspondence here between the size of the
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foroua ftuil its fleetness in vaiiisLiiig ; aii'l tliis will he seeu to be frequently the

case in the ex[>erinients with salt soliitiuus. Usually, however, small coronas

vanish more rapidly, under otherwise like conditions.

The enormous lapidity with wliich the nuclei vanish in case of pure water

needs n(j further conuneiit. Mere standini; of the water in the receiver may at

times increase the persistence ol' coimias.

i;}. Sodic thJoride. Stipfinsatiiration.— Four measurements (table 3) made

atrf^' =- 16 em., areavailal)le for standardization; viz.,.s':= 1.65, Lslf), ].")."», 1.40, from

wliich // — 47 Xs-' = 211, 175, 17"), I'Jit. Here as elsewhere a gradual diminution

of tlie nund)er of nuclei is apjiarent. and it is possible that at the outset some

unknown source of nuclei is still active.

To compute the sizes of the particles, the equation now becomes d ^=. .2'2'i-^m,

and tiie corresponding grajdi is seen in figure 7.

14. Tiiiii- Jossts.— Though the results are not smooth, the loss will not exceed

.3 particle |)er minute. ('/. figure 8.

If). Kff'ect of shahintj.— The lesults hei-e are again pronounced and indicate

the most fertile cause of difficulties in the present investigation. The productivity

is much in excess of the eaily datum foi- UCl, being as liigh as 1(1-30 particles

per jerk, corresponding to the larger coronas resulting. 6/'. figure 8'.

Hi. Calcic clilovids. Supermtnralioii.. Tims lossef<.—The coronal diameters

accompanying the normal pressure decrements of 16 cm. were, successively, 1.70,

1.75, 1.75, 1.70, 1.70. The average numbei' of particles is thus, ii = 47s* or about

240. From this the range of diameters for the otliei' pressure differences is com-

puted and the results given in table 4 and the graph, figure 9.

The coefficient in case of the time losses is 1.3 particles per minute.

17. Minimma j)res><vre decrement {>iiipevmivraiwir) for complete precipitntiim.

—Tlie .secon<l part of the table contains results with a new bearing, showing that

if paiticles are completely precipitated at a low pressure deci'ement, by repeated

exhaustion, they will also be absent at the higher pressure decrements. In other

words, the nuclei may be completely precipitated out at pressui'es falling suddenly

to less than 2 cm. below the atmospheric pressure. This affords a means of esti-

mating a superior limit for the size of tlie nuclei. Table 4 shows the number of

nuclei surviving from tlie same initial shaking, after eacli of the succe.ssive

exhaustions specified, pure filtered air lieing supplied between the operations. As
a iiile, two exhaustions are needed to completely remove the nuclei, even if caiv

he taken to wait for the subsidence of each fog. It follows, therefore, that

evaporation occurs abundantly, and at the moderately low pressure decrements,

about one half the nuclei escape by shifting their load. At the lowest pressure

decrements ('J cm.) four exhaustions were reijuired and the mean rate here is

about 43 particles diopped pei' exhaustion, or less than one tliii'd the total number.

If persistence were due to a retai'dation of exhaustion, tliis would not he the charac-

ter of the plieiiotneiion. The present lesidt, moreover, agrees with the data com-

puted for tiie size of particles, </, at the lower pressure decrements, the coronas

observed beiut' too small.
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For slight partial exhaustions, therefore, an increasingly greater number of

particles escape pi-ecipitation by evaporating their loads as far as the persistent

nucleai- stage. The repeated [>i-ecipitatioii at these low pressure decrements (allow-

ing each fog to subside) nevertheless quite i-eiuoves tiie nuclei, as is shown by the

tests subsecpiently made by a[)plying large pressure decrements.

Assuming that dp ^^ 2 cm. are needed for condensation, the size of the nucleus

may be estimated by the approximate method of computation, explained elsewhere,

the equation being

2/ T
''.'ip— j^e (.02176-1) '

where condensation takes place for the small pressure decrement Spid the pressure

J) and the absolute temperature 6. If in this equation — 293", p — 76 cm., 2'= 80,

Ji = 4.6 X 10" for water vapor,

/= 1 X 10-B cm.,

which should be an inferior limit. This result agrees with the order of quantities

estimated in § 2 ; but as the value of the surface tension, 7,' accepted is certaiidy

too large for such excessively small particles as the nuclei, /• must lie indefinitely

below 10"" cm.

18. Effect of concentration and of hulk. Time losses.—The third [)art of the

table 4 contains data for solutions of half the preceding strength. Furthermore

solutions of double the preceding bulk as well as the usual bulk (500 cub. cm.)

were shaken in like manner for comparison.

The first important result is the effect of quantity. When 1000 cub. cm. are

shaken under otherwise like conditions, fully twice as many nuclei are produced

as for the case of 500 cub. cm. It would appear from this that the nuclei arise in

the watei- itself. Practically as well as theoi'etically this observation deserves

attention. Cf. figure 11.

As usual, the number of nuclei produced at half the usual pressure decrement

(^Sp = 8 cm. instead of 16 cm.), is somewhat smaller on the average.

The time coefficient for this doubled bulk of liquid is 6n/ St = —2.6, or about

twice as large as for the other solution. But as the effect of the difference of

concentration involved is insignificant (this is shown by all the cases below), and

as the number of nuclei has been about doubled for the greater bulk, it follows

that the time coefficients increase proportionally to tlie number of nuclei produced.

This therefore is direct evidence in favor of the constancy of the absorption

velocity, h.

19. Fert-ic cUoride. Effect of concentration, bulk, 6fc.—The average number of

nuclei produced in the normal case is 234, or about as many as in the preceding solu-

tions {Cf. table 5). -Valency, therefore, can have no appreciable effect on the genera-

tion of nuclei. The effect of pressui'e decrement is also like the above; fewer nuclei

are entrapped by precipitation at the lower pressure decrements than at the higher.

.When the concentration is reduced one fourth the nucleation falls from 234 to

184 so long as the same bulk (500 cub. cm.) is in cpiestion. It is probable that the

true decrease of nucleation is less than this.
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When a volume of L'OOU cub. cm. is shaken (4 times the usual bulk), the

number of nuclei is increased about 2.4 times. The nucleation here does not keep

pace with the bulk—a circumstance which is in a measure e.xplained because the

lar^e volume fills too much of the receiver and interferes with efficient .^^haking.

It is well to note, however, that it is from experiments of this kind that the true

relation of the absorption velocity, l\ to the nucleation, v, is to be learned.

-2 -J -S -Z ^J 1

Fli-.S. 12-13.—NlJMRKR '•' TARTICLES «, AND IIIFIK ABSORPTION VELOCITY, *, GENERATEIi BY SHAKING SO-

LUTIONS OK Different Solutes and of Different Logarithmic Concentrations (log <-.).

20. Ftrric nitrate. Concevtralion, snipcr^atiiroliov.—The normal number <if

nuclei produced is 175 for the larger and 101 for the smaller concentration, the

dilution being 1/10. (/. table G. The difference lies below the limits of error.

Of. figure 12.

The effect of pressure decrement is also indecisive, ami all nuclei are preci[)i-

tated for i>ressure decrements of le.ss than 4 cm.

21. Tiint' Aa^.svs-.—The time ciiefiicients for the two concentrations are not

appreciably different. Dilutions of the order stated are thus negligible so far as

the present method goes.
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22. Tarhid ahiminvm nitrate. Concentration. Time losses.—Accordino- to

table 7, the uucleatioii is n = 197 for the larger concentration and ?/, = 81 for tlie

smaller, the dilution being again 1/10. This result is exceptionally large, recalling

ferric chloride, which was also turbid. Cf. figure 12.

The time coefficients show an equally pronounced difference in the two cases

which, together with the preceding result, point out a change in passing from one
solution to the other. In the light of the other tables, the discrepancy is probauiy
not due to the concentrations, and one may sus{)ect that some subtle effect of siir-

face tension is involved.

23. Calcie nitrate. Concejitration. Time Imse>^.—The chief results (c/. fio-ure

13) aimed at in table 8, are the effects of dilution. The original nucleation is

n = 256 ; for the dilution 1/100, n — 87 ; for the dilution 1/I0O0,to = 61 ; for the

dilution 1/10,000, w = 63. It is to be suspected that in the last instance the

impurities of the water itself mask further decieraent, and yet such an inference is

uot warrantably safe. These experiments indicate the enoimous dilution needed

to bring out the true nature of the concentration effect. In most of the above

instances the dilutions used are insufficient.

The time coefficients are an equally interesting feature. They show further

progressive change as dilution increases, even after the number of })articles pro-

duced has leached an infei'ior limit. Thus, whatever causes the solution, on

indefinite dilution, to reach fixed conditions of nucleation is not al;)le in the same

degree to influence the persistence of the nuclei. This persistence is therefore to

be associated with the residue of calcic nitrate left in the successive cases.

24. Alum. Concentration. Time losses.—The effect of the dilution of 1/100

is to decrease the nucleation over 50 fc. The time coefficients do not show this

effect because the interval for which the second applies is too small as compared

with the first. In such cases reference must be made to the rates, h. Cf. figure 13.

25. Ammonic nitrate, oncentration. Time Closses.—The effect of the dilu-

tion 1/100 is here about 33 %. The time coefficients show corresponding varia-

tions. Cf'. figure 13.

26. Sodic sulphate. Concentration. Time losses.—Three concentrations ai'e

given, the strengths being in the ratios of 1, .01, .0001. CJ. figure 14. The number

of nuclei are respectively //. = 453, 110, 48. 'These large numbers, appearing in

spite of the small initial concentrations, are a feature of this body. The work was

sufficiently often lepeated to vouch for an unmistakable I'esult ; and yet the nuclea-

tion is not stable in the lapse of time, as the repetitions at the end of table 11 attest.

Time coefficients show the usual mai-ked variations.

Data in the first part of table 11 give evidence that the precipitation may be

made complete for a pi'essure decrement of less than 4 cm.

27. Repetitions.—Lat^r experiments with the same solutions (marked " Re-

peated " in table 11) did not rei)roduce the excessively high values of n, though

they reappeared at the higher concentrations tested. The new n in the lapse of

time showed a tendency to diminish in its turn. As was the case with HCl above,

so here some occult influence must be invoked to account for the undeniable differ-
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eiice of heliavior of the same solution at different times. The present solution

seems to have jir<i|ierties just after it is made up which eventually vaiii.sh.

28. Potamr .n/lp/iaie. Concentration. Tinu' lunHes.—The results in the

main resemUle the final experiments with sodic sulphate. Of. figure 14.

/•- JO

KiGS. 14-15.—NUMHER OK rAKTRLKS II, AND TIIKIR ABsKRHIION VkI.OCITV, t, GKNERATKD BV SHAKING SO-

I.UTIONS OF DiKFERKNT SOLUTES AM) OF DlKFKRKNT lAIGARtTIIMIC CoNXR.NTRATIONS (LOG <•.).

Fu;. 16.—NucLKATioN Produced under Like Conditions ok Shaking in Different .Solutions of tiik

Same Concentration.
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29. Sulphuric add. Conceidratiov. Time fosses.—The results of tabic 15

show no mai-ked peculiarit}-. Acid nnd saline solutes, therefore, conform to the

same general behavior. Cf. figure \'l.

80. Sugarn. Sucrose. Concentration. Time losses.— The following bodies,

with the excet)tioii of tartaiic acid, are neutral organic solutes dissolved in water.

They are characterized by the common behavior {cf. figure 15) of producing fewer

nuclei on the average than the saline and othei' solutes discussed above. The
time coefficients are correspondingly large, and the nuch^i, therefore, under the usual

conditions very fleeting, in sjjite of the crystalline body in solution. Thus, the

cane-sugar solutions of 2 % and .02 % produce but 157 and 51 nuclei, re8])ectively.

The time coefficients are 2.5 and 1.2, showing that solutions of 1 ;^ are already very

fleeting as to nuclei. Thus, the presence of a solid solute is not a condition essen-

tial to the phenomena of the [)resent cha[)ter; in other words, if the nuclei were

mere solid residues all solutions of the same strength should behave alike.

31. Glucose. Concentration. Time losses.—Glucose in table 17 (figure 15)

behaves much like sucrose with the nuclei relatively even more fleeting.

32. Glycerine. Condensation. Time losses.—This stable liquid is (figure 15)

even weaker as source of nuclei than the sugars. The absorption velocities of

glycerine and glucose compare with those of pure water.

33. Urea. Concentration. Time losses.—Table 19 shows that urea as asoui-ce

of nuclei is weaker than sugar,with which it in other respects compares. Gf. figure 15.

Results such as these pi'ove, I think, that the hypothesis of the removal of the

nuclei by diffusion and absorption is sound. Otheiwise it would be difficult to

state why the residue after the evaporation of the solvent becomes ineffective as a

nucleus for condensation.

34. Tartaric acid. Con-centration. Time losses.—-This solid organic body

follows the usual rule of producing few nuclei; but, curiously enough, this number

varies but little even when the solution has been diluted 10,000 times. Cf. figure 15.

The time coefficients give evidence of a similarly unexpected behavior, being

actually smaller for the .02 % solution than for the 2 % solution. They moreover

show a low order of absorption velocities for organic bodies, indicating the occur-

rence of nuclei, which are veiy remarkably persistent.

35. Alcoliol ami pure water. Concentration. Time losses.—The addition of

1.6 fc of absolute alcohol to water reduces the number of nuclei generated by shak-

ing. The effect is small ; but one may suspect from this that the variations of

surface tension have some bearing on the value of n. Thus the surface tension of

the above saline solutions is larger than that of water and so is the nucleation

observed. On the other hand, dilute alcoholic solutions, according to table 21,

o-enerate fewer nuclei on shaking to correspond with their reduced surface tension

as compared with watei'.

At the same time the ahioholized nuclei are clearly more persistent, for the

value of h is definitely smaller for the solution even if the nuclei are all very

fleeting. Cf. figure 17.
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36. Xaphthalene iit benzol. Concentration. Time losses.—These experiments

introduce a new factor, as the solvent is not electrolyzing. Fiom the absence of

adequate data, // will have to be coinputed as if the solvent were water. ]\Iere in-

spection of the very strong and sharp coronas obtained, howevei', indicates tiie

occurrence of a proportionately much larger number of particles than are met with

in the e.xpeiiments with aipieous solutions, and it is the precipitation of a greater
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solutions, but the difference is not far from the limits of observation. The graph

shows the same result for pure benzol. The intensity of the coronas even after 15

hours, and their tendency to reach a fixed diameter, in the lapse of time, make it

probal>le that the vapor [)ressure of na[)hthaleue, however small, is the cause of this

long maintenance of the supply of nui-lei, and one may suspect that other bodies

with strong odors and whicii show a tendency to slow sublimation, will be found

400

SO 40 60 80 too

Figs. 17-19.—Loss of Nuclei in the Lapse of Minutes for Different Solutions.

in like degree nuclei-producing. As a means of throwing further light on the

nature of the nucleus, the present simple method of evolving nuclei spontaneously

is worth attention. It is in this particular, chiefly, that an effect of naplithalene has

been discei'ued, the original benzol otherwise showing, both in relation to n and to

^, data of a common order of values.

In the case of these intense coronas in volatile solvents, at least three exhaus-

tions are needed to free the air in the receiver of nuclei. The circumstances are

particulaily favoiable to escape b}- evaporation.

37. Famffine in hetizol. Coucentration. Time losses.—The case of paraffiue
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in benzul (table 28) is on tlie other haml very tletinite as regards the increment of

n, due to concentration. (Jt'. figure IT.

A curious result was incidentally obtained on admitting the air too rapidly

thi'ough the filter by accident. Air luiclei were thus introduced simultaneously

with the nuclei due to shaking. The exhaustion showed two Lrrouiis of coronal

[larticles interpenetratinfj and subsiding through each other, one group subsiding

SO 'W 60 SO m
Kl<;s. 17-19.— lX)SS OK NrCE.KI IN TIIK L.M'sE OF M INUTES 1 UK DlKFERENT SOLUTIONS.

relatively fast and showing intense corona.s, the other, much more slowly with

weaker coronas. In onler that the two phenomena may [)reserve their identity

throughout, it is necessary that one grou[) of nuclei should regularly exceed the

other in size, thus insuring earlier condensation on the larger particle.s. This occur-

rence of interpenetrating subsidences was still observed in the next exhaustion,

though more faintly. As precipitation pi-oceeded tliiee strata were visible, the

upi)er corresponding to clear air, the lower tw<i showing coronas of different .size

and intensity and different rates of subsidence. Both fog banks were capped by

descending planes. This observation recalls the behavior of snl[)hnr and punk
nuclei in Chapter III, § 7.

F
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The values of h for paraffine are also in sharp contrast to those for naphthalene.

After If) hours, for instance, neai'ly all nuclei have vanished, a I'esult which indi-

cates that the phenomenal [)ersislence of nuclei in the preceding ex|ieriiiieut, after

15 hours of waiting, must We regarded as I'eferable to a sublimate from the naphtha-

lene. Experiments with pure benzol weiv not made for this length of time.

38. Benzine. Coiieenivation. Time losses.— Pure benzine (table 23) was

tested to show the larger absorption velocities, k, in the absence of a solute. The

rates do not, however, compare with those of water, from the difficulty (frequently

stated) of keeping hydrocarbon solvents pure in an apparatus containing rubber

tubing in any of its parts, even if not in contact with the solvent. Of. figure 17.

These relatively small values of /; lead to an important ulterior deduction, viz.,

that an electrical influence on persistence due to the frictional effect of shaking

need not be apprehended. Thei'e is quite as much reason why benzine as paraffine-

benzol should evolve electrically persistent nuclei ; for whatever charges are evolved

are in like manrier capable of being stored and distiibuted. And yet benzine fails

while the other liquid is intensely active.

SYSTEMATIC COMPARISON OF THE DATA.

39. Dependence of the number of particles on the concentration of the solution.

—It is next desirable to select mean values from the above data for comparison.

The character of the variations of n with the concentration, c, of different solutes

has not been identified. It does not depend on valency or molecular weight as is

frequently the case with other constants holding under the same general relations.

The powerful hygi'oscopic solutes show no exceptional behavior. The tendency

of some of the solutes to crystallize with water of crystallization has left no mark in

the results. Nor can any of the l)etter-known electrical or similar constants of the

solutions be associated with the variations of n or k obsei'ved. Until some thread

of this kind has been foun<l it will therefore be necessary to proceed empirically.

In tabulating the data for n it is advisable to refer them to a common con-

centration, and the 1 % solution is a useful standard. The equation to be selected

for this pui-pose is not easily found from the large discrepancies inevitably pi-esent

in the data. Thus an equation like //. = n^lOt"" where c is the concentration and h

a constant would be I'oughly available, but pi'obably too sim[)le. By pi'operly

manipulating the gi'aphs, the equation c = ^ 10 •^""-"'"
is found to be in reason-

able accord with the properties of most of the cui-ves and desei'ves trial. This

may be further simplified by putting n^ - 0, assuming that from absolutely pure

water no nuclei of appreciable pei'sistence could be produced by shaking. A trial

case for calcic nitrate may be shown, in which the first two observations are u.sed

to compute the constants because of theii' relatively much greater accuracy.
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Tlie first values of // are (•(.mimteil from // = 30, A = lo^.a, B = AHMM ; the secoiul

from the vahies, » = 0, A = '2iVdf>, B — .l.")0. The latter e<iuatioii, though

siiui)lei-, is decidedly better, for the dilution of 1/1 0« can not be vouched for even

in case of the best of pure water.

The data for c (grams of dry salt in 100 cub. cm. of solution), n observed,

B, A, as well as «oi (computed number of nuclei obtained by shaking a 1 ^ solu-

tion) are all inserted in table 24. The table also contains tiie time rates or ratios

of promiscuously distributed increments 6ii/st, the absorption velocities k in centinis.

per minute, at which the nuclei vanish, and other relevant matter. A number of

•rraphs in ii and Jc are siiowii in their relations to the logarithmic concentra-

tion, \oft e, are given in figures 12-15. The need of a logarithmic abscissa should

be noted.

40. A/(is.s action.—An ins[>ection of the data for // lor the 1 '/o solutions seems

to reveal no relation to their molecular or equivalent weight, nor to any of their

better-known electrical constants, as has already been intimated. If we except

pure water and certain exceptional cases needing further interpretation, like the

earlv data for HCl on the one hand and those of Na.^SO^ on the other, the mean

number of nuclei produced from the saline series in 10 shakes is about 200 per

cub. cm., and this holds for a variety of salts of which the valencies of the metal

involved vary hugely. In general, therefore, the number of nuclei produced under

like conditi(»ns is dependent on the mass of saline solute in stdution. These facts

are also illustrated by the graph figure 16, in which the abscissas are merely

distributive and the oidinates show the values of n.

The organic solutes and in paiticuLu- the neutral l^odies may be easily dis-

tinguished from the salts as a separate class, the latter showing about one half the

nuclei pioducing power of the former.

The constants A and B have no obvious relation. In other words, the effect

of dilution on n is sometimes marked, at other times negligible.

41. Dependence of the ahsorptiun velocity on the conceniration of the solution.

— It will next be necessary to proceed with a somewhat similar deduction for the

absorption velocity, k = —(Ji/S){(lii/ii<lt), so that kn nuclei are absorbed pei'

minute per square centim. at the boundary. Figures 17, 18, and 10 will be of

assistance to this end. A relation between I and //, apart from the solute, has not

been made out. The lelation of k to // is characterized by specific constants f(»r

each body, which in every case :ire of such a nature that X; markedly increases

while n decreases, and particularly on approacdiing the very dilute solutions. Cf.

figures 12 ir». Hence ^ begins to increase at enormously accelerated rates when

the variations of n have subsided. This region is very near pure water, or occurs

when the logarithmic concentration falls iielow lt)g c r= — ">, <ir — 4. The recipro-

cal relations of /i and I- are noteworthy.

Low values of v and high values of k seeiri to be associated with the neutral

organic solutes. In case of tartaric acid, however, though // is small, the value of k

is exceptionally high. If we take this as a type of acid organic solutes, the nuclei

])roduced are remarkably persistent apart fi-om cases of the ve?y lowest dilution.

r
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A few exceptional observations in the tables point out tbat some occult effect

has escaped detection. Thus the (^ailicr values of )i for HCl are inexplicably low

(/t = 50) as compared with the later values («, = 150). The earlier values of

Na.jSO^ are on the other hand exce[)tionally high. As all observations were

made in triplicate or even oi'tenci-, they are trustworthy. In both cases the later

observations are normal values.

TABLE 24.—SUMMARY—AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS SHAKEN (JERKED) TEN TIMES.

CONCENTRATION, c = B lo--'/"- NUCLEATION, n = n„ € - i'"f'^- R - is ^"i-

BULK OF SOLUTION USUALLY 500".

(
I

) Inorganic Solutes.

Solute dry.



\-M\

Solulr dry.
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r.ABLE 24

—

Conlinued.

ConcenlralKin, I
.Nuclcalion, H \

c II .)
i

"'
Oh

a7

Ca 2 N'Oj I 4
.014

0014
.00014

87
61

6',

5
264

224
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TABLE 24

—

Continued.

(3) Oiher solvents than water

1

Solute dry.
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If, as I interpret it, the loss of mielei in the lapse of time is due to absoiptioii

.it tlie soliil Willis (if the sjtherieal receiver, one may write foi- the al)Sorption ve-

locity, /•, the etinatiun k= — (R/'^n) (iln/dt), meaning that hii molecules are ab-

sorlied per stpiare centim. per second. Coniputini: I- in this way (essentially as a

logarithmic rate), one finds from all the saline solutions .-m important general

result: for the case of solutions of a few per cent (1 to 3), h is of the order

of .(t3 to .07 cm/min., though varying from solute to solute; for the .01 per

cent solutions, h is of the mean order of .08 cni/min. ; for the .0001 i>er cent solu-

tions, h is of the order of altout 1 to 2 cm/min. For oidinary distilled water

in glass vessels, k may reach over ."> cm/min., etc. Specific data are given in

table 24. Similar deductions may be made for the organic solvents (^Cf. Chapter

\'l, cj r.»).

It follows, therefore, in general, that not only does the number of nuclei pro-

duced b\ shaking {cuf. par.), increase with the concentration of the dilute .solution,

liut the apparent rate of decay diminishes, /. e., their jibsorption velocity decreases

with the strength of the .solution. I-'oi' ordinary distilled water, these velocities,

/'/ rrterred to tliri-e dimen-^ions, arc already beginning to approach the ionic veloci-

ties. Again, as the number of nuclei, //, is greater, they vanish more slowly, .so that

an a|)parent decay decreasing with the density of the nucleation is out of the <pies-

tion. The whole, therefore, constitutes an entirely new atid .sfiiking confirmation

of the isolated point of view taken throughout my woik.'

44. Tlie iliennodyuainlc hypotlu^ix.—The inference is therefore tenable that

tiic nuclei shaken out of stronger solutions are larger. These nuclei are produced

by eva|H>iation from a larger iliametei', for the very dilute solutions must become

more concentrated, and it follows that the dimensions at which evaporation ceases

at the surface of a particle are larger for stronger than for weaker dilute solutions.

Naturally, a given degree of concentration is reached in a larger globule in the

former case as compared with the latter. The theory for the production of nuclei

here in question is thus at hand. A particle of absolutely pure water, }U'oduced by

shaking, will either vanish by complete evaporation, or it will grow and eventually

vanish by subsidence. If, however, the evai)orating globule is a solution, the in-

crement of vajior pi'essure at a surface of increasing convexity will gi'adually be

compen.sated by the decrement of v.-ipoi- picssnre due to the incicasing concentra-

tion of the solution. Hence, there must be a critical diameter at which the in-

creased vapor pressure due to surface tension just countei'l)alaiu'es the decreased

vapor pressure due to concentration. This is the stable diameter of the nucleus.

A smaller particle will grow because the concentration effect supervenes ; a larger

particle will evaporate because the effect of surface tension supervenes.

In connection with tlie critical diameter, a critical density is also implied,

which varies naturally with the iliametei-. Thus, in the more concentrated solu-

tions, a lower density and larger diameter must occur than in the corresponding

case of staliility in the weaker solutions. If the particle is so small before evapo-

ration that, compatibly with the given supersaturation (pressure decrement), the

' Cf. Experinifnts with Ionized Air, these contributions, y. 92, 1891.
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critical density is not readied, it will eseape |)reci])itnti.)n on exliaiistion. Tlieiv is

no direct evidence of snch particles in the abovt^ leseai'cli.

The loaded nucleus dnrini^r preeipitation will also ten.l t.. re-evaporal.- i.. iis

original nucleai' size and densi(y, and thus escape removal. F<.r tlie stahle dianiet.-r
is conditioned solely l)y the amount oC s.-hite //////r^% entrappcl. Ii is fnmi this
point of view that the paitial piecipitations at the lower i)re.s8ure decrements are
to he explained. The aliove case of calcic chloi-ide I'oi' pressure decrements of 2
rm. may he cited. If it he supposed that all partich-s in evidence im- preripi-
fated, the siicressioii is as follows, for a, l-ota,l of .".(id particles:

Kxiiaustion, 12345
Precipitation, 149 88 56 7 none
Kscape, 151 63 7 none

Tiie xci'v slow suhsidciice of the small pai'ticles in these diffuse coronas o-ives

excrption.-d opportunity for evaporation; hut all strong coi'oiias, in spite of the
moi'e i-apid pi<'ci[iitation which a<-com|>auics them, rc(piire more than one exhaus-
tion to free the air of nuclei.

In spite of this repeated partial i)recipitation, thei'e is never any irregularity

in the coronas, showing the chai'.-icteristic rapid diffusion of the aqueous nuclen.s.

It is common experience that the dilfiise coronas for small pi'essni'e decrements
form gradually. Pi'ohahly, as a result of tiie evaporation in (juestioii, the shrink-

ing coronal figure becomes more luminous. The strong, sharp coronas at hi^di

pi'essure decrements ai'e foi'ined at once. For some occult reason, early coronas

are liable to be lai'ger than later coronas, <-ait. par., a result ap[)earing in many of

th(^ tiiplets above.

45. J-iJqitationsfor diliife volutions.—The endeavor may ite made to give these

results a more definite foiin. Not much will be gained by this, for the chief

desideratum is an ex[)ei'iinenlal investigation of the vapor pressure of the more
nearly concentrated solutions. Tin; following group of ecpiations will, therefore,

fall short of meeting the actual conditions, though the estimates in jj 48 leave much
of the question open.

If p,. and ^;co ^^^ t'le vapoi' [)ressuies conx'sponding to radii / and 00, 7' the sur-

face tension, p and cf the density of the liquid solution and its vapor, Kelvin's

equation asserts,

The [)resent licpiid is a solution and its vapor [)ressure, j^^^, is thus below the noiinal

value for the pure li(piid.

For the I'easons stated in the last paragraph, it is conceivable that a state of

eqiiilibi'ium will be eventually reached in which di'ops large or small may all have

the same vapor pressure, namely that of the free surface of the li(piid, and that

evaporation must therefore cease and the droplets persist, however small. In fact,

after the lapse of time, ec^uation (1 ) for ;i given droplet will be replaced by
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since the ju'essiire, tension, size, and density of the droplet of solution have all

changed \>y the partial evajwi-atiou of the drop. But as the more concentrated

drojt (»f radius /•' now persists,/*' ,, = p^,, the vapor pressure at the flat surface of the

oritriiial solution. Hences

For the case in which a solid is dissolved, its mass remains fixed within each

suspended drop of water. The case of a gas may be supposed to a])proximate to

these conditions. Hence p' may be expressed in terms of p, or

/y = 1 + (p - \)0-3/r'^),

whence finally,

p'^=p^-'^^,./^';:,^,.- (4)

For dilute solutions, p= 1, nearly, or^'^ =jP» — 2(jl'/r'. If r' = cc,p'^ =/'x>
the vapor pressure at the fiat surface.

It will l)e seen that in^' and T' the original radius of the droplet is implicitly

involved. If Sp=Pa>—p<i>, and c=r^/r'^, equation (4) may be written:

/• = 2gT'/((1 + (p — l)':')(5/->). If Sp be expressed in terms of Raoult's law, u/JV

and n/N' being the original and final latios of the number of molecules in solute

and solvent and /)o„ =/>,

sp = p{7i/N' - /i/l\)/{l + n/N').

Finally, in a law (7'= 83 + 187/i/iV) discovered empirically by Quincke'

T' = T+ 187 {)i/N' - >i/N), where 7' is the initial and T the final surface ten-

sion in dynes. Thus if (ii/N'— it-fN^ =^ it,

,.' = ^_" .^+J»7^ (1 +n/N').

'i'his e.\pre.><ses the radius of the dro[)let in terms of the orii^inal and final ratios

of the niiml)er of molecules of .solute and solvent in solution. It does not, however,

admit of any simple interpretation, and is, as a rule, liable to considerable or even

fatal error, because the nuclear conditions are probal)ly not leached until the solu-

tion is too concentrated. In this case the usual laws of [)liysical chemistrj' lo.se

their meaning. Of'. § 48.

40. Eqaatioiu for concentrated solution.'i.—A statement of the case is better

made as follow.s, supposing the effect of solution in diminishing vapor pressure to

be known, particularly in the region of concentrated solutions. Let Sp =/(c),

where Sp is the decrement of vapor pressure at the high concentration r, of the

solution. Hence

nearly. This condition holds when evaporation ceases with the occuri-ence of a

stable nucleus. 7'and p refer to pure watei-.

If ^' and Cj l)e the original concentrations of two given dilute .solutions; if c'

and c', lie the concentrations after evaporation to the nuclear stage, .uid if tlie cor-

' C/. Winkelmann's Handbuch.
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respondiug r.-ulii he similarly aoceiituatfd c/c' = r'-Y/--^ and (,/(•',=;/•', ^/z',

where /' and r\ are the final I'adii. Hence, after reduction, since
ij
= \,

''f(er^/r'^) = 2'ra^r\f{< V>-\')-

If the diops in both dilute solutions are initially, /. r., immediately after shakinir, of

the same average size, r'-^ = /^\ and the e(|uati(>n is tlius a relation hetween r' and

/•'j, the radii of the nuclei for the two given solutions. Tlie results accentuate the

need of observations on the vapor pressure of concentrated solutions.

47. The ineclianisin ge)ie)'(tlize<l.—In connection with the simple mechanism of

§ 44 for producing nu(dei of a startling degree of sraallness l)y mere shaking, nuclei

which may or may not be without electrical charge, the (piestion naturally arises

whether the mechanism may not be sufficient to account for nuclei in the presence

of satui'ated vapor, in general.

Suppose, therefore, that such chemically powerful agencies as the X-rays or

Becquerel rays, or ultra-violet light, or the electric glow, etc., on being passed

through a saturated vapor, produce in that vapor a new chemical synthesis, in

degree however small (since the insignificant vapor pressure of a few hundred nuclei

per cub. era. is alone in question), soliiMe in the liquid from which the vapor arises.

Then immediately around the new molecule there will be a region of vanishing

vapor pressure. The new molecule, whether it be ionized or not, will therefore

grow by condensing vapor, until further growth is arrested by the increment of

vapor pressure due to the preponderating surface tension which accompanies con-

tinued dilution. In other words, the critical diameter is again reached.

The relations here involved are peculiar and need a more detailed elucidation.

If vapor pressure increases with increasing convexity, for capillary i-easous, but

eventually decreases again as

\

\

\

a

Fig. ZO.

a result of the concentration

I'eached on evaporation, to a

value nearly zero or at least be-

low the normal vapor pressure

at a flat surface, it follows that

as the size of the drop continu-

ally decreases the vapor pressure

at its surface must pass through

a maximum. The accompany-

ing diagram, figure 20, is an

attempt to lepresent the case

graphically by making the vapor

pressures the ordinates and the

radii of the given droplet of so-

lution, the abscissas. The line

ab indicates the normal vapor

pressures. All particles whose sizes correspond to the abscissas between s and h,

therefore, evaporate in the lapse of time, those lying near the maximum m, fastest,

those lying near s or h with proportionate slowness, while the latter are also lost by

radJM

Fk;. 2o.—Diagram Showing the Kklation of Vapor Pressure

TO THE Radius of the Nucleus for Different Sirengths of

Soi.t-noN.
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subsidence ami tiiay lie tlismissetl fiuin consideration. On the otbei' hand, pai-

tieles whose radius is smaller than the abscissa corresponding to .s, will grow so that

(f.s is the stable radius of the nucleus obtained by shaking the given dilute solution.

If the solution is weaker, the droplet shaken out of it will have to evaporate

further to reach the critical density of the stable nuclear state, and the increment

of vapor pressure due to surface tension will also be larger or the maxiiuuni, 911',

will be higher. The curve hm' «' now represents the conditions and is to be similarly

interpreted.

If the solvent is pure or contains only a trace of solute, the nucleus will vanish

completely, or else the particle left may be too small to .serve as a condensation

nucleus for a giveu pressure decrement of exhaustion. The size after the lapse of

time depends on the fixed quantity of salt originally entrapped.

If the vapor is not quite saturatetl, the chances for eva[)or;itioii will be

enhanced. The line ah will be correspondingly lowered, but equilibrium may

result for a smaller size of nucleus, until eventually tlie solid saline residue of the

nucleus alone is left. In so far as these concentration nuclei occur in the atmosphere,

one is justified in concluding that their size (apart from the effects of temperature

and barometric pressure on sui'face tension and vapoi- density') will increase under

mean atmospheric conditions as they are suspended at higher distances above the

earth's sui'face, until the levels of perpetual saturation are invaded.

There is one outstanding question relating to the time losses which must now

be considered. These coefficients, (/»/r7/, are much smaller in concentrated than in

weak solutions. This observation was referred to the diffusion of the nucleus and

its absorption at the walls of the vessel with different velocities, L The diagram,

figure 20, shows, however, that near the points 6' there must be retarded evaporation

for all particle.s, because of the small differences of vapor pressure remaining.

Hence the persistence of nuclei shaken out of solutions might be ascribed to this

effect. True, no reason is evident why strong solutions should differ from weak

.solutions in their relative time losses, d log 7i/dt. See § 49. Special experiments

are nevertheless needed to clear up the matter, and they must be so devised as to

give direct evidence of the occurrence of diffusion or motion of nuclei, and the value

of its ainoiuit. If this is large enough to be conqiatible with the data for k in this

chapter, then the hypothesis of retarded evaporation may be dismissed.

It is with this end in view that the experiments of the next chapter are con-

trived and the results show that the motion of the phosphorus nucleus as actually

observed, is considerably faster than the average case computed for the nuclei in the

present chapter and consequently the interpretation here accepted is corroboi-ated.

48. The critical deimiy.—In this place I may again call attention to tiie fact,

that if retarded evaporation were effective in giving the nucleus permanence, if the

observed dissipation of the nuclei of solutions were in any way dejieudent on

evapoi'ation and not on the motion of nuclei, then those nuclei which are produced

by shaking solutions of hygroscopic solutes like CaCl,, HjSO^, etc., which can not

' Note that temperature and elevation produce opposed effects on T'and ff. T increases at the

lower temperatures ;
a decreases from preponderating pressure.
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wholly evaporate their water, shoiiUl be more stable than other saline nuclei. The
results show emphatically that this is not the case.

Nuclei generated from hygroscopic bodies in the above tables, and their rate

of evanescence, i.e., their absorption velocity, h, is not exceptional and is no greater

in the first case or less in the second than that of saline bodies in general. Hence,

as the nucleus is necessarily a solution in case of the former solutes (CaClg, etc.) it

is reasonable to suppose it always to be. It has been sliowu that the pressure

decrement dp < 2 cm. of mercury (my apparatus in its present form does not allow

me to go below this, though the limit is much lower) is more than sufficient to

precipitate the nuclei produced by shaking. For such sinall decrements the

equation .29 sp/p = tf0/(273 + 0), where 6 is the temperatui'e iu degi-ees C, may be

assumed. Now the decrement of vapor pressure, (5;r, coi-responding to 66, is at 208

about d'7t = .llSd ; whence Sti = .25 cm. for the observed excessive 6p. In other

words, the vapor depression of a few millimeters is certainly much more than is

required to stop the evaporation of the nucleus, so that if this depression is to be

due to the solute, the solution need not even be very concentrated. In case of

HgSO^ at 20° the nucleus would hold more than 75 % of water, and at lower

temperatures much greater dilution would suffice.

49. Temperature and harometric pressure. Conclusion.—It is obvious from

the last paragraph that the temperature and pressure of the medium must play a

very important role iu relation to the constants of the nuclei obtained. In the

present research I have made no attempt to determine this, not only because the

vapor pressure relations of concentrated solutions must be more fully investigated,

but because the method adopted above of producing the nuclei in question, is

too crude for the purpose. It will in the first place be necessary to find a limiting

value of the nuclei producible by agitation per cubic centim., or at least to make

this nucleation a definite function of controllable conditions. The method which

I have had under way (though the results cannot be included in the pi-esent re-

port) consists in producing comminution by the impact on each other of two

independent very fine jets of the same solution under lai-ge hydraulic pressure.

In this way not only is the nucleating mechanism increased iu efficiency but the

availability of apparatus wholly of glass is at hand. It follows, then, that the

opportunities for retaining the solvents absolutely pure are much enhanced, }.ar-

ticularly in case of the hydrocarbon solvents. Finally, the coirelative electrical

behavior of nuclei is, under these conditions, more definitely open to investigation.

In the present volume, however, direct evidence for the diffusion of nuclei is

the final issue.
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1. lypevi of diffusion, phenomena.—In a surve}- ' of the diffusion rates of

nuclei derived from the same source and under otherwise like conditions, but sus-

pended in different media (/. e., in air saturated with different vapors), the occur-

i-euces may be classified with i-eference to two extreme types : the first includes

vapors derived from such strongly ionizing liquids as have been examined, like

water, ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol, etc. In these cases the coronas obtained from

the same initial nucleation, on successive condensations by the exhaustion method,

ai-e always regularly anuulai-, or, at most, distorted in color only. With the alco-

hols the coronas may sl)o\v the colors of two successive coronas (in the sense de-

fined in Chapter II), in the upi)er and the lower halves of the same rings, but

there is no distortion of form appreciable. With watc vapoi- the coronas do not

even show color distortion. Examples of this kind arc given in Chapter IV, Jj^j

27, 28, and need not here be further treated.

The second type of phenomena are observed with vapors dei'ived chiefly from

the non-ionizing liquids, like the hydrocarbons, gasolene, benzine, etc., carbon

disulphide, benzol, toluol, etc., in which the successive coronas derived fiom the

same original nucleation show gradually increasing distortion of form. If the

initial corona is annulai- and the distribution of nuclei therefore uniform, the fol-

lowing coi-onas pass through campanulate distortion," and finally become mere color

strata. Examples of this kind are also given in abundance in Chapter IV, § 10-26.

The distinction between ionizing and non-ionizing solvents which is here

implied, is not, however, a perfectly I'igid rule. In treating such a liquid as acetone

(Chapter IV, § 29), one is already put at a loss in the inannei- above specified, and

the presence of ionizing power is to be regarded as incidental.

2. Coiulitions of hoDiogeneous distribution.—The effect of precipitation is a

disturbance of the original homogeneous nucleation. The nuclei, as a whole, are

dropped with the fog and their distribution changed. Tiie degree to which the

uniform distribution will be kept up depends, therefore, on the rate of diffusion of

the nucleus. It follows that the nuclei of the first group must diffuse very rapidly,

so that all parts of the receiver continually contain the same number per cub. cm.

The effect of removal of nuclei by loading is thus quickly wiped out. On the

othei' hand, the diffusion of nuclei of the second group (non-electr(dyzing solvents)

is apparently slow by comparison. It is quite possible to obsei've the air in the

' Am. ypiirn. (5), XIII, ]i|i. 400-402, 1902. ' Chapter IV, §§ 7, 8, 9.

13S
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lower li;ilf ul" the receiver full of nuclei, or to bring .-ihout other similarly stratified
conditions evidenced by semi-coronas,

, quarter coronas, etc. Indeed, when foreign
nuclei are introduced they usually appear, on exhaustion, to be distril)uted In
layers, usually in couches immediately over the sui'face of the liquid. Ciiai)ter IV,

§§ 17-20, 23-26. The rates of difl'usion are here easily measured, whereas in case
of the electrolytic solvents like watei', measurement is difficult, not only because
diffusion is over 100 times faster, but l)ecause the diffusion of nuclei into pure air

is a l)ranched design, like the roots of a tree. Finally, unless the vapor tension of

the licxuid is too small (like petroleum), only the normal coronas of Chapter II,

§ 6, need be expected to occur in the cases of the vapors of non-electi-olytes. For
it is not unreasonable to associate large coi'onal particles with the coi'respondinf

large nuclei.

3. Effect of the medium.—It follows from this that the nuclei derived from
the same source, and undei- otherwise like conditions, must be relatively small in

case of a vapor of the fii'st group of li(piids, and relatively large in case of a vapor
of the other liquids. The same nucleus, so far as its apparent origin is con-

cerned, differs in size with the medium in which it is suspended or in which it is

generated.

[On reading the proofs of this chaptei-, I observe that a discussion of the dif-

fusion ujnvard of the vapor itself into air has not been inserted. This dift'usiou is

so much slower than would correspond to the data observed for nuclei—it cori'e-

sponds to a quadratic law, while the order of vapor diffusion is not identical with

the ordei's of h found in this chapter—that I ovei'looked it. The dift"nsion line for

benzol, for instance (flg. 4, below), is about 40 times in excess of the values which

would correspond to the upward motion of an 85 [)er cent vajmr saturation, into

air. Again, in the case of carbon disulphide, Chapter IV, § 26, the dift'usion of

nuclei out of the liquid is tested in terms of the apei'tures of the coronas. These

increase in the coui-se of time, showing a gradual increase of nucleation for the

same vapoi- pressure. An increase of vapoi' pressure for the same nucleation would

pi'oduce larger fog particles and smaller coronas in the lap.se of time, the reverse of

what was obsei'ved.

Nevertheless, from computations which I have since made at some length, it

is necessary to admit, that if what has been interpi'eted as the diffusion of luiclei

at approximately constant vapor pressure, is the dift'usion of a definitely under-

saturated vapor, at approximately constant nucleation, large diffusion i-ates are not

excluded, and the inferences as to luiclear velocity have been ro})bed of their force.

Thus, for I)enzol, the observed data would correspond to the dift'usion of a vapor

at about 1/3 saturation, into homogeneously nucleated air. In fact, by varying the

pressure dift'ereuces on exhaustion, one should be able to test the progi-ess of the

diffusion of a vapor into nucleated air throughout the whole extent of the column.

Hence the argument of the present chapter must be read with this alternative

explanation in view, and I shall have to return to the subject moi-e sj)ecifically

elsewhere. In all cases, however, the velocity of the nucleus nuist be in excess of

the velocity of the obsei'ved plane of vapor.]
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4. Structure of nuclei.—The next inference to be diawu is some notion of the

chemical composition of these nuclei. For convenience merely, they are usually

supplied hy introducing into the receivei- air which has passed over phosphorus, or

burning sulphur, or trlowing charct>al, etc. Tiiey may be obtained, however, with-

out putting anything material into the receiver, by passing the X-rays or other

form of radiation through it. An incidental ex[)eriment of this kind among many

may be cited here, A thin-walled glass flask, 23 cm. in diameter, containing a

small charge of alcohol, was exposed io the X-rays of a focus-tube of mild ladiating

intensity. Examined by exhaustion (pressure decrement IG cm.) after 5, 10, and

15 minutes had successively elapsed, no coionas were obtainable. After 30 minutes

of exposure, however, a coiona was obtained, and several subsequent exhaustions

were needed thereafter to remove the nuclei. The production of nuclei in case of

weak radiation is thus very gradual. It takes time to make them ; but when once

produced, they show a degree of persistence identical with that of nuclei of any

other origin.

Hence, so far as the behavior of the resulting nucleus is concei'ned, there is no

(pialitative difference referalde to its origin. One must therefore look upon the

iraseous contents of the receiver as containing the stuff out of which the nuclei are

made. The inquiry is thus nairowed down to this : which of the gases involved

(air or vapor) is made colloidal in the manner specified. If the air is selected, then

there is no immediate reason for the apparent difference of size of nuclei of the

same origin in electrolytic and non-electrolytic solvents respective!)'. If the vapor

is selected, then the difference in size corresponds to the electi'ochemical difference

of the liquids.

5. Possible electronic agencies.—If one adheres to the electrical point of view,

the agency which holds the nucleus or molecular cluster together is presumably

associated with the electron. One should therefore anticipate greater conductivity

in case of the much more mobile nuclei of the first type (vapor of ionizing licpiids)

than in the sluggishly moving nuclei of the second type (vapor of nonionizing

li(juids), though it is not certain that the electron resides permanently with the

same nucleus. I am not aware that experiments of this kind have been tried.

One may note that the smallest nuclei occur in liquids of greatest, the largest in

liquids of least, specific inductive capacity ; but all this is tentative.'

Finally, the order of condensation here implied should be noticed. The elec-

tron, by its mere pi'esence, condenses the nucleus or molecular cluster (\vhether

li(]uefied or not), the latter being always so small an aggregation of molecules as to

remain optically inappreciable. The nucleus for Kelvin's thermodynamic reasons

condenses the visible water globules seen as coronas on exhaustion. The diameters

of these two groups must be in the ratio of less than 1/1000. The uniformity of

nuclei produced by shaking may also be thus accounted foi-, inasmuch as some

sort of chaige must accompany the shaking. Their persistence in the presence of

electrolytes like HCl or the salts may be plausibly anticipated.

These are some of the advantages of an electronic hypothesis. Nuclei are so

' It breaks down for acetone.
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frequently associated with electrical charges that it seemed expedient to examine

the occurrence of the I'eniurkable diffei'euces of diffusion fi-oni the electrical point

of view first. The advantages of the simple mechanical hypothesis already stated

in the last chapter/ may now be reaffirmed for reference.

6. lliermodynamic agencies.—After this general statement of the phenomena

in question from the electrical [)oiiit of view, I may revert to certain advantages of

the mechanical theory for the i)i'oduction of nuclei in a medium of saturated vapor.

It is here supposed that the increment of vapor pressure at the surface of increasing

convexity is finally compensated for by the decreased vapor pressure due to the con-

centration of an evaporating droplet. It is inferred that a case of equilibi'ium will

eventually result, corresponding to a particidar radius and degree of concenti'ation

of the nucleus, which is thus merely a concentrated solution. Incidentally, the

nucleus may or may not be electrically charged. Hence this theory accounts at the

outset for nuclei, whether ionized or not. It accounts for nuclei produced by any

kind of radiation in the manner discussed in the preceding cha[)ter (§ 47). Cor-

relative electrical phenomena (§21 below) are not wanting.

Nuclei produced spontaneously by certain liquids like concentrated sulphuric

acid, in presence of water or other vapor, by carbon disulphide in presence of its own

vapor, by dissolved naphthalene in presence of benzol vapor, etc., admit at once of

the same explanation, assuming that these bodies emit a slightly volatile constitu-

ent, soluble in the liquid from which the vapor arises. A similar explanation

holds for the nucleation from phosphorus, flames, glowing bodies, ignited metals,

etc. Finally, the nuclei produced by shaking have suggested the present hypothe-

sis. The terapei-ature and Ijygrometric conditions at which nucleation in case of a

phosphorus 'source is a maximum diffei's decidedly by Chapter I from the tem-

pei-ature, etc., at which ionization is a maximum.

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT.

7. Method.—For the reasons stated, the method of determining the rate of

diffusion of nuclei is simple and direct. Nuclei are introduced into the bottom of

a tall cylindrical receiver containing saturated vapor issuing from a flat pan

of liquid, and the height to which they have diffused after a measured length of

time is tested by adiabatically cooling the vapor. The height of the fog bank

seen immediately after exhaustion shows the limiting altitude which diffusion has

reached, and there is usually a sharp plane of demarcation I'ising regularly in the

lapse of time between the nucleated air below and the air free from nuclei above.

It is assumed that when diffusion of a sluggish relatively heavy medium takes

place against gravity in this way in a room of reasonably constant temperature, the

influence of conviction is not a serious factor.

The position of the advanced front of diffusion at the end of a given period of

time is thus, as a rule, well determined. The position of the plane of demarcation

immediately after the nuclei are introduced {i. e., the fiducial zero) is not detei-min-

able with the same degree of cei'tainty. In the case of the slowly diffusing vapors,

' Chapter V., §§ 44, 47-49-
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such as arise from the lum-eleotrolyzing liquids, the initial plane may be definitely

lowered l»y successive exhaustion and its position in this way fairly well deter-

mined. A study was made at some length in the case of benzol, the limit or error

of which is tiaced in the following tables. In case of the vapors from the ionizing

li(|uids, like water or the alcohols, this method fails, because the api)aratus, after

the Hr.st e.xhaustion, is liable to be filled with nuclei. It then becomes necessary to

tpiite remove tliem by aspirating filtered air through the vessel before the next

e.\i)eriment can be made. So tedious an operation involves much loss of time, but

no way of avoiding it was discovered. In these cases, therefore, the position of

the plane of demarcation at the beginning of the e.xperiment can only be inferied.

Indeed, this seems to be an insuperable difficulty incident to the present

experiments ; for, even in the former cases, the successive precipitations remove

nuclei which are thereafter lost for diffusion. Hence, a modification of method

was later introduced to add fresh nuclei instead of filtered air after each exhaustion.

Though in the nature of an interference with the experiment, the consequences,

either good or bad, remained of small moment.

8. Apparatus.—The diffusion cylinder is shown in its completed form in

figure 1. The glass diffusion tower, AABB, was about 1 meter high and 13-21

cm. in diameter, slightly tapering toward the top. Both ends were ground flat,

the lower standing on a greased plate.of ground glass, the upper i-eceiving the flat

metallic lid, BB, securing the tubes leading to the exhaustion reservoir, C, to the

filters, F, etc. A pan, P, of coppei- at the bottom of the i-eceiver, held the liquid

from which issued the vapors to be tested. The lid cairies the vacuum gauge, G,

graduateil in cm. of mercury and reading to about 40 cm. A vertical centimeter

scale (not shown) is marked with India iidc on the outside of the wall of the

receiver, and by its aid the height of the fog bank could be read off at once, with

the usual precaution for a horizontal line of sight. The illuminating lamp, usually

a circular hole in an opaque screen in front of the mantel of a Welsbach burner,

was placed at a distance of about 3 meters away in the direction of vision and at

the j)robable height of the fog bank, estimated in advance of the observation.

The main filter F', consisting of a long tube of conqiressed cotton, communicates

with the atmosphere through a CaClg desiccator tube, U', so that the air may be

both dry and filtered. The tube which conveys this air to the bottom of the

receiver, AABB, is provided with two stopcocks, a', b' , one of which, b' , is kept

l)ermanently but veiy slightly open, in order that the current of air through the

filter may always l)e very slow. On removing the filter (rubber joint) this tube

serves additionally as a means of introducing phosphorus or other nuclei into the

bottom of the receiver. The air in this case should also be dried by an ordinary

CaCl, tube, as shown in figure 2, the phosphorus grid, P, being inserted into the

iqiper pait of one shank of the tube.

The second filter, F, and desiccator, IJ (also to be rei)laced, if desirable, by a

nucleatoi"), has a similar construction to the preceding, but the air in this case is

discharged into the top of the receiver.

The exhaustion reservoir C communicates with the receiver AB, through a
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wide rubber tube EE', of half inci, bo.'e, the ends being secured by ordinary hose
couplings to the correspondingly wide stop-cocks, sci'ewed into the lids of AB and
C A spiral spring in EE keeps it open. The vessel C is a shorter cylinder than
the other, but is also provided with a metallic lid. It communicates with the jet

b ^

Fig. I.— DiKFUiio.N Tciwek, AB; Exuaistiun Cha.mhek, C\ Dksiccator, JJ, and Aiitrtenances.

pump through the desiccator D, and the filter E", a stop-cock, c, being iuterpo.sed.

It is well to provide for an additional stop-cock at the jet pump, which, on being

closed, prevents the accidental entrance of water into the connecting pipes. A final

stop-cock, d, communicates through a filter witli the air, and is useful \vhen the

exhaustion within C, as shown by the gauge G', is larger than desirable.

The manipulation is as follows: The cocks a, a\ e, d, are closed, Z* and b'
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was then introduced and the second exhaustion made 5 niin. after nucleation,

showed a fog bank 4 cm. high. Filtered air was again supplied and the receiver left

to itself for 15 min. The exhaustion showed the fog bank to have risen to 16 cm.

Fig. 4. Rise of Nucleation in the Lapse of MiNUiEa (Diffusion UmvAki.) in I:i-n/.ol.

Fig. 4.—Rise of Nucleation in the Lapse of Minutes (Diffusion Upward) in Toluol.

Fig. 5.—Rise of Nucleation in the Lapse ok Minutes (Diffusion Upward) in Acetone.

Fig. 6.—Rise of Nucleation in the Lapse of Minutes (Diffusion Upwakd) in Amyl Alcohol.
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In constructing the preceding graphs, figure 4 ei aeq., it will be assumed that

the rise in all cases is from the same lower level corresponding to the instant from

which time is measured. If the gi'aphs are straight lines the initial level sliould in a

measure he indicated by the graphs tliemselves. These curves give amjde evidence

of the difficulties of observation, but nevertheless map out a locus of a sufficiently

definite character to prove tliat moie than an incidental result is in ipiestion.

AVhat is particularly remarkable is the number of times the nuclei rise after

apparently complete precipitation. Thus, in the first part of the table there ai'e

nearly 20 exhaustions, but the nuclei letain their rate of motion throughout. The

same is true of other parts of tiie tal)le. In case of the half-hour periods, the plane

of demarcation gradually loses definiteness, shading off to notliing at the top, while

the motion of the nuclei is eventually faster, their rise higher than at first. These

observations are marked a in figure 4. The nuclei which finally appear are thus

somewhat smaller, and there is a correspondingly slight gradation of size, but the

time needed to bring out this gradation shows that it must be almost negligible.

Thus the nuclei are all very nearly the same size.

TABLK I.— DIFFUSION IN BENZOL. EXHAUSTION, 76 cm. TO 62.6 cm. PHOS-
PHORUS NUCLEI. DIFFUSION TUBE CLEANED BY 5 EXHAUSTIONS.

I ','uarter-hoiir periods.

No exhaustion between.
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air l>elo\v ami the pure air aliove, was liable to condense as a whole, almost explo-

sively. Tiiis occurred at a definite pressure and after condensation had already

l)e"-un in the nucleated region. Suspecting that the discrepancy might be due to

the hY""ronietric state of tiie atniosiiliere, I made the following tests, which bear out

this surmise. The first column shows the pressure decrement on exhaustion, the

second the effect produced on the nucleated atmospheric air in the dry receiver.

The third column of the table are the corresponding ajjproximate dew points, the

fourth and fifth other hygrometric data. In the second and third parts of the

table tlie results of artificially moistening and of drying the air are at once apparent.

lAlil.E 2—CONDENS.VriON IN ADIABATICALLY COOLED IONIZED (MOIST)
ATMOSPHERIC AIR.

I. Room air.

I're.ssure iliflerciicc.
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dt/it + 278) =.29 dp/p, so that roughly one centira. of pressure decrement will

corres[)oml to a little more than one degree of temperature decrement in a dew-

point apparatus. More than 10 or 15 ceutims. ol" pressure difference will I'arely be

required. Perhaps a fixed exhaustion, together with a measurement of the apertui'e

of the corona produced, is the pi'eferable method in pi'actice. What is particulai'ly

remarkable about these air fogs is their enormous rate (say meter/second and more)

of instantaneous subsidence. This is, of coui'se, mei'e evaporation from the finer

cloud particles at the top downwards while the air is quickly recovering its original

tem})eratui'e.

With regard to its bearing on the present experiments, it will be seen that the

neetl of the desiccators, D and //, figure 1, in the aljove experiments is clearly

[lointed out. If they are not used half of the experiments are liable to prove fail-

ures, while the specific effect of the presence of even unsatui-ated vapor is yet to

be ascertained. Slight heating of the receiver should remove the danger of col-

lapse of the kind here in question in a measui'e. Experiment bears this out, and

shows that the danger of convection encountered in this way is less sei'ious than

might be supposed.

11. Toluol.—Two sets of experiments wei'e made for this body, one in the

spherical receiver (30 cm. in diameter), the other in the diffusion tower. The data

of tables 3 and 4 and the graph which follows (figure 4) show the I'esults.

TABLE 3.—DIFFUSION. TOLUOL. GLOBE. PHOSPHORUS NUCLEI, NOT
REFILLED. EXHAUSTION, 76-59 cm.

Time.
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Cunsidered as a whoU', tliese data coutaiii no evidence of a decreasing rate, but

rather point to an initial position of tbe plane of demarcation between 5 and !(• cm.

This interpretation will be accepted as thei'e is none more prol)able.

12. Acetoiw.—The data for this reagent ai-e the most irregular of the whole

series of results, if the longer intervals of 100 min. are included. Helow 100 min.

a graph, figure 5, which points to an initial plane at about 5 cm. may be accepted.

The anomalous results marked h in figui-es 4 and 6 are due to acetone.

TABLE 5.—DIFFUSION. ACETONE. EXHAUSTION, 76-62.6001. PHOSPHORUS

NUCLEI. ONE OR MORE EXHAUSTIONS BETWEEN OBSERVATIONS. FRESH

NUCLE.VTION AT EACH INFLUX.

Time.
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TABLE 6.—DIFFUSION. AMYL ALCOHOL DRIED OVER LIME. EXHAUSTION,
76-63 cm. FILTERED DRY AIR. FRESH NUCLEI BEFORE EACH EXHAUSTION.

Time.
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15. Mttliyl alcohol.—The first sei'ies of lesiilts for methyl alcohol, table 9,

were obtained without drying the air. Though the initial plane was not depressed

for the i-eivsou given in the preceding paragiaph, tests for its mean position are

zo"^'// iUiul Clkoid.
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given at the beginning of the table. These results differ consi(leraV)ly from table

10 in which the air admitted was first dried in the manner shown in § 8. A high

initial plane is again evidenced. Of. figure 8.
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TABLE 9.—DIFFUSION. METHYL ALCOHOL, EXHAUSTION, 76-62 cm. l>HOS-
PHORUS NUCLEI. CLEAN VESSEL AND FRESH NUCLEI FOR EACH Ol!-
SERVATION. FILTERED AIR NOT DRIED.

Time.
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TMil.i: 11.— DIFFUSION. \V.\TER. EXHAUSTION, 76-6; cm. FOG NOT COMPACT,
STRINGS SEPARATED BY CLEAR AIR.

(>)
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A few special observations were made witliout partitions. Coiivective vortices

due to the waiiiier glass walls after exiiaustioii should Ije upward ou the outside

and down in the axis. The initial strands of fog from nuclei in water vapor are apt
to run upward iu the axis and downward ou the outside, according as the nucleation

is added below or above, I'espectively. Tiiis peculiar and contradictory behavior
is difficult to explain. The whole appearance is something like that of a burning
granule of powder throwing off smoke from an advancing center, and it is not

impossible that coarse nuclear matter is being disintegrated in some similar way as

the nuclei in water va})or are ultimately very small.

Experiments ti'ied with formic acid wei'e all I'ailui'es from the invai'iable

presence of water vapor.

INFERENCES AND SUMMARY.

17. Hates of diffic^ion.—The irregular distribution of results does not suggest

a suitable curve to be passed through them. The heights obtained after the lapse

of long intervals of time frequently indicate a retarded rate ; but this is to be

otherwise expected seeing that after long intervals the numl)er of particles in the

plane of diffusion must continually decrease as a result of the losses laterally, and

eventually the true plane of ditt'usion will fade beyond recognition. This will

be particularly the case when water vapor is present, for under these circumstances

the enormously rapid dift'usion of the nuclei associated with water vapor will act

as an additional and continued drain on the nuclei associated with the other vapors.

It is from this point of view that the al)normally low values in the tables are to be

explained.

The effect of temperature, though pi'esumaljly of marked importance, is beyond

recognition in the case of methods of the kind here discussed, and it was there-

fore ignored.

For the reasons indicated, it will suffice the present purposes to draw mean

straight lines through the observations, or, in other words, to consider theii- avei'age

distribution and trend.

In table 12 the results for the absorption velocity, h in cm. per minute, are

given in full. The mean rise of the plane of demarcation per minute as at once

obtained from the graphs, is entered under h'. This is to be corrected for the

instantaneous rise due to the exhaustion by multiplying it by the pi-essure ratio,

p'/p; h is so obtained. All the graphs point to an initial height (time t — 0) of

the plane of demarcation between 5 and 15 cm., depending on the means available

to depress it. There is good reason for this observation, as the nuclei can not be

so slowly and carefully introduced as to insure complete freedom from motion. If

the initial height were ignored it would be necessary to assume a sharp initial

curvature for all the graphs, a condition of things much less wari'an table apart

fi'om gravitation. Moi'eover, in the case of benzol, where many observations were

made for the same pressure difference, the raised position of the plane of demar-

cation was directly demonstrated. It was also shown that fi-om the same charge of

nuclei, diffusion increases perceptibly in the lapse of time, due to the gradual

accumulation of the smaller particles in the front of the advancing column.
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lAHl.E .2—RATES OF DIFIUSION. k' FROM GRAPHS. / CORRECTED. PHOS-

PHORUS NUCLEI.

Pressure

ratio.
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methyl alcohol (24), ethyl alcohol (23), aiiiyl alcohol (24), which leaves out of

account the high value of h for ethyl alcohol and does not adet^uately account for

watei-. Cf. § 20.

1 9. Ooniparima of the present and earlier values of absorption and of diffusion

velocity.—It is finally interesting to resume the comparison of absorption velocities

begun in Chapter V, § 9. This is now easily feasible by consulting table 25 and §
43 of that chapter, and table 12 of the present chapter. An introductory reduction,

however, is needed, since in table 12 the velocity measured is at once the actual

velocity of the nucleus, whereas in the preceding chapters k was computed as if all

the nuclei travelled in a single direction. As they necessarily travel in all direc-

tions, a rough compensation may be temporarily made by multi[)lying h by 6, oi-

preferably by the probability factor, IQ/n-

The following are the diffusion velocities, « , as found from widely different

experiments. From the preceding volume,' in which the velocities of phosphorus

nuclei in ordinary atmospheric air were studied both by mechanical methods

(steam jet and absoi-ptiou tubes), and by the electrical condenser methods, the mean

value of ^=18 cm/niin. may be taken. Hence « = 90 cm/miu., nearly. The

number of particles was of tlie order of 10* to 10^ per cub. cm. of air.

In Chapters II and III, by a I'ough method of comparing coronas of different

orders, the value of h for phosphorus and other nuclei present in saturated water

vapoi- to the average extent of 10* per cub. cm., the value ^ = .1 cm/min. was

ascertained. This is equivalent to « = .5 cm/min.

This datum may be compared with the diffusion velocities of table 12 of this

chapter, in which fresh phosphorus and other nuclei were used, densely distributed

and tested in a variety of vapoi-s, alcoholic, hydrocarbon, etc. The usual values of

diffusion velocity lie between « = .5 cm/min. and « := .9 cm/miu., being thus of the

order of the preceding case. Water vapor itself did not admit of measurement.

The value estimated from the Alimentary advance seen immediately after the nuclei

enter, « = 80 cm/min., agrees moi-e closely with the case for atmospheric air at the

beginning of the pai-agraph. There is much in the behavior of water which is left

unexplained. When the nuclei are first introduced into the mixture of air and

saturated water vapoi', the aii' contact does not seem to be negligible.

Finally the experiments on the evanesence of the luiclei pimluced by shaking

solutions lead to a series of values of h as follows. A few hundred nuclei per cub.

cm. were usually present after shaking the solutions, and less than 50 (usually)

after shaking pure water.

For the saline solutions of 1-3 %, n ~ .25 ; for solutions of .01 %, n = .40 ;
for

solutions of .0001 %, n = 10. For pure water h = 25 or even 50.

For aqueous solutions of solid neuti-al oi'ganic solutes of 1 to 3 %, n = 8 ;
for

solutions of .01 %, k = 3. The acid organic solutes, like tartaric acid, seem to

behave quite differently. The solutions of this body of 2 %, .02 %, and .0002 %,

showed diffusion velocities of «= .1, .1, and 1.0, respectively, thus evidencing uni-

foi-mly greater persistence of nucleation than even the saline bodies.

' Experiments zaith Ionized Air; Smithsonian Contributions, 1901.
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Fur iieutial litiiiul ori^'aiiio solutes in aqueous solution of 1 to 3 % h — 'o; for

solutions of .01 % n — 12. Nuclei from these bodies are thus very fleeting.

Finally for liydrocarbon .solution of solid hydrocarbons of 1 to 3 %, «=r.lO

or .20, not ditt"erin<; much in persistence, etc., from the salt solutions.

The total range found for the diffu.sion velocity of nuclei produced by sliaking

solutions of less than 3 ^ is thus from « = .1 to w = 50 cm/min., increasing with

the degree of dilution of the solution, the largest value cited (j)ure water) closely

;tliproaching the datum for phosphorus nuclei in atmospheric air, « = 00 cni/miii.

These vailations of the velocity of the nuclei produced by shaking, and its

r.'latiou to the order of values I'esulting from the direct experiments with phos-

l>horus nuclei given in table 12, is accounted fur by the thermodynamic hypothesis

for their occurrence, which makes of them particles of concentrated solution. The

size of the nucleus for a given solvent depends essentially on the extremely small

mass of solute which it happens to contain. It is larger when shaken from the

more concentrated dilute solutions than from the weaker solutions, because the

critical density is reached in the former case with less evaporation, and the capillary

increment of vapor pressure to be com[)ensated is at the same time smaller.

Thus, it is quite reasonable to suppose that the nuclei obtained from phos-

phorus or other emanations will be smaller, and, therefore, more mobile than the

T.ABLK .3.—COMP.\RISON OF DIFFUSION VELOCITIES.

(i) Nil' It-I |irt]duced by shaking.

Solution.
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nuclei sliaken out of the more conceutivited dilute solutions, but not so small in

general as the nuclei shaken out of pure water or any other pure solvent, in which
the amount of solute is an actually vanishing cpiantity. To carry out this compari-
son one should eliminate the i)eculiar features of water and use the same neutral
solvent in both cases. Hence, the results for benzol have been brought together in

table 13. Water and alcohol have been added because of the greater purity of

the solvent. The same infeiences follow.

20. Conclusions.—A survey of the results obtained as a whole, attests the

occurrence of the diffusion beyond a doubt. The consistency with which
the fog bank in case of benzol, for instance, is found at a definite height aftei'

a

definite time under given conditions, no matter how often the exhaustion may be

repeated, the obvious tendency of the plane of demarcation to rise I'egularly in the

lapse of time, in every case, etc.,— all these observations can not be the result of

chance convections but point to some more definite underlying cause.

But while the occui-rence of diffusion and its average rate is thus established

by dii'ect observation, the amount of motion in case of any given vapor has not

been clearly made out. Water vapoi-, from its peculiar behavior except in the case

of shaken nuclei, would naturally be left aside here for further research; but the

other vapors frequently give evidence of very diffei'ent rates of motion, u, of the

nuclei contained, depending on accidental conditions like the presence of moisture,

the existing pressui'e and tempei'ature, etc., not yet made out. Here again, how-

ever, the i-ate for a given charge of vapor is a definite quantity and the ol)servations

are consistent among themselves. Witness, for instance, the remarkable results for

ethyl and for methyl alcohols, figures 7 and 8, in each of which two definite veloc-

ities are given in two independent series of measurements with the same body.

Something definite is moving in each case, but that something diffei's for the same

vapor and the same emanation under different accessory conditions.

If the diagram, Chapter V, figure 20, be resumed, in which vapor pressure is

represented in terms of the I'adius of the nucleus, it may again be argued that the

curves hms and hm's' correspond, respectively, to stronger and to weaker solutions,

while the curve he shows the vapor pressure of the solvent. With the same mass

of solute entrapped in the nucleus, however, the curves will depend on the soln-

tional affinity, as evidenced by the vapor depression of strong solutions. Thus if

in the weaker solution bm's\ the solute were I'eplaced by the same mass of a body

having gi'eater cohesional affinity for the solvent, the conditions expressed bj' cui've

bms might be I'egained. As the curves are di'awn this corresponds to a stable

nucleus of larger size. In other words the nucleus is largest when the affinity is

greatest. If we compare the I'esults found in Cha])ter V, for nuclei shaken out of

inorganic saline and of neutral organic solutions, respectively, this I'esult seems to

hold good, the latter being much the more fleeting. As it does not follow that the

conditions of the figure which is purely qualitative and inferential, hold good, all

that need be stated is that in addition to the mass of solute (emanation) entrapped,

in each nucleus, the cohesional affinity of the solute and solvent further determines

the size of the nucleus.
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Tlie (juestiou as to the form in which the eiuanation enters the nucleus in the

rehition of solute ami solvent is beyond the scope of the present inquiry ; l)ut in

proportion as the emanation consists of fewer molecules, the nucleus will be

smaller. A fresh phosphorus nucleation conveyed by dry air may theiefoi'e be

very different as regai'ds fineness, from a stale nucleation conve3ed by dry air.

lu the case of different vapors much additional information may be

gained from Kelvin's vapor pressure equation which in the above notation is

Sp X / = 'IT a/P^^ F, from whicli it appears that the surface tension (7") actu-

ally enters as a single factor among many, to be counterbalanced by the differences

of vapor (ff) and li([uid {p) density. The quantity 7'^ roughly computed for the

solvents of this (•ha[)ter shows the following succession of values:

Water, F = 1440

Metliyl alcohol,
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fogs subsided on the positive side many times as i-apidly as tliey did on the

negative side, or that tlie negative ions are in correspondingly greater numVjer.

The effect is increasingly marked for smaller supersaturations.

On extending my work with shaken nuclei in the last cha[)ter to solutions of

non-conductors in non-conductois, such as naphthalene ;ind of parafiine in benzol,

etc., I obtained results leading to the interpretation already summarized for aqueous

saline solutions. The purport of the present chapter is the same. The nucleus

is to be regarded as an exceedingly small droplet of very concentrated solution,

which pei'sists inasmuch as the decreased vapoi' pressure due to solution, at a cer-

tain specific radius is exactly counterbalanced by the increased vapor pressure

due to convexity.

If this is true, then it seems doubtful to my mind, whether the experiments

of C. T. R. Wilson on the specific condensation effect of ionization can further be

regarded as crucial.

If one introduces nuclei or makes nuclei by aid of the X-rays, in what is

virtually the acid and the alkaline side of a battery, even if the ionized moist

air is the electrolyte, one is conveying nuclei into, or making nuclei out of,

different media. The stuff out of wliich solutes are to be fashioned may be avail-

able in different degrees on the two sides. Whatever chemical effect is produced

out of Og, Ng, and HgO on one side by the rays, need not at all be the same as on

the other side, any more than the effect of shaking a veiy dilute solution need be

the same as the effect of shaking a stronger solution, where the results have been

shown to be enormously different as to the number, the velocity, and persistence

of nuclei produced. Hence from the accumulating evidence which I have brought

forward, I am led to infer that the two species of nuclei in Wilson's experiment

are for mei'e chemical reasons liable to be of dift'erent degrees of permanence, sizes,

and numbers, quite apart from the electric circumstances involved. One can not

therefore affirm that thedift'erence (respectively positive and negative) of ionization

is the immediate and sole cause of the difference of precipitation rates specified, or

briefly that negative ions precipitate more effectively than do positive ions, because

both a dift'eren'ce of ionization and a chemical difference is involved.

I refei-, of course, to inmiediate causes. Remotely aflinities and cohesions

have the well-known electrical relations ; but with remote causes I am not here

concerned.
, . .

Finally, if a marked difference in efficiency as condensation nuclei ot positive

and negative ions is granted, then any ionized emanation neutral as a whole, like

that fix.m phosphorus, should produce two groups of nuclei. On condensation

there should be two groups of coronal particles, interpenetrating and subsiding

through each other in the way I have frequently instanced in other experiments

(Chapter V § 37). No such effect has been observed. Phosphorus nuclei are rather

remarkable'for their identity, and the regular coronas observed even after 25 or 50

exhaustions.
, , . . ,

While these conclusions as to the origin of the different nuclei involve a

theoretical difference from Wilson's deductions, they are not at variance with his
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piiictical conclusions; for if through any radiation agency two tliU'erent emanations

are geaei-ated (with opposite charges or not), they would in a saturated medium

correspond to two different nuclei, and the number of each kind and their diffusion

rates in ireneral would also be different. If they should at the same time be

opposed in ionization, a separation of charges will result. Indeed if two or more

''roups of ionized nuclei be geiieiated in any manner whatevei', they are liable to

have different number and speed constants and lead to a separation of charges,

be it only by diffusion. But the case is more definite, as the following paragraphs

may indicate.

Inasmuch as the nucleus from my point of view occurs under conditions of

potential growth from a few molecules of dry solute to a weak solution {Gf. Chap-

ter V, §§ 47, 48), as the air becomes more and more saturated, this growth and

diminution must be a common occurrence in nature. The persistent atmospheric

nuclei will be more dilute from the surface of the earth upward. The (piestion

then occurs whether such gi-owth or change of concentration is accompanied by

electric charge, quite apait from what is generally known as ionization (demon-

strable presence of non-saturated chemical valencies) ; in other words whether any

change of size of these excessively fine particles is reciprocally accoinj)anied by sur-

face electrification.

In his highly finished investigation published in 1892, Lenard (I.e.) showed

that in the pi'esence of air, pure water is electropositive, a circumstance which he

intei'iirets as a mere Volta contact effect. It needs but a trace of saline solute to

reverse the potential. Solutions in the i)reseuce of air are electronegative, and

more so as a rule as the concentration increases up to a definite value (6.5 % in case

of NaCl), for which the negative charge is a maximum. After this, as the concen-

tration increases the potential gradually tends towai'd zero (attained for a solution

stronger than 25 % in case of NaCl). Removal of nuclei by condensation and sub-

sidence is thus virtually a removal of negative electricity, provided the positive air

charge is not simultaneously removed. Here then the possibility of a mechanism,

in virtue of which growth or increasing dilution is associated with increasing nega-

tive charge for the nucleus, is actually at hand ; l)ut the difficulty at present rests

with the removal of the air charge.

Briefly, the point I wish to make is that the occurrence of charge is incidental

and not causal to the existence of the nucleus. What conditions its persistence

and condensational activity is purely thermodynamic ; what conditions the efficiency

of electric transfei- is a secondary pi-o{)erty, open to investigation though as yet but

little understood, and which even in the same nucleus (solution) is present in very

vanable amount, or may be quite absent. The phenomenon in its electric aspects

depends therefore on the critical density at which evaporation ceases (Chaj^ter V,

§48).

In the above paragrai)hs I have endeavored to indicate how the current lines

of argument bearing more or less remotely on atmospheric electricity at present

stand ; to point out that none of them have as yet been traced to a definite issue,

and to show the direction in which I hope myself to contribute.



APPENDIX.

QUADRANT KLECTHOMETRY WITH A FREE LIGHT NEEDLE, HIGHLY CHARGED THROUGH A

CONDUCTOR OF IONIZED AIR.'

1. The principles of construction aimed at in tlie following paper are: (1)

To have the needle swing fi'eely in aii-, /. e., without liquid contacts ; To devise

means for suitably charging this needle (2) by induction alone; (3) By transmis-

sion of the charge to be measured (potential) by ionized aii-
; (4) Practically, to

compensate for the loss of charge of the highly chai'ged needle by conduction

thi'ough ionized air.

To my knowledge tlie sensitiveness of Kelvin's original apparatus built upon

a Leyden jar has remained unrivalled. Realizing the ingenious use which is made

of sulphuric acid wliich in the instrument is a desiccator, a damper, a conductor,

and pai't of a receptacle for storing lai'ge charges, it has nevertheless seemed to me

that a useful modification might be attainable if the liquid contact of the needle

could be obviated. In relation to such small toi'ques as are successfully applied in

galvanometry, it appears that the large capillaiy and viscous resistances introduced

by partial submergence in a liquid, must ultimately, or in other dispositions, prove

objectionable. Nobody would, for instance, think of damping an ordinaiy galvano-

meter needle in a liquid. It has, tlierefore, long been my purpose to reduce the

torsional conditions of the needle to quuitz fiber accuracy.

There is a second point of view: Notwithstanding the sensitiveness of

Kelvin's beautiful instruments, they have not found as much favor in general

practice as the modification of them devised by Maseait. The troublesome high

potentials of Kelvin's instrument are here i-eplaced by a water battery, with

advantage and without serious sacrifice, as the sensitiveness of the original instru-

ment was, as a rule, excessive. Mascart, however, retained the liquid damper. If

this can also be removed, I think that a markedly increased sensitiveness must be

attainable with all the conveniences due to Mascart's modification. Incidentally it

appears that inasmuch as the liipiid contact means a platinum vane, etc., the heavy

parts are needless in a free needle, a furthei- favorable condition.

In the apparatus presently to be described, I have succeeded in installing an

air damped light, aperiodic, free needle, and have in this way increased the seusi-

'

Cf. Meeting Nat. Acad. Sciences, Philadelphia, November, 1901. Since that day, an instru-

ment made with similar ends in view, but on a different plan, has been described by F. Dolezalek.

Zeits.f. Instrum'k., xxi., pp. 345-35°, 'QO'- The capsule attached to my instrument is the feature

which I wish to accentuate.
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tiveness of Mascart's modification many times without falling below the require-

ments of a practical instrument.

2. Original constants.—The method of work has been direct. I took the

well-known Elliott lecture form of quadiant electrometer and after determining the

original constants imi^oved on them successively. When the quadrants were

permanently charged with a small water battery of about 24 volts (retained

throughout), the results weie : temporary deflection per volt, 2.5 cm.; permanent

Fig. I.—Electrometer Showing Capsule, Needle, and Quadrants in Place. Sectional Elevation.

Fjo. 2.

—

Cross Section of Capsule and Ionizer.

deflection per volt, 1.7 cm.; scale distance, 440 cm.; period, 20 seconds; damping

ratio, 2/1. The low sensitiveness is due to the huge quadrants (12 cm. in diameter,

2.7 cm. high), and the small chaiging battery, the instrument being adapted to

an electrostatically highly charged needle. But as the case of the quadiants is

well-knowMi, and the whole improvement aimed at is confined to the needle, the

above term of comparison is adecpiate.

The theory of the electrometer gives us approximately, d = a{V^ — \\)

( J'j _ ( Fj, -f- Fj)/2), where 6 is the deflection, a a constant varying as the

effective circumferential breadth of the needle directly, and its distance from the

quadrants inversely. F,, V„, Fj are the potentials of the (piadrants and

the needle, respectively. If - F, = Fg, e = 2« F, Fg, where V^ is 1/2 the available

potential difference. For constant F,, this is the best adjustment of the water
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battery. I have foiiud it more convenient, however, to keep F, = 0, whence
= aV, V^ - a V;/2 for small deflections.

If the mean deflection be taken (since the constant aV:/2 mei'ely determines
the zero), d = aV,^V^-a V;/2 and -d=- a V^ F,, - a V\/2, whence
d = aV^V^, where V^ is the full potential difference available. In practice the
positive and negative deflections are numerically equal, but the scale zei'o varies

with Fg.

Finally, if the instrument is used idiostatically and F, = 0, V,, = V
,

6 = a Vi/2. In this case the instrument gave me a= .036.

If ^\ =V^ — 0, the needle and one ipiadrant being put to earth.

d^(xV^{— F2/2) = — aVl/2, the same value but opposite in sio-n.

3. Apparatus.—In the figure (sectional elevation) QQ will be lecognized as

the quadrants, A as the base plate of an ordinary Elliott lecture pattern of the

electi-ometer. Details are omitted. A is to be used as a receptacle for the desic-

cator and in the definite form of instrnment must be deeper and provided with a

central hole for convenient dischai-ge. The needle is shown at /m, and m is the

mirror attached to the vertical stem. This carries at its lower end a metallic disc,

c, all but fitting into the cylindrical cavity of the brass box, h. When the needle

is at rest, the disc, c, lies at right angles to the axis of this box, and the free space

between the edge of the disc and the inside of the box is about 1 mm. The hollow

cylinder is appropriately closed at both ends, forming a capsule and it is supported

by the hoi'izontal glass I'od gg, fastened down with bolts to the ends of the bed

plate, A. A sleeve, d, serves to join the ca[)sule to the rod.

The needle, 11, and disc, c, are made of very light aluminum foil, .03 thick.

In order to secure the necessary longitudinal rigidity in the needle, the foil is

folded along the axis as shown at ^, and rolled down nearly flat. The needle so

obtained weighs with mirror less than .7 grams. Its [)erioil in the earlier experi-

ments was 30 sec, in the later experiments 60 sec. (remembering that but 1/2

swing is usually needed) and the dam|)ing ratios 8:1 and 37:1 respectively.

Originally my needles and discs were made of silver-plated mica, but I was unable

thus to get the same lightness and ligidity as with aluminum. In the final

experiments the disc was even made annular as the damping in case of nariowed

quadi'ants is already excessive.

As a result of this extreme lightness lelative to surface, the air damping

obtained in disc and capsule may reach aperiodicity, while the torque of the bifilar

is correspondingly reduced. The lids of the box, h, ai'e adjustable, the i-ing aa

carrying a narrow horizontal bar, h, centrally perforated so as to admit the .screw,

/, the inner end of which cari-ies the discs, e, e, by which the capsule is closed. The

outer ends of /,/are provided with a nut, which in view of the springs, ,s>, may be

used to regulate the distance between e and h at pleasure. A simi)le lid, however,

was found to suffice equally well, and the discs, e, e, may be left as much as 2 cm.

apart, admitting of ample swing of the needle. In fact so small is the amount of

induction transmitted by the discs that they may be made of (jlim thi'ough which

the edge of the vane c may be seen and its fi-eedom tested. The vane, c, is received
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into the box, h, tliroiigli a notch on top parallel to the axis of h, sufficiently closed

in adjustment by the ring, a.

SEPARATION OF THE CHARGE OF THK INSULATED NEEDLE BY INDUCTION.

4. Method of cJiarying.—The quadi-ants are charged directly with the water

batteiy as already ex[)lained. To convey the charge to the needle, which is now
freely suspended in air and insulated, it was my first endeavor to ionize the air in

the capsule, ece, by making the discs, e, e, of wire gauze, and securing pellets of

phosphorus to rear discs of mica. Thus the air in the caj).sule becomes a conductor

while the air without insulates iu view of the slow diffusion and absorption of

phosphorus ions.

Phosphorus was used for experimental pui'poses. It is not practically suitable

since it delicpiesces on oxidation. Thorium and uranium 2)reparation j)laced on e

would be free from this difficulty. With this plan I succeeded but partially, as

the air could not be ke{)t dry enough and the emanating power of the phosphorus

is soon extinguished by the moisture of its oxidation. I shall refer to the results

below.

It soon appeared that the ionizer was superfluous as the electrostatic induction

within the capsule, h, is nearly perfect. Thus if a positive charge is imparted to

the outside of tlie capsule as shown, it redistributes itself at once, forming a field

within the cajisule such that the inside of the capsule is positive throughout its

equatorial plane and the e^\gii of the disc, c, negative. Nearly the whole field is

closed within this equatorial zone, and but little induction is contributed by the

lateral discs, e, e, seeing that the edge of the vane has been brought close up to the

inner face of f> to secure good damping, and e is remote. Hence the needle, ?«., n, is

charged positively by an amount e(iual to the charge within h or on the edge of the

vane, c.

An instrument is tlius ol)tained which is very siniihir to the electroscope, only

more sensitive and like it of low capacity. The needle of the apparatus being

freely suspended, no communication of permanent charge to it is possible for

reasonably low potentials if care be taken that no charge escapes by way of the

silk fibers of the bifilar suspension. The air within the cover of the apparatus

must therefore be kept scrupulously dr}', otherwise the zeio will shift sliglitly with

each charge.

5. ()h><erv(itions.—The needle being free, it was found convenient to take

temporary instead of permanent deflections or to use the instrument ballistically, as

it were, su[)posing, however, that the contact is made during the whole swing. The
Itifilar suspension was about 12 cm. long, .02 cm. below, and .1 cm. above, the

needle being charged by a storage battery. Using silk threads of four (glued)

fibers each, their individual torsion is alread}^ a serious factor.

Withdrawing tabulated statements for brevity, it suffices to indicate that both

the tempoiary and the permanent deflections varied w ith the potential. The zero

changed slightly, showing the undried silk threads to conduct. Since d^= aV^V^

I
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if the mean deflection is taken, it was found tliat (x = .084, so that tlie oriiriual

sensitiveness has already been increased 2 or 3 times.

6. Idiostatlc data.—I next discarded the watei- batteiy and joined one pair of

quadrants with the needle, putting the other pair to eartli. The teni[)orary deflec-

tions only were taken. The experiments were varied by exclianging the charge of

the quadrants and by again earthing the needle (capsule), in which case it was

necessary to change the zero manually. The data for the earthed needle happen

to l)e the smoothest. Computing a from the three groups of ex[)eriments made,

a ^.126, a =.090, «^.138 were obtained. These differences as well as the

relatively lai'ge values of (x for the smaller charges (5 volts) indicate a charge in

the needle which was not removed, for instance, by touching the needle by an

earth wire. Comp)ared with the original value (« = .030) the present increase of

sensitiveness is 2 to 4 times larger. This is an excess of the increase (2 1/2 times)

in § 4. It may be noted again that if the needle carries an independent charge

(due to the ccmduction of the silk fiber), V^ = 0, while Fg and V^ are difl^erent

;

whence =: Va^i^Vz— I^^s/^)) which is a maximum if V^ = F;,. Thus, if the

needle carries such a charge the maximum is approached sooner or later than in

the normal case of no charge. All this points to the importance of insulated silk

fibers.

7. Miscellaneous tests.—The use of mica discs at e in figure 2 is apt to be

accompanied b}^ hurtful polarization. Approaching these discs too closely to the

needle, the damping soon becomes excessive (aperiodic), and the slow moving

needle is found to be unstable. Slight gain in sensitiveness in this case is no com-

pensation for the irregular behavior and the narrowed limits of deflection.

Paraflined copper discs showed no advantage. All this contrasts strongly with

the steadiness of behavior when the discs e, e, are moved far apart.

Before proceeding to test the quartz fiber suspension, I determined to increase

the sensitiveness by reducing the bifilar distance further. The results did not show

the increase of sensitiveness anticipated, proving that the torque of the silk fibei's

is now seriously in question and suggesting objections to fibers glued together in

multiple. The electi'ometer held its charge (needle) well, the readings at intervals

of 15 sec. being 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, etc., with the zero at 101. This is a drop of

about .12 per second, without special desiccation, a favorable value in view of the

small capacity. The sensitiveness gained is now a^ .164, exceeding the original

value (a = .036), 4 1/2 times.

The effect of the vane c alone, when the quadrants are all metallically con-

nected, was about 1/50 of the deflection due to the quadrants. A similarly interest-

ing question is the relative amount of induction conveyed by the cylinder, b, and

by the barriers, e, e, separately. This was found by putting the barriers to earth and

chai-ging the cylinder, and vice versa. The results showed the effective charge to

reside in the equatorial parts of the capsule, nearest the edge of the disc, c, of the

needle. The barriers contribute about 1/6, the cylinder 5/6.

8. Quartz fiber.—My next endeavor to inci'ease the sensitiveness consisted in

replacing the bifilar suspension by a quartz fiber. The one selected was between
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.002 and .003 cm. in tliaineter. To nioiint it tlie eutl of the fiber was thrust into

the mantle of a tlame and bent sharply at right angles, then fastened to a suitable

rod with cement.

The sensitiveness so obtained was (^ = .14, aotnally less than the a = .104 of the

last i)aragraph. Finding no finer (juartz fibers available, I lesolved to return to the

silk bifilar. The experiment made, however, is snfficient to express the conditions

which hold for quartz fibers, as follows : Tbe needles used below weigh less than 1/2

f'ram. A good quartz fiber, strong enough to hold it, will therefore not be moi'e

than .0005 cm. in dianietei'. Consequently the torque will be reduced over 500

fold, and the sensitiveness of the instrument now be increased to 0-= 70. This is

so much in excess of the sensitiveness reached with the silk bifilar that other

practical difficulties (excessive dam[)ing coefficient), will intervene long before it is

reached.

9. Single-Jibered ullh.—These were obtained by splitting the above silk fiber

into its f(mr constituents by submerging it in hot water to dissolve the glue. The

bifilar obtained in this way was (after desiccation) in every way entirely satisfactory,

except with regard to its conduction. The period of the needle increased to 60 sec,

its damping coefficient to 37, so that the needle was pi-actically aperiodic. The

heterostatic sensitiveness obtained was a = .33, over 9 times the original value.

In using the instrument idiostatically the greatest cai-e must be taken to remove

all charge from the needle, as otherwise the deflections will vary as the first and

second powers of the needle conjointly. Indeed, the second power may often

relatively vanish, as will presently be shown. In the experiments the needle was

discharged by putting it to earth just before the measurements, but even with this

precaution some residual charge is liable to be evidenced by the unsymmetrical

deflections.

If the needle carries a charge and if V^ = 0, d = aV^^V^ — V „/'2) =
aV^Vi — aVl/2. Hence, if the charge of the quadrants V^ is reversed, the

mean deflection will be e = aVl/'2. The law of squares must hold. If the

needle carries a permanent charge equivalent to Fj', this is not reversed on

commutation. But in the mean value of 0^ = aV^{V^ -{-V^) — aV\/2, and

0,=(- F2)(- F0 + F3)- F^/2, viz., = «F^/2, the law of squares still

holds. If, however, charge runs into and out of the needle during measurement

so that the sign of F3 = V'^ is also reversed partially at least, then in the mean

a = aF*/2 + aFg Fg the sinqile law of squares will be either accelerated or

retarded according as F is positive or negative. In the experiments the latter is

usually the case, showing that the needle leaks. The permanent charge of the

needle appears in the difference of deflections as d' = ~n F, FJj, and this may also

be made out from the data. Indeed, it has been stated that sometimes the linear

law may preponderate.

The sensitiveness reached in these experiments was « = 2^/ F* = .40, when

the needle was charged and a = .33 when it was put to earth. This again is, on the

average, over 10 times the sensitiveness found in paragraidi 2 for like experiments.

10. Neiv electrometer.—After finishing this work, I thought it expedient to

I
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make the next step in the direction of greater sensitiveness, by decreasing the dis-

tance apart of the upper and lower sectors of the quadrants. In the new instrument

the same light needle was used as above, and the new quadrants were about 10

cm. in diameter and 1 cm. high. Though the same capsule was used the damping

coefficient was increased by the less roomy quadi'ants. The needle was quite

aperiodic, but its period about 60 seconds.

Again omitting the tabulated results for brevity, let me say that the experi-

ments were made in three sections. In the first the quadrants were chai'ged by a

water battery (nominally 48 volts) ; a diversion, however, was introduced by earth-

ing the middle of the battery. Supposing the two halves equal (^V^ = — V^),

= « ( Fg - Fi)( Fa - ( F, - Fi/2) = 2« Fg F, where Fg is 1/2 of the electro-

motive force of the batteiy. In the first part of the work I found a = .39.

In the second part of the work the reason for this low result was investigated.

It appears that as the voltage of the quadrants increases from 10, 20 to 40 volts,

the deflections pass through a maximum, being actually greater at 20 volts than at

40. The explanation is suggested assuming that the two halves of the storage

battery are not equal, so that Fg + F, is not zero. As the balance was most

nearly maintained for 10 cells the constant becomes a = .84, an increase of nearly

24 times. .

In the third part of the woi'k one quadrant was earthed, and the othei' chai'ged

with the full number of storage cells. The results were in general corroborative;

but here also the sensitiveness failed to increase with the potential difference of the

quadrants.

A few idiostatic results were finally tried, showing that on the average a = .74.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS WITH A HIGHLY CHARGED NEEDLE.

11. Charge ly indaction.—I now proceeded to take advantage of the ob-

servation just made. Accordingly the quadrants were used for measuring the

electromotive foi-ce of two Clark cells while the needle was permanently

chai'ged by a storage battei'y. My first experiments consisted in seeing in how far

an inducing system would suffice. The capsule was charged directly and the

needle by induction. The results showed that the sensitiveness soon passes

through a maximum, more than ten cells connected with the capsule are scarcely

useful. The sensitiveness was low and variable.

12. Charge by cotuluctio7i.—The needle therefore is to be charged by contact.

The only loss of charge can then take place through the silk threads or quartz

fiber. This method was very successful so far as small equipment with great

sensitiveness is concerned. Naturally the needle loses charge in the lapse of time,

which, however, can be more than supplied by ionijcing the air in the capsule.

The results showed enormously increased sensitiveness. With but 10 storage

cells to the needle and capsule the deflection was 50 cm. per volt for a scale distance

of 4 meters. Material advantage is secured by charging the capsule. In makuig

these long excursions the period of the needle is increased to almost 2 minutes,

which is to be improved by cutting down the damping.
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1^. Mi^ceUaneom experimeiiU.—The uccurreiice uf an insuliited needle makes

this form of electrometer peculiar, and a special lever is needed to put the needle

to eai'th at will. If the quadi-ants are charged equally and o{)posite with the

capsule earthed, = « V^ V^. Hence the deflection is not zero but of a raaijjnitude

varying with F^, the potential of the needle. If the needle is put to earth, = 0,

and this may l^e used as a test for symmetry of the quadrants and needle. If V^

is zero, Q will vanish for all values of V^. I omit the data.

Holes were dift'eiently cut in the vane of the needle, but the effect was always

disadvantageous, as might have been expected from theory.

The highest sensitiveness was obtained with a twisted silk bifilar, each thread

single-fibered. The constant obtained was a = .5. Deflections, however, were too

prolonged and ci'eeping to make this result of value even if a quartz fiber had

been used.

14. Summary.—With the use of a danqnng capsule in which the air (lanq)er or

disc of the needle lies symmetrically in the right section of a cylindrical l)ox, with

only just space enough at the edge to secure freedom of motion, not only may

complete aperiodicity be secured if desirable, but a charge may effectively be

imparted to the needle by induction, which is all but equal to the inducing charge.

The voltages to be measured are necessai'ily small.

In view of the light needle, the absence of liquid contacts, the sensitiveness of

the appai'atus may be made upwaids of 10 times greater than is customary where

liquid contacts are em[>loyed. An advantage of the instrument is its simplicity, its

small capacity, its immediate adaptation to quartz fiber suspension, the attainable

stability. For the latter purpose the air within the instrument must be dry, and

the difficulty of securing this perfect insulation is an objection to the instrument.

The sensitiveness may be enoimously incieased, however, by charging the

needle by contact and using the capsule merely to retain its high potential. As
few as ten storage cells will suflice to effect this charging. It is necessary to

provide means for the loss of chai-ge of the needle, and this is done in the next

section.

TRANSMISSION OF THE CHARGE BY IONIZED AIR.

15. Phospliorus emanation.—The ionizer used for experimental purposes was

phosi)horus. It was attached to the inner faces of the metallic bariiers, <-, e, behind

discs of wire gauze. Otherwise the method of expeiimeut was the same as above,

except that the reversed deflection (recoil), after the permanent deflection had been

i-eached, was also lecorded. As the danqiing ratio was 8/1, the arc of recoil from

the permanent deflection should be 1/0 of its value. The effect is always larger,

after which the zero is asymptotically regained. It follows that a charge succes-

sively entere upon and vanishes from the needle through the ionized air.

The data showed that both the temporaiy and the permanent deflections vary

as tlie potential of the needle, but that the recoil increases at an accelerated rate

for higher potentials. The sensitiveness varies with the activity of the phosphorus.

Again the temporary and the permanent deflections are greatest when the recoil

is least.
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With regard to the permanent deflection, tlie (jiK'stion arises whetlier the

positive charge of the capsule leaks into the needle, or whetlier positive charge

leaks out of the needle in other ways, leaving a permanent negative charge. This

is determined by the recoil, showing the residual charge ol; the needle to be opposite

in sign to the charge imparted. It follows also that the permanent deflection de-

creases as the recoil increases.

In the lapse of time the temporaiy deflections soon reach a maximum, and

therefore a nearly constant value ; the permanent deflection then steadily decreases

while the recoil increases. The fluctuations of the former are reproduced in the

latter.

Experiments equally unsatisfactory were made with the idiostatic method.

16. Highly cliarged needle.—I now come to the definite form of appai'atus

already suggested in ^ 10. Here the needle is put at high voltage by momentary

contact with the ca[)sule, which is kept permanently charged. The potential to be

measured communicates with the quadrants, either pair being put to earth alter-

nately. To compensate for any leakage from the needle, the barriers of the capsule

are phosphorus grids.

The experiments showed that the sensitiveness remains constant so long as the

phosphorus lasts, seeing that the reagent deliquesces in the atmosphere and soon

vanishes effectively from the instrument. The damping, moreover, was liable to

be excessive, 3 minutes being often necessary to reach a permanent deflection.

This was remedied by cutting two neai'ly semicircular holes in the vane, leaving

only the parts near the stem to insure rigidity. The [)eriod was thus cut down

to 30 sec. The silk bifllar was stretched between hard rubber stems to increase

the insulation, and the biiilar distance was made a little larger. The table on page

172 contains an example of the results.

Thus, with the proper needle, a deflection of 5 cm. either side of zero was

attained per volt, when the charging potential was but 10 storage cells. The

maximum sensitiveness attained was thus «= 2.5 about.

17. Summary.—From the form given to the damping capsule, it appears that

the induction of the pi'eceding section is in excess of the effect of conduction

throuo-h the ionized air to the insulated needle. Initially both produce like

effects, Ijut the permanent deflections are different. The effect of ionization is

indirectly or virtually an escape of the chaige of the needle, which may go far

enough to reverse the sign of the deflection. The lesult is much like polarization,

and increases in the lapse of time. The arrangement is useless for measurement.

If, how^ever, the needle is first charged by contact, and the ionized air is then

used as a mere vehicle for supplying the leakage of a highly chai'ged needle, the

method becomes practicable for certain purposes. My chief purpose in this ap-

pendix was to call attention to the capsule, which, in the manner shown in §§ 5

and 6, has frequently been useful.
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TABLE.—NEEDLE CHARGED BY MOMENIARV COM lAC I" WMH CAPSULE;
CAPSULE PERM. CHARGED BY STORAGE BATTERY

;
QUADRANTS WITH

I CLARK CELL. '\l POLE EARTHED. SCALE DISTANCE, ABOUT 4 M.

Storage cells to capiiule.
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In more recent expei-iments, preference was given to a horizontal capsule, the

lid of which was a light disc attached to the lower end of the needle and closing the

capsule similarly to the disposition in the guard ring electrometer. A pellet of

phosphorus w\as placed in the capsule, and both this and the upper end of the

bifilar were connected with the water battery, thus charging the needle from both

ends. The leakage in the presence of the phosphorus was but slightly greater than

in its absence, being with the quadrants at 10 volts, .24 X 10~i2 iq 77 ^ 10"'

2

amperes in the former case and .29 X 10^' 2 to .40 X lO'^'^ amperes in the latter,

according as the sign of the charge was the same or opposite to that of the needle.

The deflection with phosphorus is here unsymmeti-ical, but the constancy perfect

and the sensitiveness very high. Indeed it was also feasible to charge the quad-

rants permanently and symmetrically with the water battery and to connect the

unknown voltaaie with the needle either throuj^h induction alone in the absence of

phosphorus or through the ionized emanation, according as high or low potentials

were to be measured.
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ADVBRTISHMHNT

This work forms part of Volume XXIX of the Smifhsoyiiaii Contrihitiom to

Knowledge, aud gives an account of researches, aided by grants from the Hodgkius

Fund, on the emission and absor{)tion of the gases of atmospheric air in the ultra-

violet spectrum.

Within the last fifteen yeai's our knowledge of I'adiation has been greatly

increased, and now embraces wide ranges of the spectrum heretofore unknown.

Without assigning any place to the numerous kinds of "rays" whose discovery has

been associated in the public mind first with the work of Rontgen, and later with

that of the Curies, I am speaking here rather of the extensions of the spectrum in

wave-lengths which are actually measurable and known. Thus beyond the red

the spectrum has now been studied in pi-actical continuity to a wave-length of

nearly 100 microns; and at a great I'emove beyond this is another known region

embi'acing the so-called Hei'tzian, or electric, waves now employed in wireless

telegraphy.

Beyond the violet, progress has been, relatively speaking, less rapid, unless

indeed it shall prove that the Rontgen and other radiations fall in this region.

But a great step in advance has been made by the unwearied and able investigations

of the author of the present work, Doctor Schumann.

The difficulties hindering research in the ultra-violet are gi-eat, and consist

chiefly in the opacity of the usual optical media to the short wave-length rays.

Quartz, for a long time considered best in this part of the spectrum, is found to be

too opa(pie, and has been largely superseded in Doctoi- Schumann's investigations

by fluorspar for prisms and plates. Air, even in layers of a few millimeters

thickness, is almost wholly opaque, and other gases absorb strongly. It has

therefore been necessary to employ a spectroscope from which the air is exhausted

to the highest practicable degree ; and this and other necessary apparatus Doctor

Schumann has designed and constructed with bis own hands, though aided by

grants from the Hodgkins Fund of the Smithsonian Institution. Commercial

photographic plates were found to have films too opaque for the recording of these



JV ADVEKTISEMENT.

sliiirt \v:ivfli'iii;llis, and tlie iiiitlior was ubliget.1 tu devise an iiiipins I'd iiulLtid of

coatiiii,' tlie plates used in his investigation.

This memoir contains an account of the special apparatus and nietliod <•[ using

it and continues with a description of the emission and absori)tion spectra of

oxvgen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon monoxide and dioxide and aqueous vapor for

wave-leno'ths reaching in the case of hydrogen to about 0.10 micron. Illu.stiations

of the apparatus and spectra accompany the text, and it is thought the whole will

be a valuable contribution to knowledge, though but preliminary to the researches

Doctor Schumann alone is continuing in this spectral region.

In accoi-dance with the rule adopted by the Smithsonian Institution, the WDrk

has been submitted for examination to a committee consisting of Doctor Carl Barus

of Brown University and Mr. C. G. Abbot of the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory.

S. V. Langley,

SECKETAKV.

Siiiitlisoniaii Institution,

Washington, September, IflCS



ON THE ABSORPTION AND EMISSION OF
AIR AND ITS INGREDIENTS FOR LIGHT
OF WAVE-LENGTHS FROM 250.. TO 100 /i/A.

By Victok Schumann, Pii.l).

(Translated from the German Manuscrh't by Chakles S. Peirce.)

The present report describes the most essential I'esults obtained up to the end

of the year 1900 in an unfinished investigation which was begun at the end of

March of the same yeai', and was continued without interruption during the in-

terval, this research having had the support of a grant from the Hodgkins Fund of

the Smithsonian Institution.

General co/mderatio/id.—The chief instrument of this investigation was a

vacuum-spectrogi'aph with lenses and piism of white fluor-spar.

In a general way, its mechanical arrangement is that of an ordinary spec-

troscope with collimator and telescope ; except that a little photographic camera

takes the place of the eye-piece. Its parts, however, have air-tight connections,

so that a high vacuum can be produced in it by a mercurial air-pump.

Figs. 1 to 9 ai'e photographic reproductions of the original woi-king drawings

in accordance with which the apparatus was constructed by my own hands; so

that any instrument-maker who may desire to undertake the execution of such a

vacuum-spectrograph may trust implicitly to these figui'es. The following ex-

planations may be useful.

Fifs. 1 and 2 show the photographic plate-holder open. It is adapted to

plates 37 x 12.7 mm.

Y'v. 3 shows a key by means of which the plate-holder can be shoved into the

camera, and by which it can also be withdrawn.

Fig. 4 is the slit with its three micrometers, a", t", y". The first of these, a"

(1 division = 0.001 mm.), regulates the width of the slit. The second, f (1

division = 0.01 mm.), adjusts the length of the slit. The third, y" (1 division =

0.1 mm.), serves to shift the adjustable diaphragm which regulates the length to

any part 'of the slit that it may be desired to employ. The sci-ew c" effects the
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Fig. 1.
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fine adjustment of the slit to iiaiallelisin witli tLe refiaotiiig edge ot" the prism.

The three micrometer screws ai'e rendeied air-tight by means of the three steel

coues, to", s", 10". The slit box d" is

connected with the source of Hgbt

tlirough a cover shown in Fig. 5, e".

This cover, e", carries by a flat

ground greased joint the Geissler

tube, which is centered by the steel

pin ("', and after centering is secured

iMGs. 1-3. rn.noGRAiMiicPLATE-Hoi.DER. NATURAL sizE. agaiiist lateral shifting by a slide,

h". It is needless to say that the

steel pin is withdrawn when the ceuteiing of the tube has been effected. The

mode of connection of the tube with the vacuum-spectrograph does not permit the

two to be filled independ-

ently of one another with

such gas as may be under

investigation at the time.

It will not do to fill both

unless the gas is suffi-

ciently transparent. This,

howevei', is not the case

with the majority of gases

;

so that a window has

usually to be interposed

between the Geissler tube

and the cover, e", so as to

diminish the thickness of

the stratum of gas to be

traversed by the rays. The

same arrangement is use-

ful in pliotographing by

sjiarks and arc-light. In

case the observation is not

to extend farther to shorter

wave-lengths than 155 f^^t,

n sufficiently thin (juartz

window will answer the

jiuritose. Foi' moi-e re-

frangible rays it is not

transpai'fint enough, and

white fluor-spar is tlie only ri(.

suitable matei'ial.

Fig. 6 shows a section of tlie part in which the prism (which appears in B'ig.

b as k) is set up. A thick-walled cone, b, is rigidly connected with the collimator.

Si 1 r WITH THREE MICROMETERS. NaTIRAL SlZE.
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A hollow cone, d, very accurately groviiul to fit uj).)!! />, is capable of turning round
It to the extent of its opening, d^ d^, and carries the camera.

Fig. 7 shows the camera in cross-section. The jilate-holdei-, drawn in the
cross-section, must be shoved into the inner cone, />', through the slot, h', in dark-
room light. When the cone is turned, the plate-holder comes before the opening,
in', and is exposed to the rays from the prism. A certain amount of air Ts

Fig. 6.

Fig. 5. CoNMXTioN with Geissler Tuhe. Naturae Size.

Cross-Section of Prism- Holder.

Half Natural Size.

unavoidably introduced when the plate-holder is shoved in ; and in case this inter-

feres, it has to be pumped out before the exposure begins ; and it will sometimes

even be requisite to wash out the entii-e interior of the spectrogra])h with

hydrogen.

Working in dark-room light involves many inconveniences; and I have, there-

fore, lately provided the plate-holder with a brazen

sheath which is shoved into a vei'tical groove made in

h'. In this way, the plate-holder can be introduced

into the camera, quite light-tight, in full daylight.

Fig. 8 is the elevation of the spectrograph, t is

the prism-stand with the prism, h, upon it. It rests,

free to turn, upon a conical pivot of the little table, h,

which is rigidly connected by a screw-thread witii the

steel axis, g; and this in turn carries the alidade,/,

at the bottom outside the vacuum. The apparatus is

connected with the air-pump by means of the ground- fig. 7. Cross-Sf.ction of Camera.

n rni , ji 1 J ] < w^..,„. Half Natural Size.

glass cock, 0. The two thumb-screws, t^ and ?2, serve

to focus the lenses of the collimator and telescope respectively. At the right-hand

side of them the camera is seen in section, showing the photogi'aphic plate, i',

with its plate-holder. The micrometer, .$•', above it (1 division = 0.1 mm.), serves

to move the plate in its own plane parallel to the refracting edge of the prism.

This is requisite in case several exposures are to be made successively without

changing the plate.
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Fig. [) is tlit; liorizoiitiil plan of the spectrogr.ipLi. The slit is shown at '/", with

the colliiiiator-tube, e, in which there is a peep-hole, w,, iiidispeusable for the

atljiistrnent of the lens. The telescope has a similar peep-hole, it 2- The telescope

oari'ies the camera, which is provided with handles, l', for the purpose of turning

its interior cone, b'. Upon the outer cone of the camera the drawing shows a

divided arc whoSe divisions are whole degrees. This serves for the adjustment of

KiG. 8. Elevation of Spectrogrami. Half Natural Size.

the inclination of the photographic plate to the optical axis of the lens; which de-

])ends upon the refrangibility of the rays to which exposure is to be made. AN ith

a sixty-degree prism of fluor-spar, this angle of incidence is 08" when light of w-ave-

length 185 f^n falls on th(' middle of the plate. From that point on, it diminishes

considerably with the wave-length ; so that for the most refi-angible region photo-

graphed l)y me it only amounts to i)5°. The camera has a counterpoise, q. At »•

is the index for the setting of the angle between the optical axes of the two lenses
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in exposures to different jwrtions of tlie spectrum. At / is the veruier for llie

alidade of the prism
;
but for a very fine setting this veruier is insufficient, and a

Fig. 9. Horizontal Plan of Spf.ctrograi'ii. Half Natural Sue.

niici ometer (not shown in tlie drawing) is connected with it, so that the angle

may be read to two seconds of arc. This is used in the measurement of the
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waveleiiytlis uitli a plane grating and lens in vacuo. The six rods arranged star-

wise about the main cone are handles of a large nut (see s in Fig. 9) which serves

to loosen the outer cone in case the apparatus is to be taken down to renew the

f^rease or for any other reason. For the gi-easing causes the two cones to cling

together remarkal>ly. The screws, u' (Fig. 8), of the camera and the nut,/' (Fig.

9), of the slit-cairiage serve similar purposes.

The entire spectrograph, with the exception of the main axes, the miciometer-

screws, and the slit-jaws is constructed of brass. The air-tightness of the instru-

ment depends no less upon tiie homogeneity of its material, especially of its

castings, than upon the accurate workmanship of its execution.

All the closing surfaces of a chamber from which the air is to be exhausted,

no matter how accurately they may be ground together, require, in order to sustain

the vacuum, to be lined with a tightening medium. For this purpose, after having

tried various kinds of grease, I employ a mixture produced by melting together

five parts by weight of white wax with seven parts of the yellow vaseline of Chese-

Ijioush tt Co. of New York,' the mixture being twice filtered through a hot

funnel. Care nuist be taken to have it free from dust, since even small particles

of dust, especially filaments, if they get into the grease between the smeared sur-

faces, may endanger the tightness. In the heats of summer it is advisable to

diminish the proportion of vaseline. This grease is sensitive to light, and <>n ex-

posure shortly turns dark yellow; but this coloration does no harm in the present

case. I must wai'n experimenteis against the employment of white va.seline ; for

(at least, when mixed with white wax) it oxydizes tlie brass-\vork quite con-

siderably. The application of the coat of grease to the bearing surfaces is a matter

of great importance for the tightness of the apparatus, as well as for its efficiency.

Above all, before laying on the grease, the surfaces upon which it is to be laid

have to be cleaned with the most scrupulous care. Then, having carefully ex-

amined them to see that no little filaments have settled upon them, one should lose

no time in proceeding to the application of the grease. In doing this, I make use of

a spatula of a thin lancet shape made of instrument-makers' dogwood (Enonymus

eurojxeus). The gi-ease is to be laid on more or less thickly, according to the size of

the surface; but in any case it should be applied as uniformly as possible. In the

case of the great cones, I go all over the film so produced with my finger, which I

have previously scrupulously cleaned, rubbing the grease in, in two directions. Of

course, only one of two surfaces which are to be put togethei- is greased.

When the suifaces ai-e small and are optically plane polished, such as those of

the fluorite window, the grease \vill better be laid on with the finest grade of

photographers' retouching pencil, so that the film may be as thin and narrow as

possil>le. If, in doing this, one keeps the line of gi-ease as far as jiossible from the

border of the inner ojiening, one will easily prevent any grease from getting into

the interior of the apparatus when one puts the window into place, a dry strip

' In another part of this Report I have recommended watch-oil,—a discrepancy due to my only

recently having resorted to vaseline, and to the circumstance that this description of the instrument

has only been inserted in the report long after the main part of it was submitted.
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remaining between the line of grease and the border of the oi»eniiig. Tliis is a
matter of cousequence

; because any grease exuding into tlie inside gradually
spreads over the entire siii'Lace of the window and poweii'ully aljsorbs the most
i-efrangible rays. The state of the film of grease has, however, no greater influence

upon the dui'atiou of the air-tight closure than has the form of the bearing surfaces.

We know by the behavior of the glass cocks of the mercurial air-pump that cones
without openings close tightly for years, even though they be in frequent motion,

like the above-mentioned cones of the micrometers and main axes. Less trust-

worthy are plane annular and discoid surfaces, particularly if they be subject to

frequent movement. Still less secure are rectangular surfaces that are subject to

motion of translation. Rut the air-tightuess is diminished in ([uite a surprising

degree by openings thi-ough the bearing surfaces such as the passage of light or of

the gas to be exhausted may demand. Such openings, as I have found in the case

of optically plane surfaces, have a tendency to shove the grease together at the

openings, and thus gi-adually to denude the bearing surfaces, and in this way to

form a canal into the exhausted chamber; and this canal, though fine at first, soon

inci'eases in cross-section, so that the air, which at first enters only in excessively

small amount, soon begins to pour in in larger volume, especially if the closing

parts continue to be moved from time to time. AVhen this sort of leakage once sets

in, there is no other remedy than that of replacing the spoiled greasing by a fresh

one. The circumstances most adverse to tightness are where there are plane slides

moving rectilinearly over rectangular openings. Here the denudation of the sur-

faces from grease at times takes place after but little sliding back and forth ; so

much so, that, with some kinds of grease, I never could succeed in getting an air-

tight closure. For such snifaces Cliesebrough's vaseline, w^ithont wax, answers best.

Slides of this kind ought to be pi-ovided with the largest possible bearing surfaces,

such surfaces presenting a longer resistance to the tendency of the air to pour

in. Here may be mentioned another inconvenience which regularly occurs as soon

as the greased parts come to be frequently moved, as for example is the case with

all the cones. The initial facile mobility of these parts is of short duration. After

some use they begin to run considerably harder, and whei'e the bearing surfaces

ai'e subjected to stronger air pressure they begin to o[)pose no little I'esistance to mo-

tion. This inconvenience is most felt in the cold part of the year when the grease

is harder. This can only be remedied by frequent greasing of the surfaces in ques-

tion. The considei-able resistance which the great cones of the camera and of the

prism-block oflEer to turning calls for an installation which shall prevent lateral

displacement. Otherwise, the glass tubes leading to the air-pump will be exposed

to constant danger of breakage. I have met this need in my spectrograph by

bridging over [each of ?] its three levelling-screws with _J~L_ shackles of the

form°here shown, so that the screws perfectly permit a vertical, but n<. lateral,

motion of the apparatus. A still more detailed description of this spectrograph is

contained in ray report to the Imperial Academy of Vienna :
Sitzunrjsberichte der

hiim-Uclien Akademie der Wimev><dMften in Wien ; mathem.-natunv. Classe, vol.

cii, Pai-t Ha, June, 1893, pp. 625-694.
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The cxhauslioii of the sitectrograph was effected Ijy a Geissler mfivurial air-

piiiiip. The soiiice of light wjis usually a Geissler tube of the " end-on" form, the

lays entering and leaving the tube through plates of (quartz or fluorspar. Occa-

sionally, electi-ic sparks from metals were employed. The discharge was furnished

by a Kuhnikorff coil giving si)arks of 20 cm., the primary current being derived

from a numljer of Grove cells. The electro-motive force and the intensity of the

piimaiy current were accurately measured. To furnish layers of the different

gases foi- observations of absorption, air-tight brass tubes were interposed length-

wise, coa.vially with the collimator, between the source of light and the spectro-

graph. They could be e.xhausted and filled with the gas whose absorption was to

be studied. The lengths of the tubes therefore correspond to the thickness of the

stiata of gas which measured 65, 30, 25, 20, 15, 10, 5, 2^ cm. Most gases appear,

even in very thin strata, strongly to absorb the rays of the most refrangible parts

Fig. io. Absorption Ai-i-aratcs. Half Natlral Size.

of the ultraviolet specti-um. Some gases exercise a general absorption, while otheis

give characteristic lisiug and falling selective absorption-curves. Since these curves

interest physicists foi' various reasons, I have constructed a special apparatus for

the exhibition of them in the photographic way. This is shown in Fig. 10 in half

its natural size. The principle of it is as follows :

A Geisslei' tuVje filled with hydrogen, or other gas, sends its rays to the prism

through a chamber of variable de[)th provided with two opposite and i)arallel walls

of fluorspar, and filled with the gas to be investigated at atmospheric pressure.

One of the windows remains fixed, while the other can be so shifted in the direc-

tion of the rays that the distance aj)art of the two can be continuously varied from

(t to 15 mm. This distance is evidently the thickness of the [)lane-parallel gas-

stratum to l^e investigated. This whole apparatus is put in the place of the cover

of the slit-carriage marked e', in the foregoing descriptioji of the vacuura-spectro-

graph, so that the capillary is in line with the produced geometiical axis of the colli-

mator. The apparatus is constructed in detail as follows : The cover, e (Fig. 10),
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that ttts to the slit-carriage of tlie spectrograph is connected air-tight with the l.ody

of tlie absorption apparatn-^ ; that is, with a tliick-walled hollow cylinder of brass.

In the interior of the hollow cylinder there is a tube of cast-steel which can be
displaced along the axis by the aid of a railled-edged disk provided with a female
screw-thread within. The measure of the displacement can be read upon the two
scales visible in the picture; namely, the whole millimeters upon the longitudinal

one, and the tenths of niillimeters upon the circumferential one. Uiion the face of

the steel tube tuinied toward the covei', e, is fixed tlie tluor-sivir window that is

moved with the tube, while u[u)n the inner plane surface of the cover, e, the other,

which is fixed, abuts uiton the centi'al light-opening, which leads to the slit. The
two windows remain in pai'allel planes, whatever their distance a[)art maybe. The
air-tight connection between the steel tube and the brass cylinder, a (Fig. 10),

is effected by means of a ring of sole-leather turned u[)on the lathe and having a

cross-section 3 millimeters square, this ring being pressed against tube and cylinder

by means of an annular female screw. For the same purpose, the greatest care

was taken in preparing the steel tube and its brass guide, to render the cylindi'ical

sui'faces precisely circular. To the milled disk, h, the Geissler tube, c, is fastened by

its rim. As the medium of attachment the above-mentioned mixture of wa.x and

vaseline is employed, a small amount being laid upon the rim of the tube. In this

case the tube cannot be adjusted by a steel pin as it is adjusted to the cover <f ; and

the following process has to be resoiied to: The apparatus by the annular shoulder

of e is stuck into a well-fitting ring, not too light, in wliicli it can be steadily turned

about its axis. A suitable pin-hole is uow ai'ranged, oi' bettei-, a shoi-t-focussed read-

ing-telescope is directed so as to place the middle of the mouth of the capillary

upon the cross-wires. Then, by turning the appai-atus round through 180', and

shifting the tube by a suitable amount, it will easily be accurately centered. Lest

the centering so attained should be lost, Avhich at first, before the exhaustion, might

easily happen, while the tube is only attached by the grease on its rim, four guides,

(/, sliding in the radial grooves of the disk, b, are delicately pushed up against the

wall of the tube, and are secured there by their screw^s, / Fui-ther, to render the

centering quite secure, the support (/ is required. The lateral part of the Geissler

tube that carries electrodes should rest against this support throughout the opera-

tion of centering, and should continue to do so thereafter. These precautions

would, indeed, be needless if the rim of the Geissler tube were precisely on

the circumference of the base of a right cone having its vertex at the centei- of the

mouth of the capillary. But this condition is not fulfilled, an<l could be only

at great cost ; so that "the cheaper arraugement with the support, ;/,
is preferable.

What is indispensable is that the bearing surface of the rim of the tube shoulu

be optically plane and should lie in a plane to \vhich the axis of the capdlary

is perpendicular; the former condition being required for air-tightness, and the

latter for the uniform illumination of the slit.

The fillincr of the Geissler tube is performed through the specti'ograph, which

is for this purpose connecte.l with an apparatus for the evolution of the gas

wanted The gas then flows in through the cock, i, and through a narrow channel
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continuous with this, aud having its orifice near the Geissler tube. When the cock

is closeil, the tube continues to hold its gas while the spectrograiih is exhausted.

Although the gases of the tube and of the absor[»tion-chainl)ei' are only separated

Ijy the steel tube, I have never found that even hydrogen eiiteied the latter, dift'usi-

l)le as that gas is. The gas whose absorption is to be investigated flows into the

absorption-chamber through the tube, //, aud leaves it through a second tube placed

diametrically aud having its further end a little below the surface of some mercury.

The mercury forms an escape-valve effectually preventing the entrance of atmos-

pheric air, while a very slight over-pressure will cause an outflow.

The circumstance that the steel tube and its bearing are of different materials

has the disadvantage that, owing to the different expansibilities of the two luetals,

the steel tube in the cooler part of the year does not move as readilj' as it should
;

and besides, the bearing may be injured. The beai'ing was originally fitted with

great accuracy at the mean temperatuie of the loom. E.xperiments that were

instituted upon the appearance of this inconvenience showed that the reduction of

the temperature by only a few degrees Celsius would suflSce to damage the beaiing

and sometimes even the tube itself, if this were moved. Since the whole utility of

an apparatus upon the design and construction of which no little pains had been

bestowed was thus placed in jeopard}', I provided it with a little heater consisting

of a water-jacket, Tc, to enclose the brass cylinder, a, at the point of the beai'ing of

the steel tube, which water-jacket, by the aid of a funnel-shaped projection that

stands vertical when in use, could be filled with water, aud then, by means of the

warming-tube, m, could be warmed to 27° C. by a little alcohol flame. At this

temperature, or even a couple of degrees higher, the ap[)aratus works faultlessly.

It may be thought that it would have been better to construct the whole

api)aratus of one metal. But there were certain technical objections to this into

which it would lead me too far to enter here. It may be added that the a[)paiatus

has no pretension to universal applicability, being restricted to the study of such

gases or vapoi-s as are chemicall}- indift'erent to steel and to fluoi-spar. The pre-

paration of the atmospheric gases proceeded throughout in vessels connected by

ground-glass fittings. The same thing is true of experiments with the gases which,

as will be shown, enter as impurities into the Geissler tubes, such as CO aud C^, li„,

whose influence, as appealed in the course of my investigation, required searching

attention.

For photographic experiments ultra-violet plates prepared according to my
process could alone be thought of, since the gelatine plates have not sufficient

sensibility for rays beyond 185 /'/'. Foi- although the gelatine plates are not

completely insensitive for those rays, yet they are so inefficient that nothing more
than a l)a?ely visible and worthless continuation of the spectrum appears in any

case. The cause of this want of sensitiveness is, as I formerly proved, the want of

transparency of the gelatine. By keeping this fact in view, I have succeeded, by
persistent experimentation, in reducing the proportion of gelatine on my plates

until it ceases to do any harm. The thickness of the sensitive layer is, at the same
time, tlius reduced to but one fifth of what it is upon the ordinary gelatine plates. To
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this diminution of tliickness is due not only tlieir sensitiveness for the most
i'efi;uigil)le ultra-violet rays, but also their power of promoting the optical efficiency

of the photographic api)aratus. What adds to tlie importance of this fact is that

if the spectrum is to be sharply defined over the longest possil)le poi'tion of it, tlien

the rays will not traverse the sensitive layer i)erpendicularly, but will, on tlie

contrary, have an angle of incidence of 60° to 69°. The short focal distance (the

focus at 589 /'/' is 12 cm.) and weak dispersion (with a fluorite prism of 60°) of

ray spectrograp)h make the last named property of the ultra-violet plates incompara-

bly more important in the pivsent case than with instruments of stronger disper-

sion. And it is not the least of the advantages 1 owe to that property that

the very small negatives of the part of the spectrum in question, in consequence

of their uncommon capacity for enlargement, nevertheless answer the demands of

exact spectroscopy. A numerical example will best show what my spectrograph

was in this way able to do. In a jiart of the hydrogen spectrum about 160 /'/' it

resolved a length of 13 millimeters into more than 300 clearly marked lines. I

need not say that very exact edges and very narrow opening of the collimatoi'-slit

wei'e needed for this. My negatives measure 37 by 12.7 mm. The image of the

spectrum appears upon them upon a ground as clear as glass. It bears a far greater

enlargement than is possible with ordinary gelatine jtlates.

Filling tlie absorption and emission tubes.—The absor[)tion-tubes were filled at

the atmospheric pressure, at fiist merely by drawing the gas through them for

a long time before the final filling. But it was found that the air was not in this

way as completely expelled from the tubes as my experiments required, since even

a small residue notal)ly altered the transmissivity of the gas concerned. Conse-

quently in the later work, the tubes were pumped out before the gas was allowed

to enter, and were then repeatedly washed out with the gas. The connections of

the apparatus for the evolution of the different gases with the absorption-tube

would have been much easier manipulated if india-rubber could have been used for

them. But my experiments showed that such tubing, because of its exhalations, if

for no other reason, may introduce such impurities into the tube as to render it not

fit for use, giving the spectrum a totally different appearance. I also ascertained

that leakage of air was to be feared even with the thickest india-rubber tubes.

For example, through an exhausted Para-rubber tube of 40 centimeters length, 1.15

cm. external' diameter, and 0.35 cm. internal diameter, 2.4 (cm.)^ of air passed

in fifteen hours. But I attribute only a subordinate prejudicial effect to the air

that was carried in through this tube along with the gas, because the washing out

and filling of the absorption-tube was at that time done at the ordinary pressure,

so that but a very small amount of air would enter, and because there was nothing

in the appearance of the spectrum as altered by the influence of the rubber to

suo-o-est the influence of air. This opinion was confirmed by the circumstance

that° when this tube of Para-rubber was replaced by a tube of black rubber,

such as is often used to make connections of chemical apparatus, the distribution

of enero-y in the spectrum underwent a new change : namely, while with the former

tube th^'e spectrum was weakened generally, the use of the black tube completely
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aiiiuilletl tbe effect of the lays at a wave-length of about 1G2 /'/' tlirougli an

extended stretch. Tliis behavior of india-rubber led me, in tbe sequel, to con-

nect the aj^iaratus only with glass tubes and a metallic-screw closing device,

which depends upon having optically plane surfaces which are pressed together

with gieat ivvi'f. I have used this clamp for different [)urposes and with constant

success.

In the preparation of the emission tubes (Geissler tubes), several difficulties

arose. The first of these lay in attaching a suitable window ; for glass is entirely

opaque to such shoi-t waves. Quartz is eminently proper for the pui'pose, and

finor-spar is still more so, since it allows the most refi'angihle rays to [)ass freely,

which quartz, as is well known, does not. Quartz has the advantage of greater

hardness, which is no small consideration owing to the frequency with which the

windows have to be taken off atul cemented on again. Fluor-spar is relatively

soft and in constant use, especially when its surfaces are often cleansed, is haid to

preserve from damage. Moreover, there is a circumstance which has nari'owly

limited its ap[)licability for the windows of Geissler tubes in my experiments. The
state of things is this. With Geissler tubes we are led to employ the end-on ftirm

for the most I'efrangible ultra-violet, because it s'ives a erreater emission of lii^ht

tiiau the cross-wise tubes, and, besides, it is better adapted to the in.sertion of a

plane window. I follow the usual practice of giving such a tube a plane rim at

one end upon which the window is readily fastened. But this closure, to be ab-

solutely staunch, is a more difficult matter with the rays here concerned than one

would think. The closure iiuist fulfil three conditions, to wit: 1st, it nuist cut off'

the photographic energy as little as possible ; '2d, it must not soil the purity of the

gas in the tube ; 3d, it must easily be removed without damage to tube or window.

But none of the j^lans for closing tubes hitherto known satisfy these conditions, not

even the grinding out of quartz in the manner published by me in 188G, since, be-

cause of its great thickness, it absorbs too much refiaugible I'ays. For my experi-

ments, therefore, a more suitable method of closing had to be invented. Of several

processes to which my thorough trials led me, the following has satisfied me best

:

The rim of the tube and the closing plate, which latter should only be 1 ram. to

•J mm. thick, after being cai'efully cleaned, are put together and held with a clamp

which must not be too large, so that there can be no lateral displacement. Then
the joint between the tube and i»late around the latter on the outside is to be

painted with a thick coat of soluble soda-glass. After two or thi'ee hours, wheu it

is dry, a second coat is to be applied. A third would make the tube stauncher, but

it is not absolutely necessary. Such a tube will bear the highest exhaustion that a

Geissler tube can take, while by scraping away the crust of water-glass with a

knife, which is easy, the tube is opened without trouble and readily closed again.

The convenient opening and closing is an important point in observations of the

ultraviolet, because tlie inner surface of the <piartz window often after a brief use

gets a deposit upon it, which partly absorbs the most refrangible rays, and, indeed,

sometimes entirely cuts them off, an inconvenience which is the more troublesome

because the deposit is geneially invisible to the eye. AVater-glass proved most
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useful with quartz, but did not work well with Hiior-spar. In this case, the layer
of luting loosens itself, usually in a short time, from the fluor-spar and ci-nnibles

away. Of course, this thi-ows doubts upon the security of the closure. It is

possible that a luuch thicker coat than that I used would answer bettei-. I have
not, however, tried it, but have employed as luting for the fluor-spar a mixture of

white wax and clock-maker's oil, which is spread in a very thin layer forming a

band half a millimetei- broad, in a ring round the end of the tube. Now pi'essing

tlowu the fluor-spar disk a neat and pei'fect closure is obtained ; and it is loosened

even easier than the watei'-glass. It has, however, the inconvenience of soiling the

gas in the tube after long illumination, by producing fatty vapors.

The source of light for the absorption experiments.—The best thing for this

purpose would be a Geissler tube which should give a continuou.s spectrum of

e(pial intensity of energy in all parts. Unfortunately, no single tube meets this

lequirement completely. The hydrogen tube, however, does so in part, giving

a continuous spectrum down to 170 l*^^, where begins a I'ich line spectrum of toler-

ably uniform distribution of energy. Such a tube closed with fluor-spar has given

me good service in my absorption experiments, particularly by its continuous spec-

trum. A merit of it not to be undervalued when long exposures are required, as

they sometimes are, is that it has an unconunon photographic l)rightness. For

comparison spectra I have employed the spark-spectra of hydi'ogen, aluminum, and

cadmium, which were photographed beside the absoi-ption-spectra.

The source of liglit for the emission-spectra.—These sjjcctra were given by

Geissler tubes of different shapes and ari'angements, closed with (juartz. Some of

these tubes, after being filled, remain in connection with the air-i)ump, so that they

can readily be emptied and refilled. Others are melted off like ordinary Geissler

tubes, before they are attached to the spectrograph. For some investigations, how-

ever, none of these tubes will answer. In such cases, Paalzow-Vogel tubes of the

Paschen-Euuge pattern were prefei'red. In these, the place for the dischai'ge com-

municates at both ends through licpiid valves, of which one consists of sulphuric

acid and the other of a solution of bichromate mixed with sulphuric acid, with

which the air-pum[) is so connected that the pumping out of the tubes can go on

unhindered, while the vapors from the mercury and from the grease of the pump-

cocks are kept away from it. At the same time, the sulphuric-acid valve of such a

tube, of which the receptacle is arranged as an apparatus for evolving hydrogen and

oxygen electrolytically, serves to produce the oxygen and hydrogen to fill the tube.

The filling of the tubes has hitherto been limited to

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Water

Carbon monoxide

Carbon dioxide

Hydrogen.

These erases have been in part obtained from the atmosphere, and in part have
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been chemically or electrolytically pnuliiceil. After being carefully imritied. they

were dried with i)hosphorus-j)entoxide and in some cases with snl|ihuric acid.

The pre-SHKre in the absor|ition-tubes was e(|iial to the atmospheiic pressure at

tlie time. In the emission-tubes, it varit-d from (>.i>o to one centimeter of mercury-

pressure.

The electric discharge was effected either by the Kuhmkorff coil alone, oi- with

a Leyden jar, or Leyden jai- and spark gap interposed into the circuit, or a Leydeu

jar and a Ilemsalech self-induction coil. The piimaiy current never exceeded 2.5

amperes and 10.5 volts.

Dlffioilties.—Before I touch upon the results thus far obtained, I must allude

to a phenomenon which I encountered as soou as I took my first emission-spec-

trograms. The fact substantially was this. I photographed the spectrum of a

Gei.ssler tube filled with air, and obtained a spectrum of considerable )thotogra[)hic

effect compounded of numerous thickly successive bands shading off on the red

side. Numerous repetitions of the ex[)eriment confirmed the result. I concluded

from this that I was dealing with the S[)ectrura of aii- or, at any rate, of one or more

of its ingredients. Rut when I came to examine the latter separately, as I had

dune the aii', I found that the same supposed air-bands dominated every one of them.

With carbon monoxide and caibon dioxide, however, they were much stronger;

while with water and hydrogen they were weaker. After compaiing these photo-

graphs with one another, no loom for doubt seemed to remain that these bands be-

longed to a carbon compound which presumably had been derived from the fat of

the air-pump cocks and fioin the occluded and aksorbed gases of the inner wall

of the tube. However, increased can- in cleaning the tubes and in the proihiction

of the gases to fill them, from which 1 piomised myself better success, made no

dift'erence; the bands remained as strong as before. Now, in order to keep the

air-pump vapors of tlie cock-fat and mercury completely away from the place of

discharge, I exchanged the Geissler tubes, which had up to that time been em-

ployed, for l'aalzow-^^)gel tubes. By way of greatei' precaution, these tubes,

Ijefore being used, were cleaned for twelve hours with a solution of bichromate of

jiotassium in concentrated sulphuric acid, to destroy any impurities of organic

origin which might be present, and were then repeatedly rinsed out with distilled

water, and were forthwith closed with a quaitz w indow and water-glass, and dried

by tlie air-pump, though the two sulphuric-acid valves of the tube itself had in the

main effected this. In this way, the penetration into the tubes of particles of dust,

which might have occasioned the formation of carbon compounds, was as far as

jiossible prevented. By theieupon washing out the place of discharge with oxygen

which was evolved from the sulidiuric acid of the electrolytic apparatus belonging

to the tulte, I promised myself, judging by the visible bands of carbon compounds,

the sure attainment of my object. Still, these means too proved without effect.

Thereupon the suggestion presented itself that occluded gases from the aluminum

electrodes miifht have caused the bands, and the electrodes were laid aside and re-

placed by glass cylinders covered with tin-foil. But in .spite of all, the bands after

this alteration remained intact. The tul)es were now furnished with new aluminum
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electrodes obtained from aiiotlier source, hut there was no dian-re in the s|n'c(ra.

The bands afterwards, as before, were the regular accompaniments ..f ihc photd-

graidis of the spectra of hydrogen and of oxygen. Asa last atlempL in liiat di-

rection, I shall use a form of (leissler tube wliieli is nndei' construction and whicii

is so arranged that, in the cleaning during exhaustion, a far more euerijetic heatiiu,'

can be attained than was possible for the tubes pi'eviously em[)loyed.

It ought not to go unmentioned that all the tubes were observed with a spectro-

scope both during the cleaning and during the photogra[ihing of the s{)ectrum with-

out any impnirities making themselves noticeable. This shows how little the visible

spectrum can serve as critei'ion of puiity, in filling a tube. Tiie most refrangible

ultra-violet is far better adapted to the purpose, and according to my ob.servations,

the most sensitive spectral reactions belong to the region of the shortest waves.

Production of the ingredients of air and the spectrographic results.— I pass

now to the I'esults directly relating to my investigation. Since these results are

not complete, notwithstandingmy numerous exiteriraents, I can in this preliminary

communication only give the most important of them, and not even those without

reserve. Foi- it is clear that, as long as the question of the origin of the supposed

bauds of oxide of carbon is open, a not inconsiderable measure of uncertainty at-

taches to them all. Besides this, substantially nothing is known of the part of

the spectra of gases to which my observations i-elate, so that at no point did any

information come to me from the scientific literatni'e. Finally it ought not to be

forgotten how difficult the analysis of the facts relating to spectra in Geissler tubes

has, at all times, been found, and how little we leally know about the subject to-

day, notwithstanding the fact that scarcely any otlier part of specti'oscopy has oc-

cupied so much acumen and gift for obsei'vation as the exploration of the spectra

of electrical discharge-tubes.

I begin with the spectrum of

Nitrogen.—It was pi-eparecl in two ways : first, by passing air over potassium

pyrogallate; and, secondly, from potassium nitrate and ammonium chloride. It

was dried with phosphorus pentoxide, over which the gas remained standing for

some time befoi'e it was passed into the tube. Nitrogen proved itself very trans-

parent, even beyond 162 /'/'; yet it absorbed particular wave-lengths very ener-

getically. Its emission-specti'um consists of a number of groups of bands of

moderate i)hotographic power shading off toward the shorter wave-lengths and

ending below (that is on the less refi'angible side of) 185 ;</' The observation of

this specti-um is uncommonly interfered with by the bands of carbon monoxide

overlying it. Beyond 185 /'/', I have been unable to prove any introgen bands.

"aT^yz/e??..—Electrolytically formed oxygen was exclusively employed. The

carbon dioxide which was invariably present in small amount at the beginning of

the evolution was eliminated by caustic potash ;
the aqueous vapor, by phosphorus

pentoxide or sulphuric acid. In i)assing to the absorption-tube, the gas was

strongly heated in ordei' to destroy the ozone. Oxygen absorbs the rays in the

neigh°borhood of 185 /'A' in a series of clearly i-esolved groups of lines, fourteen in

number. These groups, which are of baud-like form, constantly approach nearer one
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another with their tleviatioii, and are shaded off toward the red. ( tuiijilete absorji

tion is foiiiid with the most lefraugible of them. It is this which makes the air

onat[ue for all lays beyond 185 /'/'• Tlie presence of a mcxlerate amount of ozone

tlid not alter the absorption at all.

The emission-spectrum of oxygen is compounded of three continuous maxima,

of which the most refrangible is the strongest. It lies at about 185 H^*^ The ob-

servation of these maxima is attended with considerable difficulty, on account of

their slisrht photographic efficiency and because of the bauds of oxide of carbon

which appear with them. It succeeds best with a Paalzow-Vogel tube and 10 to

l(> mm. of meicury pressure. With much smaller pressure even these tubes,

though completely guai'ded against fat and mercury, gave dominating bands of

carbonic oxide which hai'dl}' allowed the oxygen maxima to appear. It is surpris-

ing that I have in this region never obtained lines of oxycren. True, traces of them

sometimes emei'ged upon the maximum near 185 MM, but as soon as I tried to bring

them out by longer exposure, the bands of carbonic oxide appeared and covered

the supposed lines, so as to make them invisible. Nor was it possible, notwith-

standing numerous attempts, to bring out more refrangilde rays than those of the

maximum at al)out 185 /'/' It may well be assumed that the stratum of oxygen

between the capillary opening and the window of the Geissler tube contributed to

the ill success of this search by its defective transpai-ency. This stratum might be

considerably reduced in thickness, were it not that the deposit on the window

would then become worse. Now this inconvenience seems to come on earlier with

oxygen than with other fjases. For that reason, I have not reduced the thickness

of the stratum of this gas below 2 cm., though with others I have not hesitated to

go down to 1 cm. The deposit on the window takes place very easily with the

Paalzow-Vogel tubes, especially if they have an outei- covei'ing, and is a very incon-

venient adjunct of them. In this case, in a few hours' use, it often goes so far as

to produce complete opacity. The opening and reluting of the window thus neces-

sitated is not only a waste of time, but, on account of the filling witli sulphuric

acid, a veiy dubious ])iece of work.

Carbon dioxide.—This gas was pi'epared by the action of hydrochloric acid

upon calcium carbonate. The gas was twice washed w'ith a solution of sodium

l)icarbonate in water in order to eliminate the hydrochloric-acid vapoi'. It was

dried with phosphorus pentoxide.

The absorption-sitecti'um of cai'bon dioxide is similar to that of oxygen. Here,

too, there are indications of a rhythmical series in the shape of inverted groups of

lines. But the end of this series is consideiably more refrangible than that of

oxygen. Accordingly, total absorption begins at a shorter wavelength.

The emission-spectrum is overlaid with the bands of carbon monoxide, the

uinvelcome attendants of all my spectra. Its photographic action is uncommonly

strong, and it extends far V)eyond 162 /</< into the region of the shortest wave-lengths.

I doubt not that, were the tubes sufficiently transparent, it could be photographed

as far as the hydrogen spectrum extends. For its wealth of lines it stands unrival-

led. I have not been able to make suie whether these bands really belong to car-
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bou monoxide or not. The carbon dioxide itself seems not to pai'ticipate in the

photographic effect. For even tlie freshly tilled tubes gave diii'ing the first dis-

charges no other spectrum than the later photographs. Since the dissociation of

the carbon dioxide, which accoi-diiig to the general assumption precedes these oc-

currences, is dependent u[)on the height of the temperature, I have made prepara-

tions to institute experiments in which the heat of discharge shall be far below that

of the tubes I have hitherto iised. I hope, in this way, to obtain lietter information

than I have hitherto concerning the spectral Ijehavior of carbon dioxide.

Carbon monoxide.—This concerns us here less as an ingredient of the atmos-

phere, which contains it in very small amount, than as one of those impurities of

Geissler tubes which have at all times created the greatest obstacle to the si)ectro-

scopic investigation of gases. Carbon monoxide was prepared : 1st, from oxalic and

sulphuric acids ; 2d, from yellow prussiate of potash and sulphuric acid ; 3d, from

formic and sulphuric acids ; and it was then washed with caustic potash solution

to retain the sulphui- dioxide or the formic acid, as the case might be, as well as

traces of carbon dioxide.

Carbon monoxide absorbs the most refrangible rays somewhat less than carbon

dioxide, and gives, like oxygen, a series of rhythmical, inverted groups of lines.

The clearness and sharpness of these lines ai'e less than with oxygen, but far more

perfect than with carbon dioxide.

The emission-spectrum has already been sufficiently considered in treating of

that of carbonic dioxide, so that I have nothing to add here upon the subject.

Aqueotis vapor.—The filling of the Geissler tube was effected from a small

o-lass vessel with a faucet containing a few drops of distilled water. This vessel

was melted on laterally to the tube connecting the (Teissier tube with the air-pump.

Aqueous vapor was evolved in the absorption-tube by introducing into it before

exhaustion a little cup containing a few drops of water. Then, by pumping out

the tube repeatedly, it was at last filled with aqueous vapor free from aii-. Un-

fortunately this process has not, thus far, led to certain results, in consequence of

the deposit of dew. I must, therefoi'e, reserve a report upon this mattei- until these

experiments have been repeated. What takes place in the tube of aqueous vapor

is not deal-. The spectrum differs according to the mode of discharge. It consists

mainly of hydrogen lines, of the oxygen maximum of 185 MM, and of a great num-

ber of other lines, concerning \vhich I have not yet been able to make quite sure

whether they belong to aqueous vapor or not. Upon these spectra is laid, in addi-

tion, the more or less intense spectrum of carbon monoxide. Finally, by a suitable

choice of pressure, form of tube, strength of current, and mode of discharge, all

these spectra can be greatly weakened and the spectrum of the electrodes of the

tube brouc^ht out. My numerous observations indicate a regular dissocuition of

the aqueous vapor into" its elements accompanied by a simultaneous recombination

to form water. I have been led to this conclusion more paiticularly by the study

of the spectra of certain Geissler tubes which carried an absorption vessel or drymg

vessel as the case might be, which was cut off from the proper place of discharge

by a mercury valve, the arrangement being such that the vessel could be opened
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iind closed without trouble by simply turuiug the tube about its capillary axis.

Tbe absorbents used were phosphorus peiitoxide, sulphuiic acid, aud platiuuin black.

There is a pheiioraeiioti which readily comes into play in the Paalzow-Vogcl

tubes which 1 regard as affording a moie certain proof that oxygen and hydrogen

combine under the electric spark 'even at a pressure of but a few millimeters:

niiniely, if such a tube be filled witli a mixture of the two gases, its initial bright-

ness rapidly falls off, and after a short time the tube fluoresces in the highest

degree. But the capillary shines forth more or less brightly. The only possible

explanation of this phenomenon is that, after oxygen and hydrogen have combined

to form water, this is promptly absorbed by the sulphuric acid, which affords a

relatively huge sui'face, and that there is consequently a great diminution of pres-

sure, giving rise to the fluorescence. The gases were not mixed by me in equivalent

proportions, so that, after the formation of the water, one or other must have re-

mained in excess, and this excess, enjoined with the ineradicable carbon monoxide

from the inq)urities of the tube, would occasion the light in the capillaries. But

although I followed these i)henomena spectrograph ically, I have never obtained the

lines which, in the other spectra of aqueous vapor, can be regaided as water-lines.

Still, a reason foi- the Paalzow-Vogel tubes not giving these lines may be found in

the circumstance that the vapor was too quickly absorbed by the sulphuiic acid to

give a si)ectrum for a sufficient time to make an image capable of being photogi-aphi-

cally developed.

Ilydrofjen.—Armand Gautier found that this gas in the free state occurs in the

air ill no negligible [jroportion. I should, therefore, in any case, have had reason

to include it in the list of ingredients of the air here investigated. Besides that, it

affords me an admirable com[)arison spectrum. For none of the si^ectra with which

I have become acquainted beyond 185 fin has its energy so uniformly distributed

and such a wealth of lines as this. Nor is there any that extends so far as that of

hydrogen.

The gas was produced fi-om the purest chemicals, sometimes chemically, some-

times electrolytically ; and moi-eover, whei-e it seemed necessary, it was most cai'e-

fully purified by sodium hydrate, silver sulphate, and potassium hj-drate. Particular

pains were taken in drying it; for the gas for the final experiments flowed through

three successive vessels, filled with phosphorus j)entoxide, with stopcocks in their

connections, in such a way as to remain for some time enclosed in each before it

was allowed to escape into the next.

The transparency of hydrogen had appeared by my former expei'iments to be

uncommonly great. But my new experience has shown that it is a matter of great

difliculty to attain perfect definiteness on this point, since the production of thick

strata of pure hydrogen is well-nigh impossible. The walls of the place of absorp-

tion will, even with the most scru[)ulous cleansing, always at last secrete small

amounts of gaseous im[»urities; and these will affect the transparency of hydrogen

more propoitionately than they would that of other gases, precisely because its

transparency is so extraordin;ii'ily great. At any rate, it is in that way that I explain

the repeated contradictions in the results which 1 have obtained for the absorption
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of this gas at different times. I accordingly abstain from making further statements

upon this subject.

The spectrum of liydrogvn ends, according to my latest results, f;ir beyond the

limit which I obtained in 1893 with the apparatus I tlien used, and which by a

merely estimated wave-length I placed at 100 /'/'. This estimate, as will be later

shown, was by no means correct. The number of lines in the i)hotograph, which,

magnified 20 times, has a length of 1.4 meters, and of which a portion is shown in

Plates I-III, I estimate as at least 1500. Hydrogen develo^js its highest photo-

graphic efficiency at 162 /(/'. At the supposed wave-length of 100 nn its effect sud-

denly diminishes, and this is still more marked if in the path of the light from the

tube to the photogia[)hic plate, one or more fluor-si)ar plates are interposed, a thing

whicli the arrangements of the apj)aratus not infre(;[uently call for. A single such

plate 1 mm. thick may weaken the photogi'aphic effect at 100 /</i by one half. The

thickness of the plate is a secondary matter, for the loss of light depends chiefly

upon the number of reflecting surfaces. We may conjecture that the cause of the

enfeeblemeut lies in metallic reflection, possibly aided by absorption of light exei--

cised by gases which these surfaces condense. The weakening is by no means

limited to the region mentioned, but with longer waves it is greatly diminished.

It may be conjectured that, on the other hand, it increases with shorter waves.

I proceed to give photographic rei)roductions twenty times enlarged from my

photographed spectra. They are the only photographs of the hydrogen specti-um

which have been obtained up to this time in vacuo or in an atmosphere of hydro-

gen. In consideration of the not inconsiderable difficulties which had to be over-

come in their production, and which still oppose the I'epetition of the experiments,

it may not be deemed superfluous to enter into the details of the taking of this

photograph further than, for ordinary photographs of spectra, is either necessaiy

..r nsu^d. Vacuun.-spectrography can be accomplished even now only under con-

ditions of great difficulty.
, i

The spectrum that is mapped is that of the light of an end-on (Teissier tube

with a narrow capillary, such as is shown in Spectrum 5, Plate II. This tube

was connected with the collimator of the spectrograph. The four originals of the

first eight enlarged photographs of this spectral series were obtained with a fluor-

spar window interposed between the tube and the collimator. H^^ other our

were made without the window, since the spectra that they show would be undu y

weakened by the window, and the time of exposure thus rendered extraordinan y

lon^ In the former case, with the window in, the tube and spectrograph could

be filled and exhausted independently of one another. But in the lattei; case,

where tube and spectrograph were in communication through the open hole in the

slit-cover, both contained hydrogen at such a pressure as the electrical discharge

demanded. Since this pressure is only that of some '^^^'f TZJ^.l
hi<.hest, and since hydrogen is very transparent, since the depth of h>d_,ogen

tlrou.l which the mys had to travel was only 30 cm., since the deviation

o th: rays by the hydrogen must have been extremely small owing to is smal

f acti i'y, and the taking up of any impurities by the hydrogen in the interior of
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tbe spectrograph could not seriously be feai'ed, considering the many years during

wliicli it lias been in use, I do not think that any of these sources of erroi- can be

suppDsetl to have affected the coiTectness and i)urity of the photographs obtained.

The rays in theii- passage to the photographic plate traversed a hydiogen

atmosphere of moderate density, and not the exliausted interior of the spectrograjth

only. For the first five photographs, the gas, most sciu[)ulously purified and dried,

was led directly into the discharge-tube, and thence into the air-pumj). In this

way the tube was ooiitiiiuously traversed and eventually filled with gas which

must have been either altogether or very nearly fi-ee from mercurial vapor. For

the other seven [)hotographs the hydrogen, obtained by the action of the purest

zinc upon the purest suli>liuric acid, and aftervvai'd dried, was led through two
meters of the aii-pumj) tubing befoie entering the si)ectrograi)h and thence into

the Geissler tube. Consequently, it could not, in this case, be so fi'ee fi'om mer-

cury as in the other. I have not, however, been able to perceive any particular

disadvantage from the presence of the greater amount of mercury.

The induction-current was given by a Ruhmkorff coil, fed by 5 Grove cells

and giving sparks 25 cm. long. The effective rays from the tube' traversed suc-

cessively the fluor-spar window, the collimator-slit, the first leus, a 60° prism, and
the second lens, over against which was the plate sensitive to ultra-violet light.

The lenses and prism are composed of white tiuorite. The lenses weie i)lano-convex

and had the same focal length, namely, 120 mm. for sodium yellow. The equality

of the focal lengths made proper positions of the lenses to be at equal distances,

the one from tbe slit and the other from the mid-plate. Since the refiangibility

of the short-wave rays increases very fast in fluor-spai- with decreasing wave-length,

the focus rapidly shortens Avith the wave-length. The consequence is that the

scale of the image of the line diminishes from the less refrangible to the more
refi'angible end of a photograph. In pliotogi'aphs patched together to show a long

stretch of the spectrum this difference of scale makes itself unpleasantly noticeable,

owing to the varying breadth. But on such short photographs as these of the

hydrogen spectnim it may ])e neglected.

When thei'e was no particular i-eason foi- placing the prism symmetrically to

the course of certain rays, the rule was to give their minimum deviation to the

most refrangible lines of the part of the spectrum to be photographed at one

e.\[)osure; for this is the oidy way to get a uniformly shaip definition throughout

the stretch photographed. If I'ays are to traverse the prism symmetrically, it will

only be necessary, while preserving the equality of the foci of the two lenses and the

minimum of deviation, to turn the camera-tube until those rays fall on the middle
of the plate. For, as Fig. 9 shows, the camei-a is so consti-ucted that, whatever
may be the angle between the jilane of the photographic plate and the axis of the

lens, this a.\is must always cut the mid-vertical of the sensitive side of the plate,

which coincides with the geometrical axis of the camera-cone. The considerable

obliipiity of the plate to the axis of the lens has, along with the advantage of about

' 'I'o jirotect the window from possible heating, the electrode farther away from the slit was
made the cathode.
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doubling the image of the, spectrum, the disadvautivge of I'endei-iug the operation

of focussing difficult, inasmuch as the image of the slit partakes of the same

enlargement; so that, for example, the breadth of lines of about 185 /</< will be

somewhat more than double the width of the slit, while lines of about the shortest

wave-length hithei'to pliotographed will be somewliat less than double the width

of the slit. The edges of such a broadened specti'al line cori'espoud accordingly to

two different focal distances. Tliis difference becomes proportionately more notice-

able the wider the slit and the shorter the focus. Since in my hydrogen photo-

graphs foci down to 70 mm. occur aiul a width of slit of 0.010 mm. coi-responds

nearly to a difference of focus of 0.02 mm., it might be concluded tliat under

circumstances so luifavorable no specti'a good for anything could be produced.

Nevertheless photographs of this sort are clearer than might be expected. The

reason is that with this relatively wide slit the scattering of tlie I'ays by diffraction

is of less importance than with nairower slits, although with the latter the disad-

vantage of the diffei-euce of foci of the two edges is not noticeable. I shall return

to the subject below. But a more serious difficulty arises from this cause ; and an

acquaintance with it is desirable in adjusting a vacuum-spectrograph for the diffei'-

ent photographic fields within its reach. The state of things is this: Before a

vacuum-spectrograph is set to its regular work, it should be calibi-ated. That is to

say, for each photographic field the following constants shoidd be definitively

determined : the focal distances, the minimum deviation, the angle between the two

optical axes, the angle between the sensitive plate and the optical axis of the tele-

scope. I distinguish, foi- my apparatus, nine such photographic fields beyond

185 /<y^. Suppose, now, that the obsei'ver has gone through with this arduous task

of calibrating his spectrograph for its entire range, and has performed it with

a somewhat wide slit ; for to save time in the exposures he will naturally prefer to

do it so. He will take, let us say, a width of 0.01 nun., and although his slit opens

unsymmetrically, he will assume that this same adjustment is applicable for

narrower slits. But with these he will find that the greatest sharpness of image

has not the focus found for the wider slit, but a somewhat different one
;
that,

moreover, for the attainment of the highest sharpness of images the lenses can now

be a.ljusted incomparably more finely; and finally, that the useful part of the

spectrum has materially suffered in length. The principal cause of this phenomenon

is the oblique positiou'of the photographic plate with reference to the optical axis;

but the uusymmetrical variation of the slit-width, that is, the assumed fact that the

slit-carriage has only one movable ja^v, aggravates it. It might seem that the

difficulty could be obviated by a symmetrical slit. But little could be gained m

that way; since the symmetrical motion of the slit-jaws with a slit of a micron's

width will present to the instrument-maker insuperable difficulties, as I have

sufficiently convinced myself )>y extensive experiments with slits of tlie highest

precision I could construct.
• , i i-

The reason why, with a plate standing obliquely to the optical axis, the focus

dei^ends upon the wi.lth of the slit, appears from the following considerations:

Suppose the focus for any spectral line has been ascertained xvith a very narrow
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slit, say for a slit of width 0.001 mm. ; aud it is proposed to photograpli the .same

line with unaltered setting, but with a slit of width 0.005 mm.; then undoubtedly

that border of the line which corresponds to the stationary edge of the slit would

remain in focus, and retain its original sharpness, while the other, since the altered

position of the slit-edge corresponds to a different focus, and its image coii.se(piently

no longer falls within the sensitive film, would become less sharp, and the less so,

the more the slit is widened. A good photograph, in short, can now only be ob-

tained after a new focussing has rendered the two edges of the line equally hazy.

Of course, as far as resolution is concerned, photogi-ajilis taken with a wide slit

are greatly inferior to those with fine slits. AVhen the fineness of single lines is

desired, as in the measurement of wave-lengths, or the resolution of dense groups

of lines, the slit must be nariowed to its utmost. In such cases, I have gone

down from several microns to a single micron. Good results of this sort can only

be e.xpected with faultlessly linear and sharp-edged slit-jaws. Rounded slit-edges

and those formed l)y little planes, such as are found in the majority of spectrome-

ters, ai-e not adapted to the i)urpose, since the image of the slit is broadened by the

light reflected from the sides, and conse(juently their I'esolving powei- is greatly

injured. The duration of exposure and that of development must, if the desireil

fineness and sharpness of the image is to be attained, be scrupulously adapted to

this purpose. Otherwise, the line will be too thin or broadened by diffraction to

utter worth lessness. But with some painstaking one soon succeeds in photograph-

ing lines so fine that they are oidy formed of one or two rows of grains of silvei-

somewhat coarser than the average and, it must be admitted, not quite regularly

distributed. The hydrogen spectium shown affoids some examples of this kind.

But let it be expressly noted that the si)ectrum, with all its lines, can never

be successfully photographed with slits of 1 /< or 2//, .supposing that it contains

many thickly crowded lines of very different intensity. The stronger lines, with a

time of exposure .suited to the weaker ones, acquire great broadening, giving them
a washed-out look unadapted to measurement. This is my reason for photographing

every one of the fields in the spectrum of hydrogen four times over with incieasinf

time of exposuie and sometimes with widened slit. This proceeding is the best

adapted for cai-ryiug the resolving effect of a vacuum-spectroscope of such slight

dispersive power to its highest. If we compaie the dispei*sion of this })rism-spec-

trograph in the most refrangible ultra-violet with that of a gratiug-specti'ograph, the

latter will tui'n out, notwithstanding its considerably longer focus, but moderately

superior. A numerical example will best sliow this. In the vacuumspectrograph,

when the aluminum lines at 1989.90 and 1854.09 Angstrom units (focal length in

vacuo 106.75 mm.), with a 60° prism appear at the middle of the plate, they

are separated by a distance of 5.8 nun. from one another, while in the spectrum of

the first order of a grating spectroscope belonging to me (having a concave grating of

106 cm. radius and 1-1,-131» lines to the inch), they are separated by 8.2 mm. as meas-

ured on Rowland's circle. With increasing refrangibility this ratio varies more
and more to the advantage of the prismatic spectrum, so that for the shortest wave-

lengths it is superior in dispersion to the grating spectrum of the first order.
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In the spectra shown in Phxtes I-III (spectra 1 to 12) the refrangihility in-

creases from left to rijj^iit and witli the numbering of the strips. It begins, at the

least refrangible end, with a continuous spectrum of weak intensity, after which
come, first, some faint lines, but then numerous and remarkably strong lines. The
contiiuious spectrum, wliicli is a i)eculiarity of hydrogen, reaches down without in-

terru[>tion from here to the line 369.9 /(/< (Ames). The few lines that are found in

it probably belong, not to hydrogen, but to slight impurities of it, among which

mercurial vapor from the air-pump may well be the cliief. Some spectroscopists in-

cline to regard the continuous spectrum itself as a consequence of these impurities,

but I am unable to bring myself to this view because of many experiments with very

pure gases and with different tubes. It must not, however, be concealed that the

intensity of the continuous spectrum is connected with the purity of the filling of

the tube. The more scrupulously the gas within the Geissler tube is purified, the

weaker becomes the continuous spectrum. But I have never been able to l)ring

about its complete disappearance provided the exposure was long enough.

The numbers in the table on p. 24 will sei've as an approximate measure of

the photogi'aphic activity of these rays on the one hand and of the sensitiveness

of the ultra-violet plate on the other.

The first column refers to numbers in uiy spectroscopic journal.

The " camera-angle " is the angle between the plane of the photogi-aphic plate

and the optical axis of the camera-lens.

The lines of exposure refer to the taking of the original negatives of the four

parts of the plate.

The width of the slit was altered by movement of one jaw oidy, and the effect

of this asymmetry is plainly visible in the photogi-aphs.

The Values given for the current are merely the values without the coil, when

it was short-circuited. These, as well as the times of exposure, are merely given so

that differences in the different photographs should not be atti'ibnted to variation

either of the energy of the rays or of the width of the slit.

The fii'st eight enlargements correspond to only four oi-iginals, as each of these

originals is twice as long as those of the last four. This is due to the fact that the

image for the first two thirds of the spectrum is much flatter tlian for the last third

and so permits photographs twice as long.

The enlargements were performed with a projection-combination with an

aperture of 75 mm. by Carl Zeis of Jena. It is the most perfect objective for this

purpose in the world.

The dots and little si)ots are on the originals, being due to slight defects of the

coating of the plates which belonged to the method of making them that I still

employed in 1895, when these spectra wei-e photographed.'

V. Schumann: On an improved process for making sensitive plates for the ultra-violet.

Annalen der F/iysik, vol. v., pp. 349-374, 190'-
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electrodes, taking for the cathode (which with all the other photographs had been

at the distant end of the tube) the electrode nearest the slit, that I got any better

results. It appears, therefore (and tbis is confirmed by all repetitions) that the

cathode-light of hydi'ogeu, under existing circumstances, contains more refrangible

and active rays than the anode-light.

Why do my hydrogen photogi'aphs end at this place? For all essays to

photograph more refrangible rays with a 00° prism came to naught. I can find the

reason for it neither in the want of energy of the rays nor in the insufficient sensi-

tiveness of the ultra-violet plate. Nov can I attribute it to metallic reflection, since

this concerns decidedly shorter waves than these with which we have here to

do. I suspect i-ather that this limitation of the effect of my spectroscope is due to

the approach to grazing incidence of the rays upon the prism. Foi- I met with

a similar reduction of energy with my former 70° pi'ism
;
yet afterwards when I

came to repeat the photographs with a 60° prism I found the spectrum considerably

strengthened. It is therefore to be expected that a still further diminution of the

refracting angle will lead to the photographing of still shortei- rays of hydi-ogen.

OF THE WAVE-LENGTHS BEYOND 185 yW/'.

Information as to the wave-lengths of the new region would be of particular

interest. The difficulties of measuring them are, however, so great that neither I

nor others have succeeded in overcomins; them. The wave-lens;th 162 /'/' to which

I arrived in 1892 ' was but the i-esiilt of a fii'st essay ; and the appai'atus I then had

was so far from perfect that this detei'mination is hardly sufficient. Last yeai', Mr.

F. F. Martens ^ took up the question, and resting upon the Ketteler-Helmholtz

dispersion-formula deduced from the angle of 21°, which is the difference in devia-

tion between the middle of ray most refrangible field and the last aluminum-line

at 185.4 f/jj, calculated the wave-length of that place in my last photograph to be

125 /</<, but this should pi'obably be 2 /'/< higher. It is inaccurate to say, as Mr.

Martens does, that this is the wave-length of the most refrangible ray photogi'aphed

by me ; since the deviation of 21° refei's to the middle of spectral field in question,

and the most refrangible line is deviated about 6° more ; which should have been

taken into account in the computation. My most refracted line has therefore a

wave-length decidedly less than 127 w- It must, however, be confessed that my
estimate of 1893 ^ of 100 /'/' was too hasty ; since it appears that even now I have

not got down quite to that point.

OF THE VACUUM APPAKATUS FOU THE MEASUREMENT OF WAVE-LENGTHS.

If, in Nos. 1 and 9, Plates I-III, of the spectrogi'aph, the prism be replaced by a

plane reflecting grating and the collimator and camera by two air-tight tubes arranged

' Sitzutigsberichle d. kaiser/. Akademic d. Wissensch. in IVicn ; math.-natiinv. Classe, vol. cii,

Part I la, pp. 625-694, 1893.

' Anna/en der Physik, 1901, Heft II, p. 619.

' Sitziingsber. d. kaiserl. Akad. d. IVissensc/i. in IVieii ; maih.-natiii-iv. Clnsse, vol. cii, Part Ila, (i.

677. 1893-
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r,.r the iiicasuiemeut ot \v;ivc'lfiii,'tlis, the wave-lengths can be determined by giat-

iiitr and lens, aceoiding to the method devised l)y Coinvi and applied by Liveiug

and Dewar. It is a method of coincidences resting upon the fact that the wave-

lengths of two lines whicli coincide in the axis of the lens are invei-sely propor-

tional to the numerical orders of the spectra. This method has the advantage of

not requiting any ray-filter, such as is required with a concave grating for the separa-

tion of mixed sjiectra. Foi- in my case, the lens not being achromatic, the spectra

do not at all coincide, being separated by the considerable difference of their foci.

This is an important advantage; for we artr acquainted with no suitable filter for

these short-wave rays, and a search for such a filter could hardly fail to be a very

laborious task indeed. Unfortunately, there is a serious drawback to the advan-

tages of this grating-and-lens method in the circumstance that the one of the two

spectra which is sharply focussed is so frequently overlaid with the out-of-focus spec-

tra as to be doubtful. This, of course, will pievent the lines which so suffer from

beins employed for measurement. The operation, moreover, takes up a gieat deal

of time. Kvery determination of a wavelength i-equires a series of photographs

which because of numerous particular observations occupies from 5 to 8 hours.

The following i-emarks i-elate to the suitable airangement of the two tubes foi'

measuring wave-lengths in vacuo. The slit-jaws are microuietrically movable inde-

pendently of one anothei', so that the slit may be symmetrically widened and nar-

rowed. It thus becomes possible, in case the lines to be compared demand very

different exposures, to shoi-ten the exposure of the weaker line by symmeti-ically

widening the slit. A rotating shutter is provided for half closing the slit at times.

The camera-tube carries the caniei'a with a plate-holder for plates of 12 mm. square.

The plate-holder during the photographing is carried by a slide which is vertically

moval)le both micrometrically and by the free hand, and which is also capable of

beint' turned over in the plane of the plate very accui'ately through 180°, about

the optical axis of the camera lens as its axis of rotation. This is I'equisite in order

to ascertain the point at which that optical axis cuts the plane of the plate. Special

care has been taken to secure accurate centering of the lenses and their draw-tubes,

on which the accuiacy of the measures essentially depends.

Whenever the intensity of light is sufficient, the concave grating should be

preferred in the determination of wave-lengths. It is important that with it there

is but a single surface at which the intensity of the rays is reduced. For the fewer

times the light is weakened, the stronger it will be when it reaches the photo-

graphic plate, other things being equal. Now the more energetically the extreme

ultra-violet light acts ui)on the photographic plate, the easier it will be to obtain

photographs of 'this light. Nor ought it to be forgotten that these short-wave rays

suffer nuich more by reflection than do long-wave rays. My recommendation of the

concave grating stipulates two provisos, viz.: 1st, that the matei-ial of the grating

should siifficieiitly reflect these short-wave rays; and 2d, that the grating-spectrum

should V)e sufficiently bright in this part. My photogiai>hs with plane grating and

lens prove that speculum-metal does in fact sufficiently reflect the short waves. But

the second condition relates to an individual character of the grating selected for
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use. It must be tested by special photographs made for this purpose. For such
test a vacuura-spectrograph of suitable dimensions is I'equired. Theie is no shorter

way to the ascertainment of the serviceableness of a diflt'raction e-ratiiiir for use in

the ultra-violet.

The body of the spectrograph should be so constructed as to afford the bi'oad-

est guarantee for its air-tightness. Moreovei-, thei'e should be no flexure upon
e.xhaustiou. Should there be flexure, however, it is still possible to obtain useful

photographs under unaltered pressui'e, since to this would correspond a constant

bending. But shouhl leakage or any other cause alter the pi'essure fallacious re-

sults would be obtained, in consequence of the shifting of lines due to the bending
of the apparatus. The exterior best adapted to such a spectrograph would be that

of a tube having its walls not too thin and composed of di'awn or rolled material.

For a tube presents equal resistance to outward pressure, and therefore, supposing
its walls to be equally strong, and to be subjected to equal pi-essui'e in all direc-

tions, will show the smallest bending. A tube drawn of brass or a Mannesmann
tube of steel is preferable to a cast tube on account of its greater homogeneity.
The open ends must be closed with permanent covers. At one end the concave
gi-ating should be set up so as to be capable of rotation about its mid-ruling as an
axis, while at the other end should be the slit-cai'riage, movable in the direction of

the rays. To one side of the slit there should be a horizontal slot in the cover of

the tube, giving exit to the rays coming back fi'om the grating. Before this slot

there should move vertically an air-tight slide containing the plate-holder, so that a

series of photogi'aphs could be taken one under the other without altering the

pressure within. The focussing of the different photographic fields would have to

be effected by displacement of the slit-carriage, which to this end must be provided

with a sufficiently long air-tight di'aw-tube.

The most important part of the whole apparatus is the slide carrying the

plate-holder. Upon the sufficiency and permanence of its air-tightness depends the

minimum pressure obtainable by exhaustion of the apparatus and thus the success

and the cost in time of the photographs. But the displacement of the plate and
the prevention of the entrance of air when it is taken out are not the only purposes

subserved by the plate-holder slide. It has also to make it possible to exhaust the

air that comes in with the plate before the latter is exposed to the light. For it is

clear that this small quantum of air can be removed much more quickly from the

narrow space of the interioi' of the slide than from an apparatus of many litei's'

volume. The plate should not be brought before the air-slot until in this way the

slide and the plate-holder have been exhausted. Thus when the apparatus has

once been exhausted, supposing its other parts to hold, it will only have to be

thoroughly pumped out now and then. I must not, however, be understood to

assert that in this way the vacuum will hold in the spectrograph for weeks oi' even

for days, as a good mercurial pump, for example, will. Such a degree of tightness

is not often met with among vacuum-spectrographs. At best, it will be necessary

to pump a little after every change of plate in order to remove gas that has been

set free ; as, for example, absorbed air. Even when the closing surfaces have been
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treated with ilie must scrupulous care and the material is faultlessly tiglit, small

amounts of absorljed gas little by little get set free. In the same way, some air

diffuses in through the grease film as soon as it has been for some time in use ;
and

the inflow becomes continually greater the longer the apparatus is left to itself

without being pumped out.

All this shows how little any apparatus without such a slide or other equiva-

lent contrivance can be recommended for the investigation of the ultra-violet.

The arrangement of the slide is founded on the supposition that only uncurved

plates of moderate length are to be used. It would be desirable, howevei", for a

better ti^eneral view of the whole i-egiou to be photographed as well its for the sake

of savin" some of the time lost during exposures, to be able to photograph at a

single exposure a greater extent of the specti'um, if possible, the entire sensitive

i-eo-ion of the plate. In this way, we might pei-haps photograph at once the whole

specti-um from the cyan blue to wave-length 100 /</< or indeed still farther. The

great curvature of the photographic plate whicli would be lec^uisite could be ob-

tained with ordinary plates, as is well enough known, by means of a film oi- of

mica. Not so with ultra-violet plates, since the preparation of their coating is

creatly affected l)y any unevenness of the surface to be coated, from w^hich films

are far from free and even sheets of mica are not sufficiently so ; for the coating is de-

posited thicker in depressions and thinner on elevations of the surface, giving rise

to differences of sensitiveness as well as to other defects.' Even if one is willing

to overlook these inconveniences and to content himself with graphically less

perfect spectrograms, or if the process of preparation of ultra-violet plates could be

improved in this respect, the inconvenience of the varying activity of the spectrum

in different spectral regions will still subsist. Judging by my prismatic photo-

graphs tliis variation is gi-eatest in the ultra-violet, that is, precisely in the pai't

which requires to be photographed in vacuo. The consequence would be that the

most active regions would be greatly over-exposed before the weaker parts be-

came developable at all, and as a result partial photographs would again have to

be reverted to. I cannot therefore advise the employment of long plates, par-

ticularly since, for constructive i-easons, the advantages of the slide would thus

disappear, and at eveiy change of plates the spectrogi'aph would fill with air and

would have to be pumped out. In like manner the employment of gratings of

long radius is not unhesitatingly to be adopted where the ultiaviolet is to be

observed to its most refrangible rays. For there is here the unavoidable difficulty

of absorption, however far the exhaustion be earned, owing to the small residue of

air as well as the vapors from the airpuinp ; the absorption, of course, being

nuich greater with the long distance which the rays have to traverse owing to the

long i-adius of the giating. This obstacle of absoi-ptiou is the reason why the

shortest wave-lengths are incomparably more easily investigated with short foci

than with larger apparatus.

A it:— I must pass ovei- my observations of the emi.ssion-s[)ectrum of air, on

' V. Schumann : On an improved method for the preparation of •ultra-violet plates. Annalen

Jer Physik, vol. v, pp. 349-374, 1901.
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account of the bauds of carbon monoxide which tiius far have made up the whole.
Nor is there ground for confident hope that better success will be met with in the
sequel. For with low pressure, where success was most confidently to be antic-
ipated, these bands appear irrepressibly in their full force; and with higher pres-
sure the absoi-ptiou, as I shall presently show, is so marked that the attempt to get
an extended air-spectrum in this way promises little. The increased absorption
which follows higher pressure might, indeed, be avoided by reducing the thickness
of the stratum

; but in that case the window of the tube would be so near the
capillary orifice that in a very short time the deposit 'upon it would produce com-
plete opacity.

Information regarding the transparency of air is easier to obtain. All the old
investigations upon this subject were limited to strata of considerable thickness, but
I have extended my observations to very thin layers. This was suggested by the
fact, long ago repeatedly ascertained by me, that the rays beyond 185 ^n were re-

markably weakened even by strata less than 1 cm. thick. Since then, notable data
concerning the behavior of thin layers of air have come to light, and since I have
occupied myself more with this mattei' than with others, it is proper that I should
here confine myself to this.

The above desci'ibed absorption-apparatus. Fig. 10, was used for the production
of the thin strata of air. From the negatives which I obtained with it, I take two
and give photogi'apliic reproductions of them magnified fourfold.

In one plate (No. 5941), A, Plate IV, the thickness of the stratum of air was
15 mm., 14 mm., ... 3 mm., 2 mm., 1 mm., 0.5 mm., 0.25 mm., 0.10 mm.; while
the time of exposure was in every case 1 minute, and the width of the slit 0.020 mm.
The Geissler tube was filled with dry air at a pressure of \ mm., and before photo-
gi'aphing, electric discharges were passed through it for some time. Without this
precaution the source of light would be wanting in the requisite constancy. The
fir.st eight spectra, with thicknesses of 15 mm. to 8 mm., end, without any material
gain in length, at the wave-length 178 iajj. The exposures following extend beyond
that wave-length

;
yet the stivatum of thickness 4 mm. first allows the band at 170 /<//

to appear. From that point the gain in length of spectrum with diminution of
thickness of the stratum is more rapid

; and with a stratum of 0.5 mm. the spectrum
runs to the end of the plate, corresponding to wave-length 163 yuy". The last two
strata of the series of thicknesses 0.25 mm. and 0.10 mm. give spectra of consider-
ably increasing intensity, and the inference that the photographed spectra would
be longer is confirmed by C, Plate IV. These two specti'a show more than any
of the foregoing how energetically the air absorbs these rays. For better orienta-
tion, I add to A, Plate IV, a small series of spectra (No. 6066), B, of \vhich the
uppermost band-spectrum is similai- to the uppermost of A, while beneath the
banded spectra appear the most I'efrangible lines of the spectrum of aluminum,
at 1989.90, 1935.29, 1862.20, and 1854.09 Angstrom units.

Plainly, a longer exposure would extend the photographic spectra to shorter
wave-lengths; and this is confirmed by another plate (No. 5935), C, where the
exposure was for two minutes, the width of slit 0.020 mm. as before, and the
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tliii'knessea of .strata of air, 0.05 mm., 0.1 mm., 0.2 mm., 0.4 mm., O.G ram., 0.8 mm.,

1.0 mm. Unfortunately, the wave-lengths bejond lOU n-^i being unknown, I am

not in condition to state exactly tlie limits of these spectra. But it will suffice to

compai-e their lengths to show how enormously thin strata of air absorb lays more

refrangible than those of wave-length 160/<//. This fact is mo.st evident in the

comparison of the effects of strata of thicknesses of 0.1 mm. and 0.2 mm.; for this

difference corresponds to a considerable dift"erence in the extensicm of the spectra.

Even the reduction of the thickness from 0.1 mm. to 0.05 mm. results in a very

perceptible increase of the energy. It is true that this is not very well shown by

6' because the most lefraiigible lines, for which the increase of energy is most

marked, have not sufficient intensity to bear the fourfold magnification, so that they

disappear entirely from C. I Vjelieve, howevei", that I shall not exaggerate if I say

that the increase of the thickness of the stratum from 0.05 mm. to 0.1 mm. involves

a loss of 50 <o of the energy.

The spectrum of the Geissler tube tilled with air, owing to the discontinuity

of its spectrum, never shows the absoiptiou-bands near 185 /</< due to the oxygen,

which appear so clearly when the tube is filled with hydi-ogen.

Considering the value which an acquaintance with continuous spectra has for ab-

sorption-specti'oscopy, and in view of the difficulty of searching out suitable sources

of lifht, let me refer to a discharge-tui)e with which I made many emission-e.vperi-

ments in 188G. It was an end-on tul)t' witli an uncommonly narrow capillary—
about \ or ^ mm. wide. If such a tube is exhausted until no discharge will pass

through it, or even until it fluoresces strongly, then as soon as a Leyden jar and a

spark-gap are inserted in the secondary circuit of a powerful Ruhmkorff coil, it

gives an uncommonly blight light of a white color. If the spectrum of this longi-

tudinally emergent light is photogi-aphed with cori-ect arrangements, one obtains,

instead of a line-s[)ectrum, a continuous spectrum in which, at most, a few traces

of washed-out lines are I'emarked. Sometimes the continuous spectrum enters only

as a stripe, several milliraetei's broad, running the length of the line-spectrum. In

both cases this continuous spectrum is well adapted to absorption-experiments in

which occur lines and especially groups of lines like tho.se of oxygen. The })hoto-

gi'aphie action of this capillary light is very powerful. T^nha{)pily these tubes are

of shorter life than those of the usual caliber. The spark widens the narrow oi)eu-

ing by degrees, and with the widening the photograjihic energy diminishes, and

worst of all, it then ceases to be so easy to convert the line-spectrum into a continu-

ous spectrum.

I.Kii'zir,, .T:imiary 19, 1001.
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